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PREFACE

IN this volume, in addition to the papers which

it contained in.the Riverside Edition, five of

Mr, Emerson's lectures appear in print for the

first time. They are " Instinct and Inspiration,"

" The Celebration of Intellect," " Country Life,"

" Concord Walks," and " Art and Criticism."

Some account of the origin, or the circum-

stances attending the delivery of these lectures,

will be found in the Notes. The first of them

belonged to the course on Natural History of

Intellect and now follows the lecture which bears

that name in the Riverside Edition, but is here

called " Powers and Laws of Thought." These

two, with " Memory," are grouped under the

general name of that course. Important pass-

ages from another lecture and from other ver-

sions of the first here given, are introduced into

the Notes to it.

The General Index, which first appeared in

the Riverside Edition, has been enlarged and

improved by Miss Laura Woolsey Lord, to

whom and to many friends who have given

valuable help in tracing quotations to their
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sources, and for information used in the Notes,

my thanks are due. I desire to make grateful

acknowledgment also to Mr. Waldo Emerson

Forbes for assistance given me in my work,

and to the heirs of Mr. J. Elliot Cabot and to

Mr. George Willis Cooke, Mr. Moncure D.

Conway, Mr. Charles J. Woodbury, Mr. John

Albee, Dr. Richard Garnett, Dr. William T.

Harris, and Mr. F. B. Sanborn, from whose

books I have quoted, as well as to Messrs.

Houghton, Mifflin & Company for extracts

from books of which they own the copyright.

EDWARD WALDO EMERSON.
Concord, October 12, igo^j..
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I

NATURAL HISTORY OF INTELLECT

Bacon's perfect law of inquiry after truth was that nothing

should be in the globe of matter which was not also in the

globe of crystal; that is, nothing should take place as event in

life which did not also exist as truth in the mind.



Power that by obedience grows.

Knowledge that its source not knows.

Wave which severs whom it bears

From the things which he compares.



NATURAL HISTORY OF
INTELLECT

POWERS AND LAWS OF THOUGHT

I
HAVE used such opportunity as I have had,

and lately in London and Paris, to attend

scientific lectures ; and in listening to Richard

Owen's masterly enumeration of the parts and

laws of the human body, or Michael Faraday's

explanation of magnetic powers, or the botanist's

descriptions, one could not help admiring the

irresponsible security and happiness of the atti-

tude of the naturalist ; sure of admiration for

his facts, sure of their sufficiency.' They ought

to interest you ; if they do not, the fault lies

with you.

Then I thought— could not a similar enu-

meration be made of the laws and powers of the

Intellect, and possess the same claims on the

student ? Could we have, that is, the exhaustive

accuracy of distribution which chemists use in

their nomenclature and anatomists in their

descriptions, applied to a higher class of facts ; to
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those laws, namely, which are common to chem'

istry, anatomy, astronomy, geometry, intellect,

morals and social life ;— laws of the world ?

Why not? These powers and laws are also

facts in a Natural History. They also are

objects of science and may be numbered and

recorded, like stamens and vertebrae. At the

same time they have a deeper interest, as in the

order of Nature they lie higher and are nearer

to the mysterious seat of power and creation.'

For at last, it is only that exceeding and uni-

versal part which interests us, when we shall

read in a true history what befalls in that king-

dom where a thousand years is as one day, and

see that what is set down is true through all the

sciences ; in the laws of thought as well as of

chemistry.^

In all sciences the student is discovering that

Nature, as he calls it, is always working, in

wholes and in every detail, after the laws of the

human mind. Every creation, in parts or in

particles, is on the method and by the means

which our mind approves as soon as it is

thoroughly acquainted with the facts ; hence the

delight. No matter how far or how high science

explores, it adopts the method of the universe

as fast as it appears ; and this discloses that the
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mind as it opens, the mind as it shall be, com-

prehends and works thus ; that is to say, the

Intellect builds the universe and is the key to

all it contains. It is not then cities or moun-

tains, or animals, or globes that any longer

commands us, but only man ; not the fact, but

so much of man as is in the fact.

In astronomy, vast distance, but we never

go into a foreign system. In geology, vast dura-

tion, but we are never strangers. Our meta-

physics should be able to follow the flying force

through all transformations, and name the pair

identical through all variety.

I believe in the existence of the material world

as the expression of the spiritual or the real, and

in the impenetrable mystery which hides (and

hides through absolute transparency) the mental

nature, I await the insight which our advancing

knowledge of material laws shall furnish.'

Every object in Nature is a word to signify

some fact in the mind. But when that fact is not

yet put into English words, when I look at the

tree or the river and have not yet definitely

made out what they would say to me, they are

by no means unimpressive. I wait for them, I

enjoy them before they yet speak. I feel as if

I stood by an ambassador charged with the
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message of his king, which he does not dehver

because the hour when he should say it is not

yet arrived.

Whilst we converse with truths as thoughts,

they exist also as plastic forces ; as the soul or

a man, the soul of a plant, the genius or con-

stitution of any part of Nature, which makes it

what it is. The thought which was in the world,

part and parcel of the world, has disengaged

itself and taken an independent existence.

My beliefin the use ofa course on philosophy

is that the student shall learn to appreciate the

miracle of the mind ; shall learn its subtle but

immense power, or shall begin to learn it ; shall

come to knaw that in seeing and in no tradition

he must find what truth is ; that he shall see in

it the source of all traditions, and shall see each

one of them as better or worse statement of its

revelations ; shall come to trust it entirely, as

the only true ; to cleave to God against the

name of God." When he has once known the

oracle he will need no priest. And if he finds

at first with some alarm how impossible it is to

accept many things which the hot or the mild

sectarian may insist on his believing, he will

be armed by his insight and brave to meet all
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inconvenience and all resistance it may cost

him. He from whose hand it came will guide

and direct it.'

Yet these questions which really interest men,

how few can answer. Here are learned faculties

of law and divinity, but would questions like

these come into mind when I see them ? Here

are learned academies and universities, yet they

have not propounded these for any prize.

Seek the literary circles, the stars of fame, the

men of splendor, of bon-mots, will they afford

me satisfaction ? I think you could not find a

club of men acute and liberal enough in the

world. Bring the best wits together, and they

are so impatient of each other, so vulgar, there

is so much more than their wit,— such follies,

gluttonies, partialities, age, care, and sleep, that

you shall have no academy.

There is really a grievous amount of unavail-

ableness about men of wit. A plain man finds

them so heavy, dull and oppressive, with bad

jokes and conceit and stupefying individualism,

that he comes to write in his tablets, Avoid

the great man as one who is privileged to be

an unprofitable companion. For the course

&f things makes the scholars either egotists or

worldly and jocose. In so many hundreds of
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superior men hardly ten or five or two from

whom one can hope for a reasonable word.'

Go into the scientific club and harken. Each

savant proves in his admirable discourse that

he, and he only, knows now or ever did know

anything on the subject: " Does the gentleman

speak of anatomy ? Who peeped into a box at

the Custom House and then published a draw-

ing of my rat? " Or is it pretended discoveries

of new strata that are before the meeting ? This

professor hastens to inform us that he knew it

all twenty years ago, and is ready to prove that

he knew so much then that all further inves-

tigation was quite superfluous ; — and poor

Nature and the sublime law, which is all that

our student cares to hear of, are quite omitted

in this triumphant vindication.

Was it better when we came to the philo-

sophers, who found everybody wrong; acute and

ingenious to lampoon and degrade mankind ?

And then was there ever prophet burdened with

a message to his people who did not cloud our

gratitude by a strange confounding in his own
mind of private folly with his public wisdom ?

But if you like to run away from this beset-

ting sin ofsedentary men, you can escape all this

insane egotism by running into society, where
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the manners and estimate of the world have cor-

rected this folly, and effectually suppressed this

overweening self-conceit. Here each is to make

room for others, and the solidest merits must

exist only for the entertainment of all. We are

not in the smallest degree helped. Great is the

dazzle, but the gain is small. Here they play

the game of conversation, as they play billiards,

for pastime and credit.

Yes, 't is a great vice in all countries, the sacri-

fice of scholars to be courtiers and diners-out,

to talk for the amusement of those who wish to

be amused, though the stars of heaven must be

plucked down and packed into rockets to this

end. What with egotism on one side and levity

on the other, we shall have no Olympus.

But there is still another hindrance, namely,

practicality. We must have a special talent, and

bring something to pass. Ever since the Norse

heaven made the stern terms of admission that

a man must do something excellent with his

hands or feet, or with his voice, eyes, ears, or

with his whole body, the same demand has been

made in Norse earth.'

Yet what we really want is not a haste to act,

but a certain piety toward the source of action

and knowledge. In fact we have to say that
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there is a certain beatitude,— I can call it no-

thing less,— to which all men are entitled, tasted

by them in different degrees, which is a perfec-

tion of their nature, and to which their entrance

must be in every way forwarded. Practical men,

though they could lift the globe, cannot arrive

at this. Something very different has to be done,

— the availing ourselves of every impulse of

genius, an emanation of the heaven it tells

of, and the resisting this conspiracy of men
and material things against the sanitary and

legitimate inspirations of the intellectual nature.'

What is life but the angle of vision ? A man
is measured by the angle at which he looks at

objects. What is life but what a man is think-

ing of all day ? This is his fate and his em-

ployer. Knowing is the measure of the man.

By how much we know, so much we are.'

The laws and powers of the Intellect have,

however, a stupendous peculiarity, of being at

once observers and observed. So that it is diffi-

cult to hold them fast, as objects of examination,

or hinder them from turning the professor out

of his chair. The wonder of the. science of

Intellect is that the substance with which we
deal is of that subtle and active quality that it
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intoxicates all who approach it. Gloves on the

hands, glass guards over the eyes, wire-gauze

masks over the face, volatile salts in the nostrils,

are no defence against this virus, which comes

in as secretly as gravitation into and through

all barriers.

Let me have your attention to this dangerous

subject, which we will cautiously approach on

different sides of this dim and perilous lake, so

attractive, so delusive. We have had so many
guides and so many failures. And now the world

is still uncertain whether the pool has been

sounded or not.

My contribution will be simply historical.

I write anecdotes of the intellect ; a sort of

Farmer's Almanac of mental moods. I con-

fine my ambition to true reporting of its play

in natural action, though I should get only one

new fact in a year.'

I cannot myself use that systematic form

which is reckoned essential in treating the

science of the mind. But if one can say so

without arrogance, I might suggest that he who
contents himself with dotting a fragmentary

curve, recording only what facts he has observed,

without attempting to arrange them within one

outline, follows a system also,— a system as
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grand as any other, though he does not in-

terfere with its vast curves by prematurely forc-

ing them into a circle or ellipse, but only draws

that arc which he clearly sees, or perhaps at

a later observation a remote curve of the same

orbit, and waits for a new opportunity, well

assured that these observed arcs will consist

with each other.

I confess to a little distrust of that com-

pleteness of system which metaphysicians are

apt to affect. 'T is the gnat grasping the world.

All these exhaustive theories appear indeed a

false and vain attempt to introvert and analyze

the Primal Thought. That is upstream, and

what a stream ! Can you swim up Niagara

Falls ?

We have invincible repugnance to introver-

sion, to study of the eyes instead of that which

the eyes see ; and the belief of men is that the

attempt is unnatural and is punished by loss

of faculty. I share the belief that the natural

direction of the intellectual powers is from

within outward, and that just in proportion to

the activity of thoughts on the study of outward

objects, as architecture, or farming, or natural

history, ships, animals, chemistry,— in that

proportion the faculties of the mind had a
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healthy growth ; but a study in the opposite

direction had a damaging effect on the mind.

Metaphysics is dangerous as a single pursuit.

We should feel more confidence in the same

results from the mouth of a man of the world.

The inward analysis must be corrected by rough

experience. Metaphysics must be perpetually

reinforced by life ; must be the observations

of a working man on working men ; must

be biography, — the record of some law

whose working was surprised by the observer

in natural action.

I think metaphysics a grammar to which,

once read, we seldom return. 'T is a Manila

full of pepper, and I want only a teaspoonful

in a year. J admire the Dutch, who burned

half the harvest to enhance the price of the

remainder.

I want not the logic, but the power, if any,

which it brings into science and literature ; the

man who can humanize this logic, these syl-

logisms, and give me the results. The adepts

value only the pure geometry, the aerial bridge

ascending from earth to heaven with arches and

abutments of pure reason. I am fully contented

if you tell me where are the two termini.

My metaphysics are to the end of use. I
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wish to know the laws of this wonderful power,

that I may domesticate it. I observe with

curiosity its risings and its settings, illumination

and eclipse ; its obstructions and its provoca-

tions, that I may learn to live with it wisely,

court its aid, catch sight of its splendor, feel its

approach, hear and save its oracles and obey

them. But this watching of the mind, in sea-

son and out of season, to see the mechanics

of the thing, is a little of the detective. The
analytic process is cold and bereaving and, shall

I say it? somewhat mean, as spying. There is

something surgical in metaphysics ^s we treat

it. Were not an ode a better form ? The poet

sees wholes and avoids analysis ; the meta-

physician, dealing as it were with the math-

ematics of the mind, puts himself out of the

way of the inspiration ; loses that which is the

miracle and creates the worship.

I think that philosophy is still rude and

elementary. It will one day be taught by poets.

The poet is in the natural attitude ; he is

believing ; the philosopher, after some struggle,

having only reasons for believing.'

What I am now to attempt is simply some

sketches or studies for such a picture ; Memoires
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pour servir toward a Natural History of In-

tellect.

First I wish to speak of the excellence of that

element, and the great auguries that come from

it, notwithstanding the impediments which our

sensual civilization puts in the way.

Next I treat of the identity of the thought

with Nature ; and I add a rude list of some

by-laws of the mind.

Thirdly I proceed to the fountains of thought

in Instinct and Inspiration, and I also attempt

to show the relation of men of thought to the

existing religion and civility of the present time.

I. We figure to ourselves Intellect as an ethe-

real sea, which ebbs and flows, which surges and

washes hither and thither, carrying its whole

virtue into every creek and inlet which it

bathes. To this sea every human house has

a water front. But this force, creating nature,

visiting whom it will and withdrawing from

whom it will, making day where it comes and

leaving night when it departs, is no fee or pro-

perty of man or angel. It is as the light, public

and entire to each, and on the same terms.

What but thought deepens life, and makes us

better than cow or cat ? The grandeur of the
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impression the stars and heavenly bodies make
on us is surely more valuable than our exact

perception of a tub or a table on the ground.

To Be is the unsolved, unsolvable wonder.

To Be, in its two connections of inward and

outward, the mind and Nature. The wonder

subsists, and age, though of eternity, could not

approach a solution. But the suggestion is al-

ways returning, that hidden source publishing at

once our being and that it is the source of out-

ward Nature. Who are we, and what is Nature,

have one answer in the life that rushes into us.

In my thought I seem to stand on the bank

of a river and watch the endless flow of the

stream, floating objects of all shapes, colors and

natures ; nor can I much detain them as they

pass, except by running beside them a little way

along the bank. But whence they come or

whither they go is not told me. Only I have

a suspicion that, as geologists say every river

makes its own valley, so does this mystic

stream. It makes its valley, makes its banks

and makes perhaps the observer too. Who has

foiind the boundaries of human intelligence ?

Who has made a chart of its channel, or ap-

proached the fountain of this wonderful Nile ?

'

I am of the oldest religion. Leaving aside the
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question which was prior, egg or bird, I believe

the mind is the creator of the world, and is ever

creating;— that at last Matter is dead Mind;
that mind makes the senses it sees with ; that

the genius of man is a continuation of the power

that made him and that has not done making

him.

I dare not deal with this element in its pure

essence. It is too rare for the wings of words.

Yet I see that Intellect is a science of degrees,

and that as man is conscious of the law of vege-

table and animar nature, so he is aware of an

Intellect which overhangs his consciousness

like a sky, of degree above degree, of heaven

within heaven.

Every just thinker has attempted to indicate

these degrees, these steps on the heavenly stair,

until he comes to light where language fails him.

Above the thought is the higher truth,— truth

as yet undomesticated and therefore unformu-

lated.

It is a steep stair down from the essence of

Intellect pure to thoughts and intellections. As
the sun is conceived to have made our system

by hurling out from itself the outer rings of dif-

fuse ether which slowly condensed into earths
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and moons, by a higher force of the same law

the mind detaches minds, and a mind de-

taches thoughts or intellections. These again

all mimic in their sphericity the first mind, and

share its power.

Life is incessant parturition. There are vivi-

parous and oviparous minds ; minds that pro-

duce their thoughts complete men, like armed

soldiers, ready and swift to go out to resist and

conquer all the armies of error, and others that

deposit their dangerous unripe thoughts here

and there to lie still for a time and be brooded

in other minds, and the shell not be broken

until the next age, for them to begin, as new

individuals, their career.

The perceptions of a soul, its wondrous pro-

geny, are born by the conversation, the marriage

of souls ; so nourished, so enlarged. They are

detached from their parent, they pass into other

minds ; ripened and unfolded by many they

hasten to incarnate themselves in action, to take

body, only to carry forward the will which sent

them out. They take to themselves wood and

stone and iron ; ships and cities and nations and

armies of men and ages of duration ; the pomps
of religion, the armaments of war, the codes and

heraldry of states ; agriculture, trade, commerce;
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— these are the ponderous instrumentalities

into which the nimble thoughts pass, and which

they animate and alter, and presently, antagon-

ized by other thoughts which they first aroused,

or by thoughts which are sons and daughters of

these, the thought buries itself in the new

thought of larger scope, whilst the old instru-

mentalities and incarnations are decomposed and

recomposed into new.

Our eating, trading, marrying, and learning

are mistaken by us for ends and realities, whilst

they are properly symbols only ; when we have

come, by a divine leading, into the inner firma-

ment, we are apprised of the unreality or repre-

sentative character of what we esteemed final.

So works the poor little blockhead manikin.

He must arrange and dignify his shop or farm

the best he can. At last he must be able to tell

you it, or write it, translate it all clumsily enough

into the new sky-language he calls thought.'

He cannot help it, the irresistible meliorations

bear him forward.

II. Whilst we consider this appetite of the

mind to arrange its phenomena, there is another

fact which makes this useful. There is in Nature
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a parallel unity which corresponds to the unity

in the mind and makes it available. This meth-

odizing mind meets no resistance in its attempts.

The scattered blocks, with which it strives to

form a symmetrical structure, fit. This design

following after finds with joy that like design

went before. Not only man puts things in a

row, but things belong in a row.

It is certain that however we may conceive of

the wonderful little bricks of which the world is

builded, we must suppose a similarity and fitting

and identity in their frame. It is necessary to

suppose that every hose in Nature fits every

hydrant ; so only is combination, chemistry,

vegetation, animation, intellection possible.

Without identity at base, chaos niust be for-

ever."

And as mind, our mind or mind like ours,

reappears to us in our study of Nature, Nature

being everywhere formed after a method which

we can well understand, and all the parts, to the

most remote, allied or explicable,— therefore

our own organization is a perpetual key, and a

well-ordered mind brings to the study of every

new fact or class of facts a certain divination of

that which it shall find.

This reduction to a few laws, to one law, is
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not a choice of the individual, it is the tyran-

nical instinct of the mind. There is no solitary

flower and no solitary thought. It comes single

like a foreign traveller,— but find out its name,

and it is related to a powerful and numerous

family. Wonderful is their working and relation

each to each. We hold them as lanterns to light

each other and our present design. Every new

thought modifies, interprets old problems. The
retrospective value of each new thought is

immense, like a torch applied to a long train

of gunpowder. To be isolated is to be sick, and

in so far, dead. The life of the All must stream

through us to make the man and the moment
great.'

Well, having accepted this law of identity

pervading the universe, we next perceive that

whilst every creature represents and obeys it,

there is diversity, there is more or less of

power ; that the lowest only means incipient

form, and over it is a higher class in which its

rudiments are opened, raised to higher powers

;

that there is development from less to more,

from lower to superior function, steadily ascend-

ing to man.

If man has organs for breathing, for sight, for

locomotion, for taking food, for digesting, for
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protection by house-building, by attack and

defence, for reproduction and love and care of

his young, you shall find all the same in the

muskrat. There is a perfect correspondence ; or

'tis only man modified to live in a mud-bank.

A fish in Hke manner is man furnished to live

in the sea ; a thrush, to fly in the air ; and a

moJlusk is a cheap edition with a suppression

of the costlier illustrations, designed for dingy

circulation, for shelving in an oyster-bank or

among the seaweed.

If we go through the British Museum or the

Jardin des Plantes in Paris, or any cabinet where

is some representation of all the kingdoms of

Nature, we are surprised with occult sympathies
;

we feel as if looking at our bone and flesh

through coloring and distorting glasses. Is it

not a little startling to see with what genius some
people take to hunting, with what genius some
people fish,— what knowledge they still have

of the creature they hunt ? The robber, as the

police reports say, must have been intimately

acquainted with the premises. How lately the

hunter was the poor creature's organic enemy
;

a presumption inflamed, as the lawyers say, by
observing how many faces in the street still

remind us of visages in the forest,— the escape
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from the quadruped type not yet perfectly

accomplished.'

From whatever side we look at Nature we

seem to be exploring the figure of a disguised

man. How obvious is the momentum, in our

mental history ! The momentum, which in-

creases by exact laws in falling bodies, increases

by the same rate in the intellectual action.

Every scholar knows that he apphes himself

coldly and slowly at first to his task, but, with

the progress of the work, the mind itselfbecomes

heated, and sees far and wide as it approaches

the end, so that it is the common remark of the

student, Could I only have begun with the same

fire which I had on the last day, I should have

done something.

The affinity of particles accurately translates

the affinity of thoughts, and what a modern

experimenter calls " the contagious influence of

chemical action " is so true of mind that I have

only to read the law that its application may be

evident :
" A body in the act of combination or

decomposition enables another body, with which

it may be in contact, to enter into the same

state." And if one remembers how contagious

are the moral states of men, how much we are
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braced by the presence and actions of any Spar-

tan soul, it does not need vigor of our own

kind, but the spectacle of vigor ofany kind, any

prodigious power of performance wonderfully

arms and recruits us. There are those who dis-

puting will make you dispute, and the nervous

and hysterical and animalized will produce a like

series of symptoms in you, though no other

persons ever evoke the like phenomena, and

though you are conscious that they do not

properly belong to you, but are a sort of exten-

sion of the diseases of this particular person into

you.

The idea of vegetation is irresistible in con-

sidering mental activity. Man seems a higher

plant. What happens here in mankind is

matched by what happens out there in the

history of grass and wheat.' This curious re-

semblance repeats, in the mental function, the

germination, growth, state of melioration, cross-

ings, blight, parasites, and in short all the acci-

dents of the plant. Under every leaf is the bud

of a new leaf, and not less under every thought

is a newer thought. The plant absorbs much
nourishment from the ground in order to repair

its own waste by exhalation, and keep itself

good. Increase its food and it becomes fertile.
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The mind is first only receptive. Surcharge it

with thoughts in which it delights and it becomes

active. The moment a man begins not to be

convinced, that moment he begins to convince.

In the orchard many trees send out a mod-

erate shoot in the first summer heat, and stop.

They look all summer as if they would pre-

sently burst into bud again, but they do not.

The fine tree continues to grow. The same

thing happens in the man. Every man has

material enough in his experience to exhaust the

sagacity of Newton in working it out. We have

more than we use. I never hear a good speech

at caucus or at cattle-show but it helps me, not

so much by adding to my knowledge as by

apprising me of admirable uses to which what

I know can be turned. The commonest remark,

if the man could only extend it a little, would

make him a genius ; but the thought is pre-

maturely checked, and grows no more. All great

masters are chiefly distinguished by the power

of adding a second, a third, and perhaps a

fourth step In a continuous line. Many a man
had taken the first step. With every additional

step you enchance immensely the value of your

first.

The botanist discovered long ago that Nature
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loves mixtures, and that nothing grows well on

the crab-stock, but the blood of two trees being

mixed a new and excellent fruit is produced.

And not less in human history aboriginal races

are incapable of improvement ; the dull, melan-

choly Pelasgi arrive at no civility until the

PhcEnicians and lonians come in. The Briton,

the Pict, is nothing until the Roman, the Saxon,

the Norman, arrives.'

It is observed that our mental processes

go forward even when they seem suspended.

Scholars say that if they return to the study of

a new language after some intermission, the

intelligence of it is more and not less. A subject

of thought to which we return from month to

month, from year to year, has always some ripe-

ness of which we can give no account. We say

the book grew in the author's mind.

In unfit company the finest powers are para-

lyzed. No ambition, no opposition, no friendly

attention and fostering kindness, no wine, music

or exhilarating aids, neither warm fireside nor

fresh air, walking or riding, avail at all to resist

the palsy of mis-association. Genius is mute, is

dull ; there is no genius. Ask of your flowers

to open when you have let in on them a freez-

ing wind.
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The mechanical laws might as easily be shown

pervading the kingdom of mind as the vege-

tative. A man has been in Spain. The facts and

thoughts which the traveller has found in that

country gradually settle themselves into a de-

terminate heap of one size and form and not

another. That is what he knows and has to say

of Spain ; he cannot say it truly until a sufficient

time for the arrangement of the particles has

elapsed.

These views of the source of thought and the

mode of its communication lead us to a whole

system of ethics, strict as any department of

human duty, and open to us the tendencies and

duties of men of thought in the present time.

Wisdom is like electricity. There is no per-

manent wise man, but men capable of wisdom,

who, being put into certain company or other

favorable conditions, become wise, as glasses

rubbed acquire power for a time.

An individual body is the momentary arrest

or fixation of certain atoms, which, after per-

forming compulsory duty to this enchanted

statue, are released again to flow in the currents

of the world. An individual mind in like man-

ner is a fixation or momentary eddy in which
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certain services and powers are taken up and

minister in petty niches and localities, and then,

being released, return to the unbounded soul of

the world.

In this eternal resurrection and rehabilitation

of transitory persons, who and what are they ?

'T is only the source that we can see ;
— the

eternal mind, careless of its channels, omni-

potent in itself, and continually ejaculating its

torrent into every artery and vein and veinlet

of humanity. Wherever there is health, that

is, consent to the cause and constitution of the

universe, there is perception and power.'

Each man is a new power in Nature. He
holds the keys of the world in his hands. No
quality in Nature's vast magazines he cannot

touch, no truth he cannot see. Silent, passive,

even sulkily, Nature offers every morning her

wealth to man. She is immensely rich ; he is

welcome to her entire goods, but she speaks no

word, will not so much as beckon or cough
;

only this, she is careful to leave all her doors

ajar,— towers, hall, storeroom and cellar. If

he takes her hint and uses her goods she speaks

no word ; if he blunders and starves she says

nothing. To the idle blockhead Nature is poor,

sterile, inhospitable. To the gardener her loam
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is all strawberries, pears, pineapples. To the

miller her rivers whirl the wheel and weave car-

pets and broadcloth. To the sculptor her stone

is soft ; to the painter her plumbago and marl

are pencils and chromes. To the poet all sounds

and words are melodies and rhythms. In her

hundred-gated Thebes every chamber is a new

door.'

But he enters the world by one key. Herein

is the wealth of each. His equipment, though

new, is complete ; his prudence is his own ; his

courage, his charity, are his own. He has his

own defences and his own fangs ; his perception

and his own mode of reply to sophistries.

Whilst he draws on his own he cannot be over-

shadowed or supplanted.

There are two mischievous superstitions, I

know not which does the most harm, one, that

" I am wiser than you," and the other that

"You are wiser than I." The truth is that

every man is furnished, if he will heed it, with

wisdom necessary to steer his own boat,— if

he will not look away from his own to see how

his neighbor steers his.

Every man is a new method and distributes

things anew. If he could attain full size he

would take up, first or last, atom by atom, all
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the world into a new form. And our deep con-

viction of the riches proper to every mind does

not allow us to admit of much looking over into

one another's virtues. Let me whisper a secret

;

nobody ever forgives any admiration in you of

them, any overestimate ofwhat they do or have,

I acquiesce to be that I am, but I wish no one

to be civil to me.

Strong men understand this very well. Power

fraternizes with power, and wishes you not to be

like him but like yourself. Echo the leaders and

they will fast enough see that you have nothing

for them. They came to you for something they

had not.

There is always a loss of truth and power

when a man leaves working for himself to work

for another. Absolutely speaking, I can only

work for myself. All my good is magnetic, and

I educate not by lessons but by going about my
business. When, moved by love, a man teaches

his child or joins with his neighbor in any act of

common benefit, or spends himself for his friend,

or rushes at immense personal sacrifice on some
public, self-immolating act, it is not done for

others, but to fulfil a high necessity of his

proper character. The benefit to others is con^

tingent and not contemplated by the doer/
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The one thing not to be forgiven to intellec-

tual persons is that they believe in the ideas of

others. From this deference comes the imbecility

and fatigue of their society, for of course they

cannot affirm these from the deep life ; they say

what they would have you believe, but what

they do not quite know. Profound sincerity is

the only basis of talent as of character. The-

temptation is to patronize Providence, to fall

into the accepted ways of talking and acting of

the good sort of people.

Each has a certain aptitude for knowing or

doing somewhat which, when it appears, is so

adapted and aimed on that, that it seems a sort

of obtuseness to everything else. Well, this

aptitude, if he would obey it, would prove a

telescope to bring under his clear vision what

was blur to everybody else. 'T is a wonderful

instrument, an organic sympathy with the whole

frame of things. There is no property or rela-

tion in that immense arsenal of forces which

the earth is, but some man is at last found who

affects this, delights to unfold and work it, as

if he were the born publisher and demonstrator

of it.

As a dog has a sense that you have not, to

find the track of his master or of a fox, and as
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each tree can secrete from the soil the elements

that form a peach, a lemon, or a cocoa-nut,

according to its kind, so individual men have

secret senses, each some incommunicable sagac-

ity. And men are primary or secondary as

their opinions and actions are organic or not.

I know well what a sieve every ear is. Teach

me never so much and I hear or retain only that

which I wish to hear, what comports with my
experience and my desire. Many eyes go through

the meadow, but few see the flowers. A hunter

finds plenty of game on the ground you have

sauntered over with idle gun. White huckle-

berries are so rare that in miles of pasture you

shall not find a dozen. But a girl who under-

stands it will find you a pint in a quarter of an

hour.

Though the world is full of food we can take

only the crumbs fit for us. The air rings with

sounds, but only a few vibrations can reach our

tympanum. Perhaps creatures live with us which

we never see, because their motion is too swift

for our vision. The sun may shine, or a galaxy

of suns
;
you will get no more light than your

eye will hold. What can Plato or Newton teach,

if you are deaf or incapable ? A mind does not

receive truth as a chest receives jewels that are
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put into it, but as the stomach taices up food into

the system. It is no longer food, but flesh, and

is assimilated. The appetite and the power of

digestion measure our right to knowledge. He
has it who can use it. As soon as our accumu-

lation overruns our invention or power to use,

the evils of intellectual gluttony begin,— con-

gestion of the brain, apoplexy and strangulation.

III. In reckoning the sources of our mental

power it were fatal to omit that one which pours

all the others into its mould ;
— that unknown

country in which all the rivers ofour knowledge

have their fountains, and which, by its qualities

and structure, determines both the nature of the

waters and the direction in which they flow.

The healthy mind lies parallel to the currents

of Nature and sees things in place, or makes

discoveries. Newton did not exercise more in-

genuity but less than another to see the world.

Right thought comes spontaneously, comes like

the morning wind ; comes daily, like our daily

bread, to humble service; comes duly to those

who look for it. It does not need to pump
your brains and force thought to think rightly.

Oh no, the ingenious person is warped by his

ingenuity and mis-sees.

XII
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Instinct is our name for the potential wit.

Eacii man has a feeling that what is done any-

where is done by the same wit as his. All men

are his representatives, and he is glad to see that

his wit can work at this or that problem as it

ought to be done, and better than he could do

it. We feel as if one man wrote all the books,

painted, built, in dark ages ; and we are sure

that it can do more than ever was done. It was

the same mind that built the world. That is

Instinct.'

Ask what the Instinct declares, and we have

little to say. He is no newsmonger, no dis-

putant, no talker. 'T is a taper, a spark in the

great night. Yet a spark at which all the illu-

minations of human arts and sciences were

kindled. This is that glimpse of inextinguish-

able light by which men are guided ; though it

does not show objects, yet it shows the way.

This is that sense by which men feel when

they are wronged, though they do not see how.

This is that source ofthought and feeling which

acts on masses of men, on all men at certain

times with resistless power. Ever at intervals

leaps a word or fact to light which is no man's

invention, but the common instinct, making the

revolutions that never go back.
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This is Instinct, and Inspiration is only this

power excited, breaking its silence ; the spark

bursting into flame. Instinct is a shapeless giant

in the cave, massive, without hands or fingers or

articulating lips or teeth or tongue ; Behemoth,

disdaining speech, disdaining particulars, lurk-

ing, surly, invincible, disdaining thoughts,

always whole, never distributed, aboriginal, old

as Nature, and saying, like poor Topsy, " never

was born
; growed." Indifferent to the dignity

of its function, it plays the god in animal nature

as in human or as in the angelic, and spends

its omniscience on the lowest wants. The old

Hindoo Gautama says, " Like the approach

of the iron to the loadstone is the approach of

the new-born child to the breast." There is

somewhat awful in that first approach.

The Instinct begins at this low point, at the

surface of the earth, and works for the necessities

of the human being ; then ascends step by step

to suggestions which are when expressed the

intellectual and moral laws.' "

The mythology cleaves close to Nature ; and

what else was it they represented in Pan, god of

shepherds, who was not yet completely finished

in godlike form, blocked rather, and wanting

the extremities ; had emblematic horns and
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feet ? Pan, that Is, All. His habit was to dwell

in mountains, lying on the ground, tooting like

a cricket in the sun, refusing to speak, clinging

to his behemoth ways. He could intoxicate by

the strain of his shepherd's pipe,— silent yet

to most, for his pipes make the music of the

spheres, which, because it sounds eternally, is not

heard at all by the dull, but only by the mind.

He wears a coat of leopard spots or stars. He
could terrify by earth-born fears called panics.

Yet was he in the secret of Nature and could

look both before and after. He was only seen

under disguises, and was not represented by any

outward image ; a terror sometimes, at others a

placid omnipotence.'

Such homage did the Greek— delighting in

accurate form, not fond of the extravagant and

unbounded— pay to the unscrutable force we

call Instinct, or Nature when it first becomes

intelligent.

The action of the Instinct is for the most part

negative, regulative, rather than initiative or

impulsive. But It has a range as wide as human
nature, running over all the ground of morals,

of Intellect and of sense. In its lower function,

when it deals with the apparent world. It is

common sense. It requires the performance of
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all that is needful to the animal life and health.

Then it requires a proportion between a man's

acts and his condition, requires all that is called

humanity ; that symmetry and connection which

is imperative In all healthily constituted men, and

the want of which the rare and brilliant sallies of

irregular genius cannot excuse.

If we could retain our early innocence, we

might trust our feet uncommanded to take the

right path to our friend in the woods. But we

have interfered too often ; the feet have lost, by

our distrust, their proper virtue, and we take the

wrong path and miss him. 'T is the barbarian

instinct within us which culture deadens.

We find ourselves expressed in Nature, but'

we cannot translate it into words. But Percep-

tion is the armed eye. A civilization has tamed

and ripened this savage wit, and he is a Greek.

His Aye and No have become nouns and verbs

and adverbs. Perception differs from Instinct

by adding the Will. Simple percipiency is the

virtue of space, not of man.

The senses minister to a mind they do not

know. At a moment in our history the mind's

eye opens and we become aware ofspiritual facts,

of rights, of duties, of thoughts,— a thousand
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faces of one essence. We call the essence Truth

;

the particular aspects of it we call thoughts.

These facts, this essence, are not new ; they are

old and eternal, but our seeing of them is new.

Having seen them we are no longer brute lumps

whirled by Fate, but we pass into the council-

chamber and government of Nature. In so far

as we see them we share their life and sover-

eignty.

The point of interest is here, that these gates,

once opened, never swing back.. The observers

may come at their leisure, and do at last satisfy

themselves of the fact. The thought, the doc-

trine, the right hitherto not affirmed is published

in set propositions, in conversation of scholars

and philosophers, of men of the world, and at

last in the very choruses of songs. The young

hear it, and as they have never fought it, never

known it otherwise, they accept it, vote for it

at the polls, embody it in the laws. And the

perception thus satisfied reacts on the senses,

to clarify them, so that it becomes more indis-

putable.

This is the first property of the Intellect I am
to point out ; the mind detaches. A man is

intellectual in proportion as he can make an
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object of every sensation, perception and intui-

tion ; so long as he has no engagement in any

thought or feeling which can hinder him from

looking at it as somewhat foreign.

A man of talent has only to name any form

or fact with which we are most familiar, and the

strong light which he throws on it enhances it

to all eyes. People wonder they never saw it

before. The detachment consists in seeing

it under a new order, not under a personal but

under a universal light. To us it had economic,

but to the universe it has poetic relations, and

it is as good as sun and star now. Indeed, this

is the measure of all intellectual power among
men, the power to complete this detachment, the

power of genius to hurl a new individual into

the world.'

An intellectual man has the power to go out

of himself and see himself as an object; there-

fore his defects and delusions interest him as

much as his successes. He not only wishes to

succeed in life, but he wishes in thought to know
the history and destiny of a man ; whilst the

cloud of egotists drifting about are only inter-

ested in a success to their egotism.

The senses report the new fact or change

;

the mind discovers some essential copula bind-
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ing this fact or change to a class of facts or

changes, and enjoys the discovery as if coming

to its own again, A perception is always a gen-

eralization. It lifts the object, whether in mate-

rial or moral nature, into a type. The animal,

the low degrees of intellect, know only individ-

uals. The philosopher knows only laws. That

is, he considers a purely mental fact, part of the

soul itself. We say with Kenelm Digby, " All

things that she knoweth are herself, and she is

all that she knoweth." Insight assimilates the

thing seen. Is it only another way of affirming

and illustrating this to say that it sees nothing

alone, but sees each particular object in just con-

nections,— sees all in God ? In all healthy souls

is an inborn necessity of presupposing for each

particular fact a prior Being which compels it to

a harmony with all other natures. The game of

Intellect is the perception that whatever befalls

or can be stated is a universal proposition ; and

contrariwise, that every general statement is

poetical again by being particularized or imper-

sonated.

A single thought has no limit to its value

;

a thought, properly speaking,— that is a truth

held not from any man's saying so, or any acci-

dental benefit or recommendation it has in our
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trade or circumstance, but because we have

perceived it is a fact in the nature of things, and

in all times and places will and must be the same

thing,— is of inestimable value. Every new

impression on the mind is not to be derided,

but is to be accounted for, and, until accounted

for, registered as an indisputable addition to our

catalogue of natural facts.

The first fact is the fate in every mental per-

ception,— that my seeing this or that, and that

I see it so or so, is as much a fact In the natu-

ral history of the world as is the freezing of

water at thirty-two degrees of Fahrenheit. My
percipiency affirms the presence and perfection

of law, as much as all the martyrs. A percep-

tion, it is of a necessity older than the sun and

moon, and the Father of the Gods. It is there

with all its destinies. It is its nature to rush to

expression, to rush to embody itself. It is im-

patient to put on its sandals and be gone on its

errand, which is to lead to a larger perception,

and so to new action. For thought exists to be

expressed. That which cannot externize itself

is not thought.'

Do not trifle with your perceptions, or hold

them cheap. They are your door to the seven

heavens, and ifyou pass It by you will miss your
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way. Say, what impresses me ought to impress

me. I am bewildered by the immense variety

of attractions and cannot take a step ; but this

one thread, fine as gossamer, is yet real ; and I

hear a whisper, which I dare trust, that it is the

thread on which the earth and the heaven of

heavens are strung.

The universe is traversed by paths or bridges

or stepping-stones across the gulfs of space in

every direction. To every soul that is created

is its path, invisible to all but itself. Each soul,

therefore, walking in its own path walks firmly
;

and to the astonishment of all other souls, who
see not its path, it goes as softly and playfully

on its way as if, instead of being a line, narrow

as the edge of a sword, over terrific pits right

and left, it were a wide prairie.

Genius is a delicate sensibility to the laws of

the world, adding the power to express them
again in some new form. The highest measure

of poetic power is such insight and faculty to

fuse the circumstances of to-day as shall make
transparent the whole web of circumstance and
opinion in which the man finds himself, so that

he releases himself from the traditions in which

he grew,— no longer looks back to Hebrew or

Greek or English use or tradition in religion.
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laws or life, but sees so truly the omnipresence

of eternal cause that he can convert the daily

and hourly event of New York, of Boston, into

universal symbols. I owe to genius always

the same debt, of lifting the curtain from the

common and showing me that gods are sitting

disguised in every company.

The conduct of Intellect must respect nothing

so much as preserving the sensibility. My mea-

sure for all subjects of science as of events is their

impression on the soul. That mind is best which

is most impressionable.' There are times when

the cawing of a crow, a weed, a snow-flake, a

boy's willow whistle, or a farmer planting in his

field is more suggestive to the mind than the

Yosemite gorge or the Vatican would be in

another hour. In like mood an old verse, or

certain words, gleam with rare significance.

But sensibility does not exhaust our idea of

it. That is only half Genius is not a lazy angel

contemplating itself and things. It is insatiable

for expression. Thought must take the stupen-

dous step of passing into realization. A master

can formulate his thought. Our thoughts at first

possess us. Later, if we have good heads, we

come to possess them. We believe that certain

persons add to the common vision a certain
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degree of control over these states ofmind ; that

the true scholar is one who has the power to

stand beside his thoughts or to hold off his

thoughts at arm's length and give them per-

spective.

It is not to be concealed that the gods have

guarded this privilege with costly penalty. This

slight discontinuity which perception effects

between the mind and the object paralyzes the

will. If you cut or break in two a block or stone

and press the two parts closely together, you can

indeed bring the particles very near, but never

again so near that they shall attract each other

so that you can take up the block as one. That

indescribably small interval is as good as a thou-

sand miles, and has forever severed the practical

unity. Such is the immense deduction from

power by discontinuity.'

The intellect that sees the interval partakes

of it, and the fact of intellectual perception severs

once for all the man from the things with which

he converses. Affection blends, intellect disjoins

subject and object. For weal or woe we clear

ourselves from the thing we contemplate. We
grieve but are not the grief; we love but are

not love. If we converse with low things,, with
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crimes, with mischances, we are not compro-

mised. And if with high things, with heroic

actions, with virtues, the interval becomes a

gulf and we cannot enter into the highest good.

Artist natures do not weep. Goethe, the sur-

passing intellect of modern times, apprehends

the spiritual but is not spiritual.'

There is indeed this viceabout men ofthought,

that you cannot quite trust them ; not as much

as other men of the same natural probity, with-

out intellect ; because they have a hankering to

play Providence and make a distinction in favor

of themselves from the rules they apply to the

human race.^

The primary rule for the conduct of Intellect

is to.have control of the thoughts without losing

their natural attitudes and action. They are the

oracle ; we are not to poke and drill and force,

but to follow them.' Yet the spirits of the pro-

phets are subject to the prophets. You must

formulate your thought or 't is all sky and no

stars. There are men of great apprehension,

discursive minds, who easily entertain ideas,

but are not exact, severe with themselves, can-

not connect or arrange their thoughts so as

effectively to report them. A blending of these
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two— the intellectual perception of truth and

the moral sentiment of right— is wisdom. All

thought is practical. Wishing is one thing ; will

another. Wishing is castle-building ; the dream-

ing about things agreeable to the senses, but to

which we have no right. Will is the advance

to that which rightly belongs to us, to which the

inward magnet ever points, and which we dare

to make ours. The .revelation of thought takes

us out of servitude into freedom. So does the

sense of right.

Will is the measure of power. To a great

genius there must be a great will. If the thought

is not a lamp to the will, does not proceed to an

act, the wise are imbecile. He alone is strong

and happy who has a will. The rest are herds.

He uses ; they are used. He is of the Maker ;

they are of the Made.'

Will is always miraculous, being the presence

of God to men. When it appears in a man he is

a hero, and all metaphysics are at fault. Heaven

is the exercise of the faculties, the added sense

of power.

All men know the truth, but what of that ? It

is rare to find one who knows how to speak it. A
man tries to speak it and his voice is like the hiss

of a snake, or rude and chiding. The truth is not
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spoken but injured. The same thing happens in

power to do the right. His rectitude is ridicu-

lous. His organs do not play him true.

There is a meter which determines the con-

structive power of man,— this, namely, the

question whether the mind possesses the con-

trol of its thoughts, or they of it. The new sect

stands for certain thoughts. We go to individ-

ual members for an exposition of them. Vain

expectation. They are possessed by the ideas

but do not possess them. One meets contem-

plative men who dwell in a certain feeling and

delight which are intellectual but wholly above

their expression. They cannot formulate. They
impress those who know them by their loyalty

to the truth they worship but cannot impart.

Sometimes the patience and love are rewarded

by the chamber of power being at last opened;

but sometimes they pass away dumb, to find it

where all obstruction is removed.

By and by comes a facility ; some one that can

move the mountain and build of it a causeway

through the Dismal Swamp, as easily as he carries

the hair on his head. Talent is habitual facility

of execution. We like people who can do things.

The various talents are organic, or each related

to that part of nature it is to explore and utilize.
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Somewhat is to come to the light, and one was

created to fetch it,— a vessel of honor or of

dishonor. 'T is of instant use in the economy

of the Cosmos, and the more armed and biassed

for the work the better.

Each of these talents is born to be unfolded

and set at work for the use and delight of men,

and, in the last results, the man with the talent

is the need of mankind ; the whole ponderous

machinery of the state has really for its aim

just to place this skill of each.

But idea and execution are not often intrusted

to the same head. There is some incompatibility

of good speculation and practice, for example,

the failure of monasteries and Brook Farms.

To hammer out phalanxes must be done by

smiths ; as soon as the scholar attempts it, he

is half a charlatan.

The grasp is the main thing. Most men's

minds do not grasp anything. All slips through

their fingers, like the paltry brass grooves that

in most country houses are used to raise or drop

the curtain, but are made to sell, and will not

hold any curtain but cobwebs. I have heard that

idiot children are known from their birth by the

circumstance that their hands do not close round

anything. Webster naturally and always grasps.
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and therefore retains something from every com-

pany and circumstance.

As a talent Dante's imagination is the nearest

to hands and feet that we have seen. He clasps

the thought as if it were a tree or a stone, and

describes as mathematically. I once found Page

the painter modelling his figures in clay, Ruth

and Naomi, before he painted them on canvas.

Dante, one would say, did the same thing before

he wrote the verses.

I have spoken of Intellect constructive.' But

it is in degrees. How it moves when its pace is

accelerated! The pace of Nature is so slow. Why
not from strength to strength, from miracle to

miracle, and not as now with this retardation—
as if Nature had sprained her foot — and plen-

teous stopping at little stations ?

The difference is obvious enough in Talent

between the speed of one man's action above

another's. In debate, in legislature, not less in

action ; in war or in affairs, alike daring and

effective. ^But I speak of it in quite another

sense, namely, in the habitual speed of combina-

tion of thought.

The same functions which are perfect in our

quadrupeds are seen slower performed in pa-
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lasontology. Many races it cost them to achieve

the completion that is now in the life of one.

Life had not yet so fierce a glow.'

Shakspeare astonishes by his equality in

every play, act, scene or line. One would say he

must have been a thousand years old when he

wrote his first line, so thoroughly is his thought

familiar to him, and has such scope and so sol-

idly worded, as if it were already a proverb and

not hereafter to become one. Well, that millen-

nium in effect is really only a little acceleration in

his process of thought.

But each power is commonly at the expense of

some other. When pace is increased it will hap-

pen that the control is in a degree lost. Reason

does not keep her firm seat. The Delphian

prophetess, when the spirit possesses her, is

herself a victim. The excess of individualism,

when it is not corrected or subordinated to

the Supreme Reason, makes that vice which

we stigmatize as monotones, men of one idea,

or, as the French say, enfant perdu d'une convic-

tion isol'ee, which give such a comic tinge to

all society. Every man has his theory, true, but

ridiculously overstated. We are forced to treat

a great part of mankind as if they were a little

deranged. We detect their mania and humor it.
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so that conversation soon becomes a tiresome

effort.

You laugh at the monotones, at the men of

one idea, but if we look nearly at heroes we may

find the same poverty ; and perhaps it is not

poverty, but power. The secret of power, in-

tellectual or physical, is concentration, and all

concentration involves of necessity a certain

narrowness. It is a law of Nature that he who

looks at one thing must turn his eyes from every

other thing in the universe. The horse goes

better with blinders, and the man for dedication

to his task. If you ask what compensation, is

made for the inevitable narrowness, why, this,

that in learning one thing well you learn all

things.'

Immense is the patience of Nature. You say

thought is a penurious rill. Well, we can wait.

Nature is immortal, and can wait. Nature

having for capital this rill, drop by drop, as it

trickles from the rock of ages,— this rill and her

patience, — she husbands and hives, she forms

reservoirs, were it only a phial or a hair-tube

that will hold as it were a drop of attar. Not

having enough to support all the powers of a

race, she thins all her stock and raises a few

individuals, or only a pair. Not sufficing to
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feed all the faculties synchronously, she feeds

one faculty and starves all the rest. I am
familiar with cases, we meet them daily, wherein

the vital force being insufficient for the constitu-

tion, everything is neglected that can be spared
;

some one power fed, all the rest pine. 'T is

like a withered hand or leg on a Hercules. It

makes inconvenience in society, for we presume

symmetry, and because they know one thing,

we defer to them in another, and find them

really contemptible. We can't make a half bow
and say, I honor and despise you. But Nature

can ; she whistles with all her winds, and does

as she pleases.'

It is much to write sentences ; it is more to

add method and write out the spirit of your life

symmetrically. But to arrange general reflec-

tions in their natural order, so that I shall have

one homogeneous piece, — a Lycidas, an Alle-

gro, a Hamlet, a Midsummer Night's Dream,
— this continuity is for the great. The wonder-

ful men are wonderful hereby. Such concentra-

tion of experiences is in every great work, which,

though successive in the mind of the master,

were primarily combined in his piece.

But what we want is consecutiveness. 'T is
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with us a flash of light, then a long darkness,

then a flash again. Ah ! could we turn these

fugitive sparkles into an astronomy of Coper-

nican worlds/

I must think this keen sympathy, this thrill

of awe with which we watch the performance

of genius, a sign of our own readiness to exert

the like power. I must think we are entitled

to powers far transcending any that we possess
;

that we have in the race the sketch of a man

which no individual comes up to.

Every sincere man is right, or, to make him

right, only needs a little larger dose of his own

personality. Excellent in his own way by means

of not apprehending the gift of another. When
he speaks out of another's mind, we detect it.

He can't make any paint stick but his own. No
man passes for that with another which he passes

for with himself. The respect and the censure

of his brother are alike injurious and irrelevant.

We see ourselves ; we lack organs to see others,

and only squint at them.

Don't fear to push these individualities to

their farthest divergence. Characters and talents

are complemental and suppletory. The world

stands by balanced antagonisms. The more the
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peculiarities are pressed, the better the result.

The air would rot without lightning ; and with-

out the violence of direction that men have,

without bigots, without men of fixed idea, no

excitement, no efficiency.

The novelist should not make any character

act absurdly, but only absurdly as seen by others.

For it is so in life. Nonsense will not keep its

unreason if you come into the humorist's point

of view, but unhappily we find it is fast becom-

ing sense, and we must flee again into the dis-

tance' if we would laugh.

What strength belongs to every plant and

animal in Nature. The tree or the brook has

no duplicity, no pretentiousness, no show. It

is, with all its might and main, what it is, and

makes one and the same impression and effect

at all times. All the thoughts of a turtle are

turtles, and of a rabbit, rabbits. But a man is

broken and dissipated by the giddiness of his

will ; he does not throw himself into his judg-

ments ; his genius leads him one way, but 't is

likely his trade or politics in quite another. He
rows with one hand and with the other backs

water, and does not give to any manner of life

the strength of his constitution. Hence the

perpetual loss of power and waste of human life.
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The natural remedy against this miscellany of

knowledge and aim, this desultory universality

of ours, this immense ground-juniper falling

abroad and not gathered up into any columnar

tree, is to substitute realism for sentimentalism
;

a certain recognition of the simple and terrible

laws which, seen or unseen, pervade and govern.

You will say this is quite axiomatic and a little

too true. I do not find it an agreed point.

Literary men for the most part have a settled

despair as to the realization of ideas in their own

time. There is in all students a distrust of truth,

a timidity about affirming it ; a wish to patron-

ize Providence.

We disown our debt to moral evil. To science

there is no poison; to botany no weed; to

chemistry no dirt. The curses of malignity and

despair are important criticism, which must be

heeded until he can explain and rightly silence

them.

" Croyez moi, I'erreur aussi a son m'erite" said

Voltaire. We see those who surmount by dint

of egotism or infatuation obstacles from which

the prudent recoil. The right partisan is a heady

man, who, because he does not see many things,

sees some one thing with heat and exaggeration
;

and if he falls among other narrow men, or
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objects which have a brief importance, prefers it

to the universe, and seems inspired and a god-

send to those who wish to magnify the matter

and carry a point. 'T is the difference between

progress by railroad and by walking across the

broken country. Immense speed, but only in

one direction.

There are two theories of life ; one for the

demonstration of our talent, the other for the

education of the man. One is activity, the busy-

body, the following of that practical talent which

we have, in the belief that what is so natural,

easy and pleasant to us and desirable to others

will surely lead us out safely; in this direction

lie usefulness, comfort, society, low power of all

sorts. The other is trust, religion, consent to be

nothing for eternity, entranced waiting, the wor*-

ship of ideas. This is solitary, grand, secular.

They are in perpetual balance and strife. One
is talent, the other genius. One is skill, the

other character.'

We are continually tempted to sacrifice genius

to talent, the hope and promise of insight to the

lust of a freer demonstration of those gifts we
have ; and we buy this freedom to glitter by the

loss of general health.
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It is the levity of this country to forgive

everything to talent. If a man show cleverness,

rhetorical skill, bold front in the forum or sen-

ate, people clap their hands without asking

more. We have a juvenile love of smartness, of

showy speech. We like faculty that can rapidly

be coined into money, and society seems to be

in conspiracy to utilize every gift prematurely,

and pull down genius to lucrative talent. Every

kind of meanness and mischief is forgiven to

intellect. All is condoned if I can write a good

song or novel.

Wide is the gulf between genius and talent.

The men we know, poets, wits, writers, deal with

their thoughts as jewellers with jewels, which

they sell but must not wear. Like the carpenter,

who gives up the key of the fine house he has

built, and never enters it again.

There is a conflict between a man's private

dexterity or talent and his access to^the free air

and light which wisdom is ; between wisdom

and the habit and necessity of repeating itself

which belongs to every mind. Peter is the mould

into which everything is poured like warm wax,

and be it astronomy or railroads or French revo-

lution or theology or botany, it comes out Peter.

But there are quick limits to our interest in the
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personality of people. They are as much alike

as their barns and pantries, and are as soon musty

and dreary. They entertain us for a time, but

at the second or third encounterwe have nothing

more to learn.'

The daily history of the Intellect is this alter-

nating of expansions and concentrations. The
expansions are the invitations from heaven to

try a larger sweep, a higher pitch than we have

yet climbed, and to leave all our past for this

enlarged scope. Present power, on the other

hand, requires concentration on the moment and .

the thing to be done.

The condition of sanity is to respect the order

of the intellectual world ; to keep down talent

in its place, to enthrone the instinct. There

must be perpetual rallying and self-recovery.

Each talent is ambitious and self-asserting ; it

works for show and for the shop, and the greater

it grows the more is the mischief and the mis-

leading, so that presently all is wrong.

No wonder the children love masks and

costumes, and play horse, play soldier, play

school, play bear, and delight in theatricals. The
children have only the instinct of the universe,
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in which becoming somewhat else is the perpet-

ual game of Nature, and death the penalty of

standing still. 'T is not less in thought. I can-

not conceive any good in a thought which con-

fines and stagnates. The universe exists only in

transit, or we behold it shooting the gulf from

the past to the future. We are passing into new

heavens in fact by the movement of our solar

system, and in thought by our better know-

ledge." Transition is the attitude of power. A
fact is only a fulcrum of the spirit. It is the ter-

minus of a past thought, but only a means now

to new sallies of the imagination and new pro-

gress of wisdom. The habit of saliency, of not

pausing but proceeding, is a sort of importation

and domestication of the divine effort into a man.

Routine, the rut, is the path of indolence, of

cows, of sluggish animal life ; as near gravitation

as it can go. But wit sees the short way, puts

together what belongs together, custom or no

custom ; in that is organization.

Inspiration is the- continuation of the divine

effort that built the man. The same course

continues itself in the mind which we have wit-

nessed in Nature, namely the carrying-on and

completion of the metamorphosis from grub to

worm, from worm to fly. In human thought
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this process is often arrested for years and ages.

The history of mankind is the history of ar-

rested growth. This premature stop, I know

not how, befalls most of us in early youth ; as

if the growth of high powers, the access to rare

truths, closed at two or three years in the child,

while all the pagan faculties went ripening on

to sixty.

So long as you are capable of advance, so long

you have not abdicated the hope and future of

a divine soul. That wonderful oracle will reply

when it is consulted, and there is no history or

tradition, no rule of life or art or science, on

which it is not a competent and the only com-

petent judge.

Man was made for conflict, not for rest. In

action is his power ; not in his goals but in his

transitions man is great. Instantly he is dwarfed

by self-indulgence. The truest state of mind

rested in becomes false.

The spiritual power of man is twofold, mind

and heart, Intellect and morals ; one respect-

ing truth, the other the will. One is the man,

the other the woman in spiritual nature. One
is power, the other is love. These elements

always coexist in every normal individual, but

one predominates. And as each is easily exalted
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in our thoughts till it serves to fill the universe

and become the synonym of God, the soul in

which one predominates is ever watchful and

jealous when such immense claims are made for

one as seem injurious to the other. Ideal and

practical, like ecliptic and equator, are never

parallel. Each has its vices, its proper dangers,

obvious enough when the opposite element is

deficient.

Intellect is skeptical, runs down into talent,

selfish working for private ends, conceited,

ostentatious and malignant. On the other side

the clear-headed thinker complains of souls led

hither and thither by affections which, alone,

are blind guides and thriftless workmen, and

in the confusion asks the polarity of intellect.

But all great minds and all great hearts have

mutually allowed the absolute necessity of the

twain.'

If the first rule is to obey your genius, in the

second place the good mind is known by the

choice of what is positive, of what is advancing.

We must embrace the affirmative. But the

affirmative of affirmatives is love, ^antus amor

tantus animus. Strength enters as the moral

element enters. Lovers of men are as safe as

the sun. Good will makes insight. Sensibility
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is the secret readiness to believe in all kinds

of power, and the contempt of any experi-

ence we have not is the opposite pole. The

measure of mental health is the disposition to

find good everywhere, good and order, analogy,

health and benefit,—the love of truth, tendency

to be in the right, no fighter for victory, no

cockerel."

We have all of us by nature a certain divina-

tion and parturient vaticination in our minds

of some higher good and perfection than either

power or knowledge. Knowledge is plainly to

be preferred before power, as being that which

guides and directs its blind force and impetus

;

but Aristotle declares that the origin of reason

is not reason, but something better.

The height of culture, the highest behavior,

consists in the identification of the Ego with

the universe ; so that when a man says I hope,

I find, I think, he might properly say. The
human race thinks or finds or hopes. And
meantime he shall be able continually to keep

sight of his biographical Ego,— I have a desk,

I have an office, I am hungry, I had an ague,

—

as rhetoric or offset to his grand spiritual Ego,

without impertinence, or ever confounding

them."
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I may well say this is divine, the continua-

tion of the divine effort. Alas ! it seems not to

be ours, to be quite independent of us. Often

there is so little affinity between the man and

his works that we think the wind must have

writ them. Also its communication from one

to another follows its own law and refuses our

intrusion. It is in one, it belongs to all
;
yet

how to impart it ?

We need all our resources to live in the

world which is to be used and decorated by us.

Socrates kept all his virtues as well as his fac-

ulties well in hand. He was sincerely humble,

but he utilized his humanity chiefly as a better

eye-glass to penetrate the vapors that baffled

the vision of other men.

The superiority of the man is in the sim-

plicity of his thought, that he has no obstruc-

tion, but looks straight at the pure fact, with no

color of option. Profound sincerity is the only

basis of talent as of character. The virtue of

the Intellect is its own, its courage is of its own

kind, and at last it will be justified, though for

the moment it seem hostile to what it most

reveres.
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We wish to sum up the conflicting impres-

sions by saying that all point at last to a unity

which inspires all. Our poetry, our religion are

its skirts and penumbrae. Yet the charm of life

is the hints we derive from this. They over-

come us like perfumes from a far-off shore of

sweetness, and their meaning is that no tongue

shall syllable it without leave ; that only itself

can name it ; that by casting ourselves on it

and being its voice it rushes each moment to

positive commands, creating men and methods,

and ties the will of a child to the love of the

First Cause.'



II

INSTINCT AND 'INSPIRATION

IN reckoning the sources of our mental power,

it were fatal to omit that one which pours

all the others into mould— that unknown
country in which all the rivers of our know-

ledge have their fountains, which by its qualities

and structure determines both the nature of the

waters, and the direction in which they flow.

We have a certain blind wisdom, a brain of the

brain, a seminal brain, which has not yet put

forth organs, which rests in oversight and pre-

sence, but which seems to sheathe a certain

omniscience ; and which, in the despair of lan-

guage, is commonly called Instinct.

This is that which never pretends : nothing

seems less, nothing is more. Ask what the

Instinct declares, and we have little to say; he is

no newsmonger, no disputant, no talker. Con-
sciousness is but a taper in the great night; but

the taper at which all the illumination of human
arts and sciences was kindled. And in each

man's experience, from this spark torrents of

light have once and again streamed and revealed

the dusky landscape of his life. 'T is very cer-
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tain that a man's whole possibility is contained

in that habitual first look which he casts on all

objects. Here alone is the field of metaphys-

ical discovery, yes, and of every religion and civil

order that has been or shall be. All that we

know is flakes and grains detached from this

mountain. None of the metaphysicians have

prospered in describing this power, which con-

stitutes sanity ; and is the corrector of private

excesses and mistakes; public in all its regards,

and of a balance which is never lost, not even

in the insane.

All men are, in respect to this source of

truth, on a certain footing of equality, equal

in original science, though against appearance;

and 't is incredible to them. There is a singular

credulity which no experience will cure us of,

that another man has seen or may see some-

what more than we, of the primaj-y facts ; as, for

example, of the continuity of the individual,

and, eye for eye, object for object, their expe-

rience Is invariably identical in a million indi-

viduals. I know, of course, all the grounds on

which any man affirms the immortality of the

Soul. Fed from one spring, the water-tank

is equally full in all the gardens : the differ-

ence is in the distribution by pipes and pumps
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(difference in the aqueduct), and fine applica-

tion of it. Its property is absolute science and

an implicit reliance is due to it.'

All true wisdom of thought and of action

comes of deference to this instinct, patience

with its delays.

To make a practical use of this instinct in

every part of life constitutes true wisdom, and

we must form the habit of preferring in all

cases this guidance, which is given as it is used.

To indicate a few examples of our recurrence

to instinct instead of to the understanding : we

can only judge safely of a discipline, of a book,

of a man, or other influence, by the frame of

mind it induces, as whether that be large and

serene, or dispiriting and degrading. Then we

get a certain habit of the mind as the measure;

as Haydon found Voltaire's tales left him mel-

ancholy. The eye and ear haVe a logic which

transcends the skill of the tongue. The ear is

not to be cheated. A continuous effect cannot

be produced by discontinuous thought, and

when the eye cannot detect the juncture of the

skilful mosaic, the spirit is apprised of dis-

union, simply by the failure to affect the spirit.

Objection and loud denial not less prove the

reality and conquests of an idea than the friends
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and advocates it finds. One often sees in the

embittered acuteness of critics snuffing heresy

from afar, their own unbelief, that they pour

forth on the innocent promulgator of new doc-

trine their anger at that which they vainly

resist in their own bosom. Again, if you go to

a gallery of pictures, or other works of fine art,

the eye is dazzled and embarrassed by many
excellences. The marble imposes on us ; the

exquisite details, we cannot tell if they be

good or not : but long after we have quitted

the place, the objects begin to take a new

order ; the inferior recede or are forgotten and

the truly noble forms reappear to the imagina-

tion.

The Instinct begins at this low point at the

surface of the earth, and works for the necessi-

ties of the human being ; then ascends, step by

step, to suggestions, which are, when expressed,

the intellectual and moral laws.'

And what is Inspiration ? It is this Instinct,

whose normal state is passive, at last put in

action. We attributed power and science and

good will to the Instinct, but we found it dumb
and inexorable. If it would but impart itself!

To coax and woq the strong Instinct to bestir

itself, and work its miracle, is the end of all.
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wise endeavor. It is resistless, and knows the

way, is the inventor of all arts, and is melodi-

ous, and at all points a god. Could we prick

the sides of this slumberous giant ; could we

break the silence of this oldest angel, who was

with God when the worlds were made ! The
whole art of man has been an art of excitation,

to provoke, to extort speech from the drowsy

genius. We ought to know the way to our

nectar. We ought to know the way to insight

and prophecy as surely as the plant knows its

way to the light ; the cow and sheep to the run-

ning brook ; or the feaster to his wine. We
believe (the drop of blood has latent power

and organs) that the rudest mind has a Delphi

and Dodona— predictions of Nature and his-

tory— in itself, though now dim and hard to

read. All depends on some instigation, some

impulse. Where is the yeast that will leaven

this lump ? Where the wine that will warm

and open these silent lips? Where the fire that

will light this combustible pile ? That force or

flame is alone to be considered; 'tis indifferent

on what it is fed.

Here are we with all our world of facts and

experience, the spontaneous impressions of

Nature and men, and original oracles,— all
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ready to be uttered, if only we could be set

aglow. How much material lies in every man 1

'

Who knows not the insufficiency of our forces,

the solstice of genius ? The star climbs for a

time the heaven, but never reaches the zenith

;

it culminates low, and goes backward whence it

came."

The human faculty only warrants inceptions.

Even those we call great men build substruc-

tures, and, like Cologne Cathedral, these are

never finished. Lord Bacon begins ; Behnien

begins ; Goethe, Fourier, Schelling, Coleridge,

they all begin : we, credulous bystanders, be-

lieve, of course, that they can finish as they

begun. If you press them, they fly to a new

topic, and here, again, open a magnificent pro-

mise, which serves the turn of interesting us

once more, and silencing reproaches, but they

never complete their work. Inspiration is vital

and continuous. It is also a public or universal

light, and not particular.^ But genius is as

weary of his personality as others are, and he

has the royal expedient to thrust Nature between

him and you, and perpetually to divert attention

from himself, by the stream of thoughts, laws

and images.

In the healthy mind, the thought is not a
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barren thesis, but expands, varies, recruits it-

self with relations to all Nature, paints itself

in wonderful symbols, appears in new men, in

institutions, in social arrangements, in wood,

in stone, in art, in books. The mark and sign

of it is newness. The divine energy never rests

or repeats itself, but casts its old garb, and re-

appears, another creature ; the old energy in

a new form, with all the vigor of the earth ; the

Ancient of Days in the dew of the morning.

Novelty in the means by which we arrive at

the old universal ends is the test of the pre-

sence of the highest power, alike in intellectual

and in moral action. How incomparable be-

yond all price seems to us a new poem— say

Spenser— or true work of literary genius ! In

five hundred years we shall not have a second.

We brood on the words or works of our com-

panion, and ask in vain the sources of his infor-

mation. He exhibits an exotic culture, as if he

had his education in another planet. The poet

is incredible, inexplicable.

The poet works to an end above his will, and

by means, too, which are out of his will. Every

part of the poem is therefore a true surprise

to the reader, like the parts of the plant, and

legitimate as they. The muse may be defined.
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Supervoluntary ends effected by supervoluntary

means. N o practical rules for the poem, no work-

ing-plan was ever drawn up. It is miraculous

at all points. The poetic state given, a little more

or a good deal more or less performance seems

indifferent. It is as impossible for labor to pro-

duce a sonnet of Milton, or a song of Burns, as

Shakspeare's Hamlet, or the Iliad. There is

much loss, as we say on the railway, in the stops,

but the running time need be but little increased,

to add great results. One master could so easily

be conceived as writing all the books of the

world. They are all alike. For it is a power

to convert all Nature to his use. It is a tap-root

that sucks all the juices of the earth.'

It is this employment of new means— of

means not mechanical, but spontaneously ap-

pearing for the new need, and as good as the

end— that denotes the inspired man. This

is equally obvious in all the fine arts ; and in

action as well as in fine arts. We must try our

philanthropists so. The reformer comes with

many plans of melioration, and the basis on

which he wishes to build his new world, a great

deal of money. But what is gained? Certain

young men or maidens are thus to be screened

from the evil influences of trade by force of
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money. Perhaps that is a benefit, but those who
give the money must be just so much more

shrewd, and worldly, and hostile, in order to

save so much money. I see not how any virtue

is thus gained to society. It is a mere transfer-

ence. But he will instruct and aid us who shows

us how the young may be taught without de-

grading the old ; how the daily sunshine and

sap may be made to feed wheat instead of moss

and Canada thistle ; and really the capital dis-

covery of modern agriculture is that it costs

no more to keep a good tree than a bad one.

But how, cries my reformer, is this to be done ?

How could I do it, who have wife and family to

keep ? The question is most reasonable,— yet

proves that you are not the man to do the feat.

The mark of the spirit is to know its way, to

invent means. It has been in the universe

before, of old and from everlasting, and knows

its way up and down. Power is the authentic

mark of spirit. . . .

What a revelation of power is music ! Yet,

•when we consider who and what the professors of

that art usually are, does it not seem as if music

falls accidentally and superficially on its artists ?

Is it otherwise with poetry? . . . Here is a fa-

mous Ode, which is the first performance of the
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British mind and lies in all memories as the high-

water mark in the flood of thought in this age.

What does the writer know of that ? Converse

with him, learn his opinions and hopes. He has

long ago passed out of it, and perhaps his only

concern with it is some copyright of an edition

in which certain pages, so and so entitled, are con-

tained. When a young man asked old Goethe

about Faust, he replied, " What can I know of

this ? I ought rather to ask you, who are young,

and can enter much better into that feeling."

Indeed, I believe it is true in the experience of

all men, — for all are inspirable, and sometimes

inspired, — that, for the memorable moments

of life, we were in them, and not they in us.

"... How they entered into me, let them

say if they can ; for I have gone over all the

avenues of my flesh, and cannot find by which

they entered," said Saint Augustine. And the

ancient Proclus seems to signify his sense of

the same fact, by saying, " The parts in us are

more the property ofwholes, and of things above

us, than they are our property."

Yes, this wonderful source of knowledge

remains a mystery ; and its arts and methods

of working remain a mystery : it is untamable
;

the ship of heaven guides itself, and will not
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accept a wooden rudder. It must be owned that

what we call Inspiration is coy and capricious

;

we must lose many days to gain one ; and in

order to win infalHble verdicts from the inner

mind, we must indulge and humor it in every

way, and not too exactly task and harness it.

Also its communication from one to another

follows its own law, and refuses our intrusion.

It is one, it belongs to all : yet how to impart

it ? This makes the perpetual problem of educa-

tion. How shall I educate my children ? Shall

I indulge, or shall I control them ? Philosophy

replies. Nature is stronger than your will, and

were you never so vigilant, you may rely on it,

your nature and genius will certainly give your

vigilance the slip though it had delirium tremens,

and will educate the children by the inevitable

infusions of its quality. You will do as you can.

Why then cumber yourself about it, and make

believe be better than you are ? Our teaching is

indeed hazardous and rare. Our only security

is in our rectitude, whose influences must be

salutary. That virtue which was never taught

us, we cannot teach others. They must be taught

by the same schoolmaster. And in spite of our

imbecility and terrors, in spite of Boston and

London, and universal decay of religion, etc..
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etc., the moral sense reappears forever with the

same angelic newness that has been from of old

the fountain of poetry and beauty and strength.

Nature is forever over education ; our famous

orchardist once more : Van Mons of Belgium,

after all his experiments at crossing and refining

his fruit, arrived at last at the most complete

trust in the native power. " My part is to sow,

and sow, and re-sow, and in short do nothing

but sow."

It is not in our will. That is the quality of

it, that it commands, and is not commanded.

And rarely, and suddenly, and without desert,

we are let into the serene upper air. Is it that

we are such mountains of conceit that Heaven

cannot enough mortify and snub us,— I know
not ; but there seems a settled determination

to break our spirit. We shall not think of our-

selves too highly. We cannot even see what or

where our stars of destiny are.' . . . The in-

exorable Laws, the Ideas, the private Fate, the

Instinct, the Intellect, Memory, Imagination,

Fancy, Number, Inspiration, Nature, Duty ;
—

't is very certain that these things have been hid

as under towels and blankets, most part of our

days, and, at certain privileged moments, they

emerge unaccountably into light. I know not
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why, but our thoughts have a life of their own,

independent of our will. We call genius, in all

our popular and proverbial language, divine

;

to signify its independence of our will. Intel-

lect is universal not individual.' ... I think

this pathetic,— not to have any wisdom at our

own terms, not to have any power of organiz-

ing victory. The only comfort I can lay to my
own sorrow is that we have a higher than a per-

sonal interest, which, in the ruin of the personal,

is secured. I see that all beauty of discourse or

of manners lies in launching on the thought,

and forgetting ourselves ; and though the beati-

tude of the Intellect seems to lie out of our

volition, and to be unattainable as the sky, yet

we can take sight beforehand of a state of being

wherein the will shall penetrate and control

what it cannot now reach. The old law of sci-

ence, Imperat parendo, we command by obeying,

is forever true ; and by faithful serving, we

shall complete our noviciate to this subtle art.

Yes, and one day, though far off, you will

attain the control of these states
;
you will enter

them at will ; you will do what now the muses

only sing. That is the nobility and high prize

of the world.

And this reminds me to add one more trait
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of the inspired state, namely, incessant advance,

— the forward foot. For it is the curious pro-

perty of truth to be uncontainable and ever

enlarging. Truth indeed 1 We talk as if we had

it, or sometimes said it, or knew anything about

it,— that terrific re-agent. 'T is a gun with a

recoil which will knock down the most nimble

artillerists, and therefore is never fired. The
ideal is as far ahead of the videttes of the van

as it is of the rear. And before the good we

aim at, all history is symptomatic, and only a

good omen.

And the practical rules of literature ought to

follow from these views, namely, that all writing

is by the grace of God ; ' that none but a writer

should write ; that he should write affirmatively,

not polemically, or should write nothing that

will not help somebody,— as I knew of a good
man who held conversations, and wrote on the

wall, " that every person might speak to the

subject, but no allusion should be made to the

opinions of other speakers ;
"— that we must

affirm and affirm, but neither you nor I know
the value of what we say ; that we must be

openers of doors and not a blind alley ; that we
must hope and strive, for despair is no muse,

and vigor always liberates.
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The whole ethics of thought is of this kind,

flowing out of reverence of the source, and' is

a sort of religious office. If there is inspiration

let there be only that. You shall not violate its

conditions, but we will by all means invite it.

It is a sort of rule in Art that you shall not

speak of any work of art except in its presence ;

then you will continue to learn something, and

will make no blunder. It is not less the rule

of this kingdom that you shall not speak of

the mount except on the mount ;
' that there

are certain problems one would not willingly

open, except when the irresistible oracles broke

silence. He needs all his health and the flower

of his faculties for that. All men are inspirable.

Whilst they say only the beautiful and sacred

words of necessity, there is no weakness, and

no repentance. But the moment they attempt

to say these things by memory, charlatanism

begins. I am sorry that we do not receive the

higher gifts justly and greatly. The reception

should be equal. The thoughts which wander

through our mind, we do not absorb and make

flesh of, but we report them as thoughts ; we

retail them as news, to our lovers and to all

Athenians. At a dreadful loss we play this

game ; for the secret Power will not impart
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himself to us for tea-table talk ; he frowns on

moths and puppets, passes by us, and seeks a

solitary and religious heart.

All intellectual virtue consists in a reliance

on Ideas. It must be carried with a certain

magnificence. We must live by our strength,

not by our weakness. It is the exhortation of

Zoroaster, " Let the depth, the immortal depth

of your soul lead you." It was the saying of

Pythagoras, " Remember to be sober, and to be

disposed to believe ; for these are the nerves

of wisdom."

Why should we be the dupes of our senses,

the victims of our own works, and always

inferior to ourselves. We do not yet trust the

unknown powers of thought. The whole world

is nothing but an exhibition of the powers of

this principle, which distributes men. Whence
came all these tools, inventions, books, laws,

parties, kingdoms ? Out of the invisible world,

through a few brains. Nineteen twentieths of

their substance do trees draw from the air.

Plant the pitch-pine in a sand-bank, where is

no food, and it thrives, and presently makes a

grove, and covers the sand with a soil by shed-

ding its leaves. Not less are the arts and insti-

tutions of men created out of thought. The
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powers that make the capitalist are metaphys-

ical, the force of method and the force of will

'makes trade, and builds towns. "All conquests

that history tells of will be found to resolve

themselves into the superior mental powers

of the conquerors," and the real credentials by

which man takes precedence of man, and lays

his hand on those advantages which confirm

and consolidate rank, are intellectual and moral.

The men are all drugged with this liquor of

thought, and thereby, secured to their several

works. It is easy to see that the races of men

rise out of the ground preoccupied with a

thought which rules them, divided beforehand

into parties ready armed and angry to fight for

they know not what. They all share, to the

rankest Philistines, the same belief. The hab-

erdashers and brokers and attorneys are ideal-

ists and only differ in the amount and clearness

of their perception. Whether Whiggery, or

Chartism, or Church, or a dream of Wealth,

fashioned all these resolute bankers, merchants,

lawyers, landlords, who administer the world of

to-day, as leaves and wood are made of air, an

idea fashioned them, and one related to yours.

A stronger idea will subordinate them. Yours,

if you see it to be nearer and truer. A man
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of more comprehensive view can always see

with good humor the seeming opposition of a

powerful talent which has less comprehension.*

'T is a strong paddy, who, with his burly

elbows, is making place and way for him.

Trust entirely the thought. Lean upon it, it

will bear up thee and thine, and society, and

systems, like a scrap of down.

The world is intellectual ; and the man is.

Every man comes into Nature impressed with

his own polarity or bias, in obeying which his

power, opportunity and happiness reside. . . . He
is strong by his genius, gets all his knowledge

only through that aperture. Society is unani-

mous against his project. He never hears it as

he knows it. Nevertheless he is right ; right

against the world. All excellence is only an in-

flamed personality. If he is wrong, increase his

determination to his aim, and he is right again.

What is the use of trying to be somewhat else ?

He has a facility, which costs him nothing, to

do somewhat admirable to all men. He is

strong by his genius, and happy also by the

same. The secret of power is delight in one's

work. He takes dehght in working, not in

having wrought. His workbench he finds every-

where, and his workbench is home, education.
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power and patron. Whilst he serves his genius,

he works when he stands, when he sits, when

he eats and when he sleeps. The dream which

lately floated before the eyes of the French

nation— that every man shall do that which

of all things he prefers, and shall have three

francs a day for doing that— is the real law of

the world ; and all good labor, by which society

is really served, will be found to be of that

kind.

All we ask of any man is to be contented

with his own work. An enthusiastic workman

dignifies his art and arrives at results. Him we

account the fortunate man whose determination

to his aim is sufficiently strong to leave him no

doubt. I am aware that Nature does not always

pronounce early on this point. Many men are

very slow in finding their vocation. It does not

at once appear what they were made for. Nature

has not made up her mind in regard to her

young friend, and when this happens, we feel

life to be some failure. Life is not quite desir-

able to themselves. It uniformly suggests in

the conversation of men the presumption of

continued life, of which the present is only one

term. We must suppose life to such is a kind

of hibernation, and 't is to be hoped they will
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be very fat and energetic in the spring. They
ripen too slowly than that the determination

should appear in this brief life. As with our

Catawbas and Isabellas at the eastward, the

season is not quite long enough for them.

This determination of Genius in each is so

strong that, if it were not guarded with power-

ful checks, it would have made society impos-

sible. As it is, men are best and most by them-

selves : and always work in society with great

loss of power. They are not timed each to the

other : they cannot keep step, and life requires

too much compromise. Men go through the

world each musing on a great fable dramatically

pictured and rehearsed before him. If you

speak to the man, he turns his eyes from his

own scene, and, slower or faster, endeavors to

comprehend what you say. When you have

done speaking, he returns to his private music.

Men generally attempt, early in life, to make
their brothers, afterwards their wives, acquainted

with what is going forward in their private

theatre ; but they soon desist from the attempt,

in finding that they also have some farce, or,

perhaps, some ear- and heart-rending tragedy

forward on their secret boards, on which they

are intent ; and all parties acquiesce, at last.
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each in a private box, with the whole play per-

formed before himself jo/aj-.

The source of thought evolves its own rules,

its own virtues, its ow« religion. Its whole

equipment is new, and it can only fight with its

own weapons. Is there only one courage, one

gratitude, one benevolence ? No, but as many

as there are men. Every constitution has its

own health and diseases. A new constitution, a

new fever, say the physicians. I think the rea-

son why men fail in their conflicts is because

they wear other armor than their own. Each

must have all, but by no means need he have

it in your form. Each must be rich, but not

only in money or lands, he may have instead

the riches ofriches,—- creative supplying power.'

Within this magical power derived from fidel-

ity to his nature, he adds also the mechanical

force of perseverance. He shall keep the law

which shall keep him. ... In persistency, he

knows the strength of Nature, and the immor-

tality of man to lie. A man must do the work

with that faculty he has now. But that faculty

is the accumulation of past days. That you

have done long ago helps you now. No rival

can rival backward. What you have learned

and done, is safe and fruitful. Work and learn
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in evil days, in barren days, in days of depres-

sion and calamity. " There is but one only

liberator in this life from the demons that

invade us, and that ts, Endeavor,— earnest,

entire, perennial endeavor."

Follow this leading, nor ask too curiously

whither. To follow it is thy part. And what if

it lead, as men say, to an excess, to partiahty, to

individualism ? Follow it still. His art shall

suffice this artist, his flame this lover, his inspi-

ration this poet. The artist must be sacrificed.

Take it sadly home to thy heart,— the artist

must pay for his learning and doing with his

life. The old Herschel must choose between

the night and the day, and draw on his night-

cap when the sun rises, and defend his eyes for

nocturnal use. Michael Angelo must paint Sis-

tine ceilings till he can no longer read, except

by holding the book over his head. Nature

deals with all her children so. See the poor

flies, lately so wanton, now fixed to the wall or

the tree, exhausted and presently blown away.

Men likewise, they put their lives into their

deed.' . . .

There is a probity of the Intellect, which de-

mands, if possible, virtues more costly than any
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Bible has consecrated. It consists in an absolute

devotion to truth, founded in a faith in truth.

. . . The virtue of the Intellect is its own, as its

courage is of its own kind : and at last, it will

be justified, though for the time it seem hostile

to that which it most reveres. ... I will speak

the truth in my heart, or think the truth against

what is called God." . . .

One polarity is impressed on the universe

and on its particles. As the whole has its law,

so each individual has his genius. Obedience to

its genius (to speak a little scholastically) is the

particular of faith
;
perception that the tendency

of the whole is to the benefit of the individual

is the universal of faith. Do not truck for your

private immortality. If immortality, in the

sense in which you seek it, is best, you shall be

immortal. If it is up to the dignity of that order

of things you know, it is secure. The sky, the

sea, the plants, the rocks, astronomy, chemistry,

keep their word. Morals and the genius of

humanity will also. In short, the whole moral

of modern science is the transference of that

trust which is felt in Nature's admired arrange-

ments, to the sphere of freedom and of rational

life.^ . . .

These studies seem to me to derive an im-
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portance from their bearing on the universal

question of modern times, the question of Reli-

gion. It seems to me, as if men stood craving

a more stringent creed than any of the pale

and enervating systems to which they have had

recourse. The Buddhist who finds gods masked

in all his friends and enemies, and reads the

issue of the conflict beforehand in the rank of

the actors, is calm. The old Greek was respect-

able and we are not yet able to forget his

dramas,—who found the genius of tragedy

in the conflict between Destiny and the strong

should, and not like the moderns, in the weak

would.^ . . .

Our books are full of generous biographies

of Saints, who knew not that they were such ; of

men and of women who lived for the benefit

and healing of nature. But one fact I read in

them all,— that there is a religion which sur-

vives immutably all persons and fashions, and

is worshipped and pronounced with emphasis

again and again by some holy person;— and

men, with their weak incapacity for principles,

and their passion for persons, have run mad for

the pronouncer, and forgot the religion. But

there is surely enough for the heart and the

imagination in the religion itself.
"^
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The joy of knowledge, the late discovery that

the veil which hid all things from him is really

transparent, transparent everywhere to pure

eyes, and the heart of trust which every percep-

tion fortifies,— renew life for him. He finds

that events spring from the same root as per-

sons ; the universe understands itself, and all the

parts play with a sure harmony.
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MEMORY

MEMORY is a primary and fundamental

faculty, without which none other can

work; the cement, the bitumen, the matrix in

which the other faculties are embedded ; or it is

the thread on which the beads of man are strung,

making the personal identity which is necessary

to moral action. Without it all life and thought

were an unrelated succession. As gravity holds

matter from flying off into space, so memory
gives stability to knowledge ; it is the cohesion

which keeps things from falling into a lump, or

flowing in waves.

We like longevity, we like signs of riches and

extent of nature in an individual. And most

of all we like a great memory. The lowest life

remembers. The sparrow, the ant, the worm,

have the same memory as we. If you bar their

path, or ofl^er them somewhat disagreeable to

their senses, they make one or two trials, and

then once for all avoid it.

Every machine must be perfect of its sort. It

is essential to a locomotive that it can reverse

its movement, and run backward and forward
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with equal celerity. The builder of the mind

found it not less needful that it should have

retroaction, and command its past act and deed.

Perception, though it were immense and could

pierce through the universe, was not sufficient.

Memory performs the impossible for man by

the strength of his divine arms ; holds together

past and present, beholding both, existing in

both, abides in the flowing, and gives continuity

and dignity to human life. It holds us to our

family, to our friends. Hereby a home is pos-

sible ; hereby only a new fact has value.

Opportunities of investment are useful only

to those who have capital. Any piece of know-

ledge I acquire to-day, a fact that falls under my
eyes, a book I read, a piece of news I hear, has

a value at this moment exactly proportioned

to my skill to deal with it. To-morrow, when I

know more, I recall that piece of knowledge and

use it better.

The Past has a new value every moment to

the active mind, through the incessant purifica-

tion and better method of its memory. Once it

joined its facts by color and form and sensuous

relations. Some fact that had a childish signi-

ficance to your childhood and was a type in the

nursery, when riper intelligence recalls it means
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more and serves you better as an illustration

;

and perhaps in your age has new meaning.

What was an isolated, unrelated belief or conjec-

ture, our later experience instructs us how to

place in just connection with other views which

confirm and expand it. The old whim or per-

ception was an augury of a broader insight,

at which we arrive later with securer conviction.

This is the companion, this the tutor, the poet,

the library, with which you travel. It does not

lie, cannot be corrupted, reports to you not what

you wish, but what really befell. You say, " I

can never think of some act of neglect, of

selfishness, or of passion without pain." Well,

that is as it should be. That is the police of the

Universe : the angels are set to punish you, so

long as you are capable of such crime. But in the

history of character the day comes when you

are incapable of such crime. Then you suffer

no more, you look on it as heaven looks on it,

with wonder at the deed, and with applause at

the pain it has cost you.'

Memory is not a pocket, but a living in-

structor, with a prophetic sense of the values

which he guards ; a guardian angel set there

within you to record your life, and by record-

ing to animate you to uplift it. It is a scripture
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written day by day from the birth of the man
;

all its records full of meanings which open as he

lives on, explaining each other, explaining the

world to him and expanding their sense as h"e

advances, until it shall become the whole law

of Nature and Hfe.

As every creature is furnished with teeth to

seize and eat, and with stomach to digest its

food, so the memory is furnished with a perfect

apparatus. There is no book like the memory,

none with such a good index, and that of every

kind, alphabetic, systematic, arranged by names

of persons, by colors, tastes, smells, shapes, like-

ness, unlikeness, by all sorts of mysterious

hooks and eyes to catch and hold, and contriv-

ances for giving a hint.

The memory collects and re-collects. We
figure it as if the mind were a kind of looking-

glass, which being carried through the street of

time receives on its clear plate every image that

passes ; only with this difference, that our plate

is iodized so that every image sinks into it, and

is held there. But in addition to this property

it has one more, this, namely, that of all the

million images that are imprinted, the very one

we want reappears in the centre of the plate in

the moment when we want it.
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We can tell much about it, but you must not

ask us what it is. On seeing a face I am aware

that I have seen it before, or that I have not

seen it before. On hearing a fact told I am
aware that I knew it already. You say the first

words of the old song, and I finish the line and

stanza. But where I have them, or what be-

comes of them when I am not thinking of them

for months and years, that they should lie so

still, as if they did not exist, and yet so nigh

that they come on the instant when they are

called for, never any man was so sharp-sighted,

or could turn himself inside out quick enough

to find.

'T is because of the believed incompatibil-

ity of the affirmative and advancing attitude

of the mind with tenacious acts of recollection

that people are often reproached with living in

their memory. Late in life we live by memory,

and in our solstices or periods of stagnation
;

as the starved camel in the desert lives on his

humps. Memory was called by the schoolmen

vespertina cognitio, evening knowledge, in dis-

tinction from the command of the future which

we have by the knowledge of causes, and

which they called matutina cognitio, or morning

knowledge."
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Am I asked whether the thoughts clothe

themselves in words ? I answer. Yes, always

;

but they are apt to be instantly forgotten. Never

was truer fable than that of the Sibyl's writing

on leaves which the wind scatters. The differ-

ence between men is that in one the memory

with inconceivable swiftness flies after and re-

collects the flying leaves,— flies on wing as fast

as that mysterious whirlwind, and the envious

Fate is baffled.

This command of old facts, the clear behold-

ing at will of what is best in our experience, is

our splendid privilege. " He who calls what is

vanished back again into being enjoys a bliss

like that of creating," says Niebuhr. The mem-
ory plays a great part in settling the intellectual

rank of men. We estimate a man by how much

he remembers. A seneschal of Parnassus is

Mnemosyne. This power will alone make a

man remarkable ; and it is found in all good

wits. Therefore the poets represented the

Muses as the daughters of Memory, for the

power exists in some marked and eminent

degree in men of an ideal determination.

Quintilian reckoned it the measure of genius.

'Tantum ingenii quantum memorise.

We are told that Boileau having recited to
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Daguesseau one day an epistle or satire he had

just been composing, Daguesseau tranquilly

told him he knew it already, and in proof set

himself to recite it from end to end. Boileau,

astonished, was much distressed until he per-

ceived that it was 6nly a feat of memory.

The mind disposes all its experience after

its affection and to its ruling end ; one man by

puns and one by cause and effect, one to heroic

benefit and one to wrath and animal desire.

This is the high difference, the quality of the

association by which a man remembers. In

the minds of most men memory is nothing

but a farm-book or a pocket-diary. On such

a day I paid my note ; on the next day the

cow calved ; on the next I cut my finger ; on

the next the banks suspended payment. But

another man's memory is the history of science

and art and civility and thought ; and still an-

other deals with laws and perceptions that are

the theory of the world.

This thread or order of remembering, this

classification, distributes men, one remembering

by shop-rule or interest ; one by passion ; one

by trifling external marks, as dress or money.

And one rarely takes an interest in how the facts

really stand, in the order of cause and effect,
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without self-reference. This is an intellectual

man. Nature interests him ; a plant, a fish, time,

space, mind, being, in their own method and law.

Napoleon is such, and that saves him.

But this mysterious power that binds our life

together has its own vagaries and interruptions.

It sometimes occurs that Memory has a per-

sonality of its own, and volunteers or refuses

its informations at its will, not at mine. One

sometimes asks himself. Is it possible that it

is only a visitor, not a resident ? Is it some

old aunt who goes in and out of the house, and

occasionally recites anecdotes of old times

and persons which I recognize as having heard

before, and she being gone again I search in

vain for any trace of the anecdotes ?

We can help ourselves to the modus of men-

tal processes only by coarse material experiences.

A knife with a good spring, a forceps whose lips

accurately meet and match, a steel-trap, a loom,

a watch, the teeth or jaws of which fit and play

perfectly, as "compared with the same tools when

badly put together, describe to us the difference

between a person of quick and strong percep-

tion, like Franklin or Swift or Webster or Rich-

ard Owen, and a heavy man who witnesses the

same facts or shares experiences like theirs. 'T is
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like the impression made by the same stamp in

sand or in wax. The way in which Burke or

Sheridan or Webster or any orator surprises us

is by his always having a sharp tool that fits the

present use. He has an old story, an odd circum-

stance, that illustrates the point he is now prov-

ing, and is better than an argument. The more

he is heated, the wider he sees ; he seems to

remember all he ever knew ; thus certifying us

that he is in the habit of seeing better than other

people ; that what his mind grasps it does not

let go. 'T is the bull-dog bite
; you must cut

off the head to loosen the teeth.

We hate this fatal shortness of Memory, these

docked men whom we behold. We gathered up

what a rolling snow-ball as we came along,

—

much of it professedly for the future, as capital

stock of knowledge. Where is it now ? Look
behind you. I cannot see that your train is any

longer than it was in childhood. The facts of

the last two or three days or weeks are all you

have with you,— the reading of the last month's

books. Your conversation, action, your face and

manners report of no more, of no greater wealth

of mind. Alas 1 you have lost something for

everything you have gained, and cannot grow.

Only so much iron will the loadstone draw ; it
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gains new particles all the way as you move it,

but one falls off for every one that adheres.

As there is strength in the wild horse which

is never regained when he is once broken by

training, and as there is a sound sleep of children

and of savages, profound as the hibernation of

bears, which never visits the eyes of civil gen-

tlemen and ladies, so there is a wild memory in

children and youth which makes what is early

learned impossible to forget ; and perhaps In the

beginning of the world it had most vigor. Plato

deplores writing as a barbarous invention which

would weaken the memory by disuse. The Rhap-

sodists in Athens it seems could recite at once

any passage of Homer that was desired.

If writing weakens the memory, we may say

as much and more of printing. What is the

newspaper but a sponge or invention for obliv-

ion ? the rule being that for every fact added

to the memory, one is crowded out, and that

only what the affection animates can be remem-
bered.

The mind has a better secret in generalization

than merely adding units to its list of facts. The
reason of the short memory is shallow thought.'

As deep as the thought, so great is the attrac-

tion. An act of the understanding will marshal
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and concatenate a few facts ; a principle of the

reason will thrill and magnetize and redistribute

the whole world.

But defect of memory is not always want of

genius. By no means. It is sometimes owing

to excellence of genius. Thus men of great

presence of mind who are always equal to the

occasion do not need to rely on wHat they have

stored for use, but can think in this moment
as well and deeply as in any past moment, and

if they cannot remember the rule they can

make one. Indeed it is remarked that invent-

ive men have bad memories. Sir Isaac Newton

was embarrassed when the conversation turned

on his discoveries and results"; he could not

recall them ; but if he was asked why things

were so or so, he could find the reason on the

spot.

A man would think twice about learning a

new science or reading a new paragraph, if he

believed the magnetism was only a constant

amount, and that he lost a word or a thought for

every word he gained. But the experience is not

quite so bad. In reading a foreign language,

every new word mastered is a lamp lighting up

related words and so assisting the memory. Ap-
prehension of the whole sentence aids to fix the
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precise meaning of a particular word, and what

familiarity has been acquired with the genius of

the language, and the writer, helps in fixing the

exact meaning of the sentence. So is it with

every fact in a new science : they are mutually

explaining, and each one adds transparency to

the whole mass.

The damages of forgetting are more than

compensated by the large values which new

thoughts and knowledge give to what we al-

ready know. If new impressions sometimes

efface old ones, yet we steadily gain insight ; and

because all Nature has one law and meaning,—
part corresponding to part,— all we have known

aids us continually to the knowledge of the rest

of Nature. Thus, all the facts in this chest of

memory are property at interest. And who

shall set a boundary to this mounting value ?

Shall we not on higher stages of being remem-

ber and understand our early history better?

They say in Architecture, " An arch never

sleeps ;
" I say, the Past will not sleep, it works

still. With every new fact a ray of light shoots

up from the long buried years. Who can judge

the new book ? He who has read many books.

Who, the new assertion ? He who has heard

many the like. Who, the new man? He that
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has seen men. The experienced and cultivated

man is lodged in a hall hung with pictures which

every new day retouches, and to which every

step in the march of the soul adds a more

sublime perspective.

We learn early that there is great disparity of

value between our experiences ; some thoughts

perish in the using. Some days are bright with

thought and sentiment, and we live a year in a

day.' Yet these best days are not always those

which memory can retain. This water once

spilled cannot be gathered. There are more

inventions in the thoughts of one happy day

than ages could execute, and I suppose I speak

the sense of most thoughtful men when I say, I

would rather have a perfect recollection of all

I have thought and felt in a day or a week of

high activity than read all the books that have

been published in a century.

The memory is one of the compensations

which Nature grants to those who have used

their days well ; when age and calamity have

bereaved them of their limbs or organs, then

they retreat on mental faculty and concentrate

on that. The poet, the philosopher, lamed, old,

blind, sick, yet disputing the ground inch by

inch against fortune, finds a strength against
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the wrecks and decays sometimes more invulner-

able than the heyday of youth and talent.

I value the praise of Memory. And how
does memory praise ? By holding fast the best.

A thought takes its true rank in the memory
by surviving other thoughts that were once pre-

ferred. Plato remembered Anaxagoras by one

of his sayings. If we recall our own favorites,

we shall usually find that it is for one crowning

act or thought that we hold them dear.

Have you not found memory an apotheosis

or deification ? The poor short lone fact dies

at the birth. Memory catches it up into her

heaven, and bathes it in immortal waters. Then
a thousand times over it lives and acts again,

each time transfigured, ennobled. In soHtude,

in darkness, we tread over again the sunny

walks of youth ; confined now in populous

streets you behold again the green fields, the

shadows of the gray birches ; by the solitary

river hear again the joyful voices of early com-

panions, and vibrate anew to the tenderness and

dainty music of the poetry your boyhood fed

upon. At this hour the stream is still flowing,

though you hear it not ; the plants are still

drinking their accustomed life and repaying it

with their beautiful forms. But you need not
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wander thither. It flows for you, and they grow

for you, in the returning images of former sum-

mers. In low or bad company you fold your-

self in your cloak,' withdraw yourself entirely

from all the doleful circumstance, recall and sur-

round yourself with the best associates and

the fairest hours of your life :
—

" Passing sweet are the domains of tender memory."*

You may perish out of your senses, but not out

of your memory or imagination.

The memory has a fine art of sifting out the

pain and keeping all the joy. The spring days

when the bluebird arrives have usually only few

hours of fine temperature, are sour and un-

lovely ; but when late in autumn we hear rarely

a bluebird's notes they are sweet by reminding

us of the spring.^ Well, it is so with other

tricks of memory. Of the most romantic fact

the memory is more romantic ; and this power

of sinking the pain of any experience and of

recalling the saddest with tranquillity, and even

with a wise pleasure, is familiar. The memory

is as the affection. Sampson Reed says, " The

true way to store the memory is to develop the

affections." A souvenir is a token of love. Re-

member me means. Do not cease to love me.
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We remember those things which we love and

those things which we hate. The memory of

all men is robust on the subject of a debt due

to them, or of an insult inflicted on them.

" They can remember," as Johnson said, " who

kicked them last."

Every artist is alive on the subject of his art.

The Persians say, " A real singer will never

forget the song he has once learned." Michael

Angelo, after having once seen a work of any

other artist, would remember it so perfectly

that if it pleased him to make use of any por-

tion thereof, he could do so, but in such a

manner that none could perceive it.

We remember what we understand, and we

understand best what we like ; for this doubles

our power of attention, and makes it our own.

Captain John Brown, of Ossawatomie, said he

had in Ohio three thousand sheep on his farm,

and could tell a strange sheep in his flock as

soon as he saw its face. One of my neighbors,

a grazier, told me that he should know again

every cow, ox, or steer that he ever saw. Abel

Lawton knew every horse that went up and

down through Concord to the towns in the

county. And in higher examples each man's

memory is in the line of his action.
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Nature trains us on to see illusions and

prodigies with no more wonder than our toast

and omelet at breakfast. Talk of memory and

cite me these fine examples of Grotius and

Daguesseau, and I think how awful is that

power and what privilege and tyranny it must

confer. Then I come to a bright school-girl

who remembers all she hears, carries thousands

of nursery rhymes and all the poetry in all the

readers, hymn-books, and pictorial ballads in

her mind ; and 't is a mere drug. She carries it

so carelessly, it seems like the profusion of hair

on the shock heads of all the village boys and

village dogs; it grows like grass. 'T is a bushel-

basket memory of all unchosen knowledge,

heaped together in a huge hamper, without

method, yet securely held, and ready to come

at call ; so that an old scholar, who knows what

to do with a memory, is full of wonder and

pity that this magical force should be squan-

dered on such frippery.

He is a skilful doctor who can give me a

recipe for the cure of a bad memory. And yet

we have some hints from experience on this

subject. And first, health. It is found that we

remember best when the head is clear, when

we are thoroughly awake. When the body is
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in a quiescent state in the absence of the

passions, in the moderation of food, it yields

itself a willing medium to the intellect. For the

true river Lethe is the body of man, with its

belly and uproar of appetite and mountains of

indigestion and bad humors and quality of

darkness. And for this reason, and observing

some mysterious continuity of mental operation

during sleep or when our will is suspended,

't is an old rule of scholars, that which Fuller

records, " 'T is best knocking in the nail over-

night and clinching it next morning." Only I

should give extension to this rule and say, Yes,

drive the nail this week and clinch it the next,

and drive it this year and clinch it the next.

But Fate also is an artist. We forget also

according to beautiful laws. Thoreau said, " Of
what significance are the things you can forget.

A little thought is sexton to all the world."

We must be severe with ourselves, and what

we wish to keep, we must once thoroughly

possess. Then the thing seen will no longer be

what it was, a mere sensuous object before the

eye or ear, but a reminder of its law, a pos-

session for the intellect. Then we relieve

ourselves of all task in the matter, we put the

onus of being remembered on the object,
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instead of on our will. We shall do as we do

with all our studies, prize the fact or the name

of the person by that predominance it takes

in our mind after near acquaintance. I have

several times forgotten the name of Flamsteed,

never that of Newton ; and can drop easily

many poets out of the Elizabethan chronology,

but not Shakspeare.

We forget rapidly what should be forgotten.

The universal sense of fables and anecdotes is

marked by our tendency to forget name and

date and geography. " How in the right are

children," said Margaret Fuller, " to forget

name and date and place."

You cannot overstate our debt to the past,

but has the present no claim ? This past mem-
ory is the baggage, but where is the troop ?

The divine gift is not the old but the new.

The divine is the instant life that receives and

uses, the life that can well bury the old in the

omnipotency with which it makes all things

new.'

The acceleration' of mental process is equiva-

lent to the lengthening of life. If a great many
thoughts pass through your mind, you will

believe a long time has elapsed, many hours or

days. In dreams a rush of many thoughts.
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or seeming experiences, of spending hours and

going through a great variety of actions and

companies, and when we start up and look at

the watch, instead of a long night we are sur-

prised to find it was a short nap. The opium-

eater says, " I sometimes seemed to have lived

seventy or a hundred years in one night."

You know what is told of the experience of

some persons who have been recovered from

drowning. They relate that their whole life's

history seemed to pass before them in review.

They remembered in a moment all that they

ever did.

If we occupy ourselves long on this wonder-

ful faculty, and see the natural helps of it in

the mind, and the way in which new knowledge

calls upon old knowledge— new giving un-

dreamed-of value to old ; every relation and

suggestion, so that what one had painfully held

by strained attention and recapitulation now
falls into place and is clamped and locked by

inevitable connection as a planet in its orbit

(every other orb, or the law or system of which

it is a part, being a perpetual reminder),— we

cannot fail to draw thence a sublime hint that

thus there must be an endless increase in the

power of memory only through its use ; that
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there must be a proportion between the power

of memory and the amount of knowables ; and

since the Universe opens to us, the reach of

the memory must be as large.

With every broader generalization which the

mind makes, with every deeper insight, its retro-

spect is also wider. With every new insight into

the duty or fact of to-day we come into new

possession of the past.

When we live by principles instead of tra-

ditions, by obedience to the law of the mind

instead of by passion, the Great Mind will enter

into us, not as now in fragments and detached

thoughts, but the light of to-day will shine

backward and forward.

Memory is a presumption of a possession

of the future. Now we are halves, we see the

past but not the future, but in that day will

the hemisphere complete itself and foresight be

as perfect as aftersight.
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By Sybarites beguiled.

He shall no task decline;

Merlin's mighty line

Extremes of nature reconciled—
Bereaved a tyrant of his will.

And made the lion mild.



I KNOW the mighty bards,

I listen when they sing.

And now I know

The secret store

Which these explore

When they with torch of genius pierce

The tenfold clouds that cover

The riches of the universe

From God's adoring lover.

And if to me it is not given

To fetch one ingot hence

Of the unfading gold of Heaven

His merchants may dispense.

Yet well I know the royal mine

And know the sparkle of its ore.

Know Heaven's truths from lies that shine

Explored, they teach us to explore.



THE CELEBRATION OF
INTELLECT

I
CANNOT consent to wander from the

duties of this day into the fracas of politics.

The brute noise of cannon has, I know, a

most poetic echo in these days when it is an

instrument of freedom and the primal sentiments

of humanity. Yet it is but representative and a

far-off means and servant : but here in the col-

lege we are in the presence of the constituency

and the principle itself. Here is, or should be,

the majesty of reason and the creative cause

;

and it were a compounding of all gradation and

reverence to suffer the flash of swords and the

boyish strife of passion and the feebleness of

military strength to intrude on this sanctity and

omnipotence of Intellectual Law. Against the

heroism of soldiers I set the heroism ofscholars,

which consists in ignoring the other. You shall

not put up in your Academy the statue of

Cassar or Pompey, of Nelson or Wellington, of

Washington or Napoleon, of Garibaldi, but

of Archimedes, of Milton, of Newton. Archi-

medes disdained to apply himself to the useful

arts, only to the liberal or the causal arts. Hiero
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the king reproached him with his barren stud-

ies. Like Thales, he was willing to show him

that he was quite able in rude matters, if he

could condescend to them, and he conducted the

defence of Syracuse against the Romans. Then
he returned to his geometry ; and when the

Roman soldier, at the sack of Syracuse, broke

into his study, the philosopher could not rise

from his chair and his diagram, and took his

death without resistance. Michael Angelo gave

himself to art, despisipg all meaner pursuits.

When the war came to his own city, he lent his

genius, and defended Florence as long as he was

obeyed. Milton congratulates the Parliament

that, whilst London is besieged and blocked,

the Thames infested, inroads and excursions

round, and battle oft rumored to be marching

up to her walls and suburb trenches,— yet then

are the people, or the greater part, more than

at other times wholly taken up with the study

of highest and most important matters to be

reformed,— they reasoning, reading, inventing,

discoursing, even to a rarity and admiration,

things not before discoursed or written, and the

fact argues a just confidence in the grandeur and

self-subsistency of the cause of religious liberty

which made all material war an impertinence.
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For either science and literature is a hypo-

crisy, or it is not. If it be, then resign your

charter to the Legislature, turn your college into

barracks and warehouses, and divert the funds

of your founders into the stock of a rope-walk

or a candle-factory, a tan-yard or some other un-

doubted conveniency for the surrounding pop-

ulation. But' if the intellectual interest be, as I

hold, no hypocrisy, but the only reality,— then

it behooves us to enthrone it, obey it ; and give

it possession of us and ours ; to give, among

other possessions, the college into its hand cast-

ing down every idol, every pretender, every

hoary lie, every dignified blunder that has crept

into its administration.

At this season, the colleges keep their anni-

versaries, and in this country where education is

a primary interest, every family has a represent-

ative in their halls, a son, a brother, or one of

our own kindred is there for his training. But

even ifwe had no son or friend therein, yet the

college is part of the community, and it is there

for us, is training our teachers, civilizers and

inspirers. It is essentially the most radiating

and public of agencies, like, but better than, the

light-house, or the alarm-bell, or the sentinel

who fires a signal-cannon, or the telegraph
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which speeds the local news over the land. Be-

sides, it deals with a force which it cannot

monopolize or confine ; cannot give to those

who come to it and refuse to those outside. I

have no doubt of the force, and for me the only-

question is, whether the force is inside.

This power which it deals is dear to all. If the

colleges were better, if they had any monopoly

of it, nay, if they really had it, had the power of

imparting valuable thought, creative principles,

truths which become powers, thoughts which

become talents,— if they could cause that a

mind not profound should become profound,

— we should all rush to their gates : instead of

contriving inducements to draw students, you

would need to set police at the gates to keep

order in the in-rushing multitude.

These are giddy times, and, you say, the col-

lege will be deserted. No, never was it so much
needed. But I say, those were the giddy times

which went before these, and the new times are

the times of arraignment, times of trial and

times ofjudgment. 'T is because the college was

false to its trust, because the scholars did not

learn and teach, because they were traders and

left their altars and libraries and worship of truth

and played the sycophant to presidents and
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generals and members of Congress, and gave

degrees and literary and social honors to those

whom they ought to have rebuked and exposed,

incurring the contempt of those whom they

ought to have put in fear ; then the college is

suicidal ; ceases to be a school ;
power oozes out

of it just as fast as truth does ; and instead of

overawing the strong, and upholding the good,

it is a hospital for decayed tutors.

This Integrity over all partial knowledge and

skill, homage to truth— how rare ! Few men
wish to know how the thing really stands, what

is the law of it without reference to persons.

Other men are victims of their means— sanity

consists in not being subdued by your means.

Two men cannot converse together on any

topic without presently finding where each

stands in moral judgment ; and each learns

whether the other's view commands, or is com-

manded by, his own. I presently know whether

my companion has more candor or less, more

hope for men or less, whether his sense of duty is

more or less severe and his generosity larger

than mine ; whether he stands for ideal justice,

or for a timorous expediency.

Society is always idolatrous and exaggerates

the merits of those who work to vulgar ends.
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But genius may be known by its probity. Never

was pure valor— and almost I might say, never

pure ability— shown in a bad cause. For am-

bition makes insane.'

Society is always taken by surprise at any new

example of common sense and of simple justice,

as at a wonderful discovery. Thus, at Mr. Ra-

rey's mode of taming a horse by kindness, or

Garibaldi's emancipation of Italy for Italy's sake;

at the introduction of gentleness into insane

asylums, and of cleanliness and comfort into

penitentiaries. A farmer wished to buy an ox.

The seller told him how well he had treated the

animal. " But," said my farmer, " I asked the

ox, and the ox showed me by marks that could

not lie that he had been abused." We affect to

slight England and Englishmen. But I note

that we had a vast self-esteem on the subject

of Bunker Hill, Yorktown and New Orleans.

We should not think it much to beat Indians

or Mexicans,— but to beat English ! The Eng-

lish newspapers and some writers of reputation

disparage America. Meantime I note that the

British people are emigrating hither by thou-

sands, which is a very sincere, and apt to be a

very seriously considered expression of opinion.

The emigration into America of British, as well
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as of Continental people, is the eulogy ofAmer-

ica by the most competent and sincere arbiters.

The hater of property and of government takes

care to have his warranty-deed recorded ; and

the book written against fame and learning has

the author's name on the title-page. . . .

Gentlemen, I too am an American, and value

practical talent. I love results and hate abor-

tions. I delight in people who can do things.

I value talent,— perhaps no man more. I

value dearly the poet who knows his art so

well that, when his voice vibrates, it fills the

hearer with sympathetic song, just as a powerful

note of an organ sets all tuned strings in its

neighborhood in accordant vibration,— the

novelist with his romance, the architect with his

palace, the composer with his score. I wish you

to be eloquent, to grasp the bolt and to hurl it

home to the mark. I wish to see that Mirabeau

who knows how to seize the heart-strings of

the people and drive their hands and feet in

the way he wishes them to go, to fill them with

himself, to enchant men so that their will and

purpose is in abeyance and they serve him

with a million hands just as implicitly as his

own members obey him. But I value it more

when it is legitimate, when the talent is in true
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order, subject to genius, subject to the total and

native sentiment of the man, and therefore in

harmony with the public sentiment of mankind.

Such is the patriotism of Demosthenes, of

Patrick Henry and of what was best in Cicero

and Burke ; not an ingenious special pleading,

not the making a plausible case, but strong by

the strength of the facts themselves. Then the

orator is still one of the audience, persuaded by

the same reasons which persuade them ; not a

ventriloquist, not a juggler, not a wire-puller

paid to manage the lobby and caucus.'

In Demosthenes is this realism of genius. He
wins his cause honestly. His doctrine is self-

reliance. " If it please you to note it, my coun-

sels to you are not such whereby I should grow

great among you, and you become little among
the Grecians; but thev be of that nature as is

sometimes not good for me to give, but are

always good for you to follow."

You, gentlemen, are selected out of the

great multitude of your mates, out of those who
begun life with you, set apart through some

strong persuasion ofyour own, or of your friends,

that you were capable of the high privilege of

thought. Need enough there is of such a band

of priests of intellect and knowledge ; and great
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is the office, and well deserving and well paying

the last sacrifices and the highest ability. But I

wish this were a needless task, to urge upon

you scholars the claims of thought and learn-

ing. The order of the world educates with care

the senses and the understanding.' . . .

Men are as they think. A certain quantity

of power belongs to a certain quantity of truth.

And the man who knows any truth not yet

discerned by other men is master of all other

men, so far as that truth and its wide rela-

tions are concerned. Do you suppose that the

thunderbolt falls short ? Do you imagine that

a lie will nourish and work like a truth ? . . .

The whole battle is fought in a few heads. A
little finer order, a larger angle of vision, com-

mands centuries of facts and millions of thought-

less people. It reverses all rank ;
" he who

discriminates is the father of his father." . . .

And yet the world is not saved. With this

divine oracle, we somehow do not get instructed.

Here are still perverse miUions full of passion,

crime and blood. Here are bad governors and

bad subjects. Nay, in the class called intellect-

ual the men are no better than the uninstructed.

They use their wit and learning in the service

of the Devil. There are bad books and false
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teachers and corrupt judges ; and in the institu-

tions of education a want of faith in their own

cause. Nay, it happens often that the well-

bred and refined, the inhabitants of cities, dwell-

ing amidst colleges, churches, and scientific

museums, lectures, poets, libraries, newspapers,

and other aids supposed intellectual are more

vicious and malignant than the rude country

people, and need to have their corrupt voting

and violence corrected by the cleaner and wiser

suffrages of poor farmers. The poet does not

believe in his poetry. Men are ashamed of

their intellect." . . .

Instinct is the name for the potential wit,

that feeling which each has that what is done by

any man or agent is done by the same wit as

his. He looks at all men as his representatives,

and is glad to see that his wit can work at

that problem as it ought to be done, and better

than he could do it ; whether it be to build,

engineer, carve, paint, sing, heal, or compute,

or play chess, or ride, or swim. We feel as ifone

man wrote all the books, painted, built, in dark

ages, and we are sure we can do more than

ever was done. It was the same mind that

built the world.

The Understanding is the name we give to
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the low, limitary power working to short ends,

to daily life in house and street. This is the

power which the world of men adopt and edu-

cate. He is the calculator, he is the merchant,

the politician, the worker in the useful ; he

works by shifts, by compromise, by statute, by

bribes. All his activities are to short, personal

ends, and he is apt to be a talker, a boaster,

a busy-body.

Will you let me say to you what I think is

the organic law of learning ? It is to observe the

order, to keep down the talent, to enthrone the

Instinct. There must be the perpetual rally-

ing and self-recovery; each talent links itself so

fast with self-love and with petty advantage that

it loses sight of its obedience, which is beautiful,

and sets up for itself, and makes confusion.

Falsehood begins as soon as it disobeys, it works

for show, and for the shop, and the greater

it grows, the more is the mischiefand misleading,

so that presently all is wrong, talent is mistaken

for genius, dogma or system for truth.' . . .

Now the idea of a college is an assembly of

such men, obedient each to this pure light, and

drawing from it illumination to that science or

art to which his constitution and affections draw
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him. And the very highest advantage which a

young man of good mind can meet is to find

suCh a teacher. No books, no aids, laboratory,

apparatus, prizes, can compare with this. Here

is sympathy ; here is an order that corresponds

to that in his own mind, and in all sound minds,

and the hope and impulse imparted. And educa-

tion is what it should be, a delightful unfolding

of the faculties in right order.

I could heartily wish it were otherwise, but

there is a certain shyness of genius, of free

thought, of a master of art in colleges, which is

as old as the rejection of Moliere by the French

Academy, of Bentley by the pedants of his time,

and only the other day, of Arago ; in Oxford,

the recent rejection of Max Miiller. . . . If the

truth must be told, thought is as rare in colleges

as in cities. The necessity of a mechanical

system is not to be denied. Young men must be

classed and employed, not according to the secret

needs of each mind but by some available plan

that will give weekly and annual results ; and a

little violence must be done to private genius to

accomplish this. Then genius is always its own

law, and must be a little impatient and rebellious

to this rule, so that, of necessity, a certain hos-

tility and jealousy of genius grows up in the
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masters of routine, and unless, by rare good for-

tune, the professor has a generous sympathy

with genius and takes care to interpose a certain

relief and cherishing and reverence for the wild

poet and dawning philosopher he has detected

in his classes, that will happen which has hap-

pened so often, that the best scholar, he for whom
colleges exist, finds himself a stranger and an

orphan therein. 'T is precisely analogous to what

befalls in religious societies. In the romance

Spiridion a few years ago, we had what it seems

was a piece of accurate autobiography, the story

of a young saint who comes into a convent for

her education, and not falling into the system

and the little parties in the convent, but inspired

with an enthusiasm which finds nothing there to

feed it, it turns out in a few days that every

hand is against this young votary. Piety in a

convent accuses every one, from the novice to

the abbess. What right have you to be better

than your neighbor ? Piety comes to be regarded

as a spy and a rebel. . . . And how often we

have had repeated the trials of the young man
who made no figure at college because his own
methods were new and extraordinary, and who
only prospered at last because he forsook theirs

and took his own.'
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It is true that the University and the Church,

which should be counterbalancing institutions to

our great material institutions of trade and of

territorial power, do not express the sentiment

of the popular politics and the popular optim-

ism, whatever it be. Harvard College has no

voice in Harvard College, but State Street votes

it down on every ballot. Everything will be

permitted there which goes to adorn Boston

Whiggism,— is it geology, astronomy, poetry,

antiquities, art, rhetoric. But that which it exists

for, to be a fountain of novelties out of heaven,

a Delphos uttering warning and ravishing oracles

to Hft and lead mankind, — that it shall not be

permitted to do or to think of." On the con-

trary, every generosity of thought is suspect

and gets a bad name. And all the youth come

out decrepit citizens ;
^ not a prophet, not a poet,

not a daimon, but is gagged and stifled or driven

away. All that is sought in the instruction is

drill ; tutors, not inspirers.

I conceive that a college should have no mean

ambition, but should aim at a reverent disci-

pline and invitation of the soul, that here, if no-

where else in the world, genius should find its

home ; here Imagination should be greeted with

the problems in which it delights ; the noblest
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tasks to the Muse proposed and the most cor-

dial and honoring rewards ; here the highest

duties be urged, and enthusiasm for liberty and

wisdom should breed enthusiasm and form heroes

for the state. The College should hold the pro-

found thought, and the Church the great heart

to which the nation should turn, and these two

should be counterbalancing to the bad politics

and selfish trade. But there is but one institu-

tion, and not three. The Church and the Col-

lege now take their tone from the City, and do

not dictate their own. You all well know the

downward tendency in literature, the facility with

which men renounce their youthful aims and

say, the labor is too severe, the prize too high

for me ; and they accept the employments of

the market. . . .

Ah, gentlemen, it's only a dream of mine,

and perhaps never will be true,— but I thought

a college was a place not to train talents, not to

train attorneys, and those who say what they

please, but to adorn Genius, which only speaks

truth, and after the way which truth uses, namely,

Beauty ; a college was to teach you geometry,

or the lovely laws of space and figure ; chemis-

try, botany, zoology, the streaming of thought
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into form, and the precipitation of atoms which

Nature is.

This, then, is the theory of Education, the

happy meeting of the young soul, filled with

the desire, with the living teacher who has

already made the passage from the centre forth,

step by step, along the intellectual roads to the

theory and practice of special science. Now if

there be genius in the scholar, that is, a delicate

sensibility to the laws of the world, and the

power to express them again in some new form,

he is made to find his own way. He will greet

joyfully the wise teacher, but colleges and teach-

ers are no wise essential to him ; he will find

teachers everywhere.

I would have you rely on Nature ever,

—

wise, omnific, thousand-handed Nature, equal

to each emergency, which can do very well

without colleges, and, if the Latin, Greek, Alge-

bra or Art were in the parents, it will be in the

children, without being pasted on.

If your college and your literature are not

felt, it is because the truth is not in them.

When you say the times, the persons are pro-

saic, where is the feudal, or the Saracenic,

or Egyptian architecture? where the romantic

manners ? where the Romish or the Calvinistic
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religion, which made a kind of poetry in the

air for Milton, or Byron, or Belzoni ? but to us

it is barren,— you expose your atheism. Is a

railroad, or a shoe-factory, or an insurance

office, bank or bakery outside of the system

and connection of things, or further from God
than a sheep-pasture or a clam-bank ? Is chem-

istry suspended ? Do not the electricities and

the imponderable influences play with all their

magic undulations ? Do not gravity and polar-

ity keep their unerring watch on a needle and

thread, on a cobbler's lapstone or a switchman's

turntable as on the moon's orbit ? Only bring

a deep observer, and he will make light of the

new shop or old cathedral— all one to him—
or new circumstances that afflict you. He will

find the circumstances not altered ; as deep

a cloud of mystery on the cause, as dazzling a

glory on the invincible law. Is it so important

whether a man wears a shoe-buckle or ties his

shoe-lappet with a string ? . . . Bring the

insight, and he will find as many beauties and

heroes and astounding strokes of genius close

by him as Shakspeare or jEschylus or Dante

beheld. It was in a beggarly heath farm, it was

in a mean country inn that Burns found his

fancy so sprightly. You find the times and
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places mean. My friend, stretch a few threads

over a common ^ollan harp, and put it in your

window, and listen to what it says of times and

the heart of Nature. I do not think that you

will believe that the miracle of Nature is less,

the chemical power worn out. Watch the break-

ing morning, the enchantments of the sunset.

If I had young men to reach, I should say

to them. Keep the intellect sacred. Revere it.

Give all to it. Its oracles countervail all. At-

tention is its acceptable prayer. Sit low and

wait long ; and know that, next to being its

minister, like Aristotle, and perhaps better than

that, is the profound reception and sympathy,

without ambition which secularizes and trades

it. Go sit with the Hermit in you, who knows

more than you do. You will find life enhanced,

and doors opened to grander entertainments.

Yet all comes easily that he does, as snow and

vapor, heat, wind and light. Power costs no-

thing to the powerful. I should say to them.

Do what you can do. He that draws on his

own talent cannot be overshadowed or sup-

planted.' . . . Homage to truth discriminates

good and evil. Power never departs from it.

Our colleges may differ much in the scale of

requirements, and the examination for admission
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and the examination for degrees and honors may
be lax in this college and severe in that, and you

may find facilities, translations, syllabuses and

tutors here or there to coach you through, but

't is very certain that an examination is yonder

before us and an examining committee that can-

not be escaped nor deceived, that every scholar

is to be put fairly on his own powers and must

hear the questions proposed, and answer them by

himself, and receive honor or dishonor according

to the fidelity shown. For the men and women
of your time, the circle of your friends and

employers, your conditions, the invisible world,

are the interrogators.' . . .

When the great painter was told by a dauber,

" I have painted five pictures whilst you have

made one," he replied, " Pingo in atemitatem."

" Study for eternity smiled on me," says Van
Helmont. And it were a good rule to read

some lines at least every day that shall not be

of the day's occasion or task, but of study for

eternity.

I have detained you too long ; but it is the

privilege of the moral sentiment to be every

moment new and commanding, and old men
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cannot see the powers of society, the institutions,

the laws under which they have Hved, passing,

or soon to pass, into the hands of you and your

contemporaries, without an earnest wish that you

have caught sight ofyour high calling, your vast

possibilities and inspiring duties.
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The air is wise, the wind thinks well.

And all through which it blows;

If plant or brain, if egg or shell.

Or bird or biped knows.

What boots it here of Thebes or Rome,

Or lands of Eastern day ?

In forests I am still at home

And there I cannot stray.



Keen ears can catch a syllable.

As if one spoke to another.

In the hemlocks tall, untamable.

And what the whispering grasses smother.

Wonderful verse of the gods.

Of one import, of varied tone;

They chant the bliss of their abodes

To man imprisoned in his own.
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THE Teutonic race have been marked in

all ages by a trait which has received the

name of Earth-hunger, a love ofpossessing land.

It is not less visible in that branch of the fam-

ily which inhabits America. Nor is it confined

to farmers, speculators, and filibusters, or con-

querors. The land, the care of land, seems to be

the calling of the people of this new country, of

those, at least, who have not some decided bias,

driving them to a particular craft, as a born sailor

or machinist. The capable and generous, let

them spend their talent on the land. Plant it,

adorn it, study it, it will develop in the culti-

vator the talent it requires.

The avarice of real estate native to us all

covers instincts of great generosity, namely, all

that is called the love of Nature, comprising the

largest use and the whole beauty of a farm or

landed estate. Travel and walking have this

apology, that Nature has impressed on savage

men periodical or secular impulses to emigrate,

as upon lemmings, rats and birds. The Indians

go in summer to the coast, for fishing ; in winter,

to the woods. The nomads wander over vast
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territory, to'firid their pasture. Other impulses

hold us to other habits. As the increasing pop-

ulation finds new values in the ground, the no-

mad life is given up for settled homes. But the

necessity of exercise and the nomadic instinct

are always stirring the wish to travel, and in

the spring and summer, it commonly gets the

victory. Chaucer notes of the month of April,

" Than longen folk to goon on pilgrymages.

And palmers for to seken straunge strondes.

To feme halwes, couthe in sondry londes." '

And, in the country. Nature is always inviting to

the compromise of walking as soon as we are re-

leased from severe labor. Linnaeus, early in life,

read a discourse at the University of Upsala on

the necessity of travelling in one's own country,

based on the conviction that Nature was inex-

haustibly rich, and that in every district were

swamps, or beaches, or rocks, or mountains,

which were now nuisances, but, if explored,

and turned to account, were capable of yield-

ing immense benefit. At Upsala, therefore,

he instituted what were called herborizations

:

he summoned his class to go with him on

excursions on foot into the country, to collect

plants and insects, birds and eggs. These par-

ties started at seven in the morning, and stayed
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out till nine in the evening '^ the Professor was

generally attended by two hundred students,

and, when they returned, they marched through

the streets of Upsala in a festive procession,

with flowers in their hats, to the music of drums

and trumpets, and with loads of natural produc-

tions collected on the way.

Let me remind you what this walker found

in his walks. He went into Oland, and found

that the farms on the shore were perpetually

encroached on by the sea, and ruined by blowing

sand. He discovered that the arundo arenaris,

or beach-grass, had long firm roots, and he

taught them to plant it for the protection of

their shores. In Tornea, he found the people

suffering every spring from the loss of their

cattle, which died by some frightful distemper,

to the number of fifty or a hundred in a year.

Linnaeus walked out to examine the meadow

into which they were first turned out to grass,

and found it a bog, where the water-hemlock

grew in abundance, and had evidently been

cropped plentifully by the animals in feeding.

He found the plant also dried in their cut hay.

He showed them that the whole evil might be

prevented by employing a woman for a month

to eradicate the noxious plants. When the ship-
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yards were infested with rot, Linnaeus was sent

to provide some remedy. He studied the

insects that infested the timber, and found that

they laid their eggs in the logs within certain

days in April and he directed that during ten

days, at that time of the year, the logs should

be immersed under the water, which being

done, the timber was found to be uninjured.

He found that the gout, to which he was

subject, was cured by wood-strawberries. He
had other remedies. When Kalm returned from

America, Linnaeus was laid up with severe gout.

But the joy in his return, and the curiosity to

see his plants, restored him instantly, and he

found an old friend as good as the treatment

by wood-strawberries. He learned the secret of

making pearls in the river-pearl mussel. He
found out that a terrible distemper which some-

times proves fatal in the north of Europe, was

occasioned by an animalcule, which he called

Furia infernalis, which falls from the air on the

face, or hand, or other uncovered part, burrows

into it, multiplies and kills the sufferer. By

timely attention, it is easily extracted.

He examined eight thousand plants ; and

examined fishes, insects, birds, quadrupeds
;

and distributed the animal, vegetable and min-
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eral kingdoms. And if, instead ofrunning about

in the hotels and theatres of Europe, we would,

manlike, see what grows, or might grow, in

Massachusetts, stock its gardens, drain its bogs,

plant its miles and miles of barren waste with

oak and pine, and following what is usually the

natural suggestion of these pursuits, ponder

the moral secrets which, in her solitudes. Nature

has to whisper to us, we were better patriots and

happier men.

We have the finest climate in the world, for

this purpose, in Massachusetts. If we have

coarse days, and dogdays, and white days, and

days that are like ice-blinks, we have also yellow

days, and crystal days,— days which are neither

hot nor cold, but the perfection of temperature.

New England has a good climate,— yet, in

choosing a farm, we like a southern exposure,

whilst Massachusetts, it must be owned, is on

the northern slope, towards the Arctic circle,

and the Pole. Our climate is a series of sur-

prises, and among our many prognostics of the

weather, the only trustworthy one that I know
is that, when it is warm, it is a sign that it is

going to be cold. The climate needs, therefore,

to be corrected by a little anthracite coal,— a

little coal indoors, during much of the year, and
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thick coats and shoes must be recommended

to walkers. I own I prefer the solar to the polar

climates. " I have no enthusiasm for Nature,"

said a French writer, " which the slightest chill

will not instantly destroy."

But we cannot overpraise the comfort and

the beauty of the climate in the best days of the

year. In summer, we have for weeks a sky of

Calcutta, yielding the richest growth, maturing

plants which require strongest sunshine, and

scores of days when the heat is so rich, and yet

so tempered, that it is delicious to live.

The importance to the intellect of exposing

the body and brain to the fine mineral and

imponderable agents of the air makes the chief

interest in the subject. " So exquisite is the struc-

ture of the cortical glands," said the old physio-

logist Malpighi, " that when the atmosphere is

ever so slightly vitiated or altered, the brain is

the first part to sympathize and to undergo

a change of state." We are very sensible of this,

when, in midsummer, we go to the seashore, or

to mountains, or when, after much confinement

to the house, we go abroad into the landscape,

with any leisure to attend to its soothing and

expanding influences. The power of the air was

the first explanation offered by the early philo-
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sophers of the mutual understanding that men
have. " The air," said Anaximenes, " is the

soul, and the essence of life. By breathing it,

we become intelligent, and, because we breathe

the same air, understand one another." Plu-

tarch thought it contained the knowledge of the

future. " If it be true that souls are naturally-

endowed with the faculty of prediction, and that

the chief cause that excites that faculty is a cer-

tain temperature of air and winds," etc. Even
Lord Bacon said, " The Stars inject their imagi-

nation or influence into the air."

The air that we breathe is an exhalation of all

the solid material of the globe. ... It is the

last finish ofthe work of the Creator. We might

say, the Rock of Ages dissolves himself into

the mineral air to build up this mystic con-

stitution of man's mind and body.

Walking has the best value as gymnastics

for the mind. " You shall never break down in

a speech," said Sydney Smith, " on the day on

which you have walked twelve miles." In the

English universities, the reading men are daily

performing their punctual training in the boat-

clubs, or a long gallop of many miles in the

saddle, or, taking their famed " constitutionals,"

walks of eight and ten miles. " Walking," said
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Rousseau, " has something which animates and

vivifies my ideas." And Plato said of exercise

that " it would almost cure a guilty conscience."

" For the living out of doors, and simple fare,

and gymnastic exercises, and the morals of

companions, produce the greatest effect on the

way of virtue and of vice."

Few men know how to take a walk. The
qualifications of a professor are endurance, plain

clothes, old shoes, an eye for Nature, good humor,

vast curiosity, good speech, good silence and

nothing too much. If a man tells me that he

has an intense love of Nature, I know, of course,

that he has none. Good observers have the man-

ners of trees and animals, their patient good

sense, and if they add words, 't is only when

words are better than silence. But a loud singer,

or a story-teller, or a vain talker profanes the

river and the forest, and is nothing like so good

company as a dog.

There is also an effect on beauty. . . . De
Quincey said, " I have seen Wordsworth's eyes

sometimes affected powerfully in this respect.

His eyes are not under any circumstances bright,

lustrous or piercing, but, after a long day's toil

in walking, I have seen them assume an appear-

ance the most solemn and spiritual that It is
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possible for the human eye to wear. The light

which resides in them is at no time a superficial

light, but, under favorable accidents, it is a light

which seems to come from depths below all

depths ; in fact, it is more truly entitled to be

held ' the light that never was on land or sea,'

a light radiating from some far spiritual world,

than any that can be named." But De Quincey

prefixes to this description of Wordsworth a

little piece of advice, which I wonder has not

attracted more attention. " The depth and

subtlety of the eyes varies exceedingly with the

state of the stomach, and, if young ladies were

aware of the magical transformations which can

be wrought in the depth and sweetness of the

eye by a {evf weeks' exercise, I fancy we should

see their habits in this point altered greatly for

the better."

For walking, you must have a broken coun-

try. In Illinois, everybody rides. There is no

good walk in that state. The reason is, a square

yard of it is as good as a hundred miles. You
can distinguish from the cows a horse feeding,

at the distance of five miles, with the naked eye.

Hence, you have the monotony of Holland, and

when you step out of the door can see all that

you will have seen when you come home. In
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Massachusetts, our land is agreeably broken,

and is permeable like a park, and not like some

towns in the more broken country of New
Hampshire, built on three or four hills having

each one side at forty-five degrees and the other

side perpendicular : so that if you go a mile,

you have only the choice whether you will climb

the hill on your way out or on your way back.

The more reason we have to be content with

the felicity of our slopes in Massachusetts,

undulating, rocky, broken and surprising, but

without this alpine inconveniency. Twenty

years ago in Northern Wisconsin the pinery was

composed of trees so big, and so many of them,

that it was impossible to walk in the country,

and the traveller had nothing for it but to wade

in the streams. One more inconveniency, I

remember, they showed me in Illinois, that, in

the bottom lands, the grass was fourteen feet

high. We may well enumerate what compen-

sating advantages we have over that country, for

't is a commonplace, which I have frequently

heard spoken in Illinois, that it was a manifest

leading of the Divine Providence that the New
England states should have been first settled,

before the Western country was known, or they

would never have been settled at all.
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The privilege of the countryman is the cul-

" ture of the land, the laying out of grounds and

gardens, the orchard and the forest. The Rosa-

ceous tribe in botany, including the apple, pear,

peach and cherry, are coeval with man. The
apple is our national fruit. In October, the

country is covered with its ornamental harvests.

The American sun paints itself in these glowing

balls amid the green leaves, the social friiit,

in which Nature has deposited every possible

flavor ; whole zones and climates she has con-

centrated into apples. I am afraid you do not

understand values. Look over the fence at the

farmer who stands there. He makes every cloud

in the sky, and every beam of the sun, serve

him. His trees are full of brandy. He saves

every drop of sap, as if it were wine. A few

years ago those trees were whipsticks. Now,
every one of them is worth a hundred dollars.

Observe their form ; not a branch nor a twig

is* to spare. They look as if they were arms and

fingers, holding out to you balls of fire and gold.

One tree yields the rent of an acre of land.

Yonder pear has every property which should

belong to a tree. It is hardy, and almost im-

mortal. It accepts every species of nourishment,

and yet could live, like an Arab, on air and water.
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It grows like the ash Ygdrasil. It seems to me
much that I have brought a skilful chemist

into my ground, and keep him there overnight,

all day, all summer, for an art he has, out of all

kinds of refuse rubbish to manufacture Virgali-

ens, Bergamots, and Seckels, in a manner which

no confectioner can approach, and his method

of working is no less beautiful than the result.

In old towns there are always certain para-

dises known to the pedestrian, old and deserted

farms, where the neglected orchard has been left

to itself, and whilst some of its trees decay, the

hardier have held their own. I know a whole

district, Estabrook Farm, made up of wide,

straggling orchards, where the apple-trees strive

with and hold their ground against the native

forest-trees : the apple growing with profusion

that mocks the pains taken by careful cockneys,

who come out into the country, plant young

trees and watch them dwindling. Here, no

hedges are wanted ; the wide distance from any

population is fence enough : the fence is a mile

wide. Here are varieties of apple not found in

Downing or Loudon. The " Tartaric " variety,

and " Cow-apple," and the " Bite-me-if-you-

dare," the " Beware-of-this." Apples of a kind

which I remember in boyhood, each containing
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a barrel of wind and half a barrel of cider. But

there was a contest between the old orchard and

the invading forest-trees, for the possession of

the ground, of the whites against the Pequots,

and if the handsome savages win, we shall not

be losers.' . . .

According to the common estimate of farm-

ers, the wood-lot yields its gentle rent of six per

cent., without any care or thought, when the

owner sleeps or travels, and it is subject to no

enemy but fire. Evelyn quotes Lord Caernar-

von's saying, " Wood is an excrescence of the

earth provided by God for the payment of

debts."

When Nero advertised for a new luxury, a

walk in the woods should have been offered.

'Tis one of the secrets for dodging old age.

For Nature makes a like impression on age as

on youth. Then I recommend it to people who
are growing old, against their will. A man in

that predicament,' if he stands before a mirror,

or among young people, is made quite too sens-

ible of the fact ; but the forest awakes in him

the same feeling it did when he was a boy, and

he may draw a moral from the fact that 't is the

old trees that have all the beauty and grandeur.

I admire the taste which makes the avenue to a
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house, were the house never so small, through

a wood ; besides the beauty, it has a positive

effect on manners, as it disposes the mind of the

inhabitant and of his guests to the deference

due to each. Some English reformers ' thought

the cattle made all this wide space necessary

between house and house, and that, if there

were no cows to pasture, less land would suf-

fice. But a cow does not need so much land as

the owner's eyes require between him and his

neighbor.

Our Aryan progenitors in Asia celebrated the

winds as the conveying Maruts, " traversers of

places difficult of access. Stable is their birth-

place in the sky, but they are agitators of heaven

and earth, who shake all around like the top of

a tree. Because they drive the clouds, they have

harnessed the spotted deer to their chariot

;

they are coming with weapons, war-cries and

decorations. I hear the cracking of the whips

in their hands. I praise their sportive resistless

strength. They are the generators of speech.

They drive before them in their course the

long, vast, uninjurable, rain-retaining cloud.

Wherever they pass, they fill the way with

clamor. Every one hears their noise. The light-

ning roars like a parent cow that bellows for its
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calf, and the rain is set free by the Maruts,

Maruts, as you have vigor, invigorate man-

kind ! Aswins (Waters), long-armed, good-

looking Aswins ! bearers of wealth, guides of

men, harness your car ! Ambrosia is in you,

in you are medicinal herbs." The Hindoos

called fire Agni, born in the woods, bearer of

oblations, smoke-bannered and light-shedding,

lord of red coursers ; the guest of man
;
pro-

tector of people in villages ; the sacrificer

visible to all, thousand-eyed, all-beholding, of

graceful form and whose countenance is turned

on all sides.

' What uses that we know belong to .the for-

est, and what countless uses that we know not

!

How an Indian helps himself with fibre of

milkweed, or withe-bush, or wild hemp, or root

of spruce, black or white, for strings ; making

his bow of hickory, birch, or even a fir-bough,

at a pinch ; hemlock bark for his roof, hair-

moss or fern for his bed. He goes to a white

birch-tree, and can fit his leg with a seamless

boot, or a hat for his head. He can draw sugar

from the maple, food and antidotes from a hun-

dred plants. He knows his way in a straight

line from watercourse to watercourse, and you

cannot lose him in the woods. He consults
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by way of natural compass, when he travels

:

(i) large pine-trees, which bear more numerous

branches on their southern side
;

(i) ant-hills,

which have grass on their south and whortle-

berries on the north
; (3) aspens, whose bark is

rough on the north and smooth on the south

side. All his knowledge is for use, and it only

appears in use, whilst white men have theirs

also for talking purposes.

I am a very indifferent botanist, but I admire

that perennial four-petalled flower, which has

one gray petal, one green, one red, and one

white. I think sometimes how many days could

Methuselah go out and find something new

!

In January the new snow has changed the woods

so that he does not know them ; has built sud-

den cathedrals in a night. In the familiar forest

he finds Norway and Russia in the masses of

overloading snow which break all that they can-

not bend. In March, the thawj, and the sound-

ing of the south wind, and the splendor of the

icicles. On the pond there is a cannonade of a

hundred guns, but it is not in honor of election

of any President. He went forth again after the

rain ; in the cold swamp, the buds are swollen,

the ictodes prepares its flower, and the mallows

and mouse-ear. The mallows the Greeks held
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sacred as giving the first sign of the sympathy

of the earth with the celestial influences. The

next day the Hylas were piping in every pool,

and a new activity among the hardy birds, the

'premature arrival of the bluebird, and the first

northward flight of the geese, who cannot keep

their joy to themselves, and fly low over the

farms. In May, the bursting of the leaf,— the

oak and maple are red with the same colors on

the new leaf which they will resume in autumn

when it is ripe. In June, the miracle works

faster,'

Painting with white and red the moors

To draw the nations out of doors.

Man feels the blood of thousands in his body,

and pumps the sap of all this forest through his

arteries ; the loquacity of all birds in the morn-

ing ; and the immensity of life seems to make

the world deep and wide. In August, when the

corn is grown to be a resort and protection to

woodcocks and small birds, and when the leaves

whisper to each other in the wind, we observe

already that the leaf is sere, that a change has

passed on the landscape. The world has no-

thing to off"er more rich or entertaining than

the days which October always brings us, when,

after the first frosts, a steady shower of gold
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falls in the strong south wind from the chest-

nuts, maples and hickories : all the trees are

wind-harps, filling the air with music ; and all

men become poets, and walk to the measure of

rhymes they make or remember. The dullest

churl begins to quaver. The forest in its coat

of many colors reflects its varied splendor

through the softest haze. The witch-hazel

blooms to mark the last hour arrived, and that

Nature has played out her summer score. The
dry leaves rustle so loud, as we go rummaging

through them, that we can hear nothing else.

The leaf in our dry climate gets fullyripe, and,

like the fruit when fully ripe, acquires fine color,

whilst, in Europe, the damper climate decom-

poses it too soon.

But the pleasures of garden, orchard and wood

^must be alternated. We know the healing effect

(m the sick of change of air,— the action of

new scenery on the mind is not less fruitful.

We must remember that man is a natural no-

mad, and his old propensities will stir at mid-

summer, and send him, like an Indian, to the

sea. The influence of the ocean on the love of

liberty, I have mentioned elsewhere. Its power

on the mind in sharpening the perceptions has

spnade the sea the famous educator of our race.
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The history of the world,— what is it but the

doings about the shores of the Mediterranean

Sea, and the Atlantic ? . . .

What freedom ofgrace has the sea with all this

might ! . . . The freedom makes the observer

feel as a slave. Our expression is so thin and

cramped ! Can we not learn here a generous elo-

quence? This was the lesson our starving poverty

wanted. ... At Niagara, I have noticed, that,

as quick as I got out of the wetting of the Fall,

all the grandeur changed into beauty. You can-

not keep it grand, 't is so quickly beautiful ; and

the sea gave me the same experience. 'T is great

and formidable, when you lie down in it, among
the rocks. But, on the shore, at one rod's dis-

tance, 't is changed into a beauty as of gems and

clouds. Shores in sight of each other in a warm
climate make boat-builders ; and whenever we

find a coast broken up into bays and harbors,

we find an instant effect on the intellect and

industry of the people."

On the seashore the play of the Atlantic with

the coast ! What wealth is here ! Every wave

is a fortune; one thinks of Etzlers and great

projectors who will yet turn all this waste

strength to account : what strength and fecund-

ity, from the sea-monsters, hugest of animals,
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to the primary forms ofwhich it is the immense

cradle, and the phosphorescent infusories ;
— it

is one vast rolling bed oflife, and every sparkle

is a fish. What freedom and grace with all this

might ! The seeing so excellent a spectacle is a

certificate to the mind that all imaginable good

shall yet be realized. The sea is the chemist

that dissolves the mountain and the rock ;
pul-

verizes old continents, and builds new;— for-

ever redistributing the solid matter ofthe globe
;

and performs an analogous office in perpetual

new transplanting of the races of men over the

surface, the Exodus of nations. We may well

yield us for a time to its lessons. But the nomad
instinct, as I said, persists to drive us to fresh

fields and pastures new. Indeed the variety of

our moods has an answering variety in the face

of the world, and the sea drives us back to the

hills.

Dr. Johnson said of the Scotch mountains,

" The appearance is that of matter incapable of

form or usefulness, dismissed by Nature from

her care." The poor blear-eyed doctor was no

poet. Like Charles Lamb, he loved the sweet

security of streets. It was said of him that

" he preferred the Strand to the Garden of the

Hesperides." But this is not the experience of
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imaginative men, nor of men with good eyes

and susceptible organizations. " For my own

part," says Linnaeus, " I have enjoyed good

health, except a slight languor, but as soon as

I got upon the Norway Alps I seemed to have

acquired a new existence. I felt as if relieved

from a heavy burden. Then, spending a few

days in the low country of Norway, though

without committing the least excess, my languor

or heaviness returned. When I again ascended

the Alps, I revived as before." And he cele-

brates the health and performance of the Laps

as the best walkers of Europe. " Not without

admiration, I have watched my two Lap com-

panions, in my journey to Finmark, one, my
conductor, the other, my interpreter. For after

having chmbed the Alps, whilst I, a youth of

twenty-five years, was spent and tired, like one

dead, and lay down as if to die in those ends

of the world, these two old men, one fifty, one

seventy years, running and playing like boys,

felt none of the inconveniences of the road,

although they were both loaded heavily enough

with my baggage. I saw men more than seventy

years old put their heel on their own neck,

without any exertion. O holy simplicity of

diet, past all praise !
" '
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But beside their sanitary and gymnastic

benefit, mountains are silent poets, and a view

from a clifF over a wide country undoes a good

deal of prose, and reinstates us wronged men in

our rights. The imagination is touched. There

is some pinch and narrowness to us, and we are

glad to see the world, and what amplitudes it

has, of meadow, stream, upland, forest and sea,

which yet are lanes and crevices to the great

space in which the world shines like a cockboat

in the sea.

Of the finer influences, I shall say that they

are not less positive, if they are indescribable.

If you wish to know the shortcomings of poetry

and language, try to reproduce the October

picture to a city company,— and see what you

make of it.' There is somewhat finer in the sky

than we have senses to appreciate. It escapes

us, and yet is only just beyond our reach. Is

all this beauty to perish ? Where is he who is

to save the perfect moment, and cause that this

beauty shall not be lost ? Where is he who has

senses fine enough to catch the inspiration of

the landscape .'' The mountains in the horizon

acquaint us with finer relations to our friends

than any we sustain.

I think 't is the best of humanity that goes
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out to walk. In happy hours, I think all affairs

may be wisely postponed for this walking. Can

you hear. what the morning says to you, and

believe that ? Can you bring home the summits

of Wachusett, Greylock, and the New Hamp-
shire hills ? the Savin groves of Middlesex ?

the sedgy ripples of the old Colony ponds ?

the sunny shores of your own bay, and the low

Indian hills of Rhode Island? the savageness

of pine-woods ? Can you bottle the efflux of a

June noon, and bring home the tops of Unca-

noonuc ? The landscape is vast, complete, ali fe,

We step about, dibble and dot, and attempt in

poor linear ways to hobble after those angelic

radiations. The gulf between our seeing and

our doing is a symbol of that between faith

and experience. . . .

Our schools and colleges strangely neglect

the general education of the eye. Every acqui-

sition we make in the science of beauty is so

sweet that I think it is cheaply paid for by what

accompanies it, of course, the prating and affec-

tation of connoisseurship. The facts disclosed by

Winkelmann, Goethe, Bell, Greenough, Ruskin,

Garbett, Penrose, are joyful possessions, which

we cannot spare, and which we rank close beside

the disclosures of natural history. There are
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probably many in this audience who have tried

the experiment on a hilltop, and many who

have not, of bending the head so as to look at

the landscape with your eyes upside down.

What new softness in the picture ! It changes

the landscape from November into June. My
companion and I remarked from the hilltop

the prevailing sobriety of color, and agreed that

russet was the hue of Massachusetts, but on

trying this experiment of inverting the view

he said, " There is the Campagna ! and Italy

is Massachusetts upside down." The effect is

remarkable, and perhaps is not explained. An
ingenious friend of mine suggested that it

was because the upper part of the eye is little

used, and therefore retains more susceptibility

than the lower, and returns more delicate im-

pressions.

Dr. Johnson said, " Few men know how to

take a walk," and it is certain that Dr. Johnson

was not one of the few. It is a fine art, requir-

ing rare gifts and much experience. No man is

suddenly a good walker. Many men begin with

good resolution, but they do not hold out, and

I have sometimes thought it would be well to

publish an Art of Walking, with Easy Lessons

for Beginners. These we call apprentices. Those
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who persist from year to year, and obtain at

last an intimacy with the country, and know all

the good points within ten miles, with the sea-

sons for visiting each, know the lakes, the hills,

where grapes, berries and nuts, where the rare

plants are ; where the best botanic ground

;

and where the noblest landscapes are seen,

and are learning all the time ;— these we call

professors. . . .

Nature kills egotism and conceit; deals

strictly with us ; and gives sanity ; so that it

was the practice of the Orientals, especially of

the Persians, to let insane persons wander at

their own will out of the towns, into the desert,

and, if they liked, to associate with wild ani-

mals. In their belief, wild beasts, especially

gazelles, collect around an insane person, and

live with him on a friendly footing. The patient

found something curative in that intercourse, by

which he was quieted, and sometimes restored.

But there are more insane persons than are

called so, or are under treatment in hospitals.

The crowd in the cities, at the hotels, theatres,

card-tables, the speculators who rush for invest-

ment, at ten per cent., twenty per cent., cent,

per cent., are all more or less mad,— I need not

say it now in the crash of bankruptcy ;— these
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point the moral, and persuade us to seek in the

fields the health of the mind.

I hold all these opinions on the power of the

air to be substantially true. The poet affirms

them ; the religious man, going abroad, affirms

them ; the patriot on his mountains or his

prairie affirms them ; the contemplative man
affirms them.

Nature tells everything once. Our micro-

scopes are not necessary. She shows every fact

in large bodies somewhere. On the seashore, she

reveals to the eye, by the sea-line, the true curve

of the globe. It does not need a barometer to

find the height of mountains. The line of snow

is surer than the barometer : and the zones of

plants, the savin, the pine, vernal gentian, plum,

linnasa and the various lichens and grapes are

all thermometers which cannot be deceived, and

will not lie. They are instruments by the best

maker. The earthquake is the first chemist,

goldsmith and brazier : he wrought to purpose

in craters, and we borrowed the hint in cruci-

bles. When I look at natural structures, as at a

tree, or the teeth of a shark, or the anatomy of

an elephant, I know that I am seeing an archi-

tecture and carpentry which has no sham, is

solid and conscientious, which perfectly answers
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its end, and has nothing to spare. But in all

works of human art there is deduction to be

made for blunder and falsehood. Therefore

Goethe, whose whole life was a study of the

theory of art, said no man should be admit-

ted to his Republic, who was not versed in

Natural History.

The college is not so wise as the mechanic's

shop, nor the quarter-deck as the forecastle. Wit-

ness the insatiable interest of the wJiite man
about the Indian, the trapper, the hunter and

sailor. In a wa, er-party in which many scholars

joined, I noted that the skipper of the boat was

much the best companion. The scholars made

puns. The skipper saw instructive facts on

every side, and there was no trifle to him. How
startling are the hints of wit we detect in the

horse and dog, and in the wild animals ! By

what compass the geese steer, and the herring

migrate, we would so gladly know. What the

dog knows, and how he knows it, piques us

more than all we heard from the chair of meta-

physics.

Is it not an eminent convenience to have in

your town a person who knows where arnica

grows, or sassafras, or pennyroyal, and the

mints, or the scented goldenrod, or punk for
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slow-match ; or the slippery-elm, or wild cher-

ries, or wild pears ? Where are the best hazel-

nuts, chestnuts and shagbarks ? Where the

white grapes ? Where are the choice apple-trees ?

And what are the poisons ? Where is the Nor-

way pine, where the beech, where the epigasa, the

linnaea, or sanguinaria, or orchis pulcherrima, or

sundew, or laurus benzoin, or pink huckleberry ?

where trout, woodcocks, wild bees, pigeons,

where the bittern (stake-driver) can be seen and

heard, where the Wilson's plover can be seen

and heard?

The true naturalist can go wherever woods or

waters go ; almost where a squirrel or a bee can

go, he can ; and no man is asked for leave.

Sometimes the farmer withstands him in cross-

ing his lots, but 't is to no purpose ; the farmer

could as well hope to prevent the sparrows or

tortoises. It was their land before it was his,

and their title was precedent. My naturalist

knew what was on their land, and the farmers did

not, and sometimes he brought them ostenta-

tiously gifts of flowers, fruits or rare shrubs

they would gladly have paid a price for, and

did not tell them that he gathered them in their

own woods. Moreover the very time at which

he used their land and water (for his boat glided
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like a trout everywhere unseen) was in hours

when they were sound asleep. Before the sun

was up, he went up and down to survey his

possessions, and passed onward and left them,

before the second owners, as he called them,

were awake.

If we should now say a few words on the

advantages that belong to the conversation with

Nature, I might set them so high as to make it

a religious duty. 'T is the greatest use and the

greatest beauty. 'T is the lesson we were put

hither to learn. What truth, and what elegance

belong to every fact of Nature, we know. And
the study of them awakens the Hke truth

and elegance in the student. One thing, the

lover of Nature cannot tell the best thing he

knows.' . . .

What alone possesses interest for us is the

naturel of each man. This is that which is the

saliency, or principle of levity, the antagonist

of matter and gravitation, and as good as they.

This is forever a surprise, and engaging, and

lovely. We can't be satiated with knowing it,

and about it. It is related to the purest of the

world, to gravity, the growth of grass, and the

angles of crystals. Nature speaks to the imagi-
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nation; first, through her grand style,— the

hint of immense force and unity which her works

convey ; second, because her visible productions

and changes are the nouns of language, and our

only means of uttering the invisible thought.

Every new perception of the method and beauty

of Nature gives a new shock of surprise and

pleasure ; and always for this double reason

:

first, because they are so excellent in their pri-

mary fact, as frost, or cloud, or fire, or animal

;

and, secondly, because we have an instinct that

they express a grander law.

'T is not easy to say again what Nature

says to us. But it is the best part of poetry,

merely to name natural objects well. A farm-

er's boy finds delight in reading the verses under

the Zodiacal vignettes in the Almanac. What
is the merit of Thomson's Seasons but copy-

ing a few of the pictures out of this vast book

into words, without a hint of what they signify,

and the best passages of great poets, old and

new, are often simple enumerations of some

features of landscape. And as man is the object

of Nature, what we study in Nature is man.

'T is true, that man only interests us. We are

not to be imposed upon by the apparatus and

the nomenclature of the physiologist. Agassiz
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studies year after year fishes and fossil anatomy

of saurian, and lizard, and pterodactyl. But

whatever he says, we know very well what he

means. He pretends to be only busy with the

foldings of the yolk of a turtle's egg. I can see

very well what he is driving at ; he means men
and women. He talks about lizard, shell-fish

and squid, he means John and Mary, Thomas
and Ann. For Nature is only a mirror in which

man is reflected colossally. Swedenborg or

Behman or Plato tried to decipher this hiero-

glyphic, and explain what rock, what sand, what

wood, what fire signified in regard to man.

They may have been right or wrong in any

particulars of their interpretation, but it is only

our ineradicable belief that the world answers

to man, and part to part, that gives any interest

in the subject. If we believed that Nature was

foreign and unrelated,— some rock on which

souls wandering in the Universe were ship-

wrecked, we should think all exploration of it

frivolous waste of time. No, it is bone of our

bone, flesh of our flesh, made of us, as we of it.

External Nature is only a half. The geology,

the astronomy, the anatomy, are all good, but

'tis all a half, and— enlarge it by astronomy

never so far— remains a half. It requires a
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will as perfectly organized, — requires man.

Astronomy is a cold, desert science, with all its

pompous figures,— depends a little too much

on the glass-grinder, too little on the mind.

'T is of no use to show us more planets and

systems. We know already what matter is, and

more or less of it does not signify. He can

dispose in his thought of more worlds, just as

readily as of few, or one. It is his relation to

one, to the first, that imports. Nay, I will say,

of the two facts, the world and man, man is by

much the larger half.

I know that the imagination ... is a coy,

capricious power, and does not- impart its secret

to inquisitive persons. Sometimes a parlor in

which fine persons are found, with beauty, cul-

ture and sensibility, answers our purpose still

better. Striking the electric chain with which

we are darkly bound, but that again is Nature,

and there we have again the charm which land-

scape gives us, in a finer form ; but the persons

must have had the influence of Nature, must

know her simple, cheap pleasures, must know
what Pindar means when he says that " water

is the best of things," and have manners that

speak of reality and great elements, or we shal'

know no Olympus.
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Matter, how immensely soever enlarged by

the telescope, remains the lesser half. The very

science by which it is shown to you argues the

force of man. Nature is vast and strong, but

as soon as man knows himself as its interpreter,

knows that Nature and he are from one source,

and that he, when humble and obedient, is

nearer to the source, then all things fly into

place, then is there a rider to the horse, an

organized will, then Nature has a lord.





IV

CONCORD WALKS

Not many men see beauty in the fogs

Of close, low pine-woods in a river town;

Yet unto me not morn's magnificence

Nor the red rainbow of a summer's eve.

Nor Rome, nor joyful Paris, nor the halls

Of rich men, blazing hospitable light.

Nor wit, nor eloquence,— no, nor even the song

Of any woman that is now alive, —
Hath such a soul, such divine influence.

Such resurrection of the happy past.

As is to me when I behold the morn

Ope in such low, moist roadside, and beneath

Peep the blue violets out of the black loam.



There is no rood has not a star above it;

The cordial quality of pear or plum

Ascends as gladly in a single tree

As in broad orchards resonant with bees;

And every atom poises for itself,

And for the whole. The gentle deities

Showed me the love of color and of sounds.

The innumerable tenements of beauty.

The miracle of generative force.

Far-reaching concords of astronomy

Felt in the plants and in the punctual birds;

Better, the linked purpose of the whole.
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WHEN I bought my farm, I did not know

what a bargain I had in the bluebirds,

bobolinks and thrushes, which were not charged

in the bill; as little did I guess what sublime

mornings and sunsets I was buying — what

reaches of landscape, and what fields and lanes

for a tramp. Neither did I fully consider what

an indescribable luxury is our Indian river, the

Musketaquid, — which runs parallel with the

village street and to which every house on that

long street has a back door, which leads down

through the garden to the river-bank, when a

skiff, or a dory, gives you, all summer, access

to enchantments, new every day, and all winter,

to miles of ice for the skater." And because our

river is no Hudson or Mississippi I have a

problem long waiting for an engineer, — this,—
to what height I must build a tower in my garden

that shall show me the Atlantic Ocean from its

top— the ocean twenty miles away.

Still less did I know what good and true

neighbors I was buying, men of thought and

virtue, some of them now known the country

through for their learning, or subtlety, or active
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or patriotic power, but whom I had the plea-

sure of knowing long before the Country did
;

and of other men not known widely but known

at home, farmers, — not doctors of laws but

doctors of land, skilled in turning a swamp or

a sand-bank into a fruitful field, and, when

witch-grass and nettles grew, causing a forest of

apple-trees or miles of corn and rye to thrive.

I did not know what groups of interesting

school-boys and fair school-girls were to greet

me in the highway, and to take hold of one's

heart at the School Exhibitions.'

" Little joy has he who has no garden," said

Saadi. Montaigne took much pains to be made

a citizen of Rome ; and our people are vain,

when abroad, of having the freedom of foreign

cities presented to them in a gold box. I much
prefer to have the freedom of a garden presented

me. When I go into a good garden, I think,

if it were mine, I should never go out of it. It

requires some geometry in the head to lay it

out rightly, and there are many who can enjoy

to one that can create it.

Linnaeus, who was professor of the Royal

Garden at Upsala, took the occasion of a public

ceremony to say, " I thank God, who has

ordered my fate, that I live in this time, and so
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ordered it that I live happier than the king of

the Persians. You know, fathers and citizens,

that I live entirely in the Academy Garden ; here

is my Vale of Tempe, say rather my Elysium.

I possess here all that I desire of the spoils of

the East and the West, and, unless I am very

much mistaken, what is far more beautiful than

Babylonian robes, or vases of the Chinese. Here

I learn what I teach. Here I admire the wisdom

of the Supreme Artist, disclosing Himself by

proofs of every kind, and show them to others."

Our people are learning that lesson year by year.

As you know, nothing in Europe is more elab-

orately luxurious than the costly gardens, — as

the Boboli at Florence, the Borghese, the OrsinI

at Rome, the Villa d' Este at Tivoli ; with their

greenhouses, conservatories, palrn-houses, fish-

ponds, sculptured summer-houses and grottoes;

but without going into the proud niceties of an

European garden, there is happiness all the year

round to be had from the square fruit-gardens

which we plant in the front or rear of every

farmhouse. In the orchard, we build monu-

ments to Van Mons ' annually.

The place where a thoughtful man in the

country feels the joy of eminent domain is in

his wood-lot. If he suifer from accident or low
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spirits, his spirits rise when he enters it. He can

spend the entire day therein, with hatchet or

pruning-shears, making paths, without remorse

of wasting time. He can fancy that the birds

know him and trust him, and even the trees

make little speeches or hint them. Then he

remembers that Allah in his allotment of life

" does not count the time which the Arab

spends in the chase." '

If you can add to the garden a noble luxury,

let it be an arboretum. In the arboretum you

should have things which are of a solitary excel-

lence, and which people who read of them are

hungry to see. Thus plant the Sequoia Gigantea,

give it room, and set it on its way of ten or

fifteen centuries. Bayard Taylor planted two

— one died, but I saw the other looking well.

Plant the Banian, the Sandal-tree, the Lotus,

the Upas, Ebony, Century Aloes, the Soma of

the Vedas— Asckpias Viminalis, the Mandrake

and Papyrus, Dittany, Asphodel, Nepenthe,

Hsemony, Moly, Spikenard, Amomum.^ Make
a calendar— your own— of the year, that you

may never miss your favorites in their month.

As Linnasus made a dial of plants, so shall you

of all the objects that guide your walks.

Learn to know the conspicuous planets in
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the heavens, and the chief constellations. Thus

do not forget the 14th of November, when the

meteors come, and on some years drop into

your house-yard like sky-rockets. And 't is

worth remarking, what a man may go through

life without knowing, that a common spy-glass,

which you carry in your pocket, will show the

satellites of Jupiter, and turned on the Pleiades,

or Seven Stars, in which most eyes can only

count six,— will show many more,— a tele-

scope in an observatory will show two hundred.

How many poems have been written, or, at least

attempted, on the lost Pleiad ! for though that

pretty constellation is called for thousands of

years the " Seven Stars," most eyes can only

count six.

Horses and carriages are costly toys, but the

word park always charms me. I could not find

it in my heart to chide the citizen who should

ruin himself to buy a patch of heavy oak tim-

ber. I admire the taste which makes the avenue

to the house— were the house never so small—
through a wood ;— as it disposes the mind of

the inhabitant and of his guest to the deference

due to each.

There are two companions, with one or other
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of whom 't is desirable to go out on a tramp.

One is an artist, that is, who has an eye for

beauty. If you use a good and skilful com-

panion, you shall see through his eyes ; and,

if they be of great discernment, you will learn

wonderful secrets. In walking with Allston, you

shall see what was never before shown to the eye

of man. And as the perception of beauty always

exhilarates, if one is so happy as to find the

company of a true artist, he is a perpetual holi-

day and benefactor, and ought only to be used

like an oriflamme or a garland, for feasts and

May-days, and parliaments of wit and love.

The other is a naturalist, for the reason that

it is much better to learn the elements of geo-

logy, of botany, of ornithology and astronomy

by word of mouth from a companion than dully

from a book. There is so much, too, which a

book cannot teach which an old friend can. A
man should carry Nature in his head— should

know the hour of the day or night, and the

time of the year, by the sun and stars ; should

know the solstice and the equinox, the quarter

of the moon and the daily tides.'

This is my ideal of the powers of wealth.

Find out what lake or sea Agassiz wishes to

explore, and offer to carry him there, and he
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will make you acquainted with all its fishes : or

what district Dr. Gray has not found the plants

of,— carry him ; or when Dr. Wyman wishes to

find new anatomic structures or fossil remains

;

or when Dr. Charles Jackson or Mr. Hall

would study chemistry or mines ; and you

secure the best company and the best teaching

with every advantage.'

But the countryman, as I said, has more than

he paid for ; the landscape is his. I am sorry to

say the farmers seldom walk for pleasure. It is

a fine art;— there are degrees of proficiency,

and we distinguish the professors of that science

from the apprentices. But there is a manifest

increase in the taste for it. 'T is the con-

solation of mortal men. It is an old saying that

physicians or naturalists are the only profes-

sional men who continue their tasks out of

study-hours ; and the naturalist has no barren

places, no winter, and no night, pursuing his

researches in the sea, in the ground, in barren

moors, in the night even, because the woods

exhibit a whole new world of nocturnal animals
;

in winter, because, remove the snow a little, a

multitude of plants live and grow, and there is

a perpetual push of buds, so that it is impos-

sible to say when vegetation begins. I think
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no pursuit has more breath of immortality

in it.

I admire in trees the creation of property so

clean of tears, or crime, or even care. No lesson

of chemistry is more impressive to me than this

chemical fact that " Nineteen twentieths of

the timber are drawn from the atmosphere."

We knew the root was sucking juices from the

ground. But the top of the tree is also a tap-

root thrust into the public pocket of the atmo-

sphere. This is a highwayman, to be sure. And I

am always glad to remember that in proportion

to the foliation is the addition of wood. Then
they grow, when you wake and when you sleep,

at nobody's cost, and for everybody's comfort.

Lord Abercorn, when some one praised the

rapid growth of his trees, replied, " Sir, they

have nothing else to do !

"

That uncorrupted behavior which we admire

in the animals, and in young children, belongs

also to the farmer, the hunter, the sailor, the

man who lives in the presence of Nature.

Cities force the growth and make him talkative

and entertaining, but they make him artificial

What alone possesses interest for us is the

naturel of each, that which is constitutional to
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him only. This is forever a surprise, and en-

gaging, and lovely ; we can't be satiated with

knowing it, and about it, and this is that which

the conversation with Nature goes to cherish

and to guard.

The man finds himself expressed in Nature.

Yet when he sees this annual reappearance of

beautiful forms, the lovely carpet, the lovely

tapestry of June, he may well ask himself the

special meaning of the hieroglyphic, as well as

the sense and scope of the whole— and there

is a general sense which the best knowledge of

the particular alphabet leaves unexplained.'





V

BOSTON

" We are citizens of two fair cities," said the Genoese gentle

man to a Florentine artist, " and if I were not a Genoese, I

should wish to be Florentine." " And I," replied the artist,

"if I were not Florentine— " "You would wish to be

Genoese," said the other. "No," replied the artist, "I

should wish to be Florentine."



The rocky nook with hilltops three

Looked eastward from the farms.

And twice each day the flowing sea

Took Boston in its arms.

• >••••
The sea returning day by day

Restores the world-wide mart;

So let each dweller on the Bay

Fold Boston in his heart.

Let the blood of her hundred thousands

Throb in each manly vein.

And the wits of all her wisest

Make sunshine in her brain.

And each shall care for other.

And each to each shall bend.

To the poor a noble brother.

To the good an equal friend.

A blessing through the ages thus

Shield all thy roofs and towers!

God with the fathers, so with us.

Thou dariing town of ours

!



BOSTON

THE old physiologists said, "There is in

the air a hidden food of life ;
" and they

watched the effect of different climates. They

believed the air of mountains and the seashore

a potent predisposer to rebellion. The air was

a good republican, and it was remarked that

insulary people are versatile and addicted to

change, both in religious and secular affairs.

The air that we breathe is an exhalation of

all the solid material globe. An aerial fluid

streams all day, all night, from every flower and

leaf, from every water and soil, from every rock

ledge ; and from every stratum a different aroma

and air according to its quality. According to

quality and according to temperature, i,t must

have effect on manners.'

There is the climate of the Sahara : a climate

where the sunbeams are vertical ; where is day

after day, sunstroke after sunstroke, with a frosty

shadow between. " There are countries," said

Howell, " where the heaven is a fiery furnace or

a blowing bellows, or a dropping sponge, most

parts of the year." Such is the assimilating force

of the Indian climate that Sir Erskine Perry
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says " the usage and opinion of the Hindoos so

invades men of all castes and colors who deal

with them that all take a Hindoo tint. Parsee,

Mongol, Afghan, Israelite, Christian, have all

passed under this influence and exchanged a

good part of their patrimony of ideas for the

notions, manner of seeing and habitual tone

of Indian society." He compares it to the

geologic phenomenon which the black soil of

the Dhakkan offers,— the property, namely,

of assimilating to itself every foreign substance

introduced into its bosom.

How can we not believe In influences of

climate and air, when, as true philosophers, we

must believe that chemical atoms also have their

spiritual cause why they are thus and not other

;

that carbon, oxygen, alum and iron, each has

its origin in spiritual nature ?

Even at this day men are to be found super-

stitious enough to believe that to certain spots

on the surface of the planet special powers

attach, and an exalted influence on the genius

of man. And it appears as if some localities of

the earth, through wholesome springs, or as the

habitat of rare plants and minerals, or through

ravishing beauties of Nature, were preferred

before others. There is great testimony of
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discriminating persons to the effect that Rome
is endowed with the enchanting property of

inspiring a longing in men there to live and

there to die.'

Who lives one year in Boston ranges through

all the climates of the globe. And if the charac-

ter of the people has a larger range and greater

versatility, causing them to exhibit equal dexter-

ity in what are elsewhere reckoned incompatible

works, perhaps they may thank their climate of

extremes, which at one season gives them the

splendor of the equator and a touch of Syria,

and then runs down to a cold which approaches

the temperature of the celestial spaces.

It is not a country of luxury or of pictures
;

of snows rather, of east winds and changing

skies ; visited by icebergs, which, floating by,

nip with their cool breath our blossoms. Not
a luxurious climate,— but wisdom is not found

with those who dwell at their ease. Give me a

climate where people think well and construct

well,— I will spend six months there, and you

may have all the rest of my years.

What Vasari said, three hundred years ago, of

the republican city of Florence might be said

of Boston ;
" that the desire for glory and honor
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is powerfully generated by the air of that place,

in the men ofevery profession ; whereby all who
possess talent are impelled to struggle that they

may not remain in the same grade with those

whom they perceive to be only men like them-

selves, even though they may acknowledge such

indeed to be masters ; but all labor by every

means to be foremost."

We find no less stimulus in our native air
;

not less ambition in our blood, which Puritanism

has not sufficiently chastised ;' and at least an

equal freedom in our laws and customs, with as

many and as tempting rewards to toil ; with

so many philanthropies, humanities, charities,

soliciting us to be great and good.

New England is a sort of Scotland. 'T is

hard to say why. Climate is much ; then, old

accumulation of the means,— books, schools,

colleges, literary society ;
— as New Bedford is

not nearer to the whales than New London or

Portland, yet they have all the equipments for

a whaler ready, and they hug an oil-cask like a

brother,

I do not know that Charles River or Merri-

mac water is more clarifying to the brain than

the Savannah or Alabama rivers, yet the men
that drink it get up earlier, and some of the
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morning light lasts through the day. I notice

that they who drink for some little time of the

Potomac water lose their relish for the water of

the Charles River, of the Merrimac and the

Connecticut, — even of the Hudson. I think

the Potomac water is a little acrid, and should

be corrected by copious infusions of these

provincial streams.

Of great cities you cannot compute the

influences. In New York, in Montreal, New
Orleans and the farthest colonies,— in Guiana,

in Guadaloupe,— a middle-aged gentleman is

just embarking with all his property to fulfil the

dream of his life and spend his old age in Paris ;

so that a fortune falls into the massive wealth of

that city every day in the year. Astronomers

come because there they can find apparatus and

companions. Chemist, geologist, artist, musi-

cian, dancer, because there only are grandees

and their patronage, appreciators and patrons.

Demand and supply run into every invisible

and unnamed province of whim and passion.

Each great city gathers these values and

delights for mankind, and comes to be the brag

of its age and population. The Greeks thought

him unhappy who died without seeing the statue

of Jove at Olympia. With still more reason.
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they praised Athens, the " Violet City." It was

said of Rome in its proudest days, looking at

the vast radiation of the privilege of Roman
citizenship through the then-known world,

—

" the extent of the city and of the world is the

same " {spatium et urbis et orbisideni). London

now for a thousand years has been in an affirm-

ative or energizing mood ; has not stopped

growing. Linnaeus, like a naturalist, esteeming

the globe a big egg, called London the functum

saliens in the yolk of the world.

This town of Boston has a history. It is not

an accident, not a windmill, or a railroad station,

or cross-roads tavern, or an army-barracks grown

up by time and luck to a place ofwealth ; but a

seat of humanity, of men of principle, obeying

a sentiment and marching loyally whither that

should lead them ; so that its annals are great

historical lines, inextricably national
; part of

the history of political liberty. I do not speak

with any fondness, but the language of coldest

history, when I say that Boston commands

attention as the town which was appointed in

the destiny of nations to lead the civilization of

North America.

A capital fact distinguishing this colony from
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all other colonies was that the persons compos-

ing it consented to come on the one condition

that the charter should be transferred from the

company in England to themselves ; and so they

brought the government with them.

On the 3d of November, 1620, King James

incorporated forty of his subjects, Sir F. Gorges

and others, the council established at Plymouth

in the county of Devon for the planting, ruling,

ordering and governing of New England in

America. The territory— conferred on the

patentees in absolute property, with unlimited

jurisdiction, the sole power of legislation, the

appointment of all officers and all forms of gov-

ernment— extended from the 40th to the 48th

degree of north latitude, and in length from the

Atlantic to the Pacific.

John Smith writes (1624): "Of all the four

parts of the world that I have yet seen not in-

habited, could I but have means to transplant a

colony, I would rather live here than anywhere

;

and If it did not maintain itself, were we but once

indifferently well fitted, let us starve. Here are

many isles planted with corn, groves, mulber-

ries, salvage gardens and good harbours. The
seacoast, as you pass, shows you all along large

cornfields and great troops of well-proportioned
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people." Massachusetts in particular, he calls

."the paradise of these parts," notices its high

mountain, and its river, " which doth pierce

many days' journey into the entrails of that

country." Morton arrived in 1622, in June,

beheld the country, and " the more he looked,

the more he liked it."

In sixty-eight years after the foundation of

Boston, Dr. Mather writes of it, " The town

hath indeed three elder Sisters in this colony,

but it hath wonderfully outgrown them all, and

her mother. Old Boston in England, also
;
yea,

within a few years after the first settlement it

grew to be the metropolis of the whole English

America."

How easy it is, after the city is built, to see

where it ought to stand. In our beautiful bay,

with its broad and deep waters covered with

sails from every port ; with its islands hospit-

ably shining in the sun ; with its waters bounded

and marked by lighthouses, buoys and sea-

marks ; every foot sounded and charted ; with

its shores trending steadily from the two arms

which the capes of Massachusetts stretch out to

sea, down to the bottom of the bay where the

city domes and spires sparkle through the haze,

— a good boatman can easily find his way for
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the first time to the State House, and wonder

that Governor Carver had not better eyes than

to stop on the Plymouth Sands.

But it took ten years to find this out. The
colony of 1620 had landed at Plymouth. It was

December, and the ground was covered with

snow. Snow and moonlight make all places

alike ; and the weariness of the sea, the shrink-

ing from cold weather and the pangs of hunger

must justify them.

But the next colony planted itself at Salem,

and the next at Weymouth ; another at Med-
ford ; before these men, instead of jumping on

to the first land that offered, wisely judged that

the best point for a city was at the bottom of

a deep and islanded bay, where a copious river

entered it, and where a bold shore was bounded

by a country of rich undulating woodland.

The planters of Massachusetts do not appear

to have been hardy men, rather, comfortable

citizens, not at all accustomed to the rough task

of discoverers ; and they exaggerated their trou-

bles. Bears and wolves were many ; but early,

they believed there were lions; Monadnoc

was burned over to kill them. John Smith was

stung near to death by the most poisonous tail
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of a fish, called a sting-ray. In the journey of

Rev. Peter Bulkeley and his company through

the forest from Boston to Concord they fainted

from the powerful odor of the sweetfern in the

sun ;
— like what befell, still earlier, Biorn and

Thorfinn, Northmen, in their expedition to the

same coast ; who ate so many grapes from the

wild vines that they were reeling drunk. The
lions have never appeared since,— nor before.

Their crops suffered from pigeons and mice.

Nature has never again indulged In these exas-

perations. It seems to have been the last out-

rage ever committed by the sting-rays or by the

sweetfern or by the fox-grapes ; they have been

of peaceable behavior ever since.

Any geologist or engineer is accustomed to

face more serious dangers than any enumerated,

excepting the hostile Indians. But the awe was

real and overpowering in the superstition with

which every new object was magnified. The
superstition which hung over the new ocean

had not yet been scattered ; the powers of the

savage were not known ; the dangers of the

wilderness were unexplored ; and in that time

terrors of witchcraft, terrors of evil spirits, and

a certain degree of terror still clouded the

idea of God in the mind of the purest.
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The divine will descends into the barbarous

mind in some strange disguise ; its pure truth

not to be guessed from the rude vizard under

which it goes masquerading. The common eye

cannot tell what the bird will "be, from the

egg, nor the pure truth from the grotesque

tenet which sheathes it. But by some secret

tie it holds the poor savage to it, and he goes

muttering his rude ritual or mythology, which

yet conceals some grand commandment; as

courage, veracity, honesty, or chastity and gen-

erosity.

So these Englishmen, with the Middle Ages

still obscuring their reason, were filled with

Christian thought. They had a culture of their

own. They read Milton, Thomas a Kempis,

Bunyan and Flavel with religious awe and

delight, not for entertainment. They were

precisely the idealists of England ; the most

religious in a religious era. An old lady who
remembered these pious people said of them

that " they had to hold on hard to the huckle-

berry bushes to hinder themselves from being

translated."

In our own age we are learning to look, as

on chivalry, at the sweetness of that ancient piety

which makes the genius of St. Bernard, Latimer,
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Scougal, Jeremy Taylor, Herbert and Leighton,

Who can read the fiery ejaculations of Saint

Augustine, a man of as clear a sight as almost

any other ; of Thomas a Kempis, of Milton,

of Bunyan even, without feeling how rich and

expansive a culture— not so much a culture

as a higher life— they owed to the promptings

of this sentiment ; without contrasting their

immortal heat with the cold complexion of our

recent wits ? Who can read the pious diaries of

the Englishmen in the time of the Common-
wealth and later, without a sigh that we write

no diaries to-day ? Who shall restore to us the

odoriferous Sabbaths which made the earth and

the humble roof a sanctity ?

This spirit, of course, involved that of Stoi-

cism, as, in its turn, Stoicism did this. Yet how
much more attractive and true that this piety

should be the central trait and the stern virtues

follow than that Stoicism should face the gods

and put Jove on his defence. That piety is a

refutation of every skeptical doubt. These men
are a bridge to us between the unparalleled piety

of the Hebrew epoch and our own. These

ancient men, like great gardens with great banks

of flowers, send out their perfumed breath across

the great tracts of time. How needful is David,
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Paul, Leighton, Fenelon, to our devotion. Of
these writers, of this spirit which deified them,

I will say with Confucius, " If in the morning I

hear of the right way, and in the evening die,

I can be happy."

I trace to this deep religious sentiment and

to its culture great and salutary results to the

people of New England ; first, namely, the cul-

ture of the intellect, which has always been

found in the Calvinistic Church. The colony

was planted in 1620 ; in 1638 Harvard College

was founded. The General Court of Massachu-

setts, in 1647, "To the end that learning may
not be buried in the graves of the forefathers,

ordered, that every township, after the Lord

has increased them to the number of fifty house-

holders, shall appoint one to teach all children

to write and read ; and where any town shall

increase to the number of a hundred families,

they shall set up a Grammar School, the Mas-

ters thereof being able to instruct youth so far

as they may be fitted for the University."

Many and rich are the fruits of that simple

statute. The universality of an elementary

education in New England is her praise and her

power in the whole world. To the schools suc-

ceeds the village lyceum,— now very general
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throughout all the country towns of New Eng-

land,— where every week through the winter,

lectures are read and debates sustained which

prove a college for the young rustic. Hence it

happens that the young farmers and mechanics,

who work all summer in the field or shop, in

the winter often go into a neighboring town to

teach the district school arithmetic and gram-

mar. As you know, too. New England supplies

annually a large detachment of preachers and

schoolmasters and private tutors to the interior

of the South and West.

New England lies in the cold and hostile lati-

tude, which by shutting men up in houses and

tight and heated rooms a large part of the year,

and then again shutting up the body in flannel

and leather, defrauds the human being in some

degree of his relations to external nature ; takes

from the muscles their suppleness, from the

skin its exposure to the air ; and the New Eng-

lander, like every other Northerner, lacks that

beauty and grace which the habit of living much

in the air, and the activity of the limbs not in

labor but in graceful exercise, tend to produce

in climates nearer to the sun. Then the neces-

sity, which always presses the Northerner, of
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providing fuel and many clothes and tight

houses and much food against the long winter,

makes him anxiously frugal, and generates in

him that spirit of detail which is not grand and

enlarging, but goes rather to pinch the features

and degrade the character.

As an antidote to the spirit of commerce and

ofeconomy, the religious spirit— always enlarg-

ing, firing man, prompting the pursuit of the

vast, the beautiful, the unattainable— was espe-

cially necessary to the culture of New England.

In the midst of her laborious and economical

and rude and awkward population, where is

little elegance and no facility ; with great accu-

racy in details, little spirit of society or know-

ledge of the world, you shall not unfrequently

meet that refinement which no education and

no habit of society can bestow ; which makes

the elegance of v^ealth look stupid, and unites

itself by natural affinity to the highest minds of

the world ; nourishes itself on Plato and Dante,

Michael Angelo and Milton; on whatever is

pure and sublime in art,— and I may say,

gave a hospitality in this country to the spirit

of Coleridge and Wordsworth, and to the music

of Beethoven, before yet their genius had found

a hearty welcome in Great Britain.'
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I do not look to find In England better man-

ners than the best manners here. We can show

native examples, and I may almost say (travel-

lers as we are) natives who never crossed the

sea, who possess all the elements of noble

behavior.

It is the property of the religious sentiment

to be the most refining of all influences. No
external advantages, no good birth or breeding,

no culture of the taste, no habit of command,

no association with the elegant,— even no

depth of affection that does not rise to a reli-

gious sentiment, can bestow that delicacy and

grandeur of bearing which belong only to a

mind accustomed to celestial conversation. All

else is coarse and external ; all else is tailoring

and cosmetics beside this
;

' for thoughts are

expressed in every look or gesture, and these

thoughts are as if angels had talked with the

child.

By this instinct we are lifted to higher ground.

The religious sentiment gave the iron purpose

and arm. That colonizing was a great and

generous scheme, manly meant and manly done.

When one thinks of the enterprises that arc

attempted in the heats of youth, the Zoars,

New Harmonies and Brook Farms, Oakdales
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and Phalansteries, which have been so pro-

foundly ventilated, but end in a protracted picnic

which after a few weeks or months dismisses

the partakers to their old homes, we see with

new increased respect the solid, well-calculated

scheme of these emigrants, sitting down hard

and fast where they came, and building their

empire by due degrees.

John Smith says, " Thirty, forty, or fifty sail

went yearly in America only to trade and fish,

but nothing would be done for a plantation,

till about sorne hundred of your Brownists

of England, Amsterdam and Leyden went to

New Plymouth ; whose humorous ignorances

caused them for more than a year to endure

a wonderful deal of misery, with an infinite

patience."

What should hinder that this America, so

long kept in reserve from the intellectual races

until they should grow to it, glimpses being

afforded which spoke to the imagination, yet

the firm shore hid until science and art should

be ripe to propose it as a fixed aim, and a man

should be found who should sail steadily west

sixty-eight days from the port of Palos to find

it,— what should hinder that this New Atlantis

should have its happy ports, its mountains of
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security, its gardens fit for human abode where

U elements were right for the health, power

and virtue of man ?

America is growing like a cloud, towns on

towns, states on states ; and wealth (always

interesting, since from wealth power cannot be

divorced) is piled in every form invented for

comfort or pride.

If John Bull interest you at home, come and

see him under new conditions, come and see the

Jonathanization of John.'

There are always men ready for adventures,

— more in an over-governed, over-peopled

country, where all the professions are crowded

and all character suppressed, than elsewhere.

This thirst for adventure is the vent which

Destiny offers ; a war, a crusade, a gold-mine,

a new country, speak to the imagination and

offer swing and play to the confined powers.

The American idea. Emancipation, appears

in our freedom of intellection, in our reforms

and in our bad politics ; it has, of course, its

sinister side, which is most felt by the drilled

and scholastic, but if followed it leads to

heavenly places.

European and American are each ridiculous

out of his sphere. There is a Columbia of
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thought and art and character, which is the last

and endless sequel of Columbus's adventure.

European critics regret the detachment of the

Puritans to this country without aristocracy;

which a little reminds one of the pity of the

Swiss mountaineers when shown a handsome

Englishman :
" What a pity he has no goitre !

"

The future historian will regard the detachment

of the Puritans without aristocracy the supreme

fortune of the colony ; as great a gain to man-

kind as the opening of this continent.

There is a little formula, couched in pure

Saxon, which you may hear in the corners of

streets and in the yard of the dame's school,

from very little republicans :
" I 'm as good as

you be," which contains the essence of the

Massachusetts Bill of Rights and of the Ameri-

can Declaration of Independence. And this was

at the bottom of Plymouth Rock and of

Boston Stone ; and this could be heard (by an

acute ear) in the Petitions to the King, and the

platforms of churches, and was said and rung in

every tone of the psalmody of the Puritans

;

in every note of Old Hundred and Hallelujah

and Short Particular Metre.

What is very conspicuous is the saucy inde-

pendence which shines in all their eyes. They
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could say to themselves. Well, at least this

yoke of man, of bishops, of courtiers, of dukes,

is off my neck. We are a little too close to

wolf and famine than that anybody should give

himself airs here in the swamp,

London is a long way off, with beadles and

pursuivants and horse-guards. Here in the

clam-banks and the beech and chestnut forest,

I shall take leave to breathe and think freely.

If you do not like it, if you molest me, I can

cross the brook and plant a new state out

of reach of anything but squirrels and wild

pigeons.

Bonaparte sighed for his republicans of 1789.

The soul of a political party is by no means

usually the officers and pets of the party, who

wear the honors and fill the high seats and

spend the salaries. No, but the theorists and ex-

tremists, the men who are never contented and

never to be contented with the work actually

accomplished, but who from conscience are

engaged to what that party professes,— these

men will work and watch and rally and never

tire in carrying their point. The. theology and

the instinct of freedom that grew here in the

dark in serious men furnished a certain rancor

which consumed all opposition, fed the party
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and carried it, over every rampart and ob-

stacle, to victory,

Boston never wanted a good principle of re-

bellion in it, from the planting until now ; there

is always a minority unconvinced, always a here-

siarch, whom the governor and deputies labor

with but cannot silence. Some new light, some

new doctrinaire who makes an unnecessary ado

to establish his dogma ; some Wheelwright

or defender of Wheelwright ; some protester

against the cruelty of the magistrates to the

Quakers ; some tender minister hospitable to

Whitfield against the counsel of all the minis-

ters ; some John Adams and Josiah Quincy

and Governor Andrew to undertake and carry

the defence of patriots in the courts against the

uproar of all the province ; some defender of

the slave against the politician and the mer-

chant ; some champion of first principles of

humanity against the rich and luxurious ; some

adversary of the death penalty ; some pleader

for peace ; some noble protestant, who will not

stoop to infamy when all are gone mad, but will

stand for liberty and justice, if alone, until all

come back to him.'

I confess I do not find in our people, with all
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their education, a fair share of originality of

thought ;— not any remarkable book of wis-

dom ; not any broad generalization, any equal

power of imagination. No Novum Organon
;

no Mecanique Celeste ; no Principia ; no Para-

dise Lost ; no Hamlet ; no Wealth of Nations
;

no National Anthem have we yet contributed.

Nature is a frugal mother and never gives

without measure. When she has work to do,

she qualifies men for that and sends them

equipped for that. In Massachusetts she did

not want epic poems and dramas yet, but first,

planters of towns, fellers of the forest, builders

of mills and forges, builders of roads, and

farmers to till and harvest corn for the world.

Corn, yes, but honest corn ; corn with thanks

to the Giver of corn ; and the best thanks,

namely, obedience to his law ; this was the office

imposed on our Founders and people ; liberty,

clean and wise. It was to be built on Religion,

the Emancipator ; Religion which teaches equal-

ity of all men in view of the spirit which created

man.

The seed of prosperity was planted. The
people did not gather where they had not sown.

They did not try to unlock the treasure of the

world except by honest keys of labor and skill.
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They knew, as God knew, that command of

Nature comes by obedience to Nature ; that

reward comes by faithful service ; that the most

noble motto was that of the Prince of Wales,—
" I serve,"— and that he is greatest who serves

best. There was no secret of labor which they

disdained.

They accepted the divine ordination that man

is for use ; that intelligent being exists to the

utmost use ; and that his ruin is to live for

pleasure and for show. And when within our

memory some flippant senator wished to taunt

the people of this country by calling them " the

mudsills of society," he paid them ignorantly a

true praise ; for good men are as the green plain

of the earth is, as the rocks, and the beds of

rivers are, the foundation and flooring and sills

of the state.

The power of labor which belongs to the

English race fell here into a climate which

befriended it, and into a maritime country made

for trade, where was no rival and no envious

lawgiver. The sailor and the merchant made

the law to suit themselves, so that there was

never, I suppose, a more rapid expansion in

population, wealth and all the elements ofpower,

and in the citizens' consciousness of power and
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sustained assertion of it, than was exhibited

here.

Moral values become also money values.

When men saw that these people, besides their

industry and thrift, had a heart and soul, and

would stand by each other at all hazards, they

desired to come and live here. A house in

Boston was worth as much again as a house just

as good in a town of timorous people, because

here the neighbors would defend each other

against bad governors and against troops
;
quite

naturally house-rents rose in Boston.

Besides, youth and health like a stirring town,

above a torpid place where nothing is doing. In

Boston they were sure to see something going

forward before the year was out. For here was

the moving principle itself, the primum mobile,

a living mind agitating the mass and always

afflicting the conservative class with some

odious novelty or other ; a new religious sect,

a political point, a point of honor, a reform in

education, a philanthropy.

From Roger Williams and Eliot and Robin-

son and the Quaker women who for a testimony

walked naked into the streets, and as the record

tells us " were arrested and publicly whipped,

— the baggages that they were
; "

' from Wheel-
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wright the Antinomian, and Ann Hutchinson,

and Whitfield, and Mother Ann the first

Shaker, down to Abner Kneeland, and Father

Lamson, and William Garrison, there never was

wanting some thorn of dissent and innovation

and heresy to prick' the sides of conservatism.

With all their love of his person, they took

immense pleasure in turning out the governor

and deputy and assistants, and contravening the

counsel of the clergy ; as they had come so far

for the sweet satisfaction of resisting the Bishops

and the King.

The Massachusetts colony grew and filled

its own borders with a denser population than

any other American State (Kossuth called it the

City State), all the while sending out colonies

to every part of New England ; then South and

West, until it has infused all the Union with

its blood.

We are willing to see our sons emigrate, as to

see our hives swarm. That is what they were

made to do, and what the land wants and invites.

The towns or countries in which the man lives

and dies where he was born, and his son and

son's son live and die where he did, are of no

great account.
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I know that this history contains many black

lines of cruel injustice ; murder, persecution,

and execution of women for witchcraft.

I am afraid there are anecdotes of poverty and

disease in Broad Street that match the dismal

statistics of New York and London. No doubt

all manner of vices can be found in this, as in

every city ; infinite meanness, scarlet crime.

Granted. But there is yet in every city a certain

permanent tone ; a tendency to be in the right

or in the wrong ; audacity or slowness ; labor or

luxury
;
giving or parsimony ; which side is it

on ? And I hold that a community, as a man,

is entitled to be judged by his best.

We are often praised for what is least ours.

Boston too is sometimes pushed into a theatrical

attitude of virtue, to which she is not entitled and

which she cannot keep. But the genius of Bos-

ton is seen in her real independence, productive

power and northern acuteness of mind,— which

is in nature hostile to oppression. It is a good

city as cities go ; Nature is good. The climate

is electric, good for wit and good for character.

What public souls have lived here, what social

benefactors, what eloquent preachers, skilful

workmen, stout captains, wise merchants ; what

fine artists, what gifted conversers, what mathe-
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maticlans, what lawyers, what wits ; and where

is the middle class so able, virtuous and in-

structed ?

And thus our little city thrives and enlarges,

striking deep roots, and sending out boughs and

buds, and propagating itself like a banyan over

the continent. Greater cities there are that sprung

from it, full of its blood and name and traditions.

It is very willing to be outnumbered and out-

grown, so long as they carry forward its life

of civil and religious freedom, of education, of

social order, and of loyalty to law.^ It is very

willing to be outrun in numbers, and in wealth
;

but it is very jealous of any superiority in these,

its natural instinct and privilege. You cannot

conquer it by numbers, or by square miles, or

by counted millions of wealth. For it owes its

existence and its power to principles not of

yesterday, and the deeper principle will always

prevail over whatever material accumulations.

As long as she cleaves to her liberty, her edu-

cation and to her spiritual faith as the foundation

of these, she will teach the teachers and rule the

rulers of America. Her mechanics, her farmers

will toil better ; she will repair mischief; she will

furnish what is wanted in the hour of need ; her

sailors will man the Constitution ; her mechanics
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repair the broken rail ; her troops will be the first

in the field to vindicate the majesty of a free

nation, and remain last on the field to secure it.

Her genius will write the laws and her historians

record the fate of nations.

In an age of trade and material prosperity, we

have stood a little stupefied by the elevation of

our ancestors. We praised the Puritans because

we did not find in ourselves the spirit to do the

like. We praised with a certain adulation the

invariable valor of the old war-gods and war-

councillors of the Revolution. Washington has

seemed an exceptional virtue. This praise was

a concession of unworthiness in those who had

so much to say of it. The heroes only shared

this power of a sentiment, which, if it now
breathes into us, will make it easy to us to

understand them, and we shall not longer flatter

them. Let us shame the fathers, by superior

virtue in the sons.

It is almost a proverb that a great man has

not a great son. Bacon, Newton and Washing-

ton were childless. But, in Boston, Nature is

more indulgent, and has given good sons to good

sires, or at least continued merit in the same

blood. The elder President Adams has to
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divide voices of fame with the younger Pre-

sident Adanis. The elder Otis could hardly

excel the popular eloquence of the younger

Otis ; and the Quincy of the Revolution seems

compensated for the shortness of his bright

career in the son who so long lingers among

the last of those bright clouds,

" That on the steady breeze of honor sail

In long succession calm and beautiftil."'

Here stands to-day, as of yore, our little city

of the rocks ; here let it stand forever, on the

man-bearing granite of the North 1 Let , her

stand fast by herself! She has grown great.

She is filled with strangers, but she can only

prosper by adhering to her faith. Let every

child that is born of her and every child of her

adoption see to it to keep the name of Boston

as clean as the sun ; and in distant ages her

motto shall be the prayer of millions on all

the hills that gird the town, " As with our

Fathers, so God be with us ! " Sicut patribus,

SIT Deus nobis !
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MICHAEL ANGELO

" Never did sculptor's dream unfold

A form which marble doth not hold

In its white block; yet it therein shall find

Only the hand secure and bold

Which still obeys the mind."

Michael Angelo's Sonnets^



*' NoN ha 1' ottimo artista alcun concetto,

Ch' un marmo solo in se non circoscriva

Col suo soverchio, e solo a quello arriva

La man che obbedisce all' intelletto."

M. Angelo, Sonnetto prima.
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FEW lives of eminent men are harmonious ;

few that furnish, in all the facts, an image

corresponding with their fame. But all things

recorded of Michael Angelo Buonarotti agree

together. He lived one life ; he pursued one

career. He accomplished extraordinary works ;

he uttered extraordinary words ; and in this

greatness was so little eccentricity, so true was

he to the laws of the human mind, that his

character and his works, like Sir Isaac New-
ton's, seem rather a part of Nature than arbitrary

productions of the human will. Especially we

venerate his moral fame. Whilst his name

belongs to the highest class of genius, his life

contains in it no injurious influence. Every line

in his biography might be read to the human
race with wholesome effect. The means, the

materials of his activity, were coarse enough

to be appreciated, being addressed for the most

part to the eye ; the results, sublime and all

innocent. A purity severe and even terrible

goes out from the lofty productions of his pencil

and his chisel, and again from the more perfect

sculpture of his own life, which heals and
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exalts. " He nothing common did, or mean," '

and, dying at the end of near ninety years, had

not yet become old, but was engaged in exe-

cuting his grand conceptions in the ineffaceable

architecture of Saint Peter's.

Above all men whose history we know,

Michael Angelo presents us with the perfect

image of the artist. He is an eminent master

in the four fine arts, Painting, Sculpture, Archi-

tecture and Poetry. In three of them by visible

means, and in poetry by words, he strove to

express the Idea of Beauty. This idea possessed

him and determined all his activity. Beauty in

the largest sense, beauty inward and outward,

comprehending grandeur as a part, and reaching

to goodness as its soul,— this to receive and

this to impart, was his genius.

It is a happiness to find, amid the falsehood

and griefs of the human race, a soul at intervals

born to behold and create only Beauty. So

shall not the indescribable charm of the natural

world, the great spectacle of morn and evening

which shut and open the most disastrous day,

want observers. The ancient Greeks called the

world KocTjiAo?, Beauty ; a name which, in our

artificial state of society, sounds fanciful and im-

pertinent. Yet, in proportion as man rises above
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the servitude to wealth and a pursuit of mean

pleasures, he perceives that what is most real is

most beautiful, and that, by the contemplation

of such objects, he is taught and exalted. This

truth, that perfect beauty and perfect goodness

are one, was made known to Michael Angelo ;

and we shall endeavor by sketches from his life

to show the direction and limitations of his

search after this element.

In considering a life dedicated to the study

of Beauty, it is natural to inquire, what is

Beauty ? Can this charming element be so

abstracted by the human mind as to become a

distinct and permanent object ? Beauty cannot

be defined. Like Truth, it is an ultimate aim

of the human being. It does not he within the

limits of the understanding. " The nature of the

beautiful " — we gladly borrow the language

. of Moritz, a German critic— " consists herein,

that because the understanding in the presence

of the beautiful cannot ask, ' Why is it beauti-

ful ?
' for that reason is it so. There is no stand-

ard whereby the understanding~can determine

whether"6bjects are beautiful or otherwise.

What other standard of the beautiful exists

than the entire circuit of all harmonious pro-

portions of the great system of Nature ? All
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particular beauties scattered up and down in

Nature are only so far beautiful as they suggest

more or less in themselves this entire circuit of

harmonious proportions." This great Whole

the understanding cannot embrace. Beauty may

be felt. It may be produced. But it cannot be

defined.

The Italian artists sanction this view of Beauty

by describing it as il piu neW uno, " the many

in one," or multitude in unity, intimating that

what is truly beautiful seems related to all

Nature. A beautiful person has a kind of uni-

versality, and appears to have truer conformity

to all pleasing objects in external Nature than

another. Every great work ofart seems to take

up into itself the excellencies of all works, and

to present, as it were, a miniature of Nature.

In relation to this element of Beauty, the

minds ofmen divide themselves into two classes.

In the first place, all men have an organization

corresponding more or less to the entire system

of Nature, and therefore a power of deriving

pleasure from Beauty. This is Taste. In the

second place, certain minds, more closely har-

monized with Nature, possess the power of

abstracting Beauty from things, and reproducing

it in new forms, on any object to which accident
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may determine their activity ; as stone, canvas,

song, history. This is Art.

Since Beauty is thus an abstraction of the

harmony and proportion that reigns in all

Nature, it is therefore studied in Nature, and not

in what does not exist. Hence the celebrated

French maxim of Rhetoric, Rien de beau que le

vrai ; " Nothing is beautiful but what is true."

It has a much wider application than to Rhet-

oric ; as wide, namely, as the terms of the

proposition admit. In art, Michael Angelo is

himself but a document or verification of this

maxim. He labored to express the beautiful,

in the entire conviction that it was only to be

attained unto by knowledge of the true. The
common eye is satisfied with the surface on

which it rests. The wise eye knows that it is

surface, and, if beautiful, only the result of

interior harmonies, which, to him who knows

them, compose the image of higher beauty.

Moreover, he knew well that only by an under-

standing of the internal mechanism can the

outside be faithfully dehneated. The walls of

houses are transparent to the architect. The
symptoms disclose the constitution to the phy-

sician ; and to the artist it belongs by a better

knowledge of anatomy, and, within anatomy,
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of life and thought, to acquire the power of true

drawing. " The human form," says Goethe,

"cannot be comprehended through seeing its

surface. It must be stripped of the muscles, its

parts separated, its joints observed, its divisions

marked, its action and counteraction learned

;

the hidden, the reposing, the foundation of the

apparent, must be searched, if one would really

see and imitate what moves as a beautiful, in-

separable whole in living waves before the eye."

Michael Angelo dedicated himself, from his

childhood to his death, to a toilsome observation

of Nature. The first anecdote recorded of him

shows him to be already on the right road.

Granacci, a painter's apprentice, having lent

him, when a boy, a print of Saint Antony beaten

by devils, together with some colors and pencils,

he went to the fish-market to observe the form

and color of fins and of the eyes of fish. Car-

dinal Farnese one day found him, when an old

man, walking alone in the Coliseum, and ex-

pressed his surprise at finding him solitary

amidst the ruins; to which he replied, "I go

yet to school that I may continue to learn."

And one of the last drawings in his portfolio is a

sublime hint of his own feeling ; for it is a sketch

of an old man with a long beard, in a go-cart,
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with an hour-glass. before him ; and the motto,

Ancora imparo, " I still learn."

In this spirit he devoted himself to the study

of anatomy for twelve years ; we ought to say,

rather, as long as he lived. The depth of his

knowledge in anatomy has no parallel among

the artists of modern times. Most of his de-

signs, his contemporaries inform us, were made

with a pen, and in the style of an engraving on

copper or wood ; a manner more expressive

but not admitting of correction. When Michael

Angelo would begin a statue, he made first

on paper the skeleton ; afterwards, upon another

paper, the same figure clothed with muscles.

The studies of the statue of Christ in the Church

of Minerva at Rome, made in this manner, were

long preserved.

Those who have never given attention to

the arts of design are surprised that the artist

should find so much to study in a fabric of

such limited parts and dimensions as the human
body. But reflection discloses evermore a closer

analogy between the finite form and the infinite

inhabitant. Man is the highest, and indeed the

only proper object of plastic art. There needs

no better proof of our instinctive feeling of the

immense expression of which the human figure
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is capable than the uniform tendency which the

religion of every country has betrayed towards

Anthropomorphism, or attributing to the Deity

the human form. And behold the effect of

this familiar object every day ! No acquaint-

ance with the secrets of its mechanism, no

degrading views of human nature, not the most

swinish compost of mud and blood that was

ever misnamed philosophy, can avail to hinder

us from doing involuntary reverence to any

exhibition of majesty or surpassing beauty in

human clay.

Our knowledge of its highest expression we

owe to the Fine Arts. Not easily in this age

will any man acquire by himself such percep-

tions of the dignity or grace of the human
frame as the student of art owes to the remains

of Phidias, to the Apollo, the Jove, the paint-

ings and statues of Michael Angelo, and the

works of Canova. There are now in Italy, both

on canvas and in marble, forms and faces which

the imagination is enriched by contemplating.

Goethe says that he is but half himself who has

never seen the Juno in the Rondanini Palace

at Rome. Seeing these works true to human
nature and yet superhuman, "we feel that we are

greater than we know." Seeing these works, we
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appreciate the taste which led Michael Angelo,

against the taste and against the admonition of

his patrons, to cover the walls ofchurches with un-

clothed figures, "improper," says his biographer,

" for the place, but proper for the exhibition of

all the pomp of his profound knowledge."

The love of beauty which never passes be-

yond outline and color was too slight an object

to occupy the powers of his genius. There

is a closer relation than is commonly thought

between the fine arts and the useful arts ; and

it is an essential fact in the history of Michael

Angelo that his love of beauty is made solid

and perfect by his deep understanding of the

mechanic arts. Architecture is the bond that

unites the elegant and the economical arts, and

his skill in this is a pledge of his capacity in

both kinds. His Titanic handwriting in marble

and travertine is to be found in every part of

Rome and Florence ; and even at Venice, on

defective evidence, he is said to have given the

plan of the bridge of the Rialto. Nor was his a

skill in ornament, or confined to the outline and

designs of towers and facades, but a thorough

acquaintance with all the secrets of the art, with

all the details of economy and strength.

When the Florentines united themselves with
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Venice, England and France, to oppose the

power of the Emperor Charles V., Michael

Angelo was appointed Military Architect and

Engineer, to superintend the erection of the

necessary works. He visited Bologna to inspect

its celebrated fortifications, and, on his return,

constructed a fortification on the heights of San

Miniato, which commands the city and environs

of Florence. On the a4th of October, 1529,

the Prince of Orange, general of Charles V.,

encamped on the hills surrounding the city, and

his first operation was to throw up a rampart to

storm the bastion of San Miniato. His design

was frustrated by the providence of Michael

Angelo. Michael made such good resistance

that the Prince directed the artillery to demol-

ish the tower. The artist hung mattresses of

wool on the side exposed to the attack, and by

means of a bold projecting cornice, from which

they were suspended, a considerable space was

left between them and the wall. This simple

expedient was sufficient, and the Prince was

obliged to turn his siege into a blockade.

After an active and successful service to the

city for six months, Michael Angelo was in-

formed of a treachery that was ripening within

the walls. He communicated it to the govern-
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ment with his advice upon it ; but was mortified

by receiving from the government reproaches at

his credulity and fear. He repHed that " it was

useless for him to take care of the walls, if they

were determined not to take care ofthemselves,"

and he withdrew privately from the city to

Ferrara, and thence to Venice. The news of his

departure occasioned a general concern in

Florence, and he was Instantly followed with

apologies and importunities to return. He did so,

and resumed his office. On the 21st of March,

1530, the Prince of Orange assaulted the city

by storm. Michael Angelo is represented as

having ordered his defence so vigorously that

the Prince was compelled to retire. By the

treachery, however, of the general of the Repub-

lic, Malatesta Baglioni, all his skill was rendered

unavailing, and the city capitulated on the 9th

of August. The excellence of the works con-

structed by our artist has been approved by

Vauban, who visited them and took a plan of

them.

In Rome, Michael Angelo was consulted by

Pope Paul III. in building the fortifications

of San Borgo. He built the stairs of Ara Cell

leading to the church once the temple of Jupi-

ter Capitolinus ; he arranged the piazza of the
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Capitol, and built its porticos. He was charged

with rebuilding the Pons Palatinus over the

Tiber. He prepared, accordingly, a large quan-

tity of blocks of travertine, and was proceeding

with the work, when, through the intervention

of his rivals, this work was taken from him and

intrusted to Nanni di Bacio Bigio, who plays

but a pitiful part in Michael's history. Nanni

sold the travertine, and filled up the piers with

gravel at a small expense. Michael Angelo

made known his opinion that the bridge could

not resist the force of the current ; and one

day riding over it on horseback, with his friend

Vasari, he cried, " George, this bridge trembles

under us ; let us ride faster lest it fall whilst we

are upon it." It fell, five years after it was built,

in 1557, and is still called the " Broken Bridge."

^_^_/^Versatility of talent in men of undoubted

ability always awakens the liveliest interest;

and we observe with delight that, besides the

sublimity and even extravagance of Michael

Angelo, he possessed an unexpected dexterity

in minute mechanical contrivances. When the

Sistine Chapel was prepared for him, that he

might paint the ceiling, he found the platform

on which he was to work suspended by ropes

which passed through the ceiling. Michael de-
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manded of San Gallo, the pope's architect, how
these holes were to be repaired in the picture.

San Gallo replied :
" That was for him to con-

sider, for the platform could be constructed in

no other way." Michael remeved the whole, and

constructed a movable platform to rest and roll

upon the floor, which is believed to be the same

simple contrivance which is used in Rome, at

this day, to repair the walls of churches. He
gave this model to a carpenter, who made it

so profitable as to furnish a dowry for his two

daughters. He was so nice in tools that he

made with his own hand the wimbles, the files,

the rasps, the chisels and all other irons and

instruments which he needed in sculpture ; and

in painting, he not only mixed' but ground his

colors himself, trusting no one.

And not only was this discoverer of Beauty,

and its teacher among men, rooted and grounded

in those severe laws of practical skill, which

genius can never teach, and which must be

learned by practice alone, but he was one of the

most industrious men that ever lived. His dili-

gence was so great that it is wonderful how he

endured its fatigues. The midnight battles, the

forced marches, the winter campaigns of Julius

Caesar or Charles XII. do not indicate greater
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strength of body or ofmind. He finished the gi-

gantic painting of the celling of the Sistine Chapel

in twenty months, a fact which enlarges, it has

been said, the known powers of man. Indeed

he toiled so assiduously at this painful work,

that, for a long time after, he was unable to see

any picture but by holding it over his head. A
little bread and wine was all his nourishment

;

and he told Vasari that he often slept in his

clothes, both because he was too weary to

undress, and because he would rise in the night

and go immediately to work. " I have found,"

says his friend, " some of his designs in Flor-

ence, where, whilst may be seen the greatness

of his genius, it may also be known that when

he wished to take Minerva from the head of

Jove, there needed the hammer of Vulcan." He
used to make to a single figure nine, ten, or

twelve heads before he could satisfy himself,

seeking that there should be in the composition

a certain universal grace such as Nature makes,

saying that '' he needed to have his compasses

in his eye, and not in his hand, because the hands

work whilst the eye judges." He was accus-

tomed to say, " Those figures alone are good

from which the labor is scraped off when the

scaffolding is taken away."
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At near eighty years, he began in marble a

group of four figures for a dead Christ, because,

he said, to exercise himself with the mallet was

good for his health.

And what did he accomplish ? It does not

fall within our design to give an account of his

works, yet for the sake of the completeness

of our sketch we will name the principal ones.

Sculpture, he called his art, and to it he re-

gretted he had not singly given himself. The
style of his paintings is monumental ; and even

his poetry partakes of that character. In sculp-

ture, his greatest work is the statue of Moses

in the Church of Pietro in Vincolo, in Rome.

It is a sitting .statue of colossal size, and is de-

signed to embody the Hebrew Law. The law-

giver is supposed to gaze upon the worshippers

of the golden calf. The majestic wrath of the

figure daunts the beholder. In the Piazza del

Gran Duca at Florence, stands. In the open air,

his David, about to hurl the stone at Goliath.

In the church called the Minerva, at Rome, Is

his Christ ; an object of so much devotion to

the people that the right foot has been shod

with a brazen sandal to prevent It from being

kissed away. In Saint Peter's, is his Pieta, or

dead Christ in the arms of his mother. In the
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mausoleum of the Medici at Florence are the

tombs of Lorenzo and Cosmo, with the grand

statues of Night and Day, and Aurora and

Twilight. Several statues of less fame, and bas-

reliefs, are in Rome and Florence and Paris.

His paintings are in the Sistine Chapel, of

which he first covered the ceiling with the story

of the Creation, in successive compartments,

with the great series of the Prophets and Sibyls

in alternate tablets, and a series of greater and

smaller fancy pieces in the lunettes. This is his

capital work painted in fresco. Every one of

these pieces, every figure, every hand and foot

and finger, is a study of anatomy and design.

Slighting the secondary arts of coloring, and all

the aids of graceful finish, he aimed exclusively,

as a stern designer, to express the vigor and

magnificence of his conceptions. Upon the

wall, over the altar, is painted the Last Judg-

ment.

Of his designs, the most celebrated is the

cartoon representing soldiers coming out of the

bath and arming themselves ; an incident of the

war of Pisa. The wonderful merit of this draw-

ing, which contrasts the extremes of relaxation

and vigor, is conspicuous even in the coarsest

prints.
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Of his genius for architecture it is sufficient to

say that he built Saint Peter's, an ornament of

the earth. He said he would hang the Pantheon

in the air ; and he redeemed his pledge by

suspending that vast cupola, without offence

to grace or to stability, over the astonished

beholder. He did not live to complete the work;

but is there not something affecting in the

spectacle of an old man, on the verge of ninety

years, carrying steadily onward, with the heat

and ,determination of manhood, his poetic

conceptions into progressive execution, sur-

mounting by the dignity of his purposes all

obstacles and all enmities, and only hindered

by the limits of life fpom fulfilling his designs ?

Very slowly came he, after months and years,

to the dome. At last he began to model it very

small in wax. When it was finished, he had

it copied larger in wood, and by this model it

was built..^ Long after it was completed, and

often since, to this day, rumors are occasionally

spread that it is giving way, and it is said

to have been injured by unskilful attempts to

repair it. Benedict XIV., during one of these

panics, sent for the architect Marchese Polini,

to come to Rome and examine it. Polini put

an end to all the various projects of repairs, by
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the satisfying sentence :
" The cupola does not

start, and if it should start, nothing can be done

but to pull it down." "

The impulse of his grand style was instan-

taneous upon his contemporaries. Every stroke

of his pencil moved the pencil in Raphael's

hand. Raphael said, " I bless God I live in

the times of Michael Angelo." Sir Joshua

Reynolds, two centuries later, declared to the

British Institution, " I feel a self-congratulation

in knowing myself capable of such sensations as

he intended to excite."

A man of such habits and such deeds made

good his pretensions to a perception and to

delineation of external beauty. But inimitable

as his works are, his whole life confessed that

his hand was all inadequate to express his

"thought. " He alone," he said, " is an artist

whose hands can perfectly execute what his

mind has conceived
;

" and such was his own

mastery that men said, " the marble was flex-

ible in his hands." Yet, contemplating ever

with love the idea of absolute beauty, he was

still dissatisfied with his own work. The things

proposed to him in his imagination were such

that, for not being able with his hands to ex-

press so grand and terrible conceptions, he often
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abandoned his work. For this reason he often

only blocked his statue. A little before he died,

he burned a great number of designs, sketches

and cartoons made by him, being impatient of

their defects. Grace in living forms, except in

very rare instances, did not satisfy him. He
never made but one portrait (a cartoon of

Messer Tommaso di Cavalieri), because he

abhorred to draw a likeness unless it were of

infinite beauty.'

Such was his devotion to art. But let no man
suppose that the images which his spirit wor-

shipped were mere transcripts of external grace,

or that this profound soul was taken or holden

in the chains of superficial beauty. To him, of all

men, it was transparent. Through it he beheld

the eternal spiritual beauty which ever clothes

itself with grand and graceful outlines, as its

appropriate form. He called external grace " the

frail and weary weed, in which God dresses the

soul which he has called into Time," " As from

the fire, heat cannot be divided, no more can

beauty from the eternal." He was conscious in

his efforts of higher aims than to address the eye.

He sought, through the eye, to reach the soul.

Therefore, as, in the first place, he sought to

approach the Beautiful by the study of the True,
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so he failed not to make the next step of progress,

and to seek Beauty in its highest form, that of

Goodness. The sublimity of his art is in his life.

He did not only build a divine temple, and

paint and carve saints and prophets. He lived

out the same inspiration. There is no spot upon

his fame. The fire and sanctity of his pencil

breathe in his words. When he was informed

that Paul IV. desired he should paint again the

side of the chapel where the Last Judgment was

painted, because of the indecorous nudity of the

figures, he replied, " Tell the Pope that this is

easily done. Let him reform the world and he

will find the pictures will reform themselves."

He saw clearly that if the corrupt, and vulgar

eyes that could see nothing but indecorum in

his terrific prophets and angels could be purified

as his own were pure, they would only find

occasion for devotion in the same figures. As
he refused to undo his work, Daniel di Volterra

was employed to clothe the figures ; hence ludi-

crously called // Braghettone. When the Pope

suggested to him that the chapel would be en-

riched if the figures were ornamented with gold,

Michael Angelo replied, " In those days, gold

was not worn ; and the characters I have painted

were neither rich nor desirous of wealth, but
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holy men, with whom gold was an object of

contempt."

Not until he was in the seventy-third year

of his age, he undertook the building of Saint

Peter's. On the death of San Gallo, the architect

of the church, Paul III. first entreated, then

commanded the aged artist to assume the charge

of this great work, which, though commenced

forty years before, was only commenced by Bra-

mante, and ill continued by San Gallo. Michael

Angelo, who believed in his own ability as a

sculptor, but distrusted his capacity as an archi-

tect, at first refused and then reluctantly com-

plied. His heroic stipulation with the Pope was

worthy of the man and the work. He required

that he should be permitted to accept this work

without any fee or reward, because he undertook

it as a religious act ; and, furthermore, that he

should be absolute master of the whole design,

free to depart from the plans of San Gallo and

to alter what had been already done.

This disinterestedness and spirit — no fee

and no interference— reminds one of the

reward named by the ancient Persian. When
importuned to claim some compensation of the

empire for the important services he had ren-

dered it, he demanded " that he and his should
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neither command nor obey, but should be free."

However, as it was undertaken, so was it per-

formed. When the Pope, delighted with one

of his chapels, sent him one hundred crowns of

gold, as one month's wages, Michael sent them

back. The Pope was angry, but the artist was

immovable. Amidst endless annoyances from

the envy and interest of the office-holders and

agents in the work whom he had displaced, he

steadily ripened and executed his vast ideas.

The combined desire to fulfil, in everlasting

stone, the conceptions of his mind, and to com-

plete his worthy offering to Almighty God, sus-

tained him through numberless vexations with

unbroken spirit. In answer to the importunate

solicitations of the Duke of Tuscany that he

would come to Florence, he replies that " to

leave Saint Peter's in the state in which it now

was would be to ruin the structure, and thereby

be guilty of a great sin ; " that he hoped he

should shortly see the execution of his plans

brought to such a point that they could no longer

be interfered with, and this was the capital

object of his wishes, " if," he adds, " I do not

commit a great crime by disappointing the cor-

morants who are daily hoping to get rid of me."

, A natural fruit of the nobility of his spirit is
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his admiration of Dante, to whom two of his

sonnets are addressed. He shared Dante's

" deep contempt of the vulgar, not of the

simple inhabitants of lowly streets or humble

cottages, but of that sordid and abject crowd

of all classes and all places who obscure, as much

as in them lies, every beam of beauty in the uni-

verse." In like manner, he possessed an intense

love of solitude, t^e lived alone, and never or

very rarely took his meals with any person. As

will be supposed, he had a passion for the coun-

try, and in old age speaks with extreme pleasure

of his residence with the hermits in the moun-

tains of Spoleto ; so much so that he says he is

"only half in Rome, since, truly, peace is only

to be found in the woods." Traits of an almost

savage independence mark all his history.

Although he was rich, he lived like a poor man,

and never would receive a present from any

person ; because it seemed to him that if a man
gave him anything, he was always obligated to

that individual. His friend Vasari mentions one

occasion on which his scruples were overcome.

It seems that Michael was accustomed to work

at night with a pasteboard cap or helmet on his

head, into which he stuck a candle, that his work

might be lighted and his hands at liberty. Vasari
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observed that he did not use wax candles, but

a better sort made of the tallow of goats. He
therefore sent him four bundles of them, con-

taining forty pounds. His servant brought them

after nightfall, and presented them to him.

Michael Angelo refused to receive them. " Look
you, Messer Michael Angelo," replied the man,
" these candles have well-nigh broken my arm,

and I will not carry them back ; but just here,

before your door, is a spot of soft mud, and they

will stand upright in it very well, and there I

will light them all." " Put them down, then,"

returned Michael, " since you shall not make a

bonfire at my gate." Meantime he was liberal

to profusion to his old domestic Urbino, to

whom he gave at one time two thousand crowns,

and made him rich in his service.

Michael Angelo was of that class ofmen who
are too superior to the multitude around them

to command a full and perfect sympathy. They
stand in the attitude rather of appeal from their

contemporaries to their race. It has been the

defect of some great men that they did not

duly appreciate or did not confess the talents

and virtues of others, and so lacked one of the

richest sources of happiness and one of the best

elements of humanity. This apathy perhaps
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happens as often from preoccupied attention as

from jealousy. It has been supposed that artists

more than others are liable to this defect. But

Michael Angelo's praise on many works is to

this day the stamp of fame. Michael Angelo

said of Masaccio's pictures that when they were

first painted they must have been alive. He said

of his predecessor, the architect Bramante, that

he laid the first stone of Saint Peter's, clear,

insulated, luminous, with fit design for a vast

structure. He often expressed his admiration

of Cellini's bust of Altoviti. He loved to express

admiration of Titian, of Donatello, of Ghiberti,

of Brunelleschi. And it is said that when he left

Florence to go to Rome, to build Saint Peter's,

he turned his horse's head on the last hill

from which the noble dome of the cathedral

(built by Brunelleschi) is visible, and said,

" Like you, I will not build ; better than you I

cannot." Indeed, as we have said, the reputation

of many works of art now in Italy derives a

sanction from the tradition of his praise. It is

more commendation to say, " This was Michael

Angelo's favorite," than to say, " This was car-

ried to Paris by Napoleon." Michael, however,

had the philosophy to say, "Only an inventor

can use the inventions of others."
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There is yet one more trait in Michael

Angelo's history, which humanizes his character

without lessening its loftiness ; this is his pla-

toniclove. He was deeply enamoured of the most

accomplished lady of the time, Vittoria Colonna,

the widow of the Marquis di Pescara, who, after

the death of her husband, devoted herself to

letters, and to the writing of religious poetry.

She was also an admirer of his genius, and came

to Rome repeatedly to see him. To her his son-

nets are addressed ; and they all breathe a chaste

and divine regard, unparalleled in any amatory

poetry except that of Dante and Petrarch. They
arc founded on the thought that beauty is the

virtue of the body, as virtue is the beauty of

the soul ; that a beautiful person is sent into the

world as an image of the divine beauty, not to

provoke but to purify the sensual into an intel-

lectual and divine love. He enthrones his mis-

tress as a benignant angel, who is to refine and

perfect his own character. Condivi, his friend,

has left this testimony :
" I have often heard

Michael Angelo reason and discourse upon love,

but never heard him speak, otherwise than upon

platonic love. As for me, I am ignorant what

Plato has said upon this subject ; but this I know
very well, that, in a long intimacy, I never heard
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from his mouth a single word that was not

perfectly decorous and having for its object to

extinguish in youth every improper desire, and

that his own nature is a stranger to depravity,"

The poems themselves cannot be read ^yithout

awakening sentiments of virtue. An eloquent

vindication of their philosophy may be found in

a paper by Signor Radici in the London Retro-

spective Review, and, by the Italian scholar,

in the Discourse of Benedetto Varchi upon

one sonnet of Michael Angelo, contained in

the volume of his poems published by Biagioli,

from which, in substance, the views of Radici

are taken.

Towards his end, there seems to have grown

in him an invincible appetite of dying, for he

knew that his spirit could only enjoy content-

ment after death. So vehement was this desire

that, he says, "my soul can no longer be ap-

peased by the wonted seductions of painting and

sculpture." A fine melancholy, not unrelieved

by his habitual heroism, pervades his thoughts

on this subject. . At the age of eighty years, he

wrote to Vasari, sending him various spiritual

sonnets he had written, and tells him he " is at

the end of his life, that he is careful where he

bends his thoughts, that he sees it is already
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twenty-four o'clock, and no fancy arose in his

mind but death was sculptured on it." In con-

versing upon this subject with one of his friends,

that person remarked that Michael might well

grieve that one who was incessant in his creative

labors should have no restoration. " No," re-

plied Michael, " it is nothing ; for if life pleases

us, death, being a work of the same master,

ought not to displease us." But a nobler senti-

ment, uttered by him, is contained in his reply

to a letter of Vasari, who had informed him of

the rejoicings made at the house of his nephew

Lionardo, at Florence, over the birth of another

Buonarotti. Michael admonishes him that "a
man ought not to smile, when all those around

him weep ; and that we ought not to show that

joy when a child is born, which should be re-

served for the death ofone who has lived well."

Amidst all these witnesses to his independ-

ence, his generosity, his purity and his devotion,

are we not authorized to say that this man was

penetrated with the love of the highest beauty,

that is, goodness ; that his was a soul so enam-

oured of grace that it could not stoop to mean-

ness or depravity ; that art was to him no means

of livelihood or road to fame, but the end of

living, as it was the organ through which he
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sought to suggest lessons of an unutterable wis-

dom ; that here was a man who lived to demon-

strate that to the human faculties, on every

hand, worlds of grandeur and grace are opened,

which no profane eye and no indolent eye can

behold, but which, to see and to enjoy, demands

the severest disciphne of all the physical, intel-

lectual and moral faculties of the individual ?

The city of Florence, on the river Arno, still

treasures the fame of this man. There, his pic-

ture hangs in every window ; there, the tradition

of his opinions meets the traveller lin every

spot. " Do you see that statue of Saint George ?

Michael Angelo asked it why it did not speak." '

— " Do you see this fine church of Santa Maria

Novella? It is that which Michael Angelo called

' his bride.' " — " Look at these bronze gates

of the Baptistery, with their high reliefs, cast

by Ghiberti five hundred years ago. Michael

Angelo said, ' they were fit to be the gates of

Paradise.' " Here is the church, the palace,

the Laurentian library, he built. Here is his

own house. In the church of Santa Croce are

his mortal remains. Whilst he was yet alive, he

asked that he might be buried in that church,

in such a spot that the dome of the cathedral

might be visible from his tomb when the doors
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of the church stood open. And there and so is he

laid. The innumerable pilgrims whom the genius

of Italy draws to the city duly visit this church,

which is to Florence what Westminster Abbey

is to England. There, near the tomb of Nich-

olas Macchiavelli, the historian and philosopher;

of Galileo, the great-hearted astronomer; of

Boccaccio, and of Alfieri, stands the monument
of Michael Angelo Buonarotti. Three significant

garlands are sculptured on the tomb ; they

should be four, but that his countrymen feared

their own partiality. The forehead of the bust,

esteemed a faithful likeness, is furrowed with

eight deep wrinkles one above another.' The
traveller from a distant continent, who gazes on

that marble brow, feels that he is not a stranger

in the foreign church ; for the great name

of Michael Angelo sounds hospitably in his

ear. He was not a citizen of any country ; he

belonged to the human race ; he was a brother

and a friend to all who acknowledge the beauty

that beams in universal Nature, and who seek

by labor and self-denial to approach its source

in perfect goodness.^



VII

MILTON

I FRAMED his tongue to music,

I armed his hand with skill,

I moulded his face to beauty.

And his heart the throne of will.
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MILTON

THE discovery of the lost work of Milton,

the treatise Of the Christian Doctrine,

in 1823, drew a sudden attention to his name.

For a short time the literary journals were filled

with disquisitions on his genius ; new editions

of his works, and new compilations of his life,

were published. But the new-found book hav-

ing in itself less, attraction than any other work

of Milton, the curiosity of the public as quickly

subsided, and left the poet to the enjoyment

of his permanent fame, or to such increase or

abatement of it only as is incidental to a sublime

genius, quite independent of the momentary

challenge of universal attention to his claims.

But if the new and temporary renown of the

poet is silent again, it is nevertheless true that

he has gained, in this age, some increase of per-

manent praise. The fame of a great man is not

rigid and stony like his bust. It changes with

time. It needs time to give it due perspective.

It was very easy to remark an altered tone in

the criticism when Milton reappeared as an

author, fifteen years ago, from any that had

been bestowed on the same subject before. It
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implied merit indisputable and illustrious
; yet

so near to the modern mind as to be still alive

and life-giving. The aspect of Milton, to this

generation, will be part of the history of the

nineteenth century. There is no name in Eng-

lish literature between his age and ours that

rises into any approach to his own. And as a

man's fame, of course, characterizes those who
give it, as much as him who receives it, the new

criticism indicated a change in the public taste,

and a change which the poet himself might

claim to have wrought.

The reputation of Milton had already under-

gone one or two revolutions long anterior to its

recent aspects. In his lifetime, he was little or

not at all known as a poet, but obtained great

respect from his contemporaries as an accom-

plished scholar and a formidable pamphleteer.

His poem fell unregarded among his country-

men.' His prose writings, especially the De-

fence of the English People, seem to have

been read with avidity. These tracts are re-

markable compositions. They are earnest,

spiritual, rich with allusion, sparkling with in-

numerable ornaments ; but as writings designed

to gain a practical point, they fail. They are

not effective, like similar productions of Swift
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and Burke ; or, like what became also contro-

versial tracts, several masterly speeches in the

history of the American Congress. Milton sel-

dom deigns a glance at the obstacles that are to

be overcome before that which he proposes can

be done. There is no attempt to conciliate,

—

no mediate, no preparatory course suggested,—
but, peremptory and impassioned, he demands,

on the instant, an ideal justice. Therein they

are discriminated from modern writings, in which

a regard to the actual is all but universal.

Their rhetorical excellence must also suffer

some deduction. They have no perfectness.

These writings are wonderful for the truth, the

learning, the subtility and pomp of the lan-

guage ; but the whole is sacrificed to the partic-

ular. Eager to do fit justice to each thought, he

does not subordinate it so as to project the main

argument. He writes whilst he is heated ; the

piece shows all the rambles and resources of

indignation, but he has never integrated the. parts

of the argument in his mind. The reader is

fatigued with admiration, but is not yet master

of the subject.

Two of his pieces may be excepted from this

description, one for its faults, the other for its

excellence. The Defence of the People of
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England, on which his contemporary fame was

founded, is, when divested of its pure Latinity,

the worst of his works. Only its general aim,

and a few elevated passages, can save it. We
could be well content if the flames to which it

was condemned at Paris, at Toulouse, and at

London, had utterly consumed it. The lover

of his genius will always regret that he should

not have taken counsel of his own lofty heart at

this, as at other times, and have written from the

deep convictions of love and right, which are

the foundations of civil liberty. There is little

poetry or prophecy in this mean and ribald

scolding. To insult Salmasius, not to acquit

England, is the main design. What under

heaven had Madame de Saumaise, or the man-

ner of living of Saumaise, or Salmasius, or his

blunders of grammar, or his niceties of diction,

to do with the solemn question whether Charles

Stuart had been rightly slain ?
' Though it

evinces learning' and critical skill, yet, as an

historical argument, it cannot be valued with

similar disquisitions of Robertson and Hallam,

and even less celebrated scholars. But when

he comes to speak of the reason of the thing,

then he always recovers himself. The voice of

the mob is silent, and Milton speaks. And the
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peroration, rn which he implores his countrymen

to refute this adversary by their great deeds, is

in a just spirit. The other piece is his Areo-

pagitica, the discourse, addressed to the Par-

liament, in favor of removing the censorship of

the press ; the most splendid of his prose works.*

It is, as Luther said of one of Melancthon's

writings, " alive, hath hands and feet,— and not

like Erasmus's sentences, which were made, not

grown." The weight of the thought is equalled

by the vivacity of the expression, and it cheers

as well as teaches. This tract is far the best

known and the most read of all, and is still a

magazine of reasons for the freedom of the press.

It is valuable in history as an argument ad-

dressed to a government to produce a practical

end, and plainly presupposes a very peculiar

state of society.

But deeply as that peculiar state of society,

in which and for which Milton wrote, has en-

graved itself in the remembrance of the world,

it shares the destiny which overtakes every-

thing local and personal in Nature ; and the

accidental facts on which a battle of principles

was fought have already passed, or are fast

passing, into oblivion. We have lost all interest

in Milton as the redoubted disputant of a sect

;
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but by his own innate worth this man has

steadily risen in the world's reverence, and

occupies a more imposing place in the mind

of men at this hour than ever before.

It is the aspect which he presents to this

generation, that alone concerns us. Milton the

polemic has lost his popularity long ago ; and if

we skip the pages of Paradise Lost where "God
the Father argues like a school divine," so did

the next age to his own. But, we are persuaded,

he kindles a love and emulation in us which he

did not in foregoing generations. We think we

have seen and heard criticism upon the poems,

which the bard himself would have more valued

than the recorded praise of Dryden, Addison

and Johnson, because it came nearer to the

mark ; was finer and closer appreciation ; the

praise of intimate knowledge and delight;

and, of course, more welcome to the poet than

the general and vague acknowledgment of his

genius by those able but unsympathizing critics.

We think we have heard the recitation of his

verses by genius which found in them that

which itself would say ; recitation which told,

in the diamond sharpness of every articulation,

that now first was such perception and enjoy-

ment possible ; the perception and enjoyment of
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all his varied rhythm, and his perfect fusion of

the classic and the English styles. This is a

poet's right ; for every masterpiece of art goes

on for some ages reconciling the world unto

itself, and despotically fashioning the public ear.

The opposition to it, always greatest at first,

continually decreases and at last ends ; and a

new race grows up in the taste and spirit of

the work, with the utmost advantage for seeing

intimately its power and beauty.'

But it would be great injustice to Milton to

consider him as enjoying merely a critical repu-

tation. It is the prerogative of this great man

to stand at this hour foremost of all men in

literary history, and so (shall we not say?) of'

all men, in the power to inspire. Virtue goes

out of him into others. Leaving out of view

the pretensions of our contemporaries (always

an incalculable influence), we think no man can

be named whose mind still acts on the culti-

vated intellect of England and America with

an energy comparable to that of Milton. As a

poet, Shakspeare undoubtedly transcends, and

far surpasses him in his popularity with foreign

nations ; but Shakspeare is a voice merely ; who

and what he was that sang, that sings, we know
not. Milton stands erect, commanding, still
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visible as a man among men, and reads the laws

of the moral sentiment to the new-born race.

There is something pleasing in the affection

with which we can regard a man who died a

hundred and sixty years ago in the other hemi-

sphere, who, in respect to personal relations, is

to us as the wind, yet by an influence purely

spiritual makes us jealous for his fame as for

that of a near friend. He is identified in the

mind with all select and holy images, with the

supreme interests of the human race. If hereby

we attain any more precision, we proceed to

say that we think no man in these later ages,

and few men ever, possessed so great a concep-

tion of the manly character. Better than any

other he has discharged the ofRce of every great

man, namely, to raise the idea of Man in the

minds of his contemporaries and of posterity,

— to draw after Nature a life of man, exhibiting

such a composition of grace, of strength and

of virtue, as poet had not described nor hero

lived. Human nature in these ages is indebted

to him for its best portrait. Many philosophers

in England, France and Germany have formally

dedicated their study to this problem ; and we

think it impossible to recall one in those coun-

tries who communicates the same vibration of
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hope, of self-reverence, of piety, of delight in

beauty, -which the name of Milton awakens.

Lord Bacon, who has written much and with

prodigious ability on this science, shrinks and

falters before the absolute and uncourtly Puri-

tan. Bacon's Essays are the portrait of an

ambitious and profound calculator,— a great

man of the vulgar sort. Of the upper world

of man's being they speak few and faint words.

The man of Locke is virtuous without enthusi-

asm, and intelligent without poetry. Addison,

Pope, Hume and Johnson, students, with very

unlike temper and success, of the same sub-

ject, cannot, taken together, make any preten-

sion to the amount or the quahty of Milton's

inspirations. The man of Lord Chesterfield is

unworthy to touch his garment's hem. Frank-

lin's man is a frugal, inoffensive, thrifty citizen,

but savors of nothing heroic. The genius of

France has not, even in her best days, yet cul-

minated in anyone head— not in Rousseau,

not in Pascal, not in Fenelon— into such per-

ception of all the attributes of humanity as to

entitle it to any rivalry in these lists. In Ger-

many, the greatest writers are still too recent to

institute a comparison ; and yet we are tempted

to say that art and not life seems to be the end
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of their effort. But the idea of a purer existence

than any he saw around him, to be realized in

the life and conversation of men, inspired every

act and every writing of John Milton. He
defined the object of education to be, " to fit

a man to perform justly, skilfully and magnani-

mously all the offices, both private and public,

of peace and war." He declared that " he who

would aspire to write well hereafter in laudable

things, ought himself to be a true poem ; that

is, a composition and pattern of the best and

honorablest things, not presuming to sing high

praises of heroic men or famous cities, unless

he have in himself the experience and the prac-

tice of all that which is praiseworthy." Nor is

there in literature a more noble outline of a

wise external education than that which he

drew up, at the age of thirty-six, in his Letter to

Samuel Hartlib.' The muscles, the nerves and

the flesh with which this skeleton is to be filled

up and covered exist in his works and must be

sought there.

For the delineation of this heroic image of

man, Milton enjoyed singular advantages. Per-

fections of body and of mind are attributed to

him by his biographers, that, if the anecdotes

had come down from a greater distance of time.
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or had not been in part furnished or corrob-

orated by political enemies, would lead us to

suspect the portraits were ideal, like the Cyrus

of Xenophon, the Telemachus of Fenelon, or

the popular traditions of Alfred the Great.

Handsome to a proverb, he was called the

lady of his college. Aubrey says, " This har-

monical and ingenuous soul dwelt in a beautiful,

well-proportioned body." His manners and

his carriage did him no injustice. Wood, his

poHtical opponent, relates that "his deportment

was affable, his gait erect and manly, bespeak-

ing courage and undauntedness." Aubrey adds

a sharp trait, that " he pronounced the letter R
very hard, a certain sign of satirical genius."

He had the senses of a Greek. His eye was

quick, and he was accounted an excellent master

of his rapier. His ear for music was so acute

that he was not only enthusiastic in his love, but

a skilful performer himself; and his voice, we

are told, was deHcately sweet and harmonious.

He insists that music shall make a part of a

generous education.

With these keen perceptions, he naturally

received a love of Nature and a rare susceptibil-

ity to impressions from external beauty. In the

midst of London, he seems, like the creatures
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of the field and the forest, to have been tuned

in concord with the order of the world ; for, he

believed, his poetic vein only flowed from the

autumnal to the vernal equinox ; and in his

essay on Education, he doubts whether, in the

fine days of spring, any study can be accom-

plished by young men. "In those vernal

seasons of the year, when the air is calm and

pleasant, it were an injury and sullenness against

Nature not to go out and see her riches and

partake In her rejoicing with heaven and earth."

His sensibility to impressions from beauty

needs no proof from his history ; it shines

through every page. The form and the voice

of Leonora Baroni seemed to have captivated

him in Rome, and to her he addressed his

Italian sonnets and Latin epigrams.

To these endowments it must be added that

his address and his conversation were worthy

of his fame. His house was resorted to by

men of wit, and foreigners came to England, we

are told, "to see the Lord Protector and Mr.

Milton." In a letter to one of his foreign

correspondents, Emeric Bigot, and in reply

apparently to some compliment on his powers

of conversation, he writes :
" Many have been

celebrated for their compositions, whose com-
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mon conversation and intercourse have betrayed

no marks of sublimity or genius. But as far as

possible, I aim to show myself equal in thought

and speech to what I have written, if I have

written anything well."

These endowments received the benefit of a

careful and happy discipline. His father's care,

seconded by his own endeavor, introduced him

to a profound skill in all the treasures of Latin,

Greek, Hebrew and ItaHan tongues ; and, to

enlarge and enliven his elegant learning, he

was sent into Italy, where he beheld the re-

mains of ancient art, and the rival works of

Raphael, Michael Angelo and Correggio ; where,

also, he received social and academical honors

from the learned and the great. In Paris, he

became acquainted with Grotius ; in Florence

or Rome, with Galileo ; and probably no trav-

eller ever entered that country of history with

better right to its hospitality, none upon whom
its influences could have fallen more congen-

ially.

Among the advantages of his foreign travel,

Milton certainly did not count it the least that

it contributed to forge and polish that great

weapon of which he acquired such extraordinary

mastery,— his power of language. His lore of
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foreign tongues added daily to his consummate

skill in the use of his own. He was a bene-

factor of the English tongue by showing its

capabilities.' Very early in life he became con-

scious that he had more to say to his fellow men
than they, had fit words to embody. At nineteen

years, in a college exercise, he addresses his

native language, saying to it that it would be

his choice to leave trifles for a grave argument,

—

" Such as may make thee search thy coffers round.

Before thou clothe my fancy in fit sound;

Such where the deep transported mind may soar

Above the wheeling poles, and at Heaven's door

Look in, and see each bhssful deity.

How he before the thunderous throne doth lie." ^

Michael Angelo calls " him alone an artist,

whose hands can execute what his mind has

conceived." The world, no doubt, contains

many of that class of men whom Wordsworth

denominates silent poets, whose minds teem with

images which they want words to clothe. But

Milton's mind seems to have no thought or emo-

tion which refused to be recorded. His mastery

of his native tongue was more than to use it as

well as any other; he cast it into new forms.

He uttered in it things unheard before. Not

imitating but rivalling Shalcspeare, he scattered.
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in tones of prolonged and delicate melody, his

pastoral and romantic fancies ; then, soaring

into unattempted strains, he made it capable

of an unknown majesty, and bent it to express

every trait of beauty, every shade of thought

;

and searched the kennel and jakes as well as

the palaces of sound for the harsh discords of

his polemic wrath. We may even apply to his

performance on the instrument of language, his

own description of music :
—

" Notes, with many a winding bout

Of linked sweetness long drawn out.

With wanton heed and giddy cunning.

The melting voice through mazes running.

Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony." '

But whilst Milton was conscious of possess-

ing this intellectual voice, penetrating through

ages and propelling its melodious undulations

forward through the coming world, he knew
that this mastery of language was a secondary

power, and he respected the mysterious source

whence it had its spring ; namely, clear concep-

tions and a devoted heart. " For me," he said,

in his Apology for Smectymnuus, "although

I cannot say that I am utterly untrained in

those rules which best rhetoricians h^-ve given.
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or unacquainted with those examples which the

prime authors of eloquence have written in any

learned tongue, yet true eloquence I find to be

none but the serious and hearty love pf truth
;

and that whose mind soever is fully possessed

with a fervent desire to know good things, and

with the dearest charity to infuse the knowledge

of them into others, when such a man would

speak, his words, by what I can express, like so

many nimble and airy servitors, trip about him

at command, and in well-ordered files, as he

would wish, fall aptly into their own places."

But as basis or fountain of his rare physical

and intellectual accomplishments, the man
Milton was just and devout. He is rightly dear

to mankind, because in him, among so many

perverse and partial men of genius,— in him

humanity rights itself; the old eternal goodness

finds a home in his breast, and for once shows

itself beautiful. His gifts are subordinated to his

moral sentiments ; and his virtues are so grace-

ful that they seem rather talents than labors.

Among so many contrivances as the world

has seen to make holiness ugly, in Milton at

least it was so pure a flame that the foremost

impression his character makes is that of ele-

gance. The victories of the conscience in him
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are gained by the commanding charm which all

the severe and restrictive virtues have for him.

His virtues remind us of what Plutarch said

of Timoleon's victories, that they resembled

Homer's verses, they ran so easy and natural.

His habits of living were austere. He was

abstemious in diet, chaste, an early riser, and

industrious. He tells us, in a Latin poem, that

the lyrist may indulge in wine and in a freer

life ; but that he who would write an epic to the

nations must eat beans and drink water. Yet in

his severity is no grimace or effort. He serves

from love, not from fear. He is innocent and

exact, because his taste was so pure and delicate.

He acknowledges to his friend Diodati, at the

age of twenty-one, that he is enamoured, if ever

any was, of moral perfection :
" For whatever

the Deity may have bestowed upon me in

other respects, he has certainly inspired me, if

any ever were inspired, with a passion for the

good and fair. Nor did Ceres, according to the

fable, ever seek her daugh ter Proserpine with such

unceasing solicitude as I have sought this tov

KaXov iSeav, this perfect model of the beautiful

in all forms and appearances of things." '

When he was charged with loose habits of

living, he declares that " a certain niceness of
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nature, an honest haughtiness and self-esteem

either of what I was or what I might be, and a

modesty, kept me still above those low descents

of mind beneath which he must deject and

plunge himself that can agree " to such degra-

dation. " His mind gave him," he said, " that

every free and gentle spirit, without that oath

of chastity, ought to be born a knight ; nor

needed to expect the gilt spur, or the laying of

a sword upon his shoulder, to stir him up, by

his counsel and his arm, to secure and protect

"

attempted innocence.

He states these things, he says, " to show

that though Christianity had been but slightly

taught him, yet a certain reservedness of natural

disposition and moral discipline, learned out

of the noblest philosophy, was enough to keep

him in disdain of far less incontinences than

these " that had been charged on him. In like

spirit, he replies to the suspicious calumny re-

specting his morning haunts. " Those morning

haunts are where they should be, at home ; not

sleeping, or concocting the surfeits of an irregu-

lar feast, but up and stirring, in winter, often ere

the sound of any bell awake men to labor or

devotion ; in summer, as oft with the bird that

first rouses, or not much tardier, to read good
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authors, or cause them to be read, till the atten-

tion be weary, or memory have its perfect

fraught ; then with useful and generous labors

preserving the body's health and hardiness, to

render lightsome, clear and not lumpish obe-

dience to the mind, to the cause of religion and

our country's liberty, when it shall require firm

hearts in sound bodies to stand and cover their

stations. These are the morning practices."

'

This native honor never forsook him. It is

the spirit of Comus, the loftiest song in the

praise of chastity that is in any language. It

always sparkles in his eyes. It breathed itself

over his decent form. It refined his amusements,

which consisted in gardening, in exercise with

the sword and in playing on the organ. It

engaged his interest in chivalry, in courtesy,

in whatsoever savored of generosity and noble-

ness. This magnanimity shines in all his life.

He accepts a high impulse at every risk, and

deliberately undertakes the defence of the Eng-
lish people, when advised by his physicians that

he does it at the cost of sight. There is a for->-

bearance even in his polemics. He opens the

war and strikes the first blow. When he had cut

down his opponents, he left the details of death

and plunder to meaner partisans. He said, " he
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had learned the prudence of the Roman soldier,

not to stand breaking of legs, when the breath

was quite out of the body."

To this antique heroism, Milton added the

genius ofthe Christian sanctity. Few men could

be cited who have so well understood what is

peculiar in the Christian ethics, and the precise

aid it has brought to men, in being an emphatic

affirmation of the omnipotence of spiritual laws,

and, by way of marking the contrast to vulgar

opinions, laying its chief stress on humility.

The indifFerency ofa wise mind to what is called

high and low, and the fact that true greatness is

a perfect humility, are revelations of Christianity

which Milton well understood. They give an

inexhaustible truth to all his compositions. His

firm grasp of this truth is his weapon against

the prelates. He celebrates in the martyrs " the

unresistible might of weakness." He told the

bishops that "instead of showing the reason

of their lowly condition from divine example

and command, they seek to prove their high

preeminence from human consent and author-

ity." He advises that in country places, rather

than to trudge many miles to a church, public

worship be maintained nearer home, as in a

house or barn. " For notwithstanding the gaudy
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superstition of some still devoted ignorantly to

temples, we may be well assured that he who

disdained not to be born in a manger disdains

not to be preached in a barn." And the follow-

ing passage, in the Reason of Church Govern-

ment, indicates his own perception of the doc-

trine of humility. " Albeit I must confess to be

half in doubt whether I should bring it forth or

no, it being so contrary to the eye of the world,

that I shall endanger either not to be regarded,

or not to be understood. For who is there,

almost, that measures wisdom by simplicity,

strength by suffering, dignity by lowliness ?

"

Obeying this sentiment, Milton deserved the

apostrophe of Wordsworth :
—

" Pure as the naked heavens, majestic, free.

So didst thou travel on life's common way

In cheerftil godliness; and yet thy heart

The lowliest duties on itself did lay." '

He laid on himself the lowliest duties. Johnson

petulantly taunts Milton with " great promise

and small performance," in returning from Italy

because his country was in danger, and then

opening a private school. Milton, wiser, felt no

absurdity in this conduct. He returned into his

revolutionized country, and assumed an honest

and useful task, by which he might serve the
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state daily, whilst he launched from time to time

his formidable bolts against the enemies of lib-

erty. He felt the heats of that " love " which

" esteems no office mean." He compiled a logic

for boys ; he wrote a grammar ; and devoted

much of his time to the preparing of a Latin

dictionary. But the religious sentiment warmed

his writings and conduct with the highest affec-

tion of faith. The memorable covenant, which

in his youth, in the second book of the Rea-

son of Church Government, he makes with

God and his reader, expressed the faith of his

old age. For the first time since many ages,

the invocations of the Eternal Spirit in the

commencement of his books are not poetic

forms, but are thoughts, and so are still read

with delight. His views of choice of profession,

and choice in marriage, equally expect a divine

leading.'

Thus chosen, by the felicity of his nature and

of his breeding, for the clear perception of all

that is graceful and all that is great in man,

Milton was not less happy in his times. His

birth fell upon the agitated years when the

discontents of the English Puritans were fast

drawing to a head against the tyranny of the

Stuarts. No period has surpassed that in the
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general activity of mind. It is said that no

opinion, no civil, religious, moral dogma can be

produced that was not broached in the fertile

brain of that age. Questions that involve all

social and personal rights were hasting to be

decided by the sword, and were searched by eyes

to which the love of freedom, civil and religious,

lent new illumination. Milton, gentle, learned,

delicately bred in all the elegancy of art and

learning, was set down in England in the stern,

almost fanatic society of the Puritans. The part

he took, the zeal of his fellowship, make us

acquainted with the greatness of his spirit as

in tranquil times we could not have known it.

Susceptible as Burke to the attractions of histor-

ical prescription, of royalty, of chivalry, of an

ancient church illustrated by old martyrdoms

and installed in cathedrals,— he threw him-

self, the flower of elegancy, on the side of the

reeking conventicle ; the side of humanity, but

unlearned and unadorned. His muse was brave

and humane, as well as sweet.' He felt the

dear love of native land and native language.

The humanity which warms his pages begins,

as it should, at home. He preferred his own
English, so manlike he was, to the Latin, which

contained all the treasures of his memory.
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" My mother bore me," he said, " a speaker

of what God made mine own, and not a trans-

lator." He told the Parliament that " the

imprimaturs of Lambeth House had been writ

in Latin ; for that our English, the language of

men ever famous and foremost in the achieve-

ments of liberty, will not easily find servile

letters enow to spell such a dictatory presump-

tion." At one time he meditated writing a

poem on the settlement of Britain, and a his-

tory of England was one of the three main

tasks which he proposed to himself. He pro-

ceeded in it no further than to the Conquest.

He studied with care the character of his

countrymen, and once in the History, and once

again in the Reason of Church Government,

he has recorded his judgment of the English

genius.

Thus drawn into the great controversies of

the times, in them he is never lost in a party.

His private opinions and private conscience

always distinguish him. That which drew him

to the party was his love of liberty, ideal lib-

erty ; this therefore he could not sacrifice to

any party. Toland tells us, " As he looked

upon true and absolute freedom to be the

greatest happiness of this life, whether to
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societies or single persons, so he thought con-

straint of any sort to be the utmost misery

;

for which reason he used to tell those about

him the entire satisfaction of his mind that he

had constantly employed his strength and

faculties in the defence of liberty, and in direct

opposition to slavery." Truly he was an apostle

of freedom ; of freedom in the house, in the

state, in the church ; freedom of speech, free-

dom of the press
;
yet in his own mind dis-

criminated from savage license, because that

which he desired was the liberty of the wise

man, containing itself in the limits of virtue.

He pushed, as far as any in that democratic

age, his ideas of civil liberty. He proposed to

establish a republic, of which the federal power

was weak and loosely defined, and the substan-

tial power should remain with primary assem-

blies. He maintained that a nation may try,

judge and slay their king, if he be a tyrant.

He pushed as far his views of ecclesiastical-

liberty. He taught the doctrine of unlimited

toleration. One of his tracts is writ to prove

that no power on earth can compel in matters

of religion. He maintained the doctrine of liter-

ary liberty, denouncing the censorship of the

press, and insisting that a book shall come into
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the world as freely as a man, so only it bear the

name of author or printer, and be responsible

for itself like a man. He maintained the doc-

trine of domestic liberty, or the liberty of

divorce, on the ground that unfit disposition

of mind was a better reason for the act of

divorce than infirmity of body, which was

good ground in law. The tracts he wrote on

these topics are, for the most part, as fresh and

pertinent to-day as they were then. The events

which produced them, the practical issues to

which they tend, are mere occasions for this

philanthropist to blow his trumpet for human
rights. They are all varied applications of one

principle, the liberty of the wise man. He
sought absolute truth, not accommodating

truth. His opinions on all subjects are formed

for man as he ought to be, for a nation of

Miltons. He would be divorced when he finds

in his consort unfit disposition ; knowing that

he should not abuse that liberty, because with

his whole heart he abhors licentiousness and

loves chastity. He defends the slaying of the

king, because a king is a king no longer than

he governs by the laws ;
" It would be right to

kill Philip of Spain making an inroad into

England, and what right the king of Spain
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hath to govern us at all, the same hath the king

Charles to govern tyrannically." He would

remove hirelings out of the church, and sup-

port preachers by voluntary contributions ; re-

quiring that such only should preach as have

faith enough to accept so self-denying and

precarious a mode of life, scorning to take

thought for the aspects of prudence and expe-

diency. The most devout man of his time, he

frequented no church ; ' probably from a dis-

gust at the fierce spirit of the pulpits. And so,

throughout all his actions and opinions, is he a

consistent spiritualist, or believer in the omni-

potence of spiritual laws. He wished that his

writings should be communicated only to those

who desired to see them. He thought nothing

honest was low. He thought he could be famous

only in proportion as he enjoyed the approba-

tion of the'good. He admonished his friend

" not to admire military prowess, or things in

which force is of most avail. For it would not

be matter of rational wonder, if the wethers of

our country should be born with horns that

could batter down cities and towns. Learn to

estimate great characters, not by the amount

of animal strength, but by the habitual justice

and temperance of their conduct."
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Was there not a fitness in the undertaking of

such a person to write a poem on the subject

of Adam, the first man ? By his sympathy with

all Nature ; by the proportipn of his powers

;

by great knowledge, and by religion, he would

reascend to the height from which our nature

is supposed to have descended. From a just

knowledge of what man should be, he described

what he was. He beholds him as he walked in

Eden:—
'
' His fair large front and eye sublime declared

Absolute rule; and hyacinthine locks

Round from his parted forelock manly hung

Clustering, but not beneath his shoulders broad." '

And the soul of this divine creature is excellent

as his form. The tone of his thought and

passion is as healthful, as even and as vigorous

as befits the new and perfect model of a race of

gods.

The perception we have attributed to Mil-

ton, of a purer ideal of humanity, modifies his

poetic genius. The man is paramount to the

poet. His fancy is never transcendent, extrav-

agant ; but as Bacon's imagination was said

to be " the noblest that ever contented itself to

minister to the understanding," so Milton's

ministers to the character. Milton's sublimest
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song, bursting into heaven with its peals of

melodious thunder, is the voice of Milton still.

Indeed, throughout his poems, one may see,

under a thin veil, the opinions, the feelings,

even the incidents of the poet's life, still reap-

pearing. The sonnets are all occasional poems.

L' Allegro and II Penseroso are but a finer

autobiography of his youthful fancies at Hare-

field ; the Comus a transcript, in charming

numbers, of that philosophy of chastity, which,

in the Apology for Smectymnuus, and in the

Reason of Church Government, he declares

to be his defence and religion. The Samson

Agonistes is too broad an expression of his

private griefs to be mistaken, and is a version

of the Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce.

The most affecting passages in Paradise Lost

are personal allusions ; and when we are fairly

in Eden, Adam and Milton are often diffi-

cult to be separated. Again, in Paradise Re-

gained, we have the most distinct marks

of the progress of the poet's mind, in the

revision and enlargement of his religious opin-

ions. This may be thought to abridge his

praise as a poet. It is true of Homer and

Shakspeare that they do not appear in their

poems ; that those prodigious geniuses did cast
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themselves so totally into their song that their

individuality vanishes, and the poet towers to

the sky, whilst the man quite disappears. The
fact is memorable. Shall we say that in our

admiration and joy in these wonderful poems we

have even a feeling of regret that the men knew

not what they did ; that they were too passive

in their great service ; were channels through

which streams of thought flowed from a higher

source, which they did not appropriate, did not

blend with their own being ? Like prophets,

they seem but imperfectly aware of the import

of their own utterances. We hesitate to say

such things, and say them only to the unpleas-

ing dualism, when the man and the poet show

like a double consciousness. Perhaps we speak

to no fact, but to mere fables, of an idle men-

dicant Homer, and of a Shakspeare content

with a mean and jocular way of life. Be it how
it may, the genius and office of Milton were

different, namely, to ascend by the aids of his

learning and his religion— by an equal per-

ception, that is, of the past and the future—
to a higher insight and more lively delineation

of the heroic life of man. This was his poem ;

whereof all his indignant pamphlets and all his

soaring verses are only single cantos or detached
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stanzas. It was plainly needful that his poetry-

should be a version of his own life, in order

to give weight and solemnity to his thoughts

;

by which they might penetrate and possess the

imagination and the will of mankind. The

creations of Shakspeare are cast into the world

of thought to no further end than to delight.

Their intrinsic beauty is their excuse for being.

Milton, fired " with dearest charity to infuse

the knowledge of good things into others,"

tasked his giant imagination and exhausted the

stores of his intellect for an end beyond, namely,

to teach. His own conviction it is which giv.es

such authority to his strain. Its reality is its

force. If out of the heart it came, to the heart

it must go. What schools and epochs of com-

mon rhymers would it need to make a counter-

balance to the severe oracles of his muse :
—

" In them is plainest taught and easiest learnt.

What makes a nation happy, and keeps it so." '

The lover of Milton reads one sense in his

prose and in his metrical compositions ; and

sometimes the muse soars highest in the for-

mer, because the thought is more sincere. Of
his prose in general, not the style alone but the

argument also is poetic ; according to Lord

Bacon's definition of poetry, following that of
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Aristotle, " Poetry, not finding the actual world

exactly conformed to its idea of good and fair,

seeks to accommodate the shows of things to

the desires of the mind, and to create an ideal

world better than the world of experience."

Such certainly is the explanation of Milton's

tracts. Such is the apology to be entered for

the plea for freedom of divorce; an essay,

which, from the first, until now, has brought a

degree of obloquy on his name. It was a sally

of the extravagant spirit of the time, overjoyed,

as in the French Revolution, with the sudden

victories it had gained, and eager to carry on

the standard of truth to new heights. It is to

be regarded as a poem on one of the griefs of

man's condition, namely, unfit marriage. And
as many poems have been written upon unfit

society, commending solitude, yet have not

been proceeded against, though their end was

hostile to the state ; so should this receive that

charity which an angelic soul, suffering more

keenly than others from the unavoidable evils

of human life, is entitled to.

We have offered no apology for expanding to

such length our commentary on the character of

John Milton ; who, in old age, in solitude, in

neglect, and blind, wrote the Paradise Lost ; a
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man whom labor or danger never deterred from

whatever efforts a love of the supreme interests

of man prompted. For are we not the better

;

are not all men fortified by the remembrance

of the bravery, the purity, the temperance, the

toil, the independence and the angelic devotion

of this man, who, in a revolutionary age, taking

counsel only of himself, endeavored, in his

writings and in his life, to carry out the life of

man to new heights of spiritual grace and dig-

nity, without any abatement of its strength ?





VIII

ART AND CRITICISM

To clothe the fiery thought

In simple words succeeds.

For still the craft of genius is

To mask a king in weeds.





ART AND CRITICISM

LITERATURE is but a poor trick, you

will say, when it busies itself to make words

pass for things ; and yet 1 am far from thinking

this subordinate service unimportant. The sec-

ondary services of literature may be classed

under the name of Rhetoric, and are quite

as important in letters as iron is in war. An
enumeration of the few principal weapons of the

poet or writer will at once suggest their value.

Writing is the greatest of arts, the subtilest,

and of most miraculous effect ; and to it the

education is costliest. On the writer the choicest

influences are concentrated,— nothing that does

not go to his costly equipment : a war, an earth-

quake, revival of letters, the new dispensation

by Jesus, or by Angels ; Heaven, Hell, power,

science, the Niant^ exist to him as colors for

his brush.

In this art modern society has introduced

a new element, by introducing a new audience.

The decline of the privileged orders, all . over

the world ; the advance of the- Third Estate
;

the transformation of the laborer into reader

and writer has compelled the learned and the
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thinkers to address them. Chiefly in this

country, the common school has added two or

three audiences : once, we had only the boxes ;

now, the galleries and the pit.'

There is, in every nation, a style which never

becomes obsolete, a certain mode of phraseology

so consonant and congenial to the analogy and

principles of its respective language as to remain

settled and unaltered. This style is probably to

be sought in the common intercourse of life,

among those who speak only to be understood,

without ambition of elegance. The polite are

always catching modish innovations, and the

learned depart from established forms of speech,

in hope of finding or making better ; those who

wish for distinction forsake the vulgar, when the

vulgar is right ; but there is a conversation above

grossness and below refinement where prosperity

resides, and where Shakspeare seems to have

gathered his comic dialogue. Goethe valued

himself not on his learning or eccentric flights,

but that he knew how to write German. And
many of his poems are so idiomatic, so strongly

rooted in the German soil, that they are the

terror of translators, who say they cannot be

rendered into any other language without loss

of vigor, as we say of any darling passage of
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our own masters. " Le style c'est I'homme/'

said BufFon ; and Goethe said, " Poetry here,

poetry there, I have learned to speak German."

And when I read of various extraordinary poly-

glots, self-made or college-made, who can under-

stand fifty languages, I answer that I shall be

glad and surprised to find that they know

one. For if I were asked how many masters of

English idiom I know, I shall be perplexed to

count five.

Ought not the scholar to convey his meaning

in terms as short and strong as the smith and

the drover use to convey theirs ? You know
the history of the eminent English writer on

gypsies, George Borrow ; he had one clear per-

ception, that the key to every country was com-

mand of the language of the common people.

He therefore mastered thepatois of the gypsies,

called Romany, which is spoken by them in all

countries where they wander, in Europe, Asia,

Africa. Yet much of the raw material of the

street-talk is absolutely untranslatable into print,

and one must learn from Burke how to be severe

without being unparliamentary. Rabelais and

Montaigne are masters of this Romany, but can-

not be read aloud, and so far fall short. Whit-

man is our American master, but has not got
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out of the Fire-Club and gained the entr'ee of

the sitting-rooms. Bacon, if " he could out-cant

a London chirurgeon," must have possessed

the Romany under his brocade robes. Luther

said, " I preach coarsely ; that giveth content

to all. Hebrew, Greek and Latin I spare, until

we learned ones come together, and then we

make it so curled and finical that God himself

wondereth at us." He who would be powerful

must have the terrible gift of familiarity,—
Mirabeau, Chatham, Fox, Burke, O'Connell,

Patrick Henry; and among writers. Swift, De
Foe and Carlyle.

Look at this forlorn caravan of travellers who
wander over Europe dumb, — never exchange

a word, in the mother tongue of either, with

prince or peasant ; but condemned to the

company of a courier and of the padrone when

they cannot take refuge in the society of coun-

trymen. A well-chosen series of stereoscopic

views would have served a better purpose, which

they can explore at home, sauced with joyful

discourse and with reference to all the books

in your library.

Speak with the vulgar, think with the wise.

See how Plato managed it, with an imagination

so gorgeous, and a taste so patrician, that Jove,
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if he descended, was to speak in his style. Into

the exquisite refinement of his Academy, he

introduces the low-born Socrates, relieving the

purple diction by his perverse talk, his gallipots,

and cook, and trencher, and cart-wheels— and

steadily kept this, coarseness to flavor a dish

else too luscious. Everybody knows the points

in which the mob has the advantage of the Acad-

emy, and all able men have known how to

import the petulance of the street into correct

discourse. I heard, when a greafbank president

was expounding the virtues of his party and of

the government to a silent circle of bank pen-

sioners, a grave Methodist exclaimed " Fiddle-

sticks !
" The whole party were surprised and

cheered, except the bank president, though it

would be difficult to explain the propriety of

the expression, as no music or fiddle was so

much as thought of.

Not only low style, but the lowest classifying

words outvalue arguments; as, upstart, dab,

cockney, prig, granny, lubber, puppy, peacock—
"A cocktail House of Commons." I remem-

ber when a venerable divine [Dr. Osgood] called

the young preacher's sermon " patty cake."

The sans-culottes at Versailles cried out, " Let

our Httle Mother Mirabeau speak!" Who has
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not heard in the street how forcible is bosh,

gammon and gas. The short Saxon words with

which the people help themselves are better

than Latin. The language of the street is always

strong. I envy the boys the force of the double

negative (no shoes, no money, no nothing),

though clean contrary to our grammar rules,

and I confess to some titillation of my ears

from a rattling oath.'

In the infinite variety of talents, 't is certain

that some meji swear with genius. I knew a

poet in whose talent Nature carried this freak so

far that his only graceful verses were pretty

blasphemies. " The better the worse," you will

say ; and I own it reminds one of Vathek's

collection of monstrous men with humps of a

picturesque peak, and horns of exquisite polish.'

What traveller has not listened to the vigor of

the Sacre! of the French postilion, the Sia am-

mazato ! of the Italian contadino, or the deep

stomach of an English drayman's execration.

I remember an occasion when a proficient in this

style came from North Street to Cambridge

and drew a crowd of young critics in the college

yard, who found his wrath so aesthetic and

fertilizing that they took notes, and even over-

stayed the hour of the mathematical professor.
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'T is odd what revolutions occur. We were

educated in horror of Satan, but Goethe re-

marked that all men like to hear him named-

Burns took him into compassion and expressed

a blind wish for his reformation.

"Ye aiblins might, I dinna ken.

Still have a stake." '

And George Sand finds a whole nation who

regard him as a personage who has been greatly

wronged, and in which he is really the subject of

a covert worship. As a study in language, the

use of this word is curious, to see how words

help us and must be philosophical. The Devil

in philosophy is absolute negation, falsehood,

nothing ; and in the popular mind, the Devil

is a malignant person. Yet all our speech

expresses the first sense. " The Devil a monk
was. he," means, he was no monk, and " The
Devil you did !

" means you did not. Natural

science gives us the inks, the shades ; ink of

Erebus— night of Chaos.^ . . . Goethe, who
had collected all the diabolical hints in men and

nature for traits for his Walpurgis Nacht, con-

tinued the humor of collecting such horrors

after this first occasion had passed, and professed

to point his guest to his Walpurgis Sack, or

Acherontian Bag, in which, he said, he put all
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his dire hints and images, and into which, he

said, he should be afraid to fall himself, lest he

should be burnt up. Dante Is the professor that

shall teach both the noble low style, the power

of working up all his experience into heaven and

hell ; also the sculpture of compression.

The next virtue of rhetoric is compression,

the science of omitting, which makes good the

old verse of Hesiod, " Fools, they did not

know that halfwas better than the whole." The
French have a neat phrase, that the secret of

boring you is that of telling all,— " Le secret

d'ennuyer est celui de tout dire
;

" which we

translate short, " Touch and go." The silences,

pauses, of an orator are as telling as his words.'

What the poet omits exalts every syllable that

he writes. In good hands it will never become

sterility. A good writer must convey the feeling

of a flamboyant witness, and at the same time

of chemic selection,— as if in his densest period

was no cramp, but room to turn a chariot and

horses between his valid words. There is hardly

danger in America of excess of condensation

;

there must be no cramp insufficiency, but the

superfluous must be omitted. In the Hindoo

mythology, " Viswaharman " placed the sun on

his lathe to grind off some of his effulgence, and
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in this manner reduced it to an eighth,— more

was inseparable. . . .

In architecture the beauty is increased in the

degree in which the material is safely dimin-

ished ; as when you break up a prose wall, and

leave all the strength in the poetry of columns.

As soon as you read aloud, you will find what

sentences drag. Blot them out, and read again,

you will find the words that drag. 'T is like a

pebble inserted in a mosaic. Resolute blotting

rids you of all those phrases that sound like

something and mean nothing, with which

scriptural forms play a large part. Never say,

" I beg not to be misunderstood." It is only

graceful in the case when you are afraid that

what is called a better meaning will be taken,

and you wish to insist on a worse ; a man has

a right to pass, like Dean Swift, for a worse man
than he is, but not for a better.

And I sometimes wish that the Board of

Education might carry out the project of a col-

lege for graduates of our universities, to which

editors and members of Congress and writers of

books might repair, and learn to sink what we

could best spare of our words ; to gazette those

Americanisms which offend us in all journals.

Some of these are odious. Some as an adverb
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— " reeled some ; " considerable as an adverb

for much ;
" quite a number ;

" slim for bad ; the

adjective graphic, which means what is written,

— graphic arts and oral arts, arts of writing,

and arts of speech and song,— but is used

as if it meant descriptive : " Minerva's graphic

thread." A Mr. Randall, M. C, who appeared

before the committee of the House of Com-
mons on the subject of the American mode
of closing a debate, said, " that the one-hour

rule worked well ; made the debate short and

graphic." 'T is the worst praise you can give

a speech that it is as if written.

Never use the word development, and be

wary of the whole family of Fero." Danger-

ous words in like kind are display, improve-

ment, peruse, circumstances, commence for begin.

Vulgarisms to be gazetted, moiety used for a

small part ;
— "nothing would answer but;"

" there is none but what"— "there being scarce

a person of any note in England but what

some time or other paid a visit or sent a

present to our Lady of Walsingham " (Bishop

Parcy) ;
" might have to go ;

" "I have been

to Europe;" "in our midst;" considerable—
" it is considerable of a compliment," " under

considerable of a cloud;" balance for remainder
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— " spent the balance of his life ;
" " as a gen-

eral thing ;
" " after all." Confusions of lie and

lay, sit and set, shall and will.

Persons have been named from their abuse

of certain phrases, as " Pyramid " Lambert,

" Finality " Russell, " Humanity " Martin,

" Horizon " Turner.

Every age gazettes a quantity of words which

it has used up. We are now offended with

" Standpoint," ' " Myth," " Subjective," " the

Good and the True " and " the Cause."

A list might be made of showy words that

tempt young writers : asphodel, harbinger,

chalice, flamboyant^ golden, diamond, amethyst,

opal and the rest of the precious stones, carcanet,

diadem.

But these cardinal rules of rhetoric find best

examples in the great masters, and are main

sources of the delight they give. Shakspeare

might be studied for his dexterity in the use of

these weapons, if it were not for his heroic

strength. There is no such master of low style

as he, and therefore none can securely soar so

high. I do not mean that he delights in comedy,

exults in bringing the street itself, uproarious

with laughter and animal joy, on to the scene,

with FalstafF and Touchstone and Trinculo and
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the fools ; bxit that in the conduct of the play,

and the speech of the heroes, he keeps the level

tone which is the tone of high and low alike,

and most widely understood. A man of expe-

rience altogether, his very sonnets are as solid

and close to facts as the Banker's Gazette ; and

the only check on the detail of each of his por-

traits is his own universality, which made bias

or fixed ideas impossible— his impartiality is

like a sunbeam.

His fun is as wise as his earnest, its founda-

tions are below the frost.' His muse is moral

simply from its depth, and I value the inter-

mixture of the common and the transcendental

as in Nature. One would say Shakspeare must

have been a thousand years old when he wrote

his first piece ; so thoroughly is his thought

familiar to him, so solidly worded, as if it were

already a proverb, and not only hereafter to

become one. Well, that millennium is really only

a little acceleration in his process of thought

;

his loom is better toothed, cranked and pedalled

than other people's, and he can turn off a hun-

dred yards to their one. Shakspeare is nothing

but a large utterance. We cannot find that

anything in his age was more worth expression

than anything in ours ; nor give any account of
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his existence, but only the fact that there was

a wonderful symboUzer and expressor, who

has no rival in all ages and who has thrown an

accidental lustre over his time and subject.

My friend thinks the reason why the French

mind is so shallow, and still to seek, running

into vagaries and blind alleys, is because they

do not read Shakspeare ; whilst the English and

Germans, who read Shakspeare and the Bible,

have a great onward march. Shakspeare would

have sufficed for the culture of a nation for vast

periods. The Chinese have got on so long with

their solitary Confucius and Mencius ; the Arabs

with their Mahomet ; the Scandinavians with

their Snorre Sturleson; and if the English island

had been larger and the Straits of Dover wider,

to keep it at pleasure a little out of the im-

broglio of Europe, they might have managed to

feed on Shakspeare for some ages yet ; as the

camel in the desert is fed by his humps, in long

absence from food.

Montaigne must have the credit of giving to

literature that which we listen for in bar-

rooms, the low speech,— words and phrases

that no scholar coined ; street-cries and war-

cries ; words of the boatman, the farmer and

the lord ; that have neatness and necessity.
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through their use in the vocabulary of work

and appetite, like the pebbles which the inces-

sant attrition of the sea has rounded. Every

historic autobiographic trait authenticating the

man adds to the value of the book. We can't

afford to take the horse out of the Essays ; it

would take the rider too.

Herrick is a remarkable example of the low

style. He is, therefore, a good example of

the modernness of an old English writer. So

Latimer, so Chaucer, so the Bible. He found

his subject where he stood, between his feet,

in his house, pantry, barn, poultry-yard, in his

village, neighbors' gossip and scandal. Like

Montaigne in this, that his subject cost him

nothing, and he knew what he spake of, and

did not write up to it, but could write down (a

main secret),' and took his level, so that he

had all his strength, the easiness of strength

;

he took what he knew, and "took it easy," as

we say. The Germans praise in Goethe the

comfortable stoutness. Herrick's merit is the

simplicity and manliness of his utterance, and,

rarely, the weight of his sentence. He has,

and knows that he has, a noble, idiomatic

English, a perfect, plain style, from which he

can soar to a fine, lyric delicacy, or descend to
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coarsest sarcasm, without losing his firm foot-

ing. This flower of speech is accompanied

with an assurance of fame. We have an artist

who in this merit of which I speak will easily

cope with these celebrities.

In Carlyle as in Byron one is more struck

with the rhetoric than with the matter. He
has manly superiority rather than intellectuality,

and so makes hard hits all the time. There 's

more character than intellect in every sentence

— herein strongly resembling Samuel Johnson.

The best service Carlyle has rendered is to rhet-

oric, or art of writing. In his books the vicious

conventions of writing are all dropped. You
have no board interposed between you and the

writer's mind, but he talks flexibly, now high,

now low, in loud emphasis, in undertones, then

laughs till the walls ring, then calmly moderates,

then hints, or raises an eyebrow. He has gone

nigher to the wind than any other craft.

Carlyle, with his inimitable ways of saying

the thing, is next best to the inventor of the

thing, and I think of him when I read the

famous inscription on the pyramid, " I King

Saib built this pyramid. I, when I had built it,

covered it with satin. Let him who cometh after

me, and says he is equal to me, cover it with
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mats." What he has said shall be proverb, no-

body shall be able to say it otherwise. No book,

can any longer be tolerable in the old husky

Neal-on-the-Puritans model. In short, I think

the revolution wrought by Carlyle is precisely

parallel to that going forward in picture, by

the stereoscope. Until history is interesting, it

is not yet written.

Here has come into the country, three

months ago, a History of Friedrich, infinitely

the wittiest book that ever was written ; a book

that, one would think, the English people would

rise up in a mass to thank him for, by cordial

acclamation, and signify, by crowning him with

chaplet of oak-leaves, their joy that such a

head existed among them, and sympathizing

and much-reading America would make a new

treaty or send a minister extraordinary to offer

congratulations of honoring delight to England

in acknowledgment of such a donation ; a

book holding so many memorable and heroic

facts, working directly on practice ; with new

heroes, things unvoiced before— the German

Plutarch, now that we have exhausted the

Greek and Roman and British biography— with

a range, too, of thought and wisdom, so large,

so colloquially elastic, that we not so much read
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a stereotype page as we see the eyes of the

writer looking into ours, whilst he is humming

and chuckling, with undertones, and trumpet-

tones, and shrugs, and long commanding

glances, stereoscoping every figure that passes,

and every hill, river, wood, hummock and

pebble in the long perspective, with its wonder-

ful mnemonics, whereby great and insignificant

men are inefFaceably marked and medalled in

the memory by what they were, had and did

;

and withal a book that is a judgment-day for

its moral verdict on the men and nations and

manners of modern times. And this book

makes no noise. I have hardly seen a notice of

it in any newspaper or journal, and you would

think there was no such book. I am not aware

that Mr. Buchanan has sent a special messenger

to Great Cheyne Row, Chelsea ; but the secret

interior wits and hearts of men take note of it,

not the less surely. They have said nothing

lately in praise of the air, or of fire, or of the

blessing of love, and yet, I suppose, they are

sensible of these, and not less of this Book,

which is like these.

After Low Style and Compression what the

books call Metonomy is a principal power of

rhetoric. It means, using one word or image
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for another. It is a low idealism. Idealism

regards the world as symbolic, and all these

symbols or forms as fugitive and convertible

expressions. The power of the poet is in con-

trolling these symbols ; in using every fact in

Nature, however great and stable, as a fluent

symbol, and in measuring his strength by the

facility with which he makes the mood of mind

give its color to things. The world, history,

the powers of Nature,— he can make them

speak what sense he will.

All conversation, as all literature, appears to

me the pleasure of rhetoric, or, I may say, of

metonomy. " To make of motes mountains, and

of mountains motes," Isocrates said, " was the

orator's office." Well, that is what poetry and

thinking do. Whatever new object we see, we

perceive to be only a new version of our famil-

iar experience, and we set about translating it

at once into our parallel facts. We have hereby

our vocabulary.

Everything has two handles. Pindar when

the victor in a race by mules offered him a

trifling present, pretended to be hurt at thought

of writing on demi-asses. When, however, he

offered a sufficient present, he composed the

poem :
—
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"Hail, daughters of the tempest-footed horse.

That skims like wind along the course."

That was the other handle. I passed at one

time through a place called. New City, then

supposed, like each of a hundred others, to be

destined to greatness. I fell in with one of the

founders who showed its advantages and its

river and port and the capabilities :
" Sixty

houses, sir, were built in a night, like tents."

After Chicago had secured the confluence of

the railroads to itself, I chanced to meet my
founder again, but now removed to Chicago.

He had transferred to that city the magnificent

dreams which he had once communicated to

me, and no longer remembered his first empo-

rium. " Where is the town ? Was there not,"

I asked, " a river and a harbor there ?
" " Oh

yes, there was a guzzle out of a sand-bank."

" And the town ?
" " There are still the sixty

houses, but when I passed it, one owl was the

only inhabitant." When Samuel Dexter, long

since, argued the claims of South Boston Bridge,

he .had to meet loud complaints of the shut-

ting out of the coasting-trade by the proposed

improvements. " Now," said he, " I come to the

grand charge that we have obstructed the com-

merce and navigation ofRoxbury Ditch." 'Tis
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very easy to call the gracious spring " poor

goody herb-wife," or to represent the farm,

which stands for the organization of the gravest

needs, as a poor trifle of pea-vines, turnips

and hen-roosts. Everything has two handles.

Shakspeare says, " A plague of opinion ; a man
can wear it on both sides, like a leather jerkin."

Here is my friend E.,' the model of opinion-

ists. He is the April day incarnated and walk-

ing, soft sunshine and hailstones, sour east

wind and flowery southwest— alternating, and

each sovereign, and painting all things its own
color. He has it all his own way. He com-

plains of Nature,— too many leaves, too windy

and grassy, and I suppose the birds are too

feathery and the horses too leggy. He thinks

Egypt a humbug, and Palestine used up, and

England a flash in the pan ; and that the only

art is landscape-painting. But when we came,

in the woods, to a clump of goldenrod,

—

" Ah !
" he says, " here they are ! these things

consume a great deal of time. I don't know
but they are of more importance than any

other of our investments." Well, this is the

game that goes on every day in all companies

;

this is the ball that is tossed in every court of

law, in every legislature and in literature, and
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in the history of every mind by sovereignty

of thought to make facts and men obey our

present humor or belief.

I designed to speak, of one point more, the

touching a principal question in criticism in

recent times— the Classic and Romantic, or

what is classic ?

The art of writing is the highest of those per-

mitted toman as drawing directly from the soul,

and the means or material it uses are also of

the soul. It brings man into alliance with what

is great and eternal. It discloses to him the

variety and splendor ofhis resources. And there

is much in literature that draws us with a sub-

lime charm — the superincumbent necessity by

which each writer, an infirm, capricious, frag-

mentary soul, is made to utter his part in the

chorus of humanity, is enriched by thoughts

which flow from all past minds, shares the hopes

of all existing minds ; so that, whilst the world

is made of youthful, helpless children of a day,

literature resounds with the music ofunited vast

ideas of affirmation and of moral truth.

What is the Classic ? Classic art is the art of

necessity ; organic ; modern or romantic bears

the stamp of caprice or chance. One is the
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product of inclination, of caprice, of haphazard
;

the other carries its law and necessity within

itself.

The politics of monarchy, when all hangs

on the accidents of life and temper of a single

person, may be called romantic politics. The
democratic, when the power proceeds organically

from the people and is responsible to them, are

classic politics. The classic unfolds, the roman-

tic adds. The classic should, the modern would.

The classic is healthy, the romantic is sick. The
classic draws its rule from the genius of that

which it does, and not from by-ends. It does

not make a novel to establish a principle of

political economy.

Don't set out to please
;
you will displease.

The Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung deprecates

an observatory founded for the benefit of navi-

gation. Nor can we promise that our School

of Design will secure a lucrative post to the

pupils.

When I read Plutarch, or look at a Greek

vase, I incline to accept the common opinion of

scholars, that the Greeks had clearer wits than

any other people. But there is anything but

time in my idea of the antique. A clear or nat-

ural expression by word or deed is that which
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we mean when we love and praise the antique.

In society I do not find it, in modern books,

seldom ; but when I come into the pastures,

I find antiquity again. Once in the fields with

the lowing cattle, the birds, trees and waters

and satisfying curves of the landscape, and I

cannot tell whether this is Thessaly and Enna,

or whether Concord and Acton.

A man of genius or a work of love or beauty

will not come to order, can't be compounded by

the best rules, but is always a new and incalcul-

able result, like health. Don't rattle your rules

in our ears ; we must behave as we can. Criti-

cism is an art when it does not stop at the words

of the poet, but looks at the order of his

thoughts and the essential quality of his mind.

Then the critic is poet. 'T is a question not of

talents but of tone ; and not particular merits,

but the mood of mind into which one and

another can bring us."





IX

PAPERS FROM THE DIAL

The tongue is prone to lose the way;

Not so the pen, for in a letter

We have not better things to say.

But surely say them better.





PAPERS FROM THE DIAL

THOUGHTS ON MODERN LITERATURE

IN our fidelity to the higher truth we need not

disown our debt, in our actual state of cul-

ture, in the twilights of experience, to these rude

helpers. They keep alive the memory and the

hope of a better day. When we flout all partic-

ular books as initial merely, we truly express

the privilege of spiritual nature, but alas, not

the fact and fortune of this low Massachusetts

and Boston, of these humble Junes and Decem-

bers of mortal life. Our souls are not self-fed,

but do eat and drink of chemical water and

wheat. Let us not forget the genial miraculous

force we have known to proceed from a book.

We go musing into the vault of day and night

;

no constellation shines, no muse descends, the

stars are white points, the roses, brick-colored

leaves, and frogs pipe, mice cheep, and wagons

creak along the road. We return to the house

and take up Plutarch or Augustine, and read a

few sentences or pages, and lo ! the air swims

with life, secrets of magnanimity and grandeur
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invite us on every hand, life is made up of them.

Such is our debt to a book. Observe moreover

that we ought to credit hterature with much
more than the bare word it gives us. I have just

been reading poems which now in memory shine

with a certain steady, warm, autumnal light.

That is not in their grammatical construction

which they give me. If I analyze the sentences,

it eludes me, but is the genius and suggestion

of the whole. Over every true poem lingers a

certain wild beauty, immeasurable ; a happiness

lightsome and delicious fills the heart and brain,

as they say every man walks environed by his

proper atmosphere, extending to some distance

around him. This beautiful result must be cred-

ited to literature also in casting its account.

In looking at the library of the Present Age,

we are first struck with the fact of the immense

miscellany. It can hardly be characterized by

any species of book, for every opinion, old and

new, every hope and fear, every whim and folly,

has an organ. It exhibits a vast carcass of tra-

dition every year with as much solemnity as a

new revelation. Along with these it vents books

that breathe of new morning, that seem to heave

with the life of millions, books for which men

and women peak and pine ; books which take
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the rose out of the cheek of him that wrote

them, and give him to the midnight a sad, soli-

tary, diseased man ; which leave no man where

they found him, but make him better or worse ;

and which work dubiously on society and seem

to inoculate it with a venom before any healthy

result appears.

In order to any complete view of the litera-

ture of the present age, an inquiry should in-

clude what it quotes, what it writes and what

it wishes to write. In our present attempt to

enumerate some traits of the recent literature,

we shall have somewhat to offer on each of these

topics, but we cannot promise to set in very

exact order what we have to say.

In the first place it has all books. It reprints

the wisdom of the world. How can the age be

a bad one which gives me Plato and Paul and

Plutarch, Saint Augustine, Spinoza, Chapman,

Beaumont and Fletcher, Donne and Sir Thomas
Browne, beside its own riches ? Our presses

groan every year with new editions of all the

select pieces of the first of mankind,— medita-

tions, history, classifications, opinions, epics,

lyrics, which the age adopts by quoting them.

Ifwe should designate favorite studies in which

the age delights more than in the rest of this
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great mass of the permanent literature of the

human race, one or two instances would be con-

spicuous. First ; the prodigious growth and

influence of the genius of Shakspeare, in the

last one hundred and fifty years, is itself a fact

of the first importance. It almost alone has

called out the genius of the German nation into

an activity which, spreading from the poetic

into the scientific, religious and philosophical

domains, has made theirs now at last the para-

mount intellectual influence of the world, react-

ing with great energy on England and America.

And thus, and not by mechanical diffusion, does

an original genius work and spread himself'

The poetry and speculation of the- age are

marked by a certain philosophic turn, which dis-

criminates them from the works of earlier times.

The poet is not content to see how " Fair hangs

the apple from the rock," " What music a sun-

beam awoke in the groves," nor of Hardiknute,

how
" Stately slept he east the wa,

And stately stept he west,"

but he now revolves, What is the apple to me .''

and what the birds to me ? and what is Hardi-

knute to me ? and what am I ? And this is

called subjectiveness, as the eye is withdrawn
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from the object and fixed on the subject or

mind.

We can easily concede that a steadfast tend-

ency of this sort appears in modern literature.

It is the new consciousness of the one mind,

which predominates in criticism. It is the uprise

of the soul, and not the decline. It is founded

on that insatiable demand for unity, the need

to recognize one nature in all the variety of

objects, which always characterizes a genius

of the first order. Accustomed always to behold

the presence of the universe in every part, the

soul will not condescend to look at any new part

as a stranger, but saith,— "I know all already,

and what art thou ? Show me thy relations to

me, to all, and I will entertain thee also."

There is a pernicious ambiguity -in the use of

the term subjective. We say, in accordance with

the gefieral view I have stated, that the single

soul feels its right to be no longer confounded

with numbers, but itself to sit in judgment on

history and literature, and to summon all facts

and parties before its tribunal. And in this sense

the age is subjective.

But, in all ages, and now more, the narrow-

minded have no interest in anything but in its

relation to their personality. What will help
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them to be delivered from some burden, eased

in some circumstance, flattered or pardoned or

enriched ; what will help to marry or to divorce

them, to prolong or to sweeten life, is sure of

their interest ; and nothing else. Every form

under the whole heaven they behold in this

most partial light or darkness of intense selfish-

ness, until we hate their being. And this habit

of intellectual selfishness has acquired in our day

the fine name of subjectiveness.

Nor is the distinction between these two

habits to be found in the circumstance of using

the first person singular, or reciting facts and

feelings of personal history. A man may say I,

and never refer to himself as an individual ; and

a man may recite passages of his life with no

feeling of egotism. Nor need a man have a

vicious subjectiveness because he deals in ab-

stract propositions.'

But the criterion which discriminates these

two habits in the poet's mind is the tendency

of his composition ; namely, whether it leads us

to Nature, or to the person of the writer. The

great always introduce us to facts; small men

introduce us always to themselves. The great

man, even whilst he relates a private fact per-

sonal to him, is really leading us away from him
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to an universal experience. His own affection

is in Nature, in what is, and, of course, all his

communication leads outward to it, starting from

whatsoever point. The great never with their

own consent become a load on the minds they

instruct. The more they draw us to them, the

farther from them or more independent of them

we are, because they have brought us to the

knowledge ofsomewhat deeper than both them

and us. The great never hinder us ; for their

activity is coincident with the sun and moon,

with the course of the rivers and of the winds,

with the stream of laborers in the street and

with all the activity and well-being of the race.

The great lead us to Nature, and in our age to

metaphysical Nature, to the invisible awful facts,

to moral abstractions, which are not less Nature

than is a river, or a coal-mine,— nay, they are

far more Nature,— but its essence and soul.

But the weak and wicked, led also to analyze,

saw nothing in thought but' luxury. Thought

for the selfish became selfish. They invited us

to. contemplate Nature, and showed us an abom-

inable self. Would you know the genius of

the writer? Do not enumerate his talents or his

feats, but ask thyself. What spirit is he of? Do
gladness and hope and fortitude flow from his
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page into thy heart ? Has he led thee to Nature

because his own soul was too happy in behold-

ing her power and love ? Or is his passion for

the wilderness only the sensibility of the sick,

the exhibition of a talent which only shines

whilst you praise it ; which has no root in the

character, and can thus minister to the vanity

but not to the happiness of the possessor ; and

which derives all its 'eclat from our conventional

education, but would not make itself intelligible

' to the wise man of another age or country ?

The water we wash with never speaks of itself,

nor does fire or wind or tree. Neither does the

noble natural man : he yields himself to your

occasion and use, but his act expresses a refer-

ence to universal good.

Another element of the modern poetry akin

to this subjective tendency, or rather the direc-

tion of that same on the question of resources,

is the Feeling of the Infinite. Of the perception

now fast becoming a conscious fact,— that there

is One Mind, and that all the powers and priv-

ileges which lie in any, lie in all ; that I, as a

man, may claim and appropriate whatever of true

or fair or good or strong has anywhere been ex-

hibited ; that Moses and Confucius, Montaigne

and Leibnitz, are not so much individuals as
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they are parts of man and parts of me, and my
intelligence proves them my own,— literature

is far the best expression. It is true, this is not

the only nor the obvious lesson it teaches. A
selfish commerce and government have caught

the eye and usurped the hand of the masses.

It is not to be contested that selfishness and the

senses write the laws under which we live, and

that the street seems to be built, and the men
and women in it moving, not in reference to

pure and grand ends, but rather to very short

and sordid ones. Perhaps no considerable mi-

nority, no one man, leads a quite clean and lofty

life. What then ? We concede in sadness the

fact. But we say that these low customary ways

are not all that survives in human beings. There

is that in us which mutters, and that which

groans, and that which triumphs, and that which

aspires. There are facts on which men of the

world superciliously smile, which are worth all

their trade and politics ; which drive young men
into gardens and solitary places, and cause

extravagant gestures, starts, distortions of the

countenance and passionate exclamations ; sen-

timents, which find no ahment or language for

themselves on the wharves, in court, or market,

but which are soothed by silence, by darkness.
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by the pale stars, and the presence of Nature.

All over the modern world the educated and

susceptible have betrayed their discontent with

the limits of our municipal Hfe, and with the

poverty of our dogmas of religion and philo-

sophy. They betray this impatience by fleeing

for resource to a conversation with Nature, which

is courted in a certain moody and exploring

spirit, as if they anticipated a more intimate

union of man with the world than has been

known in recent ages. Those who cannot tell

what they desire or expect still sigh and struggle

with indefinite thoughts and vast wishes. The
very child in the nursery prattles mysticism, and

doubts and philosophizes. A wild striving to

express a more inward and infinite sense char-

acterizes the works of every art. The music of

Beethoven is said, by those who understand it,

to labor with vaster conceptions and aspirations

than music has attempted before. This feeling

of the Infinite has deeply colored the poetry of

the period. This new love of the vast, always

native in Germany, was imported into France

by De Stael, appeared in England in Coleridge,

Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Felicia Hemans,

and finds a most genial climate in the American

mind. Scott and Crabbe, who formed them-
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selves on the past, had none of this tendency
;

their poetry is objective. In Byron, on the other

hand, it predominates ; but in Byron it is blind,

it sees not its true end— an infinite good, alive

and beautiful, a life nourished on absolute beati-

tudes, descending into Nature to behold itself

reflected there. His will is perverted, he wor-

ships the accidents of society, and his praise of

Nature is thieving and selfish.'

Nothing certifies the prevalence of this taste

in the people more than the circulation of the

poems— one would say most incongruously

united by some bookseller— of Coleridge,

Shelley and Keats. The only unity is in the

subjectiveness and the aspiration common to

the three writers. Shelley, though a poetic

mind, is never a poet. His muse is uniformly

imitative ; all his poems composite. A good

English scholar he is, with ear, taste and mem-
ory ; much more, he is a character full of noble

and prophetic traits ; but imagination, the orig-

inal, authentic fire of the bard, he has not. He
is clearly modern, and shares with Richter,

Chateaubriand, Manzoni and Wordsworth the

feeling of the Infinite, which so labors for ex-

pression in their different genius. But all his

lines are arbitrary, not necessary. When we
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read poetry, the mind asks,— Was this verse

one of twenty which the author might have

written as "well ; or is this what that man was

created to say ? But whilst every line of the

true poet will be genuine, he is in a boundless

power and freedom to say a million things.

And the reason why he can say one thing well

is because his vision extends to the sight of all

things, and so he describes each as one who

/knows many and all.

The fame of Wordsworth is a leading fact in

modern literature, when it is considered how

hostile his genius at first seemed to the reign-

ing taste, and with what limited poetic talents

his great and steadily growing dominion has

been established. More than any poet his suc-

cess has been not his own but that of the idea

which he shared with his coevals, and which he

has rarely succeeded in adequately expressing.

The Excursion awakened in every lover of

Nature the right feeling. We saw stars shine,

we felt the awe of mountains, we heard the rustle

of the wind in the grass, and knew again the

ineffable secret of solitude. It was a great joy.

It was nearer to Nature than anything we had

before. But the interest of the poem ended

almost with the narrative of the influences of
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Nature on the mind of the Boy, in the First

Book. Obviously for that passage the poem

was written, and with the exception of this and .

of a few strains of the like character in the

sequel, the whole poem was dull. Here was no

poem, but here was poetry, and a sure index

where the subtle muse was about to pitch her

tent and find the argument of her song. It was

the human soul in these last ages striving for

a just publication of itself Add to this, how-

ever, the great praise of Wordsworth, that

more than any other contemporary bard he is

pervaded with a reverence of somewhat higher

than (conscious) thought. There is in him that

property common to all great poets, a wisdom

of humanity, which is superior to any talents

which they exert. It is the wisest part of

Shakspeare and of Milton. For they are poets

by the free course which they allow to the in-

forming soul, which through their eyes behold-

eth again and blesseth the things which it hath

made. The soul is superior to its knowledge,

wiser than any of its works.'

With the name of Wordsworth rises to our

recollection the name of his contemporary and

friend, Walter Savage Landor— a man work-

ing in a very different and peculiar spirit, yet

s/
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one whose genius and accomplishments deserve

a wiser criticism than we have yet seen applied

to them, and the rather that his name does not

readily associate itself with any school of writers.

Of Thomas Carlyle, also, we shall say nothing

at this time, since the quality and energy of his

influence on the youth of this country will

require at our hands, ere long, a distinct and

faithful acknowledgment."

But of all men he who has united In him-

self, and that in the most extraordinary degree,

the tendencies of the era, is the German poet,

naturalist and philosopher, Goethe. Whatever

the age inherited or invented, he made his own.

He has owed to Commerce and to the victories

of the Understanding, all their spoils. Such was

his capacity that the magazines of the world's

ancient or modern wealth, which arts and Inter-

course and skepticism could command,— he

wanted them all. Had there been twice so

much, he could have used it as well. Geologist,

mechanic, merchant, chemist, king, radical,

painter, composer,— all worked for him, and a

thousand men seemed to look through his eyes.

He learned as readily as other men breathe. Of
all the men of this time, not one has seemed so

much at home in it as he. He was not afraid to
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live. And in him this encyclopaedia of facts,

which it has been the boast of the age to com-

pile, wrought an equal effect. He was knowing ;

he was brave ; he was clean from all narrowness
;

he has a perfect propriety and taste,— a quality

by no means common to the German writers.

Nay, since the earth as we said had become a

reading-room, the new opportunities seem to

have aided him to be that resolute realist he is,

and seconded his sturdy determination to see

things for what they are. To look at him one

would say there was never an observer before.

What sagacity, what industry of observation.

To read his record is a frugality of time, for

you shall find no word that does not stand for

,a thing, and he is of that comprehension which

can see the value of truth. His love of Nature

has seemed to give a new meaning to that word.

There was never man more domesticated in this

world than he. And he is an apology for the

analytic spirit of the period, because, of his

analysis, always wholes were the result." All con-

ventions, all traditions he rejected. And yet he

felt his entire right and duty to stand before and

try and judge every fact in Nature. He thought

it necessary to dot round with his own pen the

entire sphere of knowables ; and for many of his
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stories, this seems the only reason : Here is a

piece of humanity I had hitherto omitted to

sketch ;
— take this. He does not say so in

syllables, yet a sort of conscientious feeling he

had to be up to the universe is the best account

and apology for many of them. He shared also

the subjectiveness of the age, and that too in

both the senses I have discriminated. With the

sharpest eye for form, color, botany, engraving,

medals, persons and manners, he never stopped

at surface, but pierced the purpose of a thing

and studied to reconcile that purpose with his

own being. What he could so reconcile was

good ; what he could not, was false. Hence a

certain greatness encircles every fact he treats ;

for to him it has a soul, an eternal reason why

it was so, and not otherwise. This is the secret

of that deep realism, which went about among

all objects he beheld, to find the cause why they

must be what they are. It was with him a favor-

ite task to find a theory of every institution,

custom, art, work of art, which he observed.

Witness his explanation of the Italian mode of

reckoning the hours of the day, as growing out

of the Italian climate ; of the obelisk of Egypt,

as growing out of a common natural fracture in

the granite parallelopiped in Upper Egypt; of
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the Doric architecture, and the Gothic ; of the

Venetian music of the gondoHer, originating

in the habit of the fishers' wives of the Lido

singing on shore to their husbands on the sea

;

of the amphitheatre, which is the enclosure of

the natural cup of heads that arranges itself

round every spectacle in the street ; of the

coloring of Titian and Paul Veronese, which one

may verify in common daylight in Venice every

afternoon ; of the Carnival at Rome ; of the

domestic rural architecture in Italy ; and many

the like examples.

But also that other vicious subjectiveness,

that vice of the time, infected him also. We are

provoked with his Olympian self-complacency,

the patronizing air with which he vouchsafes to

tolerate the genius and performances of other

mortals, " the good Hiller," " our excellent

Kant," "the friendly Wieland," etc. There

is a good letter from Wieland to Merck, in

which Wieland relates that Goethe read to a

select party his journal of a tour in Switzerland

with the Grand Duke, and their passage through

the Vallais and over the St. Gothard. "It was,"

says Wieland, "as good as Xenophon's Ana-

basis. The piece is one of the most masterly

productions, and is thought and written with
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the greatness peculiar to him. The fair hearers

were enthusiastic at the nature in this piece ; I

liked the sly art in the composition, whereof

they saw nothing, still better. It is a true poem,

so concealed is the art too. But what most

remarkably in this, as in all his other works,

distinguishes him from Homer and Shakspeare

is that the Me, the Ille ego, everywhere glimmers

through, although without any boasting and

with an Infinite fineness." This subtle element

of egotism In Goethe certainly does not seem

to deform his compositions, but to lower the

moral influence of the man. He differs from all

the great in the total want of frankness. Who
saw Milton, who saw Shakspeare, saw them do

their best, and utter their whole heart manlike

among their brethren. No man was permitted

to call Goethe brother. He hid himself, and

worked always to astonish, which is egotism,

and therefore little.

If we try Goethe by the ordinary canons of

criticism, we should say that his thinking is

of great altitude, and all level ; not a succession

of summits, but a high Asiatic table-land.

Dramatic power, the rarest talent In literature,

he has very little. He has an eye constant to

the fact of life and that never pauses in its
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advance. But the great felicities, the miracles of

poetry, he has never. It is all design with him,

just thought and instructed expression, analo-

gies, allusion, illustration, which knowledge and

correct thinking supply ; but of Shakspeare

and the transcendent muse, no syllable. Yet in

the court and law to which we ordinarily speak,

and without adverting to absolute standards,

we claim for him the praise of truth, of fidelity

to his intellectual nature. He is the king of all

scholars. In these days and in this country,

where the scholars are few and idle, where men
read easy books and sleep after dinner, it seems

as if no book could so safely be put in the

hands of young men as the letters of Goethe,

which attest the incessant activity of this man,

to eighty years, in an endless variety of studies,

with uniform cheerfulness and greatness of

mind. They cannot be read without shaming

us into an emulating industry. Let him have

the praise of the love of truth. We think, when

we contemplate the stupendous glory of the

world, that it were life enough for one man
merely to lift his hands and cry with Saint Au-
gustine, " Wrangle who pleases, I will wonder."

Well, this he did. Here was a man who, in the

feeling that the thing itself was so admirable as
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to leave all comment behind, went up and

down, from object to object, lifting the veil

from every one, and did no more. What he

said of Lavater, may truelier be said of him,

that " it was fearful to stand in the presence

of one before whom all the boundaries within

which Nature has circumscribed our being were

laid flat." His are the bright and terrible eyes

which meet the modern student in every sacred

chapel of thought, in every public enclosure.

But now, that we may not seem to dodge

the question which all men ask, nor pay a great

man so ill a compliment as to praise him only

in the conventional and comparative speech,

let us honestly record our thought upon the

total worth and influence of this genius. Does

he represent, not only the achievement of that

age in which he lived, but that which it would

be and is now becoming ? And what shall we

think of that absence of the moral sentiment,

that singular equivalence to him of good and evil

in action, which discredit his compositions to

the pure ? The spirit of his biography, of his

poems, of his tales, is identical, and we may

here set down by way of comment of his genius

the impressions recently awakened in us by the

story of Wilhelm Meister.
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All great men have written proudly, nor

cared to explain. They knew that the intelli-

gent reader would come at last, and would

thank them. So did Dante, so did JVIacchiavel.

Goethe has done this in Meister. We can

fancy him saying to himself: ' There are poets

enough of the Ideal ; let me paint the Actual,

as, after years of dreams, it will still appear and

reappear to wise men. That all shall right

itself in the long Morrow, I may well allow,

and my novel may wait for the same regenera-

tion. The age, that can damn it as false and

falsifying, will see that it is deeply one with

the genius and history of all the centuries. I

have given my characters a bias to error. Men
have the same. I have let mischance befall in-

stead of good fortune. They do so daily. And
ovit of many vices and misfortunes, I have let a

great success grow, as I had known in my own

and many other examples. Fierce churchmen

and effeminate aspirants will chide and hate my
name, but every keen beholder of life will justify

my truth, and will acquit me of prejudging the

cause of humanity by painting it with this mo-

rose fidelity. To a profound soul is not austere

truth the sweetest flattery ?

'

Yes, O Goethe ! but the ideal is truer than
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the actual. That is ephemeral, but this changes

not. Moreover, because Nature Is moral, that

mind only can see, in which the same order

entirely obtains. An interchangeable Truth,

Beauty and Goodness, each wholly interfused

in the other, must make the humors of that

eye which would see causes reaching to their

last effect and reproducing the world forever.

The least Inequality of mixture, the excess of

one element over the other. In that degree

diminishes the transparency of things, makes

the world opaque to the observer, and destroys

so far the value of his experience. No particular

gifts can countervail this defect. In reading

Meister, I am charmed with the insight ; to use

a phrase of Ben Jonson's, " It Is rammed with

life." I find there actual men and women even

too faithfully painted. I am moreover instructed

in the possibility of a highly accomplished

society, and taught to look for great talent and

culture under a gray coat. But this is all. The
limits of artificial society are never quite out of

sight. The vicious conventions, which hem us

in like prison walls and which the poet should

explode at his touch, stand for all they are

worth in the newspaper. We are never lifted

above ourselves, we are not transported out
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of the dominion of the senses, or cheered with

an infinite tenderness, or armed with a grand

trust.

Goethe, then, must be set down as the poet of

the Actual, not of the Ideal ; the poet of limita- ;

tion, not of possibility; of this world, and not of

religion and hope ; in short, ifwe may say so, the

poet of prose, and not of poetry. He accepts

the base doctrine of Fate, and gleans what strag-

gling joys may yet remain out of its ban. He
is like a banker or a weaver with a passion for

the CQuntry ; he steals out of the hot streets

before sunrise, or after sunset, or on a rare holi-

day, to get a draft of sweet air and a gaze at the

magnificence of summer, but dares not break

from his slavery and lead a man's life in a man's

relation to Nature. In that which should be his

own place, he feels like a truant, and is scourged

back presently to his task and his cell. Poetry

is with Goethe thus external, the gilding of the

chain, the mitigation of his fate ; but the Muse
never assays those thunder-tones which cause to

vibrate the sun and the moon, which dissipate

by dreadful melody all this iron network of

circumstance, and abolish the old heavens and

the old earth before the free will or Godhead of

man. That Goethe had not a moral perception
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proportionate to his other powers is not, then,

merely a circumstance, as we might relate of a

man that he had or had not the sense of tune or

an eye for colors, but it is the cardinal fact of

health or disease ; since, lacking this, he failed

in the high sense to be a creator, and, with

divine endowments, drops by irreversible decree

into the common history of genius. He was

content to fall into the track of vulgar poets and

spend on common aims his splendid endow-

ments, and has declined the office proffered to

now and then a man in many centuries in

the power of his genius, of a Redeemer of the

human mind. He has written better than other

poets only as his talent was subtler, but the

ambition of creation he refused. Life for him is

prettier, easier, wiser, decenter, has a gem or two

more on its robe, but its old eternal burden is

not relieved ; no drop of healthier blood flows

yet in its veins. Let him pass. Humanity must

wait for its physician still at the side of the road,

and confess as this man goes out that they have

served it better, who assured it out of the

innocent hope in their hearts that a Physician

will come, than this majestic Artist, with all

the treasuries of wit, of science, and of power at

his command.'
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The criticism, which is not so much spoken

as felt in reference to Goethe, instructs us

directly in the hope of literature. We feel that

a man gifted like him should not leave the

world as he found it. It is true, though some-

what sad, that every fine genius teaches us how

to blame himself. Being so much, we cannot

forgive him for not being more. When one of

these grand monads is incarnated whom Nature

seems to design for eternal men and draw to her

bosom, we think that the old weariness of

Europe and Asia, the trivial forms of daily life

will now end, and a new morning break on us

all. What is Austria ? What is England ? What
is our graduated arid petrified social scale of

ranks and employments ? Shall not a poet re-

deem us from these idolatries, and pale their

legendary lustre before the fires of the Divine

Wisdom which burn in his heart ? All that in

our sovereign moments each of us has divined

of the powers of thought, all the hints of omni-

presence and energy which we have caught, this

man should unfold, and constitute facts.

And this is the insatiable craving which alter-

nately saddens and gladdens men at this day.

The Doctrine of the Life of Man established

after the truth through all his faculties ; — this
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is the thought which the literature of this hour

meditates and labors to say. This is that which

tunes the tongue and fires the eye and sits in

the silence of the youth. Verily it will not

long want articulate and melodious expression.

There is nothing in the heart but comes pre-

sently to the lips. The very depth of the senti-

ment, which is the author of all the cutaneous

life we see, is guarantee for the riches of science

and of song in the age to come. He who doubts

whether this age or this country can yield any

contribution to the literature of the world only

betrays his own blindness to the necessities

of the human soul. Has the power of poetry

ceased, or the need ? Have the eyes ceased to

see that which they would have, and which they

have not ? Have they ceased to see other eyes ?

Are there no lonely, anxious, wondering chil-

dren, who must tell their tale ? Are we not

evermore whipped by thoughts ?

" In sorrow steeped, and steeped in love

Of thoughts not yet incarnated." '

The heart beats in this age as of old, and the

passions are busy as ever. Nature has not lost

one ringlet of her beauty, one impulse of resist-

ance and valor. From the necessity of loving
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none are exempt, and he that loves must utter

his desires. A charm as radiant as beauty ever

beamed, a love that fainteth at the sight of its

object, is new to-day.

" The world does not ran smoother than of old.

There are sad haps that must be told."

Man is not so far lost but that he suffers ever

the great Discontent which is the elegy of his

loss and the prediction of his recovery. In the

gay saloon he laments that these figures are not

what Raphael and Guercino painted. Withered

though he stand, and trifler though he be, the

august spirit of the world looks out from his

eyes. In his heart he knows the ache of spirit-

ual pain, and his thought can animate the sea

and land. What, then, shall hinder the Genius

of the time from speaking its thought ? It can-

not be silent, if it would. It will write in a

higher spirit and a wider knowledge and with

a grander practical aim than ever yet guided

the pen of poet. It will write the annals of a

changed world, and record the descent of prin-

ciples into practice, of love into Government,

of love into Trade. It will describe the new

heroic life of man, the now unbelieved possi-

bility of simple living and of clean and noble
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relations with men. Religion will bind again

these that were sometime frivolous, customary,

enemies, skeptics, self-seekers, into a joyful

reverence for the circumambient Whole, and

that which was ecstasy shall become daily

bread.



II

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR

WE sometimes meet in a stage-coach in

New England an erect, muscular man,

with fresh complexion and a smooth hat, whose

nervous speech instantly betrays the English

traveller;—^ a man nowise cautious to conceal

his name or that of his native country, or his

very slight esteem for the persons and the

country that surround him. When Mr. Bull

rides in an American coach, he speaks quick

and strong ; he is very ready to confess his

ignorance of everything about him,— persons,

manners, customs, politics, geography. He
wonders that the Americans should build with

wood, whilst all this stone is lying in the road-

side ; and is astonished to leirn that a wooden

house may last a hundred years ; nor will he

remember the fact as many minutes after it has

been told him : he wonders that they do not

make elder-wine and cherry-bounce, since here

are cherries, and every mile is crammed with

elder-bushes. He has never seen a good horse

in America, nor a good coach, nor a good inn.

Here is very good earth and water and plenty
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of them ; that he is free to allow ; to all other

gifts of Nature or man his eyes are sealed by

the inexorable demand for the precise conven-

iences to which he is accustomed in England.

Add to this proud blindness the better quality

of great downrightness in speaking the truth,

and the love of fair play, on all occasions, and

moreover the peculiarity which is alleged of

the Englishman, that his virtues do not come

out until he quarrels.

Transfer these traits to a very elegant and

accomplished mind, and we shall have no bad

picture of Walter Savage Landor, who may

stand as a favorable impersonation of the genius

of his countrymen at the present day. A sharp,

dogmatic man, with a great deal of knowledge,

a great deal of worth, and a great deal of pride ;

with a profound contempt for all that he does

not understand ; a master of all elegant learn-

ing, and capable of the utmost delicacy of

sentiment, and yet prone to indulge a sort

of ostentation of coarse imagery and language.

His partialities and dislikes are by no means

culpable, but are often whimsical and amusing

;

yet they are quite sincere, and, like those of

Johnson and Coleridge, are easily separable

from the man. What he says of Wordsworth
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is true of himself, that he delights to throw a

clod of dirt on the table, and cry, " Gentlemen,

there is a better man than all of you." Bolivar,

Mina and General Jackson will never be greater

soldiers than Napoleon and Alexander, let Mr.

Landor think as he will ; nor will he persuade

us to burn Plato and Xenophon, out of our

admiration of Bishop Patrick, or Lucas on

Happiness, or Lucas on Holiness, or even

Barrow's Sermons. Yet a man may love a

paradox without either losing his wit or his

honesty. A less pardonable eccentricity is the

cold and gratuitous obtrusion of licentious im-

ages, not so much the suggestion of merriment

as of bitterness. Montaigne assigns as a reason

for his license of speech that he is tired of see-

ing his Essays on the work-tables of ladles, and

he is determined they shall for the future put

them out of sight. In Mr. Landor's coarseness

there is a certain air of defiance, and the rude

word seems sometimes to arise from a disgust

at niceness and over-refinement. Before a well-

dressed company he plunges his fingers into a

cesspool, as if to expose the whiteness of his

hands and the jewels of his ring. Afterward, he

washes them in water, he washes them in wine

;

but you are never secure from his freaks. A.
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sort of Earl Peterborough in literature, his

eccentricity is too decided not to have dimin-

ished his greatness. He has capital enough to

have furnished the brain of fifty stock authors,

yet has written no book.

But we have spoken all our discontent. Pos-

sibly his writings are open to harsher censure

;

but we love the man, from sympathy as well as

for reasons to be assigned ; and have no wish,

if we were able, to put an argument in the

mouth of his critics. Now for twenty years we

have still found the Imaginary Conversations

a sure resource in solitude, and it seems to us

as original in its form as in its matter. Nay,

when we remember his rich and ample page,

wherein we are always sure to find free and sus-

tained thought, a keen and precise understand-

ing, an affluent and ready memory familiar with

all chosen books, an industrious observation in

every department of life, an experience to which

nothing has occurred in vain, honor for every

just and generous sentiment and a scourge like

that of Furies for every oppressor, whether

public or private,— we feel how dignified is

this perpetual Censor in his curule chair, and

we wish to thank a benefactor of the reading

world.
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Mr. Landor is one of the foremost of that

small class who make good in the nineteenth

century the claims of pure literature. In these

busy days of avarice and ambition, when there

is so little disposition to profound thought or to

any but the most superficial intellectual enter-

tainments, a faithful scholar, receiving from past

ages the treasures of wit and enlarging them by

his own love, is a friend and consoler of man-

kind. When we pronounce the names of

Homer and ^schylus; Horace, Ovid and Plu-

tarch; Erasmus, Scaliger and Montaigne; Ben

Jonson and Isaak Walton ; Dryden and Pope,

— we pass at once out of trivial associations

and enter into a region of the purest pleasure

accessible to human nature. We have quitted

all beneath the moon and entered that crystal

sphere in which everything in the world of

matter reappears, but transfigured and immortal.

Literature is the effort of man to indemnify

himself for the wrongs of his condition. The
existence of the poorest playwright and the

humblest scrivener is a good omen. A charm

attaches to the most inferior names which have

in any manner got themselves enrolled in the

registers of the House of Fame, even as porters

and grooms in the courts ; to Creech and
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Fenton, Theobald and Dennis, Aubrey and

Spence. From the moment of entering a

library and opening a desired book, we cease

to be citizens, creditors, debtors, housekeepers

and men of care and fear. What boundless

leisure ! what original jurisdiction ! the old con-

stellations have set, new and brighter have

arisen ; an Elysian light tinges all objects :
—

" In the afternoon we came unto a land

In which it seemed always afternoon." '

And this sweet asylum of an intellectual life

must appear to have the sanction of Nature, as

long as so many men are born with so decided

an aptitude for reading and writing. Let us

thankfully allow every faculty and art which

opens new scope to a life so confined as ours.

There are vast spaces in a thought : a slave, to

whom the religious sentiment is opened, has

a freedom which makes his master's freedom a

slavery.' Let us not be so illiberal with our

schemes for the renovation of society and Na-

ture as to disesteem or deny the literary spirit.

Certainly there are heights in Nature which com-

mand this ; there are many more which this

commands. It is vain to call it a luxury, and as

saints and reformers are apt to do, decry it as a

species of day-dreaming. What else are sancti-
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ties, and reforms, and all other things ? What-

ever can make for itself an element, means,

organs, servants and the most profound and

permanent existence in the hearts and heads

of millions of men, must have a reason for its

being. Its excellency is reason and vindication

enough. If rhyme rejoices us, there should be

rhyme, as much as if fire cheers us, we should

bring wood and coals. Each kind of excellence

takes place for its hour and excludes everything

else. Do not brag of your actions, as if they

were better than Homer's verses or Raphael's

pictures. Raphael and Homer feel that action

is pitiful beside their enchantments. They could

act too, if the stake was worthy of them : but

now all that is good in the universe urges them

to their task. Whoever writes for the love of

truth and beauty, and not with ulterior ends,

belongs to this sacred class ; and among these,

few men of the present age have a better claim

to be numbered than Mr. Landor. Wherever

genius or taste has existed, wherever freedom

and justice are threatened, which he values as

the element in which genius may work, his

interest is sure to be commanded. His love

of beauty is passionate, and betrays itself in all

petulant and contemptuous expressions.
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But beyond his delight in genius and his love

of individual and civil liberty, Mr. Landor has

a perception that is much more rare, the appre-

ciation of character. This is the more remark-

able considered with his intense nationality, to

which we have already alluded. He is buttoned

in English broadcloth to the chin. He hates

the Austrians, the Italians, the French, the

Scotch and the Irish. He has the common
prejudices of an English landholder ; values his

pedigree, his acres and the syllables of his name

;

loves all his advantages, is not insensible to the

beauty of his watch-seal, or the Turk's head on

his umbrella
;
yet with all this miscellaneous

pride there is a noble nature within him which

instructs him that he is so rich that he can well

spare all his trappings, and, leaving to others the

painting of circumstance, aspire to the office of

delineating character. He draws his own por-

trait in the costume of a village schoolmaster,

and a sailor, and serenely enjoys the victory of

Nature over fortune. Not only the elaborated

story of Normanby, but the whimsical selection

of his heads proves this taste. He draws with

evident pleasure the portrait of a man who

never said anything right and never did any-

thing wrong. But in the character of Pericles
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he has found full play for beauty and greatness

of behavior, where the circumstances are in har-

mony with the man. These portraits, though

mere sketches, must be valued as attempts in

the very highest kind of narrative, which not

only has very few examples to exhibit of any

success, but very few co'mpetitors in the at-

tempt. The word Character is in all mouths ; it

is a force which we all feel
;
yet who has ana-

lyzed it? What is the nature of that subtle and

majestic principle which attaches us to a few per-

sons, not so much by personal as by the most

spiritual ties ? What is the quaUty of the per-

sons who, without being public men, or literary

men, or rich men, or active men, or (in the

popular sense) religious men, have a certain

salutary omnipresence in all our life's history,

almost giving their own quality to the atmo-

sphere and the landscape? A moral force, yet

wholly unmindful of creed and catechism, intel-

lectual, but scornful of books, it works directly

and without means, and though it may be re-

-sisted at any time, yet resistance to it is a sui-

cide. For the person who stands in this lofty

relation to his fellow men is always the imper-

sonation to them of their conscience. It is a

sufficient proof of the extreme delicacy of this
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element, evanescing before any but the most

sympathetic vision, that it has so seldom been

employed in the drama and in novels. Mr.

Landor, almost alone among living English

writers, has indicated his perception of it.

These merits make Mr. Landor's position

in the republic of letfers one of great mark and

dignity. He exercises with a grandeur of spirit

the office of writer, and carries it with an air of

old and unquestionable nobility. We do not

recollect an example of more complete inde-

pendence in literary history. He has no clan-

ship, no friendships that warp him. He was

one of the first to pronounce Wordsworth the

great poet of the age, yet he discriminates his

faults with the greater freedom. He loves

Pindar, iEschylus, Euripides, Aristophanes,

Demosthenes, Virgil, yet with open eyes. His

position is by no means the highest in litera-

ture : he is not a poet or a philosopher. He is

a man full of thoughts, but not, like Coleridge,

a man of ideas. Only from a mind conversant

with the First Philosophy can definitions be

expected. Coleridge has contributed many

valuable ones to modern literature. Mr. Lan-

dor's definitions are only enumerations of par-

ticulars ; the generic law is not seized. But as
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it is not from the highest Alps or Andes but

from less elevated summits that the most at-

tractive landscape is commanded, so is Mr,

Landor the most useful and agreeable of critics.

He has commented on a wide variety of writers,

with a closeness and extent of view which has

enhanced the value of those authors to his

readers. His Dialogue on the Epicurean philo-

sophy is a theory of the genius of Epicurus.

The Dialogue between Barrow and Newton is

the best of all criticisms on the essays of

Bacon. His picture of Demosthenes in three

several Dialogues is new and adequate. He
has illustrated the genius of Homer, iEschylus,

Pindar, Euripides, Thucydides. Then he has

examined before he has expatiated, and the

minuteness of his verbal criticism gives a con-

fidence in his fidelity when he speaks the

language of meditation or of passion. His

acquaintance with the English tongue is un-

surpassed. He " hates false words, and seeks

with care, difficulty and moroseness those that

fit the thing." He knows the value of his own

words. " They are not," he says, " written on

slate." He never stoops to explanation, nor

uses seven words where one will do. He is a

master 'of condensation and suppression, and
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that in no vulgar way. He knows the wide

difference between compression and an obscure

elliptical style. The dense writer has yet ample

room and choice of phrase, and even a game-

some mood often between his valid words.

There is no inadequacy or disagreeable con-

traction in his sentence, any more than in a

human face, where in a square space of a few

inches is found room for every possible variety

of expression.'

Yet it is not as an artist that Mr. Landor

commends himself to us. He is not epic or

dramatic, he has not the high, overpowering

method by which the master gives unity and

integrity to a work of many parts. He is too

wilful, and never abandons himself to his genius.

His books are a strange mixture of politics,

etymology, allegory, sentiment, and personal

history ; and what skill of transition he may
possess is superficial, not spiritual. His merit

must rest, at last, not on the spirit of the dia-

logue or the symmetry of any of his historical

portraits, but on the value of his sentences.

Many of these will secure their own immor-

tality in English literature ; and this, rightly

considered, is no mean merit. These are not

plants and animals, but the genetical atoms of
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which both are composed. All our great debt

to the Oriental world is of this kind, not uten-

sils and statues of the precious metal, but bul-

lion and gold-dust. Of many of Mr. Landor's

sentences we are fain to remember what was

said of those of Socrates ; that they are cubes,

which will stand firm, place them how or where

you will.'



Ill

PRAYERS

" Not with fond shekels of the tested gold.

Nor gems whose rates are either rich or poor

As fancy values them: but with true prayers.

That shall be up at heaven and enter there

Ere sunrise; prayers from preserved souls.

From fasting maids, whose minds are delicate

To nothing temporal."

— Shakspeare."

PYTHAGORAS said that the time when

men are honestest is when they present them-

selves before the gods. If we can overhear the

prayer we shall know the man. But prayers are

not made to be overheard, or to be printed, so

that we seldom have the prayer otherwise than it

can be inferred from the man and his fortunes,

which are the answer to the prayer, and always

accord with it. Yet there are scattered about in

the earth a few records of these devout hours,

which it would edify us to read, could they be

collected in a more catholic spirit than the

wretched and repulsive volumes which usurp

that name. Let us not have the prayers of one

sect, nor of the Christian Church, but of men

in all ages and religions who have prayed well.
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The prayer of Jesus is (as it deserves) become

a form for the human race. Many men have

contributed a single expression, a single word

to the language of devotion, which is immedi-

ately caught and stereotyped in the prayers of

their church and nation. Among the remains

of Euripides we have this prayer :
" Thou God

of all ! infuse light into the souls of men,

whereby they may be enabled to know what is

the root from whence all their evils spring, and

by what means they may avoid them." In the

Phsedrus of Plato, we find this petition in the

mouth of Socrates :
" O gracious Pan ! and ye

other gods who preside over this place ! grant

that I may be beautiful within ; and that those

external things which I have may be such as

may best agree with a right internal disposi-

tion of mine ; and that I may account him to

be rich, who is wise and just." Wacic the

Caliph, who died A. d. 845, ended his life, the

Arabian historians tell us, with these words

:

" O thou whose kingdom never passes away,

pity one whose dignity is so transient." But

what led us to these remembrances was the

happy accident which in this undevout age lately

brought us acquainted with two or three diaries,

which attest, if there be need of attestation, the
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eternity of the sentiment and its equality to

itself through all the variety of expression. The
first is the prayer of a deaf and dumb boy :

—
" When my long-attached friend comes to me, I

have pleasure to converse with him, and I rejoice to

pass my eyes over his countenance ; but soon I am

weary of spending my time causelessly and unimproved,

and I desire to leave him (but not in rudeness), be-

cause I wished to be engaged in my business. But

thou, O my Father, knowest I always delight to

commune with thee in my lone and silent heart ; I

am never full of thee ; I am never weary of thee

;

I am always desiring thee. I hunger with strong hope

and affection for thee, and I thirst for thy grace and

spirit.

" When I go to visit my friends, I must put on

my best garments, and I must think of my manner

to please them. I am tired to stay long, because my
mind is not free, and they sometimes talk gossip with

me. But O my Father, thou visitest me in my work,

and I can lift up my desires to thee, and my heart is

cheered and at rest with thy presence, and I am

always alone with thee, and thou dost not steal my

time by foolishness. I always ask in my heart, where

can I find thee ?
"

The next is a voice out of a solitude as strict

and sacred as that in which Nature had isolated

this eloquent mute :
—
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" My Father, when I cannot be cheerful or happy,

I can be true and obedient, and I will not forget that

joy has been, and may still be. If there is no hour of

solitude granted me, still I will commune with thee.

If I may not search out and pierce thy thought, so

much the more may my living praise thee. At what-

ever price, I must be alone with thee ; this must be

the demand I make. These duties are not the life, but

the means which enable us to show forth the life. So

must I take up this cross, and bear it willingly. Why
should I feel reproved when a busy one enters the

room ? I am not idle, though I sit with folded hands,

but instantly I must seek some cover. For that shame

I reprove myself. Are they only the valuable members

of society who labor to dress and feed it ? Shall we
never ask the aim of all this hurry and foam, of this

aimless activity ? Let the purpose for which I live be

always before me ; let every thought and word go to

confirm and illuminate that end ; namely, that I must

become near and dear to thee ; that now I am beyond

the reach of all but thee.

" How can we not be reconciled to thy will ? I will

know the joy of giving to my friend the dearest trea-

sure I have. I know that sorrow comes not at once

only. We cannot meet it and say, now it is overcome,

but again, and yet again, its flood pours over us, and

as full as at first.

"If but this tedious battle could be fought.

Like Sparta's heroes at one rocky pass,

XII
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' One day be spent in dying,' men had sought

The spot, and been cut down like mower's grass."

The next is in a metrical form. It is the aspi-

ration of a different mind, in quite other regions

of power and duty, yet they all accord at last.

" Great God, I ask thee for no meaner pelf

Than that I may not disappoint myself.

That in my action I may soar as high.

As I can now discern with this clear eye.

And next in value, which thy kindness lends.

That I may greatly disappoint my friends,

Howe'er they think or hope that it may be.

They may not dream how thou'st distinguished me.

That my weak hand may equal my firm faith.

And my life practise more than my tongue saith;

That my low conduct may not show.

Nor my relenting lines.

That I thy purpose did not know.

Or overrated thy designs."

The last of the four orisons is written in a

singularly calm and healthful spirit, and con-

tains this petition :
—

" My Father : I now come to thee with a desire to

thank thee for the continuance of our love, the one for

the other. I feel that without thy love in me I should

be alone here in the flesh. I cannot express my grati-

tude for what thou hast been and continuest to be to
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me. But thou knowest what my feelings are. When
nought on earth seemeth pleasant to me, thou dost

make thyself known to me, and teach that which

is needful for me, and dost cheer my travels on. I

know that thou hast not created me and placed me
here on earth, amidst its toils and troubles and the fol-

lies of those around me, and told me to be like thyself

when I see so little of thee here to profit by ; thou

hast not done this, and then left me here to myself, a

poor, weak man, scarcely able to earn my bread. No ;

thou art my Father and I will love thee, for thou

didst first love me, and lovest me still. We will ever

be parent and child. Wilt thou give me strength to

persevere in this great work of redemption. Wilt thou

show me the true means of accomplishing it. . . . I

thank thee for the knowledge that I have attained

of thee by thy sons who have been before me, and

especially for him who brought me so perfect a type

of thy goodness and love to men. ... I know that

thou wilt deal with me as I deserve. I place myself

therefore in thy hand, knowing that thou wilt keep

me from harm so long as I consent to live under thy

protecting care."

Let these few scattered leaves, which a chance

(as men say, but which to us shall be holy)

brought under our eye nearly at the same
moment, stand as an example of innumerable

similar expressions which no mortal witness has
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reported, and be a sign of the times. Might

they be suggestion to many a heart of yet

higher secret experiences which are ineffable !

But we must not tie up the rosary on which

we have strung these few white beads, without

adding a pearl of great price from that book

of prayer, the Confessions of Saint Augustine.

" And being admonished to reflect upon myself, I

entered into the very inward parts of my soul, by thy

conduct ; and I was able to do it, because now thou

wert become my helper. I entered and discerned with

the eye of my soul (such as it was), even beyond my

soul and mind itself, the Light unchangeable. Not

this vulgar light which all flesh may look upon, nor

as it were a greater of the same kind, as though the

brightness of this should be manifold greater and with

its greatness take up all space. Not such was this

light, but other, yea, far other from all these. Neither

was it so above my understanding, as oil swims above

water, or as the heaven is above the earth. But it is

above me, because it made me ; and I am under it,

because I was made by it. He that knows truth or

verity knows what that light is, and he that knows it

knows eternity, and it is known by charity. O eternal

Verity ! and true Charity ! and dear Eternity ! thou art

my God, to thee do I sigh day and night. Thee when

I first knew, thou liftedst me up that I might see,

there was what I might see, and that I was not yet
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such as to see. And thou didst beat back my weak

sight upon myself, shooting out beams upon me after

a vehement manner; and I even trembled between

love and horror, and I found myself to be far oiF, and

even in the very region of dissimilitude from thee."



IV

AGRICULTURE OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN an afternoon in April, after a long walk, I

traversed an orchard where boys were graft-

ing apple-trees, and found the Farmer in his

cornfield. He was holding the plough, and

his son driving the oxen. This man always

impresses me with respect, he is so manly, so

sweet-tempered, so faithful, so disdainful of all

appearances ; excellent and reverable in his old

weather-worn cap and blue frock bedaubed with

the soil of the field ; so honest withal that he

always needs to be watched lest he should cheat

himself. I still remember with some shame that

in some dealing we had together a long time

ago, I found that he had been looking to my
interest in the affair, and I had been looking to

my interest, and nobody had looked to his part.

As I drew near this brave laborer in the midst

of his own acres, I could not help feeling for

him the highest respect. Here is the Cassar,

the Alexander of the soil, conquering and to

conquer, after how many and many a hard-

fought summer's day and winter's day ; not like

Napoleon, hero of sixty battles only, but of
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six thousand, and out of every one he has

come victor ; and here he stands, with Atlantic

strength and cheer, invincible still. These slight

and useless city limbs of ours will come to shame

before this strong soldier, for his have done his

own work and ours too. What good this man
has or has had, he has earned. No rich father

or father-in-law left him any inheritance of land

or money. He borrowed the money with which

he bought his farm, and has bred up a large

family, given them a good education, and im-

proved his land in every way year by year, and

this without prejudice to himself the landlord,

for here he is, a man every inch of him, and

reminds us of the hero of the Robin Hood
ballad,—

" Much, the miller's son.

There was no inch of his body

But it was worth a groom."

Innocence and justice have written their

names on his brow. Toil has not broken his

spirit. His laugh rings with the sweetness and

hilarity of a child
;
yet he is a man of a strongly

intellectual taste, of much reading, and of an

erect good sense and independent spirit which

can neither brook usurpation nor falsehood in

any shape. I walked up and down the field, as
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he ploughed his furrow, and we talked as we

walked. Our conversation naturally turned on

the season and its new labors. He had been

reading the report of the Agricultural Survey of

the Commonwealth, and had found good things

in it ; but it was easy to see that he felt toward

the author much as soldiers do toward the his-

toriographer who follows the camp, more good

nature than reverence for the gownsman.

The First Report, he said, is better than the

last, as I observe the first sermon of a minister

is often his best, for every man has one thing

which he specially wishes to say, and that comes

out at first. But who is this book written for ?

Not for farmers ; no pains are taken to send it

to them ; it was by accident that this volume

came into my hands for a few days. And it is

not for them. They could not afford to follow

such advice as is given here ; they have sterner

teachers ; their own business teaches them

better. No; this was written for the literary

men. But in that case, the state should not be

taxed to pay for it. Let us see. The account

of the maple sugar,— that is very good and

entertaining, and, I suppose, true. The story

of the farmer's daughter, whom education had

spoiled for everything useful on a farm,— that
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is good, too, and we have much that is like it in

Thomas's Almanack. But why this recommen-

dation of stone houses ? They are not so cheap,

not so dry, and not so fit for us. Our roads are

always changing their direction, and after a man

has built at great cost a stone house, a new road

is opened, and he finds himself a mile or two

from the highway. Then our people are not

stationary, like those of old countries, but always

alert to better themselves, and will remove from

town to town as a new market opens or a better

farm is to be had, and do not wish to spend too

much on their buildings.

The Commissioner advises the farmers to sell

their cattle and their hay in the fall, and buy

again in the spring. But we farmers always

know what our interest dictates, and do accord-

ingly. We have no choice in this matter ; our

way is but too plain. Down below, where

manure is cheap and hay dear, they will sell

their oxen in November ; but for me to sell

my cattle and my produce in the fall would be

to sell my farm, for I should have no manure to

renew a crop in the spring. And thus Necessity

farms it ; necessity finds out when to go to

Brighton, and when to feed in the stall, better

than Mr. Colman can tell us.
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But especially observe what is said through-

out these Reports ofthe model farms and model

farmers. One would think that Mr. D. and

Major S. were the pillars of the Commonwealth.

The good Commissioner takes off his hat when

he approaches them, distrusts the value of "his

feeble praise," and repeats his compliments as

often as their names are introduced. And yet,

in my opinion, Mr. D., with all his knowledge

and present skill, would starve in two years on

any one of fifty poor farms in this neighborhood

on each of which now a farmer manages to get

a good living. Mr. D. inherited a farm, and

spends on it every year from other resources

;

otherwise his farm had ruined him long since
;

— and as for the Major, he never got rich by

his skill in making land produce, but in making

men produce. The truth is, a farm will not

make an honest man rich in money. I do not

know of a single instance in which a man has

honestly got rich by farming alone. It cannot

be done. The way in which men who have

farms grow rich Is either by other resources, or

by trade, or by getting their labor for nothing,

or by other methods of which I could tell you

many sad anecdotes. What does the Agricul-

tural Surveyor know of all this ? What can he
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know ? He is the victim of the Reports, that

are sent him, of particular farms. He cannot

go behind the estimates to know how the con-

tracts were made, and how the sales were

effected. The true men of skill, the poor farm-

ers, who, by the sweat of their face, without an

inheritance and without offence to their con-

science have reared a family of valuable citizens

and matrons to the state, reduced a stubborn

soil to a good farm, although their buildings

are many of them shabby, are the only right

subjects of this Report
;

yet these make no

figure in it. These should be holden up to

imitation, and their methods detailed
;
yet their

houses are very uninviting and inconspicuous

to State Commissioners. So with these pre-

miums to farms, and premiums at cattle-shows.

The class that I describe must pay the pre-

mium which is awarded to the rich. Yet the

premium obviously ought to be given for the

good management of a poor farm.

In this strain the Farmer proceeded, adding

many special criticisms. He had a good opin-

ion of the Surveyor, and acquitted him of any

blame in the matter, but was incorrigible in his

skepticism concerning the benefits conferred by

legislatures on the agriculture of Massachusetts.
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I believe that my friend is a little stiff and

inconvertible in his own opinions, and that

there is another side to be heard ; but so much

wisdom seemed to lie under all his statement

that it deserved a record.



EUROPE AND EUROPEAN BOOKS

IT was a brighter day than we have often

known in our Hterary calendar, when within

a twelvemonth a single London advertise-

ment announced a new volume of poems by

Wordsworth, poems by Tennyson, and a play

by Henry Taylor. Wordsworth's nature or

character has had all the time it needed in

order to make its mark and supply the want

of talent. We have learned how to read him.

We have ceased to expect that which he can-

not give. He has the merit of just moral per-

ception, but not that of deft poetic execution.

How would Milton curl his lip at such slip-

shod newspaper style. Many of his poems, as

for example the Rylstone Doe, might be all

improvised. Nothing of Milton, nothing of

Marvell, of Herbert, of Dryden, could be.

These are such verses as in a just state of cul-

ture should be vers de societ'e, such as every

gentleman could write but none would think

of printing, or of claiming the poet's laurel on

their merit. The Pindar, the Shakspeare, the

Dante, whilst they have the just and open soul,
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have also the eye to see the dimmest star that

glimmers in the Milky Way, the serratures of

every leaf, the test-objects of the microscope,

and then the tongue to utter the same things

in words that engrave them on all the ears of

mankind. The poet demands all gifts, and not

one or two only.'

The poet, like the electric rod, must reach

from a point nearer the sky than all surround-

ing objects, down to the earth, and into the

dark wet soil, or neither is of use. The poet

must not only converse with pure thought, but

he must demonstrate it almost to the senses.

His words must be pictures, his verses must be

spheres and cubes, to be seen and smelled and

handled. His fable must be a good story, and

its meaning must hold as pure truth. In the

debates on the Copyright Bill, in the English

Parliament, Mr. Sergeant Wakley, the coroner,

quoted Wordsworth's poetry in derision, and

asked the roaring House of Common? what

that meant, and whether a man should have

public reward for writing such stuff. Homer,

Horace, Milton and Chaucer would defy the

coroner. Whilst they have wisdom to the wise,

he would see that to the external they have

external meaning. Coleridge excellently said of
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poetry, that poetry must first be good sense

;

as a palace might well be magnificent, but first

it must be a house.

Wordsworth is open to ridicule of this kind.

And yet Wordsworth, though satisfied if he can

suggest to a sympathetic mind his own mood,

and though setting a private and exaggerated

value on his compositions ; though confound-

ing his accidental with the universal conscious-

ness, and taking the public to task for not

admiring his poetry, is really a master of the

English language, and his poems evince a

power of diction that is no more rivalled by his

contemporaries than is his poetic insight." But

the capital merit of Wordsworth is that he has

done more for the sanity of this generation than

any other writer. Early in life, at a crisis it is

said in his private affairs, he made his election

between assuming and defending some legal

rights, with the chances of wealth and a posi-

tion in the world, and the inward prompt-

ings of his heavenly genius ; he took his part

;

he accepted the call to be a poet, and sat down,

far from cities, with coarse clothing and plain

fare to obey the heavenly vision. The choice

he had made in his will manifested itself in

every line to be real. We have poets who
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write the poetry of society, of the patrician and

conventional Europe, as Scott and Moore, and

others who, like Byron or Bulwer, write the

poetry of vice and disease. But Wordsworth

threw himself into his place, made no reserves

or stipulations ; man and writer were not to be

divided. He sat at the foot of Helvellyn and

on the margin of Windermere, and took their

lustrous mornings and their sublime midnights

for his theme, and not Marlowe nor Massinger,

not Horace nor Milton nor Dante. He once

for all forsook the styles and standards and

modes of thinking of London and Paris, and

the books read there and the aims pursued, and

wrote Helvellyn and Windermere and the dim

spirits which these haunts harbored. There

was not the least attempt to reconcile these

with the spirit of fashion and selfishness, nor to

show, with great deference to the superior judg-

ment of dukes and earls, that although London

was the home for men of great parts, yet West-

moreland had these consolations for such as

fate had condemned to the country life,— but

with a complete satisfaction he pitied and re-

buked their false lives, and celebrated his own

with the religion of a true priest. Hence the

antagonism which was immediately felt between
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his poetry and the spirit of the age, that here

not only criticism but conscience and will were

parties ; the spirit of literature and the modes

of living and the conventional theories of the

conduct of life were called in question on wholly

new grounds,— not from Platonism, not from

Christianity, but from the lessons which the

country muse taught a stout pedestrian climb-

ing a mountain and following a river from its

parent rill down to the sea. The Cannings and

Jeffreys of the capital, the Court Journals and

Literary Gazettes were not well pleased, and

voted the poet a bore. But that which rose in

him so high as to the lips, rose in many others

as high as to the heart. What he said, they

were prepared to hear and confirm. The influ-

ence was in the air, and was wafted up and

down into lone and into populous places, re-

sisting the popular taste, modifying opinions

which it did not change, and soon came to be

felt in poetry, in criticism, in plans of life, and

at last in legislation. In this country it very

early found a stronghold, and its effect may be

traced on all the poetry both of England and

America.

But, notwithstanding all Wordsworth's grand

merits, it was a great pleasure to know that
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Alfred Tennyson's two volumes were coming

out in the same ship ; it was a great pleasure to

receive them. The elegance, the wit and subtlety

of this writer, his rich fancy, his power of lan-

guage, his metrical skill, his independence of

any living masters, his peculiar topics, his taste

for the costly and gorgeous, discriminate the

musky poet of gardens and conservatories, of

parks and palaces.' Perhaps we felt the popular

objection that he wants rude truth; he is too

fine. In these boudoirs of damask and alabaster,

one is farther off from stern Nature and human

life than in Lalla Rookh and the Loves of the

Angels. Amid swinging censers and perfumed

lamps, amidst velvet and glory, we long for rain

and frost. Otto-of-roses is good, but wild air

is better. A critical friend of ours affirms that

the vice which bereaved modern painters of

their power is the ambition to begin where

their fathers ended ; to equal the masters in

their exquisite finish, instead of their religious

purpose. The painters are not willing to paint

ill enough ; they will not paint for their times,

agitated by the spirit which agitates their coun-

try ; so should their picture picture us, and draw

all men after them ; but they copy the technics

of their predecessors, and paint for their prede-
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cessors' public. It seems as if the same vice

had worked in poetry. Tennyson's compositions

are not so much poems as studies in poetry, or

sketches after the styles of sundry old masters.

He is not the husband who builds the home-

stead after his own necessity, from foundation-

stone to chimney-top and turret, but a tasteful

bachelor who collects quaint staircases and

groined ceilings. We have no right to such

superfineness. We must not make our bread

of pure sugar. These delicacies and splendors

are then legitimate when they are the excess of

substantial and necessary expenditure. The best

songs in English poetry are by that heavy, hard,

pedantic poet, Ben Jonson. Jonson is rude,

and only on rare occasions gay. Tennyson is

always fine, but Jonson's beauty is more grateful

than Tennyson's. It is a natural manly grace

of a robust workman. Ben's flowers are not in

pots at a city florist's, arranged on a flower-

stand, but he is a countryman at a harvest-home,

attending his ox-cart from the fields, loaded with

potatoes and apples, with grapes and plums,

with nuts and berries, and stuck with boughs

of hemlock and sweetbriar, with ferns and pond-

lilies which the children have gathered. But let

us not quarrel with our benefactors. Perhaps
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Tennyson is too quaint and elegant. What
then? It is long since we have had as good a

lyrist; it will be long before we have his superior.

Godiva is a noble poem that will tell the legend

a thousand years. The poem of all the poetry

of the present age for which we predict the

longest term is Abou ben Adhem, of Leigh

Hunt.' Fortune will still have her part in every

victory, and it is strange that one of the best

poems should be written by a man who has

hardly written any other. And Godiva is a par-

able which belongs to the same gospel. Locksley

Hall and The Two Voices are meditative poems,

which were slowly written to be slowly read.

The Talking Oak, though a little hurt by its

wit and ingenuity, is beautiful, and the most

poetic of the volume. Ulysses belongs to a high

class of poetry, destined to be the highest, and

to be more cultivated in the next generation.

QEnone was a sketch of the same kind. One
of the best specimens we have of the class is

Wordsworth's Laodamia, of which no special

merit it can possess equals the total merit of

having selected such a subject in such a spirit."

Next to the poetry, the novels, which come

to us in every ship from England, have an

importance increased by the immense extension
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of their circulation through the new cheap press,

which sends them to so many wilHng thousands.

We have heard it alleged with some evidence

that the prominence given to intellectual power*

in Bulwer's romances has proved a main stimu-

lus to mental culture in thousands of young

men in England and America. The effect on

manners cannot be less sensible, and we can

easily believe that the behavior of the ball-

room and of the hotel has not failed to draw

some addition of dignity and grace from the

fair ideals with which the imagination of a

novelist has filled the heads of the most imi-

tative class.

We are not very well versed in these books,

yet we have read Mr. Bulwer enough to see

that the story is rapid and interesting ; he has

really seen London society, and does not draw

ignorant caricatures. He is not a genius, but

his novels are marked with great energy and

with a courage of experiment which in each

instance had its degree of success. The story

of Zanoni was one of those world-fables which

is so agreeable to the human imagination that it

is found in some form in the language of every

country, and is always reappearing in literature.

Many of the details of this novel preserve a
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poetic truth. We read Zanoni with pleasure,

because magic is natural. It is implied in all

superior culture that a complete man would

need no auxiliaries to his personal presence.

The eye and the word are certainly far subtler

and stronger weapons than either money or

knives. "Whoever looked on the hero would

consent to his will, being certified that his aims

were universal, not selfish ; and he would be

obeyed as naturally as the rain and the sunshine

are. For this reason, children delight in fairy

tales. Nature is described in them as the serv-

ant of man, which they feel ought to be true.

But Zanoni pains us and the author loses our

respect, because he speedily betrays that he

does not see the true limitations of the charm

;

because the power with which his hero is armed

is a toy, inasmuch as the power does not flow

from its legitimate fountains in the mind, is a

power for London ; a divine power converted

into a burglar's false key or a highwayman's

pistol to rob and kill with.'

But Mr. Bulwer's recent stories have given

us who do not read novels occasion to think

of this department of literature, supposed to

be the natural fruit and expression of the age.

We conceive that the obvious division of
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modern romance is into two kinds : first, the

novels of costume or of circumstance, which is

the old style, and vastly the most numerous. In

this class, the hero, without any particular char-

acter, is in a very particular circumstance ; he is

greatly in want of a fortune or of a wife, and

usually of both, and the business of the piece is

to provide him suitably. This is the problem

to be solved in thousands of English romances,

including the Porter novels and the more

splendid examples of the Edgeworth and Scott

romances.

It is curious how sleepy and foolish we are,

that these tales will so take us. Again and

again we have been caught in that old foolish

trap. Had one noble thought, . opening the

chambers of the intellect, one sentiment from

the heart of God been spoken by them, the

reader had been made a participator of their

triumph ; he too had been an invited and

eternal guest ; but this reward granted them is

property, all-excluding property, a little cake

baked for them to eat and for none other, nay,

a preference and cosseting which is rude and

insulting to all but the minion.

Except in the stories of Edgeworth and Scott,

whose talent knew how to give to the book
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a thousand adventitious graces, the novels

of costume are all one, and there is but one

standard English novel, like the one orthodox

sermon, which with slight variation is repeated

every Sunday from so many pulpits.

But the other novel, of which Wilhelm

Meister is the best specimen, the novel o? char-

acter, treats the reader with more respect ; the

development ofcharacter being the problem, the

reader is made a partaker of the whole prosper-

ity. Everything good in such a story remains

with the reader when the book is closed. A
noble book was Wilhelm Meister. It gave the

hint of a cultivated society which we found

nowhere else. It was founded on power to do

what was necessary, each person finding it an

indispensable qualification of membership that

he could do something useful, as in mechanics

or agriculture or other indispensable art ; then

a probity, a justice was to be its element, sym-

bolized by the insisting that each property

should be cleared of privilege, and should pay

its full tax to the state. Then a perception of

beauty was the equally indispensable element

of the association, by which each was dignified

and all were dignified ; then each was to obey

his genius to the length of abandonment. They
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watched each candidate vigilantly, without his

knowing that he was observed, and when he

had given proof that he was a faithful man, then

all doors, all houses, all relations were open

to him ; high behavior fraternized with high

behavior, without question of heraldry, and the

only power recognized is the force of character.'

The novels of Fashion, of Disraeli, Mrs,

Gore, Mr. Ward, belong to the class of novels

of costume, because the aim is purely external

success. Of the tales of fashionable life, by far

the most agreeable and the most efficient was

Vivian Grey. Young men were and still are the

readers and victims. Byron ruled for a time, but

Vivian, with no tithe of Byron's genius, rules

longer.^ One can distinguish the Vivians in all

companies. They would quiz their father and

mother and lover and friend. They discuss sun

and planets, liberty and fate, love and death,

over the soup. They never sleep, go nowhere,

stay nowhere, eat nothing, and know nobody,

but are up to anything, though it were the

genesis of Nature, or the last cataclysm,— Fes-

tus-like, Faust-like, Jove-like, and could write

an Iliad any rainy morning, if fame were not

such a bore. Men, women, though the greatest

and fairest, are stupid things ; but a rifle, and
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a mild pleasant gunpowder, a spaniel, and a

cheroot, are themes for Olympus. I fear it was

in part the influence of such pictures on living

society which made the style of manners of

which we have so many pictures, as, for example,

in the following account of the English fashion-

ist. " His highest triumph is to appear with the

most wooden manners, as little polished as will

suffice to avoid castigation, nay, to contriveeven

his civilities so that they may appear as near as

may be to affronts ; instead of a noble high-bred

ease, to have the courage to offend against every

restraint of decorum, to invert the relation in

which our sex stand to women, so that they

appear the attacking, and he the passive or

defensive party."

We must here check our gossip in mid-volley

and adjourn the rest of our critical chapter to

a more convenient season.



VI

PAST AND PRESENT

HERE is Carlyle's new poem, his Iliad of

English woes, to follow his poem on

France, entitled the History of the French

Revolution. In its first aspect it is a political

tract, and since Burke, since Milton, we have

had nothing to compare with it. It grapples

honestly with the facts lying before all men,

groups and disposes them with a master's mind,

and, with a heart full of manly tenderness, oiFers

his best counsel to his brothers. Obviously,

it is the book of a powerful and accomplished

thinker, who has looked with naked eyes at the

dreadful political signs in England for the last

few years, has conversed much on these topics

with such wise men of all ranks and parties as

are drawn to a scholar's house, until such daily

and nightly meditation has grown into a great

connection, if not a system of thoughts ; and

the topic of English politics becomes the best

vehicle for the expression of his recent thinking,

recommended to him by the desire to give some

timely counsels, and to strip the worst mischiefs

of their plausibility. It is a brave and just book.
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and not a semblance. " No new truth," say the

critics on all sides. Is it so ? Truth is very old,

but the merit of seers is not to invent but to

dispose objects in their right places, and he is

the commander who is always in the mount,

whose eye not only sees details, but throws

crowds of details into their right arrangement

and a larger and juster totality than any other.

The book makes great approaches to true con-

temporary history, a very rare success, and

firmly holds up to daylight the absurdities still

tolerated in the English and European system.

It is such an appeal to the conscience and honor

of England as cannot be forgotten, or be feigned

to be forgotten. It has the merit which belongs

to every honest book, that it was self-examining

before it was eloquent, and so hits all other

men, and, as the country people say of good

preaching, " comes bounce down into every

pew." Every reader shall carry away something.

The scholar shall read and write, the farmer and

mechanic shall toil, with new resolution, nor

forget the book when they resume their labor.

Though no theocrat, and more than most

philosophers a believer in political systems, Mr.

Carlyle very fairly finds the calamity of the

times, not in bad bills of Parliament, nor the
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remedy in good bills, but the vice in false and

superficial aims of the people, and the remedy

in honesty and insight. Like every work of*

genius, its great value is in telling such simple

truths. As we recall the topics, we are struck

with the force given to the plain truths ; the

picture of the English nation all sitting en-

chanted,— the poor, enchanted so that they

cannot work, the rich, enchanted so that

they cannot enjoy, and are rich in vain ; the

exposure of the progress of fraud into all parts

and social activities ; the proposition that the

laborer must have a greater share in his earn-

ings ; that the principle of permanence shall be

admitted into all contracts of mutual service ;

that the state shall provide at least schoolmaster's

education for all the citizens ; the exhortation

to the workman that he shall respect the work

and riot the wages ; ' to the scholar, that he shall

be there for light ; to the idle, that no man
shall sit idle ; the picture of Abbot Samson,

the true governor, who " is not there to expect

reason and nobleness of others, he is there to

give them of his own reason and nobleness
;

"

and the assumption throughout the book,

that a new chivalry and nobility, namely, the

dynasty of labor, is replacing the old nobilities.
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These things strike us with a force which

reminds us of the morals of the Oriental or

'early Greek masters, and of no modern book.

Truly in these things is great reward. It is

not by sitting still at a grand distance and

calling the human race larva^ that men are

to be helped, nor by helping the depraved

after their own foolish fashion, but by doing

unweariedly the particular work we were born

to do. Let no man think himself absolved

because he does a generous action and befriends

the poor, but let him see whether he so holds

his property that a benefit goes from it to all.

A man's diet should be what is simplest and

readiest to be had, because it is so private a

good. His house should be better, because

that is for the use of hundreds, perhaps of

thousands, and is the property of the traveller.'

But his speech is a perpetual and public instru-

ment; let that always side with the race and

yield neither a lie nor a sneer. His manners,

—

let them be hospitable and civilizing, so that no

Phidias or Raphael shall have taught anything

better in canvas or stone ; and his acts should

be representative of the human race, as one who

makes them rich in his having, and poor in his

want.
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It requires great courage in a man of letters

to handle the contemporary practical questions ;

not because he then has all men for his rivals,

but because of the infinite entanglements of the

problem, and the waste of strength in gathering

unripe fruits. The task is superhuman ; and the

poet knows well that a little time will do more

than the most puissant genius. Time stills the

loud noise of opinions, sinks the small, raises

the great, so that the true emerges without effort

and in perfect harmony to all eyes ; but the

truth of the present hour, except in particulars

and single relations, is unattainable. Each man

can very well know his own part of duty, if he

will ; but to bring out the truth for beauty,

and as literature, surmounts the powers of art.

The most elaborate history of to-day will have

the oddest dislocated look in the next generation.

The historian of to-day is yet three ages off.

The poet cannot descend into the turbid present

without injury to his rarest gifts. Hence that

necessity of isolation which genius has always

felt. He must stand on his glass tripod, if he

would keep his electricity.

But when the political aspects are so calam-

itous that the sympathies of the man overpower

the habits of the poet, a higher than literary
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inspiration may succor him. It is a costly proof

of character that the most renowned scholar of

England should take his reputation in his hand

and should descend into the ring ; and he has

added to his love whatever honor his opinions

may forfeit. To atone for this departure from

the vows of the scholar and his eternal duties

to this secular charity, we have at least this gain,

that here is a message which those to whom it

was addressed cannot choose but hear. Though
they die, they must listen. It is plain that

whether by hope or by fear, or were it only by

delight in this panorama of brilliant images, all

the great classes of English society must read,

even those whose existence it proscribes. Poor

Queen Victoria,— poor Sir Robert Peel,—
poor Primate and Bishops,— poor Dukes and

Lords ! There is no help in place or pride, or

in looking another way ; a grain of wit is more

penetrating than the lightning of the night-

storm, which no curtains or shutters will keep

out. Here is a book which will be read, no

thanks to anybody but itself. What pains,

what hopes, what vows, shall come of the

reading ! Here is a book as full of treason

as an egg is full of meat, and every lordship and

worship and high form and ceremony of English
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conservatism tossed like a football into the air,

and kept in the air, with merciless kicks and

rebounds, and yet not a word is punishable by

statute. The wit has eluded all official zeal ; and

yet these dire jokes, these cunning thrusts, this

flaming sword of Cherubim waved high in air,

illuminates the whole horizon, and shows to the

eyes of the universe every wound it inflicts.

Worst of all for the party attacked, it bereaves

them beforehand of all sympathy, by anticipat-

ing the plea of poetic and humane conservatism,

and impressing the reader with the conviction

that the satirist himself has the truest love for

everything old and excellent in English land

and institutions, and a genuine respect for the

basis of truth in those whom he exposes.

We are at some loss how to state what strikes

us as the fault of this remarkable book, for the

variety and excellence of the talent displayed in

it is pretty sure to leave all special criticism

in the wrong. And we may easily fail in express-

ing the general objection which we feel. It

appears to us as a certain disproportion in the

picture, caused by the obtrusion of the whims

of the painter. In this work, as in his former

labors, Mr. Carlyle reminds us of a sick giant.

His humors are expressed with so much force
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of constitution that his fancies are more attract-

ive and more credible than the sanity of duller

men. But the habitual exaggeration of the tone

wearies whilst it stimulates. It is felt to be so

much deduction from the universality of the

picture.' It is not serene sunshine, but every-

thing is seen in lurid storm-lights. Every

object attitudinizes, to the very mountains and

stars almost, under the refraction of this wonder-

ful humorist ; and Instead of the common earth

and sky, we have a Martin's Creation or Judg-

ment Day. A crisis has always arrived which

requires a deus ex machina. One can hardly

credit, whilst under the spell of this magician,

that the world always had the same bankrupt

look, to foregoing ages as to us,— as of a failed

world just re-collecting Its old withered forces

to begin again and try to do a little business. It

was perhaps inseparable from the attempt to

write a book of wit and imagination on English

politics that a certain local emphasis and love

of effect, such as is the vice of preaching, should

appear,— producing on the reader a feeling of

forlornness by the excess of value attributed to

circumstances. But the splendor of wit cannot

outdazzle the calm daylight, which always shows

every Individual man in balance with his age,
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and able to work out his own salvation from all

the follies of that, and no such glaring contrasts

or severalties in that or this.' Each age has its

own follies, as its majority is made up of fool-

ish young people ; its superstitions appear no

superstitions to itself; and if you should ask

the contemporary, he would tell you, with

pride or with regret (according as he was prac-

tical or poetic), that he had none. But after a

short time, down go its follies and weakness and

the memory of them ; its virtues alone remain,

and its limitation assumes the poetic form of a

beautiful superstition, as the dimness of our

sight clothes the objects in the horizon with

mist and color. The revelation of Reason is

this of the unchangeableness of the fact of

humanity under all its subjective aspects ; that

to the cowering it always cowers, to the daring

it opens great avenues. The ancients are only

venerable to us because distance has destroyed

what was trivial ; as the sun and stars affect us

only grandly, because we cannot reach to their

smoke and surfaces and say. Is that all ?

And yet the gravity of the times, the mani-

fold and increasing dangers of the English

State, may easily excuse some over-coloring of

the picture ; and we at this distance are not so
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far removed from any of the specific evils, and

are deeply participant in too many, not to share

the gloom and thank the love and the courage

of the counsellor. This book is full of human-

ity, and nothing is more excellent in this as in

all Mr. Carlyle's works than the attitude of the

writer. He has the dignity of a man of letters,

who knows what belongs to him, and never

deviates from his sphere ; a continuer of the

great line of scholars, he sustains their office

in the highest credit and honor. If the good

heaven have any good word to impart to this

unworthy generation, here is one scribe qualified

and clothed for its occasion. One excellence he

has in an age of Mammon and of criticism, that

he never suffers the eye of his wonder to close.

Let who will be the dupe of trifles, he cannot

keep his eye off from that gracious Infinite

which embosoms us.

As a literary artist he has great merits, begin-

ning with the main one that he never wrote one

dull line. How well-read, how adroit, that

thousand arts in his one art of writing; with his

expedient for expressing those unproven opin-

ions which he entertains but will not endorse,

by summoning one of his men of straw from

the cell,— and the respectable Sauerteig, or
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Teufelsdrockh, or Dryasdust, or Picturesque

Traveller, says what is put into his mouth, and

disappears. That morbid temperament has

given his rhetoric a somewhat bloated character

;

a luxury to many imaginative and learned persons,

like a showery south wind with its sunbursts

and rapid chasing of lights and glooms over the

landscape, and yet its oiFensiveness to multi-

tudes of reluctant lovers makes us often wish

some concession were possible on the part of the

humorist.' Yet it must not be forgotten that in

all his fun of castanets, or playing of tunes with

a whiplash like some renowned charioteers,

— in all this glad and needful venting of his

redundant spirits, he does yet, ever and anon,

as if catching the glance of one wise m'an in the

crowd, quit his tempestuous key, and lance at

him in clear level tone the very word, and then

with new glee return to his game. He is like a

lover or an outlaw who wraps up his message in a

serenade, which is nonsense to the sentinel, but

salvation to the ear for which it is meant. He
does not dodge the question, but gives sincerity

where it is due.

One word more respecting this remarkable

style. We have in literature few specimens of

magnificence. Plato is the purple ancient, and
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Bacon and Milton the moderns of the richest

strains. Burke sometimes reaches to that exu-

berant fulness, though deficient in depth. Car-

lyle, in his strange, half-mad way, has entered

.

the Field of the Cloth of Gold, and shown a

vigor and wealth of resource which has no rival

in the tourney-play of these times ;
— the in-

dubitable champion of England. Carlyle is the

first domestication of the modern system, with

its infinity of details, into style. We have been

civilizing very fast, building London and Paris,

and now planting New England and India, New
Holland and Oregon,— and it has not appeared

in literature ; there has been no analogous

expansion and recomposition in books. Carlyle's

style is the first emergence of all this wealth

and labor with which the world has gone with

child so long. London and Europe, tunnelled,

graded, corn-lawed, with trade-nobility, and

East and West Indies for dependencies ; and

America, with the Rocky Hills in the horizon,

have never before been conquered in literature.

This is the first invasion and conquest. How
like an air-balloon or bird of Jove does he seem

to float over the continent, and, stooping here

and there, pounce on a fact as a symbol which

was never a symbol before. This is the first ex-
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periment, and something of rudeness and haste

must be pardoned to so great an achievement.

It will be done again and again, sharper, simpler

;

but fortunate is he who did it first, though never

so giant-like and fabulous. This grandiose

character pervades his wit and his imagination.

We have never had anything in literature so

like earthquakes as the laughter of Carlyle. He
"shakes with his mountain mirth." It is like

the laughter of the Genii in the horizon. These

jokes shake down Parliament House and Wind-

sor Castle, Temple and Tower, and the future

shall echo the dangerous peals. The other par-

ticular of magnificence is in his rhymes. Carlyle

is a poet who is altogether too burly in his frame

and habit to submit to the limits of metre. Yet

he is full of rhythm, not only in the perpetual

melody of his periods, but in the burdens, re-

frains, and grand returns of his sense and music.

Whatever thought or motto has once appeared

to him fraught with meaning, becomes an omen

to him henceforward, and is sure to return with

deeper tones and weightier import, now as threat,

now as confirmation, in gigantic reverberation,

as if the hills, the horizon, and the next ages

returned the sound.'



VII

A LETTER

AS we are very liable, in common with the

letter-writing world, to fall behind-hand

in our correspondence ; and a little more liable

because in consequence of our editorial function

we receive more epistles than our individual

share, we have thought that we might clear our

account by writing a quarterly catholic letter to

all and several who have honored us, in verse

or prose, with their confidence, and expressed

a curiosity to know our opinion. We shall

be compelled to dispose very rapidly of quite

miscellaneous topics.

And first, in regard to the writer who has

given us his speculations on Railroads and Air-

roads, our correspondent shall have his own

way. To the railway, we must say,— like the

courageous lord mayor at his first hunting, when

told the hare was coming,— " Let it come, in

Heaven's name, I am not afraid on 't." Very

unlooked-for political and social effects of the

iron road are fast appearing. It will require an

expansion of the police of the old world. When
a railroad train shoots through Europe every
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day from Brussels to Vienna, from Vienna to

Constantinople, it cannot stop every twenty or

thirty miles at a German custom-house, for ex-

amination of property and passports. But when

our correspondent proceeds to flying-machines,

we have no longer the smallest taper-light of

credible information and experience left, and

must speak on a priori grounds.

Shortly, then, we think the population is not

yet quite fit for them, and therefore there will

be none. Our friend suggests so many incon-

veniences from piracy out of the high air to

orchards and lone houses, and also to other high

fliers, and the total inadequacy of the present

system of defence, that we have not the heart to

break the sleep of the good public by the repeti-

tion of these details. When children come into

the library, we put the inkstand and the watch

on the high shelf until they be a little older; and

Nature has set the sun and moon in plain sight

and use, but laid them on the high shelf where

her roystering boys may not in some mad Satur-

day afternoon pull them down or burn their

fingers. The sea and the iron road are safer

toys for such ungrown people ; we are not yet

ripe to be birds.

In the next place, to fifteen letters on Com-
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munities, and the Prospects of Culture, and the

destinies of the cultivated class,— what answer ?

Excellent reasons have been shown us why the

writers, obviously persons of sincerity and ele-

gance, should be dissatisfied with the life they

lead, and with their company. They have ex-

hausted all its benefit, and will not bear it much

longer. Excellent reasons they have shown

why something better should be tried. They
want a friend to whom they can speak and

from whom they may hear now and then a

reasonable word. They are willing to work, so

it be with friends. They dp not entertain any-

thing absurd or even difficult. They do not

wish to force society into hated reforms, nor to

break with society. They do not wish a town-

ship or any large expenditure or incorporated

association, but simply a concentration of chosen

people. By the slightest possible concert, per-

severed in through four or five years, they

think that a neighborhood might be formed

of friends who would provoke each other to the

best activity. They believe that this society

would fill up the terrific chasm of ennui, and

would give their genius that inspiration which

it seems to wait in vain.

But, ' the selfishness !

' One of the writers
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relentingly says, " What shall my uncles and

aunts do without me ?
" and desires distinctly to

be understood not to propose the Indian mode

of giving decrepit relatives as much of the mud
of holy Ganges as they can swallow, and more,

but to begin the enterprise of concentration

by concentrating all uncles and aunts in one

delightful village by themselves !— so heedless

is our correspondent of putting all the dough

into one pan, and all the leaven into another.

Another objection seems to have occurred to a

subtle but ardent advocate. Is it, he writes, a too

great wilfulness and intermeddling with life, —
which is better accepted than calculated ? Per-

haps so ; but let us not be too curiously good.

The Buddhist is a practical Necessitarian ; the

Yankee is not. We do a great many selfish

things every day ; among them all let us do one

thing of enlightened selfishness. It were fit to

forbid concert and calculation in this particular,

if that were our system, if we were up to the

mark of self-denial and faith in our general

activity. But to be prudent in all the particulars

of life, and in this one thing alone religiously

forbearing ;
prudent to secure to ourselves

an injurious society, temptations to folly and

despair, degrading examples, and enemies ; and
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only abstinent when it is proposed to provide

ourselves with guides, examples, lovers !

We shall hardly trust ourselves to reply to

arguments by which we would gladly be per-

suaded. The more discontent, the better we like

it. It is not for nothing, we assure ourselves,

that our people are busied with these projects

of a better social state, and that sincere persons

of all parties are demanding somewhat vital and

poetic of our stagnant society. How fantastic

and unpresentable soever the theory has hith-

erto seemed, how swiftly shrinking from, the

examination of practical men, let us not lose the

warning of that most significant dream. How
joyfully we have felt the admonition of larger

natures which despised our aims and pursuits,

conscious that a voice out of heaven spoke to

us in that scorn. But it would be unjust not

to remind our younger friends that whilst this

aspiration has always made its mark in the lives

of men of thought, in vigorous individuals it

does not remain a detached object, but is satis-

fied along with the satisfaction of other aims.

To live solitary and unexpressed is painful,—
painful in proportion to one's consciousness of

ripeness and equality to the offices of friendship.

But herein we are never quite forsaken by the
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Divine Providence. The loneliest man, after

twenty years, discovers that he stood in a circle

of friends, who will then show like a close

fraternity held by some masonic tie. But we

are impatient of the tedious introductions of

Destiny, and a little faithless, and would venture

something to accelerate them. One thing is

plain, that discontent and the luxury of tears

will bring nothing to pass. Regrets and Bohe-

mian castles and sesthetic villages are not a very

self-helping class of productions, but are the

voices of debility. Especially to one impor-

tunate correspondent we must say that there is

no chance for the Esthetic village. Every one of

the villagers has committed his several blunder

;

his genius was good, his stars consenting, but

he was a marplot. And though the recuperative

force in every man may be relied on infinitely,

it must be relied on before it will exert itself.

As long as he sleeps in the shade of the present

error, the after-nature does not betray its re-

sources. Whilst he dwells in the old sin, he will

pay the old fine.

More letters we have on the subject of the

position ofyoung men, which accord well enough

with what we see and hear. There is an Ameri-

can disease, a paralysis of the active faculties,
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which falls on young men of this country as soon

as they have finished their college education,

which strips them of all manly aims and bereaves

them of animal spirits ; so that the noblest

youths are in a few years converted into pale

Caryatides to uphold the temple of conven-

tions. They are in the state of the young

Persians, when " that mighty Yezdam prophet
"

addressed them and said, " Behold the signs

of evil days are come ; there is now no longer

any right course of action, nor any self-devotion

left among the Iranis." As soon as they have

arrived at this term, there are no employments

to satisfy them, they are educated above the

work of their times and country, and disdain it.

Many of the more acute minds pass into a lofty

criticism of these things, which only embitters

their sensibility to the evil and widens the feel-

ing of hostility between them and the citizens

at large. From this cause, companies of the best-

educated young men in the Atlantic states every

week take their departure for Europe ; for no

business that they have in that country, but

simply because they shall so be hid from the

reproachful eyes of their countrymen and agree-

ably entertained for one or two years, with some

lurking hope, no doubt, that something may
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turn up to give them a decided direction. It is

easy to see that this is only a postponement of

their proper work, with the additional disad-

vantage of a two years' vacation. Add that this

class is rapidly increasing by the infatuation of

the active class, who, whilst they regard these

young Athenians with suspicion and dislike,

educate their own children in the same courses,

and use all possible endeavors to secure to them

the same result.

Certainly we are not insensible to this calam-

ity, as described by the observers or witnessed

by ourselves. It is not quite new and peculiar

;

though we should not know where to find in

literature any record of so much unbalanced

intellectuality, such undeniable apprehension

without talent, so much power without equal

applicability, as our young men pretend to.

Yet in Theodore Mundt's account of Frederic

Holderlin's Hyperion, we were not a little

struck with the following Jeremiad of the de-

spair of Germany, whose tone is still so familiar

that we were somewhat mortified to find that

it was written in 1799. "Then came I to the

Germans. I cannot conceive of a people more

disjoined than the Germans. Mechanics you

shall see, but no man. Is it not like some
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battle-field, where hands and arms and all mem-
bers lie scattered about, whilst the life-blood

runs away into the sand ? Let every man mind

his own, you say, and I say the same. Only let

him mind it with all his heart, and not with

this cold study, — literally, hypocritically, to

appear that which he passes for,— but in good

earnest, and in all love, let him be that which

he is ; then there is a soul in his deed. And is

he driven Into a circumstance where the spirit

must not live ? Let him thrust it from him

with scorn, and learn to dig and plough. There

is nothing holy which is not desecrated, which

is not degraded to a mean end among this peo-

ple. It is heartrending to see your poet, your

artist, and all who still revere genius, who love

and foster the Beautiful. The Good 1 They
live in the world as strangers in their own

house ; they are like the patient Ulysses whilst

he sat in the guise of a beggar at his own door,

whilst shameless rioters shouted in the hall and

asked. Who brought the ragamuffin here ? Full

of love, talent and hope spring up the darlings

of the muse among the Germans ; some seven

years later, and they flit about like ghosts, cold

and silent; they are like a soil which an enemy

has sown with poison, that it will not bear a
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blade of grass. On earth all is imperfect ! is

the old proverb of the German. Aye, but if

one should say to. these God-forsaken, that

with them all is imperfect only because they

leave nothing pure which they do not pollute,

nothing holy which they do not defile with

their fumbling hands ; that with them nothing

prospers because the godlike nature which is

the root of all prosperity they do not revere

;

that with them, truly, life is shallow and anx-

ious and full of discord, because they despise

genius, which brings power and nobleness into

manly action, cheerfulness into endurance, and

love and brotherhood into towns and houses.

Where a people honors genius in its artists,

there breathes like an atmosphere a universal

soul, to which the shy sensibility opens, which

melts self-conceit,— all hearts become pious

and great, and it adds fire to heroes. The
home of all men is with such a people, and

there will the stranger gladly abide. But where

the divine nature and the artist is crushed, the

sweetness of life is gone, and every other planet

is better than the earth. Men deteriorate, folly

increases, and a gross mind with it ; drunken-

ness comes with a disaster ; with the wanton-

ness of the tongue and with the anxiety for a
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livelihood the blessing of every year becomes

a curse, and all the gods depart."

The steep antagonism between the money-

getting and the academic class must be freely

admitted, and perhaps is the more violent that

whilst our work is imposed by the soil and the

sea, our culture is the tradition of Europe. But

we cannot share the desperation of our contem-

poraries ; least of all should we think a preter-

natural enlargement of the intellect a calamity.

A new perception, the smallest new activity

given to the perceptive power, is a victory won

to the living universe from Chaos and old

Night, and cheaply bought by any amounts of

hard fare and false social position. The balance

of mind and body will redress itself fast enough.

Superficialness is the real distemper. In all the

cases we have ever seen where people were sup-

posed to. suffer from too much wit, or, as men

said, from a blade too sharp for the scabbard, it

turned out that they had not wit enough. It

may easily happen that we are grown very idle,

and must go to work, and that the times must

be worse before they are better. It is very cer-

tain that speculation is no succedaneum for life.

What we would know, we must do. As if any

taste or imagination could take the place of
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fidelity ! The old Duty is the old God. And
we may come to this by the rudest teaching. A
friend of ours went five years ago to Illinois to

buy a farm for his son. Though there were

crowds of emigrants in the roads, the country

was open on both sides, and long intervals

between hamlets and houses. Now after five

years he has just been to visit the young

farmer and see how he prospered, and reports

that a miracle had been wrought. From Mas-

sachusetts to Illinois the land is fenced in and

builded over, almost like New England itself,

and the proofs of thrifty cultivation abound

;

— a result not so much owing to the natural

increase of population as to the hard times,

which, driving men out of cities and trade,

forced them to take off their coats and go to

work on the land ; which has rewarded them

not only with wheat but with habits of labor.

Perhaps the adversities of our commerce have

not yet been pushed to the wholesomest de-

gree of severity. Apathies and total want of

work, and reflection on the imaginative char-

acter of American life, etc., etc., are like sea-

sickness, and never will obtain any sympathy

if there is a wood-pile in the yard, or an un-

weeded patch in the garden ; not to mention
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the graver absurdity of a youth of noble aims

who can find no field for his energies, whilst

the colossal wrongs of the Indian, of the Negro,

of the emigrant, remain unmitigated, and the

religious, civil and judicial forms of the country

are confessedly effete and offensive. We must

refer our clients back to themselves, believing

that every man knows in his heart the cure for

the disease he so ostentatiously bewails.

As far as our correspondents have entangled

their private griefs with the cause of American

Literature, we counsel them to disengage them-

selves as fast as possible. In Cambridge ora-

tions and elsewhere there is much inquiry for

that great absentee American Literature. What
can have become of it ? The least said is best.

A literature is no man's private concern, but

a secular and generic result, and is the affair of a

power which works by a prodigality of life and

force very dismaying to behold,— every trait

of beauty purchased by hecatombs of private

tragedy. The pruning in the wild gardens of

Nature is never forborne. Many of the best

must die of consumption, many of despair, and

many be stupid and insane, before the one great

and fortunate life which they each predicted can

shoot up into a thrifty and beneficent existence.'



VIII

THE TRAGIC

HE has seen but half the universe who

never has been shown the house of Pain.

As the salt sea covers more than two thirds of

the surface of the globe, so sorrow encroaches in

man on felicity. The conversation of men is a

mixture of regrets and apprehensions. I do not

know but the prevalent hue of things to the

eye of leisure is melancholy. In the dark hours,

our existence seems to be a defensive war, a

struggle against" the encroaching All, which

threatens surely to engulf us soon, and is im-

patient of our short reprieve. How slender the

possession that yet remains to us ; how faint

the animation ! how the spirit seems already to

contract its domain, retiring within narrower

walls by the loss of memory, leaving its planted

fields to erasure and annihilation. Already

our thoughts and words have an alien sound.

There is a simultaneous diminution of memory
and hope. Projects that once we laughed and

leapt to execute find us now sleepy and prepar-

ing to lie down in the snow. And in the serene

hours we have no courage to spare. We cannot
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afford to let go any advantages. The riches of

body or of mind which we do not need to-day

are the reserved fund against the calamity that

may arrive to-morrow. It is usually agreed that

some nations have a more sombre tempera-

ment, and one would say that history gave no

record of any society in which despondency

came so readily to heart as we see it and feel

it in ours. Melancholy cleaves to the English

mind in both hemispheres as closely as to the

strings of an iEolian harp. Men and women
at thirty years, and even earlier, have lost all

spring and vivacity, and if they fail in their first

enterprises, they throw up the game. But

whether we and those who are next to us are

more or less vulnerable, no' theory of life can

have any right which leaves out of account the

values of vice, pain, disease, poverty, insecurity,

disunion, fear and death.

What are the conspicuous tragic elements in

human nature ? The bitterest tragic element

in life to be derived from an intellectual source

is the belief in a brute Fate or Destiny ; the

belief that the order of Nature and events is

controlled by a law not adapted to man, nor

man to that, but which holds on its way to the

end, serving him if his wishes chance to lie in
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the same course, crushing him if his wishes lie

contrary to it, and heedless whether it serves or

crushes him. This is the terrible meaning that lies

at the foundation of the old Greek tragedy, and

makes the CEdipus and Antigone and Orestes

objects of such hopeless commiseration. They

must perish, and there is no bvergod to stop or

to mollify this hideous enginery that grinds or

thunders, and snatches them up into its terrific

system. The same idea makes the paralyzing

terror with which the East Indian mythology

haunts the imagination. The same thought is

the predestination of the Turk. And univers-

ally, in uneducated and unreflecting persons on

whom too the religious sentiment exerts little

force, we discover traits of the same supersti-

tion : "If you balk water you will be drowned

the next time
;

" " if you count ten stars you

will fall down dead ;
" " if you spill the salt ;

"

" if your fork sticks upright in the floor ;
" " if

you say the Lord's prayer backwards ;
"— and

so on, a several penalty, nowise grounded in

the nature of the thing, but on an arbitrary will.

But this terror of contravening an unascertained

and unascertainable will cannot co-exist with

reflection : it disappears with civilization, and

can no more be reproduced than the fear of
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ghosts after childhood. It is discriminated from

the doctrine of Philosophical Necessity herein

:

that the last is an Optimism, and therefore the

suffering individual finds his good consulted in

the good of all, of which he is a part. But in

destiny, it is not the good of the whole or the

best will that is enacted, but only one -particular

will. Destiny properly is not a will at all, but

an immense whim ; and this the only ground

of terror and despair in the rational mind,

and of tragedy in literature. Hence the antique

tragedy, which was founded on this faith, can

never be reproduced.'

After reason and faith have introduced a

better public and private tradition, the tragic

element is somewhat circumscribed. There must

always remain, however, the hindrance of our

private satisfaction by the laws ofthe world. The
law which establishes nature and the human

race, continually thwarts the will of ignorant

individuals, and this in the particulars of disease,

want, insecurity and disunion.

But the essence of tragedy does not seem to

me to lie in any list of particular evils. After we

have enumerated famine, fever, inaptitude, mu-

tilation, rack, madness and loss of friends, we

have not yet included the proper tragic element.
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which is Terror, and which does not respect

definite evils but indefinite ; an ominous spirit

which haunts the afternoon and the night, idle-

ness and solitude.

A low, haggard sprite sits by our side, " cast-

ing the fashion of uncertain evils"— a sinister

presentiment, a power of the imagination to dis-

locate things orderly and cheerful and show them

in startling array. Hark! what sounds on the

night wind, the cry of Murder in that friendly

house ; see these marks of stamping feet, of

hidden riot. The whisper overheard, the de-

tected glance, the glare of malignity, ungrounded

fears, suspicions, half-knowledge and mistakes,

darken the brow and chill the heart of men. And
accordingly it is natures not clear, not of quick

and steady perceptions, but imperfect characters

from which somewhat is hidden that all others

see, who suffer most from these causes. In

those persons who move the profoundest pity,

tragedy seems to consist in temperament, not in

events. There are people who have an appetite

for grief, pleasure is not strong enough and

they crave pain, mithridatic stomachs which must

be fed on poisoned bread, natures so doomed
that no prosperity can soothe their ragged

and dishevelled desolation. They mis-hear and
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mis-behold, they suspect and dread. They
handle every nettle and ivy in the hedge, and

tread on every snake in the meadow.

" Come bad chance.

And we add it to our strength.

And we teach it art and length.

Itself o'er us to advance." '

Frankly, then, it is necessary to say that all

sorrow dwells in a low region. It is superficial

;

for the most part fantastic, or in the appearance

and not in things. Tragedy is in the eye of the

observer, and not in the heart of the sufferer.

It looks like an insupportable load under which

earth moans aloud. But analyze it ; it is not I,

it is not you, it is always another person who is

tormented. If a man says, Lo ! I suffer— it is

apparent that he suffers not, for grief is dumb.

It is so distributed as not to destroy. That

which would rend you falls on tougher textures.

That which seems intolerable reproach or

bereavement does not take from the accused or

bereaved man or woman appetite or sleep. Some
men are above grief, and some below it. Few
are capable of love. In phlegmatic natures

calamity is unaffecting, in shallow natures it is

rhetorical. Tragedy must be somewhat which I

can respect. A querylous habit is not tragedy.
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A panic such as frequently in ancient or savage

nations put a troop or an army to flight with-

out an enemy; a fear of ghosts; a terror of

freezing to death that seizes a man in a winter

midnight on the moors; a fright at uncertain

sounds heard by a family at night in the cellar

or on the stairs,— are terrors that make the

knees knock and the teeth clatter, but are no

tragedy, any more than seasickness, which may

also destroy Hfe. It is full of illusion. As it

comes", it has its support. The most exposed

classes, soldiers, sailors, paupers, are nowise

destitute of animal spirits. The spirit is true to

itself, and finds its own support in any con-

dition, learns to live in what is called calamity as

easily as in what is called felicity ; as the frailest

glass bell will support a weight of a thousand

pounds of water at the bottom of a river or sea,

if filled with the same.

A man should not commit his tranquillity to

things, but should keep as much as possible the

reins in his own hands, rarely giving way to

extreme emotion of joy or grief. It is observed

that the earliest works of the art of sculpture

are countenances of sublime tranquillity. The
Egyptian sphinxes, which sit to-day as they

sat when the Greek came and saw them' and
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departed, and when the Roman came and saw

them and departed, and as they will still sit when

the Turk, the Frenchman and the Englishman,

who visit them now, shall have passed by,

—

" with their stony eyes fixed on the East and on

the Nile," have countenances expressive of com-

placency and repose, an expression of health,

deserving their longevity, and verifying the

primeval sentence of history on the permanency

of that people, " Their strength is to sit still."
"

To this architectural stability of the Human

form, the Greek genius added an ideal beauty,

without disturbing the seals of serenity
;
per-

mitting no violence of mirth, or wrath, or suf-

fering. This was true to human nature. For in

life, actions are few, opinions even few, prayers

few ; loves, hatreds, or any emissions of the

soul. All that life demands of us through the

greater part of the day is an equilibrium, a

readiness, open eyes and ears, and free hands.

Society asks this, and truth, and love, and the

genius of our life. There is a fire in some men
which demands an outlet in some rude action ;

they betray their impatience of quiet by an ir-

regular Catilinarian gait ; by irregular, faltering,

disturbed speech, too emphatic for the occasion.

They treat trifles with a tragic air. This is not
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beautiful. Could they not lay a rod or two of

stone wall, and work off this superabundant irri-

tability ? When two strangers meet in the high-

way, what each demands of the other is that the

aspect should show a firm mind, ready for any

event of good or ill, prepared alike to give death

or to give life, as the emergency of the next

moment may require. We must walk as guests

in Nature ; not impassioned, but cool and disen-

gaged. A man should try Time, and his face

should wear the expression of a just judge, who

has nowise made up his opinion, who fears no-

thing, and even hopes nothing, but who puts

Nature and fortune on their merits : he will hear

the case out, and then decide.' For all melan-

choly, as all passion, belongs to the exterior life.

Whilst a man is not grounded in the divine life

by his proper roots, he clings by some tendrils of

affection to society— mayhap to what is best

and greatest in it, and in calm times it will not

appear that he is adrift and not moored ; but let

any shock take place in society, any revolution

of custom, of law, of opinion, and at once his

type of permanence is shaken. The disorder of

his neighbors appears to him universal disorder

;

chaos is come again. But in truth he was

already a driving wreck before the wind arose,
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which only revealed to him his vagabond state.

If a man is centred, men and events appear to

him a fair image or reflection of that which he

knoweth beforehand in himself If any perver-

sity or profligacy break out in society, he will

join with others to avert the mischief, but it will

not arouse resentment or fear, because he dis-

cerns its impassable limits. He sees already in

the ebullition of sin the simultaneous redress.'

Particular reliefs, also, fit themselves to

human calamities ; for the world will be in equi-

librium, and hates all manner of exaggeration.

Time the consoler. Time the rich carrier of

all changes, dries the freshest tears by obtruding

new figures, new costumes, new roads, on our

eye, new voices on our ear. As the west wind

lifts up again the heads of the wheat which were

bent down and lodged in the storm, and combs

out the matted and dishevelled grass as it lay in

night-locks on the ground, so we let in Time as

a drying wind into the seed-field of thoughts

which are dark and wet and low bent. Time
restores to them temper and elasticity. How fast

we forget the blow that threatened to cripple us.

Nature will not sit still ; the faculties will do

somewhat ; new hopes spring, new aflTections

twine, and the broken is whole again.
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Time consoles, but Temperament resists

the impression of pain. Nature proportions her

defence to the assault. Our human being is

wonderfully plastic ; if it cannot win this satis-

faction here, it makes itself amends by running

out there and winning that. It is like a stream

of water, which, if dammed up on one bank,

overruns the other, and flows equally at its

own convenience over sand, or mud, or marble.

Most suffering is only apparent. We fancy it is

torture ; the patient has his own compensations.

A tender American girl doubts of Divine Provi-

dence whilst she reads the horrors of " the mid-

dle passage
;

" and they are bad enough at the

mildest; but to such as she these crucifixions

do not come ; they come to the obtuse and

barbarous, to whom they are not horrid, but only

a little worse than the old sufferings. They ex-

change a cannibal war for the stench of the hold.

They have gratifications which would be none

to the civilized girl. The market-man never

damned the lady because she had not paid her

bill, but the stout Irishwoman has to take that

once a month. She, however, never feels weak-

ness in her back because of the slave-trade.

This self-adapting strength is especially seen in

disease. " It is my duty," says Sir Charles Bell,
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" to visit certain wards of the hospital where

there is no patient admitted but with that

complaint which most fills the imagination with

the idea of insupportable pain and certain death.

Yet these wards are not the least remarkable

for the composure and cheerfulness of their

inmates. The individual who suffers has a mys-

terious counterbalance to that condition, which,

to us who look upon her, appears to be attended

with no alleviating circumstance." Analogous

supplies are made to those individuals whose

character leads them to vast exertions of body

and mind. Napoleon said to one of his friends

at St. Helena, " Nature seems to have calculated

that I should have great reverses to endure, for

she has given me a temperament like a block

of marble. Thunder cannot move it; the shaft

merely glides along. The great events of my
life have slipped over me without making any

demand on my moral or physical nature." '

The intellect is a consoler, which delights in

detaching or putting an interval between a man
and his fortune, and so converts the sufferer

into a spectator and his pain into poetry. It

yields the joys of conversation, of letters and of

science. Hence also the torments of life become

tuneful tragedy, solemn and soft with music.
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and garnished with rich dark pictures. But

higher still than the activities of art, the intellect

in its purity and the moral sense in its purity are

not distinguished from each other, and both

ravish us into a region whereunto these passion-

ate clouds of sorrow cannot rise.
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NOTES
NATURAL HISTORY OF INTELLECT

MR. CABOT, in his prefatory note to the volume named

as above, the material for vyhich he collected and edited

in 1 893, said ofMr. Emerson, " He had, from his early youth,

cherished the project of a new method in metaphysics, proceed-

ing by observation of the mental facts, without attempting

an analysis and coordination of them, which must, from the

nature of the case, be premature. With this view, he had, at

intervals from 1848 to 1866, announced courses on the

• Natural History of Intellect,' « The Natural Method of

Mental Philosophy ' and ' Philosophy for the People. ' He
would, he said, give anecdotes of the spirit, a calendar of

mental moods, without any pretence of system.

" None of these attempts, however, disclosed any novelty

of method, or indeed, after the opening statement of his inten-

tion, any marked difference from his ordinary lectures. He
had always been writing anecdotes of the spirit, and those

which he wrote under this heading were used by him in sub-

sequently pubUshed essays so largely that I find very little left

for present publication. The lecture which gives its name to

the volume [" Natural History of Intellect"] was the first

of the earliest course [at Harvard University] , and it seems

to me to include all that distinctly belongs to the particular

subject.
'

'

In an old note-book, perhaps of 1835, is an endeavor by

Mr. Emerson to write down some ofthe laws of " The First

Philosophy, by which is meant the original laws ofthe mind."

There is in English Traits (page 240) a passage from which
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one might infer that the reading of Bacon may have first

suggested this plan.

While in England, he made a beginning of formulating these

laws in lectures, and wrote to Miss Fuller:—
" I am working away in these mornings at some papers

which, if I do not, as I suppose I shall not, get ready for lec-

tures here, will serve me in a better capacity as a kind of book

of metaphysics, to print at home. Does not James Walker

[Professor of Moral Philosophy at Harvard College] want

relief, and to let me be his lieutenant for one semester to his

class in Locke .?
'

'

Soon after writing this, he gave a course in London called

" Mind and Manners of the Nineteenth Century," of which

the first three were on the Natural History of the Intellect, and

were called respectively " Powers and Laws of Thought,"

"Relation of Intellect to Natural Science," and "Tenden-

cies and Duties of Men of Thought." Mr. Cabot gives, in

his Memoir ofEmerson (vol. ii., pp. 558-560), in condensed

form, the general import of these three lectures. Most of the

matter reappears in different arrangement and with additions

in the subsequent courses, namely, that of 1858, in Boston,

on the Natural Method of Mental Philosophy, and that on

the Philosophy of the People, in 1866.

When, in 1870, too late for the satisfactory performance

of the duty, Mr. Emerson had the pleasure of being invited

to give lectures on Philosophy in the university courses for

advanced students at Cambridge, he made a serious effort to

arrange and expand his previous notes. His strength was now

failing, and the task of arrangement— always for him the most

difficult part of his work— sorely burdened him, for he had

to prepare two lectures a week for eight weeks. He used his

old notes, with changes, and much that was later printed in
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the essays on Poetryand Imagination, Inspiration, and Memory.

Mr. Cabot, as literary executor, has done what was possible

in arrangement of the manuscript material, and in an Appen-

dix to the Memoir has given an admirable chronological list of

the addresses and lectures, often giving abstracts of unpublished

lectures, from which Mr. Emerson had taken many passages

to use elsewhere.

Mr. Cabot's opinion, as expressed in the quotation above

given from his Prefatory Note, is entitled to high consideration

in this matter, both because Mr. Emerson intrusted to his

judgment the decision as to what should be published of his

manuscripts, and as being himself a metaphysician of mind

acute, yet broad. There was, however, in two lectures given

in London and Boston, which followed that printed by Mr.

Cabot in the former edition, much matter that was interest-

ing, if "not distinctly belonging to the particular subject."

Therefore in the notes to this lecture I have given m.any pass-

ages that belonged in it, in an earlier form, and to a second

' lecture, and have ventured to print a third lecture, with Uttle

pruning, in the text.

Although Mr. Cabot was not quite ready to agree with

his friend in his expression, ' Who has not looked into a meta-

physical book ? and what sensible man ever looked twice .'
'

'

he gives in his Memoir a most friendly and interesting critique

on the Cambridge course. Mr. Emerson admired his friend's

character and the quality of his mind. The poet had great and

increasing comfort in the metaphysician, whether or no he

followed him exactly in his reasoning. In 1 843 Mr. Emerson

wrote to Miss Elizabeth Hoar:—
" Mr. Cabot came up here and comforted the dry land

with a Httle philosophy. Is not philosophy the simular poetry

of the understanding, the mirage of the Sahara ? Tax me riot
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with levity and the old aloofness. I truly revolve with hutn-

ble docility and desire the world-old problems. I worship the

real, I hate the critical, and athwart the whole sky-full of im-

perfections can keep some steady sight of the perfect, opening

there a new horizon."

Mr. Emerson himself was disappointed and mortified as to

his Cambridge courses, which proved too much for his strength

and so became, as he called them to Carlyle, " a doleful

ordeal." After the first course, he wrote to his friend:—
" Well, it is now ended, and has no shining side but this

one, that materials are collected and a possibility shown me

how a repetiuon of the course next year— which is appointed

-— will enable me, partly out of these materials, and partly by

large rejection of these and by large addition to them, to con-

struct a fair report of what I have read and thought on the

subject. I doubt the experts in Philosophy will not praise my
discourses;— but the topics give me room for my guesses,

criticism, admirations and experiences with the accepted mas-

ters, and also the lessons 1 have learned firom the hidden great.

I have a fancy that a realist is the good corrector of formalism,

no matter how incapable of syllogism or continuous linked

statement. To great results of thought and morals the steps

are not many, and it is not the masters who spin the ostenta-

tious continuity."

He wrote even less happily of the second course, ending

thus:—
" I have abundance ofgood readings and some honest writ-

ing on the leading topics,— but in haste and confusion they

are misplaced and spoiled. I hope the ruin of no young man's

soul will, here or hereafter, be charged to me as having wasted

his time or confounded his reason."

Yet many persons have remembered these lectures with
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pleasure. A hearer whom I think now it is proper to name

— Mrs. Fields, wife of Mr. Emerson's friend, the publisher—
wrote letters to a friend telling very pleasantly, from memory,

what Mr. Emerson said, and after his death published this

record in the Atlantic Monthly.^ Mr. Emerson sometimes

named his subject "The Natural History of Spirit."

Page J, note i. It seems a pity to omit the end of this

sentence, — his words of honor for the student of science: —
" Sure too of their immense relations and of the grandeur

of their tendency, and yet himself deriving an honest dignity

from the nobility of his studies, they lend him a certain severe

charm."

Writing to his wife from London, in 1848, Mr. Emerson

said: ''' Mr. Owen, who is in England what Agassiz is in Amer-

ica, has given me a card to his lectures at the College of Sur-

geons, and shown me the Hunterian Museum [Owen was the

curator] . His lecture gratified me the more, or entirely, I

may say, because, like Agassiz, he is an idealist in physiology.
'

'

Later Mr. Owen showed him the Museum. Dr. Forbes took

him to the Royal Institution " to hear Faraday, who is reck-

oned the best lecturer in London." He met Lyell often, and

went to the Geological Club and took great pleasure in the

debate heard there; he also heard Dr. Carpenter lecture. That

same year, though the Revolution was in progress in Paris, he

" went to the Sorbonne and heard a lecture from Leverrier on

mathematics. It consisted chiefly of algebraic formulas, which

he worked out on the blackboard, — but I saw the man."

Page 4, note l. Here followed in the original : —
" But what most delighted me, and deepened the silence in

' " Mr. Emerson in the Lecture Room," by A. F.; Atlantic Monthly,

June, 1883.
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the College of Surgeons, was, in eveiy instance, the general

statement, the statement of widest application. And I thought,

could we only have a list or siimmary of these results ! better

still, could we have one collected from all the departments and

presented in the same rigorous manner, without any efRision

of eloquence !

'

'

Page 4, note 2. " Faraday is an excellent writer, and a wise

man, and whilst I read him, I think, that if natural philosophy

is faithfully written, moral philosophy need not be, for it will

find itself expressed in these theses to a perceptive soul. That

is, we shall read off the commandments and Gospels in Chem-

istry without need oftranslation; as we read a Latin or a French

book to scholars without translation.
'

'

Page
J-,

note i.

Thou seek' St in globe and galaxy.

He hides in pure transparency.

"Woodnotes," II., Poems.

Page 6, note I,

But thou, meek lover of the good!

Find me, and turn thy back on heaven.

" Brahma," Poems.

Page 7, note i. An interesting abstract of passages in the

original which preceded this paragraph is given in Mr. Cabot's

Memoir, vol. ii., p. 558.

Page 8, note i. It is evident that this and the two preceding

paragraphs were written in England in 1 848. See Mr. Cabot's

Memoir, vol. ii., p. 559.

Page p, note i. This matter is treated more fully in the

essay "Aristocracy," in Lectures and Biographical Sketches.

Page 10, note I. Here followed, in the English lecture:—
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" Blessed is the region of Thought,

" ' Calm pleasures there abide, majestic pains.'

One would say whoever had tasted this beatitude would hold

all oth^r goods cheap. There is a certain medicinal value

to the Intellect; 't is a fine ablution which chastens and encour-

ages. Affairs make us stout and supple, but they engage us in

low connections and compromises and hurt us. Palaces and

luxury degrade and starve us as much as hard work and the

society of the ignorant. Thoughts refresh and dignify us again

and restore price to life. Thought, while it lasts, is the only

thing of value, and appears of universal and eternal value.

" Whatever addresses itself to the intellect subordinates the

senses. The Intellect absorbs so much vital power that it kills

or suspends the senses. This is the meaning of the famous

sentence that Vice loses half its evil by losing all its gross-

ness. In vice it restores, in gloom and' skepticism it replaces

things.

" There is no day so dark but I know that the worst facts

will presently appear to me in that high order which makes

skepticism impossible. How can a man of any inwardness

not feel the inwardness of the Universe .' If he is capable of

science and moral sentiment, the masses of natijre undulate

and flow; and in this hour of thought the world, the galaxy,

is a scrap before the metaphysical power. In the words of the

Koran, ' Verily worlds upon worlds can add nothing to it.

'

" It is the interest of the whole human race. We announce,

in contradiction to all doubt and all desperation, the tidings that

the best is to be had: that the best is accessible and cheap.

Every man cannot get land or jewels, but every man can

get what land and money and rank are valued for, namely,

substantial manhood, thoughts self-realizing and prophetic of
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the farthest future, thoughts ofwhich poetry and music are the

necessary expression."

Page 10, note 2. In reply to criticism of his friend Alcott,

Mr. Emerson used to say that his commanding merit was his

habit of looking at things with a larger angle of vision than

his critics, whether he brought his lines to a focus or not.

Page II, note i. Here followed: "I claim the same

irresponsibleness and security with the chemist and astronomer.

The observer has no duties but fidelity. He simply sets down

on tablets the height of the mercury, the variation of the

needle, the declination of the star, quite assured that these

cold records will be found, when a century, or their natural

cycle is complete, more beautiful rhythm, a more lovely dance,

than any invention could have combined. It ought not to be

less true of the metaphysician."

Page 14, note i. In Representative Men, Mr. Emerson

wrote :
—

" A philosopher must be more than a philosopher. Plato is

clothed with the powers of a poet, stands upon the highest

place of the poet, and (though I doubt he wanted the decisive

gift of lyric expression), mainlyis not a poet because he chose

to use the poetic gift to an ulterior purpose."

Page 16, . note I. Compare in the Poems " The Two
Rivers " and the last verse in " Peter's Field."

Mr. Emerson's pleasure in Cassar's offer to renounce the

empire, the army and Cleopatra, if he could be shown the

fountains of the ancient Nile (the story told by Lucan), seems

to have been for its symbolism

.

Page ip, note I.

Melting matter into dreams.

Panoramas which I saw
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And whatever glows or seems

Into substance, into Law.

" Fragments on the Poet," Poems, Appendix.

Page 20, note i. The philosophy of Xenophanes, " one

in all," appears constantly in the essays. See a passage in

" Plato," in Representative Men: "The Same, the Same:

friend and foe are of one stuff; the ploughman, the plough

and the fin-row are of one stuff; and the stuff is such and so

much that the variations of form are unimportant."

Page 21, note i.

Love me then and only, when you know

Me for the chaimel of the rivers of God

From deep ideal fontal heavens that flow.

"Fragments on Life," Poems, Appendix.

A passage from the earlier lecture may here be introduced:

" Show us what you will, and we are agitated with dim

sentiments that we already know somewhat of this; some-

where, sometime, some eternity, we have played this game

before, and have still retained some vague memory of the thing,

which, though not sufficient to furnish us an account of it, yet

enables us to understand it better, now that we are here."

Page 2J, note i. In Mr. Cabot's Memoir, and also in the

biographical sketch of Mr. Emerson in the first volume of this

edition, some account is given of his visit, in 1833, to the

Jardin des Plantes in Paris and its remarkable influence on his

thought.

This passage in the lecture about the visits to museums is

thus continued by Mr. Emerson on the influence of the stars,

always felt by him :
—

" Neither can a tender soul stand [under] the starry heaven

and explore the solar and stellar bodies and arrangements with-
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out the wish to mix with them by knowledge. If men are

analogues of acids and alkalis, of beast and bird, so are they

of geometric laws and of astronomic galaxies. . . . This know-

ledge and sympathy only needs augmentation and it becomes

active or creative. The love of the stars becomes inventive

and constructive. Descartes, Kepler, Newton, Swedenborg,

Laplace, Schelling, wrestle with the problem of genesis, and

occupy themselves with constructing cosmogonies. Nature is

saturated with deity; the particle is saturated with the elixir

of the Universe. Little men, just born, Copernicize: they

cannot radiate as suns, or revolve as planets, and so they do it

in eiEgy by building the orrery in their brain.

" Who can see the profuse wealth of Raphael's or Angeio's

designs without feeling how near these were to the secret of

structure; how little added power it needs to convert this rush

of thoughts and forms into bodies.

««And we are very conscious that this identity reaches far-

ther than we know, has no limits, or none that we can ascer-

tain; as appears in the language that men use in regard to men

of extraordinary genius. For the signal performances of great

men seem an extension of the same art that built animal bodies

applied to toys or miniatures. Thus in Laplace and Napoleon

is the old planetary arithmetic now walking in a man, in the

builder of Egyptian or in the designer of Gothic piles, a reduc-

tion of Nature's great aspects in caverns or forests, to a scale

of human convenience; and there is a conviction in the mind

that some such impulse is constant.

" Something like this is the root of all the great arts, of pic

ture, music, sculpture, architecture, poetry, and the history of

the highest genius will warrant the conclusion that, as a man's

life comes into union with Nature, his thoughts run parallel with

the highest law. . . .
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" Intellect agrees with Nature. Thought is a finer chemis-

try, a finer vegetation, a finer animal action. It agrees also

with the moral code of the universe. There is nothing an-

omalous or antinomian in its higher properties, but a complete

normality or allegiance to general laws, as shown by the

moss, or the egg.

"The same laws which are kept in the lower parts, in the

mines and workshops of Nature, are kept in the palaces and

council-chambers. One police is good for the grub and for

the seraphim. Nature is a shop of one price—prix fix^.

Great advantages are bought at great cost. It is good to see

the stern terms on which all these high prizes_of fortune are

obtained, and which parallel in their selectness the rigor of

material laws.

" Knowledge is the straight line. Wisdom is the power of

the straight line, or the square. Virtue is the power of the

square, or the solid. A man reads in the Cultivator the

method of planting and hoeing potatoes, and follows a farmer

hoeing along the row of potato-hills. That is knowledge. At

last he seizes the hoe, and at first with care and heed pulls up

every root of sorrel and witch-grass. The day grows hot;

the row is long; he says to himself, 'This is wisdom; but

one hill is like another; I have mastered the art. It is trifling

to do many times over the same thing: ' and he desists.

But the last lesson was still unlearned: the moral power lay

in the continuance in fortitude, in working against pleasure to

the excellent end and conquering all • opposition. He has

knowledge, he has wisdom, but he has missed virtue, which

he only acquires who endures routine and sweat and postpone-

ment of ease to the achievement of a worthy end.

'
' The whole history of man is a series of conspiracies to

win from Nature some advantage without paying for it : espe-
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cially the history of arts and of education. ... It is curious

to see what grand powers we have a hint of and are mad to

get hold of, yet how slow Heaven is to trust us with edged

tools. . . . The condition of participation in any man's

thought is entering the gate of that life. No man can be

intellectually apprehended as long as you see only with your

eyes. You do not see him. You must be committed before

you shall be intrusted with the secrets of any party.

" Besides, really and truly there were no short cuts. Every

perception costs houses and lands. Every word of Genius

apprises me how much he has turned his back upon. Every

image, every truth, cost him a great neglect, the loss of an

estate, the loss of a brilliant career opened to him ; of friend,

wife, child ; the flat negation of a duty.

"Ah! the whole must come by his own proper growth,

and not by addition; by education, not by inducation. If it

could be pumped into him, what prices would not be paid;

money, diamonds, houses, counties for that costly power that

commands and creates all these: but no, the art of arts, the

power of thought. Genius, cannot be taught."

Page 24, note I. The original ending of the sentence

about the grass should be given:—
" An identity long ago observed, or, I may say, never not

observed, as if the gardener among his, vines is in the presence

of his ancestors, or shall I say, the orchardist is a pear raised

to the highest power."

And the poor grass will plot and plan

What it will do when it is man.

'• Bacchus," Poems.

Page 26, note I. The paragraph originally ended as fol-

lows, passing from remote history to the wood-walk of the

day:—
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" And in the conduct of the mind the blending of two

tendencies or streams of thought, the union of two brains is

a happy result. And usually every mind of a remarkable effi-

ciency owes it to some new combination of traits not observed

to have met before. All that delight which the eye owes to

complemental colors, which the ear owes to the complemental

sounds, the beautiful surprises of music, delights us still more

in the combination ofhuman life, and gives rise to love and joy.

(For example, in Nature, those two harmonies of color vi'hich

our winter scenery so frequently offers us, the contrast of snow

lying under green pine-trees, and the snow under the dead

oak-leaves; each of which contrasts gives the eye a lively

pleasure.)
"

Page 28, note i. "As with events, so is it with thoughts.

When I watch that flowing river, which, out of regions I see

not, pours for a season its streams into me, I see that I am a

pensioner; not a cause, but a surprised spectator of this ethereal

water; that I desire and look up and put myself in the atti-

tude of reception, but from some alien energy the visions

come." — " Over-Soul," Essays, First Series.

Page 2g, note I.

Day by day for her darlings to her much she added more;

In her hundred-gated Thebes every chamber was a door,

A door to something grander,— loftier walls, and vaster

floor.

" Fragments on Nature," Poems, Appendix.

Page JO, note i. Mr. Emerson used to warn against

doing things consciously for example's sake, and said, "Act
always from the simplest motive."

Page J4, note i. In the lecture "School," in the course

on Human Culture given in 1838—39, Mr. Emerson said: —
" Instinct, in the high sense, is so much our teacher as

XII
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almost to exclude all other teaching, but its means and

weapons are the secondary instincts, the wants and faculties

that belong to our organization."

Page j^, note I. In the essay on " Self-Rehance " the

question is raised, " What is the aboriginal Self on which a

universal reliance may be grounded ? " and answered: " The

inquiry leads us to that source, at once the essence of genius,

of virtue, and of life, which we call Spontaneity or Instinct.

We denote this primary wisdom as Intuition, whilst all later

teachings are tuitions."

This shows that reliance is urged, not on the little self, but

the Universal self of the Over -Soul.

Page j6, note i. This passage is metrically rendered by

Mr. Emerson in the first of the " Fragments on Nature," in

the Poems.

Page JQ, note i. In " Art," in the first series of Essays,

the importance of detachment in that field is considered

(P- 354)-

Page 41, note I. Compare with the concluding lines of

the poem " Freedom."

Page ^j, note I. This demand is made in the poem

" Culture."

Page
4/f.,

note I. Here followed in the lecture:—
"There is a story in the Nursery-books, which always

seemed to me a covert satire directed at the Universities, of

Velent, who had a sword so wonderfully sharp that its entrance

into the body was hardly to be perceived. ' I feel thy sword,'

cried ^milius, 'like cold water, gliding through my body.'

' Shake thyself,' said Velent. He did so, and fell down dead

in two pieces." [Mr. Emerson, writing this in a slightly

different form, spoke of this sword as "not named Excalibur,

but Thought."]
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After this story followed some further remarks on detach-

ment:—
" In speaking of identity, I said. All things grow; in a

living mind the thoughts hve and grow, and what happens in

the vegetable happens to them. There are always individuals

under generals; not stagnant, not childless, but everything

alive reproduces, and each has its progeny which fast emerge

into light; or what seemed one truth presently multiplies

itself into many.

" Of course this detachment the intellect contemplates.

The intellect forever watches, foresees this detachment. 'Tis

an infinite series. Every detachment prepares a new de-

tachment. Of course the prophecy becomes habitual and

reaches to all things. Having seen one thing that once was

firmament enter into the kingdom of growth and change, the

conclusion is irresistible, there is no fixture in the universe.

Everything was moved, did spin, and will spin again. This

changes once for all his view of things. Things appear as

seeds of an immense future. Whilst the dull man always

[lives] in a finished world, the thinker always finds himself

in the early ages; the world lies to him in heaps."

Here follows the paragraph in the text: " The intellect

that sees the interval partakes of it," etc.

Page 4^, note T. The coldness of Intellect is somewhat

grimly pictured in the verses called " Philosopher," in the

Appendix to the Poems. The above paragraph in the text was

originally thus continued:—
" You may see it in any obscure family in which the boy

of genius is born; it makes him strange among his housemates.

He can take what interest he will in their interests and pur-

suits, he caimot be mixed with them; he holds a Gyges ring

in his hand, and can disappear from them at will. . . .
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^ " This inevitable interval is one of the remarkable facts in

the natural history of man, a fact fraught with good and evil.

It is only those who have this detachment who interest us.

If we go to any nation, who are they whom we seek ? The

men of thought. Ifwe go to any society, though of seraphim,

he only would interest us who comprehended and could inter-

pret the thought and theory, and that act does instantly detach

him from them. That thought is the unfolding of wings on

his shoulders. The poet, in celebrating his hero, celebrates to

the vdse ear his superiority to his hero, and announces to the

intelligent the lowness of that he magnifies. Shall I say that it

is an exquisite luxury, for so I feel it, the speech of those who

speak of things by the genius of the things, and not by the

facts themselves ? What is vulgar but the laying the emphasis

on persons and facts, and not on the quality of the fact.'
"

Page ^^, note 2. Here followed in one lecture:—
" The correction for this insubordination is here, that

religion runs in true and parallel lines through the Intellect, as

through Morals. All the powers and rewards of Faith which

we find in the Good hold equally in the region of the True.

Integrity is really the fountain of power in one as in the

other. Seek first the kingdom of Heaven and all shall be

added. It is the office of the poet to justify the moral senti-

ment and establish its eternal independence of demoniac agen-

cies.
'

'

Page 4J, note j. "Emerson's method was to let the

inspirations of the spirit lead the way, instead of inflicting one's

hypotheses and presuppositions on the spirit. He wanted to

know what life was for the spirit, not what it could be made

for a certain philosophic demand. '

' — Man and the Divine

Order, by Horatio W. Dresser.

Page 46, note I. Two thoughts in this paragraph are to
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be found in the collection of fragmentary verses in the Appen-

dix to the Poems:—
That book is good

Which puts me in a working mood.

Unless to Thought is added Will,

Apollo is an imbecUe;—
and

Hold of the Maker, not the Made;

Sit with the Cause, or grim or glad.

Page 4g, note l. "The intellect constructive, which we

popularly designate .by the word Genius," is discussed in

"Intellect," in the first series of Essays. It is there spoken

of as "the generation of the mind, the marriage of thought

with Nature."

Page JO, note I. Compare the "Song of Nature," in the

Poems.

A passage on this subject from a lecture may here be in-

serted:

—

" A small acceleration of the intellectual processes without

loss of tenacity (continuance) would of course add indefinite

ages to human hfe; a small increase of perception would be

equivalent to any increase of power. Observe the effect upon

one mind of being comprehended by another mind and forced

to take a leap forward, the first hint perhaps of a larger dia-

lectic. He who has' seen one proof, ever so slight, of the

terrific powers of this organ, will remember it all the days of

his life. The most venerable proser will be surprised into

silence. It is like the first hint that the earth moves, or that

iron is a conductor of fluids, or that graiiite is a gas. The

solids, the centres, rest itself, fly and skip. Rest is a relation,

and not rest any longer. And here is revealed to me some

neighboring activity, a mere intellection, some new condition
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of ideal order, which seems to have dropped wings to solid

earth and solid houses and real estates, which, like so many

nimble mosquitoes, do exceedingly leap and fly. How many

times?— once at least in every man's experience has re-

peated itself the question of CaDicles, ' If you are in earnest,

Socrates, and these things which you say are true, is not our

human life subverted, and are not all our actions (as it seems)

contrary to what they ought to be ?
'

"

Page ^l, note i. In his journal in the autumn of 1838,

Mr. Emerson records the visit to him of Jones Very, then in

a state of strange exaltation of mind in which his host found

food for thought. Hevi^rites: " Entertain every thought, every

character that goes by with the hospitahty of your soul. . . .

Especially if one of these monotones (whereof, as my friends

think, I have a savage society like a menagerie of monsters)

come to you, receive him. For the partial action of his mind

in one direcdon is a telescope for the objects on which it is

pointed.
'

'

Page 52, note I. The paragraph suggests the complaint

of Alphonso of Castile, in the Poems.

Page ^j, note i. Mr. Emerson's method of listening for

the thought and recording it in its purity, and his fear of the

"ambitious interference which we miscall Art," as he once

expressed himself, naturally resulted in the sentence — or

paragraph— being, for him, the natural limit of expression,

as his biographer has said. He himself complained to Carlyle

of these " infinitely repellant particles " which he was striv-

Vng to unite into a whole. Matthew Arnold and others have

complained of his style's lacking " the requisite wholeness of

good tissue." Yet his best work stands as he would have it.

He meant, like Plotinus, not to " hastily disclose to every

one the syllogistic necessities of his discourse." He allowed
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intervals for the electric spark to pass and thrill the reader.

As he told a young friend, " Try and leave a little thinking for

him ; that vi^ill be better for both. The trouble of most writers

is that they spread too thin. The reader is as quick as they,

has got there before, and is ready and waiting. ... If you

can see how the harness fits, he can. But be sure that you

see it." '

There are many readers who would not wish the method

changed. Herman Grimm wrote: —
"What he has written is like life itself— the unbroken

thread- ever lengthened through the addition of the small events

which make up each day's experience. . . . His sentences

are series of thoughts. He begins as if continuing a discourse

whose opening we had not heard, and ends as if only pausing

to take breath before going on.

" We feel that Emerson never wished to say more than just

what at the moment presented itself to his soul. He never sets

up a system, never defended himself. He speaks as if he had

never been assailed; as if all men were his friends, and held

the same opinions as himself."

Page §6, note I. This teaching is found in '« Literary

Ethics," in the volume Nature, Addresses and Lectures, and

in "The Scholar," in Lectures and Biographical Sketches.

Page ^8, note i. These paragraphs follow in one of the

lectures: —
"The brain and hands are hardly contemporaries. The

brain is the ancestor of the man. The intellectual is the

watchman, the angel in the sun, and announces the far-off

age. All its laws it can read before yet the happy men arrive

who enter into power; but the rest of the man must follow his

' talks -with Ralph Waldo Emerson, by Charles
J.

Woodbury. New

Vork: The Baker and Taylor Co., 1890.
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head, and if I can see the eyes, I will trust that he will soon

be able to disengage his hands.

" Every truth tends to become a power; every idea from the

moment of its emergence begins to gather material forces, and,

after a little while, makes itself known in the spheres of poli-

tics and commerce. It works first on thoughts, then on things,

and makes feet and afterwards shoes; first hands and then

gloves; makes the men, and so the age and its material soon

after."

Page sg, note i.

The heavens that now draw him

With sweetness untold.

Once found,— for new heavens

He spurneth the old.

" The Sphinx," Poems.

Page 6l, note i. In the essay on Character (^Lectures ani

Biographical Sketches^ Mr. Emerson says the Moral Senti-

ment " helps us, not by adding, but by putting us in place,"

and speaks of Truth, Power, Goodness and Beauty as con-

vertible terms; and in " Greatness " {^Letters and Social Aims)

says that " the Intellect and Moral Sentiment cannot be

separated." See also "Worship," in Conduct of Life.

Page 62, iiote I. He counselled young writers, " Omit

all negative propositions; it will save ninety-nine one hun-

dredths of your labor and increase the value of your work in

the same measure."

See also his poem " Music."

Page 62, note 2. This last Ego is the self of " Self-Reli-

ance."

Page 64, note i. The conclusion brings to mind the last

lines in the poem "Wealth."

These sheets from the early lecture may be added:—
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" Every truth is universally applicable, thousand-sided.

Every drop of blood has great talent; the original cellule

seems identical in all animals, and only varied in its grovirth

by the varying circumstance which opens now this kind of

cell and now that, causing in the remote effect now horns,

now wings, now scales, now hair; and the same numerical

atom, it would seem, was equally ready to be a particle of

the eye or brain of man, or of the claw of a tiger. In the

body of a man, all those terrific agencies which belong to it,

the capability of being developed into a saurus or a mammoth,

a baboon that would twist off heads, or a grampus that tears a

square foot of flesh from a whale, are held in check and sub-

ordinated to human genius and destiny, but it is ready at any

time to pass into other circles and take its part in poorer or

in better forms. Nay, it seems that the animal and vegetable

texture at last are alike. Well, as thus the drop of blood has

many talents lurking in it, so every truth is much more rich.

" Every law detected in any part of Nature holds in every

other part. The law of music is hw of anatomy, of algebra,

and astronomy, of human life and social order. . . . It is

certain that the laws are all versions of each other. The sym-

metry and coordination of things is such that from any creature,

well and inly known, the law ofany other might be legitimately

deduced. Palmistry, phrenology, astrology, rest on a real

basis. 'Tis certain that there is a relation between the stars

and your wedding-day, between the lines of your hand and

the works done by it, between the activity of your brain

and its outward figure, — there is a relation,— though you

may easily fail to find it.

<< The world, the universe, may be reeled off from any idea

like a ball of yarn. Just see how the chemist, how the

Christian, how the negro, disposes of it with the greatest ease
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after his own peculiar habit, and finds all the facts fit and

confirm his view. And each science and law is, in hke man-

ner, prospective and fruitful. Astronomy is not yet astro-

nomy while it only counts the stars in the sky. It must come

nearer and be related to men and their life, and interpret the

moral laws. In learning one thing you learn all. Egg and

stratum go together. . . .

" The ground of hope is in the infinity of the world which

reappears in every particle. The man truly conversant with

life knows, against all appearances, that there is a remedy for

every wrong, and that every wall is a gate."

These two passages from the journals should be also given:

1843. "That the Intellect grows by moral obedience

seems to me the Judgment Day. Let that fact once obtain

credence and all wrongs are righted; sorrow and pity are no

more, nor fear, nor hatred; but a justice as shining and pal-

pable as the best we know of kings and cahphs and ordeals,

and what we call ' poetical justice,' that is, thorough justice,

justice to the eye and justice to the mind— takes place."

1865. " Our thoughts have a life of their own, independ-

ent of our win.
'

'

INSTINCT AND INSPIRATION

This lecture is not presented in its completeness. Many

passages in the one preceding it were at one dme portions of

this, as were also some of the most important parts of the

essays on Worship and Immortality. Some of the matter came

from the lecture called " Tendencies and Duties of Men
of Thought," given by Mr. Emerson in London in 1848, as
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is shown by the reports of those lectures in Douglas Jerrold's

newspaper. The lecture as here printed is exactly as 1 found

it (its sheets sewed together for delivery), with the exception

of the passages printed elsewhere, most of which are indicated

in the notes. The heading "Instinct and Inspiration" is

found on many of the sheets.

Page 6"/, note I. Here followed the paragraph in " Wor-

ship " (^Conduct of Life, p. 230), " Why should I hasten

to solve every riddle which life oiFers me .?
" etc.

Page 68, note i. In the Address at Tufts College in July,

1 86 2, called "Celebration of Intellect," printed in this

volume. Instinct as an oracle is spoken of.

Page 10, note I. Here was a short passage on the need of

heat, animal spirits, to cold, arid natures, printed in the essay

"Society and Solitude."

Page JO, note 2. This suggests one of the last stanzas in

" The Poet," beginning, —
" Suns and stars their courses keep."

Page 70, note j. A paragraph follows, now found in the

preceding lecture, on the limited interest we take in the per-

sonality of people, beginning, " There is a conflict between a

man's private dexterity."

Page 72, note i. A page now printed in " Poetry and

Imagination " (^Letters and Social Aims, p. 40) was taken

from this lecture concerning the writer and artist, as to the

astonishing results that may come through him when he is

" at the top of his condition."

Page 7(5, note I. Here followed a few sentences, now

printed in "Illusions " (^Conduct of Life, p. 321), as to the

rare moments when the capital questions of human life are

revealed to our eyes.
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Page Y7t note i. A passage comparing wisdom to elec-

tricity,— a transient state of which some men are capable,

— originally here, is now in the concluding paragraph of

"Clubs " ( Soeiety and Solitude)

.

Page y8, note i. See Essays, Second Series, p. 69.

Page jg, note I. See " Immortality," in Letters and

Social Aims, p. 346.

P''g^ 8S> "Off !• Here follows the passage beginning,

"He must be armed, not necessarily with musket and pike,"

etc., now in "Worship" (^Conduct of Life, p. 224).

Page 86, note i. The two following pages in the manu-

script are now printed respectively in "Inspiration" (^Letters

and Social Aims, p. 275), " What is a man good for without

enthusiasm ?
" etc., and in the preceding lecture on Natural

History of Intellect, apropos of " monotones " in the value

of concentration.

Page 87, note i. Here follows the passage, now in " Im-

mortality," beginning, "Ignorant people confound reverence,"

and ending, " and these by man's suifering are enlarged and

enthroned."

Page 87, note 2. Several following pages of the lecture

which treated of immortality were printed in "Worship"

(^Conduct of Life"), and so are here omitted.

Page 88, note i. Here followed the last paragraph but one

in " Worship."

Page 88, note 2. The concluding paragraph of '
' Worship '

'

came here.
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MEMORY

Few men would write of Memory until past

Tie middle of the mount

Up wiich the incarnate soul must climb;

and it was not until 1857 that we know of Mr. Emerson's

having written a lecture on that subject. He read it to his neigh-

bors at the Concord Lyceum. The next year it appears as the

fifth lecture in the course on the Natural Method of Mental

Philosophy read by him at the Freeman Place Chapel in

Boston. Essentially the same lecture, no doubt with additions,

held the same place in the course then called "The Natural

History of Intellect," in the University lectures for students

and outsiders given at Cambridge in 1870 and 1871.

Page p2, note i. Critics complain that Mr. Emerson

makes so little of|Sin. Mr. Cabot said: "Sin and he had

nothing to do with one another," and found the early poem
" Grace" (printed in the Z)m/ first aiid now included in the

Appendix to the Poems) the more surprising.

Page 1)4, note i. " The diiference between the actual and

the ideal force of man is happily figured by the Schoolmen,

in saying that the knowledge of man is an evening knowledge,

vespertina cognitio, but that of God is a morning knowledge,

matutina cognitio''^ (Nature, Addresses and Lectures, p. 73;

see note there).

Page pp, note i. Mrs. Ednah D. Cheney tells the fol-

lowing story: —
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" After hearing the lecture on Memory, a smart young

lawyer approached a lady the next evening, who was talking

of it to a friend. ' O, it was all very pretty and pleasant,' he

said, 'but no real thought in it! I can't remember anything

he said; can you ?
'

' Yes,' replied the lady, ' he said

" Shallow brains have short memories." '
"

Some one who heard this lecture at the University course,

when Mr. Emerson's memory had failed with his strength,

told with much amusement that he spoke of the value, in keep-

ing dates, of some old-fashioned mnemonic verses, which he

repeated and then tried to explain, but failed, because the key

had slipped from his memory. The hearer did not remember

Ecclesiasticus's word that " Even some of us wax old."

Page 102, note I. Mr. Emerson tells of the " great days
"

and their demands in '« Friendship," in the first series of

Essays.

Page 104, note i. In an early journal Mr. Emerson wrote

of the comfort the high collar of his cloak gave him when the

preaching was bad. He alluded to it in the Divinity School

Address.

Page 104, note 2. I am unable to find this line.

Page 104, note j.

And I shall hear my bluebirds' note

And dream the dream of Auburn dell.

"May-Day," Poems.

Page 108, note i.

This passing moment is an edifice

Which the omnipotent cannot rebuild.

"Fragments on Life," Poems, Appendix.
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THE CELEBRATION OF INTELLECT

This Address, as its opening passage shows, was made in

the early days of the Civil War, before the forces of North and

South had met in the disastrous battle of Bull Run. The task

before the Government, the vast proportions and issues of the

four years' struggle, were not then appreciated, and as yet

the colleges had not been called on to furnish their splendid

quota to save the country, — in Lowell's words, —
" To stand beside her

When craven churls deride her

To front a lie in arms, and not to yield;
"

nor had Holmes made his terrible appeal in " Never or

Now ! '
' Yet later, in the dark days when Emerson wrote

Peril around, all else appaUing,

Cannon in front and leaden rain.

Him Duty through the clarion calling

To the van, called not in vain, —
he would, none the less, have urged the higher function of the

scholar, after he had shown his manhood by repelling the foe

at the gate, in making Peace lasting, and the Country worth

saving, by his standards and counsels.

This address is incomplete, as many passages were taken

from it for the Essays on the same general theme, " The Man
of Letters," "The Scholar" (^Lectures and Biographical

Sketches')

.

Page ii8, note i. Here followed the passage later printed

in "The Man of Letters" {^Lectures and Biographical

Sketches, p. 256) on the absurdity of talking of the classic
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studies of statesmen who confound the first principles of right

and wrong in their public words and action.

Page 120, note i. Here on the manuscript sheet are notes:

" Luther; Kossuth; Quincy Adams in his magnificent defence

on the floor of Congress.
'

'

Page 121, note i. Passages now found in " The Man of

Letters" (^Lectures and Biographical Sketches, pp. 252-3)

were taken from this part of the discourse, commending to

students their profession as thinkers as the real secret of power,

the Art of Command, and as to the superiority of intellect to

material force.

Page 122, note i. Here followed a short passage now
in "The Scholar" {^Lectures and Biographical Sketches,

p. 264) as to the perverse affectation of scholars to be men of

the world. And after this the remarkable paragraph on pages

282 and 283 in the same essay, as to a need of a revival

of the human mind, and upon Instinct.

Page I2J, note I. Here follows a passage now found on

pages 279, 280, in "The Scholar," on the disappointment

the youth feels in the existing order of things, followed by that

on page 263 of the same essay, on the " beatitude of the

intellect flowing into the faculties."

Page I2S, note i. This was the case both with Emerson

and Thoreau, who both knew how to find their own food in

the College Librai;y, which they eagerly used, but incurred

some academic censure for neglect of the curriculum.

Page 126, note i. These strictures on Harvard College

at that period were bracketed in the manuscript, as if Mr.

Emerson questioned whether or no to read them.

Page 126, note 2. First written "decrepit bostpnians"

{sic).

Page ijo, note i. Here followed, a passage like one in
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"Education:" "Talk of Columbus and Newton! The

babe born in the hovel yonder is the beginning of a revolution

as great as theirs. Why try to be somewhat else ?
"

Page ijl, note I. Here follow the questions, as in " The

Scholar" (p. 284): —
' ' And the questions they put are. Who are you ? What

do you ? What is your talent, your contribution to the common

weal? Can you obtain your wish ? Is there method in your

consciousness ? Can you see tendency in your life ? Can you

help any soul? What is it you existed to say ?"

This is followed by a passage on the need to the scholar of

courage to admit ignorance and ask questions, and on the great

lessons of momentary defeat (see "Social Aims," pp. 95, 96,

in Letters and Social Aims').

COUNTRY LIFE

" Country Life " was the opening lecture of a course given

by Mr. Emerson in the Freeman Place Chapel in Boston, in

March, 1858. It was followed by "Works and Days"

(printed in Society and Solitude^), "Powers of the Mind,"

"Natural Method of Mental Philosophy," "Memory"
(the matter of these three mostly now found in " Natural

History of Intellect") and " Self-Possession."

Page 136, note i. Mr. Emerson, in the lecture, made a

version of Chaucer's Unes more intelligible to modern hearers,

thus: —
" Then long the folk to go on pilgrymages

And palmers for to seeken stranger strands.

To serve the saints beknown in sondry lands."

XII
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Page 147, note 1, Here follows in the manuscript the

passage about trees, now printed in the Address at Sleepy

Hollow Cemetery (see Mhcellanies').

Page 14.8, note I. These were Mr. Lane and Mr. Wright,

the companions of Mr. Alcott in the unsuccessfiil Fruitlands

community at Harvard. Cows were dispensed with there on

the ground that it was wrong to enslave them, rob the calf

of its food or the animal of its life; also that animal manure

defiled the ground.

Page IJI, note i. These pictures of the advance from

winter to spring may be found in • May-Day," in the

Poems.

Page 1^3, note i. The original prose form of the poem
" Seashore " is here omitted. It may be found in the Notes

to the Poems.

Page ISS> ""^^ ^- Froro Linnasus's Flora Laplandica

(Pulteney).

Page Ij6, note i. See some fragmentary verses, " Octo-

ber," in the Appendix to the Poems.

Page 163, note I. Here is omitted the passage in praise

of the farmer with which the essay '« Farming " ends {Society

and Solitude^.

CONCORD WALKS

This lecture was evidently given by Mr. Emerson as his

contribution to the village Lyceum, probably in 1867. Its

shortness seems to show that it was the more domestic and

local part of the larger lecture on Country Life which here

precedes it. Both manuscripts bear that name, and some sheets
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that occur in both are preserved, in this volume, only in the

lecture into which they fit best.

Page iji, note i. The charm of a river trip with Thoreau

is celebrated in the essay " Nature " (^Essays, Second Series,

P- 173)-

Page i'/2, note i. The young girls and the boys who

passed the house daily on their way to the Grammar or High

School had little thought of the interest and pleasure with

which the older scholar looked at them from his study win-

dow. Mr. Emerson was for many years on the School Com-

mittee. He much enjoyed the pubhc examinations (they

would be called " exhibitions " now, but they are obsolete),

trying to the teacher and the more sensitive pupils, but highly

interesting to the elders. Yet there, as elsewhere, he sat as a

learner, and came home to praise the declamation or recita-

tion of the girls and boys, and the Napoleonic aplomb of the

schoolmistress, daughter of one of his farmer neighbors.

Page IJJ, note i. The Belgian pomologist, whose results

with coarse wild stock in a "state of variation " (by endless

resowing of the better products obtaining fine fruit), are often

alluded to in the Essays, and his " Theory of Amelioration
"

was carried by Emerson into higher fields. (See note 2 to

page 49 in English Traits.^

Page IJ4, note j. The delight in the wood-walks is set

forth in the poem " Waldeinsamkeit.

"

Mr. Emerson wrote to Carlyle, in May, 1846:—
"\, too, have a new plaything, the best I ever had,—

a

wood-lot. Last fall I bought a piece of more than forty acres,

on the border of . . . Walden Pond,— a place to which

my feet have for years been accustomed to bring me once or

twice a week at all seasons, ... In these May days, when
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maples, poplars, oaks, birches, walnut and pine are in theii

spring glory, I go thither every afternoon."

Page If4, note 2. The Upas tree ofthe tropics was reputed

fatal to those who sat beneath it. The Soma was used in

sacrifices in ancient India. Asclepias Viminalis, a remarkable

plant of the milkweed family. The Mandrake root, because

of its resemblance to a human body, was viewed with super-

stition; it was said to shriek when torn up by night. Mr.

Emerson saw the Papyrus reed, which gave the ancients paper,

growing in Sicily. Dittany, supposed to be named from Mount

Dicte, in Crete, where it grew. Asphodel, associated with

legends of Greece and Sicily. Nepenthe, a plant which

brought calm and forgetfidness, mentioned in the Odyssey

(book IV. ) where Helen gives it to Telemachus. Haemony,

a Thessalian magic herb, mentioned in Milton's Comus.

The herb Moly, with black root and white flower, was

given by Hermes to Odysseus to overcome the charms of

Circe (^Odyssey, book X.). Amomum, a tropical plant allied

to ginger and cardamon.

Page l'/6, note i. These friends Mr. Emerson had. His

walks were usually alone, for, as he said. Nature's rule is

One to one, my dear ; but in the earlier years of his Concord

life he went as a pupil to be shown the sights and learn the

lore of each season, now with Henry Thoreau, the natural-

ist who knew the facts, but read also the higher meaning,

and now with Ellery Channing, the poet with an artist's eye

and speech.

Page JJ'f, note i. Dr. Jeffries Wyman of Cambridge, the

comparative anatomist, as remarkable for his modesty as his

attainments, is here alluded to. He was one of the company

celebrated in "The Adirondacs" {Poems). Dr. Charles T.

Jackson (the brother of Mrs. Emerson) and Professor J.
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Hall of Albany, separately, made the first geological surveys

of several States.

Page i7g,note i.

But the meanings cleave to the lake.

Cannot be carried in book or urn;

Go thy ways now, come later back.

On waves and hedges still they burn.

" My Garden," Poems.

BOSTON

It must be remembered that Emerson was Boston born and

schooled. His birthplace was on the ground now occupied

by Hovey's great store; he played in the pleasant gardens on

Summer and Chauncy streets whence the blue Bay could

then be seen, and he drove his mother's cow to pasture along'

Beacon Street. Boston was his home until he left college. Mrs.

Cheney tells that an earnest young woman of that favored

city put this question to another native of the place, " Which

could you have least spared out of your life,— the Common or

Emerson ?
"

>

This lecture was the closing one in the course on Life and

Literature given in Boston in the spring of 1861. It was first

printed in the Atlafitk Monthly for January, 1892.

Page 183, note i.

Ever the Rock of Ages melts

Into the mineral air.

To be the quarry whence to build

Thought and its mansions fair.

" Fragments on Life," Poems, Appendix.
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Page l8j, note i. The following is from a sheet of

" Aristocracy," as delivered in Boston:—
" But I consider this city of New England an exceptional

community ; that here the extraordinary abundant means, pro-

vided by private bounty and public law, have enabled every

poor man to secure to any talent in his child a good culture,

and to the great multitudes (of the middle classes) a finished

education,— what with libraries, high schools, Latin schools,

college scholarships and other foundations; schools of design;

and the great sympathy of the community with any superior

talent, and the great opportunity and career opened to it, —
I consider this city to He in sunlight, and citizenship in it to

be a sort of nobility. And the poet Saxe seems to believe

that all of us share this good will for our city,

" ' And born in Boston needs no second birth.'
"

Page igj, note I. He might well have added the name of

Carlyle, but for his own part in introducing his works here.

Page jp8, note i.

" Come dal fuoco il caldo, esser diviso

Non puo '1 bel dall' eterno."

Michael Angelo.

(As from fire the heat cannot be separated, — neither can

beauty from the eternal.)

Page 200, note i. Mr. Emerson first used this phrase in

vain endeavor to get his friend Carlyle to come to see Amer-

ica in 1854. '" 'h^ letter- it followed the remark, "John

Bull interests you at home, and is all your subject."

Page 20J, note i. " New England, on each new political

event, resolves itself into a debating society, and is the

Germany of the States." — Lecture on New England.

Page 206, note j. Some members of the Society of Friends

have been troubled that Mr. Emerson should have quoted
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this amusing if harsh expression of an old author. The late

Mr. Richard P. Hallowell, in his work, The Quaker Invasion

of Massachusetts, has produced evidence rebutting much of

the received history of the disturbances by the Quakers,

which seems to have been exaggerated. Mr. Emerson merely

incidentally alludes to one of these as reported. His feeling

towards the Friends was always one of respect and much

sympathy. He once told his cousin, the Rev. D. G. Haskins,

"I believe I am more of a Quaker than anything else; I

beHeve in the ' still, small voice. '

'

'

Page 2og, note I. Mr. Emerson puts this playftiEy in his

Boston poem:—
What care though rival cities soar

Along the stormy coast,

Penn's town. New York and Baltimore,

If Boston knew the most

!

Page 211, note j. The editor would be glad to know the

source of these lines, which neither he nor his friends have

been able to find.

MICHAEL ANGELO

I find the following entry in Mr. Emerson's diary during

his short visit to Italy in his younger days:—

Florence, 28 th April, 1833.

I have been this day to Santa Croce, which is to Flor-

ence what Westminster Abbey is to England. I passed with

consideration the tomb of Nicholas Macchiavelli, but stopped

long before that of Galilias Galileo, for I love and honor that

man, — except in the recantation, — with my whole heart.
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But when I came to Michael Angelo Buonarotti my flesh crept

as I read the inscription. I had strange emotion; I suppose

because Italy is so full of his fame. I have lately continually

heard of his name and works and opinions. I see his face in

every shop window, and now I stood over his dust.

In 1835, soon after his return, he gave before the Society

for the DiiKision of UseftJ Knowledge, in Boston, six lectures

on Biography. The first of these was on the tests of Great

Men, — very possibly in part the chapter on the Uses of

Great Men with which Representative Men opens, — and

then he treated of the lives of five, beginning with Michael

Angelo the artist, followed by the reformer Luther, the

preacher George Fox, the poet Milton, and the statesman and

orator, Edmund Burke. Dr. Holmes says, —
" Why Emerson selected Michael Angelo as the subject of

one of his earliest lectures is shown clearly enough by the last

sentence as printed in the Essay : ' He was not a citizen of any

country; he belonged to the human race; he was a brother and

a friend to all who acknowledged the beauty that beams in

universal Nature, and who seek by labor and self-denial to

approach its source in perfect goodness.'
"

Greatly as Mr. Emerson admired his work, — a copy

of "The Fates" always hung over his study mantel, and

engravings of the Sibyls from the Sistine Chapel hung on the

walls,— the character and recorded utterance of the man in-

terested him even more. In 1 868 he wrote, " I told W
that I prize Michael Angelo so much, that, whilst I look at

his figures, I come to believe the grandiose is grand. Thomas

Gray, in poetry, has relations to Michael Angelo, and the like

question between the grandiose and grand is suggested in read-

ing his odes."
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The lecture was published in the North American Review

in June, 1837; the present essay is a reprint of that article.

Page 216, note i. From Andrew Marvell's " Horatian

Ode, on the Return of Cromwell:"

" He nothing common did, or mean.

Upon that memorable scene.

Nor called the Gods in vulgar spite

To vindicate his helpless right," etc.

Page 232, note i. Michael Angelo, however, seems to have

doubted the inherent stability in the construction of the dome,

and girded it with great chains, which in later years have been

reinforced.

Page 2JJ, note I. I believe this portrait is lost, but that it

is alluded to by Michael Angelo in a sonnet.

Page 24.J, note i. This was undoubtedly the noble statue

of St. George by Donatello, until lately in a niche outside of

one of the churches, now in the National Museum of Fine

Arts at Florence.

Page 244., note i. Mr. Emerson was fond of repeating, in

looking at an engraving of Michael Angelo which hung in his

house, the lines of Tennyson in In Memoriam

:

—
•
« And over those ethereal eyes

The bar of Michael Angelo."

Page 244, note 2. In the journal for 1864 Mr. Emerson

quotes Niebuhr thus: " Michael Angelo was the man to be

first King of Italy," and adds, " And I should say of Michael

that the power of his pictures and works is not so much cor-

rect art as it is great humanity. I accept easily all the criti-

cism I hear on his style. It does not lessen him,"
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MILTON

From his early student days, Emerson honored and loved

Milton. He often praised the majesty and courageous recti-

tude of his prose, but he took dehght in Comus and Lycidas.

He used to tell how, in his youth, confined to his berth in

a small schooner on a stormy voyage to Florida, he, little by

little, recollected all of Lycidas but three lines. He had not

known that it lay there in his memory ready for his solace.

As has been said in the notes to the foregoing essay, Milton's

was one of the five lives which Mr. Emerson chose to cele-

brate in his first course of Boston lectures. In speaking of these,

Bancroft, in an article in the North American Review, written

two years after Mr. Emerson's death, says:—
" Emerson, in the choice of the next hero over whom he

was to shed the lustre of his praise, was equally guided by his

own nature. In spite of all his gracefiilness and reserve and

love of the unbroken tranquillity of serene thought, he was by

the right of heredity a belligerent for the cause of freedom, of

which John Milton, among all the great English poets, was the

foremost champion. From the inmost core of his character

Milton was the herald of rightfiil liberty, and its ever-ready

warrior where it fell into danger. He wrote in sublime and

impassioned prose for hberty of mind, ofman, and of the state.

He has furnished to the English-speaking world the best epic,

the best ode, the best elegies, in the mood of joyousness

and in the mood of meditation; sonnets full of high thought

expressed in the strongest and noblest words, and the most

delightfiil mask for representation in the social circle. In ad-
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vanced life, when all his hopes for the political reform of

England had been wrecked, he writes the best tragedy that

has ever been written in modern times according to the rules

of the Greek drama, and in it paints in perfection the come-

liness and the reviving power of men ' armed with celestial

vigor and heroic magnitude of mind; ' and then, mindfiil of

the sorrows that had fallen on himself and his associates, is

driven for consolation to remember that

" ' Patience is more oft the exercise

Of saints, the trial of their fortitude.'

Such a hero had a right to find a resting-place on Emerson's

breast."

Dr. Holmes, in his Life of Emerson, thus showed the neces-

sary bond between the writer and his subject:—
" Consciously or unconsciously men describe themselves in

the characters they draw. One must have the mordant in his

own personality or he will not take the color of his subject.

He may force himself to picture that which he dislikes or even

detests; but when he loves the character he delineates, it is

his own, in some measure, at least, or one of which he feels

that its possibilities and tendencies belong to himself. Let us

try Emerson by this test in his Essay on Milton. . . .

«' ' It is the prerogative of this great man to stand at this

hour foremost of all men in literary history, and so (shall we
not say ?) of all men, in the power to inspire. Virtue goes out

of him into others. ... He is identified in the mind with

all select and holy images, with the supreme interests of the

human race. . . . Better than any other he has discharged the

ofiice of every great man, namely, to raise the idea of Man in

the minds of his contemporaries and of posterity, — to draw

after Nature a life of man, exhibiting such a composition of
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grace, of strength, and of virtue as poet had not described nor

hero lived. Human nature in these ages is indebted to him

for its best portrait. Many philosophers in England, France,

and Germany have formally dedicated their study to this

problem; and we think it impossible to recall one in those

countries who communicates the same vibration of hope, of

self-reverence, ofpiety, of delight in beauty, which the name

of Milton awakes.'

" Emerson had the same lofty aim as Milton, ' To raise the

idea of man; ' he had ' the power to inspire' in a preeminent

degree. If ever a man communicated those vibrations he

speaks of as characteristic of Milton, it was Emerson. In

elevation, purity, nobility of nature, he is worthy to stand

with the great poet and patriot, who began, like him, as a

schoolmaster, and ended as the teacher in a school-house

which had for its walls the horizons of every region where

English is spoken."

The "Milton" was pubUshed in the North American

Review ior \:Aj, 1838.

Page 248, note I. In the early verses on The Poet, given

in the Appendix to the Poems, Mr. Emerson said:—
Yet every scroll, whereon he wrote

In latent fire his secret thought.

Fell unregarded to the ground.

Unseen by such as stood around.

The pious wind took it away.

Page 2^0, note l. Saumaise, by his pamphlet Defense de

Charles I., drew out Milton's Defense of the English People.

A French writer said of him: " Aujourd'hui on ne connait plus

Claude de Saumaise que de certaines discussions beaucoup trop
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retentissantes qa'il eut avec plusieurs de ses contemporains;
"

and adds, regarding the Defense de Charles I., "Saumaise y
defendit fort mal une fort bonne cause, et le poete eut raison

du critique."

Page 2S3, note i. Journal, 1841. "I think that Milton

wrote his verse to his own ear, well knowing that England did

not hold, and might not for a century, another ear that could

hear their rhythm. That is the magnanimity of a poet, that

he writes for the Gods— as those Egyptian obelisks which

Goethe saw raised from the ground at Rome, were carved

with the utmost finish on the upper surface, which faced the

heaven and which man was never to see."

Page 2j6, note i. Master Samuel Harthb, apparendy a

scholar from the continent, a friend of Milton, who speaks of

him as "sent hither from a far country," seems to have

studied with peculiar diligence the science of education.

Milton's letter to him is " On Education."

Page 260, note j. Journal, 1845. "The language is

made, -'— who has not helped to make it ? Then come

Milton, Shakspeare, and find it all made to their hand, and

use it as if there never had been language before."

Page 260, note 2. From an early college poem of Milton,

" Anno .(Etatis xix." " At a Vacation Exercise at the Col-

lege, part Latin, part English, the Latin speeches ended, the

English thus began, ' Hail, native language! ' " etc.

Page 261, note i. From " L' Allegro."

Page 263, note i. As is evident throughout this essay,

Mr. Emerson was drawn to Milton by the likeness of their

characters and tastes, as well as their ideals. He himself loved

temperance "for its elegancy, not for its austerity," as he

says of the Hero (^Essays, First Series, p. 254). His temper-

ance was of the unconscious kind, a part of his refined taste.
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Page 26s, note I. The young Emerson, as his letters to

his brothers during his college course show, was sometimes

writing his thoughts and attempts at verse, at his high desk,

before winter daylight had fully come.

Page 26J, note i. From Wordsworth's soimet beginning,

" Milton, thou should'st be living at this hour."

Page 268, note i. Journal, 1836. "With what satis-

faction I read last night with G. P. B[radford] some lines

from Milton! In Samson Agonistes and elsewhere with what

dignity he felt the office of the bard, the solemn office borne

by the great and grave of every age for the behoof of all men;

a call which never was heard in the frivolous brains of the

Moores and Hugos and Berangers of the day."

Page 26g, note i . Compare with this a remarkable pass-

age in " Aristocracy" (^Lectures and Biographical Sketches,

P- 63).

Page 2^3, note i. It was Mr. Emerson's religious feeling

that kept him away from the preachings and prayers of his day.

Page 2Y4, note I. Paradise Lost, book iv., 301.

Page 277, note I. Paradise Lost, book iv., 361.

ART AND CRITICISM

The manuscript of the lecture has on it the name " Art

and Criticism," but it is incomplete, and nearly the first

quarter is missing. This was presumably upon Art (to judge

by some few notes which remain), and very likely the essay

"Art," in Society and Solitude, contains much of the matter.

" Art and Criticism " was the fourth lecture in a course

given in the spring of 1859, at the Freeman Place Chapel in

Boston.
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Page 283, note i. The Neant, the Negative aspect of

the Universe.

Page 284, note i. Mr. Cabot was told that the congregation

to which Mr. Emerson preached in the Second Church of

Boston was composed mainly of middle-class people. His

hearers at the church in East Lexington were simple people,

but, in confessing this, they said that they could understand

Mr. Emerson. Most of his lectures for forty years thereafter

were " tried on," as he said, oh audiences from farm and

shop in the lyceums of New England towns or on enter-

prising but uncultivated settlers of " the West." He would

not "talk down," but made it his business to try to give

them his best thought in vigorous, simple words, with homely

illustration or classic anecdote.

Page 288, note i. The street as a school for the orator is

treated of in " Eloquence" (^Letters and Social Aims, pp.

124, 125).

Page 288, note 2. Vathek, the hero of an Eastern ro-

mance pubhshed by Beckford in 1787.

Page 28^, note i. Mr. Emerson took much pleasure in

Burns's poem «« To the Deil."

Page 28g, note 2. Here follows a passage on the necessity

of shade to balance sun, etc., printed in " Considerations by

the Way " {Conduct of Life, p. 255).
Page 2go, note i. Mr. Emerson well understood the

force of the pause. After an important passage, delivered

forcibly or searchingly, he made a marked pause to allow

the thought to strike in; then with great flexibility of voice

would begin the next paragraph in a quiet conversational tone.

In preparing a lecture for publication as an essay it was
unsparingly pruned, not merely of passages but of words.

Page 2^2, note i. For "development" Mr. Emerson
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often used the more pleasing and picturesque "unfolding."

As for the " family oifers" and its participle latum, he would

rather say " choice " than " preference," " give way " than

"defer," "gather" than "infer," "bring together" than

"collate," "render" than "translate," with a poet's

preference for simple rather than pedantic words.

Page 2<?J, note i. He objected to the Germanic "stand-

point, for the Enghsh point of view, recently corrupted into

view-point."

Page 2gj, note 2. It is the cheap use of these words that

is blamed. " Flamboyant " is advisedly used by Mr. Emerson

a few paragraphs earlier in this lecture.

Page 2g4, note i. A writer in a recent New York news-

paper, who remembered this lecture, said of this characteristic

illustration drawn from New England country life, " This

searching criticism, enforced by a metaphor borrowed from

the universal experience of the rude New England climate, is

of the essence of the man. The more he is studied, the more

— again in Yankee phrase— we summer and winter with him,

the more we get from him. The foundations of his fun and

earnest are also below the frost."

I cannot deny myself the pleasure of here introducing

another reminiscence by the same writer illustrating Mr. Emer-

son' s humor: —
" The present writer recalls a lecture in the middle sixties,

in which Mr. Emerson surprised his audience into laughter

with the closing of what seemed about to be an especially

lofty appeal: ' If we could only make up our miads always

to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,'

he said, in his musical and curiously impersonal voice, and

added— 'to what embarrassing situations it would give rise. '

'

'

Page 2p6, note i. Of course in commending " writing
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down" Mr. Emerson meant simple subject and style, not

deliberate lowering of thought to the supposed standard of

others.

Page 302, note i. Mr. Emerson is here telling of the

humors of his friend William EUery Channing, as they walked

in Concord Woods. In the essay on Concord Walks, his

company is extolled. Mr. Emerson had love of wild nature,

Mr. Channing opened his eyes to what was artistic, and

helped him to perception of color and composition.

Page JOJ", note I. Hence the denier and the pessimist

were offensive to him: "Nothing good that way, everything

good the other way." See in " Demonology " {Lectures and

Biographicai Sketches, p. 24) the application of " the infallible

test, the state of mind in which much notice of them [alleged

spiritualistic revelations, necromancy, etc. J leaves us."

THOUGHTS ON MODERN LITERATURE

This paper was the leading article in the second number

of the Z)w/ (October, 1840), of which Mr. Emerson was

then editor.

The original opening pages, omitted by Mr. Cabot, are

given below, excepting a few sentences.

" There is no better illustration of the laws by which the

world is governed than Literature. There is no lucl^ in it.

It proceeds by Fate. Every scripture is given by the inspira-

tion of God. Every composition proceeds out of a greater or

less depth of thought, and this is the measure of its effect.

The highest class of books are those which express the moral

element; the next, works of imagination; and the next, works

XII
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of science;— all dealing in realities,— what ought to be,

what is, and what appears. These, in proportion to the truth

and beauty they involve, remain; the rest perish. They

proceed out of the silent, living mind to be heard again by

the living mind. Of the best books it is hardest to write the

history. Those books which are for all time are written indif-

ferently at any time. For high genius is a day without night,

a Caspian Ocean which hath no tides. And yet is literature

in some sort a creature of time. Always the oracular soul is

the source of thought, but always the occasion is adminis-

tered by the low mediation of circumstances. Religion,

Love, Ambition, War, some fierce antagonism, or it may

be some petty annoyance, must break the round of perfect

circulation, or no spark, no joy, no event can be. The poet,

rambling through the fields or the forest, absorbed in contem-

plation to that degree that his walk is but a petty dream,

would never awake to precise thought, if the scream of an

eagle, the cries of a crow or curlew near his head did not

break the sweet continuity. Nay, the finest lyrics of the poet

come of this unequal parentage; the imps of matter beget

such child on the soul, fair daughter of God. Nature mixes

facts with thoughts to yield a power. But the gift of immor-

tality is of the mother's side. In the spirit in which they are

written is the date of their duration, and never in the magni-

tude of the facts. Everything lasts in proportion to its beauty.

In proportion as it was not polluted by the wilfiilness of the

writer, but flowed from his mind after the divine order of

cause and effect, it was not his, but Nature's, and shared the

sublimity of the sea and sky. That which is truly told. Nature

herself takes in charge against the whims and injustice of

men. For ages Herodotus was reckoned a credulous gossip

in his descriptions of Africa, and now the sublime, silent
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desert testifies through the months of Bruce, Lyon, Caillaud,

Burckhardt, Belzoni, to the truth of the calumniated histo-

rian.

" And yet men imagine that books are dice and have no

merit in thek fortune; that the trade and favor of a fevs^ critics

can speed one book into circulation and kill another; and that

in the production of these things the author has chosen and

may devise to do thus and so. Society also wishes to assign

subjects and methods to its writers. But neither reader nor

author may intermeddle. You cannot reason at will in this

and that other vein, but only as you must. You cannot make

quaint combinations and bring to the crucible and alembic

of truth things far-fetched or fantastic or popular, but your

method and your subject are foreordained in your nature

and in all nature or ever the earth was, or it has no worth.

All that gives currency still to any book, advertised in the

morning's newspaper in London or Boston, is the remains of

faith in the breasts of men that, not adroit book-makers, but

the inextinguishable soul of the universe, reports of itself in

articulate discourse to-day as of old. The ancients strongly

expressed their sense of the unmanageableness of these words

of the spirit by saying that the God made his priest insane,

took him hither and thither, as leaves are whirled by the

tempest. But we sing as we are bid. Our inspirations are

manageable and tame. Death and sin have whispered in the

ear of the wild horse of Heaven, and he has become a dray

and a hack. And step by step with the entrance of this era of

ease and convenience, the beUef in the proper Inspiration

of man has departed. . . ."

Here followed a passage on the Bible and the Scriptures

of the nations, and the secondary quality of Shakspeare com-

pared to these, much of which, quoted from the journal of
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1839, is given in a note to the essay on Shakspeare. (^Re-

presentative Men, p. 357.)

"All just criticism will not only behold in literature the

action of necessary laws, but must also oversee literature itself.

The erect mind disparageth all books. What are books 'i it

saith: they can have no permanent value. How obviously

initial they are to their author?. The books of the nations,

the universal books, are long ago forgotten by those who

wrote them, and one day we shall forget this primer learning.

Literature is made up of a few ideas and a few fables. It is a

heap of nouns and verbs enclosing an intuition or two. We
must learn to judge books by absolute standards. When we

are aroused to a life in ourselves, these traditional splendors of

letters grow very pale and cold. Men se^m to forget that all

literature is ephemeral, and unwillingly entertain the supposi-

tion of its utter disappearance. They deem not only letters in

general, but the best books in particular, parts of a preestablished

harmony, fatal, unalterable, and do not go behind Virgil and

Dante, much less behind Moses, Ezekiel and Saint John.

Buf no man can be a good critic of any book who does not

read it in a wisdom which transcends the instructions of any

book, and treats the whole extant product of the human

intellect as only one age revisible and reversible by him."

Page 312, note i. Here follows a paragraph, telling with

what eagerness the new generation studies the history of

freedom in civil, religious and philosophic matters, and also the

rude poetry of antiquity; then how it " celebrates its wants,

achievements and hopes." "The time is marked by the

multitude ofwriters. Soldiers, sailors, servants, nobles, princes,

women, write books. The progress of trade and the facilities

for locomotion have made the world nomadic again. ... All
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facts are exposed. Let there be no ghost-stories more. . . .

Let us have charts true and gazetteers correct. We will

know where Babylon stood, and settle the topography of the

Roman Forum. We will know whatever is to be known of

Australasia, of Japan, of Persia, of Egypt, of Timbuctoo,

of Palestine. . . .

" Christendom has become a great reading-room. . . .

The age is well-bred, knows the world, has no nonsense, and

herein is well distinguished from the learned ages that preceded

ours. [He alludes to the superstitions that filled the heads

of the English and European scholars for the half-millennium

that preceded the eighteenth century.] The best heads of this

time build or occupy such card-house theories of religion,

politics and natural science as a clever boy now would blow

away. What stuff in Kepler, in Cardan, in Lord Bacon.

Montaigne with all his French wit and downright sense is

little better; a sophomore would wind him round his finger.

Some of the Medical Remains of Lord Bacon in the book for

his own use, ' Of the Prolongation of Life,* will move a smile

in the unpoetical practitioners of the Medical College. [He

then gives amusing citations from Bacon and Cardan and odd

anecdotes from Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy.'\

" All this sky-full of cobwebs is now forever swept clean

away. Another race is born. Humboldt and Herschel, Davy

and Arago, Malthus and Benham have arrived. If Robert

Burton should be quoted to represent the army of scholars who

have fiirnished a contribution to his moody pages, Horace Wal-

pole, whose letters circulate in the libraries, might be taken

with some fitness to represent the spirit of much recent litera-

ture. He has taste, common sense, love of facts, impatience

of humbug, love of history, love of splendor, love of justice,

and the sentiment of honor among gentlemen: but no life
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whatever of the higher feculties, no faith, no hope, no aspira-

tion, no question concerning the secret of Nature.

"The favorable side of this research and love of facts is the

bold and systematic criticism which has appeared in every

department of literature. From WoliF's attack upon the authen-

ticity of the Homeric Poems dates a new impulse on learning.

. . . Niebuhr has sifted Roman history by the like methods.

Heeren has made good essays towards ascertaining the neces-

sary facts in the Grecian, Persian, Assyrian, Egyptian, Ethi-

opic, Carthaginian nations. English history has been analyzed

by Turner, Hallam, Brodie, Lingard, Palgrave. Goethe has

made the circuit of human knowledge, as Lord Bacon did be-

fore him, writing True or False on every article. Bentham has

attempted the same scrutiny in reference to Civil Law. Pes-

talozzi, out of a deep love, undertook the reform of education.

The ambition of Coleridge in England embraced the whole

problem of Philosophy; to find, that is, a foundation in thought

for everything that existed in fact. The German philosophers

Schelling, Kant, Fichte, Hegel, have applied their analysis to

Nature and thought with an antique boldness. There can be no

honest inquiry which is not better than acquiescence. . . .

" This skeptical activity, at first directed on circumstances

and historical views deemed of great importance, soon pene-

trated deeper than Rome or Egypt, than history or institu-

tions or the vocabulary of metaphysics, namely, into the

thinker himself and into every function he exercises."

From this point on, the paper in the Dial is like that here

printed, except that Mr. Emerson's corrections, pencilled on

the margin, have been adopted here in the text, as well as in

the omitted passages given above.

Page 314, note i. Mr. Emerson's use of his own life in

his journals, and hence in his works, was of this sort. Inci-
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dents are generalized and personality merged in a type. In

the poetry, often intimate personal experiences are used, but

purified and adorned. Dr. Holmes treats of this matter with

charming wit in his chapter on Emerson as a Poet.

Page 3l(p, note i. In a lecture in a course on English

Literature in 1835, Mr. Emerson said of Byron: " He has

a marvellous power of language, but, from pride and selfish-

.ness, which made him an incurious observer, it lacked food.

One's interest dies from famine of meaning. Cursing will soon

be sufficient in the most skilful variety of diction. Of Scott

it would be ungratefiil to speak but with cheerful respect,

and we owe to him some passages of genuine pathos. But in

general, what he contributes is not brought from the deep

places of the mind, and of course cannot reach thither." In

a lecture in i85i, he said, "Byron had declamation, he

had delicious music, but he knew not the mania which gives

creative power."

Page J2I, note i. In a lecture, " Books," in 1864, Mr.

Emerson said: *' I read lately with delight a casual notice

of Wordsworth in a London journal, in which with perfect

aplomb his highest merits were affirmed, and his unquestion-

able superiority to all English poets since Milton. I thought

how long I travelled and talked in England, and found no

person, or only one (Clough), in sympathy with him and

admiring him aright, in face of Tennyson's culminating talent

and genius in melodious verse. This rugged countryman

walks and sits alone for years, assured of his sanity and in-

spiration, sneered at and disparaged, yet no more doubting

the fine oracles that visited him than if Apollo had visibly

descended to him on Helvellyn. Now, so few years after,

it is lawfiil in that obese England to afiirm unresisted the

superiority of his genius."
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Page J22, note j. In the last lecture in a course on New

England, read in New York in 1843, Mr. Emerson said:

" The influence ofWordsworth, Coleridge and Carlyle found

readier reception here than at home. It is remarkable that we

have our intellectual culture from one country and our duties

from another. . . . But there is an ethical element in the

mind of our people that will never let them long rest without

finding exercise for the deeper thoughts. It very soon found,

both Wordsworth and Carlyle insufficient."

Page 323, note i. In the journal for 1838 occurs this

passage:

—

" Goethe hates dissection, hates the sundering a thing from

the universal connection of Nature, and you shall see that

love of synthesis working in aU his rhetoric. As when he

apostrophizes Erwin of Steinbach and his Minster, he sees

all the Netherlands and all the year."

Page 3J2, note i. This suggests the passage in "Aristo-

cracy" {^Lectures and Biographical Sketches, pp. 63, 64)

on the selfish man of learning who is not faithfiil to his duties

to humble humanity around him.

Page 334, note I. I am unable to find the sources of the

lines quoted on this and on the follovmg page.

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR

This paper appeared in the Dial for October, 1841. It

was eight years since Mr. Emerson had had the pleasure of

visiting Landor at his Villa Gherardesca at Fiesole, by his

invitation. The opportunity of seeing Landor, Coleridge,

Carlyle and Wordsworth reconciled him to travel, always a
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matter of indifference to him, at that sad time. In the first

pages of English Traits, an account of this visit and Landor's

conversation and opinions is given, which called out from

Landor an '
' Open Letter

'
' some years later. The account

of this letter, with extracts from it, may be found in the notes

to English Traits.

Page ^^2, note l. From Tennyson's "Lotus Eaters."

Page 34.2, note 2. Compare a similar passage in the

" Lecture on the Times " {Nature, Addresses and Lectures,

p. 280).

Page 348, note I. In these sentences on Landor, Mr.

Emerson also states his own theory and practice.

Page 34^, note i. The article in the Bial is followed

by a few pages of selections made by Mr. Emerson from

Landor's writings.

PRAYERS

This paper was printed in the Dial for July, 1842.

The remarkable prayer in verse, " Great God, I ask thee for

no meaner pelf," etc., was Henry Thoreau's. It is thought

by a friend of the Thoreau family that the prayers preceding

and following it were written by his loved brother John, who
had died a few months before the publication of this paper.

Nothing is known of the " deaf and dumb boy."

P<^&^ 350, note I. From Measure for Measure, Act II.,

Scene 2.
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AGRICULTURE OF MASSACHUSETTS

This paper, reprinted exactly from the Dial ofJuly, 1 842,

is Mr. Emerson's rendering— much affected by the medium

through which it passed— of the sensible criticism on the

Report of the State Commissioner of Agriculture, made by his

friend and neighbor, Mr. Edmund Hosmer. Mr. Hosmer

was a farmer of the old New England type, versed in agricul-

tural and domestic economics, and was the oracle constantly

consulted by Mr. Emerson, and the ally called in, in dealing

with the interesting but to him puzzling management of his

increasing acres. Mr. Hosmer and his oxen are the Hassan

and the camels of the third stanza in the " Fragments on the

Poet," in the Poems. He used to attend and join in the con-

versations of the philosophers at Mr. Emerson's house.

EUROPE AND EUROPEAN BOOKS

This paper, as printed, is that published in the Dial for

April, 1 843, with the exception of the opening pages, most of

which are here given, omitting, however, the first paragraph, on

the temporary dominations of European books, and prophesying

a new world literature. The review thus continues:—
•
' But at present we have our culture from Europe and

Europeans. Let us be content and thankful for these good

gifts for a while yet. The collections of art, at Dresden, Paris,

Rome, and the British Museum and libraries offer their splen-

did hospitalities to the American. And beyond this, amid the

dense population of that continent, lifts itself ever and anon
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some eminent head, a prophet to his own people, and their

interpreter to the people of other countries. The attraction of

these individuals is not to be resisted by theoretic statements.

"It is true there is always something deceptive, self-

deceptive in our travel. We go to France, to Germany, to see

men, and find but what we carry. A man is a man, one as

good as another, many doors to one open court, and that open

court as entirely accessible from our private door, or through

John or Peter, as through Humboldt and Laplace. But we

cannot speak to ourselves.

" We brood on our riches, but remain dumb; that makes

us unhappy; and we take ship and go man-hunting in order,

by putting ourselves en rapport, according to laws of personal

magnetism, to acquire speech or expression. Seeing Herschel

or Schelling, or Swede or Dane, satisfies the conditions, and

we can express ourselves happily.

"But Europe has lost weight lately. Our young men go

thither in every ship, but not as in the golden days, when the

same tour would show the traveller the noble heads of Scott,

of Mackintosh, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Goethe, Cuvier, and

Humboldt. We remember, when arriving in Paris, we crossed

the river on a brilliant morning, and at the book-shop of

Papinot, in the Rue de Sorbonne, at the gates of the Univer-

sity, purchased for two sous a Programme, which announced

that every Monday we might attend the lecture of Dumas on

Chemistry at noon; at a half hour later either Villemain or

Ampere on French Literature; at other hours, Guizot on

Modern History; Cousin on the Philosophy of Ancient

History; Fauriel on Foreign Literature; Prevost on Geology;

Lacroix on the Differential Calculus; Jouffroy on the History

of Modern Philosophy; Lacretelle on Ancient History; Des-

fontaines or Mirbel on Botany.
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" Hard by, at the Place du Pantheon, Degerando, Royer

Collard, and their colleagues were giving courses on Law, on

the law of nations, the Pandects and commercial equity. For

two magical sous more, we bought the Programme of the Col-

lege Royal de France, on which we still read with admiring

memory, that every Monday, Silvestre de Sacy lectures on the

Persian Language; at other hours, Lacroix on the Integral

Mathemadcs; Jouffroy on Greek Philosophy ; Biot on Physics;

Lerminier on the History of Legislation; Elie de Beaumont on

Natural History; Magendie on Medicine; Thenard on Chem-

istry; Binet on Astronomy; and so on, to the end of the

week. On the same wonderfiil ticket, as if roval munificence

had not yet sufficed, we learned that at the Museum of Natural

History, at the Garden of Plants, three days in the week,

Brongniart would teach Vegetable Physiology, and Gay-Lussac,

Chemistry, and Flourent, Anatomy. With joy we read these

splendid news in the Cafe Procope, and straightway joined the

troop of students of all nations, kindreds and tongues, whom
this great institution drew together to listen to the first Savans

of the world without fee or reward. The professors are

changed, but the liberal doors still stand open at this hour.

This royal liberality, which seems to atone for so many possible

abuses of power, could not exist vyithout important con-

sequences to the student on his return home.

'
' The University of Gottingen has sunk from its high place

by the loss of its brightest stars. The last was Heeren, whose

learning was really useful and who has made ingenious attempts

at the solution ofancient historical problems. Ethiopia, Assyria,

Carthage and the Theban Desert are still revealing secrets, latent

for three millenniums, under the powerful night-glass of the

Teutonic Scholars, who make astronomy, geology, chemistry,

trade, statistics, medals, tributary to their Inquisitions.
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"In the last year also died Sismondi, who by his History

of the Italian Republics reminded mankind of the prodigious

wealth of life and event, which Time, devouring his children

as fast as they are born, is giving to oblivion in Italy, the

piazza and forum of History, and for a time made Italian sub-

jects of the middle ages popular for poets and romancers, and

by his kindling chronicles of Milan and Lombardy perhaps

awoke the great genius of Manzoni. That history is full of

events, yet, as Ottilie writes in Goethe's novel, that she never

can bring away from- history anything but a few anecdotes,

so the Italian Republic! lies in the memory like a confused

melee, a confused noise of slaughter and rapine, and garments

rolled in blood. The method, if method there be, is so slight

and artificial, that it is quite overlaid and lost in the unvaried

details of treachery and violence. Hallam's sketches of the

same history were greatly more luminous and memorable, partly

from the advantage of his design, which compelled him to

draw outlines, and not bury the grand lines of destiny in

municipal details.

" Italy furnished in that age no man of genius to its political

arena, though many of talent, and this want degrades the

history. We still remember, with great pleasure, Mr. Hallam's

fine sketch of the external history of the rise and establishment

of the Papacy, which Mr. Ranke's voluminous researches,

though they have great value for their individual portraits,

have not superseded."

Page 366, note i. Mr. Emerson's impatience of Words-

worth's foibles was at first great. In the journal for 1832 he

wrote:—
" I never read Wordsworth without chagrin. A man of

such great powers and ambition, so near to the Bit majores.
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to fail so meanly in every attempt. A genius that hath epilepsy,

a deranged archangel."

Page J67, note i. Mr. Emerson gave an account of his

visits to Wordsworth in 1833, and again in 1848, in English

Traits (pp. 19 ff. and 294.)

Page3J0, note i. Soon after Tennyson's poems appeared,

Mr. Emerson wrrote to a friend:—
"I think Tennyson got his inspiration in gardens, and that

in this country, where there are no gardens, his musky verses

could not be written. The Villa d' Este is a memorable poem

in my life."

Page 3y2, note I. Mr. Alexander Ireland of Manchester,

England, the friend who made arrangements for Mr. Emer-

son's coming to England to lecture in i8z8, gives in his

Memoir ' an account of Mr. Emerson's visit to Leigh Hunt.

Page 3'J2, note 2. Mr. Emerson prized Tennyson more

highly as years went on.

Journal, 1853. " When I see the waves of Lake Michi-

gan toss in the bleak snowstorm, I see how small and inade-

quate the common poet is. But Tennyson with his eagle over

the sea has shown his sufficiency."

In the summer of 1868, he wrote at some length in his

journal in high praise of the quality and elevation of the poem

" The Holy Grail," and, looking over the journal two years

later, added more to the same effect. Below these notes he

wrote in October, 1 871: "The only limit to the praise of

Tennyson as a lyric poet is that he is alive. Were he an

ancient, there would be none."

Page 314, note I. In English Traits Mr. Emerson

wrote :
—

' Ralph Waldo Emerson^ His Life, Genius, and Writings. London;

Simpkin, Marshall & Co.
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" Bulwer, an industrious writer, with occasional ability, is

distinguished for his reverence of intellect as a temporality,

and appeals to the worldly ambition of the student. His

romances tend to fen these low flames."

Page 317, note i. In his chapter on Goethe, Wilhelm

Meister is criticised. {Representative Men, pp. 277, 278.)

Page J77, note 2. Disraeli' s novel is alluded to in the

pages in Representative Men. just referred to.

PAST AND PRESENT

Page381, note i. This celebration of his friend's work

was published by Mr. Emerson in the Dm/ for July, 1843.

Page j82, note I.

For Genius made his cabin wide.

And Love led Gods therein to bide.

" Fragments on the Poet," Poems, Appendix.

P^g^ 386, note I. Now and then Mr. Emerson grew

weary of his friend's personality in his work, as when he

exclaimed:—
" O Carlyle, the merit of glass is not to be seen, but to be

seen through; whereas every lamina and spicule of the Carlyle

glass is visible !

'

'

P''g^ 387, note I. Mr. Charles J. Woodbury, comparing

Carlyle and Emerson, says: —
" Neither could tolerate insincerity, which they destroyed,

one with lightning, and the other with light." »

In his journal of 1863, Mr. Emerson said of Carlyle'

s

style: —
"It is like the new Parrott guns. There were always

• Talks with Emerson. Baker and Taylor Co., New York, 1890.
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guns and powder. But here to-day are latest experiments

and a success which exceeds all previous performance in throw-

ing far, and in crushing effect. Much is sacrificed for this,

but this is done— so with Carlyle's projectile style."

Page jSp, note l. In his English note-book, Mr. Emer-

son called Carlyle " a bacchanal in the strong waters of

vituperation."

Page jgi, note I. In sending this book to Emerson,

Carlyle wrote: "I have finished a book, . . . one solid

volume; . . . it is a somewhat fiery and questionable ' Tract

for the Times,' not by a Puseyite, which the terrible aspect of

things here has forced from me." Mr. Emerson in his reply

praised " the deep, steady tide taking in, either by hope or

by fear, all the great classes of society,— and the philosophic

minority also, by the powerful lights which are shed on the

phenomenon. It is true contemporary history, which other

books are not, and you have fairly set solid London city aloft,

afloat, in bright mirage of the air. I quarrel only with the

popular assumption, which is perhaps a condition of the

Humor itself, that the state of society is a new state, and

was not the same thing in the days of Rabelais and Aristo-

phanes as of Carlyle. Orators always allow something to

masses, out of love to their own art, whilst austere philosophy

will only know the particles. This were of no importance if

the historian did not so come to mix himself in some manner

with his erring and grieving nations, and so saddens the pic-

ture; for health is always private and original, and its essence

is in its unmixableness."

Five months later, October 31, 1843, Carlyle wrote: —
"In this last number of the Dial, ... I found one

little essay, a criticism on myself,— which, if it should do me

mischief, may the Gods forgive you for! It is considerably the
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most dangerous thing I have read for some years. A decided

likeness of myself recognizable in it, as in the celestial mirror

of a friend's heart j but so enlarged, exaggerated, all trans-

figured,— the most delicious, the most dangerous thing!

Well, I suppose I must try to assimilate it also, to turn it also

to good, if I be able. Eulogies, dyslogies, in which one finds

no features of one's own natural face, are easily dealt with, . . .

but here is another sort of matter ! . . . May the gods

forgive you ! — I have purchased a copy for three shillings

and sent it to my Mother, one of the indubitablest benefits

I could think of in regard to it."

A LETTER

The position of Editor of the Dial must have been trying

to one like Mr. Emerson, who joined to sympathy with young

idealists and wish to foster " divine discontent," a high stand-

ard of thought and expression, a dislike for the negative, and

a New England common sense.

So he wrote to disappointed contributors, or those restless

seekers who asked for counsel, this wholesome circular letter,

which ended by referring each to the oracle within which he

or she neglected in seeking help abroad.

The "Letter" was pubUshed in the Dial for October,

1843.

Page 404, note I. In the Dial the letter ends by refer-

ring to a correspondent who had sent in a generous and just

tribute to Bettine von Arnim, and giving a translation from

the Deutsche Schellpost "of a sketch, though plainly fi-om no
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very friendly hand, of the new work of that eminent lady,

who, in the silence of Tieck and Schelling, seems to hold

a monopoly of genius in Germany."

THE TRAGIC

This lecture, tmder the name " Tragedy," was the seventh

in a course on Human Life given by Mr. Emerson in Bos-

ton in the winter of 1838-39. The eighth lecture was

"Comedy," included among the lectures which Mr. Cabot

gathered for him into the volume Letters and Social Aims,

when Mr. Emerson's failing strength required such aid.

"The Tragic," for so the name was altered, was printed

by Mr. Emerson in the last number of the Dial, April, 1844.

It was a subject quite foreign to Mr. Emerson's habit of

mind, but one which his serene faith could dispose of and

bring, as he would have said, "within the sphere."

Page 408, note I. The subject of Fate is treated at length

in the Essay of that name in Conduct of Life. In the poem

" Worship," the motto to the Essay on that theme. Fate,

miscalled, is represented as beneficent, living Law.

Page 410, note i. From a song by Donne, beginning: —

"Sweetest love, I doe not goe."

Page 412, note i. Isaiah, xxx., 7.

Page 41J, note i. The' serenity and composure of Mr.

Emerson's venerable friend Samuel Hoar were such that

Mr. Emerson wrote of him in his journal: —
" I know a man who tries time."
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Fage ^j^, note j. The doctrine of the " Compensation,"

in the first series of Essays.

Page 416, note I. As modesty is the cardinal virtue of

woman, so iVTr. Emerson held that

" Composure

Is the pudency of man."

" The Poet," Poems, Appendix.
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The following list gives the titles of the volumes to which

the Roman numerals in this Index refer :
—

I. Nature, Addresses and Lectures.

II. Essays, First Series.

III. Essays, Second Series.
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VI. Conduct of Life.

VII. Society and Solitude.

VIII. Letters and Social Aims.

IX. Poems.

X. Lectures and Biographical Sketches.

XI. Miscellanies.

XII. Natural History of Intellect.
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[Titles of Essays and Poems are printed in small capitalb.]

Abandonment, no greatness with-

out, VII. 49, 181; the way of Hfe,

. II. 321.

Abdel Kader, and Daumas, vii. 271;

on nobility, vi. 176.

Able men, have respect for justice, 1.

165; ask only for ability, iv. 268.

Abolition, bigot in, 11. 51; the church

appears in, iii. 251; church hos-

tile to, X. 114; shadow of Clark-

son, 11. 61; conventions, 11. 135;

effect of, XI. 100; transcendentaU

ists and, i. 348, 349.

Abolitionist, every man an, xi. 250,

354; farmer the true, vii. 141;

love the arch-, xi. 281; made by

slavery, xi. 281,

Aboriginal man, not engaging, viii.

270.

Aboriginal power, 11. 358; vi. 72.

Aboriginal races, incapable of im-

provement, XII. 26.

Aboriginal, the State not, iii. 199.

Absolute and relative, iv. 149.

Absolve you to yourself, 11. 50.

Abstemious, of criticism, vii. i8o;

spirit's teachings are, iv. 139.

Abstemiousness, quiddling, vi. 154.

Abstinence, i. 215, 251.

Abstract truth, 11. 326, 331.

Abstraction, of scholars, vi. 156; viii.

288.

Abstractionists, Nature furnishes,

III. 237; ly. 154, 155.

Absurdity, difference from me, the

measure of, iv. 24.

Abu Ali Seena, iv. 95.

Abu Taleb, vi. 273; ix. 302.

Abul Khain, iv. 95.

Abury, temple at, v. 278, 281.

Abuses, block ways to employments,

1. 234.

Abyss, replies to abyss, vii. 171; of

being, 11. 121; iv. 86.

Accidents, not to be feared, vi. 232; .

insurance office increases, 11. 85;

there are no, vii. 132; lovely, of

Nature, iii. 231; resisting, vi. 24.

Accomplishments, vi, 143; of the

scholar, x. 278.

Accuracy, essential to beauty, x. 147.

Achievement, power of, x. 277; not

computed by time, 11. 317.

Achilles, in every nation, vii. 255;
vulnerable, 11. 107.

Achromatic lens, needful to see real-

ity, X. 166.

Acorn, thousand forests in one, 11, 4.

Acquaintances, high, the great hap-

piness of life, VII. 306.

Acquainted, be not too much, iii.

137-

Acre, cleave to thine, vi. 244; my,
IX. 143.

Acres, black, of the night, ix. 342;
mystic fruit, ix. 145; sitfast, ix. 36.

Acrostic, a character like, ii. 58,

148.

Action, Actions, honest and natural

agree, II. 58; preexist in the actor,

III. 97; not over-doing and busy-

ness, X. 267; not cowed by the

nameof, II. 163; dispose to greater

conclusions, iii. 194; tends to di-

versity, IV. 51; of infinite elastic-

ity, II. 164; not rashly explained,

in. 108; in life, few, xii. 412; fu-

ture not to be decided beforehand,

XI. 169; what are called good, ii.

53; great do not let us go behind

them, II. 250; heroic, are beauti-

ful, I. 19; not indifferent, n. 120,

317; independent, rare, x. 229;

their influence not measured by
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miles, in. 74; inscribe themselves,

IV. 261; integrate themselves, 11.

102; intellectual quality, vi. 158;

we put our life in, n. loi ; magne-
tism of, II. 63; leave no mark in the

world, I. 278; measured by depth

of sentiment, 11. 155; iv. 268; me-
chanical, II. 135; men of, iv. 267;

men wanted more than, i. 278; and
misaction, a. 26S; original, neces-

sary, A. 267J natural, i. 19; every

necessary action pleases, vi. 291 j

Nelson on, VIII. 308; are pearls to

discourse, i. 95; need perspective,

II. 5; picture-book of creed, vin.

23; a great pleasure, vii. 38; is

prayer, 11. 77; reaction, 11. 96; re-

sounding, III. 41; a resource, 1.

98; satellites to Nature, i. 39; es-

sential to scholar, i. 94; self-re-

warding, II. 102; we shrink from

actions of our own, xi. 521J is in

silent moments, 11. 161; right

speech not distinguished from,

VIII. 95; spontaneous, strong, 11.

138,328; 111.47,68; steps in lad-

der, II. 305; subject for sculpture,

VII. 130; should rest on substance,

III. lOi; partiality, the tax on, iv.

266; timely, II. 228; and thought,

1. 272; IV. 266; vii. 38; transfig-

ured as thoughts, i. 96; a trick of

the senses, n. 163; not better than

verses or pictures, xii. 343; uncon-

scious, VII. 38; give vocabulary,

1. 97; give a return of wisdom, i.

98; II. 227.

Activity, amiable, x. 47; children

and thoughtless people like, x.

174; contagious, IV. 13; frivolous,

X. 267; too great, vii, 312; mis-

cellaneous, to be stopped off, vi.

73; makes room for itself, v. 31.

Actors, worst provincial excels ama-
teur, VI. 77.

Actual, dwarfish, i. 285; Goethe,

poet of, XII. 329, 331; ideal truer

than, XII. 330; the imposing, xi.

163; modern regard for, xii. 249J
necessary use of, i. 305.

Adam, age, ix. 339; hide ourselves

as, III. 135; Milton's, xii. 274,

275; every man a new, i. 76; x.

137; perfect, ix. 223, 283.

Adamant, of Nature, i. 169; passes

into smoke, vii. 145; x. 70; Eng-
land moves on a splinter of, v. 63;
wax to artist, n. 360; ix. 69.

Adamantine, bandages, VI. 17; gov-

ernment, III. 267; limitations, iv.

137; necessity, vii. 55; syllable,

III. 247.

Adamhood, ix. 26, 166.

Adamitic capacity, Webster in his,

XI. 221.

Adams, John, courage, xii. 203; ele-

vation, VI. 161; fame, xii. 210;

old age, VII. 323; patriotism, x.

248; no backward-creeping crab,

XI. 537; visit to, vii. 332.

Adams, John Q., vi. 175; company
for kings, x. 392; courage, xi. 134;

eloquence, 11. 60; vii. 83; auda-

cious independence, xi. 521; on
literature, VIII. 123; reading, viii.

122.

Adams, Samuel, vii. 116.

Adaptation, none in man, in. 57;
the peculiarity of human nature,

IV. 161; viii. 306; of Nature, VI.

39; we are victims of, vi. 139.

Addition, the world not to be ana-

lyzed by, II. 339.
Adirondacs,ix. 182-194.

Adjustments, Nature's, vi. 37,

Admetus, 11. 31; vii. 176.

Admiration, strain to express, viii,

86; X. 306; not forgiven, xii. 30.

Adrastia, law of, in. 84.

Adsched of Meru, viii. 244.

Adultery, vi. 11.

Advance, the history of Nature, vi.

35; XI. 525; XII. 60.

Advantage, has its tax, 11. 120; xi.

125, 186.

Advantages, each envies those he has
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not, VI. 144; cannot afford to miss,

X. 69.

Adventure, love of, vi. 68; xii. 200.

Adventurer, well received, vi. 211.

Adversity, the prosperity of the

great, VI. 233; viii. 231.

Advertisement, most of life mere, iii.

73; VII. 290.

jEolian Harp, ix. 237-241; 256;

dumb, VIII. 273; in Nature, in.

172, 175; VIII. 287; IX. 230, 322;

X. 129; melancholy, xii. 406.

^olus, steam his bag, i. 13.

^onSjVi. 83; VII. 180; IX. 115, 285.

Aerolites, Shakspeare's, iv. 208.

jEschylus, we are civil to, viii. 67; in

earnest, vii. 53; Eumenides, in.

82; grandest of Greek tragedians,

VII. 198; counterpart in Scott's

Bride of Lammermoor, xi. 465;

quoted, 11. 106; xi. 239.

.jEsop,Lincolnan,xi. 333; his price,

jL. 49; knew the realities of life,

VI. 261; VIII. 3; a man of the

world, v. 147.

^sop's Fables, III. 31; iv. 201; as-

sociate us, i. 123; VII. 14, 15.

Affections, beauty, i. 99; benefits,

VII. 11; exhilaration, II. 191; geo-

metric, VIII. 107; Heraclitus said

were colored mists, 11. 326; in-

creases intellect, 11. 192; VIII. 228;

XII. 44, 61; jets, II. 193; and

memory, xii. 99, 104; metamor-

phosis, II. 193; tent of a night, 11.

188; pathetic region of, vi. 316;

sweetness of life, 11. 191; make
web of life, vii. 300; essential to

will, VI. 28; woman's crown, xi.

412.

Affinities, in conversation, 11. 207;

essential to man of the world, in.

125; to great men, iv. 41; be-

tween man and works, xii. 63;

neglect of, 11. 151; perception of,

makes the poet, i. 54; of persons,

II. 52; VI. 46; range, vi. 137; re-

ciprocity, vii. 14; of thoughts, XII.

23 ; of virtue with itself in diflterent

persons, II. 195; women's, in. 151;

world enlarged by,vn. 302.

Affirmative, being is, 11. 121; class,

VI. 72; forces, vi. 57; good mind

chooses, VII. 307; XII. 61; inces-

sant, VII. 309; love is, VII. 309;

XII. 61; we love the, iv. 170; in

manners, etc., vii. 308; philoso-

phy, X. 244; power, X. 234, 235-,

principle, in. 45; sacred, x. 219.

Afraid, do what you are afraid to do,

II. 260; X. 406.

Afrasiyab, vin. 242.

Africa, civilization, xi. 141, 145. See

Negro, Slavery.

Africanization of U. S., xi. 298.

Afternoon men, n. 229; saunterings,

I. 163.

Agamemnon, 11. 24.

Agaric, self-planting, in. 23.

Agassiz, Louis, viii. 213; ix. 193;

museum, vin. 151; theories, viii.

7; XI. 391.

Age, old. See Old Age.

Age, the characteristics of different

ages, I. 109, 281, 287; of the pre-

sent, the interest in familiar thingSi

I. no, 271; VI. 3; VIII. 208; of

fops, IX. 207; of gold. III. 87; IX.

273; of omnibus, xi. 538; walks

about in persons, I. .264; vi. 39;of

reason in a patty-pan, x. 364; re-

trospective, I. 3; riddle of, vi. 4;

of analysis, x. 326 j each, new, x.

254; xn. 387.

Ages, of belief, great, VI. 216; x. 206;

equivalence of, vin. 213; instruct

the hours, n. 4; ideas work in, xi.

160; not idle, i. 311.

Agiochook, I. 170; IX. 77.

Agitation, blessed, xi. 533.

Agitators, i. 285.

Agricultural Report, xn. 360-

Agriculture, praise of, i. 366; attacks

on, 1. 252; aids civilization, vii. 22,

151 f; XI. 34; English,v.95, 189;

check on nomadism, 11. 21 f

;
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oldest profession, i. 240 ; respect

for, 1. 235, 381; VII. 137; steam

in, V. 95; thrift in, 11. 234. See

Farming.

Agriculture of Massachusetts,
XII- 358-364.

Aids, casting off, iii. 260J xi. 235,
236.

Aim, high, 1. 216; iii. 185, 268; vi,

232J VIII. 301; X. 65; aggrandizes

the means, VII. 273; men of, x. 39;
mind own, ix. 30; want of, vi.

208.

Air, artful, IX, 179; influence on body
and brain, xii. 140, 160; exhala-

tion, xii. 183; fame, IX. 222; food

of life, XII. 183; gifts, X. 70; in-

spiration, III. 29; intellectual, vii.

171; effect on maimers, xii. 183;

is matter subdued by heat, vii.

144; full of men, vi. 17; moral sen-

timent in, 1. 42; music, HI. 8; an

ocean, i. 12; receptacle, vii. 144;

of mountains, a good republican,

XII. 183; like a river, 1. 44; is

Rock of Ages dissolved, xii. 141;

salubrity, vi. 243; ix. 219: coined

into song, 11. 176; sounds, xii. 32;

useful and hurtful, 11. 339; forged

into words, 1. 40; works for man,
VII. 144; worth, X. 276.

Air-ball, thought, vi. 288.

Air-bells, of fortune, ix. 231.

Air-lord, poet, iii. 42.

Air-pictures, 111. 221.

Air-sown words, ix. 222.

Airs, logs sing, 11. 227.

Airs, putting on, xii. 202.

Aisles, forest, IX. 45; monastic, ix. 6;

of Rome, ix. 7.

Akhlak-y-Jalaly, iv. 40.

Aladdin's lamp, oil, viii. 142.

Alarmists, vi. 61.

Alchemy, is in the right direction, vi.

282.

Alcibiades, iii. 274.

Alcott, A. B., A. 376.

Alcuin, IX. 293.

Alderman, dreariest, vi. 312.

Alembert, Jean d\ quoted, vi. 313;
X. no.

Alembic of man, i. 24; viii. i6-

Alexander, and" Aristotle, a. 307; a

gentleman, iii. 125; x. 318; xi.

285; estimate of life. 111. 274; and
Napoleon, xii. 339; not represent-

ative, viii. 302; victories, XI. 153.

Alexander of soil, xn. 358.

Alfieri, quoted, v. 62.

Alfred, V. 117, 141, 175, 290; vii. 295.

AH, Caliph, quoted, i. 222; 11. 88;

success, X- 58; vigor, i. 317.

All, the encroaching, XII. 405; life of,

must stream through us, xii. 21;

whom he knew, met, viii. 92.

All-confounding pleasure, 11. 209.

Allies, best, viii. 231.

AUingham, William, quoted, viii.

280.

AUston, Washington, Coleridge on,

V. 10, 14; design, VII. 47; habits,

viii. 291; house, VI. 113; quoted,

III. 241.

Almanac, of birds, ix. 176; man an,

VI. 131; of mental moods, XII. 11;

Thomas*'s, XII. 361. 5ee, a/so, Cal-

endars.

Alms-giving, I. 123; vii. 115.

Almshouse, world an, 11. 365.

Alone, flight of, to the alone, iv. 97;
must go, II. 71; none, VI. 226.

Alphabet, boy and, viii. 168.

Alphonso of Castile, ix. 25-28;

advice, iii. 238.

Alpine air, ix. 181; cataracts, ix.

141-, district, vi. 216.

Alps, IX. 341; Dante etched on, ix,

221; fires under, ix. 335; globe-

girdling, IX. 63; landscape, xii.

347; love eats through, ix. 295;

pedestals of, ix. 192; shadow, 11.

148; snowy shower, ix. 355.

Alternation, law of Nature, 11. 197;

VI. 322; VII. 225, 249; VIII. 149,

150; IX. 23.

Amasis, iv. 112.
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Amateurs, and practitioners, vi. 79.

Ambassadors, objects like, xii, 5.

Aml^er of memory, 11. 175.

Ambient cloud, x. 55.

Ambition, adjusted 'to powers, 11.

141; errors from, vi. 218; makes
insane, xii. 118; pure, 111. 275;

vir. 122; of scholar, I. 173; thiev-

ing, VI, 278; IX. 276.

Amelioration, principle of, i. 372; iv.

35,81. See Melioration.

Amen, obsolete, i. 249.

America, advantages, viii. 104, 207;

XI. 386, 537; architecture, viii.

212; aristocracy, i. 261; arts, 11.

82; VII. 56; bill of rights, xi. 517;

Carlyle on, v. 16; Chanticleer, xi.

389; is charity of God to man, XI.

540J civilization, viii. 104; xi.

123,385,537; clubs, XI. 527; co-

lossal, XI. 385; Congress, vii. 90;

Constitution, i 274; iii. 211;

courts, VI. 62; crisis, XI. 516; de-

mocracy, xi. 526; destiny, XI. 383;

despondency, xii. 406; discovery,

VII. 175; XI. 165, 515; domestic

service, vi. 275; economists, v.

150; education, vii. 119; viii.

233; XI. 527; and England, v. 53,

119, 121, 150; and Europe, 11. 22;

VII. 161; espensiveness, vi. 210;

extent dazzles the imagination, iii.

38; VI. 256; flag, IX. 199, 206; XI.

536; fortune, xi. 530; represents

future of mankind, XI. 515; genius,

III. 230; V. 36; XI. 209, 385, 537;
geography sublime, men not, vi.

256; VIII. 141; government, the-

ory of, XI. 258, 529; growth, xn.

200; an immense Halifax, XI. 533;
history short, I. 392; home of man,

I. 391; to be home of peace, xi.

J75; hopes and fears for, xi. 329;

idea, V. 286; imitative, 1. 157; 11.

82; VII. 180; XI. 385; immigra-

tion, X. 242; XI. 516; a nation of

individuals, xi. 529; influence, i.

371 J institutions, ni. 207; land-

scape, V. 288; law, ethical, x. 112;

life, viii. 141; literature optative,

1. 342; XII. 404; materialism, i.

191; X. 62, 242; XI. 384, 531;
mendicant, vii. 180; money-get-

ting, xi. 523; names, v. 179; Na-

ture's charge to, a. 249; newness,

VIII. 212; means opportunity, VIII.

100, 141; XI. 299, 541; a poem,

III. 37, 38; political economy, xi.

519; politics, VIII. 242J X.86; xi.

387, 388, 518, 522; country of poor

men, xi. 526; provincial, xi. 533;
progress, VII. 31,2835 xi. 530; ra-

dicalism, III. 210; reform, i. 268;

XI. 529; religion, X. 212; resources,

VIII. 104, 141, 154; XI. 522J schol-

arship, I. 157J sentiment, i. 364;
want of sincerity in leading men,

VI. 212; XI. 288; slavery, jee Sla-

very; love of talent, xii. 57; of

thought, III. 72; talking, iii. 82;

vanity, i. 392; xi. 530; wealth,

shame for, v. 153; women, in. 150;

Wordsworth on, v. 19; country of

young men, vii. 331. See^ aho,

American, Americans, United

States.

American Civil War. See under Unit-

ed States.

American Civilization, xi. 295-

311.

American, model, viii. 103; x. 459.
American Revolution, i. 219; ix.

214 f; XI. 67-80, 262, 352, 440;
XII. 210.

American Scholar, The, 1. 79-
117.

American, The Young, i. 365-395.
Americanism, vii. 290; American-

isms, XII. 291.

Americans, activity, character, xi.

387; conservatism, in. 210; con-

versation, V. 114; crime no shock

to, XI. 229; deeds, vii. 292; de--

pression, I. 284; vii. 292; xi. 532;
destiny, xi. 383, 537; value dex-

terity, XI. 224; Dickens on, vi.174;
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X. 246; rely on dollar, i. 249; dress

with good sense, viii. 87; energy,

VIII. 142; contrasted with. English,

V. 128, 138,261,275,307; XI. 529;
deference to English, i. 167, 392;
VI. 62; XI. 123, 533, 534; ethics in

money-paying, x. 625 passion for

Europe, i. 114, 363; 11. 22, 214;

VI. 145, 266; VII. 180, 292; XI.

533 ff
J
lack faith, i. 249; choked

by forms, xi. 258; fury, xi. 388;

gentlemen, XI. 537; lack idealism,

XI. 536; idlers, xi. 533, 535; im-

pulsiveness, XI. 532; independ-

ence, XII. 201; intellect, x. 277,

369; levity, X. 255; xi. 532; life,

XI. 536; manners, vi. 174; viii.

79; melioration, viii. 141; and
New Zealanders, 11. 84; percep-

tion, II. 228; poetic genius, in. 37;
practicality, x. 266; deaf to prin-

ciple, XI. 239; a puny and fickle

folk, I. 191; no purists,x. 62; lack

repose, i. 284; vi. 145; vii. 286;

XI. 531; lack reverence, x. 206;

self-assertion, i. 363; xi. 521, 528;

sensualism, XI. 531; no sentiment,

J. 249; shop-keepers, XI. 123; soci-

ety, vu. 32; viii. loi, 112; X. 40;

sovereignty, xi. 384; speech-mak-

ing propensities, vi. 152; students,

v. 206; success, VII. 288; XI. 532;
superficialness, VI. 5; vii. 290; re-

spect for talent, iv. 280; x. 277;
love of travel, 11. 8oj v. 273 f ; vii.

180; XI. 383, 533; workman, ver-

sus foreign, vi. 225J youth, vi.

150; VIII. 85.

Ames, Fisher, quoted, in. 2H»
Amici, Prof., v. 8.

Amphibious, men are, in. 229.

Amphion, in. 197; ix. 271.

Amphitheatre, Roman, origin of the

shape, VII. 54; xn. 325.

Amulet, The, ix. 98.

Amulets, ix. 32; x. 16.

Amurath, Sultan, iv. 263.

Amusements, aim of society, vi. 247J

education of, vi. 142; forbidden,

VI. 144J need of, viu. 150; x. 109J
safeguard of rulers, in. 268; vi.

33-

Analogy, 1. 27, 85; v. 239, 254; vii.

54; yni. 13, 195; X. II, 183.

Analysis, in. 62; vi. 311; x. 220J
XII. 14.

Anarchy, value of, i. 323; in. 211,

240; in the church, vi. 203; xi.

262.

Anatomy, in art, i. 43; xn. 219;
morbid, vii. 276, 308; of national

tendencies, v. 138; Swedenborg

on, IV. 112; sympathetic, vi. 229.

Ancestors, escape from, vi. 9; face

represents, v. 50; vi. 181; rever-

ence for, vii. 177; a man repre-

sents each of several ancestors, vi.

10; independence of, 1. 173.

Anchors, easy to twist, vi. 276.

Ancients, why venerable, xn. 387.

Andes, n. 58; vi. 272; vin. 132,

Angelo, Michael, xii. 213-244;

on beauty, 1. 58; cardinal in pic-

ture, IV. 137; cartoons, v^. 202;

conscience of Italy, viii. 216; cre-

ative, viii. 39; on death, vni. 329;
on eye of artist, vi. 178; frescoes,

II. 356; Landor on, v. 7; influ-

ence on Milton, xn. 259; sonnet

translated, IX. 298; xn. 213; son-

nets, XII. 240; memory, xn. 105;

on test of sculpture, n. 155; 'self-

confidence, VII. 291; Sistine

Chapel, VI. 72; xn. 228,230; soli-

tude, VII. 7; vin. 216; XII. 237;
beauty the purgation of super-

fluities, VI. 294.

Angels, past actions are, i. 96; asp

or, 1. 341; of the body, II. 187; VII.

170; of children, IV. 30; for cook,

VI. 275; shown in crises, i. 149;

disguised ,1.291; our ancestors' fa-

miliarity with, X. 106; favoritism,

X. 16; flutes, IX. 178; food, I. 338;
gossip keeps them in the proprie-

ties, VI. 222; guardian, X. 22,78;
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hope, III. 249; IX. 264;- language,

11. 347; let go, II. 125; take liber-

ties with letters, in. 227; memory,

XII. 92; poems, VIII. 74, 277;pow-

er,x.2i; praise, 1. 148^ preachers,

i. 147; IV. 142; pride, IX. 23; lead

men out of prison, in. 285; pun-

ishers, xii. 92; shoon, ix. 293;

skirts, IX. 277; Swedenborg on,

IV. 125, 142; VII. 6; VIII. 233;

talk, XII. 198; thrones, 11. 307;

blind to trespass, X. 215; walking

among, iv. 142; wandering, x.

397; whispering, III. 67; words, i.

40,- IX. 318; of youth, VII. 1 17J X.

251.

Angles, veracity of, iv. 10; at which

we look at things, xii. 10.

Anglomania, ix. 22.

Anglo-Saxons, VI. 152; XI. 239. See,

also, Saxons.

Angularity of facts, 11. 9-

Animal, every efficient man a fine, v.

71; novice, in. 181.

Animal consciousness in dreams, x.

6.

Animal courage, vii. 256.

Animal magnetism, 1. 73; 11. loj x.

zi, 25. See Mesmerism.

Animal spirits, vii. 12, 13.

Animalcules, our bodies built up of,

VI. III.

Animals, dreams of Nature, a. 6;

features and sense in men, x. 7;

XII. 22; good sense, viii. 158;

growth, IV, 107; VIII. 9; memory
in, XII. 90; moral sentiment in, X.

184; pantomime, i. 42; Plutarch

on, X. 14; not progressive, x. 126;

pugnacity, vii, 256; sacred, x. 14;

scavengers, vii. 276; truthfulness,

V. 117.

Anne, of Russia, snow palace, viii.

336.

Annoyances, viii. 289.

Answers, vii. 235, 239.

Answers to Correspondents, xii.

392 ff.

Antagonisms, i. 295; 11. 199, 208,

210; VI. 22, 254; vii. 15; XII. 53.

Antenor, vii. 72.

Anthropometer, x. 49.

Anthropomorphism, we baptize the

daylight by the name of John or

Joshua, VIII. 23; A. II, 202; XII.

222.

Anti-masonry, i. 270.

Antinomianism, i. 336; 11. 74; m.

^53-

Antiochus, vi. 239. 1

Antiphon, quoted, vn. 63.

Antiquity, I. 159,304; 11. 11,28; y.

60, no, 212; VII. 174; what is

meant by, xii. 304.

Anti-Slavery, i. 214; xi. 115, 136,

144, 244, 416, See, also. Slavery.

Antoninus, Marcus AureUus, VI. 163,

240, 260; VIII. 312, 329; X. 92,

115, 122.

Apathy, 11. 199; a- 404.

Apollo, III. 82; VII. 184; sun causes

ignorance of, x. 307.

Apologies, II. 60, 67, 160, 163, 222;

do not apologize, in. 102, 217; vi.

236; VIII. 86.

Apology, The, ix. 119.

Apoplexy, viii. 167.

Apparatus, vi. 98; xi. 164.

Appearances, and realities, i. 47; 11.

59, 64, 254; III. 36; IV. 185; VI.

323; VIII. 171; XI. 163; the at-

tempt to make a favorable appear-

ance vitiates the effect, 1. 123.

Appetite, II. 231; iv. 184; vi. 154-

Apple-tree, vi. 104.

Apples, our national fruit, xn. 145-

147.

Applicability, xi. 513.

Apprenticeships, in. 41; xi. 112.

Approbation, we love but we do not

forgive, 11. 307; x. 61.

Approximations, we live in, in. 190;

viii. 336.

Appulses, III, 6.

April, IX. 255; ix. 25, 94, 142, 169,

Aptitudes, VII. 291; x. 44; xii- 31*
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Arabian Nights, vii. 70, 106.

Arabs, civilization, V. 48; x. 177 ;en-

ttiusiasm, 1. 251 ; barb not a good

roadster, vi. 77; love of poetry,

VIII. 239; poet quoted, 1. 255; do

not count days spent in the chase,

V. 70; VIII. 280, 281; sheiks, 11.

278; VII. 288; victories, 1. 251.

Arboretum, xi. 433; xii. 174.

Arch, Gothic, 11. 20; never sleeps,

XII. lOI.

Archimedes, vii. 6, 183, 270, 322;

viii. 219; XII. 113.

Architect, I. 43; iv. 194; xii. 219.

Architecture, American, viii. 212;

bond of arts, xii. 223; Carlyle on,

V. 274; compression in, xir. 291;

fitnessin, VI. 45,302; French, vii.

242; Greek, 11. 14; Greenough
on, V. 6; length of line in, v. 285,

286; compared to music, 1. 43;
VIII. 185J and Nature, 11. 21 ; ori-

gin, I. 67; II. 20; VII. 54; VIII.

187; rhyme in, viii. 45, 52; of

snow, IX. 42.

Arctic expeditions, 11. 86.

Argenson, d"", quoted, viii. 183, 184.

Argument, forbear, 11. 239; vii. 2265

viii. 99; IX. 4.

Aristocracy, x. 31-66; American,

1. 261; beauties, 1. 393; EngHsh,

V. 172 ff; X. 498; European, III.

147 ; democracy gone to seed

,

IV. 256; follies, XI. 517; inevit-

able, III. 129; justified where its

foundation is merit, a. 38; litera-

ture of, VII. 199; manners, vi.

170; Puritans without, xii. 201;

of trade, 1. 378; traits, x. 31.

Aristophanes, vii. 201 ; xi. 417.

Aristotle, his definitions, i. 55; 11.

146; HI. 30; V. 136; VII. 39, 157;

VIII. 157, 279; X. 147, 477; XII.

62, 278; his method, iv. 104.

Arithmetic, II. 253, 316; in. 206; iv.

238; VI. 100; VII. 179; A. 147,

3^7» 348.

Ark of God, iii. 247.

Arminianigm, x. 330.

Arming, of man, 11. 249.

Armor, vi. 224; truth our, vi. 230;
X. 274. _

Army, in Civil War, xi. 356; disci-

pline, vi. 139; English, v. 63; Na-
poleon''s, II. 87; IV. 238; generate

heat, XI. 355.
Arnim, Bettine von, iii. 55; vi. 163,

Arrangement, viii. 286; xii. 20,

Arsenal of forces, x. 70.

Art, II. 349-369; VII, 35-57; IX.

277; baubles, III. 174; beauty,!.

23; 11.353; VI. 294; at its best, II.

363; the best in work of, i. 210;

Carlyle on, v. 274; lives in con-

trasts, VI. 255; courage in, vii.

268; creation. III. 38; best critic

of, II. 358; deification of, III. 234;
defined,!. 5; vii.38,39; xii.218;

devotion to, 11. 232; collections in

England, v. 188; epitome of

world, I. 23; source of excellence

in, IV. 69 ; fine and useful, vii. 39

;

galleries, VI. 98; vii. 130; human
form in, xii. 221; immobility in,

III. 56 ; industrial, is but initial, n.

362; jealous, VI. 114; Landor on,

v. 7; love of, VII. 294; master-

piece of, XII. 253 ; attuned to moral

nature, vii. 51 ; is Nature working
through man, I. 24; a complement
to Nature, 111. 174; vii. 40, 48, 51,

297; IX. 8, 226; is free necessity,

vii. 47, 52; in rude people, A. 81;

property in, VII, 131 ;
proportion,

III. 234; refining influence, vi. 98

;

success in, vi. 73 ; sweet, ix. 238

;

universal, xii. 218; is conscious

utterance of thought, VII. 38; wo-
man in, XI. 408 ; works of, should

be public property, vii. 131.

Art and Criticism, xii. 281-305.

Arthur, King, legends, v. 55; vii.

123,317; VIII. 60, 291; IX. 238.

Artist, ix. 291; influenced by the

age, II. 352; must have apprehen-

sion, 11. 21; and his art, vii. 45;
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difference from artisan, vi. 231 ; as

companion for a walk, xii. 176J
disjoined from his object, xii. 45;
English, V. 254; exemptions, x.

271; idealizeby detaching, 11.3 54;

inspiration, 11. 360; inspirers, vii.

46; intoxication, iii. 28; life, 11.

360; materials, 11. 360; models,

II. 82; morality, 11. 232; motive,

X. 255; power not spontaneous,

11.336; Socrates on, VI. 267; part

of universal soul, vii. 48, 50; stim-

ulants, vi. 223; surroundings, VIII.

290; synthesis, iv. 55.

Arts, costume of period, It. 86j crea-

tion their aim, 11. 353; second

childhood, i. 367 ; disease, iii. 66;

distinction, II. 367; vii. 43; xii.

223; draperies, vii. 213; expen-

siveness, x. 245; initial, 11. 362;

knowledge, in. 3; law, vii. 42 f;

lost, VIII. 179; materials, iv. 9;

morality, vii. 166; and Nature, i.

13 ; new, destroy old, 11. 302; ori-

ental, X. 177; origin, vii. 55; a.

128; of savage nations, viii. 215;

not satisfactory but suggestive, in.

190.

Aryan legends, viii. 187.

Ascension, the poets', in. 24; iv. 32-

69; VI. 35, 125; IX. 349,356.
Asceticism, I. 176, 187; 11. 261; iii.

64; X. 177.

Ashley, Lord, viii. 129.

Asia, kept out of Europe, vii. 272;

immigrations, IV. 47; in the mind,

II. 9; IV. 62; nomadism, 11. 22;

rancor, IX. 71; country of fate, iv.

Asinine expression, 11. 55; resist-

ance, I. 299.

Asmodeus, vi. 173; viii. 149; ix.

334:
Aspasia, vi. 187.

Aspiration, vii. 126; xi. 424; xii.

318, 396; and not effort also, 11.

285.

Assacombuit, xi. 159.

Assessors, divine, vi. 226.

Assimilating power, i. 364; v. 137;

VIII. 178, igo, 201; XII. 33.

Association of ideas, xii. 96.

Associations, i. 382; in. 130; a.

327, 358; compromise, 11. 199,

262; III. 264. iSee Communities.

Assyria, 1. 17.

Aster, IX- 117.

Astley, John, anecdote, viii. 169

ASTRAEA, IX. 80 f.

Astrology, vi. 282; x. 12.

Astronomy, 1. 201; becomes astro-

logy, III. 179; belittled, viii. 4; a

cold science, xii. 166; must come
up into life, iv. no; concords, ix.

144; and creeds, vin. 211; dis-

coveries, VI. 218; espionage, vn.

181; fortune-telling, ix. 140; is

harmony in matter, 1. 219; in

mind, in. 183; viii. 24; x. 131;

miracles, a. 12; natural forces,

VII. 29; no foreign system, xii. 5;

and sectarianism, vin. 211 ; spirit-

ual,ii.2i5; teachings, VI. 160; x.

336.

Atheism, in. 278; iv. 138; vi. 201;

X. 483; XI. 228.

Athenians, x. 261.

Athens, genius, iv. 52; xi. 211 f;

Mercury's statues, x. 105; thou-

sand-eyed, III. 105.

Atlantean shoulders, iv. 15.

Atlantic, cable, ix. 191 ff, 200; a

ferry of the free, ix. 200; roll, v.

250; pumped through the ship,

X. 172; strength and cheer, xii.

359-
Atmosphere, of men, 11. 216; in. 229;

VII. 217; X 55; of the planet, VI.

232; VIII. 284; resistance to, in.

211; VI. 24; must be two to make,
X. 55; westerly current, VI. 27; of

women, xi. 412.

Atoms, not isolated, vn. 143; vin.

222; Divinity in, vi. 231; genet-

ical, XII. 348; journeying, ix. 21;

man and universe made of same)
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VI. 240; march in tune, ix. 69;
predetermined to moral issues, vi.

219; all Nature carried in one, II.

97; VI. 319; VIII. 224; self-kin-

dled, III. 167; theory of, viii. 7;
yawns from atom, ix. 339.

Atomies, xi. 154.

Attention, II. 144; iii. 82; is accept-

able prayer, xii. 130.

Attractions proportioned to destinies,

vm. 41; IV. 183.

Auburn dell, ix. 169.

Audibilities of a room, v. 133.

Audience, a meter, vii. 63, 67, 82, 84,

94; VIII. 30, 293; XI. 316.

Augur and bird, x. 14.

Augustine, St., 11. 106, 301 ; vii. 208
j

viii. 51, 347; IX. 8; X. 306; XI.

486; XII. 194, 327, 356.

Aunts, viii. 81, 148; X. 19; XII. 97.

Auricular air, vi. 37.

Aurora, IX. 21 1 J Guide's, n. 16.

Authority, n. 295; vm. 202; x.

Authors, the company of, v. 4; mu-
tual flattery, 11. 291; interrup-

tions, VIII. 291; spirit of, XII. 315;
we want only a new word from,

III. 240; written out, 1. 97; write

better under a mask, vm. 196.

See, alsoj Writers.

Autobiography, vii. 208.

Autumn, vii. 298.

Auvergne, Pierre d', vm. 60.

Auxiliaries, man's, vi. 247.

Avarice, IX. 37; slavery not founded

on, XI. 118.

Avenger, the, xi. 238.

Avenues, of thought which we never

left open, II. 286; x. 133.

Averages, we are, iv. 161.

Aversation, 11. 56; a. 459.

Awkwardness, comes from want of

thought, VI. 160; VIII. 82; healed

by women, vi. 298; unforgiven,

VII. 5.

Axis of vision and of things, i. 73.

Azure, come out of the, vi. 196.

Babe, descriptions, vi. 247; vii. 103,

257J IX. 21; vm. 81; power, II.

48; thousand years old, vii. 317.

Baboon, descent from, v. 50; vi.

206.

Bacchus, ix. 125 ff; vm. 70; xi.

512.

Bachelors, iii. 182.

Backbone, imprisoned in, xi. 537.

Bacon, Delia, vm. 197.

Bacon, Francis, analogist, v. 239;
delight in. III. 55; eloquence, vii.

83; English language from, V. 100;

fame, 1. 267; generalizations, v.

241; idealist, IV. 40; v. 239; im-

agination, V. 239; XII. 274; on

immortality, VIII. 340; Jonsonon,

V. Z43; on manners, VII. 13; and
Milton, XII. 255; and Newton, V.

248; on paradoxes, v. 94; doc-

trine of poetry, v. 241; vm. 20;

XII. 277; worth reading, vii. 207;

and Shakspeare, iv. 202; vm.
197; style, XII. 389; symbolism

in, IV. 177; on time as reformer,

V. hi; universality, v . 240, 244

;

quoted, vm. 185, 192; x. 22.

Bacon, Roger, discoveries and pre-

dictions, V. 157; vm. 214.

Bad, bark against, vii. 309; some-

times a better doctor than good, vi.

253-

Bad news, x. 164.

Bad times, x. 247.

Bad world, the way to mend, vi. 224.

Badges, 11. 51, 204; iii. 16; English

have no taste for, v. 87.

Badness is death, i. 124.

Bag of bones, v. 305.

Balances, 11. 96; vi. 37, 255; vm.
41; IX. 14, 123,

Ball, Alexander, vii. 262.

Ballads, II. 349; vm. 67; xi. 464.

Balloons, V. 161; vii. 161.

Balls, VI. 144.

Balzac, Honorfi de, quoted, vi. l8zj

vm. 81.

Bancroft, George, v. 292.
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Banishment to the rocks and echoes,

VII. 10.

Bank, of England, v. i6i ; days, vi.

Z47.

Bankers, I. 380; vi. 100.

Bank-notes, II. 235; vi. 103; xi. 301.

Banquets, IV. 1275 vii. 118, 248.

Banshees, a. 22.

Banyan, 11. 127; xii. 209.

Baptism, x. 109.

Baptizing daylight, a. 202; viii. 23.

Barbarism, vii. 19, 34.

Barcena, viii. 313.

Bards, 1. 132, 146; in. 32; ix. 389.

Bards and Trouveurs, viii. 57-63.

Bar-rooms, in. 61; xi, 518.

Barrows, iii. 4; ix. 277.

Bashfulness, 11. 200.

Basle, monk, vi. 194.

Battery of Nature, viii. 72.

Battle, eye in, 11. 237 ; of fate, 11. 75

;

courage in, vii. 261, 262; Napo-
leon on, IV. 248 ; verdict, vin. 1 11;

A. 49.

Baubles, vi. 318.

Be, to be is the wonder, xii. 16; priv-

ilege to, 1. 39.

Be, not seem, II. 160; x. 281.

Beads, life a string of, in. 50; viii.

70, 329, 344; XII. 90J mountains

are, ix. 68.

Beatitudes, II. 354; iii. 113; iv. 97;
X.. 263; xii. 10.

Beaumarchais, Pierre de, vii. 240.

Beaumont and Fletcher, 11. 245;
quoted, 11. 43, 177, 240, 256; vi.

157; VIII. 55,328.
Beautiful, the highest, escaping the

dowdiness of the good and the

heartlessness of the true, 1. 355;
common oflSces made, iii. 246;
who are, x. 55; within, xii. 351.

Beautiful, the, must carry it with us,

11.358; III. 163; defined, VI. 289;

exalts, XII. 217; God the, 11. 194;

good the cause of, iv. 57; never

plentiful, XI. 538; takes us out of

surfaces, VI. 2885 useful, 11. 366.

XII

Beauty, i. 15-24; vi. 279-306; ix.

275-

Beauty, Ode to, ix. 87-90.

Beauty, accuracy essential to, X. 147;

of affection, i. 99; never alone, i.

23; IX. 4; escapes analysis, vi. 303;
Michael Angelo on, xii. 199, 216;

art the creation of, i. 23; 11. 354,

366; VI. 294; VII. 39; theory of an-

cients, II. 179; beryl beam, VI. 279;

IX. 276; bowof, IX. 54; comes not

at call, II. 368; we find what we
carry,ii.358; VI. 146; of character,

I. 343; X. 34; childhood''s cheat,,

IX. 5; corpse has, i. 16; crea-

tor, III. 7; culture opens the sense

of, VI. 159; definition of, VI. 289;

XII. 217; desert,i. 169; details, iii.

234; diefor, VI. 279J ix. 276; and

disgust, VI. 255; divine in, VI. 305;.

of each individual, vii. 126; end

in itself, i. 24; elusive, in. 193;
makes endure, vi. 295 ; excuse for,

IX. 38; XII. 277; is in expression,

II. 358; VI. 302; without expres-

sion, VI. 301; eye makes, vi. 48;

facemouldedto, XII. 245; ix.330;

mark of fitness, vi. 290, 294; vii.

53; XI. 410; of form better than

of face. III. 149; and genius, vi.

302; golden mean, i. 355; unity

with goodness, iv. 57; vn. 310;
XII. 2x8, 234; grace, viii. 79;
Greeks delighted in, viii. 325; is

health, VII. 306; a. 43; immersed
in, II. 131, 354; in. 173; inexpli-

cable, in. 16; inspiration, A. 262;

object of intellect, i. 23; vi. 287;
XI. 122; intoxicates, x. 52; of

landscape, 1. 169; in. 176; rides

lion, VI. 294, 301; leads love, vi.

289; love of, in. 7, 122; VI. 296;
VII. 113, 302; in manners, VI. 195;
X. 34, 55; and meanness, x. 54;
love of measure, in. 139; has a

moral element, vi. 216, 306; of

nature, amirage,i. ig; anecessity

of nature, II. 366; 111.13,176,236;
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IV. 6; VI. 294; Nature's crown of

approbation, i. 299; of noble

thingSji. 133; occasional, VII. 126;

organic, vi. 290; pilot of young

soul, VI. 289; perception of natu-

ral forms, I. 16; Plato on, iv. 69J
personal, 11. 178; power, iii. 147;

VII. 172; suggests relation to whole

world, VI. 303 ; rose of, vi. 48; ix.

250; noble sentiment the highest

form of, X. 55; spiritual element,

I. 19; spirit of joy and hilarity, iv.

215; standard, xii. 217; stone

grew to, IX. 7; sufficient to itself,

11.178; lawof table, viii. 98; tem-

perance, II. 14J snaps ties, IX. 109;

is in the moment of transition, vi.

292; bought by tragedy, XII. 404;
trinity with truth and goodness, i.

24; XII. 219; truthin, VI. 294; xii.

219; universality, i. 23; 11. 231;

IV. 41 ; VI. 48, 298, 303 ; in use, 11.

367; in. 159,163; VI. 290; mark
set on virtue, I. 19; 11. 179; weed,

1. 58; is wholeness, 1. 15; in. 18;

XII. 118; wasting of, vi. 229; in

woman, VI. 296; world, xii. 216;

love of, keeps us young, n. 271.

Becket,Thomas a, v. 220; viii. 218.

Beckford, WiUiam, v, 165; vi. 95.

Bede, Venerable, v. 76; vii. 206.

Bedford, Duke of, v. 176.

Beech, x. 483.

Bees, bell of, ix. 56; cell, vi. 294;
disturbing, 11. 228; familiarity

with, X. 472; nothing good for the

bee that is bad for the hive, x. 189;

honey-making, viii. 16; hunters,

in. 63; men compared to, v. 83;

XI. 262; orchards resonant with,

IX. 143; Plato's, IV. 54; leave life

in sting, vni. 275; tawny hum-
mers, IX. 93.

Beggar, the soul a, vii. 307.

Beginnings, heap of, vn. 328.

Behavior, vi. 167-197; finest of

fine arts, in, 149; laws cannot

reach, vi. 172; dress mends, vin.

87; a garment, vni. 80; laws of,

in. 131; novels teach, vn. 215;
self-reliance basis of, vi. 190; sub-

stitutes for, VIII. 80; women's in-

stinct of, 111. 150. See, also, Con-
duct, Manners.

Behmen, Jacob, iv. 117; egotism,

III. 34, 187; healthily wise, IV. 143;
on inspiration, viii. 277.

Behooted and behowled, i. 142.

Being, affirmative, II. 121; excluding

negation, III. 73; preferred to do-

ing, VI. 215; realm of, ix. 392;
and seeming, II. 160; sense of, 11.

64; IX. 384.

Belief, ages of belief are the great

ages, VI. 216; X. 206; is affirma-

tion, iv. 180; appears, II. 157; as

deep as life, vi. 283; drunk with,

VII. 92; impulse to, ni. 74; man
bears, VI. 203; makes men, x. 252;

natural, iv. 170; a greater makes
unbelief, 1. 285.

Bell, The, ix. 379.
Bell, church, vn. 226, 299; God
comes without, 11. 271.

Belle-Isle, days at, vn. 181.

Belzoni, II. 11; in. 119; x. 10.

Benedict, vi. 234.

Benefactors, do not flatter your, 1.

337; in. 164; misfortunes are, II.

117,118,126; aremany, VIII. 199,

226; become malefactors, IV. 28;

wish to be. III. 277; VI. 248; vn.

114, 129.

Benefit, aim of Nature, x. 188; un-

der mask of calamities, xi. 544;
to others, contingent, XII. 30; end

of Nature, II. 113; xi. 486; law,

III. 162; not to be set down in

list, III. 104; low and high, 1. 133;

indirect, in. 164; shower of, i.

346; true and false, vn. 115.

Benevolence, foundation of manners,

III. 142; does not consist in giv-

ing, in. 104; is life, i. 124; un-

happy, II. 135; not measured by

works, III. 103. See, also, Ch&nty,
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Bentley, Richard, ii. 154J vii. 331.

Benumb, power to, vi. 269.

Beranger, quoted, vi. 153; vii. 321.

Beridden people, VI. 288; vi. 179.

Berkeley, Bishop, x. 307; anecdote

of. III. 273.

Bernard, St., i. 314; 11. 123 j vin.

122.

Berrying, ix. 41.

Beryl beam, vi. 279; ix. 276.

Best, index of what should be the

average, iii. 244; love of, ix. 22;

we are near, iii. 235; is the true,

III. 283; XI. 162; doing one's, IX.

356-

Best moments, men to be valued by,

VI. 287; xii. 208.

Best tiling easiest, iv. 6.

Best way, always a, vi. 169.

Bethlehem, heart, ix. 71; star, ix.

333; ^- 90-

Bettine. See Arnim, B. von.

Between lines, we read, viii. 197.

Bhagvat Geeta, v. 259; vii. 218.

Bias, need of, iii. 66, 236; v. 141;

VI. 12, 132, 267; VIII. 71, 138,

307, 308, 310; XII. 31; power in

obedience to, xii. 82.

Bible, not closed, 1. 144; iv. 20;

EngUsh language from, iv. 199;

V. icx); in law libraries, xi. 190;

literature of Europe, vii. 194; mil-

lenniums to make, VII. 218; viii.

182; rolled from heart of Nature,

IX. 7; best reading, III. 63; rever-

ence for, an element of civilization,

IV. 44; V. 216; and science, a.

335; quoted to justify slavery, XI.

234; immortal sentences, i. 151;

like an old violin, viii. 182. See

Scriptures.

Bible, of England, v. 256; for he-

roes, X. 3 18 ; of the learned, iv. 39

;

of opinions, vi. 53; for soldiers,

XI, 361.

Bibles, of world, vii. 218, 219; viii.

38; we must write, iv. 290.

Bibliomania, vii. 209.

Bibulous of sea of light, 11. 290.

Bigotry, a spice of, needed, iii. 185;

XII. 54.

Biography, is autobiography, xi.

285; clumsy, IV. 206; to be gener-

alized, II. 21 ; in a gift, 111. 161 ; is

history, n. 10, 61, 334; moral of,

IV. 14; VIII. 296; of soul, VI. 282;

value, 1. 160.

Bipolarity, in. 97.

Birds, ix. 343; almanac, ix. 176;

augur and, x. 14; baggage, ix.

334; named without gun, ix. 83;

tell history, IX. 119; language, ix.

126, 368; pairing, an idyl, iii. 25;

plumage has a reason, in. 181;

VII. 53; punctual, IX. 144; sacred,

I. 253; what they say, vi. 284.

Birmingham, v. 42, 97, 256.

Birth, elegance comes of, in. 148 ; iv.

66; VI. 164, 175.

Birthplace, x. 201.

Bishops, English, v. 227, 230.

Biters, small, xi. 154.

Blackberries, ix. 41.

Blackbirds, ix. 3, 169.

Black coats, company of, vii. 246.

Black drop in veins, vi. 9.

Black events, triumph over, n. 321,

Blackstone, quoted, xi. 190.

Blair, Hugh, viii. 117.

Blake, William, viii. 27; quoted,

vin. 290, 317.

Blame, safer than praise, 11. 118.

Blasphemer, village, 1. 140.

Bleaching souls, x. 215.

Bleed for me, in, 161.

Blessed be nothing, n. 315.

Blessing poor land, xi. 520.

Blight, ix. 139 fE.

Blind, children of, see, v. 62.

Blinders, horse goes better with, v.

88; xn. 51.

Blind-man's-buff, conformity d, n,

55; X. 19.

Bliss, Rev. Daniel, xi. 66.

Bloated nothingness, 11. 160; vanity,

XI. 170.
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Blockade, reform a paper blockade,

I. 284.

Blockheads, vi. 269.

Blonde race, v. 67.

Blood, all of one, II. 71; prejudice in

favor of, VI. 176J royal blood does

not pay, x. 45; surcharge, vi. 68
j

VII. 160.

Bloomer costume, vi. 293.

Blossoming in stone, n. 21.

Blot on world, x. 195.

Blows, refreshed by, vi. 199; ix.

279.

Bluebird, IX. 42, 169; x. 483; xii.

104.

Blue-eyed pet, gentian, ix. 94.

Blue glory of years, vii. 173.

Blumenbach, on races, v. 44.

Boa constrictor, iv. 77.

Boasters, i. 219; vi. 5.

Boat, shape, how determined, vn.

42; sky-cleaving, IX. 70; steering,

xii. 29.

Boccaccio, the Valdarfer, vii. 210.

Bodleian Library, v. 199, 203.

Body, human, artist's study of, xii.

221; borrowed, VIII. 188; carica-

tures us, vi. 298; custody, in. 28;

expressiveness, VI. 177; pass hand

through, VIII. 21; type of house,

IV. 160; magazine of inventions,

VII. 157; true Lethe, xii. 107;

masks, vii. 108 ; mechanical aids

to, VII. 159; a meter, vii. 157;
microcosm, vi. 125; Plotinus on,

A. 461; property like, vi. 126;

and mind, VII. 108; viii.281; and

soul, II. 104, 181; in. 14, 28; IV.

84; VI. 169; VIII. 338; sound,

at the root of all excellence, x.

43 J
chest of tools, VIII. 141;

world and, i. 64; x. 127.

Boehmen. See Behmen.
BOECE, EtIENNE DE la, IX. 82.

Bohemian Hymn, ix. 359.

Bohn's Library, vii. 203.

Boil, we boil at different degrees, vii.

61.

Bold, be, IV. 58.

Bolingbroke, Lord, iv. 154.

Bonaparte, Napoleon. See Napo-
leon.

Bone-house, called man, vn. 225,

Boniface, burly, vi. 66.

Boniform, soul, iv. 83.

Book, of fashion, III. 153; of nature,

VI. 15.

Books, VII. 187-221; 1.87-94; each

age writes its own, i. 88 ; not same

to all, II. 149; who reads all may
read any, viii. 315; angels of en-

tertainment, xi. 506; of antiquity

reprinted, I. 275; influence on au-

thors, xii. 310; bad, easily found,

VII. 189; bank estimate of, vn.

189; benefits, VII. 190; viii. 194;
best, notes of, VIII. 193; forbidden

to boys, II. 257; yii. 120; bura-

ing, II. 120; character in, x. 198;

choice in, VII. 194; for closet, vii.

219; many, but commentators,

vn. 194; commonest, in. 63;
company in, n. 149; confidences,

VII. 296; conscience, vn. 219;
convict us, VIII. 312; criticism,

VII. 269; culture, vi. 141; vn.

194; X. 142; debt to, VII. 190;

XII. 310; deep, help us most, viii.

296; delight in, i. 92; vn. 196,

209; dull, I. 185; education of,

VII. 191; English, v. 36, 93; es-

sential ground of, x. 233 ; in expe-

rience, VII. 190; belong to eyes that

see them, in. 50; of facts, viii.

295; fancies, ix. 250; favorites,

III. 106; VII. 208; are few, 11.338;

VII. 193; for the few, viii. 219;
fragmentary, iv. 103; five Greek,

VII. 197; growth, XII. 26; are for

scholar's idle times, 1.91; imagin-

ative, III. 30, 32; VII. 212, 213,

217; immortality in, VII. 190; in-

fluence of, XII. 342; inspiration,

VIII. 295; knowledge from, vi.

281; commentary on life, 11. 8;

consulted instead of life, x. 198;
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the man behind, iv. 281; and

maker, i. 242; mean^ iv. 196;

method of reading, vii. 193; mi-

raculous, XII. 309; modernness,

111. 232; all written by one man,
m. 232; moral power, vii. 190;

read old, vii. 195; a man can

write but one, vi. 132; outgrown,

VIII. 68
J
used only in pauses, xi.

507; permanent, II. 154; smell of

pines, II. 58 ;
professor of, needed,

VII. 191; read by proxy, vii. 220;

quotation, iv. 425 reader makes,

VII. 296; VIII. 194; good when we
are ready for them, vi. 142; read

proudly, 111. 232; resources, viii.

177; revolution dogging, a. 253J
sacredness, 1. 88; semi-canonical,

VII. 218; tire. III. 55; theory of, I.

89; all thought not in, I. 167; are

a tie between men, xi. 503, 507J
abstraction of time in, i. 92; time

for, VII. 170; time, judge of, vii.

195J tractable, xi. 506; the tran-

scendental in. III. 32; for travel-

lers, V. 31; VIII. 295; use, I. 89JH.

164; vin. 293; value, i. 89; in.

32; viii. 237; XI. 496-508; value

to scholar, xi. 503-506; vocabu-

laries, VII. 211
;

prized by wise,

VIII. 178; put us in working mood,
VIII. 296; IX. 331; world, IV. 201

;

for youth, x. 143; xii. 327. See^

fl/so,Authors, Literature, Reading.

Boots, become fairies, vi. 304; do

not live to wear out, viii. 338.

Boreal fleece, ix. 202.

Bores, we find our account in, iii. 61

;

VI. 173.

Borgia, Cxsar, 11. 5.

Born again, vi. 25.

Born red, dies grey, 11. 252.

Born too soon, viii. 215.

Boroughs, rotten, V. 97, 182, 276, 306.

Borrow, George, v. 229; viii. 84.

Borrowing, ii. 112; ix. 294; liter-

ary, IV. 197; VII. 178, 292; vni.

iSo, i$8, 191.

Boscage, i. 311.

Boscovich, quoted, in. 48.

Boss, VIII. 140.

Boston, xii. 181-211.

Boston Hymn, ix. 201-204.

Boston (poem), ix. 212-217.

Boston, a gate of America, i. 371;
copies and is copied, XI. 122; leads

civilization, xii. 188; cows laid

out, VI. 122; genius of, xii. 208;

not a fair share of originality of

thought, XII. 204; never wanted a

good principle of rebellion, xii.

203, 207; slave hunters in, xu
180 fl, 212; Parker and, xi. 288;

Unitarianism, x; 204.

Botanist, ix. 292; finds flowers in

pavements, viii. 319.

Botany, abortions in, viii. 158; Goe-

the on, iv. 275; X. 338; leaf unit

in,' IV. ?75; metamorphosis in,

VIII. 8; X. 338; is all names, vi.

281; IX. 140.

Botany Bay children, iii. 211.

Bottle, man in, vi. 284.

Bouffiers, Chevalier de, quoted, vi,

253.

Bounties on production, vi. 105.

Bow and arrow times, xi. 513.

Bow of beauty, ix. 54; strings to, x.

37; toy with, VI. 243 ; ix. 324.

Boxes, universe a nest of, viii. 333.
Box-turtle, talk with, v. 232.

Boy and Mantle, story, 11. 35.

Boyishness of men, vii. 124.

Boys, bad, VI. 259; and cats, xi. 155;
characterized, X. 138; cleverness,

X. 139; country, VII. 119; debt to

imaginative books, vi. 312; x.

140; delights, A. 145; education,

VI. 139, 142; VII. 105; vin. 128;

like flies, x. 138; happiness in

humble life, vii. 120; holidays,

vii. 168; love, II. 172; manners,

VI, 149, 170; masters of play-

ground, x. 138; nature of, x. 143;
and newcomer, II. 158; their non-
chalance the healthy attitude of
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human nature, ii. 48; early old,

VII. 121; in parlor, II. 48 ;
percep-

tions, X. 139J poetry, viii. 67;

reading, III. 66; inwoods, ix. 362.

Bradshaw, John, iii. 109; x. 441.

Brag, V. 148-150; X. 174.

Brahma, ix. 195.

Brains, differences of, a. 44; male

and female, iv. 108.

Bramante, xii. 235, 239.

Brandy, revenue from, vii. 31.

Brant, Joseph, 11. 164.

Brasidas, 11. 248; vii. 79.

Bravery, XI. 174. SeCf a/jo, Courage.

Bread, not the aim, i. 290; n. 223;

XI. 390; heavenly, V. 256; viii. 63;

history of, iii. 58; transubstantia-

tion of, VI. 126; VIII. 35.

Bride, blow from, iv. 174; danger,

as a, I. 149; of Michael Angelo,

XII. 243; solitude as a, I. 173; uni-

verse, III. 77.

Bridges, aerial, xii. 13, 42.

Brisbane, Albert, x. 348.

Bristed, C. A., quoted, v. 204, 209.

Britain. See England.

British Constitution, i. 309.

Brook Farm, sketch, x. 359-369; al-

lusions, III. 58, 240, 264; VI. 66,

114; XII. 48, 198.

Brook, 111. 178.

Brooke, Lord, epitaph, v. 284.

Brotherhood, with men, 11. 261 ; xi.

166.

Brougham, Lord, quoted, v. 227;

VII. 289; story of, viii. 184.

Brow, language of the, vi. 9; vii.

127.

Brown, John, XI. 265-273; 275-281;

on courage, vii. 270; integrity, xi.

359, 360; eloquence, viii. 125; xi.

334; memory, xii. 105; philan-

thropy, viii, 105; Thoreau's de-

fence of, x. 460; and Virginians,

VII. 271; and Gov. Wise, vii. 271;

XI. 269.

Browne, Sir Thomas, quoted, vii.

23; VIII. 51.

Browning, Robert, quoted, xi. 216.

Bruin dance of Shakers, vi. 237,

Brummel, Beau, v. 113; a. 466.

Brunei, I. K., vi. 121.

Brutes. See Animals.

Brutus, II. 255; XI. 226.

Buccaneers' bargain, xi. 158.

Bud, extends the old leaf, x. 187.

Buddhism, viii. 14.

Buddhist, thanks no man, 1.337; iii.

163; nature no Buddhist, 111. 236;

quoted, vi. 231 ; viii. 42; xii. 395.

Bude-light, vii. 33.

Bugle. See Horn.

Build your own world, i. 76.

Builded better than he knew, ix. 7.

Building, taste in, vi. 291.

Bulkeley, Rev. Edward, xi. 61, 63,

77-

Bulkeley, Rev. Peter, xi. 31, 41, 56,

61, 63, 498; XII. 192.

Bull, John, XII. 200, 337.

Bull-dog bite, xii. 98.

Bull Run, battle, xi. 357, 365.

Bulwer, v. 246; xii. 368, 373.

Buncombe, x. 491.

Bundles, souls not saved in, vi. 214.

Bunker Hill, Webster's speech at,

XI. 221.

Bunyan, John, viii. 28; x. 54.

Buonarotti. See Angelo, Michael.

Burglars, vi. 24; xii. 22.

Buri_al rites, viii. 325, 326.

Burke, Edmund,v. 244, 249; quoted,

II. iio;v. 197; VII. 89, 140; VIII.

14, 178; X. 276; XI. 228.

Burleigh. See Cecil.

Burnet, Bishop, quoted, xi. 251.

Burning, all things burn, vii. 145-

Burns, Robert, xi. 437-443 ; com-

mon things inspired, 1. 112; vi.

295; x. 54; apostrophe to the

devil, IV. 138; x. 299; influence,

VIII. 67; a Platonist, v. 239;
quoted, xi. 409.

Burton, Anatomy of Melancholy, v.

131, 238; VII. 211.

Business, i. 230; 11. 233; vi. 75.
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Busy-bodies, vii. 312; a. 23.

Busyrane, inscription, iv. 58.

Butler, Samuel, Hudibras, v. 234.

Buttons, your friend's, 11. 209.

Buying, vii. 109, no.
Buzz, I. 227; III. 47.

Byron, XII. 368; clarion of disdain,

IX. 240; xii. 377; Platonist, v.

239; XII. 319, 367; quoted, 11.

164; V. 233; VIII. 156; rhetoric,

II. 355J and Scott, viii. 318; xi.

464; subjectiveness, xii. 319.

Cabalisra, IV. 26; v. 223; vii. 26; xi.

Cabanis, quoted, iv. 153,

Cabman, a phrenologist, vi. 9.

Csenobite, i. 243.

Csesar, Julius, admired, iv. 23; en-

durance, xii. 227; a gentleman,

in. 125; intellectual, vi. 158; in

irons, in. 94; estimate of life, in.

274; called his house Rome, I. 76;

poet is Csesar of woods, ix, 43

;

personal power, vii. 77; well-read,

VI. 141; verses of, v. 8.

Cain, x. 221.

Calamity, our friend, 11. 124, 263,

321; VI. 36, 162; XI. 544; XII.

411. <See, alsOf Accidents, Disas-

ters, Misfortune.

Calculators, Nature hates, in. 68.

Calendar, of flowers and birds, ix.

176; Thoreau's, x. 470.

California, gold discovery, vi. 255;
government, XI. 262; what money
will buy in, vi, 102.

Call, preachers, i. 135; talent a, n.

140.

Calls, limit to, vin. 91.

Calomel of culture, x. 154.

Calvinism, age of, x. 203 ; and Ar-

minianism, x. 330; culture, xii.

195; doomed, x. iiy; drill, vn.

96; fatalism, VI. 5; fruits, x. 399;
from diseased liver, in. 51; mor-

dant, X. Ill ; in Plato, iv. 40; re-

vivals, ii, 282J safeguard, in. 211;

sameeverywhere,x. 106; its shad-

ow, vin. 328; vindictive, a. 104;

Cambridge University, v. 199.

Camden, quoted, v. 73.

Camper, Pieter, vin. 167.

Campbell, Thomas, quoted, v. 194;

VI. 74.

Camping out, ix. 184.

Candle, the scholar a, vn. 11.

Canning, George, quoted, v. in.
Cannon, in a parlor, viii. 120.

Cannonade, Walden''s, IX. 166.

Cant, English, v. 228, 230; Ameri-

can, XI. 259 ;
provokes common

sense, xi. 516.

Capdeuil, Pons, quoted, vn. 306;

VIII. 37, 60.

Cape Cod farm, xi. 520.

Capital punishment, ni. 209; xii.

203.

Capitalists, 1. 331; we nilist be, vi.

126.

Capuchins of the 19th century, 11. 28.

Carey, Henry, quoted, vn. 151.

Caritas, IX. 284.

Carlini, anecdote of, viii. 174.

Carlisle, Countess of, x. 398.

Carlyle, Thomas, x. 487-498;
Past and Present, xii. 379-391

;

brag, v. 150; conversation, X. 45-

89; champion of modern England,

XII. 390; preacher of fate, v. 249;
his Frederick the Great, xii. 298 ; a

sick giant, xii. 385 ; love of heroic,

n. 247; historian, I. 170; realism,

1. 112; style, XII. 388; quotation,

V. 194; rhetoric, 11. 355; xii.

297-299, 390; at Stonehenge, v.

273; visit to, V. 4, 14; Words-
worth on, V. 21; celebrates the

law of decay, V. 250; his laughter,

XII. 391.

Carnival, America a, in. 37? world

a, VI. 318; vn. 4, 170; IX. 364.

Carpets, i, 244.

Carrion, converts itself into flowers,

IV. 138.

Carts, II. 235.
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Caryatides, of tte temple of conven-

tions, XII. 398.

Casella, IX. 296.

Cassandra, js.. 432.

Castalian water, kills, v. 207; xi.

242.

Caste, III. 130; IV. 66; vii. 117; a.

Castles, in air, better than dungeons,

VI. 265; XII. 46; English, V. 191.

Casual, nothing is, vi. 18, 81, 220,

295; success is, iii. 68.

Catacombs, viii. 325.

Catechisms, II. 313; iv. 122, 180; x.

26.

Cathedrals, II. 11, 17,20; v. 215; vi.

231; vii. 54, 56; IX. 164.

Catholicity, VI. 134; vii. 27, 30; viii,.

312; X. 39.

Caucus, XI. 249, 421, 531.

Causationists, all successful men are,

IV. 54.

Cause, of causes, viii. 138; and ef-

fect, the chancellors of God, 11. 89;
give the true connection that can-

not be severed, 11. 103, 228, 284,

303,314; IV. 170; V. 245; VI. 54;
X. 8; XI. 488; XII. 96; a little te-

dious, vii. 288; eternal, XII. 43;
final, I. 47; first, 11. 70; 111. 72;
IV. 48, 186; VII. 179; VIII. 349;
XII. 64; searchfor, I. 200; skepti-

cism is unbelief in cause and efiect,

VI. 220.

Causes, made up into little cakes to

suit purchasers, i. 349.

Cavendish, Thomas, quoted, XI. 158.

Cecil, Lord Burleigh, quoted, iv. 14;

V. 156; VIII. 311.

Cells. See Vesicles.

Celts, V. 47, 55.

Cemetery. See Sleepy Hollow Ceme-
tery.'

Censors, need of, vi. 222.

Census, no criterion of the popula-

tion, VI. 249.

Cent, representative, iii. 206; X. 25.

Centigraded man, x. 33.

Centrality, 11. 6of, 318; iii. 99; iv.

9,106; VII. 232, 295; VIII. 42, 71,

188, 221, 222, 303.

Centrifugal versus centripetal forces,

I. 297; III. 28; IV. 27; VII. 146;

viii. 222; X. 207.

Centuries, what they say, iv. 186;

days as, VI. 81,247; viii. 335; ix.

285.

Cerberus, cakes to, vi. 201.

Ceremony, i. 393; in. 124; xi. 409.

Cervantes, a. 54; xi. 441.

Chagrins, in. 76.

Chair, should hold a king, in. 136.

Chaldean oracles, viii. 19.

Chalices, golden, x. 229.

Chance, n. 89; in. 70; iv. 170; vi.

146; none in the universe, VI. 325.

Change, i. 50; 11. 124; in. 55; v.

no; VIII. 4, 200.

Channels, men are, in. 242, 281.

Channing, Dr. William EUery, x.

166,231,330,339-341; quoted,

IV. 186; XI. 428.

Channing, William Henry, Ode
TO, IX. 76; allusions to, x. 341,

363-

Chaos, II. 122; urged to be a brain,

IX. 192; Goethe went into, iv.

273 ; every new man on brink of,

VII. 164; Shakspeare''s inroad on,

IV. 218; strife of chaos and order,

IX. 367; needed to flavor fruit, a.

70; talk with me, ix. 126.

Chapman, George, vn. 197; vin.

50; quoted, in. 31.

Character, in. 87-115; x. 89-122;

lines, IX. 273; like acrostic, n. 58;

no two alike, in. 102; all inter-

ested in, x. 34; analysis, XII. 345;
body expresses, 11. 159; in. 13,

283; VI. 9; in books, x. 198; a

matter of climate, X. 176; conceal-

ment impossible, 11. 159; men of,

are society's conscience, in. 96;

conversation the vent of, vn. 236;
cumulative, n. 59; in dark, in.

113; defined,ni. 95, 105; vi. 183;
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X. 119, 198; XII. 208; develop-

ment of, XII. 376; developed by

evil, VI. 255; emitted in events, 11.

156; VI. 42, 226; English, v. 127-

143 ; let expense proceed from, vi.

42; VII. 109; gauges of, i. 358;
' growth, III. 102; habit of dealing

directly, III. 92; house shows, vii.

no, 127; we exaggerate, iii. 227;

identified with the soul, iii. 22,7;

influence, 11. 285; iii. no, 217;

higher than intellect, 1. 99; viii.

317; inventory of. III. 53 ; known,

I. 123; magnetism, iii. 90; vii.

305; VIII. 320; musicbox, III. 52;

natural power, iii. 95; is Nature

in highest form, in. 105; novels

of, XH. 376; hedged by odium, vi.

162; not organic, in. 270; opin-

ions are confession of, vi. 224.;

perception converted into, i. 222;

VI. 29 f; preferred to perform-

ance, VI. Z16; power, I. 161; II.

321; in prayers, xii. 350;' rela-

tions from, VII. 127; religion is

knowing, in. 115; x. 211; a re-

served force. III. 39; revelation of,

VI. 226, 228; A. 10; romance of,

III. 148; sifting of, III. 133; sim-

plicity the basis of, vi. 322; a.

176; XII. 63; self-sufficingness,

III. 98; X. 121; splendor to youth,

VI. 306; and talent, 11. 320J vi.

217,257; VII. 184; X. 279; must

be trusted, viii. 84; a mechanical

tune. III. 52; victories, vi. 19a;

teaches above our wills, 11. 58; is

a will built on the reason of things,

A. 102; habit of action from the

permanent vision of truth, x. 120,

198.

Chardon Street Convention, x..

371-377.

_

Charity, divine,!. 14; human, 11. 261;

III. 154; IV. 181; VI. 249; VII.

141, 247; wicked dollar given to

miscellaneous charities, 11. 52.

Charivari, vi. 314; viii. 80.

Charlatanism, comes from living by

memory, xii. 79.

Charlemagne, anecdote, v. 55.

Charles I. of England, v. 139, 211.

Charles II. of England, 11. 291; v,

38, 173-

Charles v.. Emperor, I. 163; x. 277,

Charles XII., of Sweden, vii. 267.

Charles River, xii. 186.

Charon, iv. 133.

Chartism, v. 150, 184, 264; a. 63,

497-

Chartist's Complaint, ix. 232.

Chastity, vii. 270; viii. 32.

Chat Moss, v. 95; vii. 150.

Chateaubriand, quoted, x. 104.

Chatham, Lord, i. 207; 11. 59;
quoted. III. 18,89; ^' '''> '4^*

Chaucer, Geoffrey, v. 256; a bor-

rower, iv. 197; and Coke, VI. 132?

genius, IV. 197; gladness, 1. 91;
IV. 216; grasp, V. 234; humanity,

II. 288; imagination, iii. 31; iv,

216; influence, iv. 197; inspira-

tion, viii. 295; Nature in, i. 168;

Plutarch, X. 297; richness, in. 40;
self-naming, vm. 252 ; and Words-
worth, XII. 366; quoted. III. 31;
VI. 5 f, 46, 207; XII. 136.

Chauncy, Dr. Charles, eloquence,

vni. 127.

Cheapness, of men, iv. 31 ; vj. 177.

Cheating, 11. 114, 118; fear of being

cheated and fear of cheating, vi.

215.

Cheerfulness, in. 285; iv. 215; v.

128; VI. 159, 264-267; VII. 295,

306; X. 262.

Chemic lump, iv. ii.

Chemist, makes sugar of shirts, vi-

262; meeting, VII. 238; timea,ix.

138.

Chemistry, agricultural, 1. 381; vii.

143, 148; charm, viii. 5; de-

mocracy of, xi. 430; of eloquence,

VIII. 130; takes to pieces, vi. 282;

on higher plane, vi. 219; vii. 14;

secondary, viii. 16; of spring, ix.
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i8i ; apes vegetation, vi. 310
world's, IV. 124.

Cherubim, 11. 345; iii. 56; of de-

stiny, VI. 24.

Chesterfield, Lord, x. 62; xii. 255;
quoted, v. 118; vm. 87, 124; x.

168.

Childhood, the age of gold, 11. 39.

Children, vii. 103-107; guardian

angels, iv. 29; attitudes, viii. 82;

charm, vii. 103 ; not deceived, vi.

229; delight in, vi. 316; love of

dirt, X. 367; discipline, III. 215; x.

144; education, i. 121; 11, 279;
III. 57, 185; VI. 60; VII. 104; VIII.

213,226; love of exaggeration, X.

174; faces, VI. 286; fairy-tales,

XII. 374; fears, II. 148; vii. 257; of

gods. III. 109; good die young, vi.

259; home, VII. 107; horizon, vi.

267; hospitality suffers from, VII.

112; illusions, vi. 312; imagina-

tive, VII. 212; X. 142; XII. 373;
softening influence, 11. 99; inspira-

tion, X. 148; language, 1.26; VIII.

140, 199; fear of life without end,

VIII. 330; curly, dimpled lunatics,

III. 186; love masks, XII. 58; mem-
ory, XII. 99; prattle mysticism,

XII. 318; nonconformists, III. 105;

IV. 29; X. 143; oracles, 11. 48;

picture-books, vii. 106; provi-

dence for, VII. 103; repression, II.

28; A. 325; respect for, x. 143;

their reverence, x. 205; love of

rhyme, VIII. 46; beginnings of re-

volution, X. 156; self-reliance, i:.

49; toys, III. 29, 186; VII. 104; ve-

hemence, IV. 45; voices, VII. 304;
believe in external world, i. 59.

See, alsOf Babe, Boys, Girls.

Chimborazo, poet, a, iii. 9.

China, conservatism and wisdom,

XI. 471 ff; emperor's annual sow-

ing, VIII. 311; politics, XI, 473;
woman in, xi. 414.

Chinese, in California, viii. 143

;

quotations, iii. iio; xi. 318.

Chinese Embassy, Speech in

Honor of, xi. 469-474.
Chivalry Ues in courtesy, 11. 18; iii.

122,131,152; VII. 26; liberty the

modern, XI. 244; other people's, x.

57;
Choice, of occupation, i. 235; wilful

and constitutional, II. 140; in con-

duct, iv. 19-1; X. 92, 196.

Cholera, safeguard against, vi. 232.

Chores, vii. 28, 119.

Christ. See Jesus Christ.

Christianity, advantages, 1. 150; al-

loyed, X. 106; not in the cate-

chism, II. 3 1 3 ; in one child, x . 98

;

signified culture, vi. 206; old as

creation, xi. 486; defect, i. 130;

and death, VIII. 328; the doctrine

as distinguished from su perna-

tural claims, xi. 488; ethics, x.

114; XI. 21,289; XII. 266; excel-

lence, X. 228; not a finality, 11.

313; heathenism in, VI. 208; his-

torical, destroys power to preach,

I. 141; lost, I. 144; VI. 209; mi-

raculous claims, x. 105, 114; xi.

20, 488; an Eastern monarchy, i.

130; no monopoly, i. 131; a

mythus, i. 129; opinions in, x.

202; paganism in, x. 109; a pro-

test, X. 105; and Plato, iv. 40;
preaching, I. 139; and other relig-

ions, vm. 182; XI. 490; vigor lost

by, II. 85.

Chronology, a kitchen clock, vm.
212.

Church', errors in administration, 1.

128; as amusements, III. 268; au-

thority, III. 251, 279; beneficent,

X. 117, 227,237,379; none but be-

lieving, XI. 236; Calvinistic and

liberal, III. 279; x. 117; Roman
Catholic, v. 216; clergy falling

from, X. 249; cramps, xi. 478
early customs, xi. 12; doctrines,

II. 51; differences He in, xi. 488

externality, vi. 210; English, v

217,230; falsesentiment, in. 262:
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famine, 1. 136; history, xi. 479;
leaving, iii. 262; of one member,

XI. 488; clings to miraculous, x.

114; not necessary, VI. 204; new,

VI. 241; opinionson, IV. 158; out-

grown, XI. 478; its place, x. 373;
now in reform movements, iii.

251; religion and, in. 279J vi.

238; saints persecuted by, v. 212;

the scholar is, x. 249; scientific,

VI. 240; sepulchre, viii, 328; ser-

vices, I. 140J the silent church be-

fore service, 11. 71 j and slavery, X

.

114; for self-examination, \. 231

;

and soul, i. 144; stinginess, xi.

490; tottering, i. 135; value, x.

200, 203 ; the wise need none, iii.

216; withered, IV. 122; yoke, 11.

136.

Church, bells, vii. 299; building, 11.

52; going to, I. 138,142.

Cicero, de Senectute, vn. 315.

Cid, VII. 197, 217; VIII. 25, 311; X.

42; XI. 281.

Cineas, question of, xi. 384.

Circe, in. 144, 238.

Circles, II. 299-322; 1.44; iv. no;
VI. 293; VII. 143; VIII. 280; IX.

14, 282.

Circumstances, depend on the man,

1.278, 334; II. 61; III. 96; VI. 311;

VII. 118; XI. 166; a costume, i.

163; II. 120, 125; X. 9; power

and, VI. 14; robber-troops of, viii.

245; trust not in, xi. 163, 410;

tyranny of, vn. 125.

Circumstantial evidence, x. 482.

Cities, make us artificial, vn. 154;

XI. 526; attractions, vi. 56, 148;

IX. 371; not the certificate of civil-

ization, VII. 31 ; effects and causes

of civilization, XI. 355; reinforced

from the country, i, 18; m. 129;

VI. 150; vii. 140; IX. 193, 249;

cramp, in. 171; dangers, vi. 222;

degrade, vi. 153; estimates, iii.

170; hidingin, VI. 222; influence,

VII. 154J X. 264; xii. 187; take

the nonsense out of a man, vi. 149

;

are phalansteries, x. 357; clubs

only in, VII. 244; solitude in, i. 7,

174; stars in, i. 7; embodiment of

thought, VI. 43; permanent tone,

XII. 208 ; trade sows, ix. 18; walk-

ing, VI. 43.

City of God, I. 7; in. 178; vi. 157.

City state, Massachusetts, xii. 207,

Civilization, vn. 17-34; armies

carry, xi. 355; barbarities, xi.

122; cities its first effects, XI. 355;
definition, VII. 19; dress the mark
of, vni. 87; ours English, a. 173;

XI. 122; train of felonies, iv. 185;

lacks grandeur, X. 421; heroic, xi.

122,299; history, III. 120; x. iz6;

XI. 526; initsinfancy. III. 216; VI.

311; man the test of, VII. 31; viii.

140; XI. 537; meters of, X. 178; a

mistake, x. 356; none without a

deep morality, vn. 27; mounts,

VII. 162; no isolated perfection,

XI. 145J problem of, vi. 97; of

one race impossible while another

race is degraded, xi. 145; rail-

roads plant, VII. 161; a. reagent,

v. 48; sleepy, xi, 513; styles, xi.

122; triumphs, 11. 85; vn. 166;

XI. 299; in the United States, viii.

74; XI. 298; woman the index of

,

VII, 24; XI. 409.

Civilization, American, xi. 295-

3"-
Clarendon, Lord, vii. 84; quoted,

IV. 14; V. 68; VII. 121.

Clarke, Dr., his gifts to Oxford, v.

203.

Clarkson, Thomas, XI. 108, 109, 141,

142.

Class, Classes, distinctions in, in-

evitable, III. 129; great men from

middle, vi. 259; jealousy of, v.

187; loyalty to oneX-v. 172, 186;

X. 57, 251, 264, 274; new order

after conflict, viii. 210; separa-

tion of, v. 306; best in society, viii,

loi; in society, iii. 124, 128.
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Classic, what is, xii. 303-305.
Classics, III. 258.

Classification, I. 86; 11. 12; vii.329;

viii. 168.

Claude Lorraine glasses, vi. 315.

Claverhouse, vi. 175.

Clergy, character of, i. 94; x. 115;

XI. 421 ; their bronchitis, vi. 284;

X. 229; changed,x. 108, 249; in

cities, x. 345; their fitting com-
panions, VI. 263, 285; emancipa-

tion of, X. ii6j embarrassments,

X.234; English, V. 223,226; New
England, xi. 72; opportunity, x.

230; in politics, XI. 421; position,

1.94,141; A. 373;' their duty self-

possession, A. 230; similarity, x.

229; subserviency, X. 229; teach-

ers, X. 230 f; visits, i. 146; vii.

227; voice, VI. 285; Wordsworth
on, V. 217.

Climate, coal a portable, vi. 86; xii.

139; English, V. 38, 94; influ-

ence, VII. 25, 68, 148, 149; VIII.

239; X. 176; XII. 183, 196; in

Massachusetts, xii. 139 f; sword

of, VI. 7.

Climacteric, ix. 295.

Clio's shell, VIII. 287; IX. 334.

Cloaks, of character,!!. 35; vii. 123;

value of, in bad preaching or com-
pany, I. 137; xn. 309.

Clocks, century, vii. 318 ; vegetable,

I. 18; geological, viii. 212.

Clod, tmth makes man out of, x. 194.

Clothes. See Dress.

Cloud, bars of, i. 17; 11. 210; can-

not be cut down, X. 482; eating,

I. 347; dappled, ix. 361; flocks,

1. 42; forms, II. 18, 131; parting,

III. 71; purple awning, xi. 29;

purple-piled, ix. 175; rack of, iii.

236; VI. 31'; we regard, II. 226;

sablepageantry, IX. 251; summer,

III. 192; sunset, III. 176; tent of,

I. 12.

Clubs, VII. 223-250; must be exclu-

sive, VIII. 90; maimers make, vi.

172, 274; scholars'", vii. 220; sci-

entific, XI!. 8; transcendental, 11.

Coal, and civilization, x. 178; port-

able climate, vi. 86; xii. 139;
idealizes, xi. 543 ; and inspiration,

VIII. 276; stored up sunshine, x.

71; work, VII. 159; VIII. 275.

Coat, of climate, ». 12; of Have, vi.

117; of philosophy, IV. 160.

Cobbett, William, quoted, v. 109.

Cobden, Richard, vi. 78, 211.

Cobweb, cloth of manners, viii. 80;

clues, IX. 255.

Cockayne, V. 144-152; vi. 120.

Cockering, III. 159; v. 196; vi. 261.

Cognitio, matutina, vespertina, i. 73

;

XII.94.

Cohesion, social, vi. 203.

Coincidences, viii. 48; x.9, 23.

Coke, Lord, v. 178; vi. 132; xi. 191.

Cold, inconsiderate of persons, vi. 6,

32; VIII. 144, 289; IX. 168,233.

Coleridge, Samuel T., American ap-

preciation of, xii. 197; character-

ized, v-248; VIII. 190; his defini-

tions, XII. 346; and Edinburgh.

Review, v. 295; on fear in battle,

VII. 262; on French, v. 146; on

infancy, vii. 103 ; and Landor,

XII. 346; onpoetry, x!i. 366; and

Shakspeare, vii. 47; subjective-

ness, XII. 319; table talks, vii.

208, 237; visit to, v. 4, 10; on

woman, viii. 93 ; xi. 405 ;
quoted,

1.43; X. 249.

Coliseum, vii. 55. .

Colleges, advantages, iii. 259; vi.

144; X. 150; aim, XII. 123, 126 f;

one benefit of, to show their little

avail, VI. 144; festivals, vii. 124,

169; and genius, XII. 124 S; li-

braries, vii. 191; natural, III. 260;

A. 149; office of, 1. 93; X. 150; a

public agency, xii. 115; reading,

VII. 191; rules, 11. 330; in civil

war, X. 257 ; wit better than wealth

in, I. 94.
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Collingwood, Lord, v. 68, 86, 122.

CoUignon, Auguste, iv. 162.

Collins, William, VIII. 55; ix. 239.

Colonists, IX. 201, 212; XI. 30-67;

XII. 198; stuff for, VI. 258.

Colonna, Vittoria, VIII. 216; xii. 240.

Color, viu 300.

Columbia of thought, xi. 387; xii.

200.

Columbus, Christopher,!. 20; adap-

tation to his work, vi. 39 j has

given a chart to every ship, iv. 12;

discoveries, 11. 86; iii. 80; xi.

387; eloquence, vii. 82; fury to

complete his map, vi. 93 ; lonely,

vii. 7 ; one in a thousand years,

IV. 80; perception, xi. 165; ueeds

planet, 11. 37; reason of his voy-

age,!. 365; time fit for, VI. 38; to-

bacco, VI. 318; at Veragua, vii.

285; sails wisdom, vii. 52.

Columns, the poetry of, vi. 294.

Come-outers, i. 275; x. 374.

Comedy, viii. 157; and tragedy, xi.

448, 451.

Comfort, VI, 154; vii. iii; unbut-

toned, XI. 526.

Comic, The, viii. 155-174; the

sense of, is sanity, viii. 161 f.

Comma, alive, iv. 282.

Command, iii. 94; viii. 308; x. 84,

121; comes through obedience,

XII. ,77.

Commander, because he is com-
manded, I. 266; VII. 80; VIII.

88; A. 45, 157; XII. 380.

Commandments, keeping the, iii.

64; V. 103; begin where we will

we are soon mumbling our ten

commandments, n. 241. See Ten
Commandments.

Commerce, beneficent tendency, 1.

192,370,375; of trivial im{ft)rt, II.

-316; III. 64; VI. 62, 65, 88, loo,

109; poetry of, A. 177; selfish, i.

230.

Commines, Philip de, quoted, v. 82;

VIII. 122.

Commodities, i. 12-14, 4^? ^37J ""

205; VI. 289.

Common sense, i. 182; 11. 223,233;

III. 183; VI. 100; VII. 88; aston-

ishes, VII. 292; restraining grace

of, VIII. 19; X. 280; XI. 540; as

rare as genius, iii. 67; is instinct

inlowerforms,xii. 36; oflaw,vii,

88; Napoleon's, IV. 248 ;
percep-

tion of matter, viii. 3; republican

forms closer to, xi. 517; training

of, I. 37.

Common things, poetry of, i. 50, no;
IV. 55; VII. 176; VIII. 22, 36; XII.

43, 128 ff.

Commons, House of, v. 90, 128, 154,

182,307; VI. 153,253; VII. 90;x.

62; XI. 109, 127, 137. iSee Parlia-

ment.

Communism, Communities, i. 380
ff; III. 264; VI. 66; x. 190,345;
XII. 394; the members will be

fractions of men, iii. 264. See,

also, Associations, Brook Farm.
Compact, highest, vi. 192.

Companions^ iii. 61; vi. 27--, 274;
VII. 228, 230, 242, 244; VIII. 89.

Company, adaptedness, vii. 242;

bad, I. 347; defects, in. 61; de-

sire for, in. 61; VIII. 90; evening,

VI. 184; good, VII. 234; VIII. 90;

X. 140; high, of soul, X. 291 ; limi-

tations, II. 207 ; low, liking for, vii.

246; self-distribution in, vii. 14;

need not show cause for seeking or

shunning, 11. 52; forced smile in,

11.55; sufferers in, VII. 233; para-

lysis of unfit, XII. 26.

Compass, ix. 394; origin of, v. 282.

Compensation, ii. 91-127; ix. 83,

270; I. 313; of actions, II. 301; be-

lief in, IV. 23; VI. 54; pay debts,

X. 129; for errors, iv. 161; fatal,

VII. 325; of friendship, iii. 276;
for evils of government, vi. 62; il-

lustrations, vi. 253 f; of infirmi-

ties, III. 281; memory, xii. 102;

Naturea, VI. 48; vii.297; old age,
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vn. 328; pain has its compensa-

tions, XII. 415; in trade, vi. 106;

of universe, 1. Z42.

Competitions, iv. 22.

Complainers, i. 246; vi. 154, 201;

VII. 260.

Complaisance, 1. 159, 220.

Complexion, VI. 290; inold age, vii.

328; XI. 418.

Compliance, 11. 208; iii. 82.

Compliments, the highest, i. 291; 11.

292; IV. 16.

Composure, iii. 132; vni. 85; ix.

Compression, value of, xii. 290.

Compromises, 11. 199; vi. 212; xi.

303- 5^\-

Compunctions, time wasted in, iv.

.38.

Concealment, 11. 156; of what does

not concern us, 111. 243; no, vi.

222 f.

Conceit, the distemper of, 11. ii8j vi.

132, 137; VII. 295; VIII. 95, 107.

Concentration, 1. 234; iv. 236; v.

86; VI. 73, 74, 112, 131 J viii. 310;

X.274; XII. 51,58.

Concert in action, iii. 266; vii. 8;

A. 349.

Concini''s wife, iii. 94.

Concord, Historical Discourse,

XI. 27-86.

Concord Hymn, ix. 158.

Concord, Address at Opening of

Public Library, xi. 493-508.

Concord Ode, ix. 199.

Concord, Sleepy Hollow Ad-
dress, XI. 427-436.

Concord, Soldiers' Monument,
Address, xi. 347-379.

Concord Walks, xn. 169-179.

Concord, ix. 35, 141, 145, 166,

229, 248, 345, 363, 370, 385,

396; XI. 397; drainage at, vii.

149 f; fairy tales true at, 11. 35;
fight at, XI. 72-76; in Indian

Wars, XI. 57-62; Kossuth at,

zi. 397; name, xi. 38; Plain, ix.

248; religion and education iDj XI.

498 ; Revolution not begun in, i.

219; in and after Revolution, xi.

67-79; Ri'^er, III. 172; IX. 146;

settlingof, XI. 31-50; social Com-
mittee of Safety, xi. 72; hertroops

in Civil War, xi. 357-379.
Cond6, Prince of, vii. 267.

Condillac, quoted, 1. 331.

Condition, i. 4; equalizes itself, 11.

98; favorable, viii. 270, 276;

every man''s condition an answer

to the inquiry he would put, i. 4.

Conduct, VI. 3; vii. 253; X. 207.

Confessionals, two, 11. 74.

Confidence, VI. 192. See, ahoj Cour-

age, Self-Confidence, Trust.

Conformity, scatters your force, 1.

146, 244; II. 50, 54, 55, 59, 60; 111.

100,257; V. 24, 227, IX. 323; XI.

521. See^ ahoy Consistency, Cus-

tom, Fashion.

Confucius, and Christianity, viii.

J82, 214; genius, VII. 194; inspi-

ration, viii. 275; XII. 316; philoso-

phy, XI. 472 f
;
quoted, 11. 159; v.

275; VIII. 85, 100; X. 117, 120;

XII. 195.

Congress, of nations, xi. 175; U. S.,

V. 307; VII. 75; XI. 133, 219,

423-

Conquer, they can who believe they

can, VII. 263; VIII. 146; way to

conquer foreign workman, vi. 225.

Conquest, true, 11. 321.

Conscience, I. 234, 302; x. 262; es-

sentially absolute, historically lim-

itary, 1.302; disconsolate. 111. 64;

IX. 84; XI. 103; agreement of, III.

212, 213; VII. 219; XI. 391; li-

cense breeds, vi. 64; not good for

hands, VI. 66.

Conscientiousness, hair-splitting, i.

264; A. 366.

Consciousness, the double, vi. 47;

seat of Universe, i. 334; a sliding

scale, HI. 72; a taper in the night,

XII. 65.
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Consecutiveness, the need of, viii.

273; XII. 52, 249.

Consequences, disdain of, xi. 173.

Conservatism, its basis fate, i. 260,

268, 301 ff; III. 210, 246, 272;

based on Inevitable, i. 302; for

expediency, i. 318; assumes sick-

ness as anecessity,i. 319; iv.i7i»

223,256; VI. 13, 64; XI. 230, 231;

preventive, i. 320; wild crab, i.

326. See, also. Democracy, Rad-
icalism.

Conservative, The, 1. 293-326.

Conservative, no one exclusively, 1.

314; is half of Nature, i. 301; all

men are, i. 3055 versus Radical,

1. 297-299.

Considerations by the Wat, vi.

243-278.

Consistency, foolish, 11. 54, 55, 57.

See, also, Conformity.

Consolation, doctrine of, x. 85; xii.

416.

Constantinople, natural capital of

'the globe, x. 351.

Constellations, of facts, 11. 9; of

men, iv. 203; of cities, vii. 32;

heavenly, ix. 51,317.

Constituencies, hearken to the man
who stands for a fact, iii. 91; xi.

220.

Constitution. See U. S. Constitution.

Consuelo, Sand's, IV. 278; vi. 170;

VII. 214.

Consuetudes, u. 212.

Contagion, of energy, iv. 13, 24; xii.

Contemplation, iv. 266; x. 235;

English nobility not addicted to,

v. 169.

Contention, 11. 239; viii. 98.

Contentment, II. 163; iii. 61; viii.

244.

Continuity, want of, vni. 273 ; xii.

52.

Contradictions, of life, iii, 233; vi.

173-

Contradictory, vii. 245, 267,

Contrasts, vi. 255.

Contrite wood-life, 11. 58.

Contritions, 11. 317; vin. 98.

Controversy, degrades, 11. 238; x.

485.

Conveniencies of life, i. 244; vii.

III.

Convention, Chardon Street, a.

371-377.
Conventionalism, i. 388; iii. 100,

139; VI. 260; VII. 7; VIII. 248;

reaction against, iv. 279, 289; x.

268,

Conversation, VI. 269-272; vii. 225-

242; VIII. 89-99, 2.92-294; ability

in, VI. 78, 271; affinity in, II. 207;

VII. 14; American and English, v.

114; best of arts, xi. 408; best be-

tween two, II. 206; VII. 241, 250;

benefits. III. 27; vi. 149; vii. 230;

of blacksmiths, iv. 168; Carlyle's,

X. 489; celestial, xii. 198; chalk

eggs, VIII. 96; a game of circles,

II. 310; of common life, xii. 284;
' competition in, vii. 235; convic-

tion, VIII. 312; in the country,

VI. 149; egotism spoils, vii. 289;

equality, iii. 280; evanescent rela-

tion, 11.208; exaggeration, III. 139;

X . 1 63 ; fatigue of conventional, xi.

217; flower of civilization, XI. 408;
game of, viii. 292; xii. 9; best of

all goods, VI. 272; happiness, iii.

141; adapted to shape of heads,

III. 53; needs heat, VII. i2;Hobbes
on, VI. 148 ; horses of, viii. 293 ; in-

centives, II. 192; inspiration, viii.

292, 309; universal joy, iv. 262;

laboratory of student, vii. 227;
law of, II. 206; X. 141; best of

life, VI. 192, 269; a magnetic ex-

periment, VII. 14; Milton's, XII.

258; a mixture of regrets and
apprehensions, xii. 405; should

keep on natural ground, vii.

232; is Olympic games, vii. 241;
third party m, 11. 277; a Pente-

cost, II. 310; personal, 11. 171;
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III. loo; VI. 135; vii. 230; VIII.

92, 320; needs practice, vi. 271;

price, III. 190; reading inferred

from, yiii. 304; Dr. Ripley's, x.

391; rules, VIII. 95-98; do not

daub with sables and glooms,

VII. 309J seasonable, vii. 63, 231;

the true school of philosophy,

viii. 292; servile, 11. 291; spoilt,

11. 193, 204; spontaneity, in.

68; success, iii. 32; supper as

basis, VII. 247; surfaces, VI. 271;

Swedenborg, iv. 128; topics, vi.

135, 196, 271 ;vn. 225, 226; VIII.

90, 95; XI. 156; travel, vi. 269;

tricks, III. 239; VII. 124; tropes.

VIII. 11; shows unity, in. 280:

universe, vi. 272; war spoils, xi.

156; wit, VIII. 197; woman*'s, vi.

298; VII. 226; VIII. 92; XI. 408,

409. See Discourse.

Conversion, VI. 208; by miracles, i.

132; of evil spirits, iv. 138; Norse
mode of, vi. 205.

Convertibility, vi. 304; viii. 23; x.

183. .

Conviction, vii. 92; viii. 309; x.

236; XII. 25.

Coolness, iii. 137; viii. 85; x. 37;
So hot, little Sir, 11. 135. 5ee, ahof

Courage, Presence of Mind, Self-

Control.

Co-operation, VII. 8 ; a. 358.

Copernican system, vi. 283; vii. 142,

286; VIII. 139, 346; x.*336; XII.

53-
.

Copyright, in. 64; Plato''s, iv. 77;
Persian, viii. 252.

Com, shall serve man, xi. 535; hon-

est, XII. 204.

Corn-laws, vi. zio; xi. 315.

Corporal punishment, x. 153, 154.

Corpse, adds beauty, i. 16; 11. 131;

of memory, 11. 57; outcast, ix. 59.

Correlations, vi. 45; viii. 211, 222

Correspondences, iv. 62, 105, 114,

120; VII. 300; VIII. 9, 48, 271;

XII. 22, loi.

Cosmos, ix. 366.

Costume, of circumstances, i. 163;
x. 9; novels of, iv. 277; xii. 375.

Cotton, not to rule, 1. 192; x. 211;
XI. 392; what is, XI. 512.

Counsel, from the breast, vii. 292;
VIII. 310; X. 61.

Countenance, viii. 84. See^ also.

Face.

Country Life, xii. 133-167; i. 18,

31,366; V. 177, 180; VI. 148; VII.

298; VIII. 151.

Country people, II. 76; 111.128,131,

173; VI. 107, 118, 153,222; vn.

137, 140; IX. 64, 65; X. 169.

Courage, vii. 251-280; beams of

Almighty, vn. 30, 273; depends

on circulation, VI. 55; defined, vn.

264; differs, VII. 267; of duty, VI.

233; newfaceonthings, VIII. 146;

fate teaches, VI. 24; x. 92; of girls,

in. 124; result of knowledge, iv.

63; VI. 139; VII. 262; VIII. 342;
.universal need of, viii. 115, 304;
A. 38; of orator, viii. 115; of

principle, xi. 302; to ask ques-

tions, VIII. 95; scholar''s, viii.

311; X. 274, 311; silent, vii. 270J
teaches, i. 135; Thor, symbol of,

11. 72; two o'clock in the morning,

IV. 237.

Courtesy,iii. 132, 136, 138; viii. 85;
XI. 230. See Behavior, Maimers.

Courts of justice, vir. 85, 86; wait

for precedents, vii. 292; xi. 271,

272.

Courtship, English, v. 108.

Cousin, Victor, i. 171.

Cousins, I. 334; IV. 43; things our,

VII. 94.

Coventry, going to, in. 131 ; vi. 162;

cathedral, v. 285.

Cowardice, i. 94; n. 47, 75, 294; in.

273; V. 102; VI. 29; VII. 257,258,

270; IX. 235; XI. 358, 171, 174.

Seey also. Courage, Fear.

Cowley, Abraham, quoted, 11. 186?

VIII. 252.
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Cowry, V. iii; vi. 18.

Cows, make paths, vi. 120:

VI. 177; hold up milk, vii. 234J
no interest in landscape, viii. 26.

Crab, backward-creeping, v. 67; xi.

537-

_

Crack in everything, 11. 107.

Creation, the, 1. 4; law of, n. 365;

III. 180J VIII. 4, 38, 229.

Creative, aims, 11. 352J vii. 212; xi.

410; manners, i. 90, 93, 335;
power, III. 54; IV. 109.

Creator, the, in man, 1. 64, 90, 286;

ill. 28; VII. 40; VIII. 39; keeps

his word, VIII. 336. See^ also, God.

Credit, i. 310; viii. 84. Seej also,

Belief, Faith, Trust.

Creeds, change, a. 201, 236; classi-

fication of some one's mind, 11. 79

;

decay, a. 113, 245; depend on

temperament, iii. 51; not final,

II. 80; multiplicity, xi. 488; out-

grown, xi. 478; reverence, X. 201;

shrivel, viii. 211 ; out of unbeliefs,

III. 75. See, alsOf Belief, Church,

Religion.

Crillon, Count de, quoted, viii. 190.

Crime, no shock to Americans, xi.

229; not so black in us as in the

felon, III. 79; depends on price of

bread, vi. 105 ; not to be concealed,

II. 116; must disappear, x. 232;

English, V. 63 ; defeats end of ex-

istence, XI. 237; of intellect, ex-

periments, iii. 79; VIII. 315; fac-

titious, V. 97 ; of fraud in place of

those of force, x. 328 ; ink of, viii.

315; earth is glass to, 11. 116; a

legal, XI. 197; loveremedy for, VI.

218
J
Nature rids itself of, x. 191;

XII. 92; doesnot pay,xi.309, 541;

earth a picture of, x. 193 ;
punish-

ment, the fruit of, 11, 103, 121

;

cause of. III. 235; not excused, xi.

237; snow reveals, 11. n6; more

lightly thought of than spoken of,

III. 78 J
proof of superiority, v. 63

;

temple built of, 11. 317; ugliness,

XI. 147; may be virtue, 1. 336;

blunder worse than, iii. 79.

Criminals, on even terms with each

other, ii. 211.

Cripples, the spirit does not love, vi-

238; X. 195.

Crises, the angel shown in, i. 40; u.

4, 262; VII. 92; rising to, i. 149;

Criticism, Art and, xii. 281-305.

Criticism, age of,i. 109; iii. 58, 254;

VI. 286; X. 163, 328; insufficiency

its own, III. 284; law of, I. 35J iii.

24i;poverty of,vii. 296; vin. 198;

IX. 30; should look at mind, not

words, XII. 305.

Critic, the over-soul, 11. 268; vii.

307; a failed poet, viii. 56.

Crockery gods, xi. 242.

Cromwell, Oliver, vi. 254; vii. 30;

IX. 197; quoted, II. 322; xi. 235.

Crossing of stocks. Nature likes, vii.

162; VIII. 289; X. 178.

Crump and his native devils, 11. 134
Crusades, x. 244.

Cuba, I. 232; XI. 230.

Cudworth, Ralph, i. 160; vi. 201.

Culture, vi. 128-166.

Culture, Poem, ix. 273.

Culture, Progress of, viii. 205-

^34-

Culture, is the suggestion of wider

affinities, VI. 137; aims, 11. 223; the

arming of the man, 11. 249; birth

its basis, iv. 65; of business, vi.

150; and beauty, VI. 159; calam-

ity and odium means of, vi. 161 f;

calomel of, X. 154; ours cheap, xi.

122; drawbacks to, IV. 158; must
begin early, VI. 164; kills egotism,

VI. 139; effects, 1. 49, 50; IV. 46;

identification of the Ego with the

universe, XII. 62; the end to which

a house is built, VII. 117; English,

V, 207; enormity of, viii. 215;

Goethe, the type of, IV. 284; with-

out grandeur, 1.
1 57 ; ends in head-

ache, III. 59; ours European, xil

402; highest is in regard for ignof
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ant, VI. 260; independence, viii.

217; based on idea, 11. 302; and
individualism, vi. 134; instinct,

XII. 37; life is for, iv. 285; xi.

236; manuallabor as, I. 235; mea-
sure of, X. 56; its measure the

number of things taken for grant-

ed, VII. II ; X. 56; moral sentiment

its foundation, VIII. 228; its office

to correct narrowness, vi. 131;

Plato's word, iv. 64; politics, viii.

217; power, VIII. 217; proof, VI.

294; religion its flower, vi. 206
j

XII. 198; results, I. 107; scale of,

VI. 306; scientific, VI. 218; scope,

VIII. 217; its secret to interest men
more in their public than in their

private character, vi. 157, 158; ef-

fect of society, 1. 313; VII. 11; X.

32; can spare nothing, vi. 166;

superficial, VI. 190; travel, vi. 146,

269; truckling, x. 134; inverts

vulgar views, i. 59; war forwards,

XI. 152; war and peace the mer-

cury of, XI. 166.

Cup, of life, X. 43 ; of the earth, vii.

172,319; of thought, in. 181.

Cupid, II. 366; VI. 289; IX. 10, 104,

256,

CupiDO, IX. 257.

Curfew stock, vi. 157.

Curiosity, lies in wait, viii. 226 ; Eng-

lish absence of, v. 104.

Curls, witchcraft of, vii. 104, 303.

Currents, of mind, II. 328; VIII. 6; x.

.96.

Custom, English deference to, v. 109

;

nullified, 1. 314; 11. 76, 140; in.

170; IV. 172; opium of, X. 128;

ruts of, I. 243, 244, 250; IX. 354;
works for us, vi. 120 f. Secj alsot

Conformity, Fashion.

Customers, VIII. 143; xi. 123.

Cynics, iv. 154; vii. 309, 321.

Cypresses, iv. 144; v. 279.

Dsedalus, ix. 20, 170, 243.

Daemonic Love, ix. 109-113.

Daemons, 111.25,39; iv. 66, 109; vi.

45; IX. 18, no; X. 97.

Daguesseau, xii. 96.

Dalton, John, vii. 238.

Dana, Charles, x. 359.
Dance, in men's lives, viii. 70; a.

39-.

Dancing, vi. 142, 292.

Dandamis, quoted, in. 280.

Dandelion, duped by a, vi. 115.

Danger, vi. 24, 49; vii, 263.

Daniel, Samuel, quoted, vii. 30.

Dante, bad company, vii. 7; we are

civil to, VIII. 67; like Euclid, VIII.

72; imagination and insight, in.

4; IV. 216; V. 233; VIII. 27, 72;

lonely, viii. 217; xii. 49, 365;
museof Italy, IX. 221; nationality,

VI. 39; can be parsed, viii. '21;

purpose, X. 227; realism, ni. 37;
his noble low style, xii. 290; vin-

dictive, IV. 137; Vita Nuova,vn.

205; contempt of the vulgar, xii.

237; writes proudly, XII. 329.

Dark Ages, viii. 214.

Dartmouth College, Address at, 1,

153-187-

Daughter, birth of, in China, xi. 414.

David, King, 11. 255.

Davy, Sir Humphry, quoted, vni.

306.

Day, Days, IX. 228; Ancient of Days
in morning dew, xii. 71; appre-

hension of, the measure of a man,
VII. 179; bask in, vii. 298; be a,

vn.'iSo; beams from eternity, x.

236; best, XII. 102; fill with brav-

ery, III. 37; carnival of year, vii.

170; celestial, IV. 12; eachaCrea-

tor, IX. 395; as centuries, VI. 247;
of Charles v., i. 163; creeping, x.

132; cups of pearl, ix. 321; danc-

ing, IX. 385; darkened, x. 51; day

of, VI. 25; deformed and low, ix.

174; divine, vn. 168; every day is

doomsday, vn. 175; dress, vn.

170; escort us to grave, ix. 348;
fabric of, VI. 82; two faces, ix. 232;
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of facts, A. 132; farmer's, x. 75;
frescoof, A. 34; name of God, vii.

167; give me health and a, 1. 17 j

good are sponsors, VII. 326; great,

II. 215; VI. 25,304; VII. 170,307;
viii. 15, 239, 347; halcyon, in.

169; happy, XII. I02J haughty,

IX. 199; all holy, 11. 12; hypo-

critic, in. 46; VII. 168; IX. 228;

X. 132; intercalated, in. 46; x..

236; long time to find out, viii.

23; lord of, 1. 163; of lot, VIII. 239;
lucky, X. 16; melancholy, in. 196;

memorable, VI. 304; vii. 169, 170;

VIII. 347; X. loi; one midsum-

mer day repays us for winter, ix.

173; XI. 319; fitted, to mind, vn.

168; won from moon, in. 46;

muffled, VII. 168; new with new
works, I. 379; quality, not num-
ber;, important, i. 350; October,

III. 169; opal-colored, IX. 179; in

panorama of year, ix. 137; good,

in which most perceptions, viii.

296 ;
purple with bloom of youth,

vni. 225; he only rich who owns

the day, i. 105; vn. 168; adorn

with sacrifices, vin. 106; sleeps

on hills. III. 169; solid good, in.

•61; sped, IV. 21; cut into strips,

in. 99; VIII. 288; elastic tent, IX.

339; sold for thoughts, IX. 328; x.

259; treat respectfully, vn. 180;

the two in man's history, ix. 302;

A. i77;unalterable,ix.265;under-

mining, n. 129; ix. 275; unprofit-

able, in. 46; value, vi. 247; vn.

17O) I7S» 228; VIII. 282, 337;
warp and woof, vn. 170; ydlow
and white, XII. 139; of youth, vn.

229, 298; the wise man is he who
can unfold the theory of this par-

ticular Wednesday, vn. 179. See,

alsOf Time^ To-day, Years.

Day's Ration, ix. 138, 139.

Deacons, in Dr. Ripley's church, x.

383-

Death, vni. 324-330; badness, 1.

124; a concealment, in. 243; en-

vied, II. 263; desire for, x. 428;

XII. 241; fearof,vi.238; VII. 324;

VIII. 328; of friends, n. 126; adds

owner to land, ix. 36; love makes

impossible, n. 264; not sought as

relief from duty, vi. 239; reality,

III. 49; a security, 11. 263 ; of a son,

III. 48; IX. 148-158; ways of, VIII.

345-

Debate, extempore, 1. 166; in. 226;

VIII. lOI.

Debt, collecting, VIII. 85; toevil,xn.

55; put God in debt, 11, 119;

memory of, xii. 105; other than

money, 11.316; vn. 115; paying,

n. 112, 316; III. 159; V. 155; VI.

312,321; VIII. 189; IX. 302, 357;
a preceptor, i. 37 ; slavery, vi. 90;

voracity, vi. 115.

Decision, must be made, vi. 76.

Declaration of Independence, vi. 23;

X. 92; XI. 235, 268; XII. 201.

Decorum, English, v. 112; x. 495;
unprincipled, vi. 247. See, alsoy

Etiquette.

Deeds, in. 8, 89. See Actions.

Defeat, gainful, vi. 234; vni. 96.

Defects, useful, n. 117; in, 18; v.

148 J
VI. 35, 229.

Deference, in. 132, 136; x. 55; xn.

Definitions, defining is philosophy,

IV. 47; he that can define is the

bestman,vii.235; X. 164; xn. 346.

DeFoe, Daniel, V. 234; quoted, v. 51,

126.

Deformity, vi. 300; from infraction

of spirituallaws, II. 131,249; from
fixity, VI. 292.

Degeneracy, vni. 188; ix. 26; a.

245. See Depravity.

Degrees, man, a being of, vi. 124; x.

100. See Gradations.

Deity, personality of, 11. 57; makes
many, one, 11. 194; iv. 53; vm.
309; anthropomorphism, xn. 222.

See, also. Divinity, God.
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Deliverly, vii. 228.

Delphi, oracle of, not uncommanded,
VII. 266; XII. 50; every mind has

its Delphi and Dodona xii. 69.

Democracy, 111. 201 ; better relative-

ly to us, not absolutely, iii. 207,

210, 240; IV. 223, 256; VI. 64J
X. 34; XI. 230, 260, 526.

Democrat, ripens into a conservative,

III. 246; IV. 256.

Demon. See Daemon.
Demonology, a. 3-2S.

Demophoon, x. 165.

Demosthenes, vii. 69, 73, 99; had

real genius, xii. 120.

Denderah, zodiac, i. 139.

Depth of living, 11. 258; vii. 183.

Depravity, iii. 228; viii. 332. See

Degeneracy.

Dervishes, Song of, ix. 304.

Dervishes, ix. 133, 228, 322.

De Quincey, Thomas, v. 294J viii.

192, 294; quoted, xii. 142 f.

Desatir, quoted, in. 59; xii. 398.

Descartes, Ren^, iv. 104.

Desire, flame of, insatiable, iv. 184;

predicts satisfaction, viii. 337; xi.

163. See, also, Hope, Wishes.

Despair, no muse, vi. 265; system

of, I. 319; 111. 267; VI. 207 f; A.

,36.

Despondency, comes readily, vii.

310; XII. 406; unworthy, VI. 264;

X. 247; XI. 532.

Destiny, IX. 31 f; ix. 18, 52; bene-

ficent, I. 371; deaf, IV. 177, 184;

VI. 5; teaches courage, vi. 24 ff;

VIII. 238, 239; an immense whim,

XII. 408. See, also, Fate.

Destroy, it is cheap and easy to, vii.

310.

Detaching, power of, 11. 354; xi.

Details, melancholy, 11. 171; iii.

231* ^37; A- 64.

Determination, needful, VI. 134. See,

also. Purpose, Will.

Development, viii. 7, 270; a. 186;

XI. 525; XII. 21. See, also, "Evolu-

tion.

Devil, Bvirns on, iv. 138; a. 299;
child, II. 50; confessions, vi. 179;
dear old, iii. 62; must have fee,

XI. 186; Goethe on, iv. 276; in

literature and speech, xii. 289J
nestles into all things, xi. 234J
party, xi. 520; respect for, viii.

313J respects virtue, 11. 158; Shak-

ers send to market, vi. 66; not to

have best tunes, xi. 442. See, also,

Satan.

Devil's attorney, iv. 173; vi. 201.

Devizes, Richard of, Rules of, v.

2i6; VI. 206.

Devotion, is thought, i. 74.

Dew, varnish of, 1. 159; vi. 170;

world globes itself in, 11. loi ; ix.

247, 317.

Dexterity, value, xi. 224.

Dial, The, a. 343 j Papers from,

XII. 307-417.

Dial, in shade, 11. 208.

Dialectics, iii. 58; iv. 62, 79; Scotch,-

y- 53-

Dialogue, iii. 148.

Diamagnetism, viii. 306.

Diamonds, best plain-set, vii. 115;

growth of ages, 11. 209; road

mended with, vii. 106.

Diaries, iii. 188; viii. 281, 308.

Dibdin, v. 189; Bibliomania,

quoted, vii. 209.

Dice, Nature's loaded, i. 39; 11. 102;

VI. 221.

Dickens, Charles,x. 54; in America,

VI. 174; X. 246; workp, V. 246; X.

339-
Dictionary, life a, 1. 98; a good book,

III. 18; VII. 211.

Diderot, VIII, 170,315; quoted, vii,

.^33-
, . ,

Dido, Chaucer's picture, vi. 207.

Diet, III. 252; VI. 154; VII. 116 fF;

XII. 382.

DifiTerences, perception of, 1. 38.

Difficulties, 11. 132; viii. 231, 311.
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Digby, Sir Kenelm, v. 79; quoted,

y. 79; XII. 40.

Dignity, generous with, 11. 261.

Dime, value, i. 383.

Dinners, art of, vi. 78 ; emphasis on,

vn.ii8', in England, V. 113; pub-

lic, vii. 247; X. 170; a man be-

lieves less after, iv. 152.

Diogenes, of ApoUonia, quoted, vi.

Dirge, ix. 145-147; of mountain

blasts, A. 397.

Dirt, chemistry knows no, xn. 55;
children love, x. 367.

Disasters, benefactors, II. 117; exag-

gerated, VI. 8; X. 164; opium in,

III. 48. SeCf ahoj Accidents, Ca-

lamity, Misfortune.

Discipline, i. 36-46; value, vi. 139;

X. 143.

Discontent, infirmity of will, 11. 78

;

III. 251; VI. 265; XII. 318, 335,

396.

Discouragement, easy, vii. 309 f.

Discourse, 11. 31 1. See Conversation.

Discoveries, III. 183; iv. 11; vi.44;

VII. 293; VIII. 23, 269.

Discrepancy, seers of, v. 238; viii.

160-174.

Disease, has its inlet in human crime

and its outlet Jn human suffering,

II. 249; no respecter of persons,

VI. 7 f, 19,32; VII. 324; IX. 381.

See Sickness.

Disinterestedness, vii. 253.

Dislocation, in our relation to nature,

11.230; viii. 188; in dreams, X. 5.

Disparagement, iv. 268.

Display, lust of , I. 176; vi. 152.

Dispositions, a world for trying each

other*'s dispositions, x. 407.

Disputes, II. 238; vii. 226; XI. 485;

XII. 24.

D'Israeli, Benjamin, novels, iv. 278

;

XII. 377.

Dissatisfaction, with achievement,

III. 191; with Nature, III. 192; of

youth, IV. 184.

Dissent, III. 251,255; vn. 234; fuiy

of, A. 366; XI. 260.

Dissimulation, 11. 156.

Dissipation, III. 28; vi. 73, 257; a.

65; XII. 54.

Distempers, VI. 133, 196; vii. 324.

Distrust, i. 252, 282; of sentiment,

II. 48; VI. 210.

Diver, genius a, i. 162.

Divination, iv. 95; a. 21; women's

power of, XI. 414.

Divine, animal, iii. 27; building,

VII. 126; circuits, iii. 284; is the

truly human, xi. 392; mind, x.

199; moments, II. 317; nature, i.

127; persons, iii. 108, 113; vii.

125; presence, ui. 271; never

quotes, VIII. 201; sentiment, in.

178; significance of things, viii.

8; spirit, 11. 65.

Divinity, approaches, vi. 305; in

atoms, VI. 221, 231; of beauty, II.

183; behind failures. III. 57; faith

in, I. 127; immortal, i. 23; inti-

mate, I. 221; of Jesus, see Jesus

Christ; inman,vi. 231; viii.309;

A. 97; XI. 479; Plato's faith, IV.

70; rayof, II. 93. 5ec, a/io. Deity,

God.
Divinity School, Cambridge, Ad-

dress AT, I. 117-151.

Division of labor. See Labor.

Divorce, iv. 128; xii. 272.

Divulgatory, xi. 487.

Do, and you shall have power, 11.

114; what you are afraid to do, x.

406; what you can best, II. 54, 83;
VI. 91; VII. 291 ; X. 274; what we
must, III. 57; what you know, 1.

222.

Doctors. See Physicians.

Doctrine, new, 11. 343.
Doddington,Bubb, quoted, x. 48.

Dogmas, 1. 139; vn. 226, 301; x.

108, 200.

Dogmatism, i. 186; 11. 96, 313; a.

229.

Doing, and being, vi. 215: and hav»
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ing, II. 143; and knowing, i. 222;

VII. 321; VIII. 344; and saying,

III. 6; is success, i. iSi; 11. 157;
teaching by, 11. 152; facility in, is

talent, xii. 47; test of worth, a.

49.

Dollar, I. 249; II. 52, 136; heavy

and light, vi. 102 ff ; x. 272.

Dolls, VI. 163J X. 197.

Domestic Life, VII. 101-133 J
-^^g"

lish, V. 109; VI. 77.

Domestics, I. 253; vi. 276; vii. 117.

Seey alsOy Servants.

Donne, John, viii. 53; quoted, 11.

175, 184.

Doors, of truth in every intelligence,

1.229; 11.327; 111.26,54; IX. 122,

135,341; X. 133.

Doria, Andrew, viii. 30".

Doric temples, 11. 19.

Doses, people to be taken in, vii. 13.

Double consciousness, i. 353; vi. 47.

Doubts, II. 132; IV. 173, 180, 181.

Drainage, in Concord, vii. 149 f.

Drama, Elizabethan, iv. 192, 201;

dramatic power rarest talent, xii.

326.

Drawing, 11. 336, 337.

Dreams, x. 3-28; absurdities, vi.

41; make us artists, 11. 337; at-

tractive, II. 322; bad, IV. 141 ; dis-

location their foremost trait, X. 5;

sequel of day's experiences, 11.

148; VIII. 227; a fact worth a

limbo of, X. 166; Germany of, i.

17; Heraclitus on, x. 20; have a

poetic integrity, x. 7; melting

matter into, x. 259; the matura-

tion of unconscious opinions, x. 8

;

jealous of mempry, X. 4; on mem-
ory ""s wall, IX. 295; poetic, viii.

44; prophetic, a. 8; and surface,

III. 43; IX. 269; a rush of thoughts,

XII, 108; wisdom in, 1. 66; viii.

280; world a, I. 62, 303; of youth,

III, 201; VI. 265; VIII. 185.

Dress, adaptation, vni. 171; Ameri-

can good sense in, vni. 87; best

when not noticed, v. 84; and
manners, viii. 80, 87 f ; relation to

person, viii. 171; restraint, vi.

151; gives tranquillity, viii. 88.

SeeJ also, Clothes, Fashion.

Drift, we can drift when we cannot

steer, x. 196.

Drill, virtue of, VI. 77, 79; x. 144.

Drinks of literary men, viii. 150.

Drop cannot exhibit storm, iv. 103,

Drowning, experience of, xii. 109.

Drowsy strength, iii. 140.

Drowsiness of usage, iii. 258; iv.

172.

Drudgery, i. 95.

Druids, V. 200, 278, 282.

Drunkard's hands, 111. 60.

Drunkenness, counterfeit of genius,

11.322; with time, VII. 319.

Dryden, John, VIII. 72; quoted, iv.

97; VIII. 279.

Dualism, of Nature and man, 1. 50;
II. 96.

Dubuc, quoted, viii. 192.

Du Guesclin, Bertrand, quoted, vi.

300.

Daimont, Pierre, quoted, iv. 226;

VIII. 283.

Duration, 11. 284, 317; vi. 239; vii.

179, 185; VIII. 349.

Dust, grandeur nigh to, ix. 207.

Dust-hole of thought, x. 7.

Duties, that belong to us, 11. 53; vi.

233; X. 57; not detachable, 11.

316; heeded, 11. 164; heroism in,

11.262; living without, is obscene,

X.52; lowly,ii.262; x.2o8;pack
of, IX. 184; relative, n. 74.

Duty, clarion call, vii. 252; ix.

208; difficult, never far off, vii.

275; direct and reflex, 11. 74; a.

185,198; fate and, XI. 231; grows

everywhere, x. iii; a guide, vi.

233; intellectual and moral, 11.

341; law, XI. 479; lightning-rod,

vi. 232; the old, xii. 403; know
your own, 11, 53 ; our place, 11. 81

;

sense of, i. 121, 125; whispers
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low, VII. 251 J IX. 207; wishes and,

X. 94; true worship, xi. 480.

Pyspepsia, in. 61; ix. 189.

Each and All, ix. 4.

Each for all, vii. 143; ix. 123.

Eagle, spreaJ, xi. 530.

Ear, VIII. 226 J IX. 53 j a sieve, xii. 32.

Earth, a balloon, i. 332; tremulous

battery, ix. 370J cup of Nature,

VII. 172; eyeless bark, ix. 341;
factory of power, viii. 139J fills

her lap, II. 147; laughs in flowers,

IX. 35; glass to crime, 11. 116;

goes on earth, VIII. 326; and hea-

ven correspond, vi. 205; viii. 49,

3 27 J
host who murders guests,

VIII. 245; howling wilderness, IX.

41; hunger, xii. 135; insignifi-

cance in Nature, x. 336; lonely, n.

91; a machine, VII. 144; viii. 139;
XII. 31; makes itself, vi. 38; and
man, i. 12; vii. 144; ix. 22; xi.

542; works for man, VII. 144, 152;

IX. 34; burnt metals, a. 70; pro-

ductiveness, X. 71; a reading-

room, XII. 323 ;
quaked in rhyme,

VI. 279; shape, 1. 372; a cave

for slumber, xi. 434; conspires

with virtue, vii. 51; white-hot,

1.331; wise man's hearth, ix.

46. SeCf alsOf Planet, World.

Earthquakes, VI. 7; the first chemist,

XII. 160J dresses, a. 165; learn

geology from, vi. 262; persons

who dislike, vi. 140.

Earth-Song, ix. 36 f.

Earth-spirit, x. 329.

Ease, to be dreaded, vi. 162.

East, genius of, x. 176, 179; seat of

devout expression, 1. 126.

Ebb of the soul, 11. 32.

Eccentricity, success has no, vi. 81.

Echo, do not be an, II. 208; organize

the, XI. 209; the world our, vii.

47; VIII. 319; X. 191; XII. 30.

Eclecticism, i. 171 f; x. 308; Na-
ture's, 11. 352.

Eclipse of genius, viii. 282.

Economy, i. 245; 11. 234; v. 156;

VI. 90, 106, iiij VII. 109J X. 128;

XI. 301 ; Nature's, i. 373 ; look for

seed of the kind you sow, vi. 124;

symbolical, vi. 125.

Ecstasy, 1. 201, 204, 211, 213, 227,

^56, 335J ".281,329; IV. 61,97,

114; VI. 41, 213, 311; VIII. 277J
X. 177; XII. 336.

Edelweiss, x. 484.

Edgeworth, Maria, novels, xii. 375.

Edinburgh, v. 294,

Education, a. 123-159; agitation

on, in America, I. 365; vii. 119;

XI. 527; of amusements, vi. 142;

best, II. 133; bias in, viii. 307;
Carlyle on, X. 496; classics in, iii.

258; college, VI. 144; defects. III.

257; VIII. 128; X. 133 ff, 152;

defined, VIII. 22; a system of de-

spair, III. 267; X. 136; two ele-

ments, X. 147; fruitless, vi. 141;

gymnastic in, iv. 65; vi. 142; and

happiness, iii. 269; ideal of, xii.

128; labor, i. 234, 240; in dead

languages, iii. 258; love a liberal,

VIII. 93; in Massachusetts, xii.

195; masters in, xi. 236; best

mode of, xii. 123 f; subject to

Nature, xii. 75; object, i. 320;

A. 135; XI. 487; xii. 256; power,

III. 268; preventive, vi. 140; re-

form, III. 257; fosters restlessness,

II. 82; Roman rule, in. 257; rou-

tine and genius in, xii. 124; its

secret lies in respecting pupil, x.

143; self-denial for, vi. 155; of

senses, VI. 213; of sexes, xi. 425;
skepticism of, in. 270; spiral

tendency, vi. 281; stereotyped,

III. 258; sympathetic, 11. 133; vi.

149; to things. III. 257; of wo-
men, see Woman; in words, iii.

257; world for, VIII. 334; effect

on young men, xii. 398. iSeej alsoj

Colleges, Schools.

Education Farm, m. 58.
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Effect, III. 83 ; thing done for, vi. 189.

See Cause and effect.

Ego, X. 20; XLI. 62.

Egotism, aid, vi. 257; aatidotesj vi.

139; buckram, vii. 289; chorea,

VI. 132; dropsy, VI. 134; defined,

XII. 326; exaggerated, V. 164; all

things fuel to, vii, 125; genius

consumes, A. 431 ;
goitre, vi. 134;

influenza, vi. 132; Nature utilizes,

VI. 134; VII. 289; of prophets, XII.

8;root,vi. 134J in society, 11. 207;
scourge of talent, vi. 133 ; test of,

Viii. 342; XII. 314; universal, III.

187 f; vanishes in presence of Na-
ture, I. 10; weakness, i, 391.

Egypt, and Egyptians, architecture,

II. 19; art, VI. 288J A. 243; debt

of churches to, viii. 182; Hero-

dotus on, VIII. 324; hieroglyphics,

II. 353; immortality, VIII. 324;
marble deserts, iii. 176; metaphor,

1.253; mysteries, I, 241; mytho-

logy, I. 129; Napoleon in, iv. 246,

249; A. 253; obelisk, vii. 54;
XII. 324; "sitting still," xi. 471;

xii. 411 J vote of prophets, vi.

249.

Eldon, Lord, v. 202; quoted, iii.

246; V. 97, no.
Election, doctrine of, vi. 5.

Elections, VI. 14; xi. 524.

Elective affinities, 11. 314.

Electric, light, viii. 317; telegraph,

see Telegraph; thrills, vi. 84.

Electricity, of action, viii. 115; ef-

fect on air, iii. 185; arrested, x.

271 ; not to be made fast, v, 230;

inspiration like, viii. 273; a lux-

ury, VI. 70; messrfge-carrier, vii.

28; of poets, VII. 6; xii. 383;
power, viii. 139; river, iii. 40;

wisdom like, vii. 250; xii. 27.

Elegance, true, I. 247; 111.148; vii.

114.

Elegies, living on, vi. 68.

Elements, as allies, vii. 28; ix. 142,

332J ^- 73 ff-

Eleusinian mysteries, facts as, IV.

132; VI. 304.

Elevation, is making new estimate,

11. 143.

Elgin Marbles, v. 91.

Eliot, John, quoted. 11. 254; xi. 51,

85.

Ellen, Lines to, ix. 387.

Ellen, To, at the South, ix. 93.

Eloq^uence, VII. 59-iQO; viii. 109-

133; demands absoluteness, viii.

130; aids, VII. 46; dog-cheap at

anti-slavery chapel, xi. 100, 138;

magic of personal ascendency, vii.

76,91; depends not on beauty, VI.

301; calamity instructs in, i. 95;
its despotism, VII. 38,65; based on

facts, VII. 93 ; indicates universal

health, viii. 117; needs heat, vii.

61, 67 ; viii. 117, 119, 276; irre-

sistible, I. 263; VII. 240; VIII. 217;

^' 53, 78; XI. 223; of ancient law-

givers, VII. 235; manliness, viii.

126; audience meter of, vii. 66;

Milton on, xii. 261; based on

moral sentiment, vii. 97 f ; natu-

ral as swimming, viii. 119; shows

possibility of man,viii. 112; rule

of, VIII. 30; secret of, x. 282; of

slavery agitation, vii. 95; is trans-

lation of truth for hearer, viii.

130; XI. 223; triumphs, vii. 49,

70; in war, viH. 218; Webster ""s,

XI. 221.

Emanations, 1. 199.

Emancipate, man should, x. 56;

poet. 111. 33; religion, xii. 204.

Emancipation, in. 98; xii. 200;

makes union possible, xi. 208, 304,

307-

Emancipation in the British

West Indies, Address on, xi.

97-147.

Emancipation Proclamation, Ad-
dress on, XI. 313-326.

Emblems, 1. 26, 32; 11. loi; in. 16;

IV, 116, 217; VI. 318. SeCf also.

Symbolism.
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'Emerson, Edward Bliss, In Me-
MORiAM, IX. 261-265; Farewell
BY, IX. 258.

Emerson, Ellen Tucker, ix. 93-

9^» 387* 392* 396; poems by, ix.

96-98.

Emerson, Rev. Joseph, quoted, a.

384.

Emerson, Mary Moody, a. 397-

433; IX. 217; a Bible, x. ^^08;

quoted, 11. 260J x. 403 ff.

Emerson, RalphWaldo, his brothers,

IX. 145 fE; visits to England, v. 3

ff; 25 ff, 291-298; garden, II. 221;

IX. 229-231; habits of work, viii.

288; IX. 142, 143; house, III. 172;

portraits, i. frontispiece; ix. fron-

tispiece; death of son, iii. 48; ix.

148-158; quoted, viii. 287.

Emerson, Waldo, iii. 48; ix. 148.

Emerson, Rev. William, x. 400^ xi.

7^» 77-

Eminence, cost of, 11. 99.

Empedocles, 1. 198.

Empire, an egotism, i. 375.

Employments, daily, 1. 271; in. 253;
VIII. 23. .See, a/so. Labor, Occupa-

tions, Vocation, Work.
Emulation, IV. 14,26; vii. 11; viii.

293; in education, x. 154.

Enchanter, The, ix. 372.

Enchantments, VI. 315; x. I91.

Ends, and means, VI. 8, III; x. 37;
brought about by paltry means,

VII. 160; all momentary, 1. 209;

III. 190; III. 245; IV. 109, 126.

Endymion, vi. 167; ix. 277.

Enemies, to be made now and then,

VI. 162, 255; each thing has, i.

238; met everywhere, ix. 302;

are from within, a. izo.

Energy, vii. 81; conscious and un-

conscious, iii. 26; VI. 70'; VII. 81;

X. 85, 276, 277; XI. 538; original

necessary, iii. 123; vi. 62; viii.

142 ff.

England, i. 17; in. 230; agricul-

ture, %^. 95, 189; air, XI. 107; and

America, see America; anchored,

v. 41; anomalies, 94; army, 64,

85; arts, 83,96; bank, 161; civ-

ilization, XI. 123; climate, v. 38;

colonies, 151, 304; constitution,

VI. 253; contrasts, v. 50; decad-

ence, 37, 275; no place for faint-

hearted, 103 ; foreign policy, 301

;

a garden, 34; rich in gentlemen,

111. 141; v. 208; a law-giver, v.

137; genius maritime, 64; is a

museum, 188; nationalities, 52,

260; politics, 122; population, 44;
maintains trade, not liberty, xi.

239; visits to, V. 3 ff, 25 ff, 291-

298; why is England, v. 35.

England, Church of, v. 214-23 1 ; a.

112, 203; symbol of social order,

XI. 465.

English language, in England, v.

100, 234; in America, xi. 194.

English literature, v. 36, 93, 232-

260; xii. 372. .See, also, Books,

Literature, Reading.

English people, ability, v. 74, 101,

139,157; activity,93; aggressive-

ness, 147; fine animals, 71; vi.

69; aristocracy, i. 393; v. 172-

198; A. 498; arithmetical mind,

A. 167; artificialness, v. 95 ff ; im-

prisoned in backbone, xi. 537;
bluntness, V. 133; body speaks,

104; brutality, 63; centrality, 43;
character, iv. 4; v. 50, 127-143,

312; Cockayne, 144-152; cold-

ness, 106; commerce, 93, 96, 159;
common sense, 88, 232; cosmo-

politan spirit, 92; country life,

177; courage, 132, 147; de-

corum, 107, 112; dinners, 113;
diet, 69; dress, 84; domesticity,

109; dulness, 124; of the earth,

earthy, 130; earth-hunger, 119;
eccentricity, 105, 144, 164; econ-

omy,i56; education, 63, 199-213;
VIII. 129; estates, v. 180; faces,

66; love of facts, 81, 233; fair

play, 78, 81; family, 108; no
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fancy, 232; and French, 82, 122,

125, 141, 146, I49» 180 f, 307 J

fruit, 94; game-laws, 73; genius,

in. 229 f; gentlemen, V. 208; he-

roes, 136; honesty, 119; horses,

71 ; hospitality, 293, 301 ; houses,

107, 109, 193; X. 167; hate hum-
bug, V. 122; humorists, 144J hunt-

ing, 70, 73 ;
private independence,

142; indifference, 104; influence,

36,125; insularity, 105; intellect,

77, 79; law, 97; levity, 255; lib-

erty-loving, 141; XI. 107; libra-

ries, V. 211; literature, 232-260J
logical, 79 ff; loyal, 186; machin-

ery, 103, 157 ff, 251; manliness,

67; manners, 102-115; mastiff

nature, 78; materialism, 233,252;
melancholy, 1 27 f ; xii. 406; mind
exact, A. 167; money questions, v.

88; mutual help, 99; myriad per-

sonalities, 303; names, 179; neat-

ness, 107; newspapers, 137, 261;

nobility, see Aristocracy; obsti-

nacy, 78, 81, 131; openness, 78,

126; patriotism, 144; patience,

88; permanence, 106, 141, 178;

plainness, 113; vi. 152; pluck, v.

102,296; poetry, 1. 167; v. 251 ff;

practicality, 247, 255, 304; pov-

erty, 1 53 ;
product of political

economy, 98, 154; love of prece-

dent, no; pretension, 112, 118;

A. 48; probity, V. 119; property,

IV. 152; V. 87, 144, 164; race, 44-

73; rank, 99; loveof reality, 118;

religion, 214-231; reserve of

power, 303 ; regard for rights, 8
1

;

XI. 136; routine, v. 305; sailors,

32, 64; Scandinavian spirit, 52;

X. 42; science, v. 253; self-com-

placency, 104, 145; shop-keepers,

V. 40; XI. 123; solidarity, V. 99;
society, XII. 381; solvency, v. 155;

pride in bad public speaking, 128;

sports, 70; steam, 95; success,

305; table-talk, 114; taciturnity,

128; temperament, 130, 134, 166;

thoroughness, 89; "Times," 261-

272; no Transcendental ists, 224;
travellers, VI. 69; xii. 337; truth,

V. 116-126; universities, 199-213;
utility, 254; voice, 112; walk, 70;
wealth, 98, 124, 153, 162, 169, 173;
VI. 118; wit, v. 124; women, 65,

108; wrath, 140.

Ennui, I. 284.

Enthusiasm, I. 251; 11.281,321; v.

112; VII. 56, 61; not to be mea-
sured by the horse power of the

understanding, viii. 229, 275; a,

147, 171; XI. 343' 478.

Envy, II. 46; X. 47.

Enweri, quoted, viii. 258, 262; ix.

303-

Epaminondas, 11. 162 f, 257; in.

126; VI. 151.

Epic poetry, iii. 29; xi. 244.

Epilepsies of wit and spirits, 11. 199.

Epitaph, IX. 300; Sir Jenkin Grout''s,

III. 145.

Epochs of life, II. 161; of history, xi.

161.

Equality, in. 203, 279.

Equator of life, in. 62; a. 193.

Equilibrium, iv. 171; vi. 292; x.

192; xn. 412.

Equivalence, n. 317; viii. 213, 220.

Eric, VI. 55.

Eros, ix. 100, 362.

Errors, vi. 257; xn. 55. Seey also.

Mistakes.

Essence, n. 121; iv. 94.

Essenes, i. 341.

Eternal, in man, vn. 97; a. 97.

Eternity, 1. 259, 287; n. 272; not

duration, VII. 178, 183; viii. 326;

IX. 24, 350; study for, xn. 131.

Ether, sulphuric, vi. 147; vn. 160.

Ethics, Sovereignty of, x. 181-

214.

Ethics, of the chisel-edge, n. 115;

the essence of religion, i. 58, 122;

X. 109, 112 f; its laws execute

themselves, i. 122, 304.

Ethiops sweet, ix. 41.
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Etiquette, iii. 99, 132, 134; of visits,

vin.91. iSee, fl/io. Decorum, Man-
ners.

Eton, V. 206, 208.

Euler, I. 56; V. 252.

Eumenides, ix. 32.

Euphuism, iii. 177.

Euripides, viii. 202; quoted, i. 364;
n. 255; IV. 138; VII. 312; X. 13,

313; XII. 351.

Europe, iv. 52; and America, see

America; fee for entrance, v". 30

j

gardens, 1. 367J faded garment, n.

214; geniusof, XI. 211; migration

to, XII. 398; Plato embodies, iv.

45; VII. 198; receding in the im-

agination,!. 363; tape-worn) of,vi.

145; traTel to, 11, 80, 214; vi. 145.

Europe and European Books, xii.

365-378-

Eva, To, ix. 95.

Evelyn, John, quoted, v. 181; vii.

284.

Evening, influence of, vii. 280J
knowledge, i. 73; xii. 94.

Events, confirmation of, in. 97; man
dependent on, in. 97; vii. 123;

faculties predict, vni. 42; man a

matchfor, VII. 76; not events but

man, responsible, x. 191 ; and per-

sons made of same stuff, vi. 39 ff,

53, 56, 232, 251; man reinforced

by, VII. 92; robe of soul, 11. 274;

X. 191 ; test our theory of life, x.

133; victims of, jt. 37; what im-

ports is what we think of them,

vin. 293, 294.

Everett, Edward, x. 330-335.
Evil, good of, IV. 138; VI. 2^3 ff; VII.

"^Si 307! made to serve good, vii.

30; is good in making, VI. 35, 253;
VI. 289; IX. 14, 15, 275, 276; X.

190 ff; XI. 103, 178,486, 542; XII.

413; debt to, xn. 55; not un-

mixed, 11. 318; merely privative,!.

124.

Evils, end themselves, x. 191, 232;

needless, 11. 135.

Evolution, 1. 372; III. 24, 180; IV.

80; VI. 15, 165; vn. 19; VIII. 7;

IX. 281; XI. 143, 299, 525J XII.

21; of custom, I. 313.

Exaggeration of evils, 1.270; 11. 131;

XII. 414; of single aspects, II. 339;
III. 184 f, 226 f, 244; should be

avoided, viii. 86; from want of

skill to describe fact, x. 164, 174.

Examination-day, x. 284.

Excellence, lames, vn. 166; of man,

X. 189; special, xu. 343.

Excelsior, ix. 293.

Exclusiveness, excludes itself, 11. 1 10;

X. 64; unavoidable, vn. 14; viii.

90.

Exercise, I. 24!; viii. 279.

Exhilaration, in. 27; vi. 195.

Exile, The, ix. 298, 376.

Exiles from Nature, viii. 188.

Existence, the problem of, n . 3 26 ; iv.

78; VI. 271; wonder of, XII. 16.

Expansion, power of, in. 56; iv. 81;

XII. 58.

Expediency, 1. 310; xi. 170,388,421,

4"»,425» 519-

Expedients. See Resources.

Expense, what for, i. 244; 11.234;

should proceed from character, vi.

112 ff
J

VII. 109; XI. 534.

Experience, iii. 43-86; ix. 269;

1.96,340; II. 38, i7i,267,333;vi.

I^y 139 ^J vn. 263, 320; XII. 91,

96, 102; on countenance, viii. 84;

none satiating, in. 75; one's own
stained with error, that of others,

ideal,!!. 171, 195.

Experiment, II. 318; in. 51,78,258,
280; VII. 183; X.329.

Experimenter, Emerson an endless,

n. 318.

Explanations, just persons refuse to

explain themselves, in. 74; xn.

329. 5ee, ahoy Apologies,

Expression, in. 226; iv. 45; vn.

326; vin. 247, 281; x. 270; XII.

41 f; excels of, x. 173; Nature

bent on, VI. 177; need of, iv. 163 f;
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VI. 299; implies a mixture of will,

II. 336; III. 5, 7, 24, 66; tax on,

VI. 191; in public speaking, viii.

117.

Extremes, ix. 122; a. 163-179; in

English character, v. 67; human
lifenot in, IV. 156J meet, viii. 313.

Extremists, the soul of political party,

XII. 202.

Eye, Eyes, vi. 177-181 ; adaptations

of,i. 169; alter all, viii. 319; indi-

cate antiquity of soul, vi. 177; art-

ist,!. 15; VI. 178; bandage,!. 146;

beauty a necessity to, vi. 48; ix.

38; frame cities, !x. 64; color of,

VI. 9 ; compasses in, xii. 228

;

compliment to the race, vii. 302;

confessions in, 11. 159; vi. 180;

conversing with, iv. 47; vi. 19,

179; VII. 303; IX. 114; courage

of, n. 237; vn. 255, 258, 264; Cu-

pid's, VI. 289; IX. 104; debt to, X.

!66; dreaded, III. 135; education

of, XII. 157 f; makes estates, vi.

509; effect of exercise on, XII. 143;

exorbitant, in. 225; farmer's, vi.

178; fate in, VIII. 320; fineness of

appreciation, vii. 157; few see

flowers, XII. 32; man's in his fore-

head, I. 90; have logic, xii. 67;

look straight forward, 111. 134;

goodness makes, vi!i. 342; govern

by, X. 156; art the gymnastics of,

11.357; sympathy with hand, VII.

157; X.23; xir. 228; hate in, XI.

165; show health, vi. 290; hero's,

VI. 30; holden,ii. 147; holidayin,

III. 149; VI. 180; makes the hori-

zon, 111.76; predicts light, 11. 37;

makes what it sees, i. 15, 73; vi.

311; VIII. 220; meeting of, IX. !2;

military, vi. 18! ; muddy, n. 156;

two pairs, 1. 242; A. 237; passion

gives, VII. 303; VIII. 10; of poet

like meteors, ix, 311; power of,

VI. 58, 181; VII. 77; X. 157; indi-

cates rank, VIII. 312; reverted, II.

126; makes hero or'saint, in. 76;

sees through earth, vi. 284; vii.

17!; seeing without, !ii. 285; sky

full of, II. 364; study of, X!i. 12;

supplicating, viii. 80; upside

down, I. 51; will gives, viii. 144;
womanly, viii. 289; of youth, vii.

297.

Eye-ball, transparent, 1. 10.

Eyvind, conversion, vi. 205.

Fable, ix. 75.

Fables, 1. 296; 11. 29, 62, 108; vii.

184; VIII. 186; we shall be, iv.

154; VI. 307; VII!. 23.

Face, ancestral, v. 50; animal, x. 7;

XII. 22; charm, II. 179; cheerful,

VI. 159; of children, VI. 286; con-

quering one's, vi. 175; English, v.

48, 67; expression, vi. 181, 301;

XII. 349; inviting and warning,

vni.83; never lies, II. 156; power

of, VI!. 77; arecord, VI. 299; are-

vealer,vi. 177; vii. 126; viii. 84;

sour, II. 56; subordinates cos-

tume, VIII. 170, 171; symmetry,

VI. 299; types, VI. 299.

Facility, VIII. 308; xii. 47.

Factory, ix. 16; earth is farmer's,

VII. 142; VIII. 139.

Facts, books of, viii. 295; no con-

tending with, VIII. 97; XI. 144;

day full of, X. 132; cannot dispose

of other people's, iii. 81; and

dreams, X. 166; eloquence ground-

ed on, vii. 93 f; epiphany, X. 132;

faith in, iii. 91; better than fic-

tion, VII. 107; ask fact for form,

VIII. 54; fugitive, 11. 9, 273; ful-

crum, XII. 59; are gold and gems,

jt. 132; 'the great are the near, vii.

108; hugyour, VII!. 129; as illus-

tration, viii. 11; immortalized, 11.

327; not the fact, but the impres-

sion on mind, important, x. 471;
preexist as laws, 11. 3, 10, 326; lan-

guage of, II. 335; life an endless

flight of winged, II. 32; made over

in memory, xii. 103; memory
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holds only so many, xii. 99; nat-

ural parallel with moral, vii. 230;

XII. 5j new, not needed, iii. 18;

nouns of intellect, vi. 304J other

people's, III. 81 ; true poetry, i. 75;
public and private, 11. 21; all re-

lated, VIII. 71; no sacred and no
profane, II. 318; statement of, 11.

39; VII. 68,85, 94; symbolism of,

III. 21; VI. 304; terminus of past,

1. 34; xn. 59; time, 11. 9; two

sides, IV. 149; noultimate, II. 304J
use, II. 332; VIII. II, 201, 293;
wishes coined into, vii. 327.

Faculties, III. 229; vi. 185; vii. 327;
noinventory of, VI. 53; x. 2795x1.

122.

Failure, vi. 262; inlet to higher ad-

vantage, I. it;^; X. 58.

Fairies, II. 18, 35; vi. 304; vii. 176;

IX. 337.

Faith, course of things teaches, 11.

139; Americans have little,!. 249;

X. 205; XI. 532; not parasite on

authority, II. 295; iv. 180; dawn
of new day, vi. 215; and dogma,

I. 142; fire of, IX. 393; flash-of-

lightning, i. 352, 353; makes its

own forms, i. 150; governments

standon, X. 211; mabesus, i. 150J
mark of loss of, vi. 218; in mo-
ments, II. 267; not of ounces or

pounds, VI. 202; poetry is, viii.

31; founded on science, vi. 240;

expressed by skepticism, iv. 182;

not proved by syllogisms, viii . 346

;

test of, I. 137; transcendentalism,

an excess of, i. 338; and works,

VIII. 275; X. 433; want of, in.

268J VI. 207; x. 217, 221. See,

also, Belief, Doubt, Skepticism,

Falkland, Lord, iii. 124; iv. 14; vn.

121.

Fall of man, the discovery that we
exist, 111. 75.

Falsehood, betrays itself, 11. 156;

VII. 37; VIII. 160; is nothing, 11.

J2i; first show of, a. 217; with

every truth, 1. 301. 5«, a/jo, Lies,

Truth.

Fame, ix. 383; air was, ix. ^2;
meaning of, viii. 313; xii. 248;

profitless, ix. 327; unaccounted

for, III. 89.

Familiarity, gift of, xii. 286

Family, the centre of life, vii. 108;

• spiritual, ix. 381.

Fanaticism, no strong performance

without a touch of, 11. 141; in.

185; VII. 290; XII. 53.

Fancy, vi. 312; vii. 182; viii. 28,*

IX. 124,315; X.78.* See,alsOfIm-

agination.

Faneuil Hall, vi. 262; vii. 89; xi.

520.

Faraday, Michael, viii. 4, 306, 311;

X. 70; XII. 3.

Farewell, The Last, ix. 258.

Farmer, i. 368, 381; vi. loi; xn.

358; benefactor, VII. 140; heredi-

tary calling, VII. 139; manners,

VII. 153; his servants, vii. 142 ff;

timed to Nature and not to city

watches, VII. 138. -See, a^io. Farm-
ing.

Farming, vii. 135-154; xii. 358-

364; sesthetic, i. 42, 236, 240; in.

252; VI. 118; not to be united

with scholarship, vi. 114. See,

also, Agriculture.

Fashion, hates pretenders, in. 131 j

hates solitary, gloomy people, in-

139; is virtue gone to seed, in.

122, 128, 142 f, 146, 152, 155; VI.

186,292; VII. 133, 214; VIII. 171;
X. 36; XI. 528; XII. 377.

Fate, VI. 1-49; ix. 196, 294; 1.302,

304; 11.189,353; IV. 52, 175; VI.

36, 221, 245, 251, 317; IX. 280;

XI. 244; name for unpenetrated

causes, vi. 31 f; freedom a part

of, VI. 21, 23,240; and necessity,

VII. 37; and courage, VII. 276; viii.

303; IX. 14, 124, 137, 240; Jt.

9, 73, 206; XI. 231, 530; xn.

107; is limitation, VI. 20; is power
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that shall be, vi. 35; solution of,

VI. 47; subdued to use, vi. 32;
tragic element in life, xii.406; an

immense whim, xii. 408. See Des-

tiny, Necessity.

Faults, A. 52, 196; we have to thank

our faults, II. 117; in.97; vi. 258.

Faust. See Goethe.

Fear, a bad counsellor, 11. 238, 2595
III. 186 f, 197; VII. 258; VIII.

147,170; X. 87, 483; XI. 171; lost

with age, vii. 323; ix. 22; God
prefers atheism, a. 87, 483;
springsfrom ignorance, I. I04;vii.

262; superficial, vii. 265; sur-

mounting, VII. 276; from wrong,

II. Ill f; XI. 140; paralyzed with,

III. 277.

Fellowship, excess of, i. 343; iii.

136; IV. 129.

Fellowes, Sir Charles, v. 91, 278,

m\ X. 145.

Feminine element, x. 121.

Fence, powers of a, vii. 146.

Fenris wolf, v. 161; vi. 20.

Ferguson, i. 9.

Ferideddin Attar, quoted, viii. 263 S.

Fermentation, foes to, iii. 252.

Ferocity ID Nature, II. 249; vi. 8; a.

188.

Feudalism, i. 179, 376 flf; v. 175,

306; XI. 172.

Fiction, insipid compared with fact,

vn. 107; X. 12, 411.

Fidelity, be general pr.rpose, iii. 279.

Figures, foundation of speech, 1. 28;

III. 30; VIII. II.

Firdousi, in. 151; viii. 241.

Fire, viii. 289; cry of, vi. 140; a

muse, VIII. 281, 289; Nature's,

VII. 145; New England, xi. 39;
Massachusetts ice burned more
than, IX. 168.

First books best, xii. 360.

First-born, of world, 11. 213.

Fish, man in sea, xii. 22.

Fitness,vi. 37,44, 290J vii. 53;viii.

219.

Five, nature loves the number, ix. 44.
Fixtures, none in nature or man, 11.

302,306; VI. 292; VI II. 200.

Flags, III. 16; XI. 530.

Flattery, sincerity more agreeable

than, II. 292; III. 273; X. 22.

Flaxman, John, in. 82; xi. 511.

Flea of conventions, x. 375.

Fletcher, John, quoted, 11. 78, 177.

Floors, scouring, 11. 166.

Florence, xii, 181, 223, 229, 243.

Flowers, ix. 336; calendar, ix. 176;

celestial, IV. 143; ciphers, 11. 176;

of Concord, xi. 38 ; of courtesy, in.

138; cut, VI. 300; X. 185; as gifts,

III. 159 f; jilt us, 111. 182; of the

mind, 1.213; in. 27; of old age,

III.3 1 ; of pleasure,ii. 103 ; Shakers,

IX. 93; of sky, in. 21; tint of,

from root, vi. 291.

Flowing, all things, I. 27; 111.20,34;

IV. 112, 172; VI. 43,292, 306, 320;

VII. 145; VIII. 5 ff, 71, 200, 223;

IX. 52, 58,287,315; xn. 91.

Flute, The, ix. 303; heard farther

than cart, vi. 295.

Fly, as untamable as a hyena,vi. 269;
Musagetes, viii. 285.

Flying-machines, xn. 393. See, also.

Balloons.

Foibles, III. 227; VI. 258.

FoUy, II. 98; remedy against, vi.

269 f, 287; xii. 387.

Folsom, Mrs. Abigail, the flea of

conventions, x. 375,
Fontanes, quoted, iv. 228.

Fontenelle, vn. 322; quoted, v. 42;
vn. 302; X. 109; XI. 156.

Fools, of ideas, vi. 238, 253, 325;
acrid, vi. 270; x. 145.

Fops, 11. 158;' in. 133; VI. 91; X.63;

XI. 291; of fields, in. 177.

Forbearance, ix, 83.

Force, a practical lie, 111. 214 ; needed

where men are selfish, 111. 220.

Forces, Perpetual, viii. 211; x.

67-88, 186, 247.

Foreign things, admiration of, 11. 82.
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Foreigners, v, 145, I49«

Forerunners, ix. 85.

Forester, ix. 292; 50.

Forests, I. 9, 169; in. 169; vn. 298;
IX. 183; architecture, 11. 20;

changes in, xii. 150-152; old, de-

composed for new, viii. 200; uses

of, XII. 149 f; wait till wayfarer

has passed, ii. 18.

Forgetfulnessjix. 152; xii, loi, 107,

414. Seej alsoj Memory.
Form (figure), 1. 16; 11. 14, 276, 337,

354; 111.65; IV. 105; VI. 296, 302,

305; VII. 182, 302; dependence

on soul. Ill, 3, 10, 13,21; iv.ii4f;

VI. 9, 214, 29Z; 711. 127; viii. 17,

159; XI. 409; XII. 220, 221.

Forms, religious, i. 150; in. 70; x,

85, 104, 107, 204, 218; xi. 20, 22,

234, 287; political, XI. 258, 271,

Fortescue, Lord Chief Justice,

quoted, V. 69.

Fortune, 11. 89; in. 72; vi. 40 f;

VIII. 245, 303; IX. 33; X. 15, 19,

23- 43^45' 191-

Fortune of the Republic, The,
XI. 509-544.

Fortune-telling, II. 283; vii, 107; x.

10.

Fouche, quoted, vi. 132.

Fountains, in. 100.

Fourier, and Fourierism, I. 382; iv.

183, 258 ; X. 245, 346-359, 367 ; XI.

390; quoted, viii. 289.

Fourth of July, Ode,iX. 199.

Fox, Charles James, in. 142, 274;
vni. 22, 318; XI. 109; quoted, vi.

260J vin. 22.

Fox, George, in. 187; ix. 297; x.

Ill; quoted, iv. 183; xi. 488.

Fractions, in society, we are, vn. 9.

France, blackboard for England, v.

145; changed into young Ohio,

IV. 242; influence, v. 36, 125;

poet never grew in, ix. 223; revo-

lutions, V. 180; A. 34.

Franklin, Benjamin, vi. 247 ;
quoted,

VI. 248; VII. 258; vni. 339.

Frankness, 11. 237; vin. 229.

Fraud, in commerce, i. 230 f.

Frederick the Great, vin. 318.

Free, one must be, to free others, vn.

94.

Freedom, IX. 198; American, vin.

210; IX. 206; necessitated, or part

of fate, VI. 21, 23, 240; English, v.

304; has its own guards, x. Z05;

virtue essential to, x. 86; xi. 174,

234; the perfectness of man, xii.

271, 366. SeCy also. Liberty.

Freemasons, vi. 132; xi. 480.

Free Religious Association, Re-
marks AT, XI. 475-481; Speech

AT, XI. 483-491.

Free trade. III. 255; v. 310; vin. 32;

XI. 301, 541. iSce, a/jo. Protection,

Tariff, Taxes.

French people, must have a career,

X. 48; celerity, iv. 176; and Eng-

lish, see under English people

;

language, v. n8, 146; ruffles, v.

84; women, vin. 93; xi. 415.

Friends, 1. 46; in. m; vn. 128;

vin. 89; do not apologize to, ii.

160; mutual attraction, i. 77; 11.

150, 294, 314; in. 112; VIII. 92;

like books, for occasional use, 11.

214; compact between, VI. 192; do
not run to seek, n. 293; in. 112;

for conversation, one to one, n.

206; give depth, VI. 268; dreams

and fables, 11. 213; echo, 11. 208;

are not their own highest forms,

VI. 287; vn. 126; not to adopt

their follies, n. 71; easily great

with, vni. 92; God-given, 11. 194;
indicate growth, n. 307; gulfs be-

tween, vn. 8; hope of heart, in.

113J embody ideas, I. 46; x. 60;

represent ideas they do not exteed,

11.308; III. 56; X. 60; Janus-faced,

II. 214; how we know them, 11.

285; letter to, n. 198; life is too

short for, vi. 244, 273 ; limitations,

II. 197, 216, 308; not made but

allowed, m. 112; magnetism, vi.
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41 ; make us do what we can, vi.

Z72; VIII. 92; under masks, vi.

161; not one to spare, ix. 302J
ornament of house, vii. 128; we
cannot part with, II. 125; enlarge

our powers, VI. 274; VII1.289J re-

lated, meet, iii. 112; remembered

by their reading, VIII. 194; rubies,

IX. 217; need not seek, 11, 293;
select, II, 240; self-elected, 11. 209

;

give standard of excellence, i. 46;
trust in, III. iii; vi. 192; truth,

II. 202, 208, 307; unknown, xii.

397; advertise us of our wants, 1.

346; frozen wine, ix. 352; the

wise have no, in. 216.

Friendship, 11. 189-217; ix. 274,

300; is for aid and comfort, 11. 205;

beatitude, in. 113; too good to be

believed, 11. 196; a compromise,

II. 199; endeavors after, vii. 8

essence, 11. 217; ethics, vii. 129

evanescent, II. 215; feetof, 11. 205
festival of Nature, in. 11 1; vii.

129; buys friendship, VI. 124; not

frost-work, n. 201 ; is good under-

standing, VI. 192; Hafiz on, vi.

273; VIII. 258; IX. 300; happi-

ness, III. Ill; VII. 129; vni. 89;

of heroes, vn. 9; Nature its husk

and shell, 11. 201 ; the higher the

rarer, II. 213; laws eternal, 11. 199;
love, the symbol of, in. 11 1; vn.

129; manners a guard to, v. 187;

a looking-glass, ix. 80; all mo-
mentary, in. 77; IV. 128; VI. 241;

not named, vi. 273; order of no-

bility, X. 141; in Oriental poetry,

viii.258; place of, I. 214; knit by

persecution, XI. 31 ;
provision for,

VI. 273; pudency in, VI. 273; real-

ity> VI. 323; religion, xi. 480; re-

verence in, II. 209; never unre-

quited, II. 216; friend should be

high enough to slight us, ii. 307;
strict and serious, n. 205; vi. 273;
tenderness in, n. 204; needs time,

VI, 187; training, vi. 273 j trust,

11.200; truthin, n. 202; two, be-

fore there can be one, 11. 208; vir-

tue attracts, iv. 15; x. 210; the

only way to have a friend is to be

one, II. 212.

Frigga, xi. 406.

Frivolity, vi. 269; viii. 348.

Froissart, Jehan, Chronicles, quoted,

V. 128.

Frothingham, Dr. Nathaniel L., x.

335-.
Frugality, base and heroic, 1. 245; 11.

112.

Fruits, III. 159 f ; v. 49, 52; x. 70.

Fugitive Slave Law, xi. 179-214;

215-244; 130.

FuUer-Ossoli, Margaret, a. 343, 362,

364; XII. 108.

Fuller, Thomas, quoted, v. 64, 119,

i39> '75' i95» "o; VI. 149; VII.

289; X. 472; XII. 107.

Fulton, Robert, vi. 33; vn. 293; x.

12.

Fungus, i. 254.

Furies, I. 244; in. 161; vi. 109, 166,

258; IX. 296.

Fury of performance, v . 103 ; vn. 1 1

;

X. 149.

Fuseli, quoted, vi. 185.

Future, vi. 234; viii. 338; x. 9;

God has no answer about, 11. 67,

284; III. 67; present and, VII. 12;

past and, VII. 170; party of the, 1.

268; X. 325.

Future life. See Immortality-

Gait, private history in, vi. 177.

Galiani, Abb^, vn. 233.

Galileo, 11. 86; vm. 137; xn. 244.

Gallery, art, imposes on us, xn. 68.

Games, the education of, vi. 142,

318.

Garden, My. ix. 229.

Garden, The, ix. 348.

Gardener, ix. 292.

Gardens 1.367; in. 174; vi. 115 f;

VII. 148; European, xn. 173; joy

in, xn. 172. SeCf alsoj Farming.
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Garments of dissimulation, 11. 202 f.

Garrets, 11. 227, 332.

Garrick, David, quoted, viii. 277.

Gas on the brain, vi. 152.

Gate of gifts, vi. loj ix. 294.

Gates, the world all, viii. 137.

Gautama, iv. 3; quoted, xii. 35.

Geese, wild, 1. 168; .ix. 164.

Gems, century makes, i. 278; facts

are gems and gold, x. 132.

Genelas. See Venelas.

Generalizations, 11. 309; iii. 226,

236 f; IV. 185; V. 241, 244; VIII.

72, 229 J
XII. 40, 99.

Geniality, vi. 137.

Generosity, iii. 145, 159; vii. 114.

Genius, admirable at distance, iii.

227; no lazy angel, xn. 43; arro-

gance, iv. 150; ascetic, 11. 231;

needs audience, v. 47 ; and beauty,

VI. 302 ; has a bias, vin . 307 ; has no

external biography, iv. 43 j teaches

how to blame itself, xii. 333 ; bor-

rows, viii. 191, 194; callof, II. 51;

catholic, II. 288; VIII. 318; no

choice to, iv. 190; exalts the com-

mon, vii. 176; XII. 43; a consoler,

xr. 448; courageof, VII. 268; cre-

ating power, 1. 90; VIII. 201; XII.

17; not to be criticised, in. 241;

dearly paid for, II. 99J vi. 138; or

daemon, iii. 45; vi. 287; x. 16;

debt to, VI. 246; defined, 11. 45,

231,271; III. 22; VIII. 201, 229;

X. 76; XII. 42; despotism of, vi.

302; why divine, xii. 77; and

drill, A. 144; in Elizabethan era,

V. 243; English type, v. 251; fa-

voritism shown to, X. 270; makes
fingers, i. 206; and foresight, ix.

197; forlorn, IX. 315, 326; eneny

of genius, 1. 91; seeks gen.us, x.

146; ours should be more of a

genius, in. 46; geographer of

supersensible regions, iv. 16;

unites two gifts, 11. 334; xn. 46;

greatest good and harm, vii. 145;

growth of, II. 274J is health, X. 43;

an infinite hope, in. 271 ; a hospi-

tality, 1. 243; tyrant of the hour,

11.355; of humanity, 1. 371; iv.32

f ; imperfections, vn. 6, 7; impru-

dent, n. 232; is intellect construc-

tive II. 326, 334; XII. 49; in-

fluence as cause and effect, iv. 34;
isolation, VII. 6; xn. 84; labw, i.

348 ; liberates, iv. 18; a. 52;
draws up ladder after it, iv. 208;

obedience to, the only liberation,

111.284; of life, IV. 273; VII. 8; is

love, 1. 217; madness, vni. 279;

work of, is no one man's, iv. 199;
memory, xn. 100; miracle, vni.

229; moral tone, x. 185; is seen,

etc., in music, i. 219; of nations,

III. 229; XI. 337; nearness to Na-
ture, viii. 43; obedience to, in.

284; XII. 61; is love of perfection,

1. 217 ;
pierces to simple and frue, 11

.

361; pith of, in few hours, ni. 47;
and practical power, in. 86; pro-

gressive, I. 90; receptive, iv. 191;

from rectitude, vi. 216; religious,

11. 288; repels, iv. 27; versus rou-

tine, xn. 124 f ; royal right, x. 52;

best plain set, vn. 115; secret of,

IV. 290; service of men of, i. 182;

shyness of, xn. 124; sickly, iv.

288; solitude the friend of, vi.

155; solstice of, VI. 218; of the

day, speculative, 1 - 283 ; spon-

taneous, 1. 165; VII. 182; works

in sport, vi. 264; Stoical plenuniy

1. 164; surprise,ni. 68; and talent,

I. 164, 218; in. 11; IV. 150, 170;

VI. 231; X. 275 f, 284, 334; XII.

335; test, its power to use facts as

symbols, VIII. 35; of the time, xii.

335; ultimates its thought in a

thing, VIII. 17; theory of, i. 207 f

;

in trade, I, 231; 1,1.92; tragedy

of, I. 243; should tell plain truths,

XII. 379; detects eternal unity 11.

13; universal, i. 90, 164, 218; 11.

231, 288; in. 272; universities

hostile to, V. 212; unlocks chains
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of use, A. 52; its value is its ve-

racity, III. II ; in virtue, viii. 275;
grown wanton, x. 51; wearies of

itself, xii. 70; implies will, XII. 46.

Gentility, 11. 245; iii. 122.

Gentleman, in. 120 ff, 137, 145; v.

118, 208 f; VIII. 102; X. 31, 36,

52, 62, 65; XI. 230, 280, 537.

Geography of fame, 11. 257.

Geology, I. 169; 11. 16; iii. 80; vi.

262; history, III. 179; vi. 15, 281;

VII. 142; VIII. 8, 16, 2I2J X. 187,

Geometry, iii. 183; iv. 84; vi. 219;

vii. 191; viii. 107.

George, St., v. 120, 152.

Germans, v. 55 ; earnestness, iv.

282; generalizers, v. 244; Semi-

Greeks, V. 254; honesty, iv. 281;

V. 116; hospitable, iv. 4; lan-

guage, v. 100; literature, XII. 255,

512; foremost scholars are, xi.

458; Shakspeare's influence, iv.

204; XII. 312; truth, IV. 281.

Germany, r. 17.

Gettysburg, xi. 334, 368.

Gibbon, Edward, vii. 205; quoted,

I. 20; IV. 164.

Gibraltar of propriety, v. 112.

Gifts, hi. 157-165; ix. 283; 11.

160; IV. 8.

Gifts, natural, II. 83; vi. 10; ix. 32,

294; X. 84, 275, 279.

Gingham-mill, vi. 81.

Gilbert, iv. 104.

Giotto, VII. 310.

Girls, II. 172 f, 259; in. 246; vi.

170, 197. Seej also, Maid.

Give All to Love, ix. 90.

Giving, III. 162; IV.7; IX. 350. See,

ahoy Gifts.

Gladiators, vii. 232.

Gladstone, William E., quoted, vi.

209.

Glauco, quoted, vn. 179.

Globes, human beings like, iii. 77.

Gnat grasping the world, xii. 1 2.

Go alone, i. 145.

God, all in all, 11. 313; all-fair, i. 24;
attributes, II. 272; vi. 314; belief

in, II. 139; comes without bell,

II. 271; bridegroom of soul, iv.

128; his nature a circle, n. 301;

cleave to God against God, xii. 6;

behind cotton-bales, xi. 392; day,

name for, vn. 167; in your debt,

II. 123; denial, X. 265; disposes,

X.232; in distribution, I. 210; in.

237 f; X. 276; enters by private

door, II. 327; A. 133J enters

world with each new soul, a. 144;

exists, I. 134; II. 139; A. 193; ex-

pelling, I. 304; father, I. 27 J
inde-

finable, 1.62; incoming of, I. 204;

III. 69; is, not was, I. 144; 11.66;

ideas, in. 76; infinity, ix. 359;
never jests, 1.48; pure law, x. 104;

in man, 1. 11, 64, 68, 122, 131,

194 f; 11.77,79,292; VIII. 348;
X. 135; XI. 479; in men, 1. 208;

in matter, I. 62; x. 104, 222; with-

out mediator, 1. 145; messengers,

11.67; x. 99; works in moments,

VII. 178 ; nobody against, but God,
X. 18; under obligation, 11. 254;
omnipresence, X. 199; painter, vi.

313; permanence, 11. 318; vin.

333; politeness. III. 67; poor, vi.

215; speaks not prose, vin. 12;

savage idea of, vi. 12; sail with

God the seas, 11. 260; we see, vi.

324; his self-existence, II. 70; self-

reliance is reliance on God, xi.

236; the servant of all, xi. 297; his

speaking, II. 65; x.200; speaking

for, X. 97; substance, iv. 178;

enveloping thought, 11. 295; truth,

XI. 136; hangsweightson the wires,

VI. 257; needs no wise men, in.

187; without, is solitude, x. 221;

his will sallies free, ix. 122; wit-

ness, XI. 4S6.

Gods, apparition, a. 100; arrive, ix.

92; of our creation, vn. 299;
crockery, xi. 242; disguised, vn.

175; »x. 135; XII. 23, 43; ex-
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pressors are, viii. 215,216; x. 145,

173; game of questions, vn. 2385

Greek, m. 37; vi. 205; not hid-

denfrom gods. III. 112; ideas are,

III. 231; IV. 87; love of, IX. 10;

we make our, iv. 4; vi. 205; we
meet none because we harbor

none, vi. 230; let us sit apart as,

III. 137; sell at fair price, vi. 109

j

silent, II. 343; upon spheres, ix.

349; of tradition and rhetoric, 11.

292; talk in breath of woods, ix.

311; mankind believe in two, vi.

31 ; when a god wishes to ride, vi.

48; young mortal among, vi.

325-

Goethe, IV. 259--290; ix. 223, 373;
XII. 322-336; on architecture, i.

43; VII. 54; VIII. 185; on art, V.

274; autobiography, iv. 285; on

the beautiful, VI. 288; Carlyle on,

V.274; charity,iii. I03f; inspired

by common things, 1. 112; vi. 151;

correspondence, viii. 317; criti-

cised, X, 19; culture his aim, iv.

284; delight iHj iii. 55; on the

demoniacal, a.. 17; on dreams, x.

9; Eckermann on,"vii. 208, 237;
Faust, IV. 271, 276; VIII. 69; X.

245, 328; XII. 74; want of frank-

ness, XII. 326; gravitation toward

truth, IV. 275; Helena, II. 33 ; iii.

242; IV. 271; use of idiom, xii.

284; imagination, viii. 10; on
immortality, viii. 342, 344; in-

sight, x. 298, 307; on intellect, IV.

174; X. 307; misjudged. III. 242;

Musagetes, viii. 284; on Napo-
leon, VI. 232; on Natural History,

XII. 161; perception of identity,

IV. 18; on poetry, viii. 66; on
quotation, viii. 200; representa-

tive of 19th century, iv. 270; on

riches, vi. 97 ; scientific theories,

X. 338; not spiritual, xii. 45;
studies, VII. 331 ; Walpurgis

Nacht,xii. 291; Wilhelra Meister,

IV. 277; JL. 121; XII. 329, 376; on

wishes of youth, VI. 46J quoted, 1.

389; VIII. 283; XII. 220, 222.

Gold, only for gifts, ix. 299; and

iron, in, 197; ix. 271.

Good, aim of creation (Koran), iv.

95; beauty of, vii. 310; doctor,

VI. 253; dowdiness of, i. 3555 is

effective, iv. 7; out of evil, see

Evil; first, x. 271; fountain of,

1. 125; inundation, 11. 318; love

of, III. 6; material and natural, 11.

122; reproductive, i. 23; runs in

veim, III. 261; X. 366; solid, 11.

143; all souls led to, ix. 84;

take what we find, iii. 62; not

without tax, 11. 105; every thought

and thing reflects, iv. 69; x.91;

visionary, XI. 163; world is for

good of all, X. 91 ff.

Good breeding, see Behavior, Man-
ners.

Good-Bye, IX. 3.

Good Hope, ix. 387.

Good nature, iii. 141; vii. 233.

Good will, makes insight, iii. 164;

VII. 309; VIII. 342 J IX. 235; XII.

61. See K'ndness.

Goodness, in badness, viii. 317;
beam of, iii. 249; ix. 284; one-

ness with beauty, iv. 57; XII. 217;
is being, iv. 138, 144; must have

edge, II. 51 J makes intelligence,

VIII. 342; not obsolete, vii. 57;
raptures, vni. 275; sanctity, 1. 132;
above self, X. 206; smiles, vi. 264;
standard, i. 147; strong, i^ 216;
not separate from truth, 1. 221; iv.

130; universal, vii. 307J dies in

wishes, VI. 29 ; all works for, x. 91.

Goods, II. 314; shadow of good, VII.

115.

Gossip, VIII. 86, 91 ; ix. 291 ; of im-
portance as safeguard, vi. 222;

VII . 246 ; in socialist communities,

X. 365-

Gothic cathedrals, origin, 11. 11, 20 f;

built by love and fear, vii. 53, 56.

Government, aim, iii. 213; Ameri*
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can capacity for, xi. 528; bad,

remedy for, 11. 100; by bar-rooms,

XI, 518; clumsy, 1. 380; changes

in, X. 328; in course of civilization,

vii. 23; colonial, XI. 42 ff
J

its end,

culture, III. 204; expression of

state of cultivation, iii. 200; de-

pendence on, XI. 171 f ; a dictator,

XI. 302; rests on faith, A. 211; of

force, III. 220; forms. III. 207; xi.

258; fossil, I. 379; an Intelligence

Office, I. 3785 the less the better,

III. 215; X. 121, 143; meddling,

III. 2i4f; methodsj-i. 380; moral-

ity, XI, 309, 540; objects of, 1. 380,

384; in. 201 J XI. 134, 297J ob-

struction, XI. 258; of politicians,

XI. 518; likely to fall into private

hands, 1. 385J an impure theo-

cracy, III. 213; titular, XI. 520.

Gower, John, quoted, viii. 9.

Grab, promptness to, i. 247.

Grace, ix. 359; vi. 279, 290, 299;
VIII. 79; IX. 275.

Gradations, vi. 292; ix. 281, 349,

356; A. 46, looj XII. 17.

Grafts, XII. 26.

Grandeur, vi. 230.

Granite, i. 289; xii. 211.

Grasp of minds, xii. 48.

Gratitude, in. 163.

Grave, A Mountain, ix. 390.

Grave, ix. 29, 36, 37, 48, 302.

Gravitation, I. 151,216; iii. 284; vi.

7; VII. 146, 240; in mental phe-

nomena, iv. 109; VI. 218; VIII. 16,

131,221; X, 130J XI. 236; XI!, 59.

Gravity, centre of, 11. 229; vii. 27,

300; X. 196.

Gray, Thomas, quoted, 11. 282; viii.

56, 287.

Great Men, Uses of, iv. 1-3$.

Great Men, helped by adversity,

II. 117; VI. 233; VIII. 230; of

great affinities, iv. 41 ; the age

mischooses, 11. 214; iv. 202; not

appreciative of others, xii. 238;

only make beginnings, xii. 70;

no boasters, vi. 5; born too soon,

VIII. 215 ; indifferent to cir-

cumstances, VII. 118; composite^

IV. 98; not convulsible, 11. 321-,

mutual deference, x. 55; danger

from, IV. 27 ; dependence on
others, iv. 190; easy to follow, xi.

220; clear our minds of egotism,

IV. 25; enrich us, VIII. 227; equal-

ity in all ages, 11. 86j introduce

us to facts, XII. 315; of facts and
ideas, IV. 22

J
fame needs perspec-

tive, XII. 247; not few, VII. 296;
none without foible, 1. 195; in.

227; periods fruitful of, xi. 452;
only great event, viii. 220; make
great things, 1. 105; know not

their own greatness, n. 155; de-

pend on heart, not purse, vn. 115;

do not hinder us, xii. 315; homage
to, VIII. 2x6, 226; make land great,

II. 258; live in several bodies, iv.

41 J lives not harmonious, xii. 215;
make up life, vi, 135; raise idea

of Man, XII. 254; mark of, 1. 105;

means to produce them, i. 202j

from middle classes, vi. 259; mis-

understood, II. 58; lead to nature,

xn. 315; are near us, A. 60; new,
11. 365; III. 108; are great occa-

sions, VII. 84; accept their place,

II. 47 ;
poverty their ornament, 11.

255; VII. 115; recall us to prin-

ciples, A. 102; absence of preten-

sion, X. 176; not producers, iv.

93; readers, vi. 142-, viii. 178;

XI. 504; rely on common people,

X. 64; search for, iv. 3; selfish-

ness, \. 21; self-reliant, n. 54;
our greater selves, 1. 106; viii. 301

;

must serve, x. 51; sincere, viii.

229; sportive, 11. 256; success

due to, II. 134; see thatthoughtB

rule, VIII. 229; of our times, 1. 265;
treatment. III. 80; unique, n. 83 j

write proudly, xn. 329; much
pardoned to, x. 51.

Great tasks not needed, vi. 321.
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Great things done in the spirit of

greatness, xi. 171.

Great wits and madness, viii. 2.79.

Greatness, viii. 299-320; none

without abandonment, vii. 181
j

beginnings, m. 114; only com-
parative, I. 1 72 J

needs not costly

culture, 1. 317; not due to condi-

tions, II. 143; easy, iv. 54; good

economy, 11. 209; enlarges all, vi.

192; appeals to future, 11. 59; not

from following the great, i. 125;

humanity, VIII. 320; humility, xii.

266; live for, viii. 338; love fol-

lows, II. 151; measured by what

it can spare, x. 174; regards not

opinion, 11. 261; and prudence,

II. 314; pursuit of, VI. 154; right

the essence of, xi. 279; self-re-

spect is the early form of, viii. 303,

307^ 313; simple, I. 165; V. 186;

is in tendency, in. 73 j achieved

unawares, vi. 262; is the percep-

tion that virtue is enough, 11. 255;
feels no little wants, vi. 154; not

greatness, but sensibility to see it,

is wanting, viii. 319.

Greek fire, wit like, viii. 163.

Greek period in every man's history,

II. 24.

Greek, power of achievement, x. 278

;

art has passed away, 11. 302, 364;
civilization in contrast with the

East, A. 315; XI. 153; idea of

death, viii. 325; education, iv.

132; epigram, vi. 299; genius, iv.

52; history, II. 14, 23; v. 8, 299;
VII. 201; viii. 218; instinct, vii.

272; language and literature, iii.

258 f; V. 204, 2o6f, 237; VII. 197;
manners, 11. 24; mythology, 11. 30,

106; X. 105; philosophy, X. 308;

self-centred, viii. 104 j
perfec-

tion of senses, 11. 24; tragedy, 11.

25 f; XI. 239; XII. 407.

Greenough, Horatio, v. 5; quoted,

VII. 293.

Grief, viii. 246; makes us idealists,

III. 48 f; to be lightly stated, vi.

266; XII. 44, 410.

Grimm, Hermann, quoted, viii. 183,

184.

Ground, conversation should keep

on natural, vii. 232.

Grout, Sir Jenkin, iii. 145.

Groves, 1. 368.

Growth, i- 202; 11. 124, 275, 307,

319; viii. 348J XII. 25, 58; ar-

rested, is history of mankind, viii.

7,270; XII. 60; incessant, III. 102.

Grumblers, vi. 265.

Guano, races that have guano in

their destiny, vi. 16.

Guess, fruitful, 1. 66.

Guests, II. 192; VII. 118; viii. 98;

we are guests in nature, x. 194;
xii. 413.

Guinea-trader, iv. 152.

Guizot, FranQois, P. G., v. 121 ; vii,

19; viii. 128; X. 494.

Gulistan. See Saadi.

Gunning, Elizabeth and Maria, vi,

297.

Guns, viii. 231; XI. 513; are not to

go in advance of right, xi. 540.

Gustavus Adolphus, x. 57.

Guthrie, quoted, viii. 141.

Guy, IX. 33.

Gyges, ring of, vii. 5; x. 20, 126,

Gylfi's mocking, vi. 313.

Gymnastics, of work, iii. 256; of

play, VI. 142.

Gypsy, V. 229; viii. 84; Romany
girl, IX. 227.

Habit, III. 228; VI. 78; VIII. 288.

Hafiz,ix. 296; quoted, III. 151; v,

258; VI. 29, 40, 57, 233, 273; VIII.

186,244-261,289; IX. 299, 303.
Half-gods, go, IX. 92.

Halfness, 11. iii; viii. 158 ff.

Hallam, Henry, v. 245; vii. 2o6|
quoted, VIII. 195, 197.

Hamatreya, IX. 35.

Hampden, John, iv. 14.

Handel, iii. 233.
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Handles, two to everything, xii.

300 £F.

Hands, xii. 245; can execute no-

thing not inspired by character,

II. 367; and eyes must work to-

gether, VII. 157; JL. 23, 270; XII.

228; instrument of instruments,

VII. 157; of the mind, I. 37; right

to, earned by use, i. 238; Saxons

the hands of mankind, V. 76J type

of flipper of saurus, i. 43.

Hankal, Ibn, quoted, n. 253.

Happiness, and another''s misery, vi.

231J capacityfor, endless, VI. 267;

the highest, to behold beauty of

another character, i. 343; x, 228;

drugged with hope and fear, 11.

176; does education increase hap-

piness, III. 269; good delights us,

VII. 179, 306; Hafiz on, viii. 244;
is to fill the hour, iii. 59; vii. 181;

Hume on, VII. 173; not dependent

on persons, 11. 188 j search for, il-

lusive, VI. 267.

Happy is hearing, unhappy speaking

man, n. 342. •

Harmony of man with nature, i. 11;

III. 13; xn. 40, 215.

Harness of routine, i. 231.

Harp, The, IX. 237-241. Secy also,

jEolian Harp.

Harp, IX. luo'y constellation, 1. 82.

Harvard College, A. 330; xi. 343.

Harvard Commemoration Speech
,

XI. 339-345-
Haste, vulgar, iii. 137; vi. 160,

187.

Hastings, Warren, VIII. 113; quoted,

VII. 73.

Hatem Tai, hospitality, vii. 253.

Hatred, ix. 13 ; the doctrine of, to be

preached, 11. 51.

Have, the coat of, vi. 1 17.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, x. 363; xi.

501.

Haydon, Benjamin R., quoted, v.

153-

Haydn, 1. 43.

Hay-scales, the speediest way of de-

ciding a vote, VI. 14.

Heads, adapting conversation to

shape of, iii. 53; expressiveness,

VII. 127J viii. 170.

Headache, culture ends in, in. 59. i

Health, beauty is, a. 43; is consent

to cause of universe, xii. 28; dor-

mant in us, X. 93; condition of

eloquence, vii. 68; viii. 117;

frolic, VIII. 40; give me health and

a day, I. 17; of memory, xii. 106;

the moral its measure, VI. 218; ix.

219; ji.. 185; XII. 62; the loftiest

muse^ VI. 243; VIII. 279; patri-

otic, VI. 13; preaches self-com-

mand, I. 43; sleep its-condition,

VIII. 280; of success in general, 1.

17J III. 13; VI. 55, 60, 216, 263;
VII. 297, 306J x. 43; natural

greatness of, viii. 316; xii. 106;

should be universal, 11. 231; first

wealth is, VI. 56; is wholeness, i.

182; of a writer, viii. 40.

Hearing, a wise, i. 139; 11.342; vii.

301.

Heart, its arguments, vi. 217; ask,

VIII. 227; fountain of beauty, VII.

130, 306; lover of absolute good,

III. 54; and intellect, viii. 228,

233 ; XII. 60; love of, is permanent,

IX. 157; not to be imprisoned, 11.

304; obey, IX. 90; distinction of a

royal nature, x. 61; scholar is

world's, I. loi ; on sleeve, v. 135;

throne of will, vi. 51; ix. 284;

•wisdom of, vi. 217; vii. 132, 306;

VIII. 227, 344; XI. 223; its world

vaster than astronomical spaces,

XI. 448; whole world in, ix. 56.

Heat, source of power, in. 179; vii.

12,61,92; VIII. 119, 126, 276; of

mind unwise, viii. 86, 119; sum-

mer, IX. 170.

Heaven, 11. 140; in. 193, 276; vi.

204; VIII. 344; is brass, IV. 181;

A. 265; bending heavens in dew,

IX. 247; communion of souls»iv«
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128; is exercise of faculties, 11.

140; XII. 46; manmakes, 1. 123;
V. 242; Norseman's, vi. 137; a

prison, iii. 33; secret of, iv. 140;
Swedenborg's idea, iv. 142; viii.

327; "tiresome vault of," viii.

289; war in, x. 423.

Heavens, natural, VII. 171; ix. 341.

Hebrews, muse of, iv. 134; genius,

X. 244; religion, XII. 194.

Hecateus, story from, x. 14.

Hector, x. 13.

Heeren, Arnold L., quoted, 11. 19;
VII. 99.

Heimskringla, v. 57, 139J viii. 59.
Heir, to riches, i. 239.

Helen of Argos, iv. 41.

Hell, not without extreme satisfac-

tion, II. 318; IV. 131, 137.

Helmont, Van, quoted, viii. 340.

Help, real, iv. 13.

"Help," I. 253.

Henry IV., quoted, x. 295,

Henry VII., anecdote, viii. 316.

Henry VIII., VI. 241; quoted, vi. 77.

Heraclitus, vi. 324; quoted, i. 2145
11. 326J VIII. 200; X. 20, 97, 321

J

XI. 341.

Herald''s office, iii. 133.

Herbert, Edward, vii. 208; quoted,

V. 71; VI. 143.

Herbert, George, 11. 287; viii. 88,

282; :fii. 194; quoted, 1. 13, 68;

VIII. 88, 282; X. II, 499.
Hercules, in. 90; v. 282.

Heredity, IV. 177; v. 46; vi. 10, 165,

176; VIII. loi; X. 33.

Heri, Cras, Hodie, IX. 295.

Hermes, iii. 46.

Hermione, IX. 100.

Hermits, i. 174; vr. 148; vii. 232;
X. 142; XII. 237.

Herodotus, vil. 197; quoted, viii.

324-

Heroes, acts speak, 11. 159; all may
be made, vi. 139; ancient idea of,

X. 42; bores, IV. 27; self-centred,

VI. 30, 277; VII. 184; X. 274; XI.

172J XII. 51; English, v. 136;

everywhere at home, vi. 186;

great, draw all classes, viii. 3x85

humanity of, 1. 228; viii. 318;

good humor, 11. 255J need not

laws, I. 324; hold life lightly, in.

274; limitations, u. 250; line not

extinct, in. 145; we make, in. 76;
masters of events, in. 97, 102; en-

largements of the common nature,

1. 107, 165, 324, 347; IV. 15; 32;

power, VI. 283 ; live on resistance,

VI. 255; respect each other, vn.

271; scholars, x. 273; self-sacri-

fice, VII. 253; of gentle soul, xi.

342, 358 ;
give strength to state, i,

391; annuls Time, i. 330; repre-

sented in a transition, 11. iSo;

draw universal enthusiasm, viii.

19, 318; of the West, xi. 534;
worship, 1. 106, 161 f; iv. 15;

vni. 19.

Heroism, ii. 243-264; ix. 272;
cumulative, 11. 6, 59; generous of

its dignity, n. 261; military atti-

tude of soul, n. 250J its character-

istic is persistency, 11. 260; never

reasons, therefore always right, 11.

250; sportive, 11. 256; times of,

are times of terror, n. 262; in uni-

son with nature, i. 21 ; iv. 25; vi.

29; vn. 133; vin. 311, 312.

Herrick, Robert, viii. 36, 278; quot-

ed, VII. 248, 271; his use of low
style, XII. 296.

Herschel, Sir John, voyage to Cape
of Good Hope, v. 90; quoted, v.

40.

Hesiod, VII. 167; quoted, in. 162.

Hibernation, vi. 37.

Hieroglyphic, 1. 4; n. 63; vni. 65.

Higher law, vi. 209; xi. 190, 228.

Highways of mind, n. 36; ni. 6z,

243; IV. 13.

Hindoos, fables, vi. 20; fate, vi. 12;

on immortality, vni. 349; max-
ims, iv. 138, 267; X. 57, 243 ; mis-

sionaries to, X. 109; scriptures, iv.
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49; VI. 221, 324; VIII. 15, 239;

XI. 309; transmigration, iv. 96.

See. alsoj India.

History, ii. 1-41; ancient, is that

of to-day, 11. 9; vii. 174; a great

anthem, xi. 145; is biography, 11.

61,334; VII. 207 J
XI. 424J cathe-

dral music, VII. 169; none con-

tents us, II. 296; every man's,

worth knowing, VII. 305; depend-

ent on existing classification, 11.

310; English, V. 196; epochs in,

XI. 315 J
everything writes its own,

IV. 261 ; makes no fatalists, vi. 29

;

follows thought and culture, iii.

201; geology effaces, VIII. 212 J of

arrested growth, xii. 60; teaches

hope, I. 379; work of ideas, i. 219;

an impertinence, 11. 66 j intrinsic

identity, 1. 160; 11. 14; iv. 4; less

intention than we suppose, 11. 134;

must be interesting, xii. 298 ; only

moral, interests us, xi. loi; lan-

guage is, III. 21; is the unfolding

of law, VIII. 223; the great mo-
ments, II. 322; VI. 70; mytho-

logical names overawe us, u. 8, 63

;

natural, married to human, i. 28;

nature and thought react in, vi.

43; two parties in, i. 268; throws

our action into perspective, 11. 5;

poetry nearer to truth, i. 69; vii.

197; truth of present, unattain-

able, XII. 383 ;
private, not inter-

esting, VI. 135; read actively, i.

93 ; II. 8 ; undue regard for reputa-

tions, II. 8, 63 J
plays with reputa-

tions, XI. 269; a repetition, vii.

174; great results of, vi. 256; all sa-

cred, II. 297; speculations of one

age the history of the following,

III. 267; XI. 425; its steps are

moral generalizations, a. 187

;

symptomatic, iv. 32; xii. 78; a

shallow tale, 11. 40; in. 113; iv.

205; high tides in, v. 220; its use

is to give value to the present, vii.

177; valueof, 1. 160J victory over

necessities, I. 240; war its subject

XI. 154; each writes, for himself, 1.

170.

Hiving facts, etc., 11. 226; vii. 328,

336; VIII. 336.

Hoar, Elizabeth, "George Nidiver,"

VII. 277.

Hoar, Samuel, x. 437-448.

Hobbes, Thomas, quoted, vi. 148;

XI. 242.

Hodson's Life, x. 143.

Hoe and spade, virtue in, i. 100.

Hogg, James, viii. 197.

Hohenlohe, i. 73.

Holidays, IX. 136; vii. 168; in the

eye, vi. 180.

Holiness, confers insight, vi. 217; x,

215; service of the common soul,

XI. 167.

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, quoted, vii.

24.

Holy Ghost, II. 319; iv. 263; ix. 8;

X. 97.

Home, VI. 268, 274; vii. 107. 114,

119, 132; VIII. 99, 106; IX. 264;
X. 128.

Home, Sir Everard, quoted, in. 70.

Homer, authoritative, I. 211; Chap-
man's, VII. 197; we are civil to,

VIII. 67; makes all men look like

giants, II. 357; perfect Greek, ix.

221; humanity in, n. 288; no

limits. III. 41; Odysse/, VII. 71;
one omen best, x. 13; resources,

IV. 199; will be tin pan, viii. 68;

universality, 11. 30; value, vii. 47,

197; X. 42; quoted. III. 112; vi,

205; VII. 178; VIII. 33, 293; X. 13.

Homoeopathy, iii. 234.

Honesty, cannot come to loss, 11 . 1
1 9

;

in cause, VIII. 131; root of char-

acter, VI. 322; adds value to the

State, VI. 103.

Honor, no ephemera, 11. 60; x. 65.

Hooks and eyes, men made of, vi-

202; XI. 262.

Hope, angel, iii. 249; ix. 284; puts

us in working mood, 1. 215, 248,
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379; II. 267, 319; III, 271; VI.

265; VIII. 68, 229; Jt. 136.

Horace, quoted, vni. 122, 225.

Horizon, i. 10, i6; in. 171, 176; iv.

118; IX. 55, 227, 300J the eye

makes, III. 76; vi. 48; walled in

by, VI. 267, 300; X. 106.

Horn, in White Mountains, in.

175; viii. 52J A. 265.

Horoscope, ix. 294J 11. 269.

Horror-mongers, x. 164.

Horse-block, a Hercules, viii. 13.

Horsemanship, x. 58.

Horsed, on an idea, i. 251; vii. 49,

95; on opponent's logic. Tin. 96;

on a truth, viii. 293.

Horses, go best with blinders, v. 88;

XII. 51 J company, V. 71 ; country,

vin. 151; eyes, VI. 178; of hea-

vens and earth, i. 243; 11. 259; iii.

21; disputant neighing like, vi.

173; VII. 226.

Hospitality, 1. 243; 11. 72, 253; in,

134, 153; vn. Ill, 118, 247; to

thought, VII. 293; to character,

in. 114, 165; IV. 243; V. 301; VI.

180, 196, 237, 269,

Hot, " so hot, little Sir," 11. 135.

Hotels, vn. 196; viii. 288.

Hotspur, VI. 124.

Hours, the ages instruct the hours,

II. 4; IV. 185; dance of, i. 200;

happiness is to fill, i, 168; in. 59;
VII. 181; illusions, vii. 173, 175;

knots of, vn. 169; thief-like step,

IX. 62; trifles eat up, n. 225; un-

like, II, 267.

House, The, ix, 128 ; aims, vn. 1 10,

117 f; architect, xi. 82 f; body,

type of, IV. 1 60 f ; the condition of

civilization, vn. 21 ; for comfort,

VII. Ill; X. 356; culture, vn. 117 f;

dogmatic, iv. 160; English, v.

107, 164; X. 167; French, vn,

242; friends make its ornament,

II. 201; vn. 128; location, i. 368;

we seek a man in, in. 134; the

owner's master, iii. 134; vn.

164; not measured by rod and

chain, vi. 189; not a museum,
VII. 130; nature tyrannizes over,

vn. 41; not for show, vi. 223;

vn. Ill, 130; sanctuary, VII. 132;

of spirit, IV. 125; VI. 9, 286; vn.

102; IX. 354; property of travel-

lers, XII. 382; shows what a man
honestly desires, vn. no.

Household joy, n. 215,227; vn. 107,

133; A. 128.

Housekeeping, 1. 243 f j mendicant,

II* 75> tyrannical, vi. 123; vice

of, vn. 122; a sufficient accusa-

tion that it needs wealth, vn. 113.

Houstonia, 111. 172.

Howell, James, quoted, xii. 183.

Huckleberries, white, xii. 32.

Hudibras, V. 234; quoted, viii. 165.

Hugo, Victor, quoted, vi. 183;

VIII. 53.

Human, the Divine, xi. 392.

Human nature, entrance to thought,

I. 45; symmetrical, n. 236, 277;^
XII. 254.

Humanities, viii. 302.

Humanity, gives beauty to warp of

life, A. 191; XII. 37; of the man
of genius, viii. 66, 320; religion

not to be elevated above, xi. 489;
unchanging, XII. 387; wisdom of,

XII. 321.

Humble-Bee, The, ix. 38.

Humboldt, Alexander von, xi,

455-459; vn. 323; x. 131; XI. 51,

391; a universal man, xi. 457;
quoted, xi. 456.

Hume, David, v. 244; vn. 173.

Humility, i. 122, 159; vi. 228, 233;
vn. 176; vni. 313; x. 93, 122; XI.

297, 413; the avenue to truth, a.

185, 195, 208; XII. 266.

Humor, vin. 158; a safeguard, xi.

332 f, 467.'<See,(3/so, Comic, Wit.
Hunger, vni. 280; a. 56; walking

hungers, VI. 208; sole belief, viil

170.

Hunt, Leigh, xii. 372.
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Hunter, John, viii. 7, 270.

Hunter, ni. 15; vii. 93; viii. 144.

Hurry, leave hurry to slaves, iii. 138.

Hurtful, v/ill sink, vi. 21 ; xi. 237.

Hurts, some you have cured, vi. 266

;

lA. 294.

Hush, ix. 291.

Hutchinson, Lucy, VII. 273; xi.407.

Hydrostatic paradox, iii, 280.

Hymn, ix. 393.
Hymn at Ordination of Rev.
Chandler Robbins, ix. 223.

Hypocrisy, viii. 248; begins at the

entrance of a second person, 11.

202; HI. 261.

I, use of, XII. 314; what am I, I. 354.

Ibn, Jemin, quoted, viii. 258, 263 j

IX. 302.

Ice, will burn, ix. 14; dismal Mas-
sachusetts ice burned, ix. 168

;

skating on thin, ii. 235; walking

on, VIII. 163.

.Iceland, of negations, i. 354.

Ichor, in. 39J vi. 20; viii. 73.

Ideal, truer than actual, xii. 330;
torments till it finds expression,

VII, 326; fugitive, VIII. 339; jour-

neys with us. III. 71, 75J philoso-

phy, I. 50J and practice, viii. 160;

practical, xiii, 61 j ever present,

III. 75; not opposed to real, i. 48,

229, 330; II. 367; III. 42; XI. 231 f;

rope to hold men out of slough,

VIII. 74; rules, VIII. 231; service

of, II. 367; state rests on, xi.

390-

Idealism, i. 47-60J Berkeley''s, 11.

309; in English literature, v.238 f

;

of Jesus, II. 309; not to remain

detached, but go with other aims,

XII. 239 ; incompatibility with

practice, xii. 48; does not affect

stability of nature, i. 48, 62; tran-

scendentalism is, I. 329; the young
American lacks, xi. 536; dies

out of youth, i. 345.

Idealist, Bacon an, v. 239; claims,

IV. 151; complaint against, vnu
71; X. 280; duties of, viii. 230;
grief makes, in. 48 ; and material-

ists, 1. 329, 333; nature idealist,

viii. 26j in politics, xi. 390; the

practical men are, X. 269; shrinks

in practical life, 11. 258; scholars,

X. 254; tyranny of, vi. 94; in so-

ciety, VIII. 160.

Ideas, all advancement is by, xi. 531;
illustration of the benefit of, iv. 2 1

;

building on, in. 200; cannon

aimed by, xi. 515; make their

own channels, iv. 7; countries

great by, xi. 210; divine natures,

I. 57; IV. 87; no better than

dreams, xi. 310; generate enthu-

siasm,x. 113; are epochs, xi. 161;

are essences, iii. 231; exorbitant,

1.285; are the truth of facts, I. 75;
fool of, i. 210; VI. 238; X. 145;
heaven of, n. 329; horsed on, i.

251; VII. 49, 95; hostility of, v.

254; impregnable, vii. 30; indi-

cators of, IV. 16; incarnate them-
selves in majorities, vi. 13; and
materials, xi. 164; might of, i.

219 f; X. 82; rule the mind as

moon rules tides, 11. 326; a. 132;
new, I. 229; men of one, xii. 50;
not to be taken from others, xi.

217; XII. 31; Plato's definition,

IV. 85; none premature, 11. 147;
we are prisoners of, II. 328; prove

by objections to them, xii. 67;
alone save races, xi. 143 ; reliance

on, XII. 80 ff ; religion the practice

of, 1. 57; are thought subversive,

IV. 266; their superiority, iv. 151

;

their legitimate sway, 1. 219, 229;

ri. 303; III. 205; VIII. 276J XI,

310; men and things, x. 88, 271;

trust In, III. 212; IV. 49; XI. 163.

Identity, of man, i. 82, 92J 11. 165;

in Nature, xi. 486; xii. 5, 20, 90;

perception of, 11. 69, 341 ; iii.

182 ff, 194; IV. II, 18, 33, 49, 69,

io6f, 117, 150; V. 238; VI. 179,
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3H> 3=^4; vn.37; VIII. 8, 21, 273,

305; X. 9.

"Ideologist," IV. 228.

Idiom, use oiy xii. 284 f.

Idiots, XII*. 48.

Idleness, ix. 251; deferring of hope

the reason of, iii. 235.

Idolatry, of Europe, 11. 80; of the

old, 11. 125; of friends, II. 307; of

heroes and saints, iii. 76; iv. 18;

X. 116; of opinions, iii. 98.

"IF," on temple at Delphi, viii. 185.

Illumination, divine, 1. 227; iii. 71.

Illusions, VI. 307-325; ix. 286; x.

109, 287; pain and danger il-

lusory, VII. 265; on duration, vii.

178; life made of, iii. 50,82; iv.

178; VII. 172, 177, 178, 316; VIII.

195^319; x-87-

Imagery, I. 31; vii. 90; viii. 17, 19,

20.

Imagination, Poetry and, viii. i-

Imagination, in all men, in. 30;

VI. 312; X. 78; appeal to, liberates,

IV. 245; beauty the creature of,

VI. 302 ff; debt of books, xi.

503, 508 ; is the mind being

what it sees, i. 52; iii. 26; need

of, VII. 212-216; of children, VII.

106; education should reach, x.

134; and fancy, viii. 28; fear

comes from, vii. 26*5; flute of,

VIII. 18; genius is power to affect,

X. 52; is health of all men, viii.

56; homage to, x. zo6; nature

speaks only in solitude, vi. 156;

the period of, x. 142; allied to all

intellectual power, iv. 17; pre-

cursor of reason, vii. 214; x,243f;

debt of science to, viii. 10; and

senses cannot be gratified at the

same time, vi. 303; its work, x.

78. See Fancy, Poet, Poetry.

Imbecility, key to the ages, i. 282; iv.

182, 246; VI. 54; convention is,

VIII. 248.

Imitation, 1. 145, 157, 172; n. 46,

83; viii. 188,308; XI. 385, 534J

of Nature, i. 248; vii. 45; of

everything, viii. 178, 179; of

others,!. 185; xii. 29.

Immaterial objects lure us, i. 212.

Immensity, viii. 334.

Immigration,i.37i; VI.16, no, 275;

VII. 161; VIII. 207; X. 242; XI. 322,

5i6;iseulogy of America, xii. 119.

Immorality, brings misery, xi. 185.

Immortality, VIII. 321-352; xi.429;

arguments for, 11. 332; in. 31,

196; VI. 238, 294; VII. 336; be-

lief in, n. 196; IV. 182; VI. 239.

perception of, owed to books, vii;

190; Carlyleon, V. 18; confidence

in, XII. 87; gives lustre to death,

III. 196; evidence of, xi. 436; his-

tory givffs no light on, 11. 40; in-

convenience of, VII. 320; not

length, but depth of life, viii. 347;
Plutarch, x. 313; question not

highest, VI. 239; not to be sepa-

rately taught, II. 284; who is im-

mortal, 11. 264; VI. 230, 239; VIII.

343» 347.

Impediment, poet the man without,

III. 6.

Imperial guard of virtue, i. 149.

Impressionability, vii. 297, 301.

Impressions, what impresses me
ought to impress me, 11. 46, 144,

334; VI- 44; XII 43J hke, 11. 15.

Improvisators, vii. 70; viii. 239.

Impulse, III. 52; VI. 64.

In Memoriam, ix. 261-265.

Inaction, i. 94, 278.

Incendiary opinions, 11. 263.

Incognito, advantages of, vi. 151.

Income, and outgo, vi. 117, 125.

Independence, i. 147, 159; in. 137;

from converse with truth, iv. 283;
of courage, vii. 276; of Saxon
race, vi. 90; of spirit, i. 174; in.

99 f. See, also, Self-Reliance.

Independence, Declaration of, vi . 23

;

x. 92; XI. 235, 268 ; XII. 201 ; wars

for, see American Revolution.
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India, moral sentiment, i. 126. See,

also, Hindoos.

Indian summer, iii. 169.

Indians, American, characteristics,

XI. 50; Cherokee, xi. 87-96; in

church, XI. 156; and civilization,

VII. 20; XI. 50; conversion, viii,

165; XI. 53 f; cruelty, xt. 159;

Henry on, viii. 203; heroism, xi.

59 ; knowledge, xii . 1 49, 1 50

;

names, i. 304; rule'for planting,

X. 44S; ruins of mankind, xi. 51;

lost ten tribes, xi. 50; trail, vii.

22; wrongs, XI. 61 f; xii. 404.

See, also, under Concord.

Indifferency, all things preach, n.

81; III. 59; IV. 154.

IndifEerentism, as bad as supersti-

tion, VI. 207. •

Indignation and eloquence, vni. 122.

Indirection, all goes by, vii. 181.

Individual, a momentary arrest of

atoms or powers, xii. 27; each

must follow his bias, xii, 84; ex-

treme m. Heroism, ii. 250; not

mass, is power, vi, 249 f ; always

mistaken, 111. 69; and the race, xi.

430; makes State, 1. 391; never

spared, VIII. 343; xi. 30; none in

Swedenborg's philosophy, iv. 133;

in religion, VI. 214; versus Univer-

sal, I. 162.

Individualism, 1. 20, 85, 113, 115,

144, 205511. 141,144; III. 95 f, 21 5,

236, 240, 246, 255, 267 ; IV. 28, 77

;

VI. 214; VIII. 200, 201,302; x.93,

"8, 137, 157, 3^6; XI. 534; XII.

27, 50, 53; distemper of, vi, 132,

I34,i37f; VII. 10,49; English, v,

307; stress not to be laid on, 1. 162,

165, Z09.

Indolence, in. 46.

Industry, attractive, x. 350, 351.

Inequalities of condition, 11. 123; x.

33'. 46.

Inertia, the only disease, 11. 319; IV.

24.

Inevitable, the, x. 302, 372.

Infancy, 11. 48,319,327; vii. 103 ff,

257; the perpetual Messiah, 1. 71,

Infidelity, iv. 181; vi. 210.

Infinite, the, I. 194, 198,298; 11. 132,

284; IV. 109; VIII. 333; A. 136;

the feeling of, xii. 316.

Infirm people, i. 246; vi. 154.

Influence, i. 27, 147, 210, 216; iii.

74» 94> 205; VI. 53; VII. 80, 254;
X. 99, 129; of each on all, ix. 4 f

;

need not fear excessive, iv. 29.

Influenza of egotism, vi. 132.

Informing Spirit, The, ix. 282.

Ingenuity, limitations of, xii. 33.

Innocence, ix. 51; an electuary, x.

212.

Innovation, i. 285, 305, 326; v. in.

Insanity, i. 199; in. 115, 187, 234,

237; IV. 26; VI. 136; xii. 50;

healed by Nature, xii. 159.

Inscription for a Well, ix. 376.

Insect, IX. 343.

Insight, IX. 360; in. 26; vi. 25; vni.

17,310; good will makes, VII. 309;
xn. 62, 330; holiness confers, vi.

217.

Insolvency of mankind, viii. 338.

Inspiration, vin. 267-297; xn. 35;
advance, x. 2*^3; xn. 78; age of,

not past, I. 144; x. 117; counter-

feit, in. 28; defined, xn. 68;

every man a receiver of, II. 64,231,

289, 341; III. 272; X. 144, 283;

xn. 35, 59; nothing great done

without, VIII. 271; doctrine lost,

I. 127; English idea, v. 222; in

hour, I. 211; no matter how got,

VIII. 271; in rare moments, vni.

276; in poetry, the rule is inspira-

tion or silence, vni. 72; is public

and continuous, xn. 70; makes for

simplicity, n. 290; makes solitude,

1. 174; sources of, vni. 279 ff ; xn.

74 S.

Instinct, I. 72, 115, 338; 11.64,330;

VII. 39; VIII. 227; X. 198; XII,

34-37, 58; a brain of the brain,

XII. 65; identical in all, xn. 66;
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basis of wisdom, xii. 67; is uni-

versal and potential wit, xii. 122.

Insti:jct and Inspiration, xii. 65-

^?-

Institutions, ours defective, iii. 207;

go-carts and baubles, iv. 248;

houses of cards, i. 250; shadows

of men, 11. 61, 161; in. loi, 261;

worthless if not spontaneous, 1.

321.

Insulation, 11. 214; vii. 9.

Insults, III. 76, 107; VI. 233, 261.

Insurance of a just employment, vi,

232.

Insurrections, great men serve us as,

X. 102.

Integrity, I. 279; 11,50,236; vi. 91,

189,277; VIII. 161,347.
Intellect, ii. 323-347; ix. 283,

375*

Intellect, The Celebration of,

XII. 111-132.

Intellect, Natural History of,

XII. 3-64.

Intellect, increases with our affection,

n. 191; VIII. 233; is void of af-

fection, I. 22; 11. 326; XII. 44;
essence of age, vii. 317; men
ashamed of, x. 264; beatitude of,

A. 263; beauty the object of, i. 22;

makes its own boundaries, xii. 16
^

character excites, III. 105; comedy
in, VIII. 160; confidence in, 1. 158;

a consoler, xii. 416; constructive,

XII. 49; creeds, n, 79; no crime

to, HI. 79; IV. 257; viii. 315; de-

taching power, XI. 235; XII. 38;
disparaged, in. 84; du-ics, i. 185;

is thought to kill earnestness, iv.

174; takes the earth into training,

VII. 161; conversion into energy,

X. 277; enlargement of, a miracle,

X. 126; cannotbeinescess, I. 282;

annuls fate, VI. 23; xi. 147; feats

of, IV. 16; a fire, VII. 145; growth,

a larger reception, i. 164; ofiice

of age to reconcile intellect with

holiness, 1. 2Zi; 11. 275; iv. 94,

175; VI. 217; vni.302,3i7;x.95,

185; XI. 223, 385; XII. 60, 417;

its grasp, xii. 48 ; and immortaUty,

VIII. 340 f; intoxicates, xii. 11^

counterpart of natural laws, 1. 55;
VIII. 222; A. 72, 183; XII. 5; in

maimers, in. 138; imagination its

measure, in. 33; measure of, a.

252; miraculous, xi. 144; and

morals, vi. 217; primary to na-

ture, I. 197; IV. 63; the true nec-

tar, in. 27; .power, vi. 27; would

play providence, XII. 45; is recep-

tion, I. 164; II. 268; III. 27; X.

306; reduces to sauce-pan, V. 247;

to be revered, XII. 130; royal pro-

clamation, XI. 540; a sea, xn. 15;

scholars represent, viii. 302; self-

ish, III. 141; its self-reliance, 11.

344; all things serve, vni. 96;
talisman, xi. 144; surrendered to

truth, vni. 230; uses and is not

used, VIII. 74; virtues of, XII. 86 f;

must have wholeness, n. 340, 344;
independent of our will, xn. 77.

Intelligence, good will makes, vni,

342; IX. 235; central, vii. 295.

Intemperance, gifts cannot raise, 11.

232.

Intenerate, 11. 99.

Intention, i. 201; n. 134.

Intercourse, international, vii. 162;

social, vn. 227.

Interests, never persuaded, xi. 300.

Interference, in. 214 f; x. 196.

Interpretation, i. 35; iv. 11.

Interruptions, vni. 288.

Intoxication, as substitute for intel-

lect, III. 27.

Introductions, in. 133; v. 105.

Introversion, i. 109; iv. 98, 130; x.

329; XII. 12.

Intrusion, n. 210 f; in. 137.

Intuition, 1. 127, 288, 340; n. 64; iv.

95; X. 93, 283; XI. 406.

Invention, i. 192; vi. 17, 44; vn.

157-159; vin. 140, 179, 210; A,

40, 178.
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Inventors, 1.92, 145; iv. 8; vn. no,

166; VIII. 137, 204; X. 40; XII.

100.

Investment, VI, 125; xii, 91.

Invisible, i. 198; vi. 204; viii. 18.

Inward light, viu. 310; x. 97.

lo, metamorphosis, ii. 14.

lole. III. 90.

Iranis, in. 59; xii. 398.

Ireland, v. 52.

Irish, eloquence, vn. 68; "help,"

VI. 78; members of'ParliamentjV.

122.

Iron, cinder in, vi. 276; metre of

civilization, vn. 158; x. 178.

Iron lids of reason, vn. 50; viii.

193.

Is, the fatal, vin. 31.

Isocrates, on oratory, xii. 300;

quoted, vii. 64, 98, 231.

Isolation, of personality, 11. 71; in,

28,67,137; VIII. 81; XII. 21, 383;
of genius, vi. 116; vn. 6; viii.

290.

Italicize, never, a. 169.

Italo-mania, n. 22, 80; vi. 266.

Italy, X , 278 ; caution in speech, viii

.

211.

Iteration, in nature, IV. 107, 117; in

^
poetry, viii. 47, 54, 64.

Jackson, Andrew, VI. 63 ; xi. 521.

Jackson, Charles T., vi. 147.

Jacob and Laban, in. 202.

Jacobi, quoted, 1. 336; vi. 191.

Jacobins, iv. 27; xi. 172.

Jamblichus, vn. 202 f; quoted, in.

13; V. 179.

James, Henry, quoted, x. 121.

Jami, quoted, viii. 259.

Jane Eyre, vn. 215.

Janus-faced friend, n. 214.

Jardin des Plantes, xii. 22.

Jars, qualities potted in, vi. 10.

Jason, V. 282.

Jawing, vn. 75.

Jefferson, Thomas, vi. 63, 161; a.

Jeffrey, Francis, a. 172.

Jelaleddin, verses, ix. 325.

Jerusalem, centre of earth, v. 40.

Jests, VIII. 164. SeCf ahoy Jokes.

Jesus Christ, ix. 246; acts from

thought, I. 335; answers, 11. 283;

VII. 235; his attitude towards

Lord's Supper, XI. 5 ff; his attrac-

tion, 11. 343; X. 228; has been

given a position of authority, 1,

133; II. 295; XI. 17; character,

in. 114; X. 228; centre of hori-

zon, in. 76; claims, x. 115; true

commemoration, XI. 19; not dead,

in. 244; described as a demigod.

i. 131; II. 61; divinity, I. 129; a.

97; XI. 489; doctiine, 1. 129; vni,

347; era in history, X. 228; exag-

geration of his personality, iii.

227; face, 11.362; asGod, I. 129;

XI. 479; heavens and earth sym-
pathize with, i. 22; ahero,x.228;

hishistory falsified, II, 28; x.228;

his idealism, n. 309 ; does not

preach immortality, vni. 348; bis

life degraded by insulation, i. 133;
the blessed Jew, IX. 296; on prob-

lem of life, IV. 94; a lover of man-
kind, I. 255; knew worth of man,
i. 130; mediator, XI. 18; miracles,

I- 73» 1^9' 13^; ^- 199; x>- ^i»

489; misunderstood, 11. 31, 58;

mystic offices, vi . 209 ; name
ploughed into history, 1. 126;

drew upon nature, 1, 41 ; the em-
phasis put v,pon his personality, i.

130; n. 124, 294; VI, 209; XI.

491; confounded with the possi-

bility of man, 11. 61; in. 239;
prayer, 11. 294; xii. 350; Prome-

theus, n. 30; prophet, I. 128; his

republic, x. 353 ;
quoted to justify

slavery, XI. 234; symbolism, xi. 9;
sympathy with, XI. 488; his teach-

ing perennial, n. 273; serves by

holy thoughts, 1. 132; not unique,

VII. 307; XI. 491; speaks from

within, II. 287; Voltaire on, iv.
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27; names the world, I. 132. *See,

ahOf Lord's Supper.

Jews, cultus declining, xi. 392; re-

ligion, XI. 489; XII. 194; scrip-

tures, see Bible; self-centred, viii.

104; sufferance, vi. 35.

John the Baptist, X. 345; xi. 289.

Johnson, Edward, quoted, xi, 33.

Johnson, Dr. Samuel, i. 112; v. 80,

246; VII. 236; VIII. 303; X. 251,

493; xii. 338; quoted, II. 228; v.

196; VI. 76, 263; VII. 23, 194, 196;

VIII, 125; XI. 503; XII. 105, 155,

158, 252, 267.

Jokes, II. 224J vui. 97, 157, 159 f,

164, 171.

Jonathanization of John Bull, xii.

200.

Jonson, Ben, IV. 202 f ; v. 190, 237;
VII. 207, 243, 248; viii. 36, 55,

295; XII. 341, 371; quoted, iii.

117; V. 243; VI. i6i, 300; VIII.

38, 44» 53' 64, 252; X. 300; XI.

520,-524; XII. 330.

Journal, keeping. See Diaries.

Journalism. See Newspapers.

Journey, rule for, v. 31.

Jove, III. 6; nods to Jove, 11. 278;

medal of, IV. 54, 56; and Phoebus,

VII. 184; is in his reserves, viii.

216. See, alsoj Jupiter.

Joy, I. 256; VI. 264,311; IX. 396.

Judaism, Swedenborg*'s, iv. 134.

Judges, V. 125; VI. 76, 245; in sla-

very times, XI. 184, 271.

Judging, IV. 62.

Judgment, day of, viii. 239; every

day, II. 94, 157, 273; III. 98; IV.

139; Divine, x. 336.

July, in heart, IX. 293; x. 448; night,

VIII. 225.

June, Epicurean of, ix. 39; flowers,

IX. 48; glories, ix. 94; rose, ix.

242; walked as, 1$. 351.

Jung-Stilling, Johann Heinrich, vi . 6.

Junius, VIII. 197-

Jupiter, II. 106; in. 108, 155; vii.

167. See, alsOj Jove.

Jury, not deceived by lawyers, 11,

157.

Justice, I. 122; 11. 112; III. 60, 95;

IX. 124; X. 86, 92, 94, 191, 233;

XI. 67, 124, 239, 281, 308, 354,

543; oneman's, 11. 315; Platoon,

IV. 83; injustice helped by, xi.

211.

.Kansas, xi. 356; Committee, a.

502.

Kansas Affairs, Speech on, xi.

253-263.

Kant, Immanuel, i. 339; 11. 287,

343 ff; VII. 27; X. 92, 328.

Katahdin, Mt., i. 220.

Keats, John, viii. 55; xii. 319;

quoted, iii. 147; x. 185.

Kemble, John, vi, 77.

Kempis, Thomas &, vii. 219; xii.

^93-

Kepler, Johann, quoted, x. 270; xi.

505-'

Kertch, governor of, v. 212.

Key, the key to every man his

thought, II. 303; with key of se-

cret he marches, ix. 357.

Key-note of Nature, iv. 141; xii. 29.

Kidnapping, xi. 179-214, 215-244.

Kildare, Earl of, viii. 316.

Kind, every one after his, 1, 33 1

.

Kinde, iv. 177; vii. 172.

Kindness, 1. 252 ff; 11. 191, 238; xi.

166.

King, imbecility of, iv. 232; tired of,

IX. 201; a working, I. 386; 11.62,

291; IV. 239; VII. 63; VIII. 209,

218; X. 40; XI. 172.

King's College Chapel, vi. 36.

Kitchen clock, more convenient than

sidereal time, v. 54; order, viii.

37.

Knapsack of custom, iii. 169.

Knaves carryforward the just cause,

IV. 185.

Kneller, Sir Godfrey, anecdote of,

IV. 152.

Knights, true, x. 55, 57 j xi. 281.
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Kuower, the, iii. 6.

Knowing, contented with, iii. 84;

the step from knowing to doing,

VI. 74; antidote to fear, vii. 262;

measure of man, xii. 10; the world,

II. 222; VI. 146.

Knowledge, a canine appetite for,

III. 269; buckets of, vi. 271; of

character, 11. 285; child's absorp-

tion of, VII. 105; communication

of, VII. 227; VIII. 226; X.. 149;
diffusion of, the measure of cul-

ture, VII. 24; dreams the sequel

of, II. 148; fatal to earnestness,

IV. 174; the encourager, vii. 262;

evening, i 73; xii. 94; growth

unconscious, II. 330; iv. 159; vii.

104; immortal, viii. 341; cannot

be hid, XI. 487; little of ours

spoken, iii. 40; loved for itself.

VII. 294; morning, I. 73; xii. 94;
only newest is inspiration, viii.

295; is power, vii. 321; xii. 62;

runs to the man, viii. 269; a sea,

VI. 271; not to be secondary, 1.

145; the hope to get knowledge

by short cuts, vii. 290; value de-

pends on skill in using, xii. 91 ; is

amassed thought of many, viii.

200; use the condition of, i. 222;

VII. 263; XII. 33; yesterday's, XII.

91.

Knox, Robert, on races, v, 44 ; vi. 1 6.

Koran, quoted, IV. 95, 217, 225; vii.

64; VIII. 98.

Kosmos, I. 15; vii. 172; XII. 216.

Kossuth, Address to, xi. 395-401.

Kossuth, VI. 211; XI. 334.

Krishna, quoted, iv. 49-172.

Laban and Jacob, iii. 202.

Labor, X. 114; all shall toil, ix. 202;

alternation of, is rest, viii. 150;

attractive and associated, iv, 158:

balanced by mental activity, x,

243; benefits, iii. 256: R.t Brook
Farm, x. 365; brute, vi. 85, 99;
cheapest is dearest, 11. 114; Na-

ture's coin, II. 122, 226; iliuSt

trates law of compensation, 11.

115; contempt for, vi. 91; culti-

vated, VI. 99J viii. 219; the in-

terests of dead and living, iv. 224 f;

dignified, i. 100, 179; 11. 142; xi.

297; division of, 1. 235; iv. 53;v.

167; VII. 23, 116; duty of all, VII.

116; VIII. 310 f; XI. 542; em-

blematic, VIII. 311; God's educa-

tion in laws of world, i. 241; iii.

231; VI. 107; genius is power of,

I. 348; government is for its pro-

tection, xi. 297; needful gymnas-

tics, 1. 241; iij. 256; habits, XII.

403; importance, XI. 542; key to

world's treasures, xii. 204; man
coins himself into, A. 75; xi. 297;

power of, XII. 205; the scholar's,

VIII. 311; slave-holder's view of,

XI. 297; basis for spiritual, I. 236;

manual labor antagonistic to

thought, I. 241.

Laborer, foreign, vi. 225; not to be

sacrificed to results of labor, 1. 192-

Lamb, Charles, quoted, viii. 198; x,

389.

Land, appetite for, vii. 167; Eng-
lish tenacity, v. 34-431 57, 242:

ownership of, vi. 115; vii. 137,

139' 151; ^^- 36; XII. 135; its

sanative influences, i. 366, 370.

Landor, Walter Savage, criti-

cism, XII. 337-349; on behavior,

VI. 187; merit, xii. 321; visit to,

v. 7-10; on Wordsworth, v. 257,

297; quoted, i. 350; 11. 180; vi.

143; VII. 128; VIII. 191; XII. 347.

Landscape, armory of powers, ix.

142; beauty, 11. 351; in. 175 f;

benefit, ix. 249J breath, iv. 143;

compensation, VII. 298; cow's view

of, VIII. 26; deceptive, iii. 178,

192; difference of, in observer, III.

1 76 J
disapp'ointment, 111. 192; in

dreams, x. 5; the eye makes, 1.

15; 111.176; XI. 441; faceofGod,

1. 65; horizon in, iii. 176; man, a
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compacter landscape, ii. 352; re-

flects our moods,:. 11, 214; owned
by no one, i. 8, 67; in. 19; trees,

the hospitality of, i. 262; vanity,

I. 19; needs water, viii. 45; walk

into, m. 170.

Landscape gardening, i. 369.

Language, i. 25-35; °^ angels, 11.

347; the building of, i. 26; viii.

9, 140, 199; Lowland Scotch,

made classic by Burns, xi. 442;

demigod, vii. 43; of eloquence,

VIII. 124; fossil poetry, in. 22;

history in, in. 21 j imagery, 1.31;

VIII. 17; a monument, in. 230;

Nature supplies, i. 29; vi. 304;

vin. 9; of mountain-folk, ix. 66;

overstates, i. 198; played with, i.

177; VHi. 168; a poem, vni. 193;

straining of, x. 164; of street, viii.

124; XII. 285-290; study of, XII.

26, 100, 252, 260; thinks for us,

XI. 502; finest tool, VII. 163; is

use of things as symbols, 1. 25;

in. 34; xn. 5; veracity. III. 230;

always wise, x. 125; hostile to

oppression, xi. 194.

Lannes, Marshal, vi. 139.

Lantern of mind, n. 330, 332.

Laocoon, vii. 50.

Large interests generate nobility of

thought, X. 64.

Lars and Lemurs, v, 15; ix. 350;

X. 2.

Las Cases, quoted, 11. 87; iv. 237.

Last Farewell, ix. 258.

Last judgment. Michael Angelo's,

XII. 230. See Judgment, day of.

Latimer, v. 121.

Latin, poetry, 1. 167;* in. 258 f ; iv.

282; v. 206, 235, 237; School, VI.

195-

Laughter, VI. 182; viii. 86, 98, i57f,

162, 164, 173 f; IX. 337,
Lavater, x. 337; xn. 328.

Law, the higher, xi. 190, 228; sim-

plicity of highest, n. 270.

Laws, above, are sisters to those be-

XII

low, IV. 83; VIII. 327; alive and

beautiful, in. 283; based on will of

wise man, 111. 213; begirt with, u.

135; beneficent necessity, in. 212;

our consolers, vi. 242; Hindoo

definition, vi. 221; divine, 1. 121^

III. 283; English, v. 164; must be

written on ethical principlesj x.

112; XI. 186; facts preexist as, II.

3, 10; the world a fagot of, a. 85;

God in, X. 222; growth, iv. 200;

make no difference to hero, i.

324f; history the unfolding of, vni.

223; built on ideas, in. 2CX); ideal,

V111.31; identity, VIII. 7; immoral

are void, xi. 136, 186 ff, 226; in-

stinctive, I. 72; invisible cords,

vin. 5; is king of kings, ix. 59;
language of, iv. 200; no luck in,

A. 19; an extension of man. I. 379;
n. 6, 102; III. 199, 201, 212; VIII.

41 ; of matter and of mind corre-

spond, VI. 219 f; VIII. 8, 16, 222,

232,306; IX. 33; A. 72; XII. 20;

are memoranda, in. 200; mind
carries, vni. 223; of nature, 11.

228, 235, 249; in, 181; 'Vi. 106;

VII. 132; necessary for protection

of unworthy, i. 325; civil, not to

be obeyed too well, 111. 208, 280;

VI. 322; vin. 42; x. 196; XI. 186;

omnipresent, VI. 25, 106; to one''s

self, n. 75; non-intercourse, iv,

179; perception of , is religion, vii.

132; VIII. 342; X. 195; permanence

of, 1. 48; X. 195; the dream of

poets, n. 231; VIII. 32; of repres-

sion, VI. 19; not to be too much
reverenced, in. 280; none sacred

but that of our nature, n. 50; in.

215; their statement is common
sense, vii. 88 ; sweeter than grace,

IX. 319; universal, 1. 122, 125; n.

234; III. 204 f; VI. 49, 84; VII.

132; IX. 78; universal versus in-

dividual, xn. 408; not upset by

accident, x. 196.; useless, without

loyal citizens, xi. 234; various
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readings, xi. 225; of the soul, self-

enforced, I. 122, 141; and virtue,

VI. 238; world saturated with, iv.

183.

Laws, Spiritual, h. 129-166; ix.

27 5-

Lawgivers, vii. 235; viii. 39.

Lawyers, ix. 36; xi. 190, 272.

Layard, Austen H., quoted, vi. 266;

viii. 239.

Leaders, 11. 354; iv. 20; vi. 301 ; vn.

254, 259; X. 48, 99.

Learning, i. 222; 11. 146; vii. 3; viii.

341; X. 147,266.

Leasts, nature in, iv. 104, 114; vii.

176; IX. 297.

Leave all, receive more, 11. 343.

Legion of Honor, in. 232; x. 59.

Legislature, xi. 527.

Leibnitz, quoted, vii. 158; x. 133.

Leisure, astronomic, viii. 288.

Lenses, we are, in. 50, 75; iv. 5.

Leonidas, i. 20.

Leroux, Paul, vi. 209.

Lesson, never get beyond first, xi.

232.

L*Estrange, quoted, a. 312.

Letter, A, ix. 391 ; xii. 392.

Letter to Martin Van Buren, xi

87-96.

Letters, ix. 217; 11. 192, 211,

235 f; VII. 22; inspiration in the

writing of, viii. 281; ix. 351; xi.

360.

Letters, men of, many, vn. 249.

Level, difference of, needed for com-
munication, IV. 31; VIII. 320.

Liberalism. See under Religion.

Liberty,!. 378; 111.32, 212; vi.4,23;

VIII. 231, 248; index of general

progress, xi. 22^, 232, 236, 240,

^43j 3^5» 399» S39J ^^^^ liberty

breeds iron conscience, vi. 64.

Library, Concord, Address at
Opening of, xi. 493-508.

Library, help needed in using, vn.

191; Cicero and Bacon young
men in, i. 89; a harem, vn. 209.

Lichens, 11. 39; vi. 83.

Lies, I. 123, 337; II. 72, 236; III,

245, 278; IV. 84, 89; X. 172; XI.

165.

Life, Fragments on, ix. 349~358.
Life, amount, vi. 60; not to be an-

atomized, vn. 180; is the angle of

vision, XII. 10; art of, will not be

exposed, ni. 69; only avails, 11.

69; a Beggar's Bush, x. 56; a

bias to some pursuit the high

prize of, vi. 267; not to be cheap,

VI. 247; conditions, 11. 105; is

growing costly, xi. 533 ; crisis of,

VII. 124; not critical, but sturdy,

in. 59; IX. 30; cumulative, vn.

320,326; in short cycles, VIII. 280;

not longbut deep is wanted,!. 350;
ni. 60; VII. 178; A. 274; seems a

dormitory, VIII. 115; each sees his

own defaced, n. 171; a scale of

degrees, iv. 20; is not dialectics,

III. 58, 64 f, 237; our dictionary,

I. 98; a succession of dreams, vi.

322; X. 20; might be easier, 11.

135; VI. 275; an ecstasy, vi. 41,

311; made of two elements, in.

65; VII. 300; embryo, viii. 339;
its end that man shall take up uni-

verse into himself, x. 131 ; epochs,

n. 161; demands equilibrium, XII.

412; an expectation, in. 71; an

experiment, I. 177; vi. 313; vni.

90; expresses, i. 4,177; vi. 169;

external and inner, vn. 311; is

advertisement of faculty, in. 73

;

festival only to the wise, 11. 248;

not to be carried on except by

fidelity, x. 175; is freedom, vi.

38 ; a gale -of warring elements,

VII. 172; agame, I. 121; iii. 262;

its gi'andeur in spite of us, viii. 75

;

in graveyards, VIII. 10; should be

made happier, VI. 265, 275; head-

long, III. 113; a hibernation, xii.

83; hidden, vi. 321; must be

lived on higher plane, in. 270; of

all is identical, vi. 323; a ring of
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illusions, a. 87; intellectual tast-

ing of, II. 240J III. 58; lengthened

by rush of thoughts, xii. 109; the

literary, xii. 342; loiters at book's

first page, ix. 295; lords of, m.
43; IX. 269 J

less loved, vi. 275;
love of, the healthy state, viii. 330,

337; lyricorepic, II. 365J magical,

VII. 180J between upper and lower,

mandibles, vi. 210; manners aim

to facilitate, iii. 127 j is March
weather, iv. 175; a masquerade,

VI. 312, 318; mean, 1. 227; 11.

258 ; how did we find out that it is

mean? 11. 267; the measure of,

VII. 179; has no memory, iii. 70;
a miracle, i. 129; iii. 70; calen-

dared by moments, vii. 169; a

flux of moods, I. 352; in. 50, 72;

amuseum, 1. 177; musical, vi. 10;

VII. 180J mysterious principle of,

I. 200; new ways of, in. 240; nar-

row, VI. 136J a pageant, i. 266;

incessant parturition, xii. 18; the

pitching of a penny, iv. 149; per-

vasive, I. 63 ; its pleasure is what
we give it, vi. 41 ; its value lies in

its possibilities, vi. 272; in. 53J vi.

262J a search for power, vi. 55,

60; a poor pretension, in. 229; is

boundless privilege, vi. 262; not

stationary, n. 122; in. 73 ;
quarry,

I. 98 J
the condition of release

from, VI. 239; its results incal-

culable, in. 69; its richness, x. 81,

198; a riddle, vi. 313; a robust,

IV. 159; the true romance, i. 177;
in. 285; VI. 315; X. 144; no rules

of, VI. 248; shortness of, makes no
difference, in. 6oj a. 232, 274; a

sincerity, iv. 20 ; a sleep within a

sleep, III. 65; a sparrow, XI. 30J a

timid spectator, VI. 246; spiritual,

1. 338; sturdy, ni. 59J a surface

affair, vii. 297 j a series of sur-

prises, 11.320; in. 67; symbolic, x.

132; the terror of, vi. 5; no re-

conciliation of theory and practice,

IV. 154, 178; two theories of, xii.

56; tragi-comedy, A. 128; transits,

VII. 181; seeming trifles cover

capital facts, ni. 46; vi. 321;

tricks, in. 57; troubles, viii. 37;
truth the end of, xi. 188 j true to

poles, vni. 70; unity, ni. 78;

value, III. 61; X. 96; visionary,

HI. 84.

Light, I. 15, 329; II. 80; VII. 296;
VIII. 317; dry. III. 140; V. 240;
cannot be held, 1. 171.

Lightning, air would rot without,

XII. 54; painting lightning with

charcoal, in. 104; put to school,

IX. 192; taught speech, ix. 216;

struck an inch of ground, ix, 334.
Lightning-rod, the best, one's own

spine, VI. 232; x. 47.

Like, draws to like, 11. 144, 213, 314;
in. 130; IV. 11,125; VII. 14, 271;

VIII. 92; IX. 50, 103, 117; old

couples grow, iv. 25.

Like, use of word, vni. 12.

Lime in people's bones, vi. 208,

Limitation, Fate is, vi. 20; has

limits, VI. 22; meter of man, vi.

30; the only sin, n. 308.

Limits, ix. 375.

Lincoln, Abraham, xi. 327-338;
VIII. 125, 318; XI. 316.

Line, not in Nature, ix. 14.

Lines, ix. 96.

Lines to Ellen, ix. 387.

Linnaea, ix. 45.
*

Linnaeus, vii. 208, 284, 329; xii.

188; his discoveries and improve-

ments, XII. 137 f; his herboriza-

tions, XII, 136; on walking in Nor-
way, xn. 155; quoted, iv. 104;
XII. 172.

Literalists, IV. 121; vi. 140; x. 234.
Literary Ethics, j.. 153-187.

Literary genius, in. 104; xn. 342.

Literary men, i. 176, 242; iv. 150,

269; V. 4; VI. 79; X. 261; XI. 242=

Literary reputation, ii. 154, 308.

Literary work, vin. 2S8.
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Literature, Modern, Thoughts

ON, XII. 309-336.
Literature, afErmation of many
minds and many ages, xii. 303;
American, xii. 404; ancient, 11.

23 ff; beginnings of, viii. 53;
biography of man, II. 30J borrow-

ing in, iv. 197; VII. 292; critical

tendency, x. 328; a decalogue, x.

273 J eavesdropping, viii. 188;

tlie effort of man to indemnify

himself for the wrongs of his con-

dition, xii. 341 j English, j^e Eng-
lish literature; history the sum of

few ideas, ni. 47; imaginative,

appreciation of, vi. 164; immor-
tality, III. 34; a point outside of

present life, 11. 311 j love of, viii.

1 23 J
little magnificence in, xii.

389; nature not found in, viii.

65; debt to past, viii. 180; pedan-

try, viii. 168; purest pleasure, XII.

341; of the poor, i. iii; praise,

VIII. 178; quotation in, viii. 189;

reason of, doubted, iii. 64; a gene-

ric result,. XII. 404; secondary ser-

vices, XII. 283; sinful, I. 221; to

be learned in the street, vii. 10;

subjective, iii. 76; support, xi.

520; a record of the best thoughts,

XI. 501; use, 11. 312; values, xii.

309; variety, xii. 310; word-catch-

ing, 11. 291; notyet written, 1. 167.

Liturgies, IV. 200; v. 225; viii. 182;

X. 113.

Liver, religion in the, 11 1. 51.

Living, by desire to live, viii. 345;
earning a, VI. 85; the functionary,

1. 99; modes of, not agreeable to

imagination, i . 27 1 ;
plain, vii . 11 6

;

with others, in. iii; vii. 10, 11,

122; X. 368; solitary, i. 341.

Load, lift lightest, vi. 24^.

Locality, iii. 153; excitant of muse,
viii. 290; XII. 184.

Locomotives, vi. 15.

Locke, 1. 340; v. 239, 243; quoted,

IV. 136.

Logic, necessary, but must not be
spoken, 11. 329; v. 796?; viii. 10,

21.

Logs, II. 227; Walden, viii. 281.

London, v. 52 f, 91 f, 109, 299J vi.

150J XII. 188, 202.

London Times, The, v. 261-272.

Loquacity, vii. 61; viii. 73.

Lord, IX. 49; a good lord first a

good animal, in. 124.

Lords, House of, v. 60, 183.

Lord"'s Prayer, iv. 200; v. 131; xi,

219; XII, 351, 407.

Lord's Supper, The, xi. 1-25; i.

140.

Lords of life, in. 43; ix. 269,

Loss, none in nature, a. 71.

Lot of life, 11. 88.

Lottery prize, vi. 118.

Lotus, IX. 127.

Louis XIV., I. 202, 376.

Love, ii. 167-188; ix. 295; aban-

donment, I. 217; arch-abolitionist,

XI. 281 ; afar, is spiteathome,ii.5i;

the affirmative of affirmatives, vii.

309; XII. 60; all are love's, ix.

305; all-suffering, in. 115; anti-

dote to war, XI. 168; aspires to a

higher object, I. 217; and beauty,

II. 179; believing, 11. 139; why
blind, II. 238; VI. 289; IX. iii;

remedy for blunders, vi. 218; vil-

lage boys and girls, n. 172; ever

enlarges its circles, n. 183; made
a commodity, u. 205; concen-

trates, II. 354; court and parlia-

ment of, n. 170; XI. 439; basis of

courtesy, in. 143, 147, 153; crimes

from. III. 78; curiosity about, vii.

302; day dark without, ix, 299;
debt to, II. 174; desire, I. 343; 11.

72; defined, 11. 271 ; disappointed,

III. 193; disruption, n. i85;dream,
II. 183; ebb and flow, 11. 196;
enchantment, 11. 169; enlarges

mind, vii. 309; enthusiasm, i.

217; expands powers, II. 177; VIII.

228; no excess to, 11. 122; Fate
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goes with, IX. 353; few capable

of, XII. 410; and friendship, 11.

201; HI. iiij VII. 129J genius is

love impersonal, i. 217; God of

gifts, III. 164; of gods, IX. 10;

growth, II. 183 ff; alone makes

happy, I. 217; is in hope and not

in history, 11. 171; humility, xi.

413; illusion, VI. 319; makes

immortal, 11. 264; impersonal, 11.

184; impressionability, vii. 303;
inexhaustible, iii. 103; insight, i.

217; mathematically just, II. 116;

low, IV. 129; madness, vi. 41;

new meanings, in. 153; might of,

IX. 397; and mind, vi. 218; mo-
mentary, IV. 129; and nature, iii.

244; a necessity, XII. 334; and the

Muse, IX. 210; nobility, ix. 118;

XI. 413; never outgrown, 1. 125;

overstaying its moment, ix. 13;

panacea of nature, i. 252; gives

perception, vn. 309; deification of

persons, n. 174; profane, xi. 412;

proofs, XI. 413; against property,

III. 262; purifies itself, 11. 182;

purple flame of, ix. 367; test of

poet, IX. 296; we can receive, iii,

162; redeemer, vi. 218; remedy

for ills, 1. 252, 254; renewing

principle, III. 262; science learned

in, II. 369; teaches self-knowledge,

II. 37; not won by services, iii.

165 ; sexual, iv. 70; sharp-sighted,

VI. 289; makes all things alive

and significant, 11. 176; me not

for what daily spends, IX. 352; as

basis of state, III. 219 fit
J
teaching,

II. 37; temporary, 11. 185; tent,

XI. 413; has a speedy term, iii.

77; transcends object, 11. 216;

transforms, 11. 185; v.. 41; and

truth, II. 345; universal, ii. 191;

VII. 303 ; unrequited, ii. 216;

wisdom, I. 217; IV. 219; work,

IT. 169, 175; rebuilds world, i.

254; II. 176; reflection of worth,

II. 212.

Love and Thought, ix. 210; 11,

Love, if I, II. 180.

Lover, all love a lover, 11. 172; all

should be lovers, i. 254; commu-
nications, VII. 303, 304J described,

II. 177; eyes and ears, vn. 303;
sees no resemblances in his mis-

tress, 11. 178; forgiving too much

,

III. 137; bide at home, vi. 241;
marriage, in. 187; of men, xii.

61; nation of lovers, xi. 168;

never old, vii. 336; has more and

finer senses, vii. 303 ; sonnets*

VIII. 10; strangeness, in. 137

;

like waves, ix. 109; what is loved,

VI. 319; worlds of, IX. 154; wor-

ship, II. 196.

Lovejoy, Elijah P., 11. 262.'

Lovely, feeble souls do not wish to be

lovely, but to be loved, in. 97.

Lowell mills, in. 16.

Lowliness, x. 195; xi. 413.

Loyalty,ii. 63; v. 186,311; vi. 204;
X. 57.

Lubricity, II. 221; in. 49; xi. 520.

Lucian, quoted, x. 11.

Luck, I. 191; n.235; v. 89; VI. 100,

220; X. 15 f.

Lucretius, VII. 176; quoted, iv. 113.

Lustres, n. 215; reading for the, in.

233-

Luther, Martin, 11. 29; vn. 94, 236;

VIII. 9, 303; X. 204; XI. 289, 442.

537. 539; quoted, m. 187; iv,

153, 263; VII. 79; vin. 93; XII.

251; on preaching, xii. 286.

Luxury, I. 243; v. 163; xi. 536; not

for hero, ix. 272; x. 58.

Lyceum, xii. 195.

LyncECus, in. 20.

Lynch law, III. 212; vi. 63; xi. 528.

Lyre, constellation, ix. 67.

Lyric poets, in. 9, 29.

Lyrical glances, vin. 271.

Macaulay, Thomas B., v. 247, 262,

292.
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Macchiavelli, quoted, viii. 14.

Machinery, 11. 85 f; v. 103, 157 ff,

166 ff; VI. 81, 89; aggressive, VII

.

164 f; VIII. 139 ff; XII. 90; of so-

ciety, I. 317; II. 136.

Madness and genius, viii. 279; of

love, VI. 41.

Magic, II. 34; III. 32, 69, 94, no,

234; VI. 100, 283, 318; XII. 374.

Magna Charta, V. 87 301,308; vi.

253; VIII. 214.

Magnanimity, in. 164, 274; x. 64.

Magnetic boat, 11. 369.

Magnetism, 11. 96 f; viii. 9; per-

sonal, 1. 216; II. 63, 133; III. 90,

228; VI. 41, 54, 283; VII. 14,305;
VIII. 320.

Magnetism, animal. See Mesmer-
ism.

Mahomet, quoted, 11. 243; vi. 241;

VIII. 98,343; X. 177; XI. 417,504.

Maia, IX. 348; VII. 172; VIII. 15.

Maid, genius in maiden''s eyes, ix.

352; inlover"'seyes,ix. 5; obliter-

ates the past, IX. 109; represents

all virtues, 11. 178; resembles no

one, II. 178; sail with God the

seas, II. 260 ; Shakspeare in

heart, ix. 373.

Maine, IX. 45; law, x. 163,447.
Maintenon, Madame de, story of,

VIII. 95.

Majestic men, 111. 109.

Majorities, vi. 13, 248; xi. 389.

Maker, and not the made, ix. 331

;

X. 487; XII. 46.

Malaga of praise, ix. 131.

Malays, viii. 215; x. 7; xi. 170.

Malefactors, vi. 248.

Mallows, X. 415; dine on, ix. 178;

sacred, xii. 150, 151; spawneth

men like, ix. 226.

Malpighi, doctrine of leasts, iv. 104,

114.

Malthus, doctrine, vii. 150 f, 162;

VIII. 37.

Mammoth Cave, vi. 309; viii. 149.

Man, able, 1. 164; his ability his re-

ceptivity, X. 76; aboriginal, viii.

270; of action, II. 120; iv. i5o;is

all, I. 114; who stands alone, vi.

1 93 ; arming of, 11 . 249 ; the proper

object of plastic art, XII. 221; ani-

mates what he sees, in. 96; apo-

strophe to, I. 149 ; ashamed of self,

I. 142; assimilates only his affini-

ties, II. 144-152; must keep his

own atmosphere, in. 132; beast-

like, VII. 276; benefactor, i. 248;

not born, i. 195; centre of being,

1.27; IV. 9; XII. 345; channel of

heaven to earth, i. 210; in. 242;
cheap, 1. 346; IV. 31; clod truth

has raised, x. 194; compensation

in gifts, n. 97; made for conflict,

XII. 60; by constitution, expens-

ive, VI. 85; definition of, vii. 157;
difference of men is in principle

of association, II. 12; divided into

men, i. 82; not domesticated in

planet, III. 63; each a new Adam,
X. 137; elusive. III. 135; encyclo-

peedia of facts, n. 3 ; not the end of

Nature, I. 201; endogenous, iv. 8

;

J

epitome of history, 11. 24-30, 38;
equal to every event, vi. 232;
everything carries, vi. 37; trans-

parent eye-ball, i. 10; farmer, in-

stead of man farming, i. 83; part

of Fate, VI. 24; half-finished, i,

344; VI. 165; modified fish, xii,

22; Fourier ""s scheme for com-
posing him, X. 350; a fraction, *.

233; fruit of ages, I. 206; rests on
bosom of God, i. 64, 195; a god in

ruins, i. 71 ; good, is contented, 11

.

162; growth, II. 307; enters into

God, VIII. 348; X. 27; great men
exalt the idea of, xn. 254; his

guardians, ix. 269; should make
life and nature happier, vi. 265;
VII. 308; Herbert's poem on, I. 68;

each a hint of, III. 225; explicable

only by his history, 11. 3 ; vii. 305;
his home in God, II. 286; a golden

impossibility,iii.66, 69; inventor,
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V. 1 66; the only joker in nature,

VIII. 157; in jail, 11. 49; judged
for his worth, 11. 157; is a king-

dom, XI. 172; a compacter land-

scape, II, 352; connecting link in

nature, I. 207; vi. 22; a machine,
VI. 81; nature economical in mak-
ing hini,iv.97; themasses,!. 106;

power over matter, vi, 43, 76, 89;
meaning of, ix. 20; measure of,

II, 60; VI. 190; VII. i66j X. 50;
XI. 152; XII. 10; and men, i. 82,

107; VII. loj VIII. 220; meta-

morphosed into things, i. 83 ; every

man a new method, xii. 29; mi-
crocosm, I. 68; IV. 86; vi. 125;
viii. 23; Milton's idea of, xii. 254;
relation to nature, i. 10, 13, 6ij, 68,

71, 77> 86, III, 195, 207, 317; III.

174? 178, 181, 183; IV. 9, 11; VI.

89,233; VII. 42, 132, 298; VIII. 9,

223; IX. 368; X.73; XI. 240, 486,

513, 542; xn. 28, 164-167; Na-
ture's self-explication, 11. 352; each

needed, vi. 252; a new, i. 196,

206; the only object that really in-

terests us, VI. 286; one, 1. 82; xi.

145; organized justice, iv. 120;

action his ornament, i. 179; we
owe man to man, vii. 115; palace

of sight and sound, I. 205; 11. 177;
pendant to events, iii. 90; physi-

cian's view of, VI. 138; one phe-

nomenon, 1. 207; given good light

like picture, vi, 196; great, falls

into place, iv. 7; plastic little crea-

ture, viii. 141 ; a plant, i. 10, 317;
IV. 159; XII. 24; popinjay, iv.

160; unbounded possibility, i. 64;

11.306; power, X. 74; should live

in present, ii. 67; pretension, iii.

loi; VI. 150; of principle, 1. 323;
XI. 173; a quotation, iv. 42; re-

deemer, 1. 263; only is real, x.

191; bundle of relations, 11. 36;
representative, III. 225; iv. 8; v.

166; brings revolution, i. 144;
none sane, iii. 187; too content

with secondary, u 145; self-sub-

sistency, xi. 173; servant, i. 69;

of social earth, ix. 109; infinite

soul, I. 136; with soul alone can

teach, 1. 135; of shreds and

patches, vi. 299; steel-filing, iii.

228; a stream of hidden source,

II. 268; never symmetrical, iii.

226; his characteristic, teachable-

ness, X. iz6; fafade of temple, 11.

270; test of civilization, vii. 31;
thinking, 1. 84; power through

thought, 1. 105; one with his

thought, II. 197; each obeys some
thought, II. 303; thunderbolt, vi.

283; the timely, III. 37; vi. 39; a

true man belongs to no time or

place, 11. 60J better than a town,

II. 89; XII. 25; a torch in the

mind, X. 275; must be unit, i. 106,

115; to be valued by best mo-
ments, vi. 287; victor over things,

A. 127; wanted, but not much,
III. 240; commonly the victim of

events, x. 37; is for use, xi. 542;
xn.205; grows from within, IV. 6

;

fed to work, i. 14; carries world in

his head, iii. 183; infinite worth,

I. 220, 249; has wronged himself,

I. 106; upbuilding, 1. 107.

Man of Letters, The, a. 239-258.
Man the Reformer, i. 225-256.

Man of the world, his mark, vi. 150.

Manchester, Speech at, v. 309-314.
Manifest destiny, xi, 259.
Manila of pepper, xii. 13.

Manipular attempts to realize ideas,

III. 85.

Manliness, vi. 91; viii. 126, 304.
Mannerism, Nature abhors, iii. 239.
Manners, hi. 117-155; ix. 276;

affirmative, vii. 308; effect of air

and place, vi. 149, 160; xii. 183;

American, vi, 173; vm. 79; asso-

ciate us, VI. 171; Bacon on, vii,

13; basis, self-reliance, iii. 132,

136; VI. 186; better than beauty,

VI, 195; X. 34, 55; benevolence
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the foundation, iii. 142; presup-

poses capacity in blood, vi. 176;

charm, 111. 154; vi. 159J viii. 79;
a clothing, viii. 8oj communi-
cated, VI. 139, 149, 170; rein-

forced by companionship, vui.

82J defects, 111. 13S; deference

the first point, iii. 136; defined,

VI. 169, 185; directness the mark
of superior, vi. 193; and dress,

Vin.S?; English, V. 1 02-1 15; rule

of, to avoid exaggeration, viii. 86;

always under examination, vi.

171; factitious, VI. 174; frater-

nize, HI. 131; genesis. III. 126} of

girls, VI. 197; of Greeks, 11. 24;

happy ways of doing things, vi.

169; vni. 83; heroic, VI. 195; hos-

pitable, XII. 382; household, VIII.

106; intellectual quality, in. 138;

interest, X. 34; irresistible, vi.

170; isolation, vin. 81; Jonson
on. III. 117; a language, vi. 170;

and life. III. 127; vn. 125; majes-

tic, III. 149; VII. 125; Nature

values, viii. 81; novels, the record

of, VI. 191; VII. 214; XII. 373; of

the old school, viii. 102; orna-

ment, XI. 17; Phidias, xii. 382;

poetry of, vi. 191; of power, in.

126; V. 186; VI. 170, 183, 188;

' VIII. 79, 81, 232; and religion,

xii. 198; none but negative rules,

VI. 197; VIII. 85 f; made up of

sacrifices, vni. 106; sculpture

teaches, VI. 160; secondariness in,

VI. 197; revealers of secrets, viii.

83 ;must show self-control, VI. 195;

their first service to m^he us en-

durable to each other, vi. 172; not

settled. III. 131; and society, iii,

I49J VI. 171, 184, 191 J table, VIII.

98; require time, vi. 187; tran-

quil, vii. 125. See, alsof'Beh.aiVior.

Mansfield, Lord, vii. 88; xi. 105,

225; quoted, V. 262; xi. 140, 191.

Manual labor, i. 334 ff. Secj also.,

Labor.

Manual skill, overestimate of, HI. 7,
Manufacturing, i. 192; vi. 81.

Many-weathered world, iv. 142.

Maple, I. 220; uncorrupt, in. 182;
IX. 40; XI. 39.

Marble holds statue, ix. 298.

Marcus Antoninus, quoted, vi. 240,

260; VII. 218. iSee Antoninus.

Marlowe, Christopher, viii. 49.

Marmontel, quoted, viii. 192.

Marriage, ix. 123; aims, 11. 187; m.
187; VII. 128; bad, II. 150; III.

262; IV. 125; VI. 316; VII. 215;

of character, vn. 128; connected

with abundance of food, vn. 140;

Fourier on, x. 354 f ; a beneficent

illusion, VI. 316; low views of, 11.

183; Milton on, XII. 272, 275, 278;

of minds, in. 77; in novels, vn.

215; open question, iv. 157; v.

214; Pandora-box, vi. 316; re-

form of, 1. 274; Swedenborg on,

IV, 125, 127; trap, VI. 316; chief

in women's history, 11. 183; vn.

iZ4;xi. 407.

Marseillaise, xi. 237.

Marshall, Chief-Justice, x. 447.
Martial, quoted, vi. 298; vin. 186.

Martineau, Harriet, v. 294, 296.

Martyrdoms, most keenly felt by be-

holders, VII. 265; XII. 266; looked

mean when they were suffered,

III. 46; vn. 274.

Marvell, Andrew, quoted, vn. 148,

245.

Masks, which we wear and which we
meet, VI. 188; vn. 108, 316; ix.

135, 249; objects as, i. 259; vi.

313,318; vni. 9, 196.

Massachusetts, xi. 180, 210-214,

230, 261, 270; in the Civil War,
XI. 343, 358 ff; climate of, xn.

158; planters of, comfortable citi-

zens, XII. 191, 207; Italy upside

down, XII. 158.

Massachusetts, Agriculture of,

xn. 358-364.

Massachusetts Quarterly Re-
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VIEW, Editors' Address, xi.

381-393.
Massena, i. 149.

Masses of men, ». 106,252; iv. 3of;

we do not want any, vi. 249.

Massinger, v. 284; xii. 368.

Master, without apprenticeship, vii

.

290; be master, VIII. 315; one in

century, vi. 250; of hving well,

VII. 122; every man a, viii. 313;
likes masters, iv. 268; uses the

materials he has, vii. 176; his

measure is success, vi. 164; of

mobs, VII. 96, 293 ; often a hidden

man, viii. 220; passive, ix. 8j

source of his power, iii\ 57, 94;
IV. 190; can formulate his thought,

XII. 43; works for joy, vii. 182.

Material, thought surrounds itself

with, III. 14; VIII. 24; XI. 164,

386; XII. 5; has its translation into

spiritual, iv. 11.

Materialism, i. 191, 329; iii. 53; iv.

154; 173' "4; V. 234; X. 217,

242.

Mates, how found, vi. 46.

Mathematics, millennium, vi. zo8,

Mather, Cotton, quoted, xii. 190.

Matter, devotion to, n. 223; no

finality, iv. 11, 118; vii. 127; viii.

4; our friend, III. 171 ; the appari-

tion of God, i. 34, 62; its laws run

up into invisible world of mind,

X. 72; has meaning, iii. 4; vi. 43,

83 f ; VII. 166, 300; viii. 9; laws

of, are laws of mind, vi. 28, 219;
VIII. II, 14, 16, 21; X. 183; XII.

44; and mind, VI. 81; ix. 285;is

dead mind, XII. 17; perception of

,

VIII. 3; privation, x. 281; and

spirit, II. 125; III. 53; VI. 22; X.

213; what and whence, 1. 62.

Maxims, counting-room, vi. 125.

May-Day, ix. 163-181.

May and Must, xi. 231.

Maya, vi. 20.

Means, to ends, 1. 179; xii. 71 f;

degradation of man to means, 1.

278; 111.245,260; VII. 113; sub-

dued by, XII. 1 17. See under Ends.

Measure, love of, iii. 139; party

sacrificeo man to measures, i. 278

;

XI. 519; half-measures, vi. 212;

of civilization, culture, friends,

health, life, man, master, mind,

power, progress, success, time.

See under those words.

Mechanics, vi. 92.

Mechanics' Apprentices' Library

Association, lecture, i. 225-256.

Mechanism in thought, xii. 27.

Mediocrity, ix. 31; x. 413.

Medusa, the Rondanini, vii. 3.

Meeting-house, old New England, a.

384.

Melancholy, v. 127, 136; viii. 331;
IX. 190; XII. 405, 413.

Melioration, IV. 3 5 ; vi.35; vii. 170;

incapacity for, the only distemper,

VI. 140, 165 f, 259; VII. 166, 276;

VIII. 141; the law of nature, x.

188 f; XII. 19.

Melody, VIII. 45-57; melody born of

melody, ix. 31.

Melrose Abbey, inscription at, viii.

326.

Memory, xii. 90-110; ix. 295.

Memory, amber of, 11. 175; an apo-

theosis, xii. 103; cave of, I. 205; X

277; and charlatanism, xii. 79;
corpse, II. 57 ; a compensation, xii.

102; cure of bad, xii. 107; critic^

VIII. 32; defect of, not always want

of intellect, xii. 100; differs, xii,

96 ; diminution of, xii. 405 ; diving

bell, X. 78 J
eloquence steals, vii.

70; English live by, v. 252; ex-

tent of, XII. 1 10; index of, xii. 93

;

not inert, iv. 262; of joy, xii. 103;
life has no, iii. 70; living by, in-

stead of by inspiration, xii. 79; of

love's visitations, 11. 175; losing,

XII. 98; raw material, viii. 204;
mendicant, III. 124; vii. 13; in men
of ideals, xii. 95; mother of muses,

VII. 3; XII. 95; note-b«r>ks impair,
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II. 85; praises by holding the best,

XII. 103; never rely on, 11. 57;
sempiternal, 11. 3ZI ; stone-in-

carved traits, IX. 109; topical, vi.

131; things tragic' are comely in,

II. 131; a tutor, XII. 92; making
and sleeping, a. 5; unconscious,

II. 334; and writing, xi. 497

;

printing and writing weaken, xii,

99J wall, X. I.

Men, not actions, wanted, i. 278; all

of one pattern, vii. 234; answers

to questions, iv. 7; better than

they seem, iii. 273; descend to

meet, II. 278; difference between,

XV. 7; few have any next, iv. 233;
fragments of, i. 265 ;

go in flocks, i

144; hacks of invisible riders, VII.

125; helpful through intellect and

affections, iv. 13; knowledge of,

VI. 56; other men are lenses, iv. 5;
nation of, i. 115; more than na-

tions, viii. 220; all at last of a size,

IV. 31; wanted, xi. 133; well-

mixed, X. 43; wiser than they

know, II. 96.

Manage, Abb^, quoted, vi. 299.

Menagerie, vi. 8; a. 6.

Menander, quoted, vii. 128.

Mencius, lii. 73; iv. 14.

Menial years, 11. 161.

Mental activity, law of, viii. 150,

306; XII. 96.

Menu, IV. 80, 94.

Mercantile Library Association, Bos-

ton, lecture, 1. 361-395.

Merchant, the, 1. 184; iii. 92; vi.

ICX5.

Mercy, xi. 281.

Merit, iii. 84; all sensible to, vii.

305; class based on, x. 38; men
cannot afford to live together on

their merits, vii. 13 ; beyond opin-

ion, 1. 148.

Merlin, ix. 120-124; vi. 206; vii.

243; VIII. 60; IX. 239.

Merlin's Song, ix. 218.

Merops, IX. 127,

Merrimac River, xii. 186.

Merry, a mask of sad, ix. 249.
Mesmerism, I. 73; in. 179,235; vio

209; vn. 80; X. 12, 25, 337.

Messiah, infancy a, i. 71.

Meta-chemistry, v. 239.

Metamorphosis, the soul advances

by, 11, 274; VI. 319; VIII. 8, 15,

18, 71; IX. 52; X. 338.

Metaphor, nature a, i. 32; become
religion, iii. 73.

Metaphysics, a showing of the rela-

tion of things to mind, 1. 67; 11.

196; IV. 109, 213; VII. 212; dan-

gerous, XII. 13.

Metcalfe/> Sir Charles, quoted, xi.

121.

Metempsychosis. See Transmigra-

tion.

Method, II, 144, 227, 330; III. 260;

IV. 105; XII. 52; analytical, to

be avoided, XII. 14; in eloquence,

vn. 89.

Methodists, V. 48, 222; viii. 114,

216.

Metonymy, viii. 15, 25; a low ideal-

ism, XII. 299-303.
Metre, viii. 46, 49. See, ahoy Mea-

sure.

Metternich, quoted, xi. 514.

Mexican War, vi. 63; ix. 76.

Microcosm, each particle a, 1. 43;
II. loi; IV. 86, 113; VI. 125.

Microscope, plague of, iv. 272; vi,

282; on stilts at a, vii. 183.

Middle Ages, viii. 214.

Middle passage, xii. 415.

Middle point, man a, 11. 138.

Mid-world, 111. 64.

Migratory instinct, ix. 166 f, 311;

XII. 135 f, 153. See Nomadism.
Miles, IV. 79; VI. 18.

Military mind, x. 38.

Militia, xi. 356.

Milk, a man made of, vii. 68; of

nature, vi. 69.

Mill, of fate, IX. 274; of slavery, xi.

227; of truism, i. 165.
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Mill, John Stuart, v. 150.

Millennium, five minutes of to-day

worth as much as five minutes in

next millennium, iii. 60.

Milnes, Robert M., quoted, vi. 151.

Milton, John, xii. 245-279; Chan-
ning on, a. 339; service to Eng-
lish language, xii. 260, 269

;

generalizations, v. 244; humanity,

XII. 321 ; influence, x. 402
;

iteration, viii. 48; too literary,

III. 38 ; manliness, xii. 326 ;

loved his poetry, viii. 29; his

prose, VII. 218; XII. 248, 277;
style, V. 234; XII. 365, 390; a

table-land, v. 244J tin-pan, viii.

68
J
quoted, i. 64, 273; 11. 195,

292; in. 29, 109; IV. 197; V. 135;
VII. 105; VIII. 48, 327J X. 441;
XI. 320, 413.

Mimir's spring, vi. 138.

Mind, special action of, in. So; v.

77; does not age, II, 319; beauty

in, VI. 303; a finer body, iv. 108;

obedience of body to, viii. 66, 281

;

every mind a new classification, 11.

79; common to all men, 11. 3; con-

structive, II. 338; XII. 45-49;
courage of, VIII. 342; creator, xii.

17; diamagnetism of, viii. 306;

divine, x. 99; doors of,' x. 133;
everything corresponds to state of,

II. 23; VIII. 201; flower of the,

I. 214; III. 27; growth, II. 330;
hand of the, i. 37; and heart, vi.

217; XII. 60; impressionable, XII.

43; laws of, VIII. 149; law of , its

derivation, 11. 327; viii. 223; what
it does not live it will not know,
II. 10; a looking-glass, viii, 281;

XII. 93; measuredby love, VI. 218;

measure of, IV. 18; vi. 43; has its

own methods, 11. 330; mystery of,

X. 72; influences of Nature upon,

X. 84; III. 196; VII. 300; VIII. 66;

observation, xii, 14; nothing old

but, VIII. 213; one equal to toany,

VIII. 217; parallel to Nature, XII

.

33 ; not enshrined in a person, i.

108; likeplant, XII. 24; source of

all power, viii. 297; x. 130; rank

in minds, viii. 312; the only real-

ity, I. 333; its receptiofi of truth,

XII, 32; retroactive, xii. 91; good

sailor, v. 31; science of, 11. 345;
vii, 301; X. 283; XII. 11; sex of

,

VI. 58; sprained mind reacts, xi.

503 ; structure of, shows will of

master, viii. 333; temple of, vi.

306; its thinking prior to reflec-

tion, II, 327; unity, XII. 316; uni-

versal, I. 123; II. 3; VII. 40; X.

93, 198 ; better the more it is used,

XI. 516; varieties, xii. 18; the

world its fable, i. 120; in. 196; ix.

66; X. 132; youth of, n. 272.

Mind-cure, vii. 227.

Minder, vii. 142.

Mine, and his, 11. 124; who are, 11.

194.

Minerva, n. 106; in. 72.

Minister. See Clergy, Preachers.

Minnesinger, quoted, viii. 37,

Minorities, in. 129; vi. 248; viii.

2i6, 219; influence of, xi. 235;

399-
Mirabeau,iv. 226; vi. 248,259; vii.

4; VIII. 283.

Miracle, The, ix. 368.

Miracle, argument from, I. 127; xi.

488 ; belief in, vi. 283 ; Christianity

does not rest on, a. 105; xi. 488;
in the common, i. 74; x. 13; con-

version by, 1. 132; false emphasis

on, I. 129; of enthusiasm, i. 73;
of genius, viii. 272, 308 ; the hero

believes in, i. 338; vi. 283; of

Hohenlohe, i. 73; life a, x. 129,

338; III, 70; of mind, xii. 6;

comes to miraculous, vi. 238; is

monster, i, 129; Nature requires

as much faith as, iv, 112; x. 12;

the one, a. 199; of poetry, viiu

i6; of science, vin. 207; self-

sacrifice the root of, vii. 253; uni-

yersal,ii.66; of will, xn. 46.
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Mirrors, of mind, iv. 262; vm. 281

;

poets are, 111. 41.

Mirth, its limits, viii. 174.

Misers, v. 135; vi. 131; vii. 290.

Miseries, insect, ix. 73.

Misfortunes, the good are befriended

by, 11. 117.

Missionaries, some men made for,

VI. 146; things as, x. 86.

Missions, i. 140; in India, a. 109;

to negroes, xi. m.
Mist, affections as, 11. 326.

Mistakes, Nature makes none and
pardons none, i. 38; x. 36.

Misunderstood, 11, 57.

MiTHRIDATES, IX. 28
J XII. 409.

Mixtures in Nature, xii. 26.

Mobs, II. 119; 111.212; a course of,

VI. 78,261; VII. 77, 96; VIII. 147 f.

Models are to be refused, 1. 145; x.

31, 61.

Moderation, be moderate as the fact,

X. 166, 168; paid for with life, 11.

98.

Modesty, false, 11. 162.

Mohammed. See Mahomet.
Molecular philosophy, iii, 63.

Moments, memorable, xii. 74; the

quality, not number, imports, i.

350; 11.317,322; III. 60, 113; IV.

4; VII. 169, 175, 178, 185; VIII.

36, 204, 277 ff; IX. 12 f, 350; x.

Momentum of thought and emotion,

I. 357; XII. 23.

Momus, VI. 313; X. 25.

MONADNOC, IX. 60-75, 3^M VIII.

109; IX. 25,341,399.
Monads, iv. 30; viii. 4.

Monarchs, III. 207, 211; x. 41. See,

also, Kings.

Money, a barometer, VI. 102; blood,

VI. 125; what it can buy, vi. 102;

VIII. 269; often costs too much,
VI. 109; and culture, xii. 402;

not all debts paid with, m, 256; x.

63; dragon, v. 168; effrontery, x.

281; means of freedomj vii. 114J

giving, VII. 115; Indians and ne-

groes as, XI. 227; laws of the

world written on, II. 234; making,
I. 234; VI. 100, 131; VII. 23; XII.

402; a delicate meter, vi. 101;

must have, xi. 523; not necessary

to gentleman, iii. 125; its paper

wings, V. 168; prose of life, in.

231; laws beautiful as roses, in.

231; for what sought, 1. 107; rule

for spending, i. 383; 11. 234; vi.

125; VII. no; use, iii. 252; iv.

153; VI. 125; wise man needs not,

III. 216; possesses world, VI. 95.

Monk, Basle, story of, vi. 194.

Monks, I. 228; IX. 6; x. 142.

Monoco, John, xi. 58.

Monomaniacs, utility of, vi. 93.

Monopolies not admitted, 1. 275; 11.

98; XI. 543.

Monotones, xii. 51.

Montaigne, iv. 147-186; external

biography, iv. 164; and bigots, x.

187; use of books, viii. 289; de-

light in, III. 55; doubts, IV. 172 f

;

eclecticism, x . 309 ; Emerson's

admiration for, iv. 162; essays,

IV. 167; frankness and plainness,

IV. 165; in Italy, in. 136; Landor
on, V. 8; license of speech, xii.

339; and Plutarch, X. 299; prince

of egotists, IV. 162; not to be read,

VIII. 295; spirit, XII. 316; power
of statement, vii. 88; use of low

style, XII. 295; value, XII. 341; de-

fence in civil wars, I. 323; quoted,

11.204; VI. 113; vn. 197; X. 295.
Montesquieu, quoted, v. 82; vn. 34,

241; VIII. 330, 341; X. 296; XI.

141, 238, 505.

Montluc, quoted, VII. 261; vni. 147,

308.

Moods, life a train of, 11. 306; in. 50,

55 f> 72» 247» ^71; IV. 175; VI.

321; VII. 169; VIII, 273.

Moon, doing our work, vii. 28;

heaped up harvest of, ix. 299;
moonlight in verse, ix. 333 ; sprang
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fromwoman, 1. 71; some for seed,

1. 256; IX. 310, 326J making
world amber, ix. 347.

Moore, Thomas, xii. 368, 370;
quoted, VIII. 50, 186, 197.

Moosehead Lake, i. 220.

Moral, all things are, i. 40; 11. 102;

VII. 300; VIII. 5; XI. 386; defined,

VI. 214; XI. 309 J
measure of

health, x. 185.

Moral discipline of life, x. 94, 192.

Moral element, in beauty, vi. 216,

306; in life, vi. 202; viii. 225;

XII. 61; in poetry, VIII. 63.

Moral evil, debt to, xii. 55.

Moral forces in nature, I. 41, 42; iii.

113; IX. 178; A. 86, 88, 186.

Moral genius, xi. 145.

Moral laws, VI. 209; universality of

,

I. 133; III. 212; X. II, 135.

Moral nature, xi. loi; fountain of

society, i. 134; vitiated by inter-

ference of will, II. 132; VI. 214.

'Moral power has not kept pace with

material, vii. 166, 190; the two

allied, viii. 316; x. 64, 72.

Moral problems, xi. 167.

Moral science, vi. 240; x.. 91.

Moral sentiment, absence of, means

failure, IV. 258 ; adorers of, x. 117;

its authority, x. 225; in animals,

x. 184; its commanding attrac-

tion, 1, 138; VI. 234J basis of elo-

quence, VII. 97 ; the causing force,

1.289; VI. 221; VII. 97; founda-

tion of culture, iii. 220; vi. 172;

VII. 212; VIII. 228; X. 95; XI,

479; Carlyle's, x. 495; equalizes

all, VI. 234; speaks to every man,
XI. 486; critic of forms, x. 104;

fountain of life, i, 272; Goethe's

lack of, XII. 328; grows every-

where like grass, x. m; makes

free, vi. 28; x. 91, 225; images

of, X. 96; intellect without, vii.

273; one with intellect, iv. 175;

intellectual values of, iv. 87; sup-

ported by self-interest, xi. 125;

Milton's devotion to, xii. 264;

negations of, viii. 233; newness

of, XII. 76; new uses, in. 68;

makes poetry, iv. 94; power, iv.

93 f; VI. 29; X. 87 f, 96, loi;

permanence, VI. 212; vii. 306; x.

103, 113; takes precedence, iv.

93; the supreme reality, 1. 41,289;

X. 91 ; religion its practice, x. 103,

114, 208, 212; renunciation of, vii.

78; measured by sacrifice, viii.

343; in Saxon race, v. 311; sci-

ence does not surprise it, viii. 228

;

skepticism lost in, iv. 183; foun-

dation of society, i. 126; vi. 227;

VII. 26, 33; X. 66; Sophocles on,

X.313; sufficiency of, X. 212.

Moral standard, no deviation in, 11.

85.

Moral union and intellectual, vii. 9;
VIII. 302.

Moral values and material, com-

mensurate, vi. 103; XI. 386; XII.

206.

Moral world, a world of precise law,

IV. 84.

Morality, the basis of legislation, xi.

186-192, 309, 390, 540; lack of, a

departure from Nature, x. 338;
ffleremorality, VI. 215; x. 202;xi.

183.

Morals, the measure of, and arts, vii

.

166; defined, vii. 27; dogmas
rest on, a. 108, 113; mixed itself

with economy, VI. 90; is direction

of the will on universal ends, X. 92;

and fate, vi. 21 j object of govern-

ment, xi. 309, 540 f; helps by put-

ting us in place, a. 95; and intel-

lect, VI. 218 ; language, the test of,

III. 230 f ; not lodged in us, but we
in it, X. 98; of primeval man, VIII.

324; population depends on, vii.

152; immoral religions, vi. 207;
X. 108, 113; science of substances,

X. 91; and sensation, iv. 149;
unity of thought and, x. 184; not

to be voted down, xi, 236.
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More, Henry, quoted, ii. 265; xr.

413-

More, tragedy of more and less, 11

.

123; vii. 307; X. 46.

Morgue of convention, iv. 2895 vii.

243-

Moritz, quoted, xii. 217.

Morning, air, ix. 178; date the, ix.

366; defend your morning, viii.

286; hear what morning says, and
believe that, xii. 157; inevitable,

IX. 16; influences, viii. 284, 286;

let it be, VII. 180; of the mind, i.

168,220; 111.194,196; a magical

painter, xi. 435; peace, iii. 194;

do not pollute, vi. 196; French

proverb on, viii. 286; spectacle, 1.

17; summer, dear, in. 223; ix.

284; new thought awaits, viii.

286, 311 ; tranquillity, 111. 24.

Morphy, Paul, vii. 269.

Morte d'Arthur, viii. 60, 291.

Moses, highest merit of, 11. 45.

Mothers, men are what their mo-
thers made them, vi. 10.

Mother-wit, vi. 134, 214; vii. 235;
X. i57j 283.

Motion, Nature''s secret, i. 50; in.

180, 183 f, 194; and beauty, vi.

292, 293.

Motives, work depends on, x. 224,

^55-

Mountain Grave, A, ix. 390.

Mountain and squirrel, ix, 75.

Mountains, vi. 216, 318; vni. 16;

beads of rosary, ix. 68 ; float, viii.

18; folk of, IX. 64; influence of

their presence, VI. 160; ix, 63,341;
XII. 183, 320; must migrate into

the mind, x. 131 ; are silent poets,

XII. 156; swim in music, ix. 325.

Mozart, i. 343.

Much will have more, vii. 163; ix.

341.

Mud, at bottom of eye, vi. i8i

;

magazine, v. 16; pies, x. 367;
sills, XII. 205; sings, ix. 365.

Miiller, Karl O., quoted, viii. 191.

Multiplication table, live by, in. 67.
Mumps, the souKs, 11. 132.

Mundt, Theodore, quoted, xii. 399.
Murder, as it appears to murderer,

III, 78.

Musagetes, viii. 284.

Muse, VIII. 65, 279 ff; x. 262;

builder, ix. 128; coy, ix. 237;
daughter of Memory, xii. 95;
daughter of muse, IX. 51; defined,

XII. 71 f ; and Eros, ix. 210; and
fear, ix. 334; Goethe^ xii. 331 j

is where heart is, 11. 257; might

of, IX. 328; poverty her herald, X.

287; its five representatives, ix.

220; makes solitary, ix. 324.

Museums, vii. 130 f.

Mush, of concession, 11. 20S; of ma-
terialism, VIII. 107.

Mushroom power, i. 254.

Music, ix. 365; of angels, ix. 218;

bath, VI. 99; of clock, II. 227; dis-

cord in, VI. 293; disdain, ix. 16;

drunken, ix. 124; opens heavens,

VII. 212; life is, VI. 10; Milton on,

xii. 257, 261; mute, I. 18; mys-

tery, II. 179; of Nature, ix. 240;
omniscient, XI. 503 ; effect of place

on, VII. 46, 47 ;
poor man*'s Parnas-

sus, VIII. 51; x. 80; power, vii.

44, 46, 56; VIII. 47; X. 80, 82;

revelation of power, xii. 73; sky-

born, IX. 365; every sound ends

in, VII. 307; a suggestion. III. 190;

tongue framed to, ix. 284; xii.

245; voice the sweetest, i. 263;
II. 365; out of a work-house, in.

159-

MuSKETA(iUID,IX. I4I-I44; IX. 248,

345>385; XI. 32.

Musket-worship, v. 287.

Must, and may, actual and ideal,

XI. 231.

Myrmidons, vi. 153.

Mysteries, dramatic, x. 244.

Mysticism and mystics, i. 275; 111.

34; IV. 97; VIII. 263.

Mythology, I. 206; n. 106; vi. 289,



XII.292; VIII. i8i, i93j 220,240;

3S» i93» 407-

Nachiketas, viii. 349.

Nahant, IX. 345.

Namer, poet is, iii, 21.

Names, v. 72; faith in, i. 142, 304;
II. 68, 257; ly. 3, 87; viii. 25;

things by their right names, x.

147.

Naples, Written in, ix. 395; 11.

81, 361.

Napoleon Bonaparte, iv. 221-258
j

a right aristocrat, li.. 51 j art of

war, ii. 87; V. 56; VI. 54; VII.

176; XI. 343; story of a banker,

VI. 100; battalions, heaviest, v".

85; belief, vi. 28; fell back on

bivouac, 11. 87; use of books, xi.

504; useof cannon, VIII. 279, 314;
and Caprara, iii. 135; caution, i.

180; viii. 278; called "Cent

Mille," VI. 250; VIII. 219; Chan-

ning on, x. 339; character, viii.

314; celerity of combination, x.

80; common sense, VIII. 3; cool-

ness, VIII. 80; Corsican entrench-

ment, VIII. 145; blunder worse

than crime, iii. 79; defects, iv.

253; diplomacy, II. 145; egotism,

VI. 158; in Egypt, x. 253; en-

durance, XII. 416; on fighting

same enemy, iv. 13; faith, i. 180;

feared eyes, iii. 135; army at

Eylan, vi. 72; courted fashion,

III. 127J fell on his feet, viii. 314;

trusted in his fortune, i. 180; ac-

counted for his fortune, iii. 92; on

Fox, III. 142; might have been

first man of world, IV. 233; great,

VIII. 314; Greenoughon,vii. 293;
hand, VII. 273 J x. 15; heart, viii.

333; history, 11. 9; intellectual,

VI. 158, 317; XII. 97; impatience,

IV. 243; Joseph, VI. 194; VIII.

315; Massena, 1. 149; adapta-

tion of means to ends, i. i8oj

Mediterranean a French lake, vii
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i68j not model, X. 62; knew but

one merit, 11. 165; modern, iv.

225; overthrow, v. 90; patriot,

VI. 13; personal ascendency, i.

206; not for picket-duty, x. 246;

and the plague, vi, 232; affected

plainness, VI. 151; plans, 11. 134;

VIII. 278
J

in prison, 11. 36; pru-

dence, IV. 237; receptive, iv. 227;

on religion, x. 190; and republi-

cans of 1789, XII. 202; representa-

tive of middle class, iv. 252

;

royal armies against, ii. 116; rule,

VII. 288; sayings, viii. 12; self-

trust, VIII. 314; x. 15; skill, vii.

284; beUeved in force of soul, i.

180; Madame de Stael,iii. 135; v.

119; tactics, VII. 84; vices good

patriots, vii. 31 ; lesson of his vir-

tues, IV. 247; a worker, i. 180;

III. 128
J
needed a world, 11. 36.

Napoleon, Louis, xi. 238.

Narcotics as inspiration, in. 27 f.

Nations, expansion of, and religion,

X. 119; each follows its own gen-

ius, VII. 19; genius of, iii. 229;

XI. 337 ; have been mobs, iii. 1 13

;

IV. 45; are doing well when oc-

cupied solely with their own af-

fairs, viii. 220; XI. 531 ; die of sui-

cide, li.. 246.

Natura, vn. 172.

Natura naturans. III. 179; naturata,

III. 176.

Natural history to be married to hu-
man, 1. 28, 74; HI. 178; VI. 219,

282; VIII. 334; X. 183; XII. 3;
resources in, viii. 151, 305.

Natural corresponds to mental law,

I. 87; III. 183; IV. 149; VIII. 8,

222, 271, 306; XII. 4.

Natural objects as meanings, 1. 32,

212; III. 15, 17; not to be known
out of their connection, viii. 8;

concentrate attention, 11. 355.
Natural religion, xi. 488.

Natural science, I. 39; and religion,

VI. 219; VIII. 211, 221; XI. 393.
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Naturalist, as companion for a walk,

XII. 176; goes everywhere in Na-
ture, XII. 162; his methods, x. 54,

155; requires love, 1. 74; ix. 140;

scope, V. 253 ; always studies, xii.

177.

Nature, I. 1-77; iii. 167-196; IX.

225, 226, 281, 294, 297.

Nature and Life, Fragments on,

IX. 335-358-
Nature, The Method of, 1. 189-

224.

Nature, Song of, ix. 244-247.

Nature, never accidental, viii. 336;
an incessant advance, xi. 525; an
allegory, x. 192; in America, v.

288 ; analogies, X. 11,183; ancillary

to man, i. 22; never wears a mean
appearance, i. 8; and art, vii.

40 ff; beauty the aim of, vi. 298.

303; xii. 218; has her own best

mode of doing things, iii. 22; vi.

121; loved by what is best in us,

III. 178; the book of Fate, vi. 15;

bound to child's conscience, vi.

82; IX. 286; no braggart, X. 174;

no Buddhist, in. 236; changes

without violence, iii. 22, 179; a

systemof circles, 1. 13, 85; 11.313;

III. 21; and the child, III. 185; is

tyrannous circumstance, vi. 15;

fashions cities, in. 183 ; a mutable

cloud, II. 13; does not cocker us,

III. 159; VI. 6; no seat vacant in

her college, m. 242; compensa-

tion in. III. 195; no conjurer, x.

13; always consistent, iii. 181;

conspiracies against, x. 20; con-

verse with, I. 170; VI. 311; VII.

154; counsellor, 11. 234; a crea-

tion of the mind, vi. gii; her

creatures a picture-language, iii.

13; reveals crime, II. 116; deceit-

ful, III. 192; definition of, i. 5;

veils deformity, vii, 308; deifies

UE, I 17; demands self-defence,

VII. 260; departments, a man for

each, VIII, 305 ; derivation of

name, vii. 172; loves details, iii.

236; descends from above, I. 199;
despotic. III. 200; wears devout

aspect, I. 61; her dice always

loaded, 1. 39; dilettantism about,

III. 177; discipline of mind, i. 36,

40; not to be disposed of, iv. 78;

dowry and estate of every rational

creature, i. 20; dust allied to, x.

197; in earnest, vii. 250; econ-

omy, 1.373; VI. 38, 262; XII. 51;

elusive, iii. 192; embosoms all, 1.

21,248; equal to each emergency,

XII. 128; encamped in, III. 190; a

cup of enchantment, i. 213; iii.

173; not end in itself, i. 19, 49,
201, 212; VIII. 4, 14; for no one

end, I. 204; ethical, i. 41; uses

evil for good, VII. 289; ever faith-

ful, IX. 48; is fate, 11. 352; vi.

15; vii.4if,48; not to be feared,

VI. 49; ferocity, 11. 249; vi. 7;
seen by few, i. 8; a perpetual fil-

tration, VII. 195; loves number
five, IX. 43; not fixed, but flowing,

I. 76; VIII. 71; flattery, in. 192;
fools us, III. 49, 193; has sprained

foot, XI. 502; forces, x. 71; xi.

231; makes inffinitesimal into cos-

mical forces, viii. 140; a sea o£

forms, I. 23; frame for man as

picture, i. 22; freaks, vii. 316;
will not have us fret, 11. 135; in.

107; frugal. III. 237; XII. 204;

funeral, IX. 253; a. 397; will not

have us live by general views, iii.

237; genius a transmutation of, I.

206, 219; VI. 56; conditions of

her gifts, xii. 28; gladness, 1. 9;
Goethe's study of, iv. 275; mea-
sure of greatness, a. 174; ever-

growing, 1. 202; we are guests in,

XII. 413; rain the hermitage of, i.

175; hieroglyphic, viii. 65; his-

tory, IV. 261 ; hotel, not home, viii.

4; is honest, vi. 175; never hur-

ries, IV. 81; VII. 139; XII. 49;
idealist, viii. 26; incarnation of
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God in the unconscious, i. 64J in.

196; secures individualism, in

.

66, 184, 185; IV. 28; VI. 132, 138;
VIII. 343; works for all, not indi-

vidual, I. 373 ; inexact and bound-

less, 1. 200; inspiration in youth,

VII. 297; instability, 11. 303; in-

sures herself, in. 22j intellect, see

under Intellect ; means integrity of

impression, i. 8 ; interpretation, iv.

u; never jests, VIII. 157; x. 175;

never jumps, VIII. 336; justice, x.

191; labor her coin, 11. 122; lan-

guage, I. 2.5-35; '^^^^' 9> ^^^^y of

her laws. III. 180 f; xi. 125; iden-

tity with laws of human mind, viii.

1 1 ; XII. 4, 20; works in leasts, iv.

104; VII. 176; IX. 297; lessons

never lost, i. 31 ; life with, makes
good behavior, XII, 178; likenesses

in all her works, 11. 15; no literal-

ist, IV. 121 ; not in literature, viii.

65; logical, XI. 389; love of, 1.

200; III. 15; lover of, defined, 1.

9; a manifold, iv. 51 ; her maga-

zines inexhaustible, vn. 143; turns

malfeasance to good, vi. 252, 255;

a disguised man, XII. 23; man the

end of, VI. 54; best expresses

man, xii. 179; and man supple-

mentary, XII. 1 64-1 67 ; abhors

mannerism, HI. 239; the measure

of our rise and fall, i. 197; medi-

ate, i. 40; medicinal, i. 16; meli-

oration, i. 372; III. 171; VI. 140;

A. i87f; her method, VII. 143; xi.

143; metaphor of human mind,

1. 32; is mass and particle, viii.

223; middle-class, XI. 441; Mil-

ton on, i. 168; XII. 257; mimetic,

VI. 310; mirror of man, x. 191;

pardons no mistakes, I. 38; minis-

try, I. 12 ff; miracle, vii. 171;

loves mixtures, a. 178; xii. 25;

hates monopolies, n. 98; moral, i.

35, 40 ff; vn. 300; motion, in.

184,194; VI. 294; music, IX. 240;

does not like to be observed, iii.

49; has but one stuff, in. i8i ; op-

posed to everything hurtful, x.

189; ornament, mark of excellence,

VI. 290; never outwitted, jl. 25;

men ought to command, vi. 95 f

;

VIII. too; xii. 205; over educa-

tion, XII. 76; protects own work,

VII. 6; we are parasites in, in. 171

;

paroquet, ix. 137; her patience,

VII. 139; X. 155; XII. 51; hates

peeping, in. 59; perfect by prac-

tice, vi. 78; permanence, I. 48; X.

131; pernicious elements, x. 190;

hunting of the picturesque, in. 178

;

pictures, in. 62; Plato's word, iv.

67; posture-maker, viii. 82; end-

less production, in. 23, 179, 186,

193; VI. 250; puts premium on

reality, vi. 189; prodigies in, ix.

294; XII. 106; a vast promise. III.

193 ;
proportion of means to ends,

X. 174; prose, II. 351; Proteus,

in. 179; provision for man, 1. 12;

punctual, X. 175; pure, 11. 271;

rag-merchant, vi. 262; ally of re-

ligion, I. 41 ; and religion which

affronts it, i. 58; will be reported,

IV. 261; repose in, VII. 298; never

rhymes her children, in. 108

;

rhymes in things, ix . 54, 311;

right manifested in, x. 192; xi.

318; no saint, in. 64; sanative,

VIII. 224; restores sanity, xii. 159;

has At heart formation of scholar,

IV, 264; her secret never extorted,

1. 8; II. 364; III. 193 f; IX. 339;
sediment of mind, i. 197 ; no seem-

ing In, vin. 158; selects, VII. 195;
selfish study of, in, 179; self-

poise, VI. 204; self-registration,

IV. 262; self-similar, IV. 107; vn.

220; VIII. 223; X. 112, 175; as

our sensibility, in. 50; viii. 223;

no sentimentalist, Vi. 6; servant

of man, i. 40; x. 69; xi. 513;
shadow of man, viii. 23; simpli-

city, n. 137; X. 109, 174; solicits

man, 1. 84; solitary converse with,
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viii. 287; and soul, 1. 4; spasms,

X. 191; XI. 238; spends freely, xi.

525; wears colors of the spirit, i.

11; formed by spirit, i. 76;

sprained foot, xii. 49; and states

of mind, viii. 68; crosses her

stocks, vii. 162; vni.289j x. 178;

stoic, IX. 253; X. 397; strength,

III. 43; IV. 213; VI. 83; X. 266;

XII. 54J study of, xii. 315J sub-

jective, in. 76; sublimity, viii.

225; not a substance, 1. 49; sub-

tle, vii. 145; suggestions, VII. 147;

we can never surprise, i. 199; sur-

prises, IX. 189, 193; swamp, x.

i88j Swedenborg on, iv. 112 if;

syllables, ix. 240; symbol, 1. 32,

214; III. 13, 35, 40; systematic,

VI. 116; teachings, VI. 69; x. 127;

best teacher, x. 149; tell-tale, x.

10; tells everything once, XII. 160;

echoes the Ten Commandments,
I. 41; cautious testator, vii. 143;
theory of, i. 45 thermometer, iii.

178; vehicle of thought, 1. 25;

thrifty, xn. 51 ; works in immense

time, XI. 525; no toy to wise spirit,

I. 8; authorizes trade, 111. 92;

transcendental, i. 339; treasures

of, VII. 170; not tricked, in. 28;

trips us up when we strut, v. 151;

her touch should thrill, in. 6; a

trope, viii. 15 J
beats in tune, ix.

54; tyrannizes, vi. 15; vii. 41;

nothing ultimate in, i. 49; never

in undress, in. 176; unity, i. 43;
VII. 143; vni. 9; IX. 137J x. 183;

universality, 1. 201, 204; vn. 143;
unresting, i. 248; vii. 145; un-

written, I. 167; variety in, xn.

150-152; her victims, III. 66; vic-

tories, VIII. 137; in league with

virtue, 11. 115; wealth, vi. 85 ff;

VIII. 137, 139; X. 247; XI. 513;
XII. 28; hits white once in million

throws, VI. 250; whistles with all

her winds, IX. 348; xn. 52; whole-

ness, 11. 340; her preponderance

over our will, 11. 134; vn. 47; get?

her work done, iii. 237; xn. 204;

works for man, ix. 34; rids the

world of wrong, xi. 238.

Naturel, x. 144; alone interests, xn.

164, 178.

Naturlangsamkeit, 11. 200.

Navigation, the advancer of nations,

V. 50; VII. 21.

Naylor, James, in. 188; x. 203.

Neander, on friendship, vi. 156.

Neapolitan, a scoundrel, vi. 35.

Near, value of, i. iii; 11. 82; viii.

203.

Necessary, make yourself, i. 186; vi.

275.

Necessity, beautiful, VI. 48; cannot

emancipate ourselves from* n. 352,

366; VI. 4, 19, 48; vn. 37, 55;
does all things well, i. 282; in.

160; X. 1S9, 284; XI. 147, 231;

XII. 408; beauty rests on, in. 13;

VII. 294; grapple with, i. 240
See, ahOy Fate, Liberty.

Nectar, in. 27.

Negations, iv. 173; x. 219; be pa-

tient with our, I. 354; shun, vn.

309; VIII. 98, 138, 233; ofBoston
Unitarianism, x. 204.

Negro ages of sentiment, x. 329.

Negroes, VI. 16; vn. 20, 163; xi,

100-147, 219-244, 326; XII. 404;
civilization of, XI. 141 ff; kidnap-

ping, xi. 131. 185.

Nelson, Horatio, v. 68, 86, loi, 141

;

quoted, V, 131, 153. 197; vii. 288;

VIII. 308.

Nemesis, ix. 196; n. 107, 152; vi.

203; IX. 114; x. 39; XI. 337.

Neri, St, Philip, vi. 227.

Nettle in friend"'s side, 11. 208.

New, not the old, is divine gift, viii.

201; xn. 108.

New-comers, vi. 58.

New England, Notes of Life

AND Letters in, x. 323-370.

New England Reformers, hi.

249-285; church, A. 383.
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NewEnglander,vn. 68,96; x. 125;

XII. 186, 193, 195, 197.

New Hampshire, ix. 15, 77.

New phrase, illusion in, viii. 195.

News, the poet the only teller of, vm.
30-

Newspapers, iv. 282; vii. 75; xi.

218; poor man's college, vii. 24;
and crime, vii. 165; we hate to be

defended in, a. 118; each believes

his own. III. 204; influence, V. 261

;

VII. 163; notice in, viii. 198; quo-

tation from "Globe," 111. 255;
reading, vii. 196; viii. 295; xi.

218; sponge for oblivion, xn. 99;
not to be suppressed, iv. 191.

New Testament, a. 115 f; xi. 489.
Seey ahOf Bible.

Newton, Sir Isaac, desire to avoid

new acquaintance, vii. 5 j agi-

tation in calculation, vm. 222;

alternation of employment, vm.

149; and Bacon, V. 248; childless,

xii. 210; discoveries, x. 130;

eccentricity, iv. 99 j Leibnitz and,

VII. 158; unity and simplicity of

his .life, VII. 183; XII. 33; mem-
ory poor, XII. 100; method, vi.

75; misunderstood, 11. 58; on

navigation, xi. 511; old age, vii.

322; but one, VII. 296; his opin-

ion of sculpture, 11. 364; on Ter-

ence, VIII. 56; universe made at

one cast, vm. 224; whitest soul,

XI. 251; quoted, i. 98; vm. 96,

150, 224; XI. 496.

New York, vi. 135 f; vii. 31; vm.
319; XI. 543.

Niagara Falls, vi. 159; made by dif-

ference of level, VIII. 320; swim
against, xii. 12.

Nibelungenlied, 11. 107.

Nicholas, Czar, i. 376; x. 496.

Nicknames, effect of good, iv. 60.

Nidiver, George, vii. 277.

Niebuhr, Barthold, return of his

genius, vm. 282; quoted, vm.
43J XI. 299; xii. 95.

Night, I. 84, 119; IX. 317, 340, 342;

XII. 309; in June, ix. 346; woe

of, IX. 125.

Nile, the fountains of, in. 274, 276;

IX. 26; XII. 16.

NlMETOLLAH, SeYD, SoNG OP, IX.

304.

Nineteenth Century, age of tools,

VII. 157 ff; Goethe, the soul of,

IV. 273 J
multiplicity of, iv. 271.

Nisami, quoted, vm. 261.

No, inability to say, x. 314; val-

iant, III. 93.

No-government reform, i. 214; v.

287.

Noah"'s ark, poet's mind a, iii. 40.

Noblesse oblige, vm, 230.

Nobility, a new, I, 386 f; m.41; vi.

113; VIII. loi, 210; X.40, 57, 61,

64.

Noise, III. 137; VI. 154.

Nomad, every man a, xn, 135,

152 ff.

Nomadism, 11. 21 ff. See Migratory

instinct.

Nominalist and Realist, hi. 223-

248.

Nonconformity, 11. 50, 55; iii. 100,

105J IV. 171.

Non-resistance, III. 256; v. 287; xi.

168.

Nonsense, refreshing, vi. 269; xii,

54-

Noon, terror of, 11. 112.

Norsemen, v. 56 ff; vii. 287; vm,
59; XI. 344; heaven of, vi. 137.

North, Christopher, see Wilson,

John.

Northcote, James, vi. 185.

Northington, Lord, quoted, xi. 136,

NoRTHM.'X.N, quatrain, ix. 293 ; Free-

dom loved, IX. 206.

Northerner, excels in force, 11. 226,

Norton, Charles Eliot, a. 335.
Nose, VI. 181, 292.

Not-me, 1. 4.

Nothing, beneath you, vi. 112; no-

thing fair alone, ix. 4; nothing for
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nothing, the rule of the universe,

VI. 222.

Nouns of intellect, the facts in Na-
ture are, vi. 304; in Nature, viii.

Novalis, quoted, iv. 280.

Novelists, VII. 216; xii. 54.

Novels, II. 172, 365; VI. 192; VII.

212 ff; VIII. 80; X. 1425 XII. 373.
SeCy aisOt Fiction.

Now, ask the, i. 163J n. 11; vii.

NuUifiers, solitary, iii. 255.

Numbers, power of, 1. 193, 276J 11.

88, 294.

Nun, story of, vi. 227.

Nun's Aspiration, The, ix. 253.

Nursery, common, x. 365 j tales,

omnipresent, viii. 186.

Obedience, i. 199; n. 70, 138; vi.

240; IX. 360; X. 84, 20S; XII.

205 ; command comes through

,

XII. 77.

Obelisk, vii, 54; xii. 325.

Objections, 111. 59, 261.

Objective, point of view, xii, 38 f.

Objects, I. 35, 214; lii. 76; x. 201.

Obliquely generous, iii. 164; ob-

liquely powerful. III. 69.

Obscurity, from numbers, xi. 384.

Obstacles, the conditions of, various

,

yi. 254; VIII. 144, 231.

Occasion, rivahy of orator and, vii.

83.84-
Occupation, choice of, 11. 139 ff;

VIII. 304.

Ocean, 1. 205; v. 29, 52; vii. 299 j

there is enough of it, viii. 139; of

life, 1,288; of thought, ii. 71; in.

57, 73. See, alsoy Sea.

October, ix. 362; 1. 19; iii. 169;

woods, VII. 298; VIII. 287; IX.

293, 362.

Ocular dialect, vi. 179.

Odin, V. 59, 62, 92; vii. 175, 237;
VIII. 59.

(Edipus, III. 194.

Oersted, Hans C, viii. 222; x. 183.

Oestrum, New England, a. 236.

Office, public, in. 218; xi, 139, 390,
Oil, VIII. 142.

01af,King,vi. 205; vii. 284; quoted,

V. 6i.

Old, abhorred by Nature, n. 319;
corrupts, vii. 177; idolaters of, 11.

125; nothing old but mind, viii.

213; reverence for, VII, 292; viii.

178; is for slaves, i. 144.

Old Age, vii. 313~336.
Old age, the only disease, 11. 319;

IX. 19; A. 136; perspiration of,

VI. 41.

Old-school gentlemen, viii. 102.

Old Testament, in England, v. 224,

Olympians, bards, in. 2; ix. 89;
exchange snuff-boxes, in. 113.

Olympic games, n. 202; vii. 241,

Omar, Caliph, i. 251.

Omar Khayydm, quoted, iv. 39; vi.

5; vni. 243; IX. 301.

Omens, ix. 281; x, 13 ff, 22, 28;

best omen to fight for one''s coun-

try, X. 13; delicate omens traced

in air, vi. I ; omens and signs fill

air, IX. 326.

Omission, art of, vi. 294.

Omnipotence, attribute, x. 342.

Omnipresence, n, loi, 314; in. 43;
IV. 12, 102; A. 199.

Omniscience, n. 280, 288; x. 183.

One, eternal, 11. 269; ever-blessed,

II. 70; versus many, viii. 220.

One-hour rule, in. 247.

One to one, law of, 11. 206; Spartan

rule, VII. 250.

Opaline, nature of beauty, n. 179;
HI. 186.

Open secret of the world, a, 238.

Opinions, in bank-safes, vn. 65; con-

fession of character, vi. 224; differ-

ences of, IV. 24; falsehood shows

first as indifference, x. 217; few,

III. 47, 247, 270J not final or or-

ganic, IV. 176; VI. 53, 141, 201;

VII. 234; X. no, 119, 202, 229,
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235; XI. 354; two handles to, xii.

300-303; should be native, 11. 49 J

VII. 224, 277; Viii. 99, 303; X.

137, 229; XI. 2S7} 424; organic,

XI. 287; public, I. 389J III. 98,

211; VI. 34, 156, 163; XI. 170,220,

300, 354; react, 11. no, 146; va-

riety of, an advantage, xi. 398;
yoke of, ^x. 394.

Opium, distilled into all disaster, ni.

48; IV. 23.

Opportunities, viii. 138; xi. 299,

541; the atoms of which world

is made, viii. 311.

Opposition is opportunity, i. 149;

II. 51; vii. 97.

Oppression, xi. 102, 124, 237.

Optical, life practical, not optical, x.

268.

Optimism, 11. 122, 135, 227; vii.

3C9J viii. 138; X. 357J XII. 62.

Oracles, never silent, 11. 156; vii.

306; vin. 38, 227; IX. 6; XII. 6.

Oration, public, a gag, xi. 141 f, 152.

Orator, ix. 291; i. 31, 103; n.

i4*» 354! VI. 160J VII. 49, 95;
VIII. 30, 309; X, 53, 282; XI.

316; XII. 98; his first qualifica-

tion is manliness, viii. 126. See

Eloquence.

Orbit, our orbit is our task, iii. 2S4.

Order, vii. 328 ff ; equivalent to vast

amounts of brute labor, vi. 85;

IX. 69; X. 79; heaven*s first law,

X. 279; loyalty to one's, v. 172,

186; X. 57, 246, 251, 264, 274.

Ordinance, self-denying, iii. 284.

Orestes, iii. 82; xii. 407.

Organ, silent, chants requiem, ix.

147.

Organic actions and opinions, vi.

291; VII. 8, 266; X. 45, 471; XI.

^87,399; XII. 31.

Organization, I. 165,382; 111. 184;

VII. 254; VIII. 137; creates our

facts, VI. 311.

Oriental. See Scriptures, Oriental,

and Persian Poetry.

Orientalism, v. 258; viii. 238 f; x.

176.

OriginalJry, iii. 254; iv. 189, 195,

198 f; V. 9; vii. 126, 291; VIII,

178, 201 f; XII. 204. See Quota-

tion.

Origins, vii. 54; ix. 366.

Ornament, vi. 290.

Ornithology, vi. 281.

Orpheus, 1. 263; 11.31; viii. 66; x,

82, 475.

Orphic poet, 1. 72.

Orte, governor of Bayonne, quoted,

XI. 192,

Osman, iii. 154.

Ossian, viii. 295.

Otherness, iv. 5, 48.

Others,workingfor, XI. 230; xii. 30.

Ought, meaning of, 1. 121, 125.

Our own, we must be, 11. 21
1 ; find,

III. 241; XII. 29.

Ourselves, all things allowed to, iii.

Over-estimation, nobody forgives

over-estimation of themselves, xii.

30.

Over-Soul, The, ii. 265-297; ix.

8.

Ovid, quoted, viii. 208.

Owen, Richard, v. 253; xn. 3, 97;
quoted, viii, 50.

Owen, Robert, v. 260; x. 346 f;

quoted, VI. 140.

Owning, some men born to, vi. 97.

Oxford University, v. 198-213, 224.

Oxygen, x. 70; xn. 184.

Oyster, i. 296; mends his shell with

pearl, 11. 117.

Pacific Ocean, and Czar Alexander,

VII. 168.

Pack-saddles of thought, 11. 310.

Paddle, in lake, ix. 54.

Pagan faculties, xii. 60; moralists,

X. 116; world. III. 248-

Paganini, n. 143.

Paganism in Christianity, x. 109.

Page, William, xii. 49.
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Pain, due to interference of organiza-

tion, VI. 311; memory sifts out,

XII. 104; superficial, II. 131; vii,

265; XII. 415.

Paint, ground into, iii. Z41 ; iv. 43 j

great is, VI. 313; x. 59; can make
none stick but our own, xii. 53.

Painter, paints the ideal, 11. 336 S,

351. See, also, Artist.

Painting, n. 229, 352, 354, 356 f ; xii.

370. See, ahoy Art.

Paint-pot, of Nature, viii. 41.

Pairing-off, into insane parties, i.

302; vii. 14; of Greeks and Per-

sians, VI. 250.

Pairs, thoughts go in, vii. 230; ix.

123.

Palaces, vi. 182; Lords in palaces,

IX. 321.

Palestine, value in universal history,

IV. 135; XI. 122.

Palm, man grows like, iv. 6.

Palmistry, x. 10.

Palsy of mis-association, xii. 26.

pAjf,ix.36o; 1.205; 111.42, 177; IX.

26, 58, 68, 71, 240, 335; XII. 35.

Pancrates, fable, x. 11.

Pandora-box of marriage, vi. 316.

Panic, VII. 262; xii. 35, 411.

Xlavra ^ei (Panta rei), viii. 200. See

Flowing.

Paphos, 1. 17.

Papyrus, xi. 497.

Parables, everything spoken in, viii.

71-

Para coats, iii. 49.

Paradise, 11. 243; xi. 236; only for

good men, viii. 153.

Paradox, II. 204; v. 94; xn. 339.

Parasites, huge animals nourish huge

parasites, vi. 45, 62; viii. 188.

Parents and children, vi. 229; vii.

105; X. 137, 143.

Parietal wit, v. 310.

Paris, attractions of, xii. 187.

Parish miace-meat, x. 229.

Park, The, ix. 84.

Parker, Theodore, xi. 283-293;

A. 231, 234, 341, 344, 361, 366,

375-

Parks, needed in America, xi. 432,

Parliament, British, v. 154, 182 f,

225,251,307; X. 62; XI. 128. See

Commons, House of ; Lords,House

of.

Parlor, and kitchen, vii. 246; sol-

diers, II. 75.

Parnassus, V. 243; viii. 51, 237; x.

33^-

Parody, homage of, iii. 145.

Parry, Sir Edward, quoted, v. 68.

Parsimony of providence, iv. 184.

Parsons, Antony, v. 216; vii. 274.

Parthenon, 11. 15 f; ix. 7.

Partialists, III. 66; iv. 47; need of

,

III. 245; VI. 258; XI. 422.

Partiality, in. 263.

Particulars, iii. 195; iv. 185; vi.

160; vii. 112; X. 194, 280.

Parties, political, 1. 318; 11.54; m.
58; VI. 61, 94, 212; VII. 259; X.

325; XI. 184, 256, 387, 390, 514,

519,523; XII. 55, 270; ordinarily

parties of circumstance, not of

principle, 111. 209; necessity off

111. 208,239; ''^* ^7^'

Parts, love of, 11. 219, 23 1 ; iii. 233 f

;

viii. 158.

Parts of speech, metaphors, 1. 32.

Pascal, Blaise, vii. 219; viii. 228;

XII. 255.

Pass for what we are, 11. 58; x. 47.

Passions, iv. 142; x. 89; are edu-

actors, VI. 254, 258; powerful

spring, VI. 259; vii. 324 f; viii.

10, 276,

Passover, Jewish, xi. 8.

Past, The, IX. 257; and future, 111.

67; VI. 234; influence of, i. 87,

92; II. 66, 82; VIII. 204; X. 254,

325; involved in the present, iv

163, 268, 295, 300, 305; II. 125;

VI. 129; VIII. 200; turns to snakes,

VII. 177; unalterable, ix. 257,

382; XII. 91, loi, 108; the warp

in loom of life, vii. 170.
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Past and Present, Carlyle, xii.

379-39I;
.

Pastoral visits, i. 146.

Patience, with delays of Nature, 1.

115,278,354; VII. 139; IX. 300;

Jt. 151 f, 155 £,469; XI. 241; XII.

51-

Patmos of thought, iii. 106.

Patriarchal government, 1. 375.

Patriarchs, action of the, iii. 106.

Patriotism, i. 369; v. 144; vii. 26;

VIII. 173; X. 501 ff; XI. 387,

539-
Pattem, men all of one, vii. 234.

Patty-pan, enthusiasm, vii. 61; x.

364-

Paul, St., XI. 13 ff.

Paulding, Commodore, xi. 271.

Pauline de Viguier, vi. 296.

Pauperism, 1. 374.

Pay, always, 11. 113.

Peace, nothing can bring you peace

but yourself, 11. 90, 262; in prox-

imity to war, VI. 71 ; vii. 275; xi.

161, 167 ff, 322; peace-parties,

the cant of, vii. 260; peace prin-

ciple does not involve loss of man-
hood, XI, 171, 323.

Peacock, American eagle must be

less of a peacock,.xi. 530; wit, ix.

56.

Pear-trees, v. 49, 52; vi. 108; vii.

148; IX. 343; XII. 145 f.

Pearl-diver, scholar a, x. 265.

Feasant and lord, ix. 49.

Pedantry, 11. 137; painted pedantry

of the stage, IV. 121,206; vi. 138;

VIII. 166, 168.

Peddlers, vi. 146, 317.

Peeping, Nature hates, iii. 59.

Pendulum, law of mind, viii. 150.

Penetration, the fatal gift of, vi. 188.

Pensioner, man a, 11. 268.

Pentecost of conversation, it. 310;

IX. 8.

People, correct mistakes of govern-

ment, XI. 525 ff; you cannot

march without, vi. 70.

Pepper-corn aims, vi. 208; informa-

tions, I. 32.

Pepperell, Sir William, vii. 78.

Pepys, Sainuel, V. 108; quoted, vii.

84.

Perceforest, 11. 34.

Perception, accurate, 11. 226 ff ; in.

138 ff; vn. 298; X. 147; con-

verted into character, i. 222; to

our involuntary perception per-

fect faith is due, 11. 65; viii. 20;

outruns talent, vii. 301, 311; x.

147; spiritual, II. 223; viii. 292;

value of new, xii. 402; involves

will, XII. 37,40, 4i»44»9'-

Perdition to be safe, ix. 296; x. 96.

Perfection, 1. 271 f; in. 240.

Performance, difference of law and,

1. 179; HI. 271; IV. 179; V. 222,

307; VI. 132, 216, 240; VII. 291,

293.

Perhaps, the great, viii. 185.

Pericles, ix. 296; iv. 52; v. 241.

Periodicity, of evils, vi. 254J in Na-
ture, ix. 169; of powers, viii. 282;

IX. 319; of solar system, VIII. 223,

232.

Permanence, a word of degrees, 11,

302; IV. 186; our delight in, VIII

.

333 J
X. 247 f,

perpendicularity, 11. 230.

Perpetual Forces, x. 67-88.

Perry, Sir Erskine, quoted, xii. 183.

Persecution, vi. 262; an endeavor to

cheat Nature, 11. 119.

Perseverance, VI. 277; viii. 283; x,

66; XII. 85.

Persian Poetry, viii. 235-265.

Persians, architecture, n. 21 ; copy-

right, viii. 252; day of lot, viii.

239; gnomic verses, viii. 243;
moved by poetry, viii. 227 ff

;
pair-

ing off of Greeks and, vi. 250;

mythology, viii. 240; proverbs,

VI. 95, 325; VIII. 89; tempera-

ment in extremes, viii. 238 ; self-

centred, vm. 104; saying, xii.

105.
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Persistency, I. 358; in. 40; vi. 277;

X. 78.

Personal ascendency, i, 207, 263;
III. 123, 205, 229; VI. 58, 190;
VII. 76, 79, 81.

Personality, in conversation, see

under Conversation; dose of, xii.

53; effect of, VI. 190J XII. 374;
in eloquence, viii. 130; energy,

X. 277; XII. 58; fails, viii. 343;
miracles, x. 199 ff; power, si-

lence destroys, 11. 343; of uni-

verse, iv. 95; valueof, 1. 162. See J

alsoy Bias.

Personification, viii. 23, 53.

Persons, iii. 236; of tlie age, i. 265;

attraction, i. 262; common na-

ture, II. 276; tie of persons and

events, vi. 39; faith in, i. 142;

acquaint us with the impersonal,

II. 277; government is to protect,

III. 201 ; love's world, 11. 174; new,

II. 195; their influence impossible

to fix, III. 205, 229; and property,

III. 201 ff
J
regard for, 11. 277; soul

knows no, 1. 130; are the world to

persons, i. 262.

Perspective, of time, i. 115; of per-

sons, II. 5; 111. 33, 108, 180; VI.

35; VII. 98.

Perspiration of age, vi. 41.

Persuasion, vu. 97; ix. 134.

Pertinence, in speech, vii. 82.

Pessimism, II, 122; vii. 309; viii.

138.

Pestalozzi, quoted, 1. 113, 281.

Peter, the mould of,i. 335; vii. 178;

XII. 57.

Peter's dome, ix. 7; xii. 231,

Peter's Field, ix. 363.

Petroleum, viii. 142.

Phalanstery, England a, v. 34.

Phalanx, Fourier's, i. 382; in, 264 f

;

^- 351. 356; xii. 48.

Phantasms, iii. 142; vi. 318, 321.

Pharos of hope, x. 59.

Phenomenal, the pied and painted

immensity, 11. 197.

Phenomenon, Nature is, i. 49; vzii.

14.

Phi Beta Kappa, addresses, i. 79 ff j

VIII. 205 ff
J
poem, IX. 398.

Phidias, 11. io8j ix. 387; xii. 222;

his Jove, IX. 6.

Philadelphia, situation of, v. 40.

Philanthropy, 1. 280J 11.51; x. 117;

XI. 217.

Philip n. of Spain, anecdote of, 1.

393-
PhiUp of Macedon, III. 270; vii. 73,
Phillips, Wendell, vi. 78;

Philoctetes, 11. 26.

Philonic inspiration, viii. 182.

Philosopher, ix. 374.

Philosophers, not at all times philo-

sophers, 1, 301; above audience,

VIII. 216; all days holy to, 11. 12;

bees are, ix. 40; Greek, x. 308 f

;

do not joke, viii. 159; know only

laws, XII. 40; and poets, 1. 55; are

failed poets, viii. 56; xii. 14; talk

with two. III. 248; not quite trust-

worthy, XII. 45; world large

enough only for themselves, vii. 8.

Philosophy, name used to gild

crimes, II. 74; defining is, iv. 47;
not to be distilled, i. 62; is famil-

iar experience, vii. 301; cardinal

facts, IV. 47; characteristic of

modern literature, xii. 312; we
want mobile, iv. 160; new, quotes

old, viii. 179; Plato on, iv. 60;

taught by poets, i. 55; xii. 14,

312; pricepaidfor, VI. 137; prob-

lem of, I. 55; rules nations, viii.

66; useof, XII. 6; value of its his-

tory, 1. 160; warped from nature,

I. 171.

Phocion, II. 260.

Phoenicians, v. 74; xii. 26.

Phoenixes, iv. 34; x. 163.

Phosphorus, statue, in. 24.

Photometers, we are, 11. 166.

Phrenology, iii. 53, 234; vi. 9, 15,

34, 229; VII. 108, 290; X. 10*

337-
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Physicians, view of religion, ni. 51 ff

;

of mankind, vi. 138; viii. 167.

Physics, axioms of, translate laws of

ethics, 1. 33, 39.

Physiognomy, v. 48; vi. 223, 229 j

vn. 108; X. lo, 337.

Piano in log hut, vn. 21.

Pickerel-weed, 1. 19.

Pictorial, all is, vi. 48.

Picture-alphabet, Swedenborg's, iv.

118, 128.

Picture-books, child's, vn. 106; the

world, m»n"'s, viii. 9, 23.

Picture-collector, in. 62.

Pictures, 11. 356, 360; in. 55; vn.

131,308; vni. 170; in streets, n.

357. Seet alsoy Art, Painting.

Picturesque, hunting for, iii. 178.

Pied and painted immensity of the

phenomenal, 11. 197.

Pied Piper, vn. 65; vin. 186,

Piety of the Puritans, I. 220; x.207;

XII. 194; an essential condition of

science, vin. 202, 228.

Pilgrim Fathers, ix. 201; what

brought them here, 1. 219; ix. 201.

Secj also, Plymouth, Puritans.

Pilgrim, the scholar a, i. 158.

Pillows of illusion, vi. 313.

Pilot, beauty the pilot of young soul,

VI. 287, 289; we are never with-

out, A. 196.

Pindar, n. 15, 27; vn. 53; a. 253;
quoted, vin. 202, 231, 250, 294.

Pine, 1. 168 f; II. 58; vn. 147; ix. 5 f

,

43,45 f, 48 f, 164, 186, 229, 297,

Pinfold, II. 80; X. 106.

Pistareen providence, vi. 6.

Pitiers of themselves, vi. 265.

Pitt, William, VI. 152, 182*, xi. 141.

Pity, XI. 193.

Place, unimportant to hero, n. 257;

each safe in his own, 1. 312; 11.

47; VIII. 83; X. 47; important to

woman, xi. 409.

Plagiarism, iv. 42, 226; vili. 192.

See, also, Quotation.

Plague, depression of spirits de-

velops, VI. 265.

Plain dealing, vi. 272; x. 368.

Plain living and high thinking, vi.

154; VII. 116; x. 176.

Plainness, English, v. Ii6j vi. 152,

Planes of life, vii. 311.

Planet, compare with society, i. 250;

makes itself, vi. 38; splits stick,

VII. 27.-

Planters, Southern, XI. 104, 117, 125.

Plants, clocks of summer hours, i.

18; III. 41; imperfect men, in.

181; IV. 107, 182; VII. 145; XH.

24.

Plato, iv. 37-89; academic, iv-

123 ; all may think as, n. 3 ; anti-

cipates all, vn. 198; arrogance,

IV. 150; authority on morals, vn.

191; banquet, vn. 200 f; basis

of his fame, iv. 81; external bio-

graphy, IV. 43; on boys, vi. 139;

bridge between Asia and Europe.

IV. 53; on children of gods, in.

109; Christianity in, VIII. 180; on
citizen's duty, vn. 62; common
sense, iv. 61; consumed his own
times, and all times, IV. 41,42; de-

finitions, 1. 55; in. 30 f ; in Eng-
land, V. 238 f, 295; earnestness,

IV. 57 ; eldest Goethe, iv. 85; an
enthusiast, x.. 306; on exercise,

VIII. 280; XII. 142; expansions,

IV. 82; on genius, X. 271; Greek
geometer, iv. 87; grandeur, 11.

346; images, vn. 199; inspira-

tion, VIII. 274; literary, iv. 75;
gives feeling of longevity, 11. 273;
on memory, xii . 99 ; mind , iv. 57

;

modernness, iv. 45; his philoso-

phy, iv. 61-70; the poet, VII. 198;
on poetry, I. 69; n. 34; viii. 202,

274; X. 303; prayer, xii. 351;
purple, ancient, xii. 389; reading,

I- 93;."- 154; "I- 233*^59; I'ead-

ing him wrapped in cloak, vn.

297; on rhetoric, VII. 64; school,

iJ. 308; secret doctrine, 11. 146;
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self-reliance, II. 45; and Socrates,

IV. 70-75; use of low style, xii.

z86f; no system, iv. 76; synthesis,

IV. 54-57; Timseus, VII. 169,199;
truth, viii. 177; value, I. i6i;vii.

198; works, best, vii. 199; wo-
men, XI. 406; writing a barbar-

ous invention, xii. 99; quoted. III.

27i;iv. 17; V. 241; VII. 39; VIII.

177.

Platonists, iv. 40, 88; v, 224, 239;
VII. 202.

Playmates, of man, vi. 90.

Please, thinking to, viii. 304.

Pleased, too easily, vii. 125; viii.

68.

Pleasure, n. 98, 103, 105, 227; vi.

XII. 205, 217; and pain, XI. 356.

Pleiades, ix. 13, 127; xii. 175.

Pliny, on life of Romans, vii. 121;

quoted, vii. 179.

Plotinus, 1. 58; II. 252; VII. 202;

X. 461; quoted, iv. 97; x. 281.

Ploughed into history, i. 126.

Ploughing, IX. 332; emblematic, of

Emperor of China, viii. 311.

Plus, condition, vi. 58, 61, 68, 71.

Plutarch, x. 291-322; on Alex-

ander, VI. 253; XI. 153; sacred

animals, a. 14; bible for heroes,

jL. 318; boy''s friend, VI. 312; vii.

120; our debt to him greater than

to all the ancient writers, 11. 234;
encyclopedic, x. 297; essays, vn.

191; heroes, 11. 84, 234; vn. 191;

humanity, x . 298 ; on immortality,

A. 313; oninfluenceof theair, XII.

141 ; on inspiration, viii. 284; on

intellect, x. 307; on jests, viii.

163; his life, X. 293 ; many-sided,

x. 301; on matter, x. 281, 307;
memory, vii. 200; in modern lit-

erature, XII. 311 ; Morals, vn.

200; morality, X. 311; oracles, VII.

266; on orators, viii. 118, 121;

Pericles, vi. 75; on philosophy, a.

308; on prediction, VIII. 284; on

superstition, x. 14, 305; science,

X . 309 ; and Seneca, x . 3 1
1 ; Timo-

leon, II. 133; XII. 263; transla-

tions of, A. 294, 320; value, 1. 160;

II. 248; VII. 191 ; XII. 309; quoted,

II. 175; VII. 116.

Plymouth Colony, xii. 191.

Pocket, memory not a, xii. 92.

Poem, made by its argument, not by
its metres, in. 9, 234; is poet*G

mind, 11. 17; the world a, iv. 120,

125.

Poems, deathless offspring of poet,

III. 23; names which are, v. 55;
we parade nobilities in, vi. 191;
we have no, viii. 74; version of

Nature's text, in. 25.

Poet, The, hi. 1-42; ix. 292, 309-

334. Also, Merlin, ix. 120-124.

Poet, Poets, no deep advantage, in.

281 ; aided by legend, iv. 194; all

men, 1. 169; analysis, xn. 14; au-

thority, 1.211; man of beauty, in.

4; belief in importance of what
he has to say, in. 187; iv. 189;
VIII. 202, 229; Csesar of woods,

IX. 43; cheerful, IV. 215; coming,

XII. 333; the complete man, 111.

5; as craftsman, VI. 157; crown-

ing grace, ix. 329; all days holy to,

II. 12; detaches, n. 354; dream,

II. 231 ; electricity, xn. 366; early

English, VI. 207; must have sen-

suous eye, x. 299; favoritism, x.

270; Five great, ix. 221-223;

passes for a fool, in. 41; their

genius a larger imbibing of the

common heart, n. 288; genius

inexhaustible, in. 41 ; Milton as to

their habits, xn. 262; habit of liv-

ing, in .'29 ; heart in the right place,

VII. 306; must be hermits, I. I74f;

bad husbands, VI. 114; unknown
at home, ix. 211; idealism, i. 52;

imagery, vi. 304; jealousy of pre-

sent objects, in. 192; joy-giver

and enjoyer, ix. 133, 324 f ; sense

of justice, x. 185; landscape
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owned by, I. 8; lawgivers, ii. 231;
VIII. 39; liberating gods, III. 30 fF;

knows missing link, viii. 10;

Language-maker, in. 21 ; true

landlord, iii. 42; logical, viii. 21,

39; love, the test of, ix. 296; man
without impediment, iii. 6; is uni-

versal man, il. 30; all men are,

VIII. 25; men-making, viii. 294;

his rare moments, viii. 277; reat-

taches things to Nature, iii. 18;

deals with things nearest, 1. 75;

VIII. 203; and philosopher, 1. 55;

XII. 14, 312; uses Nature's paint-

pot, VIII. 41; patience, ix. 312 f;

gives platform outside of daily life,

II. 312; IV. 93; professor of joy-

ous science, viii. 37; X. 262; does

not too much respect his writing,

VII. 182; representative, VIII. 71;

rhapsodist, i. 213; fabulous pic-

ture of society, iii. 175; solitary,

IX. 117, 292; sighed soul away,

IX. 361; must not spin too fine,

II. 205; stars and, ix. 314, 317;
use of symbols, XII. 300; training,

III. 22; IX. 310; not makes but

"made by thought, viii. 39; uni-

versal language, i. 103; what is it

to be a poet, vni. 36; a beautiful

woman is practical poet, vi. 296;

XI. 412; works beyond his will,

XII. 71 f, 74; worldliness, x. 264.

Poet-priest wanted, iv, 219.

Poetry, essential aim, v. 256; Arab

fondness, viii. 240; x. 177J is as-

cension into higher state, iii. 24;

Bacon's definition of, xii. 277;

beauty, in. 234; vii.46; and fact,

books its inspiration, viii. 295;

and civilization, x. 421 ; cleanses,

VIII. 294; of columns, vi. 294;

creation in, viii. 38; definition,

VIII. 19; modern English, v. 234,

251, 255 ff; part of education, x.

134; essence of, iv. 206; essen-

tial qualities, xii. 366; of con-

temporary events, viii. 34; to

the wise fact is, i. 75J of fancy, n.

107; is faith, VIII. 31; found, not

made, vn. 50; must be good sense,

XII. 366; best history is, i. 69; vii.

197; feelingof infinitein,xii.3i6;

idealism, v^. 238; source of its in-

spiration, III. 113; speaks to intel-

ligent, VIII. 250; in common life,

HI. 231; VI. 317; magic influence,

XII. 309; of manners, vi. 191;

measure of poetic power, xii. 42;

moral in, viii. 63; "Thus saith

the Lord," must begin the song,

VIII. 64; mystery, 11. 180; best in

copying Nature, xii. 164; free

necessity, viii. 31; need of, vii.

2 1 2
J

organic, viii . 42 j
pain

changed to, xii. 416; Pindar's

rule, VIII. 250; and prudence, 11.

231; refreshes, II. 273; is seeing

spirit instead of body, viii. 17; re-

vival, I. 82; in sense as in form^

IV. 215; simplicity, viii. 125; of

society, XII. 368; success, 11. 180;

in a chest of tea, viii. 281; Tho-

reau's, jl. 474; shows unity by

variety, iv. 56; only verity, viii.

27; unwritten, 1. 167; vi. 191;

VIII. 193; of vice and disease, xii.

368; in whistle, VII. 297; xii.43;

every word necessary, xii. 57;

written before time was, iii. 8; for

the young, x. 143; sempiternal

youth of, IV. 88. Secj also, Verse.

Poetry and Imagination, viii. i-

75-

Poetry, Persian, viii. 235-265.

Poisons, our medicines, vi. 258; vii.

319; Jt"- 55-

Point of view, change in, i. 50 f ; iii.

247.

Polarity, I. 98, III, 295; II. 96; III.

97, 212; V. 52; VI. 3, 22; vii.

95; VIII. 7; IX. 21; X. 8, 54, 204;

xn. 61, 82, 87.

Pole star, in constellation Harp, i. 82.

Police, in citizens' clothes, vi. 1711

222, 226; XII. 92.
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Politeness. See Behavior, Manners.

Political economy, v. 98, 167; xi.

519; based on laws of nature, VI.

lOI, 106, 225J VII. 141, I52J VIII.

37» 143-

Politicians, m. 219; vi. 250; vii.

272; X. 47; XI. 220, 518.

Politics, hi, 197-221; ix. 271; 1.

253; 11.88,263; 111.37,91,255;
VI. 13, 61, 65, 140; VII. 162, 165,

^59; VIII. 173, 232; IX. 16; XI.

170, 387 ff, 421, 423, 514, 519, 520,

523 ; institutions cannot be voted

in and out, iii. 200.

Polycrates, 11. 112; ix. 33.

Pompeii, tombs at, viii. 325.

Poor, the, i. 14, 240, 253; xi. 526;

their fancies of the rich, iii. 174,

191; vii. 115, 118; X. 69. See,

also
J
Poverty.

Pope, Alexander, I. 112; 11.287; v.

100,255; quoted, V. 94; viii. 155.

Popguns, I. 102.

Poppies, Nature"'s, iv. 24; viii. 296.

Popular, is important, xi. 424.

Popular government, vi. 62.

Popular standards, 11. 74.

Popularity is for dolls, vi. 163.

Population, VI. 249; vii. i5of; con-

ditional, i. 372; condense, IX. 27;

enormous, is disgusting, iv. 4.

Porcelain, Nature"'s, in. 130; x. 34.

Porphyry, quoted, vi. 163, 247.

Porter, Jane, novels, xii. 375.

Portraits should idealize, 11. 351.

Positive, choose what is, vii. 307;

XII. 6i
;

positive power is half, vi.

15; is sinew of speech, A. 164, 167,

171; it takes too many positives

to make superlative, x. 173.

C'ossibilities, the great realities, i.

223; II. 76, 306; IV. 32 f; VIII.

137-

Posterity, we build for, i. 374.

Post-office, superseded, i. 385; meter

of civilization, vii. 22 f.

Postpone, I. 256; we are not to wish

and postpone, iii. 60.

Posture-maker, Nature the best,

viii. 82.

Potencies, men made of, viii. 137,

Potomac, XII. 187.

Pound, always a pound, iii. 205; x,

36; cake and prosperity, a. 58.

Poverty, consists in feeling poor, vii.

118; viii. 169; and riches, a cos-

tume, VI. 323; demoralizes, vi.

90; genius set in, vii. 115; the

ornament of greatness, 11. 255;
gymnastics, III. 256; vi. 259; vii.

121; A. 128; XI. 236; herald of

Muse, X. 287; rich, vii. 175; x.

208 ; value of, to poet and youth,

VII. 119; IX. 310.

Power, VI. 51-82; ix. 284, 294; and

age, VII. 317; ascending, ix. 349;
of assurance, vii. 77; and cheer-

fulness, vi. 265; needs concentra-

tion, XII. 51, 58; and culture, vi,

131; cumulative, vii. 20; desire

of, X. i29ff; educates, VI. 61; and
Fate, VI. 22; can be generous, xi.

539; is God, VI. 33; the first good,

VIII. 270, 272; now here, now
there. III. 58; good horse, vi. 317 j

not imitative, xii. 30; impudenc'e

of, IV. 18; luxury of, xi. 118;

man's use of materials, xi. 513;
natural, viii. 316; needs wisdom,

A. 21; in unity with Nature, VI. 56;
practical, VII. 254; xii. 48; a cer-

tain quantity belongs to a certain

quantity of faculty; he who wants

more must truckle for it, vii. 268;

X. 47; XI. 139; makes its own
place, X. 47; costs nothing to

powerful, XII. 130; the essential

measure of right, 11. 70, 89, 114 f;

111.67,100,281; IV. 184; VI. 93;
IX. 270, 360; X. 128; of science,

VII. 162; secret of, XII. 82; authen-

tic mark of spirit, XII. 73; intone,

X. 233; total, not in details, xi.

222; its use, XI. 318,

Practice and theory, 1. 94, 222, 250;

IV. 178, 266j V. 247; VI. 277; X.
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152, 224, 235, 268 f, 280; XII. 48;

is nine tenths, vi. 78.

Prac;ical men, vi. 317; xii. 10.

Praise, less safe than blame, 11. 118,

292; ill. 74, 103, 106; VI. 237,

246; VII. 294; IX. 132; XI. 2S9;

the foolish face of, 11. 55; shows

us what we have not, 11. 221 j viii.

68; XII. 210.

Prayer, ix. 380.

Prayer, Prayers, in all action, 11.77;

adornment of man, i. 216; an-

swers to, VI. 6; not brave or

manly, 11. 77; church, i. 139; a

church, XI. 236; a condescension,

V. 221; defined, II. 77; false pray-

ers, 11. 77; of farmer, 11. 77;

granted, a curse, vi. 46; iteration

in, VIII. 53, 54; Jewish, v. 224;

over poor land, xi. 520; begin-

ning of literature, viii. 53 ; love

prays, 11. 185; of others, hurtful,

II. 294; to ourselves, granted, vi.

40; are prophets, vi. 277; of

Quakers before meals, viii. 86;

Dr. Ripley''s, ^. 386 f; show lack

of self-reliance, 11. 77; ship-mas-

ter's, X. 14; study of truth, 1. 74;
that do not uplift but smite us, i.

137; disease of will, 11, 79; of

youth. III. 201,

Prayers, xii. 3 50-3 57.

Preacher, The, x. 215-238; i.

134-151; II. 54; vii. 94; viii.

120.

Preaching, characterized by tradi-

tion, I, 141; defined, i. 135; the

office the first in world, I. 135; do

not preach, IX. 297; good preach-

ing, vii. 94; XII. 380; secret of, I.

138; sensation, X. 231.

Pre-cantations, things in, iii. 25.

Precedent, love of, v. no; vii. 292;

XI. 299,

Precision, m. 140.

Premonitions, viii. 227, 309.

Prescott, Col. George L., xi. 358 f,

361-379.

Presence of mind, vi. 59, 76; viii.

17, 126; XII. 100.

Present, vii. 302 ; and future, i. 256;

II. 240; VII. 12; the present in-

finite, n. 297; and past, I. 300; 11.

67; 111.64,103,170; VI. 234; VII,

173,177,304; VIII. 201,204; I^'

75» ^95*35°; 3^"- 91 » 108; read-

ing of Present Age, xii. 310; sub-

jective, XII. 313; truth of, unat-

tainable, XII. 383. See
J
also J Time J

To-Day.
Presentiments, i. 159; 11. 215, 295; x.

9; XI. 236.

Press, an educator, vii. 24; spawn

of, VII. 196.

Pretension, I. 179, 186; 11. 158; iii.

100, 131, 133; V. 112; VI. 150J

viii. 169.

Pretty people tiresome, vi. 299.

Price, higJiest price for thing to ask

for it, II. 113; everything has its

price, II. 115; III. 48; VI. 107,

108; VII. 109; A. 48 f; tariff of,

IV. 21.

Pride, n. no, 117; economical, vi,

114.

Priestcraft, 11, 28.

Priesthood, vi. 285; viii. 325; x,

271.

Prince Rupert's drop, the American
Union a, xi. 205, 528.

Principles, i. 146, 250, 276, 279, 323;
III. 97, 209; V. 88; VII. 30; X.

108,232; XI. i73fj^90»3o8,353»

357,514; XII. no, 206, 209.

Printing, xii. 99.

Prisoners, V. 4; vii. 323; a. 80; xi.

363-

Prison, every thought a, II. 339; iii,

33» 5^-

Privacy of storm, ix. 42.

Private ends and uses, viii. 342; x,

84, 92, 94.

Privation, need of, i, 242; vii. 121;

IX. 310.

Prizes, of virtue, IV. 142; x. 59^ the

high prize of life, vi, 267.
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Problem, The, ix. 6-9.

Proclus, reading of, iii. 233 ;
quoted,

III. 14, 31; VI. 303.

Production, in nature and thought,

II. 363 J
IV. 93, 214; VI. 85, 251

Professions, choice of,ii. 139 ff; self-

ishness of, X. 233. See Occupa-
tions, Trades.

Profits that are profitable, 11. 153.

Profligacy, vi. 112.

Progenitors, qualities of, potted, vi.

9-

Progress, 1. 164, 214, 261, 300; 11.

122, 286, 318 f; VII. 20, 33; VIII.

348; XI. 147, 151,229, 516.

Projectile impulse in Nature, iii. 184,

i93j VI. 219.

Prometheus, 11. 30 f, 106; ix. 180,

193-

PROMISE, IX. 283.

Promises, 11. 169, 235; iii. 51, 190;

IV. 185; VIII. 338; IX. 87.

Property, III. 202-207; amelioration

of laws of, I. 254; in its present

tenures degrading, 1. 274, 306; iii.

204; VI. 99, iq6, 158; VII. 109; X.

128, 189 f; XI. 157; whole earth

made, i. 308; good always moral,

I. 37; III. 231, 262; IV. 152; rise

of law of, 1 . 304 ; covers great spir-

itual facts, II. 6; in, 201; v. 87,

144,164; X. 355; XI. 519; timid,

1.234,238; 11. 87, III; women's

rights in, xi. 416, 419, 424.

Prophets, iii. 187, 247; viii. 159,

272; XII. 8, 45.

Proportion, x. 174; impossible to

men, iii. 234.

Propriety, vi. 39; Gibraltar of, v.

112.

Propriumj of Swedenborg, viii. 307.

Prose, in Englishman, v. ill; God
speaks not in, viii. 12, 32; of life,

III. 231 ; of Nature, 11. 351 ; rhyme
in, VIII. 50, 52.

Prospects, i. 66-77.

Prosperity, man not born for, 1. 220;

II. 112 f; insecurity of, vii. 64;

and pound cake, x. 58; a rush of

thoughts the only prosperity, viii.

272.

Protection, in. 256; vi. 224, 261.

Protestants, a. 454; xii. 203.

Proteus, i. 43; 11.5,31; III. 179; IV,

49,121,157,273; VI. 308, 313.

Proverbs, the wisdom of nations, i.

33; li. 108 f; in. 231; quoted,!.

84; II. 237 f, 315; III. 84; IV.

228; VI. 218, 257, 264 f; VIII. 46,

89, U2, 185,

Providence, terrific benefactor, 1.

123; III. 282; V. 224; VI. 7, 31,

202; x. 203, 303; XI. 240, 244,

337, 544; for children, vii. loi;

playing providence, iv. 89; v.

307; XII. 31,45, 55; patronizing

providence, i. 322; xii. 55.

Provocation, not instruction, is what
we receive from others, 1. 127, 132,

162.

Proxies, we are multiplied by, iv. 12,

Pruhence, II. 219-241; IX. 280; 1.

255; IV. 152, 237, 247; base, 11.

223; is concentration, vi. 73; is

God taking thought for oxen, 11.

222; low,i. 185; 11.183,249,252,

314 f; in little things, 11. 233;
should coincide with poetry, 11,

231 ; virtue of the senses, 11. 222;

VII. Ill; X. 15; not only an out-

ward virtue, 11. 236; all virtues

with, u. 240.

Psyche, x. 185.

Ptolemaic system, iii. 180.

Public, an eternal, ji. 153; viii. 215;

IX. 291.

Public and private forces, vi. 204,

217.

Public opinion, I. 389; vi. 224; vii.

290; X. 36; XI. 170, 220, 306,

52T.

Public speaking,!. 166; 11. 141, 152;

III. 189; V. 128; VI. 78; VII. 62.

Public spirit, in. 213; vi. 66; viiu

102; X. 92.

Public worship, 1. 141.
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Pudency of friendship, vi. 273; of

life, III. 69.

Pugnacity, interest in, xi. 156.

Pulpit,!. 137; X. 113,230, 233. Seej

ahof Clergy, Preacher.

Pulses, man lives by, m, 68; vi. 29,

56; VIII. 46.

Pump, fetched with dirty water, if

clean is not to be had, vi. 60.

Pumpkins, men ripen like, iii. 246.

"Punch," V. 271 J VI, 18; XI. 517.

Punctuality, in. 140; iv. 237, 247;

VII. 112; X. 175.

Punishment, and crime grow from

same root, 11. 103, I2i; iv. 84;

XII. 92.

Purgatory, x. 104.

Purgstall, Baron von Hammer, viii.

^37-

Puritans, i. 142, 219, 339; x. 244,

383; XII. 268; we praise them be-

cause we do not find in ourselves

the spirit to do the like, xii. 210.

Purpose, VII. 97, 239; x. 58; as

necessity, 11. 75 j iii. 234; vi. 268.

Purse, great depend not on, vii. 115.

Pursuit, heaven in, iii. 193.

Push, aboriginal, iii. 1S4; vi. 43.

Pyramids, 11. 29; viii. 325; ix. 7.

Pyrrhonism, 11. 138, 317.

Pythagoras, quoted, vi, 156; xii.

80, 350.

Quackery, in education, a. 155.

Quadruped, age, iv. 173; vi. 166,

252; XII. 23; law, XI. 227.

Quake, if I quake, what matters it

at what? III. 98.

Quakers, 1. 339; iv. 140, 267; viii.

86, 309; XI. 107, 415.

Qualities abide, iv. 33 ; vi. 9.

Quarantine, of calamities, xi. 240;

of Nature, in. 171; vii. 140; of

society, I. 319.

Quarry, of life, i. 98, 259.

Quatrains, ix, 291-297.

Queen of Sheba, in Persian Poetry,

viii. 241.

Questions, courage to ask, viii. 95;

IX. 24.

Quetelet, vi. o; quoted, vi. 17.

Quietest, rapture, 11. 282.

Quincy, President, vii. 315; viii.

286; XII. 203, 211.

Quintilian, quoted, xii. 95.

Quotation and Originality, viii.

i75-204j ii. 67; iv. 42; vii. 46,

292.

Rabelais, vi. 253; xi. 417, 441;

quoted, vii. 20; viii. 185.

Race, XI. 30, 338; and individual,

XI. 430.

Races of men, v. 44, 140; vi. 7, 16,

35, 44, 90; XI. 30, lOI, 144; XII.

26; ruled by a thought, xii. 81.

Radiance of personal charm, n. 181

;

VI. 301.

Radicalism, i. 297; is idealism, 1.

319; III. 272; VI. 13. SeCf also.

Conservatism.

Ragged front of life, 11. 249.

Rag-merchant, Nature a, vi. 262.

Railroads, a benefaction exceeding

any intentional philanthropy, i.

I3» 515 VI. 256; not for their

builders, i. 374; no exchange for

charity, xi. 183; iron of, is magi-

cian's rod, i. 364; VI. 121 ; Nature

adopts, III. 19; how built, vi. 94;
aesthetic value of, vi. 148-, 256; vii.

i6i; VIII. 215; x. 226; XII. 392.

Rain, the hermitage of Nature, 1.

175; II. 227.

Rainbow, ix. 86, 88, 126, 190, 242,

340J the eye makes, vi. 48.

Raleigh, Sir Walter, iv. 14, 172", viii.

3"-
Rambouillet, Hotel de, vii. 243; xi.

415-

Rameau, Diderot"'s, viii. 170.

Randolph, John, quoted, xi. 200.

Raphael, I. 206; 11. 229,362; viii.

170, 219; XII. 232.

Rarey, John S., viii. 272.

Rashness, no heaven for, 11. 200.
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Rate, man sets his own, ii. 151,

Rat and mouse revelation, vi. 209.

Reaction, law of, II. 129; iv.17,83;

VI. 215, 222, 226; VIII. 223, 232;
IX. 13, 275; X. 192.

Reading, i. 87-94J vii. 194-197,

220; viii. 178,29s; ^. 142, 157;
XI. 499-508; good, VIII. 121;

earth a reading-room, xii. 323;
read proudly, 11. 6, 62, 149, 164,

280; III. 233; VIII. 197; XI. 508;

three rules for, vii. 197; value of,

X. 256. See
J
alsoy Books.

Real, in us alone avails, vi. 323;
everybody who is real is open, v.

188; spiritual is, vi. 215; what is,

i. 264.

Realism, Goethe''s, xii. 324.

Realists, i. 157; in. 135; vi. 113;

viii. 106. See, also, Nominalist

and Realist.

Reality, channel to highest life is, in.

282; wecrave, HI. 274; elemental

is moral sentiment, i. 289; in. 48,

I33,228,237;iv. 149; v. 119,187;

X. 41; we are face to face with,

«- ^13*493; XI. 236; XII. 55; is

supreme good, iv. 63; the first

thing that man demands of man,
III, 133; poetry shows, viii. 37 f;

premium on, vi. 189.

Reason, i. 27; and sense, i. 49, 102,

125, 129, 182, 295; IV. 23, 178;

VI. 92; VII. 27, 50, 178, 262; IX.

68; deals with wholes, not with

fractions, viii. 157 f; infinite, 1.

172; VII. 96.

Receptivity, I. 194; enriches, 1. 209,

210; "•333»334; in. 83; VII. 233,

302; VIII. 274, 296, 312; X. 82,

99; demands outlet, in. 51; in-

tellect is, I. 164; n, 268; in. 27;

A. 306.

Recesses of life, i. 248.

Recluse, the, his thoughts of society,

III. 238, 241; VII. 12.

Rectitude, wisdom does not seek a

literal, i. 148, 215, 302; 11. 122;

III. 98, 164; genius takes its rise

from, IV. 145; VI. 216; safe-

guards of, X. 85, 208.

Red Jacket, quoted, vii. 178, 328.

Red slayer, ix. 195.

Redeemer, man a, i. 324; xn. 332,

Reed, Sampson, quoted, xn. 104,

Refinement, VII. 32; xn. 198; en-

tails loss of substance, 11. 85.

Reflection, ours the age of, i. 109;

II. 131 ; thinking prior to, n. 327,

Reform, is in adaptation of means
to ends, xn. 72 f.

Reformation, licentiousness treads

on heels of, n. 29.

Reformer, Man the, i. 225-256.

Reformer, man born to be, 1. 248;

new class of, x. 346; why offen-

sive, in. 261; does not trust in-

ward life, 1. 276.

Reformers, New England, in.

249-285.

Reforms, compare with conserva-

tism, i. 297-299; must construct,

in. 58, loi, 260; IV. 171; dan-

gers, X. 119; each one of a chain,

1. 271; must begin with education,

VI. 3, 140; not to be pursued as

end, I. 214, 260, 269, 285; 11.271,

317; error in, I. 277-281; facility

of, in America, xi. 529; must be-

gin at home, in. 261; compare
idea and fact, i. 271 ; now, 1. 228;

origin in moral sentiment, 1. 272;

pedantry of, in. 262; concerned

with possibilities, i. 303 j the soul

of, I. 276; first a thought in one

man, 11. 4; compare with war, 1.

284.

Refrain, in songs, vni. 48.

Regrets, are false prayers, n. 78; the

voices of debility, xn. 397.

Rejection, value of, in. 276.

Relations, personal, n. 149, 150, 172,

173; in. 50; VII. 14; of things,

in. 182,243; vn. 302; viii. 17, 89.

Relative and absolute, iv. 149.
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Migion, abiding sentiment, x. 336;
every act should be religious, vii.

1132; ages, XI. 392; agreement in,

iV. 52; X. 226; XI. 490; American,

%. 2iz; antidote to commercial

spirit, XII. 197; base tone, 11. 95;
changes, viii. 328; x. 104, 113,

207, 217, 223; charm of old, i.

220; XI. 287; of the present day

childish, VI. 207, 239; glozes over

crime, x. 114; a crab fruit, vi.

214; not to be crystallized, V. 225;

the flowering of culture, vi. 204;

xii. 197; in daily life, iv. 122; x.

199; decay, VI. 204, 208, 213; x.

112, 204, 217; XI. 392; defined,

VI. 219; not distinct from life, a.

199 ; in disguise in barbarous

mind, v. 216; vi. 207; xii. 193;

disputes, II. 238, 239; A. 325;

emancipator, XII. 204; is emotion

in presence of universal mind, a..

198; endogenous, V. 225; of Eng-

lish, V. 217-230; enthusiasm, 11.

281; essence lost by reliance on

institutions, i. 321; and ethics, i.

58; VI. 207; X. 212; everywhere,

XI. 486; will not fall out, vi. 204;

false were once true, x. 103; dis-

use of forms, X. 107 ; formal,

Christ's not a, xi. 22; of future,

X. 209; geographical, x. 203;

growth alarms, x. 118, 222; for-

mal religion a hoax, viii. 164; xi.

289; truly human, xi. 479, 489;
not to be imported, x. iii; in-

dividualism in, X. 118; inex-

pugnable, VI. 213; A. 117; influ-

ence,!. 124, 125; V.215; XII. 198;

and intellect, XI. 497; must be in-

tellectual, VI. 240; an iron belt,

A. 204; liberal, x. 116, 204; the

question of modern times, xii. 88

;

morbidness, iv. 97; rises from

moral sentiment, x. 113, 208; nar-

rowness, X. 106; XI. 487; na-

tional, v. 214; X. 106; natural, I.

58; X. 112,208; XI. 487; need,x.

XII

117; negative, i. 282; in New
England, xii. 195; to say there is

no religion is like saying there is

no sun, VI. 213; estimated by

numbers, 11. 294, 295; object, x.

222; not occasional, vii. 133;

opinions, viii. 211; x. 223; great

men its patrons, iv. 4; above per-

sons, XII. 88 f ; is sometimes pew-

holding, x. 228; power, I. 124; V.

215; XII. 198; primeval, X. 297;

and property, i. 320, 321; is the

public nature, vi. 204; by proxy,

I. 273; quoted, x. iii; reaction,

X. 204; the most refining of all in-

fluences, xii. 198; of revelation, I.

3; revivals, A. 282; revolution in,

VI. 208; A. 330; parodied by rit-

ual, VIII. 164; science the source

of revolution, x. 335; search for,

VI. 203; XI. 392; dependent on

seasons, iii. 51; secret, v. 231;

sects, X. 113; and self-dependencft,

XI. 487; shallowness, X. 229; sur-

face-action, X. 224; and solitude,

VI. 241; spasmodic, xi. 315;
Swedenborg's influence on, iv.

122; X. 330; symbolism in, leads

to error, HI. 35; test, a. 228; the-

atrical, v. 229; time-serving, 1. 320;

of to-day, vi. 213 ; traditions losing

hold, A. 113, 217; universal, vi.

204; A. 223; XI. 486; cannot rise

above votary, vi. 205; war in

name of, xi. 152; welcomed, vii.

301; and woman, xi. 412; of

world, XI. 489. Seej alsOj Chris-

tianity, Theology.

Remedial forces, 11. 126; x. 151.

Remember, you will not, iii. 68.

Reminiscence, Plato's doctrine of,

IV. 86, 96.

Remorse, joy in, ix. 23.

Remoteness of persons, 11. 196.

Renan, Ernest, quoted, viii. 106; x.

MS-
Renovator must himself be reno-

vated, III. 261.
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Renunciations of the poet, iii. 41.

Repetitions, xii. 57; no repetitions

in world, 11. 83, 84.

Reporter, the writer as, iv. 263 ; viii.

3°-

Repose, vi. 159; xi. 531; choose

between truth and, 11. 341.

Representatives, what they must re-

present, X. 50 f.

Republic, The Fortune of the,

XI. 509-544.

Republics, in. 210, 211; xi. 517.

Repudiation, you cannot repudiate

but once, i. 389.

Reputations, decline of, 1. 267; iv.

32; do not be impatient of false,

III. 284; slavery to, vii. 164, 326;

unaccounted for, in. 89.

Resemblances, lover dislikes, 11. 178

;

Nature full of, 1. 43, 44; 11. 15;

IV. 123; VIII. 7, 336.

Reserve, vii. 230 fl, 249.

Residuum, unknown, in every man,
II. 306.

Resistance, sweet satisfaction of, xii.

207.

Resources, viii. 135-154; 1. 149,

158; viii. 210; x. 69, 77; xii. 25.

Respect, men respectable only as

they respect, x. 205.

Responsibility, need of, vi. 278; xi.

173, 291.

Rest, VIII. 282; XII. 60; by alterna-

tion of employment, viii. 149;

man not made for, xii. 60; mo-
tion and. III. iSo, 194; and rust,

*• 350-

Restlessness, our education fosters,

II. 82; VIII. 22; X. 236, 245.

Results, III. 69 ; respect for, v. 221 f

;

X. 279.

Retirement, need not be unsocial, 1.

342; VI. 134; VII. 227; X. 236.

Retribution, in soul of man, 1. 122;

what is, II. 102, 121; X. 193, 197;

XI. 186, 198, 239, 389.

Retz, Cardinal de, quoted, vi. 182,

300; VIII. 196.

Revelation, disclosure of the soul, 11.

280,282,294,335; VI. 251; VIII.

344; X. 114; not at an end, 1. 134;
persons on the eve of a, vi. 133.

Reverence, a great part of friendship,

II. 209; due from man to man, 11.

63; VII. 15, 253; for the past, 11.

56; for what is above us, x.205f.

Revision of our manner of life, 11.

161.

Revivals, religious, 11. 282; vi. 208;

A. 282.

Revolution, American. See Ameri-

can Revolution.

Revolutions, come from new ideas,

I. 285; II. 4; III. 219; X. 249,

^53* 3^8; XI. 135, 161, 342, 406,

514, 530-

Reward, cannot be escaped, 11. 102;

III. 283; VI. 231, 234; VIII. 303;
A. 197.

Reynolds, Sir Joshua, quoted, viii.

290 f; XII. 232.

Rex, IX. 357.

Rhea, To, ix. 9.

Rhetoric, power to detach and mag-

iiify>"-354»35S; IV. 59, 135; VI.

294; VII. 64; X. 169, 334; XII.

219; qualities of, xii. 283-303.

Rhodora, The, ix. 37.

Rhyme, in Nature, in. 25; iv. no;
VI. 46; VII. 53; VIII. 45, 56; IX.

54, 311; XII. 343; ripples in, ix,

54; in things, ix. 69, 123.

Rhythm of Nature, iv. 141; ix, 122.

Rich men, i. 239, 244, 253-255; 11.

7; who is rich, in. 99, 153, 174,

191, 206; IV. 4, 59; VI. 88, 94,

117, 261, 266; VII. 118, 141, 170;

VIII. 100; A. 45 f, 455; the rich

man is he in whom people are rich,

VI. 97. Seej alsoj Riches, Wealth.

Richard of Devizes, quoted, vi.

206.

Riches, ix. 374; i. 236, 249, 316;

man needs to be rich, vi. 85, 88,

99, 323. SeCj also, Rich Men,
Wealth.
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RIchter, Jean P. F., quoted, ii. 179;
XI. 350 f.

Rider, a good, the mark of, vi. 144;
X. 58.

Ridicule, peculiar to man, viii. 163;

as remedy, VIII. 147 j shun, viii.

98.

Ridiculous, must expect to seem, 11.

261.

Right, basis of things, xi. 354; lib-

erates, IX. 79; XI. 168, 231, 320,

525; XII. 46; meaning of, i. 25;

measure of, I. 336; 11.50,70,116;

III. 59, 213; X. 88, 93, 192, 197;
and wrong together, iii. 262.

Rights, human, discussion of, iii, 64;

XI. 229; equality, in. 201 ; eternal,

IX. Z09; XI. 178; higher, III. 219,

255.

Ripley, Ezra, D. D., x. 379-395;
his life, X. 381; prayers, x. 386;

scholarly, x. 391; simplicity, x.

390; masterly work, x. 390;
speech, x. 392.

Ripples, IX.. 54, 321 S.

Ritualism, vi. 208; x. 104.

River, taught to make carpets, xi.

539; of delusions, iv. 20; em-

blematic, I. 27, 300; man"'s im-

piety toward, vii. 254; perpetual

gala, 1.19; good-natured, VII. 27;

intellect, a river from unknown
source, ii. 268 ; iii. 4; makes

own shores, vin. 247; xii. 16; of

thoughts and events, iv. 190; ix.

248, 364.

River, The, ix. 385.

Rivers, Two, ix. 248.

Roads, air, xii. 392; American rage

for, I. 363; meters of civilization,

X. 178; XI. 542; mended with

diamonds, viii. 106; vent for in-

dustry, VII. 22; through solidest

things, III. 243.

RoBBiNs, Rev. Chandler, Hymn
AT Ordination of, ix. 223.

Robespierre, eloquence, viii. 130.

Robin Hood, xii. 359.

Robinson Crusoe, as model of writ-

ing, X. 457.

Rochester, Earl of, v. 124; quoted,

VII. 239.

Rockets, stars of heaven packed

into, XII. 9.

Rock, of ages, vin. 284; ix. 355; x.

69; XII. 51; teaches firmness, i.

42, 300; made of gases, in. 180;

VII. 143; X. 70, 271.

Rodney, Admiral, v. 68.

Rogues, under the cassock, x. 228;

in politics, VI. 66, 211; x. 87; the

choice of sensible persons, xi.

524.

Roman, buildings, 1. 245; vii. 40;

conversation, VII. 242; education,

III. 257; and Greek character,

VIII. 318.

Roman Catholic Church, influence,

V. 216 f; X. 203, 227; peculiar

rites, XI. 3, 12, 415.

Romance, the root of, 11. 257, 349;
the life of man the true romance,

III. 2S5; VII. 9, II, 2x6; X. 166.

Romantic era not past, 1. 109.

Romany Girl, The, ix. 227.

Romany patois, xii. 285.

Rome, Caesar called his house, i. 76;

charm, XII. 185; pictures, ii. 361 ;

.

sculpture galleries, vii, 51.

Rome, Written at, ix. 396.

Romilly, Sir Samuel, v. 64, 90 f, 97,
108, 154, 224.

Rope of sand, for little Asmodeus,

VI. 173; viii. 149; IX. 334; his-

tory of persecution is, n. 119.

Rose color, soul has no, 11. 290.

Roses, language, i. i; ix. 29, 126;

otto of, x. 173; live in present, 11.

67; renew their races, viii. 41;
red, through thee, 11. 189; regal

acts like, 11. 127; rival of, ix. 38;
Saadi's intoxication from, iv. 143;
shames man, 11. 67.

Rose-water to wash negro white, vii

.

.63.

Rotation, the law of Nature and of
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man, iii. 2.39, 242; Nature's rem-

edy, IV. 19, 175; X. 46.

Rothschild, vi. 75, 105.

Rousseau, Jean Jacques, in. 274.

Routine, acts of, 11. 320; power of,

VI. 77, 212; X. 153; XI. I7OJ XII.

59:
Rowing and backing water, 111.

266.

Rubbish of Nature conceals useful

results, I. 39.

Rubies, ix. 217.

Ruby, chalk becomes, ix. 300.

Rude people, how reached, vi. 172.

Ruffian smoothed, 11. 99.

Ruins, men are, vii. 108.

Rulers, natural, a. 121; physiog-

nomy of, VI. 300; VIII. 80, 232;

potency of good, xi. 318.

Rules, easy, x. 1 53 J
not final, x. 225.

Rum, good to tax, vii. 31.

Rush, Dr. Benjamin, vii. 286.

Rushworth, John, quoted, v. 308.

Ruskin, John, quoted, viii. 335.

Russell, Lord William, 1. 21.

Ruts of custom, 1. 250.

Rydal Mount, v. 19, 294.

SaADI, IX. 129-135; IV. 143; VII.

208, 223; VIII. 64J quoted, iv.

216; V. 27; VI. 95, 298 f; VII.

317; VIII. 121; IX. 320, 325; XI.

236.

Sabbath, jubilee of world, i. 150,

220, 321; HI. 251; VII. 169; X.

373; made unlovely, I. 137; odori-

ferous, XII. 194. SeeydsOt Sunday.

Saccharine principle, predominance

of, II. 227, 317, 318.

Sachem, head of, 11. 16.

Sacred Band, 1. 382; x. 327; xi.

480.

Sacrifice, ix. 296; of small for

great things, 1. 256. See Self-sac-

rifice.

Safety, bought by ourselves, viii.

104.

Sagas, Norse, v. 57, 59; vii. 258.

Sahara, is man's fault, x. 349; xii.

183.

Sailors, life of, v. 30; vii. 263.

Sainte-Beuve, quoted, viii. 94.

St.-Evremond, Charles, x. 354.

St. Just, Antoine L., quoted, viii. 85,

St. Pierre, Bernardin de, quoted, x.

184.

St. Simon, C. H., Comte de, iii. 264;

quoted, viii. 142.

St. Vitus"'s dance, x. 224, 267.

Saints, a slight taint of burlesque

attaches to, 1. 355; iii. 79; his-

tory of, made universal, iv. 210;

the only logicians, i. 194J not

good executive officers, vi. 65;

satiety of, iv. 174; self-respect of,

in. 131; VIII. 313; cannot spare,

XI. 488.

Salad, grown by electro-magnetism,

III. 195.

Saliency, habit of, divine effort in

man, viii. 72; xii. 59, 359.

Salisbury Cathedral, v. 66, 285.

Salisbury Plain, v. 276, 281.

Sallust, quoted, i. 20.

Salt, truth a better preserver, viii.

340-

Saltations, 1. 180; in. 68; viii. 72.

Salvator, i. 206; ix. 89.

Same, iv. 49; ix. 140.

Sample men, iv. 81.

Samson, ix. 348.

Samson, Abbot, x. 357; xii. 381.

Sanborn, F. B., verses on Samuel
Hoar, X. 435.

San Carlo, iv. 174.

Sanctity, iv. 94.

Sanctorius, vi. 132.

Sanctuary, of heart, 1. 279; house

a, vn. 132; IX. 354.

Sand, George, iv. 278; v. 31; vi.

170; VII. 213 ff; quoted, vii. 215;
VIII. 290.

Sand, ropes of. See Rope.

Sandemanians, feet-washing, xi. 11,

Sanitary Commission, xi. 480, 538.

Sanity, what is, vi. 277 f; vii. 91.
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Sannups, ix. 142; xi. 51.

San Salvador, wee, ix. 235.

Santa Croce, church, xii. 243.

Saranac, ix. 182.

Sarona, viii. 66.

Sarsena, v. 278.

Satellites, be not a satellite, i. 90;

human arts satellites to Nature,

VII. 40.

Saturn, i. 296.

Saturnalia, transcendentalism the

saturnalia of faith, 1. 338.

Sauce-pan, Macaulay reduces intel-

lect to, V. 247.

Saurian, IV. 80; v. 60; vi. 15; vii.

171; IX. 245.

Saurin, Jacques, quoted, x. 337.

Savages, advantages, 11. 84, 85; vi.

71; vii. 20, 151; arts, VIII. 215,

324; converseinfigures, I. 26, 29;

war of, XI. 151.

Savant, everybody knows as much
as the savant, 11, 330; Napoleon

and, X. 253; a pedant, vii. 182;

VIII. 18; xii. 8.

Savarin, Brillat, viii. 150.

Savoyards, who whittled up their

pine-trees, i. 97.

Saxe, Marshall, saying, vii. 263.

Saxon race, citizens, xi. 262; dem-
ocratic, V. 74; despair, a. 85; in

England, v. 51 f, 74; face, v. 67;

hands of mankind, v. 76; leaders,

VI. 32, 90; VII. 287; friendly to

liberty, xi. 147; merchants, vi.

90; moral sentiment, v. 311; pre-

cision, V. 236; privacy, x. 365;

Protestants, v. 47; sturdiness, v.

174; training, vi. 32; type, v. 54;

woman of, xi. 414; workers, v.

74-

Sayer and doer, iii. 6.

Saying, not what you say, but what

you are is heard, vi. 226 f ; viii.

96.

Scandinavians, v. 52, 66, 137. See,

also, Norsemen.

Scaurus, Marcus jEmilius, vi. 195,

Scenery, influence, 11. 147; iii. 176;

VI. 160.

Scheherezade, vii. 70; x. 81.

Schelling, quoted, v. 2425 vi. 13.

Schiller, in. 89; quoted, vi. 254;

VIII. 185, 329.

Schisms of 1820, a. 325.

Schlegel, quoted, a. 169.

Schlemihl, Peter, a. 20.

Scholar, The, x. 259-289; 1. 79-

115, 158-185J needs action, i. 95;
aims, III. 269; asceticism, i. 176,

187; awkwardness, viii. 82; bi-

fold life, 11. 233 ; and books, vii.

109, 189, 195; X. 288; born too

soon, X. 242; brave, i. 104; a

candle, vii. ii; viii. 310 f; a.

273 ; sacrificed to be courtier and

diner-out, XII. 9; defection of, xii.

121, 127; discipline, 1. 173-185;

duties, I. 100, 104; viii. 230; X.

247, 252, 262, 288; effeminacy,

VII. 275; egotism, XII. 7; enthusi-

asm, X. 273; XII. 23; every man
a, X. 248; XI. 218; victim of ex-

pression, III. 66; failures, i. 155;

faith, 1. 250; and farming or gar-

dening, vi. -114; gifts, III. 269; X.

275, 278, 283; and giddy girl, 11.

151 ; wants gossips, vii. 246;

habits, VIII. 296; x. 250; favorite

of Heaven, 1. 155; and heredity,

VI. 164; heroism of, needed, xii.

113-117; bringer of hope, i. 193;
idealist, viii. 230; x. 254, 264;

XII. 384; carrier of ideas, x. 248;

independent of his times, x. 247;
influenced by mind of Past, 1. 87;
indifferentism, XI. 242; represents

intellect, iv. 264; viii. 302; x.

275; irritability, vi. 138; labor,

VIII. 311, 341; X. 273; a leader,

1. 84; in what his learning consists,

VII. 179; stands for liberty, x. 247;
XI. 241; a literary foundation,

VII. no; his the white lot, X. 241;
in a lumber-camp, x. 493 ; is man
thinking, i. 84; manliness, viii.
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127; men of the world, 1. 94, 100,

229; VI. 137, 183; X. 280; not

one, but many in one, i. 155, 156;

accepts poverty and solitude, i.

loi, 167, 181; X. 288; prophetic

function, i. 181; x. 242; priest of

thought, I. 191 ; resources, 1. 158-

166
J

ridicule of, iv. 266; realist,

I. 157; his secret, viii. 313; self-

centred, I. 102, 113; self-denial,

II. 341; as speaker, viii. 127;

speech of, xii. 285; his subject, i.

166-173 ' ^^^ superiorities, x. 241

;

everything his teacher, xii. 128;

patron of new thought, i. 291

;

power over thoughts, xii. 43;
nothing is valueless to, i. 184, 185;

wariness, vii. 249; wealth an im-

pediment, VIII. 297; the weath-

er fits his moods, vii 169; has

wiser men around him, vii. 244;
•alone knows world, 1. 102; must
work, 1. 181, 182; not to defend

wrong, X. 247; victory, a. 249.

See^ alsoy Literary Ethics, and
below.

Scholar, The American, i. 79-1 i 5.

School-boys, vi. 59; vii. 120; ix.

165; X. 139.

School-girls, X. 81; XII. 106.

School-house, old, vii. 168.

Schools, X. 148 ff; cheapest police,

XI. 196. See Education.

Schopenhauer, viii. 138.

Science, aids to man, 11. 368, 369; vi.

165, 218; aim, I. 4; finding ana-

logy, I. 86; at arm's length from

its objects, vi. 281; attraction, i.

69 ; beginnings of, iv. 47 ; empir-

ical, I. 66, 74; efifect on man, vi.

284; English, V. 253; lessons

should be experimental, iii. 258;

eye of, viii. 71; destroys fictions

of church, x. 336; formulas of no

value except for owner, vi. 284;

generalizations, iv. 80; half sight

of, 1. 69; lacks a human side, iv. 10;

VI. 282; debt to imagination, VIII.

10; a search for identity, vi. 314;
viii. 7; jealous of theory, vi. 284;
miracles, viii. 207; continuation

into morals, vi. 219; viii. 228;

motive, vi. 284; shows genesis of

man, viii. 8 ; its motive the exten-

sion of man into nature, vi. 283;

pedantry, viii. 168; Plutarch on,

X. 309f; and poetry, III. 20; viii.

57; praiseof, IX. 193; of sciences,

IV. 62; index of self-knowledge,

III. 15; VIII. 41,220; sensual and

superficial, iii. 14; why study, x.

130; teachings of, xii. 87; unity

of, X. 264; coincidence with vir-

tue, IV. 83; wonder the seed of,

VII. 158.

Sciences, correlation, viii. 222; hke
sportsmen, IV. 63.

Scipio, II. 255; Scipionism of, 11. 83.

Scot, paying, 11. 112; vi. 90.

Scotch, estimate of wealth, \. 245.

Scotland, V. 53; xii. 186.

ScoTT, Walter, xi. 461-467; xi.

279; boy''s delight, vi. 312; ix.

240; and Byron, viii. 318; xi.

464; novels, III. 148; poetry, v.

256; XI. 463; XII. 318, 368;
power, A. 54, 314; and Words-
worth, \. 297 f; works, 1.172; II.

35,247; III. 148; A. 462; quoted,

III. 133; VI. 303; vii. 182; A. 4.

Scougal, Henry, x. 203, 227; xii.

194.

Screens, iii. 41, 135.

Scribatiousness, vii. 211.

Scriblerus Club, Berkeley at, iii. 273.

Scriptures, Christian, VII. 218; frag-

mentary, 1. 151, 211; v. 218, 225;

Oriental, vii. 218; viii. 15, 182,

214 ; XI. 490. Seej also, Bible.

Sculptor, finds form in marble, ix.

298.

Sculpture, ancient is moral, vi. 306;

VII, 51 f; Michael Angelo's art,

IX. 298; XII. 229; and architec-

ture, IV. 194; become effete, i.

367; II. 364; Greek, 11. 15, 24,
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302; Greenough's theory of, v. 5;

as history, iii. 108; laws of, 11.

179' 180, 354, 355, 364; III. 24,

38, 137, 234; VII. 44; office of, II.

356; teaches manners, vi. 159;

Phidias, IX. 6; tranquillity of, xii.

4x1; true, vii. 50. See J also f Art.

Scythe, sound of, in June mornings,

II. 228.

Sea, spray from antediluvian, v. 50;

attraction, V. 26 ; vii. 171; beauty

and might of, xii. 153 f j bellow-

ing, IX. 5; takes Boston in its

arms, ix. 212; cemetery, v. 29;

chiding, ix. 242; road of civiliza-

tion, vu. 21 J IX. 293; of circum-

stance, II. 120; of delusion, vii.

98; genius a diver in, i. 162; dread

of, V. 26, 29; drinking, iv. 112;

drop outweighs, 11. 189; drowns

ship and sailor like a grain of dust,

VI. 32; educator of the race, xn.

152; and English Empire, v. 33;
Intellect a sea, xii. 15; of know-

ledge, VI. 271; life on, v. 28 f;

masculine, v, 31 j mastery, vi. 32,

89; viii. 308; might, V. 30J poet,

lord of, HI. 42; Britain's ring of

marriage, v. 41 ; educates the

sailor, VII. 21; of science, iii. 40;

thorough-base of, viii. 56 f ; of

thought, I. 45, 345; IX. 139; time,

passing away as, 1. 145; 11. 26.

Seej ahof Ocean.

Seal and print. Nature and Truth,

IV. 117.

Seas, sail with God the seas, 11. 260.

Sea-shell, record of the animal's life,

», 300; England's crest, v. iii.

Seashore, ix. 24z; i. 168,266; iv.

55; VII. 21; viii. 289; XII. 183.

Seasonable things, vii. 231; conver-

sation, VII. 3, 64, 230.

Seasons, i. 18, 28; thought of, xii.

150-152; dance of, ix. 62, 190;

religious sentiment dependent on,

III. 51.

Seceder from the seceders, i. 305.

Secession, peaceable, xi. 323.

Second sight, ethical, iv. 84; vi. 305;

VIII. 21 ;
pseudo-spiritualist, x. 21.

Secret, of God, vi. 217; viii. 334;
cannot be hidden, vi. 223; with

key of, he marches faster, ix. 357;
of Nature, ix. 13-255 of success,

VI. 246; of world, III. II, 243; X.

238.

Secret societies, xi. 527.

Secrets, all told, II. 102; vi. 223; not

shown except to sympathy and

likeness, II. 145^-147; iv. i6i;vii.

242.

Sectarianism, makes false, 11. 54;
science destroys, viii. 211; xii. 6.

Sects, narrowing, x. 227; xi. 490;
shiJfting, X. 113, 118; xi. 488.

Security, ix. 388.

Securities, insecure, vi. io8.

Seeds, i. 285 iii. 186; iv. 35; pro-

duce their like, vi. 124, 231; vii.

103; X. 260; XII, 414.

Seeing, we see what we make, 11.

148 f, 257; III. 79, 177; VI. 15;

VIII. 41; and doing, vi. 74; xii.

53, 157; upside down, xii. 158.

Seek nothing, ii. 293; ix. 134,

271.

Seeker, endless, 1. 186; 11. 286, 287,

318.

Seemingandbeing, 11. 160; vi. 2i5f;

IX. 384; X. 29, 47.

Seen, teaches us of unseen, 11. 146;
VIII. 337.

Seer,i.93j a sayer, i. 134; xii. 380.

Selden, John, quoted, vu. 10; a.

108 f; XI. 505.

Self, aboriginal, 11. 63 ; fleeing from,

11.81,82; is God in us, 1. 131, 132,

288; condition of our incarnation

in a self, i. 165; insist on, 11. 83;
leave to be one's, vii. 229; sup-

plants all relative existence, m,
77-

Self-absolution, u. 74.

Self-accusation, u. 317; 111.271.

Self-adapting strength, xii. 415.
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Self-centred, X. 264.

Self-command, i. 43; vni. 85; x.

156, 163.

Self-communion, x. 236.

Self-consciousness, vii. 3 f.

Self-content, iii. 132.

Self-control, vi. 1955 viii. 86, 126;

X. 156.

Self-counsel, 11. 262.

Self-culture, iv. 288.

Self-defence, vii. 260; xi. 168.

Self-denial, I. 220; 11.341; vi. 155;
XII. 395.

Self-estimates, iii. 271.

Self-existence, 11. 70.

Self-government, iii. 219.

Self-gratulation, iv, 28.

Self-heal, iii. 194.

Self-healing, 1. 73.

Self-help, the only help, 1. 246; 11.

77,78; A. 183, 251; XI. 144, 155,

487.

Selfish, all sensible people are, iv.

176; VI. 276.

Selfishness, i. 232, 246; our history

the history of, i. 252; ours makes

others, I. 279, 280; self-punishing,

111.276; VI. 133; X. 64; XII. 313,

3i7>395; root of, vi. 135.

Self-knowledge, II. 37; viii. 41; ix.

14; X. 9.

Self-love, VI. 135-; vii. 253.

Self-poise, ni. 137; vi. 203.

Self-possession, 11. 237; vi. 159, 186;

X. 102.

Self-preservation, i. 374.

Self-recovery, 1. 66; iii. 81.

Self-Reliance, II. 43-90; IX, 394;

1.279,324,334,335; 11.344; "I-

131,260; VI. 186,190; VII. 7, 292;

IX. 395; X. 57, 60, 65. 83, 143, 206,

254; XI. 172, 235, 522, 534.

Self-respect, i. loi, 102, 392; 11. 47,

162; III. 136; V. 146, 295; not

measured by number of clean

shirts, VI. 247; VIII. 303, 307, 313;
X. 36 f, 87; XI. 487.

Self-sacrifice, attractiveness of, i.

122; VII. 253; VIII. 106, 343, See

Sacrifice.

Self-similar woods, IX. 186.

Self-sufficingness, iii. 99; viii. 80,

103.

Self-trust, the reason of, 1. 100, 104,

106, 131, 144, 145, 156, 207, 208;

II. 65, 250-252; III. 78, 81, 260;

VII. 292, 295; X. 15, 37, 65. See,

alsOf Self-Reliance.

Senator, Senators, anecdote of two,

VIII. 331 f; eloquence of,viii. 113,

114; his office an apology. III. 218;

Mr. Sumner, xi. 248 f ; tameness

of, XI. 133.

Seneca, quoted, viii. 283; x. 311.

Sensation, ascent to thought, viii.

24; and morals, iv. 149.

Senses, pleasure severed from needs

of character, 11. 103; despotic at

short distances, 1. 49, 157, 181 ; iii.

138; education, vi. 213; fool of,

III. 185; and imagination, VI. 303;
imprison us, viii. 23; overpower-

ing influence, 11, 272; interference,

VI. 311 ; life of, iii. 246; men of,

IV. 153; ministry of, XII. 37; give

representations only, i. 311; se-

cret, XII. 32; skeptics, VII. 144;
collect surface facts, viii. 24; not

final, 1. 311; prudence the virtue

of, 11. 222.

Sensibility, is all, iii. 175; vii. 295;
defined, xii. 61 ; fountain of right

thought, vii. 301, 305, 328; VIII.

201,223; X. 82, 230; XII. 42.

Sensible men, rare, viii. 304.

Sensualism, II. 103, 231, 232; in. 54;
vii. 121; X. 150, 151; XI. 531.

Sentence, illusion in, VIII. 195; none

holds whole ti'uth, iii. 245; reason

for, II. 153.

Sentiment, measure of action, 11.

155; Americans deaf to, i. 249;
beauty depends on sentiment it

inspires, vi. 299 f; x. 55, 274; is

color, VII. 300; consolation of life,

VIII. 104; conversation excludes,
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VII. 231; counterfeit, viii. 105;

illumination, vii. 296; largest is

truest, IV. 139; law, 11. 102; the

inside aspect of life the means of

its expression, a.. 274; power, 11.

172; XII. 2io; moral, see Moral
sentiment; realm, x. 83; reli-

gious, XI. 236; advantages of re-

nouncing generous sentiment, iv.

228; sail of the ship of humanity,

XI. 407; starving, X. 56; thought

imbosomed in, x. 185J wise, viii.

347; Woman the, xi. 407; never

loses its youth, n.. 235.

Sentimentalism, viii. 105; Nature

, no sentimentalist, vi. 6.

September, ix. 361.

Sepulture, forms of, as the history of

religion, viii. 324.

Sequestration, by intellect, ii. 345;
III. 106.

Sequoias, vii. 148; viii. 334.

Seraphim, love most, 11. 345.

Serenity, the charm of manners, iii.

137; VI. 296; X. 56.

Sermons of the early times, x. 106 f.

Seruzier, Col., quoted, iv. 234.

Servants, false relations to, i. 252,

^53; Vi. 275f.

Service, being served an onerous

business, iii. 163 ff; blessing of,

III. 277; none direct, iv. 7 f ; doing

a, ji. 293 J
greatness is, ix. 203;

XII. 205; does not join us to others,

but only likeness. III. 165; always

remunerated, VI. 231; x. I92;truth

serves all, ix. 118; x. 211; the

virtue of all beings, xi. 297, 541 f.

Sets in society, viii. go.

Settled, the wish to be, 11. 320, 342.

Seventeenth century writing, v. 236.

Seward, William H., xi. 330.

Sex, IV. 129; VI. 58; XI. 415, 425;
two sexes in English mind, v. 67.

Sexual attraction, vi. 134; vii. 324.

Seyd, VI. 279; ix. 13, 275, 304, 320.

Shadows, institutions shadows of

men, 11. 61; rhymes to the eye,

VIII. 45; point to sun, II. 155; the

world the shadow of the soul, i. 95,

334; "• 197; I"- 76; VIII. 23.

Shah Nameh, viii. 241.

Shakers, iv. 267; vi. 66, 203, 237;

flowers, IX. 93.

Shakspi \.re, IV. 187-219; IX. 296;

XI. 44.5-453; IX. 222; advan-

tages, IV. 192; his sentences aero-

lites, IV. 208; Ariel, viii. 43;
autograph, iii. 63; Delia Bacon
on, VIII. 197; best-bred man,

III. 148; his own biographer, iv.

208; externalbiography, IV. 205f;

cheerfulness, iv. 215; classified

facts, in mind of, 11. 333; common
sense, viii. 3 ; creative power, iv.

212; VIII. 44; debt to others, iv.

195; VI. 58; VII. 53; viii. 191;

dialogue. Ill 148; in earnest, vii.

53; without egotism, xii. 326;

without effort, vii. 182; and Eng-

lish history, vii. 197; equality in

all his work, viii. 72; xii. 50; ex-

actitude of mind, v. 234; most

expressive man, x. 173; unites

extremes, xi. 450; Falstaff, viii.

160, 250; generalizations, v. 241,

243 ; called out German genius,

XII. 312; and Goethe, viii. 69;

xn. 327; humanity, 11. 28S; xi.

453 ; Imogen, v. 108 ; made up of

important passages, viii. 33; in-

fluence, 1. 91; greatness of his in-

spiration, II. 289; best known of

men, iv. 209 f; not known to his

time, II. 31; VIII. 194; Lear, VIII.

28, 30 ;
gives a feeling of longevity,

II. 273; lyric quality, iv. 214; in

maiden's heart, ix. 313; unmea-
sured, IX. 239, 296; chief merit,

IV. 15; metre of culture, xi. 448;
XII. 295; and Milton, xii. 253;
miraculous, viii. 275 ; imperial

muse, I. 52; power of subordinat-

ing Nature to piirposes of expres-

sion, I. 52; organ of mankind, 11

108; no non resistant, i. 99, 100
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XI. 172; perception of identity, iv.

18; personality, xii. 275; Platon-

istjiv. 88; useof Plutarch, X. 296;

poet of human race, iv. 202; phi-

losopher and dramatist, iv. 210;

knows poverty, vi. 261; popular

power, X. 54; XI. 441; realism,

VIII. 27; richness, in. 41; keen-

ness of sense, xii. 365; on study,

VII. 196; style, IV. 15; XII. 293;
and Swedenborg, IV. 94; Tempest,

I. 54; robust thinker,, xi. 450

j

unique, 11. 83, 134; universality,

II. 6; is a large utterance, xii.

294; value, 1. 161 ; viii. 220; versa-

tility, vin. 72; a voice merely, xii.

253; well read, vi. 141; wisdom,

golden word, iv. 206; xii. 321;

works unconscious, VII. 49; works

imitated, i. 91; iv. 41; achieve-

ment as a youth, vii. 321 ;
quoted,

I- 34» S4j 109, 336; II. 37, 200, 252,

253,361; IV. 88, 95, 207; V. 131,

291; VI. 258; VII. 65, 196; VIII.

152J163; X. 44, 171; XI. 326; xii.

302, 350.

Shakspeare of divines, ix. 8.

Shakspearian, be a, iv. 29.

Shams, IX. 254; inbuilding, vi. 291.

Sharpe, Granville, xi. 105, no;
quoted, xi. 136.

Shaw, Col. Robert, ix. 208.

Shelley, Percy B., VIII. 25; xii. 319;
quoted, viii. 325.

Shell-fish, growth, 1.300; 11. 18, 124;

III. 25, 180; IV. 160.

Shenstone, William, quoted, viii. 93.

Sheppard, Elizabeth S., quoted, vin.

66.

Sheridan, Richard B., viii. 1S3;

quoted, v. 178.

Ships, V. 28; VI. 291; VII. 24; ship

of heaven, jl. 196; of humanity,

XI. 407, 543; monarchy like, in.

211.

Shirts, clean, the measure of self-

respect, V. 84; VI. 247; X. 195;

mankind in shirt-sleeves, xi. 526.

Shop-bill, ethics in, n. 115,

Shop-keeping, in. 64; xi. 123.

Shop, talking, viii. 98.

Shopman, wrinkled, ix. 79.

Shore, needed in shoving off, i. 305.

Shot heard round the world, ix. 158.

Should and would, viii. 30.

Shrewdness and wisdom contrasted,

II, 118.

Shyness, disease of, vii. 4, 7.

Sibyls, writing, xii. 95.

Sicily, VII. 69.

Sick people, vi. 263, 266.

Sickness, gets organized, i. 3 1 9 ;
poor-

spirited, III. 65; VI. 56, 133, 263;
VIII. 98; a forbidden topic, vi.

196.

Sidney, Algernon, quoted, x. 275.

Sidney, Sir Philip, v. 112, 284; viii.

44; XI. 281; quoted, n. 153.

Sieve, the ear a, xii. 32.

Sight, IV. 65.

Sights and sounds, viii. 23.

Sign-boards of character, in. 53; vi.

175; X. 10.

Signing-off, i. 143.

Silence, better than discourse, 11.

211,311; VIII. 96; need of, I. 176;

destroys personality, n. 343; xii.

260.

Silenus, in. 155.

Sills of state, xn. 205,

Similar and same, a. 147.

Simile, use, vin. 11.

Simonides, x. 476.

Simorg, vin. 240, 263.

Simplicity, through complexity, iv.

290; greatness of, I. 165; 11.291;

v. 186; VI." 289, 294; VII. 119; X.

Sims, rendition of, xi. 290.

Sin, II. 249; III. 78; IV. 137.

Sinai, theatrical, v. 229.

Sincerity, basis of talent as of charac-

ter, XII. 31, 63; basis of recogni-

tion, VI. 193; gives lasting eflfect,

II. 153; VI. 226 f; the luxury of,

II. 202; more excellent than flat-
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ter7,ii. 292; German, IV. 281; v.

n6; gives force to eloquence, VIII.

130; great men sincere, vi. 212;

VIII. 229; IX. 7; X. 256; XI. 288;

XII. 31,63; in defence of right, VII.

259; every sincere man is right,

_xn.53.

Sing-Sing in parlor, vii. 14.

Sistine Chapel, vii. 131; xii. 226.

Sitfast acres, ix. 36.

Sixteen, sweet seriousness of, vi. 287.

Sixty, man worth nothing until, vii.

321.

Size and worth, VI. 189; ix. 235,

Skates, wings or fetters, vi. 15.

Skating, III. 59; VI. 32; viii. 31.

Skepticism, self-defence against

crude sentiment, 11. 31, 305; iii.

65* 7Sf ^70» 278; IV. 155 ff, 171 ff,

180; X. 218, 244f; not to be feared,

IV. 183; VI. 201 ff, 210, 214 f; A.

213, 223; is belief in luck, viii.

138, 33^; ^- ^79-

Skill, comes of doing, vii. 321.

Skull. See Phrenology.

Sky, III. 172; do not leave the sky

out of your landscape, vi. 196,

304; VII. 171; VIII. 72, 138 J IX.

6, 190. 334-

Skyey sentences, iv. 208.

Sky-language, xii. 19.

Slaughter-house, vi. 7j thinking,

viii. 332.

Slave-drivers, theoretic, iii. 53.

Slavery, xi. 97-147, 179-214, 215-

244, 297-311,313-326, abolition,

I. 280; XI. 247 ; American churches

on, X. 114; influence oil American

government, xi. 258; Bible and,

^ XI. 234; checking, XI. 303; com-

promises, I. 274; XI. 134, 303;
conspiracy, xi. 297; greatest ca-

lamity, XI. 186; Cuba, I. 232; de-

scribed, XI. 102 f; a destitution,

XI. 297; disappearance, VIII. 142;

bad economy, vii. 141 ; xi. 301

;

Edinburgh Review on, xi. 137; ef-

fects, XI. 259 i; in England, xi.

107; enigma of the time, xi. 391

;

evils, IX. 205; XI. 353, 125, 259,

300; freedom by religion, i. 280;

XII. 342J we must get rid of sla-

very or else of freedom, xi. 147,

247J industrious, xi. 207; proof

of infidelity, vi. 210; makes life a

fever, xi. 247; mill for converting

men into monkeys, xi. 227; resist-

ance to it a nursery of orators,

VII. 95; XI. 416; proslavery schol-

ars, X. 247; selfishness, 1. 280; VII.

162; suppression of, worth a gen-

eration, XI. 345; a good univer-

sity, XI. 416; Webster and, xi.

181-205, ^^^> white, XI. 201 ; wo-

man and, XI. 416; inconsistent

with principles on which world is

built, XI. 240. 4

Slaves, buying, xi. 208; must be

able to defend themselves, xi. 143

;

most men are, vi. 23; prices, x.

48; imprisoned spirits are, xi.

217.

Slave-trade, i. 269; iii. 94; xi. 102,

107 ff, 140; XII. 415.

Sleep, a bar between day and day, v.

70; VIII. 273; those only can sleep

who do not care to sleep, vii. 182;

of children, xii. 99; takes off cos-

tume of circumstance, a. 9; di-

vine communications in, vi. 197;
enchantress, a. 3; lingers about

our eyes, iii. 45; the condition of

health, viii. 280; memory of, x. 5;
XII. 107; life a sleep-walking, i.

107 J
marble, IX. 164; witchcraft,

A. 3. See, also. Dreams.
Sleepy Hollow, Address at Con-

secration OF, XI. 427-437; sky is

a Sleepy Hollow, xi^ 434.
Sleezy hours, vi. 82.

Sloven continent, v. 288 ;
plenty, xi.

526.

Smartness, American love of, xi,

224; XII. 57.

Smile, the forced smile in company,
II. 55,
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Smith, Adam, quoted, x. 43OJ xi.

335-

Smith, Captain John, vm. 165;

quoted, xii. 189, 199.

Smith, Sir Lionel, xi. 117, 120.

Smith, Sydney, quoted, v. 102, 154,

197; VI. 247; VIII. 280.

Snakes, blue vault shrivels like snake

skin,x.i9i; perilof, 11. 315; doc-

trine of, VI. 91 J VII. 177; IX. 77;
as type of spine, iv. 108.

Snow, a cloak, viii. 144; property

like, I. 37; shroud, ix. 233; and
sunshine, ix. 220.

Snow-ball, of memory, xn. 98.

Snow-drift, n. 19; ix. 19.

Snow-flakes, iii. 172; ix. 206, 347.
Snow-Storm, The, ix. 41 ; of illu-

sions, VI. 325.

Snuffle in religion, vi. 241.

Social Aims, viii. 77-107.

Social, barriers, viii. 90; goods, vi.

163; machine, vi. 159; order, 1.

304^ 305J \ 19°; pests, VI. 173;

power, conditions of, v. 4; rela-

tions, III. 274; science, vm. 208;

A. 210; soul, II. 207; structure, I.

248; usages, II. 151; VII. 117.

Social Circle, Concord, Mass., x. 381.

See Notes.

Socialism, i. 380; vi. 66, 97; x.

345 .f-

Societies, iii. 130; a. 266. See As-

sociations.

Society, VII. 10-15; ix. 276; aamis-

sion to, III. 143; never advances,

II. 84; advantages, 1. 311; iii.

112; VII. 225 J X. 141J aims, VI.

247; babyish, 11. 75; vi. 92, 163;

A. 280J bases, vii. 98; vm. io6j

caste in, 111. 130; giant's castle to

youth, III. 152; changes, a. 327;
Channing's attempts at, a. 340;
chemistry of, vii. 14; chooses for

us, II. 75; inner circle of, iii. 147;

clothed with, vii. 10; and com-
mon sense, xii. 118 j composition

of, III. 204; in conspiracy against

manhood of its members, 11. 49,

203; constituents, 1. 358 J conven-

tional, III. 139J for conversation,

VII. 226; best cordial, VII. 225 J in-

tolerant of criticism, IV. 172; part

of the idea of culture, a. 32; peo-

ple descend to meet, 11. 199, 278;

vii. 13; a disappointment, II. J99;

divides man, 1. 83; dress, vm. 87;
empty, 11. 311; favorites, iii. 141

;

fine, VI. 247; fine traits unfit for,

VII. 7; fit, found everywhere, vm.
319; no fixity, iii. 199; French

definition of, in. 121; subject to

fits of frenzy, x. 280; frivolous,

III. 99; what is good, in. 121;

threatened with granulation, x.

iiS; is a hospital, III. 268; a hos-

pital committee,!. 319; ideal, VIII.

90; idolatrous, xii. 117; an illu-

sion, 1.347; m. 199; VI. 312; in-

fested with rude people, vi. 172;

influenced by one man, iii. 265,

280; swift in its instincts, vi. 186;

welcomes intellect, in. 140; affin-

ity its law, I. 123; VII. 14; life's

value doubled by, vm. 90; man-
ners of, VI. 184; maimers associate

us, VI. 171; a masquerade, VI. 223;

is in meeting best people, vii. 12;

secret melancholy, iii. 269; mer-

curies of. III. 133; moral power
controls, I. 250; x. 65; moral sen-

timent its basis, i. 126; work of

necessity, 1. 304, 305, 313; m.
120; VII. 227, 244; need of liter-

ary class, IV. 269; needs noble-

men, 1. 387 ; need of one sane man,
IV. 265; made up of partialities,

XI. 422; a Pestalozzian school, iv.

31 ;
poet''s fabuloiis picture of, in.

175; poverty of invention, II. 365;
a prison, m. 257; progressive, xi.

414; relations, II. 276-278; reno-

vation, III. 261; retreat from, i.

334j 347j 348; X. 142; foolish

routine, I. 175; rulers, in. 124; its

sanity the balance of a thousand
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insanities, in. 237; a school, iv.

31; X. 141; self-indulgence in, I.

246; shunned in order to be

found, 1. 175, 347; spoiled by too

much pains, in. 112; stimulating,

vii. 11; secret of success in, iii.

141 ; harnessed in the team of, j..

250; on one's own terms, 11. 214J
timing and placing, viii. 83; tim-

orous, 11. 75; troopof thinkers, VI.

58; trifles, I. 143; our inexperi-

ence of true, VII. 125; truth-lover

in, VII. 241 ; does not love its un-

makers, vi. 313; use of, 1. 175;

VII. 11; values inoffensive people,

X.345; vulgar, II. 143 ; vii. 13; a

wave, II. 87; sacrificed to smooth

working, i. 318.

Society and Solitude, vii. i~i6.

Socrates, 11. 282; in. 30, 126; iv.

42 f, 59, 66, 70-71, 75, 83, 97, 140,

169, 288; VI, 252, 261; vn. 322;

X. 308; XII. 63 J
misunderstood,

II. 31, 58, 256; quoted, iv. 140,

157; VI. 267; vn. 64, 189,302; XI.

448,472; XII. 351.

Soil, actions smack of, ix. 35; rights

in, 1. 308, 309.

Solar system, iv. 184; not anxious

about its credit, vi. 202; has its

parallel in mental sphere, viii. 39,

223.

Soldiers, vi. 72; vn. 261 ff; x. 38;

XI. 237; Concord's, xi. 358-379.

Solidarity, English, v. 99; of men,

VI. 226; viii. 301; Nature's, vn.

143; VIII- 198; X. 83; in trade,

VI. loi.

Solidity, i. 331.

Soliform eye, iv. 83.

Solitariest man, x. 60.

Solitariness, vn. 4, 9; xii. 396.

Solitude, I. 173-175; VI. 155 ff; vn.

4, 9; IX. 129, 130, 332, 396; age

tends to, X. 327; artof, x. 142; in

cities, I. 7; consent to, i. 278; rip-

ens despots, in. 238; fragrant, ix.

9; insulation not, i. 174; lessons

of, IV. 216; VI. 156; VIII. 286,

310; X. 141; XI. 235; of nature

not so essential as solitude of habit,

I. 7; VI. 156, 268; VIII. 288; ne-

cessity of, I. 65, 173; VI. 259; vn.

6; populous, I. 137; VI. 269; vn.

169, 175; proud, VII. 13; Pytha-

goras Oil, VI. 156; VIII. 286; reve-

lations in, III. 85; VII. 15; the

scholar's, i. 173, 174; secret of,

XII. 320; and society, i. 175, 342;

II. 54; VII. 15; of soul without

God, X. 221; trespass not on, x..

143; voices heard in, n. 49; xii.

103.

Solomon, in Persian poetry, viii. 240,

249; IX, 304.

Solstices, of health and spirits, vi.

147, 218; A. 219.

Solution, ix. 220-223.

Somers, Lord, quoted, v. 261.

Somnambulism, x. 25.

Song of Nature, ix. 244-247.

Songs, essentials of, vii. 182; viiia

59 f; of pine, IX. 51; power of, ix.

121, 122, 367; of Merlin, ix. 218,

Sons of poor men, vn. 119.

Sophocles, quoted, in. 72; x. 313;
XI. 193.

Sordor, i. 76.

Sorrow, ix. 355; xii. 405, 410; re-

ligion of, i..220. 5ee, /z/jo, Grief

.

Soul, natural history of, xii. 3-64;

published in act, vi. 169; the

active, I. 90; admirable, not in our

experience, iv, 54; adult in the in-

fant man, 11. 279; independent of

age, II. 279; never ages, viii, 338;
all things known to, i. 223 ; 11. 124;

III. 243; balanced, iv. 55; be-

comes, II. 69; biography, vi. 282;

and body, jgfi Body; bursts boun-

daries, II. 304; not saved in bun-
dles, vi. 214; X. 102; child of. III.

188; content in a friend, 11. 193;
contrasted with the church, 1. 144;
circumscribes all things, 11. 271;
X. 27; classes of, iv. 142J conceal-
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ment of what does not concern it,

III. 243; counterpoise to all souls,

II. 344; XI. 235; critic and beg-

gar, VII. 307 ; knows no deformity,

11. 131; dictator, viii. 297; dis-

eases, II. 132; divine, i. 115, 223;
relations to Divine Spirit, 11. 65;
door, II. 182; dressed by Deity in

certain incommunicable powers,

II. 145; IV. 28; VII. 10; duration,

11.283,284; VI. 239; ebb, II. 32;
ejaculations, vii. 220; its empha-
sis always right, 11, 145; in Eng-
lish broadcloth, v. 254; contains

the events that shall befall it, i.

159; VI. 40; A. 9; the eyes indi-

cate its age, VI. 177 j vii. 126; no
eipress-rider, vii. 311; no flat-

terer, II. 295; its food, I. 216; de-

pendence of form on, iii. 3 ;
great-

est is plain and true, 11. 290;
growth not gradual but total, 11.

274, 320; gymnasium of, iv. 17;

it is in a hope that she feels her

wings, 1. 215; bound to life by il-

lusions, vii. 172; identity in all in-

dividuals, I. 108; immortality, jee

Immortalityj imprisoned, xi. 217;

incarnation, 11. 276; has known
all, IV. 96; laws, I. 12a; a life, 11.

120; is light, II. 66; lofty, 1.265;

man an infinite, 1. 136; marriage

of, XII. 19; natural history, i. 210,

223; II. 222; nature of, 11. 124,

270; and Nature, see under Na-
ture; grows by obedience, IX. 360;

A. 84 f; oracle, viii. 297; not an

organ or faculty, 11. 270; each

walks its own path, xii. 42; not

now preached, i. 135; has pre-

sentiment of all power, I. 164; pri-

vate and divine, x. 238; progress,

11.188,274; promise, II. 169; does

not answer questions of the under-

standing, 11.282; receptive, I. 210;

its large relations, vi. 282; reme-

dial, I. 150; does not repeat itself,

II. 83, 84, 351; respects itself, n.

196; revelations, 11. 273, 280, 281;
a river from unseen regions, 11.

268; not self-fed, xii. 309; its

sleep, VIII, 227; social, 11. 207;
sown as wheat, 11. 322; ix. 283;
attainment of due sphericity, iii.

80; stability, II. 318; superior to

its knowledge, a. 289J xii. 321;
surrendered, I. 266; in telegraphic

communication with source of

events, viii. 228; x. 242; tide in,

XI. 160; knows nothing of time,

11.274; no traveller, n. 81; to be

trusted, 11. 188; discemer of truth,

II. 279; not twin-born, iii. 78 ; uni-

' versal, I. 27, 148, 223; 11.278; iii.

14,78; IV. 50; VII. 40; VIII. 265 X.

99, 238; the painted vicissitudes

of, VIII. 26; wanderings, 11. 181;

the whole of which other things

are shining parts, 11. 269; wider

than space, 1. 224; wiser than the

world, I. 144, 145; answers not by
words, 11. 282; world, mirror of, I,

151. See Over-Soul.

Sound, analyzed, ix. 179.

Source, must be higher than tap, xi.

511.

South Wind. See Wind.
Southern people, VII. 68; ix. i68;xi.

304-

Southey, Robert, v. 8.

Souvenir, a token of love, xii. 104.

Space, I. 38; II. 228; IX. 279.

Spartan, civilization, 1.317; vii. 26;

XI. 122; conversation, vii. 64,

250; domestic life, u. 24; fife, 11.

60; generals, VII. 79; justice, iii.

203; religion, vi. 5; saying, iv.

136.

Spasmsof Nature, VI. 77;x. 191; xi.

238.

Specialty, each must have his, vi.

134; VII. 6.

Speculation, and practice, i. 4, 284,

285; III. 267; IV. 52, 266 f; no

succedaneum for life, xii. 402.

Speech, in, 40, 189; cordial speech
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is music, ix. 219; lessens us, 11.

342; VI. 224; VII.4, 38, 97; VIII.

9^)95>ii5i X. 169; XII. 382; of

rustics, IX. 66; and silence, n.

343; 111.245; vn. 301; of team-

sters and blacksmiths, iv. 168. See

Language, Style, Words.
Speed, of thought, xii. 49, 50.

Spence, Joseph, quoted, iv. 152.

Spence, William, quoted, v. 150.

Spencer, Earl, book contest, vii. 210.

Spending, rules for, vi. in f, 126,

223.

Spenser, Edmund, v. 234; vii. 47;
viii.49; quoted, III, 14; iv. 59;v.

242; VIII. 151,

Spheral, in. 241; vi. 311.

Sphinx, The, ix. 19-25; 1. 34; 11.

4,32; VII. 235; XII. 411.

Spine, the unit of animal structure,

IV. 108.

Spinoza, i. 162.

Spiral tendency, IV. 112; vi. 281JIX.

24.

Spirit, Informing, ix. 282.

Spirit, I. 61-65; all-knowing, I. 148;

all things from same, i. 124; as-

cent of, x. 233; creator, 1. 27; de-

fined, I. 25; eternal, i. 70; vii.

39» 57 j Jt. 97; every one builds

its house, 1.76; vi. 9, 286; is ex-

pressed in matter, xii. 5; inun-

dation of, I. 172; a fact the end

or last issue of, i. 34; 11. 276; iii.

167; X. 220; latent, in. 279; man
founded in, in. 72; and matter,

X. 213; moanings, x. 9; un-

named, in. 72, 282; moulds

Nature, 1. 76; remedial force, i.

71; self-evolving power, iv. 86;

VII. 161; solicitations, i. 222;

speakstoeachsoul, X. 230; super-

incumbent, I. 182; III. 282; su-

preme in all, 1. 127; taciturn, iv.

139; teachings apprehended only

by the same spirit, i. 64; xi. 234;
material theories of, do not de-

grade,ii.3o6; universal, 1.44; iv.

50; VI. 213; vanishing, x. 220;

voice of, I. 209.

Spirit, Holy. See Holy Ghost.

Spirit of times, vi. 3.

Spiritism, x. 13.

Spirits, animal, vn. 12 f ; in prison^

XI. 217.

Spiritual, in. 53; true meaning is

real, vi. 215; x. 72.

Spiritual Laws, 11. 129-166; ix.

275.

Spiritual life, unexampled in history,

1.338.

Spiritualism, false, iv. 139; v. 124;

VI. 209; VII. 290; A. 12, 21, 26,

245-

Spontaneity, the essence of life, i.

166; always right, II. 64, 133, 138,

328; III. 68; VII. 182; VIII. 75,

202; XI. 425; xn. 33.

Sportiveness of great, 11. 256.

Sports, freemasonry of, vi. 144.

Spotted life, 11. 297; x. 366.

Sprague, Charles, quoted, xi. 62.

Sprain, of foot and mind, xi. 502 f

;

Nature's, xn. 49.

Spring, vii. 299; ix. 142, 240, 241;

chemistry, ix. 181; eagerness, ix.

167,168; in mind at sixty, IX. 19;

no orator like, ix. 180; tardy, ix.

169; woods, IX. 9. -Sm May-Day
and April.

Spurzheim, x. 337.

Squeals of laughter, viii. 87.

Squinting, Greek statues incapable

of, II. 24.

Squirrels, ix. 75, 163.

Stability, of the soul, 11. 318; viii.

335-

Stael, Madame de, 1. 175; in. 135;
IV. 288; V. 119; VI. 149; VII. 238;
VIII. 93; quoted, i. 43; v. 119,

232; VIII. 185.

Stagnation, Chinese, i. 322J of life,

III. 51.

Stairs, 11. 349; in. 45; v. 238; ix,

121.

Stamina, want of, xi. 220.
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Stars, beguiling, in. 174; every one

is star of Bethlehem, ix. 333; a.

90; black, VI. 265; blessing, 11.

39; cataloguing stars of mind, 1.

100, loi; discontented, i. 212;

di^opped from angels' shoon, ix.

293; of flowers, 1. 18; fugitive,

VI. 307; IX. 287; of God, IX. 340;
why grand, xii. 387; inspiration, i.

7; new doctrines like stars whose
light has not yet reached us, 11.

147, 343, 344; one light from all,

I. 108 ; loved by, ix. 81 ; compare
with man''s life, 1. 267; of mind,

1. 100, 101 ; morning, ix. 385;
patient, ix. 340; and planets, 11.

197; of possibility, i. 223; punc-

tual, IX. 233; awaken reverence,

1. 7; packed into rockets, xii. 95
rose, his faith was earlier up, ix.

273, 314; science-baffling, n. 63;
shower of,iii. iii; vn. 129; silent

song of, 1. 125; all sky and no, xii.

45; smile, i. 7; spiritual, IX. 190;

stoop down, III. 176; strangers to,

IX. 140.; taunt by mystery, ix. 17;

of thought, II. 215, 323; vn. 250;

IX. 327; made by thought, viii.

39; IX. 317; hitch wagon to, vn.

28 f; with some men we walk

among, viii. 83; wink, vii. 168;

woo us, I. 212.

State, not aboriginal, in. 199; aim

of, XII. 48; based on opinion, vi.

34; basis, III. 197, 219 fl; x. 112;

XI. 44, 352, 390; building, ix. 271

;

corrupt, ni. 208 ;
guidance of, xi.

543; object, ni. 216; x. 91, 326;

a question, iv. 157; wise man is,

in. 216.

States of mind, rotation of, iv. 176.

Statesmen, American, xi. 139, 242;

republican, in. 197.

Statistics, iv. 109; vi. 17.

Statue, II. 179, 180,357,365; man-
ners of, VIII. 85; of punk, VI.

143; has nc tongue, vi. 169; vii.

130.

Statute, is a currency, ni. 200;

liberty of interpretation of, xi.

225; every immoral, is void, xi.

261.

Stay at home in mind, viii. 99.

Steadfastness, x. 102.

Stealing, xi. 213, 237; who does not

steal. III. 79.

Steam, i. 13; v. 95, 160 fit, 168; vi.

33, 84, 86; VII. 159; IX. 16; X.

12, 20, 153.

Steamboat, n. 368.

Stearns, George L., x. 499-507.
Steele, Richard, quoted, viii. 93.

Steel-filings, men like, in. 228.

Steering and drifting, x. 196.

Steffens, Heinrich, quoted, viii, 211.

Stephenson, George, vi. 86, 122.

Stepping, poet a god stepping from

peak to peak, vin. 10.

Sterling, John, love of Montaigne,

IV. 163; quoted, iv. 21.

Stick to your own, vi. 277; vni. 303.

Stilling, Jung, in. 104; vi. 6.

Stilts, vn. 183.

Stimulants used by bards, in. 27.

Stirling, James H., quoted, viii. 131.

Stockholder in sin, n. 249.

Stoical plenurrij i. 164.

Stoicism, ni.. 186; iv. 160; x. 209,

308, 319; XII. 194; genesis of, i.

339 » P^^s '^^^ S°ds '^^ their de-

fence, XII. 194; every Stoic a

Stoic, n. 85.

Stomach, a stomach evidence, iv.

176; vni. 333; Mithridatic, xn.

409; stoutness, or, vi. 60; xi.

174.

Stonehenge, v. 273, 276, 279.

Stones, conscious, ix. 7; rocking-

stones, XI. 392; broken cannot be

put together into unity, xn. 44.

Stories, love for, vn. 70, 212, 233;
genesis of, viii. 181, 186.

Stowe, Harriet Beecher, vii. 286.

Strafford, Earl of, rule as to reading,

vni. 184.

Straight lines, no, vn. 181.
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Strangers, ii. 192 f, 340; iii. 63; vi.

85; IX. 16.

Strawberries, lose flavor in garden-

beds, II. 240.

Stream, of power and wisdom, 11.

139; of human affairs, xi. 139;
XII. 16.

Streets, i. 50; vi. 248, 312; x. 140;

XII, 93; language of, force, viii.

124.

Strength, 11. 68, 117; vi. 58, 190J

joy indicates, vi. 264; vii. 283;

X. 69; depends on moral element,

X. 192; xii. 54, 61, 412; we are

strong by borrowing the might of

the elements, vii. 28 f.

Strikes, iv. 232.

Study, victims of, iv. 155; viii. 341.

Stukeley, on Stonehenge, v. 281 f.

Stupidity, a saving, iii. 239; v. 138.

Sturleson, Snorro, v. 57; vii. 206.

Style, betrays, viii. 33, 125; low, x.

168; XII. 284-299; Shakspeare's

use of, XII, 293 f.

Styx of experience, a. 251, 496.

Subject, and object, ni. 77, 79; your

subject must appear the flower of

the world, vm. 34.

Subjectiveness, iii. 76; is intellect-

ual selfishness, xii. 312.

Sublime, meaning of, vi. 29, 226.

Suburbs of Nature, i. iii.

Success, vii. 281-312; in. 70, 71;

conditions, iv. 130; vi. 54, 71,

loi, 117, 131, 141, 276; VII. 184;

viii, 231,343; X, 15, 19; XI. 320;

is the doing, i. 181 ; base estimate

of, II. 95; III. 85; VI, 81; made
up of faUures, x. 58 ; forever good,

IX. 32; idolatry of, vii, 289;

perils of, 1. 183, 233; ix, 380;

treads on every right step, i. 103,

181; II. 197; true and false, vii.

308; self-trust the first secret of,

VII. 292; is in the work, not in

what is said of it, vi. 225.

succession, necessity of, in. 43, 55,

82; IV. 176; VI. 319.

XII

Suction, content in, viii. 177.

Suffering, religion of, i. 220; in. 87;

shallowness, III. 48; a. 195; xii.

415-

Suffrage, universal, in. 209; vni,

231 ; X. 35; for women, vm. 208

;

XI. 420,

Suggestiveness, everything a sugges-

tion, II. 305; vm. 180; XII. AV
109.

Suicide, skepticism is, vm. 138; x.

246.

Summer, i, 18, 119; of the spirit, 1.

76, 77-

Summons, The, ix. 384.

Sumner, Charles, Assault upon,

XI. 245-252,

Sumptuary laws, vi. 105.

Sumter, Fort, xi. 343.

Sun, causes ignorance of Apollo, x.

. 307; borrows its beams, vi. 318;

duration, viii. 33^; image in

eclipse, x. 10; everlasting, ix. 392;
seen by few, 1. 8; forgotten, ix.

32; tellinghour by, n. 85; insipid,

VI. 255; a lamp-wick, x. 222; lick

away, vn. 74; sprang from man,

I. 71 ; II. 224; IX. 139; man
would pluck down, 1. 309; paints,

XI. 209; radius-vector, vin. 23;

put out of reach, XII. 393; set, but

not his hope, ix. 273, 314; snub-

bing, VIII. 303;* sowing for seed, 1.

256; IX. 310; system made by,

XII, 17; made by thought, vm.
39; not troubled at waste of rays,

II. 216; better method than the

wind, I. 253.

Sunday, core of civilization, vn. 132;

X. 107, 117, 235; Sunday objec-

tion's, IV. 172; X. 366; XI. 228.

See, also, Sabbath.

Sunday-schools, dead weight of, 11.

136; ni. 64.

Sunrise, ix. 345; i. 17.

Sunset, I. 17,214; III. 173, 178, 193;
VI. 78; VII. 3C0; quoted, VIII. 188.

Sunshine, m. 29; vi. 264.
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Superficialness, of our lives and our

thinking, i. 176, 196; x. 37, 245;
XII. 40Z.

Superfluities, beauty the purgation

of, III. 260; VI. 294.

Superiority, each has some, iii. 281;

V.49J VII. 283; X. 34,47, 194; in

what it consists, xii. 63.

Superiors, each man prefers the so-

ciety of, in. 275; IV. 3; VII. 11,

242; VIII. 320; X. 35, 51, 101,405.

Superlative, The, X. 161-179; "'
139-

Supernatural, x. 198.

Superstition, vi. 144; viii. 74; xi.

139; XII. 192, 387, 407; conse-

quences of displacing, 11. 29, 95;
VI. 207; X. 26, 201, 206.

Supper, good basis for club, vii. 247.

Supplementary, man supplementary

to each department of nature, viii.

SOS-

Supply, demand and, vi. 105.

Surfaces, we live amid, in. 59, 242;

VI. 271, 288; VII. 183, 297; IX.

139, 269; X. 134, 224; xii. 219.

Surmises, have value, i. 70.

Surprises, life a series of, 11. 320; in.

67; VIII. 289; IX. 225, 269.

SURSUM CORDA, IX. 86.

Suspicion, v. 123; we suspect what

we ourselves are, VI. 224; xii. 410.

SuuM cuiQUE, IX. ^57.

Swainish people, viii. 97.

Swamp, I. 169; X. 188.

Swearing, xii. 288.

SWEDENBORG, EmANUEL, IV. 9I-I46;

IX. 222 J angels, VII. 6; vin. 233;
"Animal Kingdom," iv. iii; ex-

ternal biography, iv, 98 ff; his

books to be used with caution, iv.

Ill f; and Charles XII., vii. 267;

needed no sanction from church,

III. 279; "Conjugal Love," iv.

127; ondiscernment, II. 279; doc-

trines, iv. 105; on English central-

ity, V. 43; fame, xi. 391; Fou-

rier, coincidence with, x. 349; on

false speaking, 11. 157; on gravity

as symbol of faith, viii. 16; sepa-

rate heaven of the English, v. 129,

242; viewof heaven, IV. 141; that

each man makes his own heaven,

VIII. 327; Hebraism, iv. 134; viii.

34 f
J

influence, x. 330; hatred

of intellect, x. 363; knowledge

and practice, i. 222; philosophy

of life, i. 112; on miracles, x.

12; moral insight, iv. 124; and

Plato, IV. 40, 88; on poetry, viii.

20; preaching, IX. 297; propriunij

VIII. 307; reform in philosophy,

VIII. 66; on love of rule, x. 121;

retrospective, iv. 143; sandy dif-

fuseness, iv. 123; second sight,

VIII. 327; sect, XI. 416; sexes, XI.

415; service, IV. 145; on solitude,

VII. 6; solidarity of souls, viii.

198: theory of symbolism, iv.

117 £F; theological tendency, iv.

120 ff; translates things into

thoughts. III. 36; VIII. 20; liter-

ary value, I. 112; system of world,

IV, 133.

Swift, Jonathan, iv. 150; v. 234;
VIII. 317; XII. 97,248-

Swing, going to heaven in a, x. 342.

Symbolism, i. 26, 28, 29, 393; ii.

222; HI. 13,72; IV. 68, 115 f, 121,

217; VI. 304; VII. 90, 212; VIII.

10, 30, 34, 70, 248; x. 132; XI.

19; XII. 19, 300; a good sjTnbol

the best evidence, viii. 13. See,

also
J
Emblems.

Symmetry, the whole society needed

to give, m. 57, 186, 227; vi. 131;

VIII. 8, 45; XII. 18; in moving

objects, VI. 292.

Sympathy, base, 11. 78, 260; in. 77,

137; VI. 133, 265, 269; secret of

social success, in. 141 ; in things,

n. 107; IV. 13, 179; vn.4, II, 13,

IS» 300; vin. 160, 293; X. 157,

234; XI. 145; XII. 22,31.

Synesius, Bishop, vii. 202,

Synthesis, iv. 55,
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System, need of, vi. ii6j tyrannical,

VI. 123.

Table, golden, A. 60; manners, viii.

85, 98; men social at, vir. 247;
rappers, a. a6; talk, vii. 208.

Tacitus, quoted, v. 50, 69, 85, 8i

Tact, VIII. 98.

Tactics, Napoleon's, i. 180.

Talent, Talents, aristocracy based

on, X. 40; a call, 11. 140; at the

expense of character, 11. 321; vi.

35; X. 279; sinks with character,

VI. 217, 257; charm, vii. 231;
communicable, viii. 229; of no
use to cold and defective natures,

III. 50; defined, xii. 47; demon-
stration of, XII. 56; dreaded, vi.

35J drowned in, x. 279; each

has some, iii. 217; expiation, iii.

218; expression pays tax on, iii.

281; and genius, i. 164, 217; iv.

170; X. 276, 279, 284; your gift

better than another's, 11. 83; for

government,- i. 385; integrity

dwarfs, vi. 277; and central in-

telligence, vii. 295; literary talent

a youthful effervescence, vii. 319;
mischievous, vi. 136; as many as

qualities of nature, x. 74; moral,

X. 95; enriches the community of

nations, VI. 104; partiality, iv. 212;

perception outruns, vii. 301 ;
popu-

lar idea, 11. 231 ;
poverty and soli-

tude bring out, vi. 259; practical

bias, VIII. 307; for private ends,

X. 84; respect for, iv. 265, 280;

sacrifice to, xii. 56; scholar needs,

X. 283; and sensibility, vn. 295;
must be subject to true sentiment

of man, xii. 119, 123; sincerity

basis of, XII. 31, 63; special, iii.

57; speed, XII. 49; supplementary,

X.358; for talent's sake, VIII. 230;

temptations, i. 283; no excuse for

transgressions, 11. 232; veils wis-

dom, iv. 282; value, VI. 80; VII.

184; young admire, vi. 227.

Taliessin, exile, ix, 376; quoted,

VIII. 58.

Talismans, ix. 32, 64; x. 20, 126;

XI. 144.

Talk and talkers, vii. 74, 226, 233;
talking for victory, viii. 97.

Talleyrand, vii. 288; quoted, iv.

268; V. 287; VI. 2695 VIII. 85.

Talma, vi, 170.

Tamerlane, viii. 172, 251.

Tantalus, 11. 32; vii. 163.

Tariff, of moral values, 11. 105, 122;

IV. 21 ; to give preference to worse

wares, vi. 225; xi. 80, 301.

Tasks, as duties, 11. 74; iii. 284J vi.

321; VII. 293; life-preservers, VI.

232, 275 ; we are to know our own,

XI. 217.

Tasso, ii. 232.

Taste, a sensual appreciation of

beauty, I. 23; 11.224; 111.3,138;

VIII. 150; XI. 411 J XII. 218.

Taxes, the debts most unwillingly

paid. III. 215; XI. 302, 322; Eng-

lish, V. 155; VI. 253; taxation of

women's property, xi. 424.

Taylor, Edward T. ("Father,"),

VIII. 114,318; X. 231,375; quoted,

III. 107.

Taylor, Jeremy, ix. 8; x. iii, 203,

227; XII. 194.

Taylor, Thomas, v. 295; vii. 202;

VIII. 50.

Tea, sentiment in a chest of, iv. 153

;

VIII. 281; IX. 212.

Teachers and teaching, 11. 152, 287,

343; milestones of progress, iv.

34; VI. 147; X. 101, 148; XI. 236.

See Education.

Teeth, significance, vi. 182.

Telegraph, electric, v. 161; vii. 28,

161, 254; vm. 137, 143; IX. 16,

191, 200; XI. 183.

Telescope, vi. 98; partial action of

each mind a, iii. 80; v. 76; x.

20.

Temper, useful defect of, 11. 117;

neutralizing acid, x, 235.
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Temperament, the wires on which
the beads are strung, m. 43, 50-

SS'y
V- 5h 134; VI. 9, 54, 77, 245;

VII. 61, 265 f; VIII. 79; IX. 356;
X. 43, 73; XII. 409; resists the

impression of pains, xii. 41 5

;

woman's, xi, 406-418.

Temperance, mean and heroic, ii.

251,254; III. 270; V.167; X.163;

question of, 1. 270.

Temperate zone, vii. 26; a. 176; of

our being, 111. 62.

Temple, ix. 8j a thought like a, 11.

277; IV. 129; in the heart, vi.

204, 209; houses, IX. 354.

Temptation, we gain the strength we
resist, n. 118, 133.

Ten Commandments, vegetable and

animal functions echo, i. 41; vii.

23; X. 119; keep order, x. 211;

XI. 194.

Ten Thousand, Xenophon's, iii.

lOI.

Tenacity, badge of great mind, v.

99; X. 58.

Tendencies, not deeds but, 1. 215,

247; VI. 36; X. 64.

Tenderness, 11. 204.

Tennyson, Alfred, v. 256 f, 295;
XII. 370 fit; quoted, 11. 263; xii.

342-

Tense, the strong present, iii. 64.

Tents of life, n. 125, 188, 223; ix.

339; XI. 413.

Terminus, ix. 251.

Terror, shuts the eyes of mind and

heart, VII. 258; xii. 409. See^

also. Fear.

Test, The, ix. 220.

Tests of men, vi. 261; vii. 307.

Teutonic traits, v. 116,

Thackeray, William M., v. 229, 246,

271.

Thames River, v. 41.

Thanks humiliating, in. 163.

Theatres, IV. 191; vii. 215; viii. 25,

Theban Phalanx, a. 59, 327.

Thebes, xii. 29.

GENERAL INDEX
Theism, argument for, vii . 1 60

;

purification of the human mind,
IV. 5; :.. 117.

Theology, x. 28, 108, 113, 207, 227

j

men are better than their theology,

I. 144; II. 95; VI. 214; XI. 478;
theological problems the soul's

mumps and measles, 11. 132; the

rhetoric of morals, x. 108,

Theory, imperfect often valuable, 1.

66; test of, I. 4; and practice, x.

152,268,355; XII. 50; two theories

of life, XII. 56.

There and then, preposterous, 11.

II.

Thermometer, nature a thermometer

of the divine sentiment, in. 178;

of civilization, xi. 166; of fashion,

XI. 528.

Thermopylae, i. 20; vi. 250; vii.

256, 272.

Thersites, iv. 28.

Theseus, in. 90.

Thief, steals from himself, n. 114,

116.

Thine Eyes Still Shined, ix. 99.

Things, 1.38; III. 243; education to,

111.257; have laws, III. 205; ride

mankind, ix. 78.

Thinkers and thinking, i. 174, 283;

II. 163, 328, 331; III. 75, 84; V.

222; VI. 25, 116; VIII. 15, 202; A.

252; beware when God lets loose

a thinker, II. 308; hardest task, 11,

331; slaughter-house type, viii.

332-

Third party in conversation, 11. 277.

Third person plural, age of the, xi.

538-

Thomson''s Seasons, viii. 22.

Thor, II. 72; V. 89, 162; VI. 137,

320.

ThoreaUj Henry D., x. 449-485;
VIII. 290; IX. 44; appearance, x.

461; common sense, x. 462; his

life, X. 451; naturalist, x. 466;

protestant, X. 454; poetry, x. 474;
XII. 354; a reader, xi. 500; wis-
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dom, X. 464; quoted, x. 47, 87,

356; xii. 107,

Thoreau, Mrs., x. 410.

Thought, ix. 380.

Thought, Thoughts, abiding, i.

359 ; and action, i. 95, 27a

;

II. 163; vn. 37; XI. 315J giving

actuality to, vi. 93; affinity, xii.

23; the age in, i. 264; pent air-

ball, VI. 288; all things from, x.

272; clothes itself with material

apparatus, I. 21; viii. 17, 273; xi.

164; arts and institutions from,

XII. 80; ascent, viii. 24; disposes

the attitudes of the body, viii. 82;

must fit audience, viii. 293 ; come
in by avenues never left open, 11.

z86; A. 133; undisciplined will

has bad thoughts, vi. 322; we
read better thoughts than author

wrote, vm. 194; believe your

own, VII. 292; vni. 106; makes
buildings and cities, ix. 7, 18; cap-

ital, X.. 77 J
and character, vi. 26

j

every thought commanded by a

higher, 11. 303; made clearer by

unfolding, VIII. 91, 292; communi-
cation, II. 335; conditions, vii.

229, 250; consecutiveness, vm.

272J XII. 52; control, II. 328; xii.

47 J
gives courage, VIII. 329; cur-

rents, vm. 6; decay of, viii. 233;
X. 246; dominion in proportion to

depthjii. 153; VII. 38; X. io5;de-

vout, I. 74; diseases, iv. i8oj mas-

tery by serving them at a distance,

viii. 339; rush of, in dreams, XII.

108; ends universal and eternal,

III. 71; VII. 9; ethics of, xii. 79;
and fate, vi. 20; not finality, vi.

320; makes fit expression, 1. 134,

187; III. 10; VI. 191; VIII. 18, 20,

52; X. 234; XII. 41; few, VIII.

179; makes fit for use, in. 17;

must be formulated, xii. 45; makes
free, VI. 25; xii, 46; and friend-

ship, i. 187; fugitive, VIII. 273;
game of, iv. 149J glow when sun

is cold, IX. 380; of God, vn. 277;

VIII. 15; X. 88; growth, xii. 18,

26; man a guest ia his, x.. 194;

come hand in hand, ix. 123 j taken

by the right handle, 11. 239; from

heart, VIII. 228; xi. 223; not hid-

den, I, 187; hospitality to, i. 291

;

VI. 196, 269; individual is partial,

VII. 249; inexhaustible, 1. 173;

mighty influence of, i. 262; in-

spired, III. 32; A. 133; institu-

tions founded on, n. 161; x. 88;

insulated, vn. 330; interference

with, II. 280; intoxication, vm.

297 ;' keys of, i. 95, 103 ; the key to

every man, i. 103; n. 303; and

manual labor, x. 241 ; lateral, not

vertical, i. 196; has large leisures,

x. 55; deepens life, xn. 15; re-

vises life, II. 161; as living char-

acters, VII. 219; XII. 109; makes
man and sun and stars, vm. 39;
measure of man, vii. 123; mar-

riage with music, vm. 47; mas-

ters of, II. 346; and matter, see

wwiier Matter; each has its proper

melody, viii. 47; memory and,

XII. 99; makes men, xii. 121;

method, II. 331, 334; air of mind,

VII. 225; miracle, 11. 335; vm.
272; unity with morals, x. 184;

and Nature, see under Nature;

needs of, a. 281; sign of, is new-
ness, xn. 71; lift Olympus, i.

172; go in pairs, VII, 230; at first

possess us, then we them, xn. 43

;

power, VI. 43; x.78, 234, 252; XI.

164; practical, xn. 46; prisons,

11.339; "^* 33; production, con-

ditions of, II. 336; VI. 85; the

more profound, the more bur-

densome, vii. 38; X. 250; XI. 151;

all have property in, n. 277; iv.

198; prosperity has its root in, 1.

244; vn. 297; VIII. 272; provoca-

tion, VII. 229; pure, poison, vii.

225; let us into realities, viii. 272;
renews itself daily, 1. 173; resultsj
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X. 74; retrospective, XII. 2i;works

revolution, x. 249, 327 ;
penurious

rill, XII. 51; like a river, x. 249;
a river from invisible world, xi.

501; has its own rules, xii. 85;

saliency, xii. 59; in savage, vin.

270; self-publishing, XI. 310, 487;

imbosomed in sentiment, x. 185;

service of, is reasonable, i. 157;

selfish for selfish, xii. 315; wears

no silks, VI. 324; sky-language, xii.

19; no solitary, xii. 21; beyond

soul's reach, viii. 275; source, 11.

268; vast spaces in, XII. 342; fugi-

tive sparkles, xii. 53; speak your

own, Ti. 45 f; VIII. 93; speed of,

XII. 49, 50; stock in, x. 77; suc-

session illusory, vi. 319; must be

tempered with affection and prac-

tice, VII. 225; a sword, x. 134;

thread on which all things are

strung, IV. 170; XII. 42J out of

time, II. 273; twilights of, x. 19;

unequal, VIII. 269; value, xii. 40;

volatile, xi. 502; vortices, viii. j,

waited on, i. 241 ; walk and speak,

1. 262; wages for which days are

sold, IX. 328; other wants come
from want of, i. 244; whipped by,

xii. 334; and will, 1. 22, 67; 11.

328; IX. 331; XII. 41, 46; inde-

pendent of our will, XII. 77; al-

ways clothes itself with words, viii.

34; XII. 95; rule world, in. 217;

VIII. 19, 228; X. 88; writer's

grasp, VIII. 33.

Threat, refreshment of, 1. 149; more

formidable than the stroke, vii.

265.

Threnody, ix. 148-158.

Thrift, II. 183; true, vi, 126; low,

vii. III. Secj alsOj Economy, Fru-

gality.

Thucydides, X. 302; quoted, vii. 73;
X. 310.

Thunder, I. 196; coax, ix. 196; dis

arm, ix. 379; clouds are Jove's

festoons, ix. 272.

Tides, made to do our work, vii. 28,

42; of thought, A. 132, 219; XI.

160.

Ties, human, II. 204, 213; moral, vi.

278.

Timseus, iv. 42, 87.

Time, for affairs and for thought, 11

.

317; 111.41,85; IV. 21; animals

have no value for, x. 1 55 ; chemist,

IX. 138; child of eternity, 1. 287;

VII. 183; coined into days, ix. 13;

consoler, xii. 414; not counted,

IX. 249; deceptions of, in. 85;
dissipates the angularity of facts,

11.9; finder, vii. 330; of force to

be husbanded, VIII. 291; fugitive,

II. 273; keeps God's word, ix.

382; Hindoo proverb on, xi. 309;
an illusion, VII. 317; immortality

not question of, viii. 347; in-

verse measure of intellect, 11. 272;

killing, X.. 133; laws, 11. 228;

measure spiritual, not mechanical,

VII. 178; omniscient, vii. 330;
Nature's measure of, in. 41 ; pic-

tures of, IX. 270; poetry shows

no mark of, 1. 92; poison, vii. 319;
value of present, vii. 173; prob-

lem of, VIII. 225; prolific, X. 132;
reformer, v. in; always time to

do right, VIII. 31; rights things,

XII. 383; river of, 111. 4; slit and
peddled, n. 225; iv. 22; and
space, ». 39, 57, 73; II. 272; vni.

225; IX. 53; physiological colors

which the eye makes, n, 67; pain-

ful kingdom, n. 171; should be
tried, xii. 413; inverse measure
of force of soul, 11. 272 ; and
thought surveyors, IX. 245; a toy,

VI. 318; is the distribution of

wholes into series, vi. 319; has

work to do, ix. 358.

Timeliness, n. 228; vi. 86; viii. 83.

Times, The, Lecture on, i. 257-

291; T. ,09; VI. 3, 39.

Timidity, vii. 257; mark of wrong,
n. 112.
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Timoleon, ii. 133; xii. 263.

Tin-pans, Homer and Milton may
be, VIII. 68.

Tissinet, and Indians, viii. 145.

Tisso, Prince, vi. 285.

Tithonus, vii. 320.

Titles, English, v. 197.

TitmousEjThe, IX. 233-236; 1. 168.

Tobacco, III. 27J VI. 318; vii. 31,

319; IX. 28; X. 250; XI, 124.

To-day, ix, 382; all-importance of

insight into, i, iii, 163J King in

disguise, 1. 267; iii. 47, 60; vii.

173; VIII. 273; IX. 295; X. 397;
XI. 536, 539; XII. no. See, also,

Day, Present, Time.
Toil, VIII. 311; IX. 64, 323; XI. 542.

See, also, Labor, Work,
To-moiTow, power of, 11. 228, 305,

320; VIII. 284; IX. 219; X. 397.

Tone, VIII. 96.

Tongue,iv.46; vi.51; vii.73;viii.

226J IX. 284, 351 J XII. 245, 307.

Tonics, best, vii. 225; viii. 274.

Tooke, Home, quoted, VI. 278; viii.

Tools, VI. 32, 79, 89, 141; VII. 157,

163; X. 147; XII. 97 J run away
with the man, i. 209; vii. 164.

Torch, man a, x. 275; world all

torches, ix. 367.

Torrid zone, animated, ix. 38.

Toussaint L'Ouverture, iii. 94; x.

49 J ^^- 144-

Town-incrusted sphere, ix. 72,

Town-meetings, vii. 260; viii. 102,

116; XI. 46, 263, 527.

Towns, have their explanation each

in some man, vi. 42; advantages

of, VI. 148; IX. 18,49, 64; XI. 42,

46, 526; local government in, xi.

495. See, also. Cities, Country.

Toys, instructive, iii. 186; vi, 40,

313, 318; VII. 125, 172; VIII. 149.

Trade, American, VIII. 142; custom

of, does not excuse, 11. 140; edu-

cative, VI. 106, 109; energy in, vi.

65; puts men in false relations to

each other, 111. 256; the greatest

meliorator, vii. 166; ix. 18, 124;

X. 129; XI. 123, 156, 531; a con-

stant teaching of laws of matter

and mind, x. 129; not intrinsical-

ly unfit, III. 92; V. 85J selfish, i.

^^o, 3i9> 378; I". 2$6; IV. 151;

its value in history, i. 377 j world

made for, ix. 212.

Tradition, i. 141; iv. 196; v. 54;
A. 116, 199, 208, 217; XI. z86;

XII. 6, 42.

Tragedy, transitoriness the essence

of. III. 56; IV. 183; VII. 9, 56;

IX. 132.

Tragic, The, xii. 405-417.

Trances, 11. 282; iv. 97. See, also,

under Swedenborg.

Tranquillity, mark of greatness, i.

42; VII. 117, 125, 311; VIII. 88;

X. 64, 156; XII. 411, 414.

Transcendency in poetry, viii. 70-

75-

Transcendentalism, i. 261, 340; 11.

315; X.343. See Notes,

TranscENDENTALiST, The, 1. 327-

359; lover of Beauty, I. 354; be-

lief, I. 335; like child, i. 346;
critic, I. 344; not good citizen,

I. 347; doubts, I. 352; novice, i.

357; withdrawing of, i. 341.

Transference of forces, x. 71.

Transfiguration, Raphael's, 11. 362;
of things, VIII. 24.

Transformations, III. 36; v. 62;viii.

5-

Transition, ix. 342; period of, vi.

207; X. 113, 217, 327; power
resides in, 11. 69, 180; in. 33, 54;
IV. 55; VI. 71,292; VII. 181; VIII.

289; XII. 59. See, Ezra Ripley,

Notes on.

Translations, ix. 298-305; benefit

of, vii. 203.

Translator, philosopher a, n. 345.
Transmigration of souls, 11. 32; iv.

96, 124, 145; VIII. 324; X. 7.

Transmission of qualities, x. 33.
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Transparency of body, vi. 177, 286;

XI. 144.

Transportation, creates wealth, vi.

87.

Transubstantiation, contemporary

insight is, viii. 35.

Travel, and nomadic instinct, xii.

'35-

Travellers,!!. 290; v. 132; vi!!. 295.

Travelling, 1. 169; benefits, !!. 8oj

III. 27; IV. 3; V. 4; VI. 145, 269;
X. 172.

Trees, III. 170, 181; viii. 151; ar-

boretum a museum, xi. 433; xii.

174; are chemists, xii. 146; elm

agrees with me, viii. 13; fed by

air, XII. 80; growth, VII. 147; ix.

171, 34^5 3CI1. 25, 32, 54; high-

waymen, XII. 178; make land-

scape, xi. 431; oak, I. 300; Tho-
reau's arm like, x. 456; thrifty,

growinspiteof blight, VI. 60. 5«,
edso, Forests, Groves, Woods.

Trimmers, v. 123.

Trinity, xi. 17.

Trinity of beauty, goodness and

truth,!. 24,63,354; III. 6; vii. 57.

Trismegisti, 11. 345.
Trolls, V, 76, 135.

Tropes, III. 30; vi. 324; vii. 9o;v!ii.

12, 15. Seey also. Symbolism.

Tropics, II. 226; VIII. 153.

True, the heartlessness of, i. 355.

Trust, I. 105; II. 293, 297J VI. 192,

277; X. Z93; thyself, II. 47; trust

men and they will be true to you,

II. 237.

Truth, abstract, 1. 4; 11. 326, 331;
absolute, vi. 205; must be acted

upon, I. 222; IV. 290; adorer of,

VI. 306; is in air, vi. 44J not all

in your keeping, iv. 157; applied

to government, iii. 213; appre-

hension of, I. 4, 66, 172; II. 281;

XII. 32J basis of aristocracy, x.

39; the only armor, vi. 230;
sweeter than art, ix. 238; unity

with beauty and goodness, 1. 55,

354; yi- 3^°;. x"- ^i9> 33°; tte

summit of being, iii. 95; tyran-

nizes over the body, 11. 156; centre

and circumference, viii. 221 ; root

of character, VI. 322; conditions of

right perception, i. 126, 222; vi.

30, 116; needs no confirmation

from events. III. 98; men of world

value it for its convenience, x. 170;

must contend with, to understand,

II. 117; defence of, XI. 183; recep-

tion of, balanced by denial, i. 302;

all men unwillingly deprived of,

III. 273; the search for, derided, i.

185; glad to die for, ix. 296; x.

96, 195; discernment of, i. 222;

II. 279; distorted, 11. 339; distrust

of, XII. 55; draws to truth, viu.

222; seems less to reside in elo-

quent,:!. 343; English, v. 116-126;

essence, xii. 38; conveys a hint of

etemity,vii.97,307; expands us to

its dimensions, IV. i85;vi.25;does

not involve ability to express it, iii.

189; expression of, comes from

clear perception, viii. 33 ; learning

nottofearit, X. 213; firm ground,

X. 176; preferred to flattery, iii,

273; takes flesh, x. 132; a fly-

away, 1. 171 •y allowed with friends,

II. 202; VI. 192; badge of gentle-

man, V. 118; German reference

to, IV. 281; giveme, IX. 139; not

divorced from goodness, i. 221;

III. 212; IV. 130; answers to grav-

itation, VIII. 221; alone makes
great, 11. 160 x. 282; handsomer
than affectation of love, 11. 51;
keeps horizon line, a. 141; hu-

mility the avenue to, x. 185; im-

mortal, 11. 327; laws of imparting,

X. 99 ; not hurt by our fall from it,

x. 196; not to be labelled with any
ohe^s name> 11. 278; lantern for

other facts, ii. 332; lie in, viii.

289 ; life in union with, gives poetic

speech, viii. 68; love of, in. 274;
magnetism of, xi. 393; makes
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man out of clod^ x. 194; xi. 188;

every man a lover of, in. 277 j in

masquerade, xii. 193; no mono-
poly, II. 278; ill. 189 J VIII. 192,

312; X. 97; and Nature, seal and

print, IV. 1 1 7 ; Nature helps, 1. 1 23

;

VI. 219J in new dress, viii. 13;

new supersedes old, 11. 311; not

obsolete, VII. 57; offered to all, n.

342; all things its organs, 11. 155;

learned from ourselves, i. 2S8;

may be spoken in poetry, not in

prose, VIII. 52; policy enough, i.

183; power, VI. 230; power in

proportion to, xii. 121; prayer, a

study of, I. 74; in preaching, 1.

139; a preserver, viii. 177, 340;
must prevail, xi. 162; not shut up

in proposition, iii. 245; realm of

in no one mind, viii. 294; ex-

presses relation that holds true

throughout Nature, i. 44; x. 187;

not received at second-hand, i.

127; the attempt to report, II. 329;
screens against, iii. 135; the rich

can speak, vii. 141; search for,

endless,ii. 320, 342; 111.245,247;

X. 132; service, IX. Ii8j xi. 173J

all on the side of, vi. 201 ; x. 269;

sides to, I. 44; too simple for us,

X. 109, 237; speaking, i. 123; 11.

72,261; VI. 162, 193; XI. 291; XII.

46; spirit woos us, I. 222; starlit

deserts, i. 186; a statement for

every one, VI. 201 ; vii. 91; sum-

mit of being, iii. 95; tart, xi. 289;

translation, xi. 223; uncontain-

able and ever enlarging, xii. 78;

unhurt by treachery, x. 195; unity

with right, vi. 324; universal, 11.

139; X.94; unspoken, but felt, VI.

228 ; wholesome, iv. 63 ; worship,

II. 341.

Tuba, vni. 242, 255.

Tuitions, n. 64.

Turgot, quoted, 1. 56.

Turks, VI. 5.

Turner, J. M. W., described, v. 135.

Turner, Sharon, quoted, v. 290.

Turtles, the thoughts of a turtle are

turtles, '•111. 54.

Twilight of experience, xii. 309.

Two cannot go abreast, 11. 265.

Two-Face, in. 245.

Two shoes, vn. 105.

Tyburn of Jews, in. 114.

Tyler, John, vn. 8.

Types, II . loi; vin. 187; xii. 40;

the material the type of spiritual,

VIII. 13.

Tyranny, of despots, i. 3763 of

genius, n. 355; in. 37, 239; of

the present, in. 170; viii. 6.

Ugliness, III. 18; vi. 300; viii. 172.

Ulysses, vii. 72; x. 42.

Umbrellas, v. 105, 254; vi. 152.

Una, IX. 210.

Unattainable, the, 11. 301.

Unbarrelable, truth, i. 171.

Unbelief, our torment, i. 282; iv.

181; ages of, mean, x. 206, 213,

220.

Uncles and aunts, xn. 395.
Uncontinented deep, ix. 72.

Understanding, i. 36, 295; vi. 57;
vn. 227; its activity makes sen-

timents sleep, X. 221. See, alsOf

Reason.

Understanding others, li. 146^ 306;
III. Ill, 248 ; IV. 46 ; works to short

ends, XII. 122 f.

Understatement, rhetoric of, x. 169.

Undertaker's secrets, x. 21.

Undulation, principle of, i. 98; 11.

332.

Unfriendliness, 11. 240.

Ungrateful space, n. 216.

Unhandselled savage, 1. 99, 100.

Unhappiness, unproductive, n. 354,
Uniformity, neat and safe, x. 138.

Unifying instinct, 1. 85.

Union, has no basis but the good
pleasure of the majority, i. 390;
IX. 206; XI. 132, 205, 249, 259,
269, 306, 527; perfect only when
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uniters are isolated, ni. 267. See^

alsOf United States.

Unitarianism, 1. 339; ix. 140; x.

112; XI. 18; Coleridge on, V. 10;

tte pale negations of, x. 117, 204,

403-

United States, civil war in, v. 20;

VII. 261; VIII. 116, 144, 207; Jt,

2585x1. 295-345, 322 f, 349-379;
constitution, xi. 232, 540; demo-

cracy, VI. 62; XI. 526; disunion,

XI. 261; eloquence, VIII. 132; free-

dom, IX. 199; government, xi.

271, 529; prosperity, viii. 207.

Units of society, i. 83, 115; iv. 114.

Unity, ix. 279; of men, i. 82, 106;

11. 268; HI. 78, 232, 280; VI. 45;
of man with Nature, i. 68, 71, 86,

124,197; III. 194; IX. 34, 51; XII.

318; of man with God, i. 10, 64,

122, 131, 194; II. 292; of man
and history, 11. 3-43; of laws,

natural and moral, vi. 219; of

mind, 11. 277; xii. 313, 316; of

Nature, i. 43, 67, 73, 201 ; 111. 180-

183; IV. 48; v. 237; VI. 25; VIII.

7, 18, 223; IX. 24, 54, 137; X.

86 J XII. 20; of society, 11. 87; of

thought and morals in all animated

nature, a. 184; of the world, vi.

47, 306; XII. 64.

Universal, alone interests, xii. 4; is

quality of beauty, VI. 303; in hero,

I. 165; versus iadividual, 1. 162,

205; X. 94; mind in all men, x.

93; in Nature, I. 212; viii. 23 j

gives worth to particular, 11. 5.

Universalist, every man <i, iii. 245.

Universality, iii. 242; iv. 106, no;
V. 240,244; XII. 55.

Universals, science of, 1. 204; iii.

244.

Universe, alive, 11. 102; we need not

assist. III. 284; beauty its creator,

i. 24; III. 7; beckons to work, 1.

351; nest of boxes, viii. 333; x.

226; bride of soul, iii. 77; its

children, iii. 6; wears our color.

III. 79 ; conversation gives i
of, VI. 272; end, VI. 93; our ex-

pectations of. III. 61-62; immen-
sity, 1, 39; property of every in-

dividual, i. 20; law, X. 22; man's

part in, i. 3; iii. 26; x. 131; of

nature and soul, i. 4; Newton on,

VIII. 224; represented in each par-

ticle, II. 97, 101; paths in, XII. 42;
moral sentiment converts into a

personality, iv. 95; police and
sincerity of, VI. 221; a pound, in.

96; prayer to, 1. 346; prophetic,

viii. 223; protects itself by pub-

licity, VI. 224; its simplicity not

that of a machine, 11. 137; the ex-

temization of the soul, in. 14;

holds man to his task, vi. 5; exists

in transit, xii. 59; unhurt, 11. 131.

139; and unit are round, ix. 14,

Universities, in. 259; v. 199-213;

VI. 156; VII. 96; XI. 242.

Unjust, happiness of, xi. 239.

Unloiown, the fear of remaining, 11.

157; search for the, iv. 64.

Unpopularity, penalty, 11. 261.

Unprincipled men, boasted per-

formances of, X. 256.

Unproductive classes, vi. 265.

Unpunctuality, discomforts, 11. 228.

Unrelated, no man is, viii. 301.

Unsaid, soul known by what is left

unsaid, 11. 278.

Unseen, we reason from seen to un-
seen, 11. 146; VIII. 338; X. 327.

Unsettled, hope for him who is, 11.

318.

Uranus, fable, 1. 296.

Uriel, ix. 13.

Usage, drowsiness of, in. 258.

Use, the health and virtue of all

beings, i. 41; vi. 123, 243, 289;
VII. 263; IX. 219; X. 84; XI. 542.

See below.

Useful, the, not detached from the

beautiful, n. 366; in. i63;vi. 21,

159,291; VIII. 319; XI. 237.

Usual, to be wondered at, m. 285.
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Utility, II. 222 f; m. 5; English

passion for, v. 83, 247; a. 56,

244.

Utterance, difference in the power

of, VII. 38; VIII. 247.

Vagabond, intellect is, 11. 82; viii.

70, 278.

Valor, VII. 256; is power of self-

recovery, 11. 309.

Valuations, in Natu>.e none false,

III. lOI.

Value, 1. 41 J VI. 106; of a man, VIII

.

99.

Van Buren, Martin, Letter to,

XI. 87-96.

Vane, Sir Harry, i. 21.

Vane, always east, vi. 154.

Vanity, danger from, iii. 107; ex-

pensive, VI. 114.

Van Mons, iv. 9; xii. 173; quoted,

XII. 76.

Variety, cardinal fact of, iv. 47, 51.

Varnhagen von Ense, quoted, x. 105,

no, 112.

Varnish, iv. 85; of the dew, i. 159;

of manners, VI. 169, 188; of Na-
ture, vii. 171; of philanthropy, II.

Vasari, quoted, vii. 310; xii. 185,

226, 228J 237, 241.

Vast, the, x. 134; xii. 318.

Vastation, of souls, iv. 131.

Vastitudes of time and space, viii.

225.

Vatican, 11. 359.
Vaticination, parturient, xii. 62; en-

titled to respect, i. 70.

Vault of heaven like snake skin, a.

191.

Vauvenargues, quoted, a. 92.

Vedas, VIII. 214; ix. 292; a, 71;

quoted, iv. 48 f; vii. 317.

Vegetation, viii. 152 f; occult rela-

tion of man and, 1. 10; XL. 184; XII.

24.

Vehicles of truth, content to be, i.

391; VIII. 99.

Vehicular, language only, in. 34.

Venelas, cloak, 11. 35; vii. 123.

Veneration, never dies out, i. 126;

VII. 129; X. 221; we venerate our

own unrealized being, i. izo.

Venetian traveller in England, quot-

ed, v. 113, 124, 145.

Venice, v. 40.

Venus, VI. 292; ix. 103; in art, n.

366.

Veracity, viii. 29 ; necessity for poet,

VIII. 39.

Versailles courtiers, i. 203,

Verse and verse-making, iv. 215;

Vlll. 40, 53, 54, 56, 122, 243; IX.

220, 230. SeCf alsot Poetry.

Vesicles, power of growth, vi. 14.

Vespucci, Amerigo, v. 152.

"Vestiges of Creation," xi. 391.

Vestry of verbs and texts in Sweden-

borg, IV. 122.

Viasa (Vyasa), 1. 58.

Vice, betrays itself, 11. 58, 115, 159J
good patriots, vii. 31 ;

popular al-

lowance of, vi. 211; VIII. 317; X.

114; people wish to be saved from

mischief of their vices, not from

vices, III. 81 ;
pride eradicates, vi.

1 14; we ascribe our own to others,

III. 89; the virtues of society the

vices of the saint, 11. 295; vi. 251,

258 ; sacrifice of public to private

interest is, a. 92.

Victoria, Queen, \. 112, 192.

Victory, III. 85, 90, 114; v^i39,22i;

VI. 226, 237, 301; VII. 287, 288;

VIII. 97, 184, 226; IX. 209; X.127;

XI. 149,235,310.
Vienna, in. 191; v. 146, 267.

View, difference of point of, n. 316;
VIII. 99.

Vigor, lesson of, in. 73; iv. 247; vi,

Z46; contagious, vi. 246.

Viguier, Pauline de, vi. 296.

Villa d' Este, i. 367.

Village, the aesthetic, xn. 397,

Villagers, we are, in. 35; vi. 6; vii.

124.
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Violence, is absence of power, x. 92;

in education, X. 154.

Violet, The, ix, 97.

Violin, Bible like an old, viii. 182.

Virgil, u. 149; quoted, vi. 41 j vii.

Virgioia, xi. loi ; University of, ad-

dress at, X. 261-289.

Virtue, not an aggregate, 11. 275 ; not

mere amiability, vi. 163; animal,

III. 114; attainment, A. 83 ; a bar-

rier, 1. 231; IV. 180; X, 478 fj

opens mind to beauty, i. 120; xii.

240; changes in meaning, i. 337;
II. 314; X. 187J Christianity loses

someenergy of, II. 85; end of crea-

tion, 1. 121; defined, 1. 121; 11.

160, 271; vm. 229; X. 197 f;

moral d^ormity is good passion

out of place, vi. 258J devils re-

spect, n. 159; like diamonds, best

plain-set, VII. 115; distrust in, vi.

210; earth and sea conspire with,

VII. 51; economist, vi. 113; an

equipoise, xi. 392; Euripides on,

11.255; as exceptions, 11. 52; none

final, II. 316; fool of, VI. 325; and

form, XI. 8; essential to freedom,

X. 86; genius in, viii. 275; geo-

graphical, I. 280; loved for its

grace, IV. 215; greatness, the per-

ception that virtue is enough, 11.

255; is health, X. 43 ; xi. 392; is

height, II. 70; Imperial guard, i.

149; incommunicable, iv. 28; in-

spiration, iv. 70; golden key, 1. 64;

the highest always against law, vi.

238; a luxury, vi. 91; manifest

and occult, x. 23; no merit, n.

133; minor, 11.235; Milton's, xii.

262; muniments of, vi. 222; nat-

ural, II. 275; has air of necessity,

X. 501; occasional, x. 365 f; and

order, i. 323; not to be paraded,

II. 133 ; the past works in the pre-

sent action, 11. 60; no penalty to,

II. f22; not a penance, 11. 53; not

piecemeal, 111. 263 ; source of

power, II. 115; subordinate pow-

ers sleep in presence of, iii. 54;
prizes, x. 59; procession, 11. 314;
essence of religion, 1. 121 ; a. 220;

reward, II. 212; coincidence with

science, iv. 83; fashion is virtue

gone to seed, iii. 128 ; self of every

man, xi. 186; separates from the

state, ni. 280; x.477; not a strug-

gle, II. 133, 275; secures its own
success, VII. 99; alone is sweet so-

ciety, IX. 397; not taught, iv. 70;

subject to no tax, 11. 122; totters,

I. 355; we do not wear out virtue,

11.63; winning, X. 277; whywork
in same way, 11. 136.

Vishnu, IV. 50, 178 J vi.20; vii. 172;

VIII. 15; quoted, IV. 139.

Vishnu Purana, iv. 49; vii. 218;

quoted, a. 120.

Vishnu Sarma, vn. 218; quoted, vi.

235-

Visibility, dismay at, vii. 5.

Vision, where there is no vision the

people perish, i. 185, 191; 11. 69;
III. 28; X. 252; the visions of

good men are good, vi. 322.

Visit, The, ix. 12.

Visits, III. 134; limit to, vm. 91.

Vitruvius, i. 43 ; quoted, iii. 30; viii.

185.

Vivian Grey, xn. 377.

Vocabulary, books as, vii. 211; of

great poets, 11. 336; m. 17J viii.

49.

Vocation, 11. 140; vii. 117, 124;

finding one'^s, xii. 83. SeSf aJso^

Emplojrments, Occupation.

Voice, betrays, vi. 180; vm. 120;

English, v. 112; difference in,

vm. 83; index of state of mind,

VIII. 120; the sweetest music, *.

263; 11.365; VIII. 119 ff; reader

with bad voice, viii. 120 f; see-

saw in, VI. 45; A hoarse voice a

kind of warning, iv. 144.

Volitant stabilities, iv. 161..

Voltaire, v. 127; vm. 192, 318, x.
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no; quoted, iv. 27; vi. 29, 257;
XII. 55.

Voluntaries, ix. 205-209.

Vortical motion in thoughts, viii. 7.

Votary, religion cannot rise above

state of, VI. 205.

Voting, I. 253, 348; III. 279; VI. 14,

31, 249; VIII. 173 J
you cannot

vote down gravitation or morals,

XI. 236; female suffrage, xi. 419-

423; immoral, xi. 522.

Vows, every man should assume his

own vows, I. 243.

Vulgar,the, III. 115; vi. 231J x. 62J
XII. 237.

Wacic, the Caliph, quoted, xii. 351.

Wages, t. 374; VI. 231; IX. 328.

Wagon, hitch to star, vii. 28.

Waiting, much of life seems, 1. 353;
". 235-

Waldeinsamkeit, IX. 249.

WaLDEN, IX. 370; VIII. 281; IX.

166, 230 f, 342.

Walk, The, ix. 366.

Walking, the art of, 11. 137; viii.

151; a fine art, xii. 158; best in

us goes to walk, xii. 157, 158;

companions for, xn. 176; con-

ditions for, XII. 142 ff; is mental

gymnastics, xii. X41; Nature

invites to, xii. 136; pleasure in,

XII. 177.

Walks, Concord, xn. 169-179.

Wall Street, i. 230; vi. 91.

Waller, Edmund, viii. 55.

Walls of the soul, i. 168; v. 18.

Walpple, Horace, quoted, vi. 297;
X. 165.

Walter, John, v. 264.

Wandering, ix. 166 f, 311; xii. 135.

Wandering Jew, viii. 339; fable of

,

XI. 436.

Want and Have, II. 91; vi. 117, 165;
VII. 121; IX. 270.

Wants, elegant to have few and serve

them one^s self, 1. 247; ix. 219;

man born to have wants and to

satisfy them, vi. 88, 91, 266; vii.

11,57, 112, 114, 162,327.

War, XI. 149-176; art of, n. 86;

attractive because it shows readi-

ness to imperil life, 11. 250, 322;

VII. 256; X. 38; XI. 155, 171;

childish, xi. 155; forwards the

culture of man, i. 323 ; vi. 36, 109,

1^5 £,254; vni. 104; X. 37f, 188,

248, ^57* 422; XI. 59; 152, 323,

342, 353, 514; decline of, xi. 156

ff»i7SJ Englishin,v. 85,93, 175;
foul game, v. 191 ;

gunpowder in,

XI. 513; improvements, x. 189;

man born to, 11. 249; suits a semi'

civilized condition, xi. 304; the

solvent of society, XI. 341; Napo-
leon on, IV. 229, 235; XI. 343;
nothing new in, iv. 247; opposi-

tion to, XI. 168; preparation for

peace, vi. 71 ; science in, ix. 223;
everything useful the seat of, in.

100; antagonized by .tra,de,v. 120,

161; XI. 156 f.

Warren, John C, a. 340.

Washerwoman''s maxim, vi. 255.

Washington, George, not found in

narrative of his exploits, in. 89,

229; Jacobin tired of, iv. 27;

Jerseys good enough for, 11, 258;
Landor on, v. 7 ; and Lincoln, xi.

336; style of breeding, viii. 102;

safe from the meanness of politics,

II. 263.

Watches, men like, vi. 177; vii.

234, 288; VIII. 52.

Water, ix. 344; "never baulk," xn.

407; drinking, n. 254; in. 29;
finds its level, 11. 146; meeting of,

II. 212; point of interest where

land and water meet, i. 205; mix-

ing, n. 207; relieves monotony in

landscape, vm. 45; powers, vii.

146; IX. 47, 344 ; x. 70; never

speaks of itself, xn. 316.

Water-fall, ix. 369,

Waterville College, address at, x.

239-258.
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Watt, James, v. 77, 93, 98, 158, 238

;

VI. 18,33,57,87; VII. 52; X. 12,

178; quoted, viii. 269.

Watts, Isaac, x. 383.

Wave, charm of motion, vi. 292;

the healing, ix. 325; of mutation,

VI. 305; IX. 287; at Nahant, ix.

345; wealth, strength and illusion

in, IX. 243.

Weak, every man seems to himself

weak, II. 238.

Wealth, vi. 83-127; ix. 285; in

America, v. 153; viii. icx); and

aristocracy, 1. 261 ; without rich

heart, a beggar, iii. 154; ends, 11.

235; III. 190; in England, v. 98,

153, 155, 181; health, the first

wealth, VI. 56; vii. ii3;hungerfor,

III. 190; sign of knowledge, II. 114;

means, not end, iii. 191; x. 12^;

index of merit, iii. 161 ; objections,

IV. 253; VII. 114; parasitical, a.

271; power not to be divorced

from, XII. 200; respect for, not

without right, vni. 100; scholar

needs little, viii. 297; servitude,

XII. 217; tendency to draw on

spiritual class, x. 243; stands on

a few staples, xi. 512; source of,

VI. 85; tainted, i. 234; need of,

for domestic well-being, vii. 113;

a vine, ix. 270.

Weather, we cannot give up care of,

II. 226.

Weather-cock of party, xi. 514.

Weatherfend the roof, ix. 183.

Web, of life, vi. 82, 321; vii. 171,

173; X. 197; of nature, vni. 26;

of party, xi. 263.

Webster, Daniel, ix. 398; xi.

201-205, 219-228; III. 230; IV.

15^199; VI. I3>63»i35; VIII. 25,

117, 183, 219, 318; X. 447 f, 490;
XI. 181, 233, 240, 247, 250, 528;

XII. 48, 97; quoted, vii. 75; xi.

193, 198.

Wedgewood and Flaxman, xi. 511.

Weeds, VI. 115.

Weight, personal, v. 103; vi. 14.

Weimar, Grand Duke of, and
Goethe, viii. 317; quoted, 11. 229.

Well, Inscription for a, ix. 376.

Well-doing, talent of, vi. 196.

Well dressed, tranquillity in being,

VIII. 88.

Well read, we expect a great man to

be, viii. 178.

Wellington, Duke of, v. 4, 68, 85,

109, J20, 123, 184, 307; VI. 151;

VII. 271, 323; viii. 184; X. 167,

496; quoted, V. Ill, 118, 131,222;

VII. 258, 316.

Welsh poetry, Triads, quoted, vi, 21,

303; VII. 63; VIII. 58.

West, the, 1. 370; x. 179; xi. 534.

West Indies, Emancipation in

THE British, xi. 97-147; i. 231,

West Point, vi. 77; x. 251.

West Roxbury Association, x. 359 flf.

Wheat, steam-pipe screwed to the

wheat crop, vi. 86.

Wheel-insect, iv. 290.

Wheels, the creation on, viii. 4.

Whigs, VI. 63; xi.23if; in embryo,

VI. 12.

Whim, VIII. 289; X.27; asmotto,ii.

5i>3i7.

Whimseysjiv. 265; %^. 123; vii.320.

Whiskey, tax on, vii. 31.

Whistling, iv. 99, 184; viii. 72.

Whitefield, George, VII. 334; xi. 66,

86.

White Hills, i. 308; vi. 95; x. 401;
horn in, 'ii. 175.

Whitewashed by unmeaning names,
V. 179-

Whitman, Walt, xii. 285 f.

Whittier, J. G., quoted, xi. 216.

Whole, circumambient, xii. 336.

Wholeness, in Nature is wholeness

in thought, vii. 93; viii. 158; ix,

4fF; X. 197.

Wickedness, successful, 11. 94; vi.

21, 66.

Wicliffe, John, v. 216, 220; viii.

214.
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Wieland, Christoph M., quoted, xii.

3^5-

Wife, IV. 129.

Wilberforce, William, v. 4;xi. 108,

141.

Wilkinson, James J. G., iv. iii; v.

250.

Will, acts of, rare, xi. 521; and ac-

tion, iii. 97; affection essential to,

VI. 28 ; and art, vii. 39; beauty the

mark of, 1. 19; education of, the

end of our existence, i. 39; vi. 54;
VII. 275; elemental, VIII. 333, 342;
the presence of God to men, xii.

46; the one serious and formid-

able thing in nature, vi. 30, 232;

free agency, 11. 139; iv. 177; vi.

21, 36, 48, 288; XI. 236; and

genius, viii. 201 ; Jieart, throne of,

IX. 284; and inspiration, vi. 30;

moral sentiment the kingdom of,

IV. 94; liberation from sheaths of

organization, vi. 36; male power,

X. 157; constitutes man, iV. 125;

V. 12; X. 91; XI. 407; not to be

manufactured, vi. 28; miracu-

lous, XII. 46; moral nature viti-

ated by interference of, 11. 133,

272, 328; VIII. 229; nothing im-

possible to, VI. 248 ;
predomi-

nance of nature over, 11. 134; all

possible to, IV. 176; measure of

power, V. 305; VI. 27; VIII. 283;

X. 157; XI. 231; XII. 46; leans on

principle, vii. 30J follows percep-

tion, XII. 37; of pure runs down
into impure, m. 95; rudder of

ship of humanity, xi. 407; select-

ing, VI. 84; added to thought, ix.

331; XII. 41, 46; more than tal-

ent, X. 50 f; weakness begins

when individual would be some-

thing of himself, 11. 271; wishing

is not willing, xii. 46; realized in

world, I. 40.

Willard, Major Samuel, xi. 32, 57 f.

William, the Conquerer, v. 73, 160;

VI. 253.

William of Orange, VI. 149,233.

William of Wykeham, v. 290.

Williams, Helen M., quoted, viii. 26.

Willis, N. P., quoted, iv. 145.

Willows, VIII. 152,

Wilson, John, viii. 197.

Wilton Hall, v. 190, 284.

Winchester Cathedral, v. 289.

Winckelmann, vi. 286; vii. 202;

quoted, vi. i8i.

Wind, cosmical west, vni. 21 r

;

Welsh invocation of, viii. 58; on

lake, VIII. 288; IX. 321; myriad-

handed, IX. 42; north, ix. 42;

order of, vi. 321 ; scholastic bag of,

III. 257; sense of, VI. 284; service

of, I. 13.

Wind, South, iii. 172; ix. 39, 46, 93,

102, 148, 255, 337, 361; long

memories in, ix. 361.

Wind-harps, iii. 172. See, also.

Harp.

Winds, the *'Maruts," xii. 148.

Windows, of diligence, 1. 19; painter,

u. 20; of soul, VI. 179; watcher of,

II. 175.

Wine, bards love, iii. 27; bring me,

IX. 125; in cup of life, VI. 41 J cup

shakes, x. 162; decanting, farm-

ing like, VI. 119; and eloquence,

IV. 153; false, VIII. 70; friends

arefrozen wine, IX.352; Hafizon,

VIII. 245, 246; hidden, ix. 177;

inspiration, VIII. 281; for a certain

style of Uving, xi. 524; of life, ix.

387; Luther on, IV. 153; which is
-

music, IX. 126; no resource but to

take wine with him, v. 230; what
wine and roses say, ix. 29; side-

real, IX. 138; feels bloom of vine,

IX. 166; waters fell as, ix. 34.

Wings, affections are, viii. 228

;

beauty plants. III. 23; vi. 305; of

time, IX, 270.

Winkelried, Arnold, i. 20.

Winter scenery, 1. 18.

Winthrop, Governor John, xi. 41,

45-
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Wisdom, return for action, I. 97; ".

227 ; the difference of persons not

in wisdom but in art, 11. 333 ; and

beauty, iv. 69; cheerfulness of, vi.

264J VII, 306; contagion of, iv.

13, 25; involves courage, x. 86;

mask with delight, ix. 324; de-

fined, XII. 46; each has enough,

XII. 29; does not go with ease, XII

;

185; in private economy, 11. 234;
like electricity, vii. 250; xii. 27;

infused into every form, iii. 196;

genius sheds, i. 108; from God
only, IV. 70; not without good-

ness, I. 221; health, condition of,

VII. 306; of humanity, 11. 277,

288; in life, III. 59; and love, iv.

219 J
does not concern itself with

particular men, viii. 312; the

mark of, is to see the miraculous,

1. 74; III. 68; no monopoly, 11.

278; to know our own. III. 81; in

pine-woods, iii. 29; seeks not

linear rectitude, 1.302; contrasted

withshrewdness, II. 118; sign,vii.

306; from well-doing, XI. 237; of

world, II. 288; woman knows all,

XI. 406.

Wise, Gov. Henry A., vii. 271; xi.

269.

Wise man, angles with himself only,

VII. 114; makes all wise, iv. 25;

VI. 269; not always wise, vi. 92;

VII. 250; XII. 27; discriminates,

1.38; end of nature, III. 216; few

dare to be, 1. 142; and foolish, i.

38; III. 285; cannot be found, in.

213; has no personal friends, iii.

216; does not decide for future,

XI. 169; Luther said God could

not do without, in. 187; takes

much for granted, a. 56 f ; intelli-

gence with others, ii. 146; viii.

227; at home everywhere, II. 81;

IX. 46; leaves out the many, in,

100; all literature writes his char-

acter,ii.7; has no needs, in. 216;

shuns novelty, a. 174; presence.

III. 216; their service to mankind,
XI. 502; is state, in. 216; wants
to find his weak points, 11. 1 18.

Wiser than we know, n. 96, 280.

Wishes, are granted, vi. 46 f; vn.

327; X. 94; XII. 46; and will,vi,

29; VII. 254.

Wit, adamant soft to, ix. 69; shaft

of Apollo, VIII. 263; architecture

of, I. 172; charter, viii. 218;

cheap, VI. 230; detectors of, i.

358; difference of impressionabil-

ity, vn. 297; English, V. 124; epi-

lepsies of, II. 199 ; and folly, n. 98

;

like Greek fire, viii. 163; humor
better than, XI. 467; ice-cream in-

stead of, 1. 244; irresistible, vin,

163; does not make us laugh, VIII.

98; law of water true of wit, xi.

514; libraries overload, 11. 85; a

magnet for, VIII. 320; men of, un-

available, XII. 7; and mobs, viii.

147; mother, x. 157; too much,
xn. 402; peacock, ix. 56; pene-

trating, xii. 384; the finest has its

sediment, VI. 248; useof,ix. 219;

makes its own welcome, vni. 163.

Witan, quoted, vin. 323; xi. 30,

Witchcraft, of affection, 11. 174; of

curls, VII. 105.

Wolff, Frederick A., x. 330.

Woman, xi. 403-426; in. 149-152;

as author, vn. 286; civilizer, 11.

259; HI. 150; VI. 149, 296; Vll.

23; vin. 93; XI. 409; clergy ad-

dressed as, I. 71; conscience of

people, XI. 260; lawgiver in con-

versation, vn. 226; VIII. 92 f; XI.

408; £nglish,v. 66, 108; fascina-

tion, VI. 315; of fashion, vi. 171;
figure, VI. 299; Fourier's opinion

of, X. 354; in the home, iii. 150;
XI. 411; element of illusion, vi.

315; impressionable, vi. 44; xi.

405; influence, vi. 171, 296; in-

spiration, 11. 151,259; III. i5i;xi.

405; love and marriage, n. 183;
VII. 124; moral, vi. 306; more
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personal than man, XI. 418; polit-

ical status, in. 150; VI. 293; viii,

208; XI. 416; a poet, VI. 296;

rights, III. 150; a solvent, iii. 151

;

superior, speech of, viii. 93 ; force

of will, VII. 266.

Wonder, xii. 327, 388; poetry the

daughter of, iv. 206; seed of sci-

ence, vii. 158; IX. 44; X. 27.

Wood, Antony, v. 69, 79, 154, 201;

VII. 243; X. 186; XII. 257.

Wood-bell's peal, ix. 230.

Wood-chucks, men instead of, iil.

183.

Wood-craft, 111. 177.

Wood-gods, him wood-gods feed

with honey wild, ix. 321 j lay of,

IX. 52.

Wood-life, contrite, 11. 58.

Wood-Notes, ix. 43-59.

Woods, aboriginal, i. 169; city boy

in, VII. 298; egotism vanishes in,

I. loj not forgotten, i. 32; free-

dom of, VIII. 151; glad, IX. 249;

gods talk in breath of, ix. 311;

joy in, xii. 173, 175; tempered

light, HI. 170; man a child in, i.

9; October, ix. 362; peace, xii.

237; plantations of God, i. 9;

inspire reason and faith, i. 10;

self-similar, IX. 186; secret of, im-

parted to throbbing heart, ix. 368

;

put in song, IX. 229; value of, xii.

147; seem to wait, 11. 18; walks

in, XII. 147 ; Walden, ix. 249, 370.

Seej also, Forests, Trees.

Woolman, John, xi. 108.

Words, are actions, in. 8; air fcffged

into, I. 40; IX. 338; air-sown, IX.

222; awkward, 11. 225; would

bleed, IV. 186; brutes have no, i.

45; bullets, IV. 168; disputes in,

III. 2S0; finite, i. 44; iii. 21;

strokes of genius, in. 22; viii.

J95; from heart, enrich, in. 104;

golden, IV. 126; inflation from

too much use, x. 169; Landor's

use of, XII. 348; loaded with life.

I. 95 J Hsts of, suggestive, iii. 17;

meanings fluxional, 11. 320; vi.

304; VIII, 17, 33 f; metallic force

of primitive words, viii. 57; mis-

use of, XII. 291-293; objects are

words, XII. 5; that are persuasions,

IX. 150; perversionofji. 30J fossil

poetry, in. 22; power, vii. 63; re-

ligions and states founded on, viii.

38; sincere, never lost, ii, 158;

to match sky, ix. 230; spoken,

not recalled, 11. 116; of street,

forceful, XII. 287 f j study of, in,

257; symbolism a second nature

growing out of first, i. 2$', m. 22;

thought always clothed in, xu,

95; timely, n. 228; transparent,

'/II. 190; necessary because of

distance of thought betw£en

speaker and hearer, ii. 311; un-

conscious, VII. 38; new uses of, n

source of inspiration, vin. 294;

let us not be victims of, vii. 15;

that are not words, but things, vii.

226.

Wordsworth, William, 11. 247; v.

18-24, 294-298; XII. 319, 365-

369; American appreciation of,

XII. 197; anecdote, VII. 325; ap-

propriator of thoughts, vni. 193;
habit of brag, v. 150, 295; con-

scientious, V. 256; VIII, 202; and

De Quincey, viii. 192; xii. 142;

great design, vin. 33; xii. 367,

372; disparagement, v. 297; ex-

ceptional genius, v. 257; Lamb
to, VIII. 198; Landor on, v. 257,

297; XII. 338, 346; example of

right living, v. 296; xi. 154 f;

**ode," VIII. 346; Pan's recording

voice, IX. 240; agent of reform in

philosophy, vni. 66; visit to, v,

19-24, 294; quoted, 1. 131; n,

116, 132, 147; v. 20, 110, 217,

294, 297; VI. 303; vn. 179, 299,

309, 325; vin. 27, 69, 185, 226,

296; X. 95, 226, 249, 323; XI. S8;

XII. 26p, 267.
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Work, contentment in, xii. 82 f;

dignity of, 1. 14, 179, 181, 240,

350; II. 141, 164; III. 189, 283;

V. 196J VI. 87, 91 f, 112, 224 ff,

232; VII. 23, 137, 177, 291-294,

321; VIII. 210, 341, 342; X. 129;

XI. 331, 480, 542J XII. 30, 382.

See, also, Labor.

Workman, foreign, way to conquer,

VI. 225,

Works and Days, vii. 155-185.

World, enlarged by our finding af-

finities, vii. 302; all outside, iii.

64; anthropomorphized, viii. 24;
bankrupt, xii. 386; a battle-

ground, X. 87; is beauty, i. 15,.

23, 112, 119; IX. 69; XII. 216;

like man's body, i. 64; build your

own, I. 76; final cause of, l, 12,

47; Plato's cop)Tight on, iv. 77;
of com and money, iv. 93; for

cricket-ball, iii. 49; a divine

dream, i. 62, 303 ; for man's edu-

cation, viii. 334; emblematic, i.

32; II. 9; empty, II. 147; belongs

to energetic, viii. 144; x. 85;
enigmatical, vii. 180; always

equal to itself, iv. 107; vii. 174,

306; VIII. 213; in equilibrium,

XII. 414; not finished, but fluid, 1.

105; it is for good, x. 91; a

growth, X. 187; in the hand, iv.

159; heedless, IX. 8; greasy hotel,

XI. 189; stands on ideas, x. 88;

illustration of the mind, i. 120;

immensity, 11. 356; belted with

laws, X. 85, 128; congruity with

man, 1. 68, 120; 11,4,8,352; in.

183, 196; X. 131 f; for man, ix.

28 f; mathematical, 11. 102; vi.

81; other me, i. 95; metamor-

phosed by scholar, 1. 87; mill, vi.

81 ; in miniature, in every event, 11.

340,355; miracle of soul, 11. 297;
mirror of man, x. 191 ; his who has

money, vi. 95; moral import, vi.

85, 117 ff; man the mould into

which it is poured, 1. 335; new,

1. 167; as noun and verb, in. 20;
but one, x. 199; picture-book of

human life, viii. 9 ;
plastic, 1. 105 j

plenum, 111. 243; a poem, iv. 120,

125; property of each if he will,

1, 20, 104; VII. 171, 306; to be
realized, in. 85; rough and surly,

VI. 6; secret of, X. 238; sit on and
steer, i. 320; shadow of the soul,

1.95,334; III. 21; Swedenborg's

system of, iv. 133; a symbol, x,

464; teacher, x. 127; like tele-

graph system, vi. 44; temple, III.

17; rests on thoughts, x, 88; tool-

chest, VI. 90; not yet subdued by
thought, I. 168; for use, vi. 90;
X. 73, 84, 125; not used up, iv.

247; product of one will, i. 123.

World (social), accepts man's mea-
sure of himself, 11. 151; man of,

VI. 150, 183.

World-Soul, The, ix. 15-19, 65.

Worship, vi. 199-242; ix. 279;
decay of, 1. 143; x. 104, 206;

learned from Nature, i. 61; of

material qualities, li. 161; and
moral sentiment, i. 125; finds

expression in good works, xi. 480,

490.

Worth, absolute and relative, i. 147,

249; 11.61,147; a man passes for

that he is worth, 11. 157; iv. 129;

X. 49; apologies for real worth,

III. 218.

Wotton, Sir Henry, iv. 203 ;
quoted,

V. 112, 178; X. 441.

Would, or should, in our statements,

vm. 30.

Wrath, English, v. 140; splendid,

XI. 222; wild, X. 276.

Wren, Sir Christopher, quoted, vi.

36; XI. 410.

Writer, affection inspires, 11. i9i;vii.

10; best part of , is that which does

not belong to him, 11. 108; v. 5;

from his heart, II. 153; materials,

IV. 261; need of him, IV. 269 ; vii.

II ; signs of originality, i. 30, 70:
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VIII. 33 ; the people, not the col-

lege, his teacher, vii, ii; popular

power, X. 54; once sacred, IV. 269;

secondary, might be spared, vii.

194; secret, II. 332; self-trust, iii.

189; a skater who must go where

skates carry him, viii. 31; skill,

not wisdom, his characteristic, 11.

333; conditionsof success, 11.3065

V. 4j VII. 182; viii. 281; sur-

roundings, viii. 291; talent does

not make, iv. 28 1 ;
young writer

leaves out the one thing he has to

say, VIII. 308.

Writing, must be affirmative, xii. 78

;

greatest of arts, xii. 283, 303 ; from

aspiration, 11. 221 ; comes by

grace of God, in. 69; xii. 78;

against gravitation, viii. 131; x.

257; weakens memory, xii. 99;
new audience reached by, xii. 283

;

under nom-de-plume, viii. 196;

must be addressed to one's self, 11.

153-

Wrong, I. 25; seen only in some

gross form, i. 279; measure of, i.

336; the pains we take to do

wrong, X. 148; penalty, 11. no;
prosperity built on, x. 189; a

remedy for every wrong, viii. 333

;

the years are always pulling down
a wrong, xi. 354.

Xanthos, marbles at, v. 91. See Sir

Charles Fellowes.

Xanthus, 1. 349.

Xenophanes, IX. 137; VI. 324;
quoted, 1. 43.

Xenophon, in. loi; vii. 200, 248;

VIII. 238; quoted, u. 25.

Yacht-race, it is the man that wins,

V. 53-

Yama, legend of, viii. 349.

Yankee, xii. 395 ; enterprise, 11. 235

;

VI. 57-

Year, all sorts of weather make up,

IX. 75; each moment has its own

beauty, 1. 18 ; specious panorama,

IX. 137; inhaled as a vapor, 1. 158.

Years, blue glory, vii. 173 ; menials,

II. 161; single moments confess,

IX. 12; X.253; of routine and sin,

1. 147 J
teach much which the days

never know, in. 69; usurped by

petty experiences, 11. 226.

Yeast, inspiration like, viii. 271 ; re-

formers against, in. 252.

Yellow-breeched philosopher, ix. 40.

Yezdam prophet, xii. 398.

Ygdrasil tree, a. 201.

Yoganidra, iv. 178; vi. 313.

Yoke of opinions, vi. 156.

You, another, x. 138.

Young American, The, i. 361-

395-
Young, Edward, a. 402; quoted, 11.

317; VI. 202.

Young, ideas always find us, ix. 89.

Young, may take a leap in the dark,

X. 16; despise life, in. 61; old

head on young shoulders, vii. 316.

Young men, legacy of ages to, i. 311;

aims, IV. 158; x. 250 f, 268, 276 f;

not to be helpless angels, x. 251 j

Carlyle and, x. 491; view of the

manly character, viii, 304; tend-

ency to country life, i. 366; edu-

cated above their work, xii. 398;
whose performance is not extraor-

dinary, II. 258; III. 51; XII. 398;
revere genius, in. 5; lose heart,

n. 75; make themselves at home,

VII. 15; impediments, i. 230; in-

novators, I. 306; young and old

men, 11. 170; x. 136; need pa-

tience, I. 115; society an illusion

to. III. 199; start in life, xn. 398;
work not wanting, xn. 403; their

year a heap of beginnings, vn.

328.

Young Men's Republican Club, re-

solutions, VII. 321.

Youth, actions, pictures in the air, i.

96; aid of, I. 346; love of beauty

prolongs, II. 272; characterized.
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X. 140 f; the day too short, vii.

228; dreams, iii. 201; vi. 265;

fault soonest mended, ix. 383;
follies, VI. 257; glory, 11. 181;

health of, admirable, vn. 297; viii.

276; hero-worship of, iv. 3; feel-

ing of incompetency, iv. 184; love,

II. 169; passions, VII. 325; perpet-

ual, I. 9; A. 136; everywhere in

place, VII. 319; must prize, viii.

276; promise of, I. 344; receptiv-

ity, II, 319J a reconnoitring, vii.

8; excess of sensibility, vii. 328;
sensual, x. 150; becomes skepti-

cal, X. 279; suffers from powers

untried, vii. 326; wisdom in, ix.

383.

Yunani sage, iii. 109.

Zealot, burlesque attaches to, i. 355;
in. 188.

Zero, result of most lives, x. 224.

Zertusht. See Zoroaster^

Zodiac, 11. 5; IX. 176.

Zoroaster, iii. 109; quoted, i. 213;

11.79; v.24i;vi.23,73,258; vm,
19.

Zymosis, viii. 131.














